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About this book
This book helps you make decisions about the implementation and use of IBM®
Application Support Facility for z/OS® (ASF) Version 3 Release 4. It gives you an
overview of:
v Application Support Facility and its document composition functions using the
classical 3270 interface or the Web client interface provided with the feature
Document Connect for ASF (DC4ASF)
v The Document Writing feature
v The interface to OfficeVision/MVS™
This book enables you to get optimal usage of the product by understanding the
administration tasks.
The main administration tasks are to:
v Provide a smoothly running system for the users
v Provide help and initial training for the users
v Provide user information
v Start and stop batch jobs
v Customize the system to your company’s needs
v Establish a security system

Who should read this book
This book is intended to be read by the person in your enterprise who is
responsible for performing the administrator tasks involved with running ASF.
You are usually the first level of support for users and may be responsible for
identifying training requirements and for implementing standards.
Depending on the size and complexity of your installation, several administrators
may be required. However, because the administrative structure varies in every
company and largely depends on the size of the company working with ASF, only
one administrator is mentioned in this book.
To administer and maintain ASF, see Part 1, “Administration,” on page 1.
To customize ASF, see Part 2, “Customization,” on page 267.
For an introduction to document composition, see Chapter 9, “Composing
documents,” on page 111.

What you should know
As system administrator for ASF under z/OS, you should be familiar with the
following:
v z/OS operating system
v IMS™ or CICS®
v IBM DB2 Universal Database™ (DB2®), when using DB2 as database platform for
ASF or when using DB2 as transaction manager for the ASF Web client
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If your environment uses the Web client, you should be familiar with IBM
WebSphere®.
Depending on how the ASF Web server connects to the host, you should be
familiar with one of the following:
v CICS Transaction Gateway
v IMS Connect
v MQSeries®
v DB2 stored procedures
Additionally, for administration of the document composition functions, you
should be familiar with Document Composition Facility (DCF).
The bibliography describes each book in the ASF library. It also describes some
publications for other IBM products you can use with ASF.

Conventions used in this book
Convention

Meaning

ABEND

Refers to a program error.

AFP

xii

™

Advanced function presentation.

AFPDS

Printable data stream.

AOR

Application-owning region.

ASF V3 R1

Version 3 Release 1 of ASF.

ASF V3 R2

Version 3 Release 2 of ASF.

ASF V3 R3

Version 3 Release 3 of ASF.

ASF V3 R4

Version 3 Release 4 of ASF.

ATD

Application-type description.

BLRR

Batch document request record.

BMP

Batch message processing.

CEL

Continuous formatting error library.

CFL

Continuous formatting output library.

CICS

Represents CICS/ESA®.

CLL

Completed document library.

DCF

Document Composition Facility.

DJL

Document job library.

DLF

Document Library Facility.

F-key

Refers to a function key on host panels.

FLL

Formatting document library.

GIL

General information library.

GML

Generalized Markup Language.

(3270-ASF)

Means this item or topic applies to the host
only and not to the Web client.

IMS

Represents IMS/ESA®.

ISL

An internal system library.

LCE

Letter control entry.
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Convention

Meaning

LRR

Document request record.

LTD

Document-type description.

NEP

Node error program.

PCE

Paragraph control entry.

PDP

Parameter determination program.

PDR

Parameter description.

PEP

Program error program.

PSB

Program status block.

PVP

Parameter verification program.

SIB

Standard interface block.

SLL

Saved document library.

SP

Standard paragraph.

SPA DB

Scratchpad area database.

SPG

Standard paragraph group.

TOR

Terminal-owning region.

TS

Temporary storage.

UPR

User profile record.

USL

User session library.

Web client

The browser interface provided with the
feature Document Connect for ASF.

(Web client)

Means this item or topic applies to the Web
client and not to the host.

WSL

An internal system library.

XCTL

Transfer control command.

ZSL

An internal system library.

How to get more information
Visit the ASF Web page at
http://www.ibm.com/software/applications/office/asf/index.html
to see the latest information available about the product.

How to send your comments
Your feedback is important in helping to provide the most accurate and
high-quality information. If you have any comments about this information or any
other documentation:
v Send your comments by e-mail to swsdid@de.ibm.com. Be sure to include the
documentation name, the part number, the version number, and, if applicable,
the specific location of the text you are commenting on (for example, a page
number or table number).

About this book

xiii

v Print and fill out the reader comment form located at the back of this
information. You can either give the completed form to your local IBM branch
office or IBM representative, or you can send it to the address printed on the
reader comment form.

xiv
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Chapter 1. Introduction
This chapter introduces ASF and tells you what is involved in administering the
system. It also briefly introduces the people you work with during administration.

Overview
Application Support Facility (ASF) is an integral part of output management
solutions with high-volume output of documents, allowing users and customer
applications to create documents online and in batch based on predefined
templates, paragraphs, and data.
Customers using the Document Composition functions define document layout
and formatting using IBM Document Composition Facility (DCF.) Optionally, they
can use the feature Document Connect for ASF (DC4ASF) to allow users to create
documents from a Web client rather than the traditional 3270 interface.
The ASF interfaces allow integrating ASF services with business applications
requiring document output no matter whether the document is to be printed,
faxed, e-mailed, or accessed from the intranet or internet.
Customers using the Document Writing Feature define document layout and
formatting using IBM DisplayWrite/370.
Customers working under OfficeVision/MVS currently using ASF Version 3
Release 2 as a front-end can now upgrade to the latest ASF release that supports
the most current levels of z/OS system software.
ASF provides a high degree of flexibility when adapting its multiple customization
options to the needs of the embedding customer application environment. The
administrator who adapts the default settings to the local requirements is the key
person for flexible and efficient use of ASF.
The administration involves setting up ASF, enrolling and training users,
developing operating standards and procedures, and performing ongoing
maintenance of the system. This includes:
v Controlling access to resources
v Setting up naming conventions for users, items, and documents
v Setting up menus and applications
v Creating document and text elements using document composition functions
An administrator works closely with the:
System programmer
who installed ASF. Some of the administrative functions must be done using
batch jobs. In addition, the system programmer can help diagnose any
problems that might occur.
Application programmer
who is responsible for writing and interfacing business applications with ASF,
and for writing exit programs to enhance the facilities of ASF.
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Users
who are responsible for telling the administrator what expectations and needs
they have of ASF.

Architecture of an ASF installation including the Web client
Figure 1 displays the architecture an ASF installation including the Web client.

Figure 1. Architecture of an ASF installation

Web client interface
The Web client interface, provided with the feature Document Connect for ASF
(DC4ASF), enables the user to create business documents in a browser
environment. For more information, refer to “Introducing the Web client” on page
11.

Security
In planning for ASF, it is essential that you consider the security aspects of your
system. For example:
v Provide access to facilities to those users who need such access to do their work
v Restrict access to certain tasks to authorized users
v Display confidential information to authorized users only
Two levels of security are implemented:
1. External security, also known as sign-on security, which is implemented before
a user signs on.
2. Internal security, which is implemented after a user has signed on.
External security, that is, verification of user ID and password, can be ensured
either by using product-specific definitions, or you can use a security system such
as RACF®. For internal security aspects, the profile definition is used.
Security aspects are described in greater detail in Chapter 2, “Security and session
control,” on page 17.
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Data sets
ASF uses a number of databases for its functions. They contain permanent and
vital data, or just temporary data for a session.
The organization of the databases depends on the setting of the installation
parameter DXBSETUP. For more information refer to the ASF program directory.
v DBSETUP=DB2NO
– For TRANSMGR=CICS all ASF data is stored in VSAM key-sequenced data
sets (KSDS)
– For TRANSMGR=IMS all ASF data is stored in DL/I data sets
Note: This setting is not applicable for TRANSMGR=DB2.
v DBSETUP=DB2MIX
The data of the ASF databases GIL, SLL and CLL, CFL, and CEL are stored in
DB2.
– For TRANSMGR=CICS all data of ASF work databases is stored in VSAM
key-sequenced data sets (KSDS)
– For TRANSMGR=IMS all data of ASF work databases is stored in DL/I data
sets
Note: This setting is not applicable for TRANSMGR=DB2.
v DBSETUP=DB2ONLY
This setting is applicable for TRANSMGR=CICS, IMS, and DB2. The data of all
ASF databases is stored in DB2 databases.
For all databases that contain permanent or temporary vital data, you should
define backup and restore procedures to prevent loss of data in case of a system
failure.

Databases for permanent and vital data
The information necessary to run ASF is considered to be permanent data because
it does not change during the execution of daily tasks. This information includes
all user, document, process, security, and setup definitions. It is maintained by one
or more administrators whenever new tasks or processes are defined or existing
ones need to be changed
The following databases contain permanent data:
v The user profile library (UPL)
v The general information library (GIL)
Depending on your process requirements, the following databases may contain
permanent data:
v The saved document library (SLL)
v The formatted document library (FLL)
v The continuous formatting output library (CFL), if the continuous formatting
function is used (DB2 only)
Several data sets are used for information that is vital but not permanent. A typical
example is the document request record (LRR), which is produced for every
document a user creates, because the LRR is needed for printing the document, but
may be deleted when the print process has completed.
Chapter 1. Introduction
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The following databases contain temporary vital data:
v The SLL
v The completed document library (CLL)
v The FLL
v The CFL, if the continuous formatting function is used
v The continuous formatting error library (CEL), if the continuous formatting
function is used
With the exception of the UPL, all databases are defined in the environment
tailoring. Because you can define multiple environments within one installation of
the product, you can also set up multiple data sets for all databases that depend
on the environment definitions. For details about environments and setting up
multiple data sets, refer to Chapter 18, “Support for multiple databases,” on page
367.
“DB2 considerations” on page 320 provides system-specific information and hints
on using DB2 tables.

User profile library
The UPL contains all information relating to the users, such as user IDs, work
environments, and access rights to projects, components, features, and other
applications. Items in the UPL are called user profile records (UPRs).
User access is granted by the administrator on an individual basis for each user by
assigning the user to one or more projects and defining the authorization for each
project, or by giving an access code to projects and allowing users to access
projects with certain codes. These methods of granting user access can be mixed
according to your needs.
You maintain user profiles either with the User Profile Maintenance panel or with
the List of User IDs panel. Chapter 3, “User administration,” on page 27 describes
how to maintain user profiles. In addition, you can use the batch utilities resource
unload and resource reload to delete user profiles or to copy them from one UPL
to another.
In a production system, the UPL will only be read for an authorization check at
sign-on time. Update requests will be performed only during maintenance of UPL
records.

General information library
The GIL contains all information regarding the setup of ASF, such as the
appearance and structure of menus, which components are used and linked to,
help information, and how links to your own applications are made. In addition,
all the descriptions on how to compose documents, and all standard paragraphs
(SPs) are stored in the GIL.
Each piece of information contained in the GIL is called an item. The GIL items will
be frequently accessed during operation. There will be, however, no update activity
unless you apply maintenance to a GIL or you activate options such as storing the
date of the items’ last use.
Data contained in the GIL: There are several different types of items in the GIL:
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v Information items contain text that users can display on information display
panels. In such items, you can specify any information you want to make
available to your users, such as guidelines, help information, a telephone
directory, or a bulletin board.
v Menu items contain the options displayed on a menu panel.
v Application-type description items (ATDs) contain the name of an application
program to be called. They can also include the names and attributes of
parameters. With the help of these parameters, you define the data information
which is passed to the called program. The parameter values can come from a
number of sources such as input from users, predefined values, or if you use a
parameter determination program (PDP), from your own databases.
For more information on ATDs, refer to Chapter 8, “Defining ATDs,” on page
101.
v Document-type description items (LTDs) contain descriptions for the documents
produced during document composition. The composition of any new document
is initiated by selecting an LTD item. The LTD defines processing rules for the
document, for example:
– Which subdocuments and which SPs are available as components
– Which components must be selected or must be modified
– Which PDP is used
– Which printing options are available
For more information on how to compose documents, refer to Chapter 9,
“Composing documents,” on page 111. For a detailed explanation of defining
and maintaining LTD items, refer to “Defining LTDs” on page 82.
v Standard paragraphs (SPs) contain predefined text parts used for composing
documents. You can, for example, define one SP containing your letterhead, the
names of the addressee and sender, the date, and a standard salutation. Another
SP can consist of the closing parts of a letter such as the name and title of the
person signing the letter.
For SPs, you can also define parameters, that is, information about how to
merge data into the text. The parameter values can come from a number of
sources such as input from users, predefined values, or if you use a PDP, from
your own databases.
v Standard-paragraph groups (SPGs) contain related SPs that you can combine
together. When you define new documents during document composition, it is
recommended that you use LTDs as subdocuments instead of using SPGs.
The names of information items, menus, ATDs, and LTD items can be used as
fast-path commands. ASF then starts the processing according to the type. On host
panels, for SPs and SPGs, the display function is started.
In addition, the GIL contains other items that cannot be used as commands:
v Parameter descriptions (PDRs) define the parameters that are available in your
system. PDRs can be considered to be models for the parameter definitions in
ATD and SP items. For a parameter, there is only one model, that is, one PDR
defined in the system, but the parameter can be used in many ATDs and SPs. In
these items, the parameter’s occurrences can be defined with attributes and
values that differ from the model and from each other. You can add a parameter
to an ATD or SP item only if the model exists.
For more information on how to use parameters, refer to Chapter 7, “Defining
parameters,” on page 91.
v The DCF profile item contains DCF control words, symbols, and text that are
embedded at the beginning of each document during online formatting in
Chapter 1. Introduction
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document composition. Online formatting is used only when you invoke the
preview function or when you print the document immediately on a
locally-attached printer.
Administration of GIL items: In the environment tailoring, you can control
whether maintenance is allowed for a GIL or not. Production GILs, that is, GILs for
which no maintenance is allowed, can be updated only with the batch utilities
resource unload FSNBRUL and resource reload FSNBRRL.
When maintenance is allowed for a GIL, the administrator can create, display,
maintain, print, and delete the various item types. These tasks are described in
detail in Chapter 4, “Maintaining GIL items,” on page 53. You select the
maintenance tasks you want to perform on the GIL Item Maintenance panel, or on
the List of GIL Items panel.
ATDs are used for calling a number of functions, such as the GIL list display and
the GIL maintenance functions. The sample GIL delivered with the product
contains the following ATDs:
v ENULMF to display the GIL Item Maintenance panel
v ENUSLGILNP1 - ENUSLGILNP7 to display a list of GIL items
Content of the sample GIL: Most items contained in the sample GIL start with
the following three prefixes:
DXB ...
Is the prefix for the reserved parameters used by functions of ASF. For
example: DXBFNCT, DXBRCID, and other PDRs are used in ATDs to
request and control a variety of internal functions such as display of a
specific item. It is strongly recommended that you preserve these PDRs for
your production GIL.
ENU ...
Is used for menu items, information items, and ATDs that will be
translated into the supported languages. If installed, the translated item
starts with the respective prefix DAN, DEU, ESP, FRA, or NLD. Notice that
ASF supplies its help information for host panels as GIL items. Do not
delete these items; you might want to save them for your production GIL.
Note: Information, menu, LTD, and ATD item names can also be used as
fast-path commands. See “Fast-path commands (3270-ASF)” on page
14. Therefore, you may want to rename frequently-used menu,
information, or ATD items to more meaningful names. A special
naming convention is used for some of the above mentioned online
information, for example, for field help items, so it may not be
advisable to rename all items.
FSN... Is a prefix for sample items that demonstrate the functionality of this
product. LTDs, SPs, and SPGs used for these samples are prefixed with
FSN. These items are not translated into the supported languages and you
may not wish to keep these items on your production GIL.

Saved document library
The SLL is the library for saving the documents created during document
composition.
When referring to documents used during document composition, the term LRR is
implied. The LRR is a table of information defining the document to be created by
formatting with DCF. It contains:
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v
v
v
v

The name of the used LTD
The names of selected SPs
Parameter settings
Individual text modifications

The LTD items, SPs, SPGs, parameter descriptions, and DCF profiles used for
document composition are defined in the GIL.
You can save a document in the SLL when you want to:
v Resume work with a document at a later date
v Use the document as a model when producing similar documents
You can use the List Functions choice on the default main menu to list the
documents contained in the SLL with fast-path command ENUSLSLL. For more
information on resuming work with documents from the SLL, refer to “Resuming
document composition” on page 134.

Completed document library
The CLL is used during document composition to store the LRRs for those
documents that are ready for batch processing.
Records are added during sessions, and deleted when the requests have been
executed. The continuous formatting function, however, only marks documents as
being processed, and does not delete them from the CLL. The size of the CLL
depends on the maximum number of concurrent requests pending in the data set.
With the online CLL list (ENUSLCLL), you can list the documents to be printed.
Thus, you can check and, if necessary, change the LRRs before actually printing the
documents.

Text cabinet
The text cabinet contains the text elements which are used to produce structured
documents with the Document Writing feature.
The text cabinet is accessed for reading the text elements' control information, text,
and parameter definitions. There will be no update activity unless you apply
maintenance to a text cabinet or you activate options such as storing the date of
the text elements' last use.
You can use the online text cabinet list (ENUSLTC) to list the text elements
contained in the text cabinet.
For compatibility with earlier versions of Application support Facility, you can
define the same library as text cabinet and as document cabinet. The text elements
are then not separated from other documents in your document cabinet.

Document cabinet
The document cabinet is the document storage used by the Document Writing
feature to store documents which are in process or for which processing has
completed.
Users should only store documents in the document cabinet when there is a need
to:
v Resume work on the document at a later date
v Use it as a model when producing similar documents
v Use it as a text element within a structured document
Chapter 1. Introduction
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v Share it with other users
You can exchange documents between the document cabinet and the text cabinet
using online functions or using the batch utilities resource unload and resource
reload.
You can use the online document cabinet list (ENUSLDC) to list the documents
contained in the document cabinet.
When final documents are produced, they can also be stored in DISOSS/370 if it is
installed.

Continuous formatting output library
The CFL is used by the continuous formatting function (DB2 only) during
document composition. The database contains the documents which have been
formatted by DCF. For each document, the output data stream is stored in one or
more rows. In addition, the CFL contains information about the number of pages
of the formatted document, and it contains the identification of the LRR which was
used to format the document. Because the LRR is not deleted from the CLL by the
continuous formatting function, it is possible to correlate all LRR information in
the CLL with the formatted output in the CFL. You can, for example, use the
values of document parameters in the LRRs for determining the print sequence of
the formatted output. It is your responsibility to delete the documents from the
CFL and from the CLL if processing for them has completed.
For more information on the continuous formatting function, refer to “Continuous
formatting (DB2 only)” on page 162.

Continuous formatting error library
The CEL is used by the continuous formatting function (DB2 only) during
document composition. For each LRR on the CLL that is processed by the
continuous formatting function, a row is written to the CEL if one or more of the
following conditions are true:
v The continuous formatting function detects an error
v DCF cannot format the document
v DCF can format the document only with errors
v Continuous formatting is run with the option to generate a message for each
document
For more information on the continuous formatting function, refer to “Continuous
formatting (DB2 only)” on page 162.

Formatted document library
The FLL is used by:
v Document composition functions to store formatted documents that were
selected for immediate printing on a local printer and for which printing has
been deferred
v ASF to store menu and information items that were selected for deferred
printing

Storing-error log
The storing-error log (FEL) lists errors that occur when storing documents in
DISOSs/370 that were created using the document composition functions or the
Document Writing feature.
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You can use the List Functions choice on the default ASF main menu to list the
documents listed in the FEL. The list also specifies the error that occurred. After
correcting the error, resubmit the document for storage.

Work databases
The following describes the work data sets USL, ISL, ZSL, WSL, and SPA DB (IMS
only).
The work data sets serve as libraries for temporary data during a session. The
records are added and updated while the session is established, and deleted when
the session terminates normally. Therefore, these data sets serve as a scratchpad
during transaction processing and records remaining after system shutdown that
are obsolete.
You are recommended to tidy (delete, define, and initialize) all work data sets
regularly. This applies especially to the SPA DB, which must be tidied at the same
time as the USL and ISL DB.

User session library
The user session library (USL) is used to store a:
v User session record for each user signing on to ASF
v Level-SPA record for each recursive call of ASF
Using the online User Session List fast-path command ENUSLUSL, you can list all
users currently signed on. This is helpful for performing user help desk functions,
for example, resetting a user ID.

ISL internal system library
The internal system library ISL is used during document composition on host
panels.

ZSL internal system library
The internal system library ZSL is used when you work with database lists on host
panels.

WSL scratch library
The internal library WSL is used when you work with document composition on
the Web client.

SPA DB scratch data set (IMS only)
The SPA DB scratch data set is used under IMS to store its dialog SPA if ASF runs
in:
v Non-conversational mode
v Conversational mode and the IMS SPA is not large enough to obtain the dialog
SPA of ASF

Introducing the Web client
The Web client is the new front-end provided with the feature Document Connect
for ASF. This interface enables you to create and process your business documents
during document composition in a Web browser environment. The Web client
provides a text editor to enable you to easily process your documents using
advanced text editing options and tools.
In this book, sections that provide information specifically for the Web client are
identified with (Web client) after the section heading. The information provided in
Chapter 1. Introduction
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the following sections helps you to get started with the Web client and introduces
some of its key elements such as the paragraph-selection tree and the editor.

Configuration information
To use the Web client, ensure that the setup is complete:
v Refer to the information in Chapter 16, “System setup and configuration,” on
page 309.
v Refer to the information in Chapter 17, “Customization for the Web client,” on
page 323.
v To permit a user access to the Web client, the field Use ASF Web client on the
General Profile Settings panel must be set on (see Figure 4 on page 32).

Getting started
Depending on the tailoring of your system, use the Logon display of the Web
client to log on, or use a predefined menu option on the host to invoke the Web
client. For more information, refer to “Technical user IDs for the Web Server (Web
client)” on page 18.
The Web browser layout and the content of each area can vary depending on the
tailoring of your system. It can contain:
v A menu bar at the top of the browser showing the available menus.
v A navigation pane on the left side displaying the subject of the open menu.
v A work area on the right side displaying the subject of the menu and a list of
closed menus or LTDs that you can select.
v A button bar at the bottom of the work area containing buttons relevant to the
current processing section.

Composing documents
To compose a document, you can click a menu to reveal the lower-level menus,
ATDs, LTDs, or Information items that you work with. Click an LTD to display the
selected lower-level LTD and its processing steps in the paragraph-selection tree of
the work area. Use the paragraph-selection tree and the editor to easily work with
predefined text parts, such as LTDs or paragraphs, that you can select for
document composition. Click a paragraph in the tree to open it in the editor, and
work with it using a variety of text editing options and tools. You can also specify
parameters for your paragraph. You can save your work to resume later, or you
can complete document composition for your document and specify the printing
options.
You can also use a range of Web client options that enable you to:
v Use a variety of search criteria in the Find dialog to search for paragraphs to
insert to your document
v Spell check your document
v View your document structure including identifying modified paragraphs
v View the content of your document in the viewer, or as it appears when printed
v Insert and modify individual text and paragraphs
v Enter parameter values using parameter prompting lists
v Select and insert formatting options from a list of document formatting tags
v Reset your changes at paragraph, LTD, or document level
v Work with database lists to resume document composition for a saved
document, preview a completed document, or maintain existing items
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v Show the corresponding GIL item IDs for all menus and tree views
v Navigate through menus to locate an item to work with, or access the item
using the item ID as a fast-path command

Navigation
You navigate through the Web client by selecting an option on a menu or by
entering a command in the Command line dialog.
On the Web client, menus define the sequence of work. One menu refers to
another menu on a lower level. The administrator assigns the entry menu to the
user or it is determined by calling the application program.
The lower-level menus that are accessed through the entry menu provide more
detailed options for selection. The structure is organized in a hierarchy. You can
move down the hierarchy by selecting an item from each successive menu.
More-experienced users can also navigate through the menus by using a fast-path
command.

Fast-path commands
A fast-path command is the GIL item ID of the information, menu, LTD, or ATD
item that you want to process. You enter the command on the shortcut menu of a
Web client menu. A fast-path command allows you to open the item in the work
area without having to navigate through the menus or the paragraph-selection tree.
To specify a fast-path command, you must know the exact ID of the item you want
to open.
To enter a fast-path command:
v On an open menu, right-click the work area to open the shortcut menu.
v Click Command line, and type the exact ID of the item you want to process.
This item is opened in the work area.

Getting help
The following types of help are provided on the Help menu:
v General help provides the online help for using all aspects of the Web client.
v Context help provides context-sensitive help on the field level. It provides easy
access to the information about the items displayed in the browser.
v Show item IDs provides the IDs in parentheses of the corresponding GIL entry
for all menus and tree views.
To access help information on the Web client, select one of the following:
v Click Help–>General help on the menu bar to display online help for using the
Web client.
v Click Help–>Context help on the menu bar to display context-sensitive help on
the field level. This provides easy access to the information about the items
displayed in the browser.
v Click the ? button in the title bar of the dialog box, then click an item to be
queried.
v Click the item to be queried and press F1 on the keyboard.
v Right-click an item to select Help on the shortcut menu.
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v Type the term you want to search for in the field of the Search tab, then press
Enter.

Moving from panel to panel (3270-ASF)
You navigate through the ASF system by:
v Selecting an option on a menu.
v Entering a command on the command line. See “Fast-path commands
(3270-ASF)” for more information.
v Pressing one of the F-keys displayed at the bottom of each panel.
v Pressing one of the F-keys 13 through 24, if the item name has been assigned to
the F-key in the user profile. Refer to “Changing function key settings
(3270-ASF)” on page 40 for details on how to do this.
If your keyboard does not support F-keys 13 through 24, you can invoke the
command assigned to one of those F-keys by entering the letter k followed by
the appropriate F-key number on the command line, for example, k15 for F15.
v Entering a series of menu options or a combination of fast-path commands and
menu options.
You can enter various menu options to move quickly to the panel you want. For
example, if you enter 6 1 on the command line of ENUSMUSR (Main Menu for
User), the panel with the ID ENUSLIST (List Functions) is displayed directly. The
intermediate panel with the ID ENUSMISC (Miscellaneous) is not displayed.

Fast-path commands (3270-ASF)
Fast-path commands are a convenient way of moving to a new area of the ASF
system without having to navigate through the menus.
The name of any information, menu, LTD, or ATD item can be used as a fast path
to:
v Display the content of the information item
v Display a menu
v Start composition of a document
v Invoke the application program defined in the ATD
You can enter fast-path commands on any panel that has a command line. Choose
fast-path commands that are meaningful and easy to remember.
You can change or add fast-path commands as desired to:
v Make commands easier to remember
v Change the command descriptions
v Add new commands
You can enable a user to display a list of available fast-path commands. Fast-path
commands that you enter in a command table (see “Command table (3270-ASF)”
on page 33) are displayed whenever a user presses the Prompt F-key on a panel. If
you do not want your users to use fast-path commands, you can suppress the
command line by setting the CMLSUPR base tailoring parameter to 1.
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Getting help (3270-ASF)
ASF supplies help information as menu and information items on the GIL. You can
change this help information and create additional help. Depending on the panel
displayed and depending on the position of the cursor, the user may get different
help information when pressing the Help F-key:
v Field help is displayed when the cursor is positioned in the input field (or line
of an input field) of a library maintenance panel or of a list panel.
A field help is displayed also when the cursor is positioned in the command line
of an information panel, in the command line of a menu, in the selection line of
the document composition functions, or in the F-key line.
If no special field help is defined, the respective panel help (see below) will be
displayed instead.
v Parameter help is displayed when the cursor is positioned in the input line of
the parameter prompting panel belonging to an ATD or an SP item.
The name of the help information for parameter help needs to adhere to a
naming convention and consists of the following parts:
– A 3-byte language prefix
– 3 bytes designating the kind of item the parameter prompting panel belongs
to, where:
APP
Belongs to an ATD
LPP
Belongs to an SP
– The parameter name
For example, help information for the parameter DXBFNCT should be
associated with the name ENUAPPDXBFNCT during ATD prompting.
v Message help is displayed when an error message is displayed and the cursor is
positioned in the message line. If you want to display the explanation of a
message at a later point in time, issue the command xxxMSGO (where xxx
stands for the national language prefix, for example, ENU for English). Then
enter the message number.
v Panel help is displayed when the cursor is not positioned in an area as
described above, or if a List of GIL Items panel is displayed and the cursor is
positioned in the description area of a GIL item.
When creating or changing GIL items other than PDRs, using the library
maintenance function, the specification of the associated “Help info item” can be
selected by the administrator. The help items delivered on the sample GIL start
with the language prefix.
Note: In addition to the help information associated to an item you are working
on, help information that can be selected from the menu ENUMAINHELPM
may be useful for you. When the Document Writing Feature is installed, you
can use the fast-path command ENUSDWTUT to work with the
DisplayWrite/370 tutorial.
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Chapter 2. Security and session control
This chapter provides you with security and session control information. It tells
you how to establish a secure environment for working with ASF.

External security
External security grants or restricts access of a user to the ASF system. In this
context, external security can be considered to be implemented as a series of layers
controlling access to:
v The z/OS components and subsystems. CICS or IMS provide separate methods
of controlling the access of users, for example, by using a sign-on transaction.
DB2 provides granular authorization settings for operating the databases.
v The WebSphere servers and the Web applications
v Applications. Within any environment, applications such as ASF can use a
sign-on dialog to verify the user ID and password of a user attempting to sign
on to an application.
At each of these layers, verification of the user ID and password can either be
performed using product-specific profile definitions, or a security system such as
RACF.
To facilitate access for the user, always use the same user ID and password for all
environments and applications. Also, use RACF or an equivalent program to
prevent problems with maintaining and synchronizing of user IDs and passwords
for various environments and applications.
ASF uses an 8-byte user ID and password. This password can be verified either
through an external security system such as RACF or through ASF functions.
The different ways in which ASF can be accessed are discussed here.

Signing on to ASF
Once logged on to the subsystem, having passed all implemented security checks,
users must sign on to ASF.
The user ID and password entered by the user can either be verified by ASF itself,
or by using the external security exit FSNSECE.

User IDs and passwords
Refer to “Creating a user profile” on page 29 for details of how to set up a UPR for
a user and establish user IDs and passwords.
When you create a new user, and password verification is not performed by an
external security manager such as RACF, you can use the change sign-on password
function to specify a password for the new user. If you do not use this function to
specify a password for the new user, the user must choose and enter a password
when signing on for the first time.

Verifying passwords using the external security exit FSNSECE
You can also use the external security exit FSNSECE to verify the passwords of
users attempting to sign on to ASF.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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The FSNSECE exit does one of the following:
v Requests that the user ID and password are checked against the values
contained in the user’s profile
v Calls an external security manager such as RACF
The FSNSECE exit is described in detail in Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.

Technical user IDs for the Web Server (Web client)
To successfully connect the Web server to the host a technical user ID and a
password must be assigned to the Web server. They are defined when the
WebSphere Application Server connections are set as part of the installation of the
Document Connect for ASF(DC4ASF) feature. For detailed information refer to the
installation documentation for DC4ASF at http://www-306.ibm.com/software/
applications/office/asf/installinfo34.html.

Invoking ASF from the signon panel (explicit signon)
Typically ASF is embedded in the customer’s application environment and is
invoked from an application. However it is also possible to start ASF directly.

Starting 3270-ASF using a transaction code
By typing the ASF transaction code FSN0 (CICS) or FSNI (IMS) on your 3270
emulation screen and pressing Enter the ASF signon panel is displayed. The
language of the signon panel is defined by the base tailoring parameter SESLNG0.
The transaction codes FSNx (x = 1 through 5) can be used to display the signon
panel in other languages. These languages are defined in the base tailoring
parameters SESLNGx (x = 1 through 5).
After entering the user ID and the password the main menu assigned to the user
ID is displayed.
Note: FSN is the default transaction prefix defined in the base and environment
tailoring parameter ASPREF.

Starting the Web client in the browser
Open a browser window and enter the following URL:
http://<server_name>/<web_appliaction_name>

where <server_name> is the host name or IP address of the server where the Web
client is installed, and <web_application_name> is the name of the Web application
that has been defined by the WebSphere administrator during the installation of
the Document Connect for ASF feature.
The logon page is displayed. By clicking one of the fields EN, DE, DA, ES, FR, or
NL, you can change the language of the logon page. The default language used is
English.
By adjusting the parameter language=en in the file index.html in the subdirectory
\www of the Web client installation, you can change the default language of the
logon page.
Type the ASF user ID and password, select the nickname for the host system, and
click logon to start the session.
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Invoking ASF from other programs (implicit signon)
By invoking ASF from customer applications, the user signon happens implicitly.
No signon panel or logon page is displayed.
The application program must use a standard interface block (SIB) to call ASF. This
SIB must do one of the following:
v Indicate that password checking in ASF is to be bypassed
v Pass the user ID and password of the user in the SIB, to be checked by ASF
against the values held in the user profile
Note: It is recommended to make use of model user IDs for invocation from a
front-end program. This lets you:
v Reduce the number of user IDs maintained in the UPL
v Distinguish between the users working with the system
The integration of ASF with customer applications may happen on client, server, or
host level. The documentation Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces describes in detail how to achieve the integration.

Restricting access to Web client configuration servlets
For a detailed description on how to restrict access to the configuration servlets of
the Web client refer to the installation documentation for DC4ASF at
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/office/asf/installinfo34.html.

Using the session control option
The session control option controls whether a user ID defined in ASF can be used
by one or more users. It is defined:
v On transaction family basis in the SESSCTL base tailoring parameter.
v On user ID basis on the Session Control Settings panel of the user profile
maintenance function (see “Changing session control parameters” on page 34).
The session control option defined in the user profile overwrites the value
defined in SESSCTL.
The following values are possible for the session control option:
Value
1
2
3

Meaning
Users can share a user ID, that is, the multiuser concept
Single sign-on only with a user ID
Automatic logoff with a change of the terminal ID

Multiuser concept
Setting the session control option to 1 makes it possible to let several users share
the same user ID and work in parallel with it.
Whenever a sign-on is attempted with the correct password for this user ID, the
request is accepted.
All users then have exactly the same definitions. Other users in the system may
not be able to distinguish between users.
Because system performance can be affected when users share a user ID, it is
recommended to give users their own user ID whenever possible.
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If you invoke ASF from a front-end program and want to reduce the number of
user IDs to be maintained in the UPL, it is recommended to use model user IDs
for signing on. For information on how to create an SIB to perform these tasks,
refer to Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Single sign-on only with a user ID
Setting the session control option to 2 lets only one user sign on with a user ID. As
long as a session is established, another sign-on request for the same user ID at a
different terminal is rejected, and a message is displayed informing the user at the
second terminal that this user is already signed on.
A new sign-on is possible only when the first session is ended. A session is ended
whenever the:
v User signs off
v Session is reset
v System detects an abnormal end of the session
v Session timeout period is reached

Automatic logoff with a change of the terminal ID (3270-ASF)
Setting the session control option to 3 lets only one user work with a user ID at a
time. This option also makes the user ID a single sign-on user ID. However, when
a second sign-on request with a valid password is made for that same user ID at a
different terminal, the new sign-on request is accepted and the session on the first
terminal is terminated and reset.
This option is useful for users who often work from different terminals and who
do not always have sufficient time to sign off when leaving the room or the
terminal where they are currently signed on to the system.
Note: With this option, a new session is started when logging on at another
terminal. The existing session is not transferred to the new terminal.

Resetting a session (3270-ASF)
Sometimes it is necessary to reset a user’s session, for example, if a user changes
terminals without signing off at the first terminal. You can reset the user’s session
so that the user can sign on at the second terminal without having to sign off at
the first.

Resetting a user’s session without signing on
To reset a user’s session without signing on yourself, follow the normal sign-on
procedure, but use the transaction code FSNA. The Reset User Session panel is
displayed.
Note: FSN is the default transaction prefix defined in the base and environment
tailoring parameter ASPREF.
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Reset User Session

Type your user ID and your password below.
User ID

===> __________

Password

===>

Type the user ID of the user to be reset; press Enter
Reset user ID ===> ___________
Terminal

===> ___________ (only multi user session)

F12=Cancel

Figure 2. Reset User Session panel

Do the following:
1. Type your user ID and password in the appropriate fields.
2. Type the user ID of the user whose session is to be reset.
3. If the user ID to be reset is being shared by more than one user, also enter the
terminal identifier of the terminal you want to reset in the Terminal field.
4. Press Enter.
Note:
v Using the reset transaction FSNA, each user can reset her or his own
session without the assistance of an administrator.
v You cannot reset a session if the client user is using the client graphical
user interface.

Resetting a user’s session when you are signed on
While you are working as the administrator you have the following possibilities to
reset a user’s session:
v Type the fast-path command enurese.
You are prompted to Enter the user ID to be reset.
v Type the fast-path command enuslusl.
You are prompted for search criteria to display the List User Session panel. On
this panel select the user ID to be reset with the res line command.

Session timeout
ASF provides an internal timeout function for sessions on the host and the Web
browser provides the timeout function for sessions on the Web client.

Session timeout (3270-ASF)
ASF provides an internal timeout function. The value for the timeout is specified in
the base tailoring parameter TIMEOUT in minutes. The default is 60. If zero is
specified, the timeout function is switched off.
If timeout is active and the user session has not been active for the time period
indicated by TIMEOUT, pressing Enter or any F-key causes the ASF session to be
terminated. This prevents unauthorized users from continuing the session. It is
possible to sign on again from any terminal.
Chapter 2. Security and session control
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For details on system definitions affected by the timeout function, refer to “CICS
environment considerations” on page 313.

Session timeout (Web client)
The Web browser provides an internal timeout function; the default setting is 5
minutes. This timeout limit cannot be changed or influenced by the Web client. If a
request send to the server takes longer than this timeout limit, the user gets a
message. The message states that ASF is still processing the request and suggests
that the user tries to reload the session. To reload the current session, the user
clicks Back to session, or to remove the session and return to the logon screen, the
user clicks Back to logon. If the request is still being processed by the server, the
user gets this message again. The user can try to reload the current session several
times until the request is finished.

Node error program (CICS only)
The node error program (NEP):
v Prevents an unauthorized user from resuming a session after the reconnection of
a terminal when a node error occurred
v Enables signing on at a terminal with a different terminal ID when a node error
occurred
If the NEP is not used, the following limitations apply for processing when a node
error occurred:
v If the terminal is reconnected with the terminal ID of the pending session, it will
receive the communication area during the next interrupt and the session
continues.
This has a security impact because unauthorized users could continue working
with the session of another user.
v The interrupted ASF session is still active.
To sign on again is only possible if the terminal ID of the CICS session is kept or
if the pending ASF session is reset.
For details on system definitions affected by the NEP, refer to “CICS environment
considerations” on page 313.

Program error program (CICS only)
The program error program (PEP) enables signing on at a terminal with a different
terminal ID when a program error (referred to as ABEND) occurred.
This is valid for ABENDs inside and outside of ASF programs.
If the PEP is not used, the interrupted ASF session is still active for processing
after a program failure.
To sign on again is only possible if the terminal ID of the CICS session is kept or if
the pending ASF session is reset.
For details on system definitions affected by the PEP, refer to “CICS environment
considerations” on page 313.

Internal security
Internal security is used to grant or restrict access of a signed-on user to different
applications or objects defined directly by ASF.
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Protecting items and functions within ASF
ASF provides a wide range of methods for controlling access to the items in the
GIL:
v You can give items a status and an owner.
v For items with the status public, you can use access codes to restrict access to
certain users.
v You can use validity dates for items to restrict access to the items to certain
periods of time.
Access to an item is only possible when the settings defined for the item itself are
within the limits assigned to the user attempting to access it. For example, the
project to which the item belongs must be one of the projects assigned to the user
in the user profile.

Giving items a status and an owner
Except for PDRs and user profiles, you can give all GIL items a status and an
owner. This means that you classify each item into one of the following groups
and specify who owns it:
v Private
v Project
v Public
Private items: Any item that is available only to its owner is called a private item.
Its owner is the only user who is allowed read or write access to the item.
You assign private status to an item by specifying option 1 - Private on the Header
Data panel for the item.
The access code (see “Using access codes to restrict use of public items” on page
24) for private items must be zero.
Project items: Often small groups of individuals, all doing the same job, need to
have access to the same items, but these items must not be accessible to users
outside the group.
In ASF, such a group is called a project. The items to which this group has
exclusive access are called project items, and the owner of these is the project. You
can define, for example, an entire department as a project.
A project is a symbolic name for the owner of items that are not private. Using
projects is the key element in establishing an authorization concept within ASF.
Often there is a need to access the same items by some users and to restrict access
to other users. You implement this by defining a project as owner of the item, and
by giving the appropriate authorizations to users for working with items owned by
this project. In general, a user will have different authorizations for working with
items owned by different projects.
Maintenance authorizations for items owned by a project and user authorizations
for private and project items are determined by the authorizations shown on this
panel. However, authorization to use public items depends on the access code
definitions for the items and the users.
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A project has a name just like users do, such as PERSDEP. All members of the
group must be registered as ASF users and must be assigned to the project
PERSDEP. Items used by this group must have the status “project,” and their
owner must be PERSDEP.
A user can be assigned up to 40 projects. They are defined in the user profile (see
“Authorizing users to work on projects” on page 36).
You assign project status to an item by specifying option 2 - Project on the header
data panel for the item.
The access code (see “Using access codes to restrict use of public items”) for
project items must be zero.
Public items: Sometimes a user needs to have the authorization to use items that
belong to other projects.
To achieve this access across project boundaries you can make certain items public.
You can assign an access code of between 1 and 2048 to these items and to the
users who do not belong to the project. All members of the project also have access
to its public items, regardless of the access code.
Decide what types of information in your organization can be considered as public
information. Then decide to which projects the information belongs, and what
range of access codes you intend to allocate to each item of information. Make a
list for your organization.

Using access codes to restrict use of public items
You can give each public item an access code between 1 and 2048. This does not
limit the number of public items because different items can have the same access
code. Each ASF user can have several access codes between 1 and 2048, or even
several ranges of access codes.
For example, a user with an access code 500 can access all items with an access
code 500. A user with an access code in the range 500 to 600 can access any item
with an access code within that range.
Note that access code zero is an exception. An item with this access code can be
accessed by any ASF user, irrespective of which access codes are defined for the
user.

Using validity dates to protect objects and functions
You can use the Valid from and Valid to fields on the header data panel for an
item to limit the periods of time that users are allowed to access the item.
Only during the period defined by the values in these two fields can users:
v Execute commands
v Select SPs and SPGs during document composition
Today’s date is the default for the Valid from field, and December 31, 2099 is the
default for the Valid until field. The value of the year 2099 is set by the base
tailoring parameter MMAXYEAR.
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Defining user access for document composition
You can control user access for document composition by authorizing users to:
v Maintain the DCF profile.
v Select paragraphs from the same LTD only when using public LTDs, from LTDs
belonging to the same project, or from the LTDs of all projects.
v Add individual text to a document.
v Print documents immediately. You can also specify the default printer to use.
“Document composition authorization” on page 46 describes how to change these
options in the user profile.

Defining what a user is allowed to do with the Document
Writing feature
Any person who wants to use the Document Writing feature must be:
v Registered as an Application Support Facility user
v Authorized to use the Document Writing feature in the user profile
v Authorized to access the application-type description (ATD) item that enables
them to use the Document Writing feature and each Document Writing feature
function
Document Writing feature information is kept in the form of documents or text
elements in the document cabinet. The same authorization concepts apply to
document cabinet items as to the GIL items of Application Support Facility.
Documents can be given the status private, project, or public. They are also
controlled like GIL items.
When you define the concept for authorization and access control, consider the
following points:
v The Document Writing feature allows for the printing of all documents and text
elements the user is authorized to see and work with.
v A user with the authorization to edit and format using DisplayWrite/370 can
modify any document or text element. It is not possible to ensure that certain
texts are included in the document without modification. You can, however,
protect selected documents from being changed by certain users. In this case,
you specify that the user can view documents in DisplayWrite/370, but cannot
edit them.
v Any document can become a text element in another document. There is no
difference between documents and text elements when they are saved in the
document cabinet.

Authorizing users to use DisplayWrite/370
Authorization for the Image and Graphics function
Users can be given different levels of authorization within the Document Writing
feature to use the Image and Graphics function provided by DisplayWrite/370
Version 2. Each user's UPR contains an authorization field for the Image and
Graphics function. The following authorization levels are possible:
v The user can use the text functions and print documents containing image and
graphics components. This includes PRINTDOC TERM.
v The user can print documents that contain image and graphics components and
view existing components.
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v The user is authorized to level 2.
v The system-wide definition as defined in the DDDCLIM macro of
DisplayWrite/370
– Includes image and graphics components into a document
– Scans images
– Edits images

Accessing the DisplayWrite/370 administration CLIST
You need not leave Application Support Facility to maintain the DisplayWrite/370
CLIST documents. Use the fast-path command ENUDDD0 to get to the
DisplayWrite/370 Administration panel.
Authorization to use the DisplayWrite/370 transaction can be granted individually
on each user's UPR.
The supplied GIL contains two sample fast-path commands ENUDDD0 and
ENUDDD1 to invoke the DisplayWrite/370 master transactions. ENUDDD0 and
ENUDDD1 are ATDs invoking program FSNASF3 with the following parameters:
DXBZREQT
Value 02
DXBZMSTTXC
Value DDD0 or DDD1
DXBZMSTFCT
Only needed for invocation of DDD0. Possible values are as follows:
0

Display the DDD0 main menu

1

Display the DDD0 migration panel

2

Display the DDD0 administration panel

3

Display the CLIST list panel

DISOSS/370 security considerations
If you are planning to use DISOSS/370, ensure that new users are added to the
DISOSS/370 host user profile (HUP) data set. Provide the new user ID and
DISOSS/370 password to the administrator responsible for running the HUP create
and maintenance utility.
Note: Using DISOSS/370 may require specific restrictions on the format of the
user ID to ensure that a consistent naming convention is applied to all
DISOSS/370 users, regardless of the system they are using.
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Chapter 3. User administration
When you have decided what GIL items your system is to contain, you must
consider who should have access to the items.
This chapter describes how you can manage the users of ASF using the items
contained in the UPL.
You can update the user profiles online in the UPL either:
v Using the User Profile Maintenance panel. See “Enrolling users” on page 28 for
details of how to do this.
v From a list, using the List of User IDs panel. See “Selecting a user profile from
the List Functions panel” on page 31.
For new users you register, you must specify what level of authorization they have
in a user profile.
The following section tells you how to create and maintain a user profile, and
which authorizations you can grant to a user.

Defining a master administrator
A master administrator is a user who has the system-wide authorization to add,
change, or delete user profiles in the UPL.
During installation, the UPL is loaded with UPR items that define the initial user
ID and password for initial access. These UPRs are for a sample master
administrator and sample user. The original UPRs for the master administrator and
user are called ENUADM and ENUUSER respectively. These two users are defined
for each language supported. This means that you will find additional UPRs with
the names xxxADM and xxxUSER, where xxx corresponds to the language prefix
DAN, DEU, ESP, FRA, or NLD. The initial password for each of these users is
equal to the user ID, that is, the initial password for the user ID DANADM is
DANADM and ENUUSER has the initial password ENUUSER.
To avoid unauthorized access to the system:
1. Copy the sample master administrator UPR, giving your own user ID as the
new name and authorizing you to maintain UPRs. See “Enrolling users” on
page 28 for details.
2. Delete the original UPRs.
a. Return to your main menu.
b. Sign off by pressing the Quit F-key.
c. Sign on again as before, but use the new (copied) user ID and password.
d. Delete the UPR for ENUADM. “Deleting a user profile” on page 30 tells
you how to do this.

Preparing user profiles
The UPR item name is the user ID of the person you are authorizing to use ASF.
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A user ID can consist of up to 8 characters. It can contain any of the 26 uppercase
characters A through Z and the numeric characters 0 through 9. National and
special characters can also be used.
Depending on how ASF has been tailored, several users can share one user ID and
can be signed on at one time. However, you may prefer to give each person a
unique ID for one of the following reasons:
v You need to identify who is composing a document so that the user’s name can
be included in it and the printed document can be passed to its author for
signature.
v You want to check that this person is authorized to compose the document.
For more information on sharing user IDs, refer to “Session control” on page 35.

Using model user profiles for invocation from an application
Instead of administering large numbers of user profiles, you can use model user
profiles when invoking ASF from an application program. For example, select
some key users and define their job profiles. Establish the corresponding user
profiles according to the authorizations those key users need to perform their jobs.
In the SIB used to invoke ASF, you need to specify a dummy user ID for the
invoking user and the model user ID. The session is run with the dummy user ID
with all authorizations copied from the specified model user ID. For details on the
SIB fields to be used, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces.

Referring to user parameters
In each user profile, you can refer to user parameters that are used to hold variable
information. For each of these parameters, a PDR with the class attribute 2=User
must have been defined in the GIL.
You can specify up to 40 parameters for each user. ASF supplies two additional
user parameters, which you do not have to include in the user’s list of parameters:
v DXBDATE identifies the current date. Its parameter value is automatically filled
with the current date when a user signs on.
v DXBAUTHOR is filled with the user name specified in the user profile.
During a session, a user can change all user parameters temporarily by issuing the
fast-path command ENUMUPA and making the necessary alterations. When the
user logs off, the user parameters revert to the ones defined by you, as the
administrator, in the PDRs.

Enrolling users
The following describes how to create a user profile and how to use the panels to
specify the user’s authority to access a wide range of functions.
To enroll a user in ASF, create a user profile using the User Profile Maintenance
panel. To display this panel, either type the fast-path command ENULMF9 or
perform the following steps on the sample Main Menu for the Administrator panel
(ENUSMADM):
1. Select function 3 Create a new user profile.
2. Press Enter.
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The User Profile Maintenance panel shown in Figure 3 is displayed.
User Profile Maintenance
User ID . . . . . . ________
User name . . . . :
Model user ID

. . . ________

(to create a new user profile)

Select one or more of the following, then press Enter
_ General profile settings
_ Session control settings
_ Project authorizations
_ User parameters
_ Function key settings (F13-24)
_ Authorization for private items
_ Authorization for system-wide administration
_ Change sign-on password
_ Text composition with DCF
_ Release control settings
_ Delete this user ID

F1=Help

F12=Cancel

Figure 3. The User Profile Maintenance panel

The field Release control settings is displayed if ASF uses DB2 as the database
platform and if environment tailoring parameter MAINTACT has been set to 1.

Enrolling users in batch (CICS only)
The batch utility program FSNAUPM enables you to maintain a large number of
user profile records. You can use FSNAUPM to create user profile records for new
users using an existing user profile record as a model and to produce a list of all
existing users. For more information, refer to “Registering new users with
FSNAUPM” on page 402.

Creating a user profile
To create a new user profile:
v Enter the user ID of the new user in the User ID field of the User Profile
Maintenance panel.
v If you want to base the profile settings for this user on those of an existing user,
enter the name of that user in the Model user ID field.
v To work with specific areas of the user profile first, you can select one or more
of the profiles in the bottom area of the panel by typing any character except an
asterisk (*) next to the entry you require, for example, x.
v Press Enter. If you did not select a specific profile, the General Profile Settings
panel is displayed. Otherwise, the first selected profile panel is displayed.

Using a model user ID for creation of a user profile
A model user ID used for creation of a user profile can have higher authorization
levels than you have. In this case, certain competencies of the new user ID are not
copied if you are not a master administrator but have the authorization to add,
update, or delete user profiles owned by a project. The following list contains the
competence where your authorization level is compared with the one of the model
user ID and which changes are applied to the new user profile if your
authorization level is lower than that of the model user ID.
Chapter 3. User administration
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v The authorization to maintain the DCF profile is set to your own one.
v The system-wide authorizations to
– Maintain PDR items in the GIL
– Reset sessions of other users
– Change the sign-on password
– Maintain user profiles
are set to your ones.
v Projects of the model user ID which you are not assigned to are deleted from the
new user profile.
v The project authorization to maintain user profiles is set to your own one.

Deleting a user profile
Before deleting a user profile, find out whether the user has any private or project
items that need to be retained (using the List of GIL Items function).
If you do not want to delete all the user’s items:
1. Access the user profile and reset the password.
2. Sign on with the user ID that you want to delete. List the private items for this
user on the List of GIL Items panel. Change any private items that need to be
kept into project or public items. Delete the rest.
3. Display the User Profile - Project Authorizations panel and check whether a
project is associated with this user. If this is the case, print a cross-reference list
of all items contained in the GIL to find out whether this project is shared by
other users. If no other users share this project:
a. Copy the project items that need to be kept to another project and delete
the rest.
b. Change the project name for public items. See “Adding, deleting, and
changing projects” on page 50.
4. Sign off as this user.
You can delete a user profile either from the User Profile Maintenance panel or the
List of User IDs panel.
To delete a user profile from the User Profile Maintenance panel:
v Enter the user ID of the user to delete in the User ID field of the User Profile
Maintenance panel.
v Type any character except an asterisk (*) next to the Delete this user ID field.
v Press Enter. A message appears asking you to confirm the deletion.
v Press Enter again.
Alternatively, to delete a user profile from the List of User IDs panel:
v Type del in the Act column next to the user ID or user IDs you want to delete.
v Press Enter.
v Press Enter again to confirm the deletion.

Changing a user profile
Only the master administrator can change or delete information about user
authorization.
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You can select the user profile to change either by selecting the user ID from the
List of User IDs panel, or directly from the User Profile Maintenance panel.

Selecting a user profile from the List Functions panel
You can choose the user profile you want to update from the List of User IDs
panel as follows:
1. Select function 4 List and maintain user profiles from the Main Menu for the
Administrator or type fast-path command enuslupl and press Enter.
2. Enter a generic user ID if required. For example, enter enu* to display a list of
all user IDs beginning with the characters ENU. Alternatively, press Enter
without any specification to display a list of all defined user IDs.
The List of User IDs panel is displayed, listing all currently defined user IDs,
together with the date the profiles were last updated, the name of the user’s
main menu, and the user’s name.
3. Enter x (select) in the Act column next to the user ID you want to modify, and
press Enter. The User Profile Maintenance panel is displayed.
4. Select one or more profiles to change and press Enter.
5. Change the user profile entries as required.
6. Press the Exit F-key.
The List Functions panel is displayed again. Your changes only become effective
when the user next signs on.

Selecting the user profile panel
The information stored in a user profile is defined on various panels which are
displayed upon:
v Selection from the User Profile Maintenance panel
Select one or more profile parts to change by typing any character except an
asterisk (*) next to one or more entries on the User Profile Maintenance panel,
then press Enter.
v Issuing line commands on the List of User Profiles panel
v Using an ATD calling program FSNASF1 with the following parameters:
Parameter name

Value

DXBFNCT

LMF9

DXBUPNM

User ID to be maintained

DXBUPMPNID

3-character value identifying the panel to be
displayed

The following list shows the relationship between line commands and user profile
panels.
Table 1. Line commands to display user profile maintenance panels
Panel name

Line
command

Tailoring
parameter

DXBUPMPNID
value

General profile settings

BSI

LINUP2

UP2

Session control settings

SCT

LINUP12

UPC

Project Authorization - Overview

PRO

LINUP3

UP3

User parameters

PAR

LINUP7

UP7

Function key settings

FKE

LINUP5

UP5
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Table 1. Line commands to display user profile maintenance panels (continued)
Panel name

Line
command

Tailoring
parameter

DXBUPMPNID
value

Authorization for private items

PRA

LINUPA

UPA

Authorization for system-wide
administration

SYS

LINUP6

UP6

Change the sign-on password

PDW

LINUP11

UPB

Text composition with DCF

DCF

LINUP9

UP9

Interaction with DW/370

DW3

LINUP8

UP8

Release control settings

RLS

LINUP13

UPD

The User ID and User name fields on further user profile panels contain the
information that is displayed on the User Profile Maintenance panel. The Last
Update by field contains the user ID that last updated the user profile and the date
of the last update. These fields cannot be changed on the user profile panels
themselves.

Specifying general profile settings
You use this panel to specify general parameters for the user. Default entries
appear in all fields.
General Profile Settings
User ID . . . . . : ENUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 16/02/2002
User name . . . . . Sample user__________________________________
Main Menu . . . . . . . . . CTMM____________
Default logon function . . . ________________
Command table . . . . . . . ENUFPATH________
Owning project . . . . . . . DXBMAIN_
Use ASF Web client . . . . . /
Printer for GIL items

. . . ____

Access codes . . . . __________________________________________________________

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Figure 4. The General Profile Settings panel

The parameters you can define are:
User name: Enter the name of the user.
Main menu: The name of the main menu that the user first sees when
successfully signed on (if no overwriting request was specified) is defined during
language tailoring with parameter DEFMENU, and can be overwritten for a user
in this field.
Type a menu item name which is up to 16 characters long.
If you do not specify a menu item name, the system default from the language
tailoring FSNTxxx is displayed.
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You can overwrite the default with an individual menu name. However, there is no
system check to ensure that the menu item you specify exists. If it is not defined
correctly, the default menu is displayed.
Default logon function (3270-ASF): Identifies an ATD, menu, information, or LTD
item that is run immediately after the user signs on.
When you sign on (without having requested a specific function), ASF carries out
the specified command instead of displaying the main menu. You could specify, for
example:
v An ATD that invokes an application and displays its first panel
v A menu or information item that displays a company bulletin board containing
news items and important notices.
Command table (3270-ASF): Commands in ASF are the names of GIL items. The
command table offers a facility to list the commands a user can enter on the
command line. This list is then displayed whenever the user presses the Prompt
F-key on any panel that has a command line. The command table can be:
v An information item, containing a list of commands
v An ATD, leading to a list of commands
v A menu item, containing references to other information or ATD items
Note: If you use an information panel to display a list of commands, you must
update it every time a command changes, whereas the list of commands
generated by an ATD is updated automatically whenever a command
changes.
Type in the name of a GIL item of up to 16 characters in length.
If you clear this field and press Enter, the default command table from language
tailoring FSNTxxx is displayed.
Owning project: This field is optional. If this user profile is to be maintained both
by a system administrator and by a project administrator, specify the name of the
project for which the project administrator has user profile maintenance authority.
DISOSS/370 password: You can supply a password to allow the user to archive
documents in the DISOSS/370 central library. See “Specifying storing information
for retrieving documents” on page 254 for details.
This password does not appear when logging on and is not prompted for.
Use ASF Web client: This field specifies that the Web client front-end is to be
used when a user uses the host sign-on panel or if an application program invokes
the host functions of ASF.
Printer for GIL items (3270-ASF): You can supply a printer name that is used
when a user requests printing of a GIL item.
If you authorized users on the Authorization for Private Items panel to Define
own default printer, they can update this printer name field in their user profile.
Access codes: Enter a number between 0 and 2048 for the item’s access code. A
value of zero specifies that all users have read access to this public item. A value of
between 1 and 2048 specifies that only users that have this access code included in
their user profile can access the item.
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You can enter a range of access codes, separated by commas (,), or two access
codes, separated by a dash (-), to specify a range of access codes. For examples of
how to specify access codes, put the cursor on the input field and press the Help
F-key.

Changing session control parameters
On the Session Control Settings panel, specify parameters that control this user’s
session, such as the language you choose for the messages, F-keys, and Help
panels.

Session Control Settings
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/25/2002
User name . . . . : Sample user
Session language . . . . . . ENU
Work environment . . . . . . FSNE0001
Password control . . . . . . 1 1. User profile
2. External control
Session control. . . . . . . 2 1. Users may share this user ID
2. Single sign-on with user ID
3. Automatic logoff if terminal change
Run debug trace

F1=Help

F3=Exit

. . . . . . 0 0. No
1. Yes, normal trace
2. Yes, extended trace

F12=Cancel

Figure 5. The Session Control Settings panel

The parameters you can define are:
Session language: Identifies the language in which the session is performed.
Enter one of the following 3-character language identifiers:
Code
DAN
NLD
FRA
DEU
ESP
ENU

Language
Danish
Dutch
French
German
Spanish
U.S. English

If you leave this field blank, the default language is used. Refer to “Supported
language codes” on page 381 for information on support of other languages.
Note: Throughout this book, it is assumed that the language installed is U.S.
English. Therefore, the language identifier ENU appears in many item
names. If you are using a different language, the language identifier changes
accordingly.
Work environment: A work environment defines the data sets (except for the
UPL) and transaction families that this user works with. The definition of the
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environments themselves is done during environment tailoring. See Chapter 15,
“Customization for the z/OS environment,” on page 269 for further information.
Defining different environments and assigning users to them enables you to have
different users work with different data sets. You may want to do this:
v For security reasons (splitting permanent data sets like the GIL)
v For tuning reasons (splitting working data sets such as the USL or the ISL)
The environment you specify in this field is used when the user next signs on—it
does not affect the user’s current session.
If you specify an environment name for a user but the environment is not
available, the user cannot sign on to ASF.
If you leave this field blank, the default environment as defined in base tailoring is
used. For information on the environments defined in the environment tailoring,
position the cursor on the field and press the Help F-key.
Password control: Specify whether the user’s sign-on password is controlled by
ASF or by an external security manager, such as RACF.
If the password is controlled by ASF, the password is stored in the user’s profile.
If you are authorized to change passwords for some or all users, you can define a
new password for these users (for example, when a user has forgotten the
password). Note that you cannot view the current password. Users can also change
their password when signing on.
For users whose password is controlled by an external security manager, password
changes are only possible by using the corresponding functions of the external
security manager. The authorization to change passwords for users is ignored for
users with external password control. Also, whether users can change their
passwords at sign-on time depends on the security exit used in your system. The
security exit defines the interaction between the external security manager and
ASF.
Session control: Enter one of the following options to be used when establishing
a session with this user:
Option Meaning
1

To allow several users to share this user ID.

2

To allow only one person to sign on with this user ID.

3

To allow only one person to work with this user ID. That is, if the user
changes the terminal, the new sign-on logs off the user from the previous
terminal automatically.

The session control concept is described in greater detail in “Using the session
control option” on page 19.
If you enter a blank in this field, the current system default as specified during
system tailoring is used for this user ID.
Run debug trace: Select this field to run a debugging trace for this user ID. All
v Sessions started with this user ID
v SIB records with this user ID processed by utility FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2I)
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then generate trace data, which can subsequently be used by IBM service
personnel to identify and solve problems. See the Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Diagnosis Guide for further details.
Note: Running a debugging trace may adversely affect system performance.

Authorizing users to work on projects
The Project Authorizations panel deals with the user’s authorization to work on
specific projects. “Adding, deleting, and changing projects” on page 50 describes a
number of tasks related to the managing of projects.
If you have grouped related items into projects, consider which project each user
must have access to. Each user can be assigned up to 40 projects.
The Project Authorizations - Overview panel, shown in Figure 6, shows the user’s
authority to work with items being owned by projects.
Project Authorizations - Overview
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
User name . . . . : Sample user
Actions: C=update CR=new DEL=delete

-----Maintain Items------- --Project LTDs-Project-owned Users
Act Project ---Project--- ---Public--- Par Add
Print
--Reset-- Maintain
Name
GIL SLL
GIL
Sel Text Immed
Session
Profiles
___ DXBMAIN
x
x
3
x
x
x
1
___ SAMPPROJ x
x
3
x
x
x
___ SAMPPRO2 x
2
x
3
___ SAMPPRO3 x
x
1
1
___ SAMPPRO4 x
1
x
x
___ SAMPPRO5
2
x
x
2
___ SAMPPRO6 x
x
1
___ SAMPPRO7 x
x
3
x
2
___ SAMPPRO8
x
2
x
x
3
Explanation --------------------------------------------------------------------Entry selection from: 1=Same LTD, 2=Same project as LTD, 3=All projects
Maintain user profiles: 1=View, 2=Update, 3=Update, create, and delete

F1=Help

F2=Reset

F3=Exit

F5=Sort F12=Cancel

Figure 6. The Project Authorizations - Overview panel

The Project Name column contains a list of the projects that this user can access.
The Maintain Items area of the panel can contain the following markings:
x

Indicates that the user is authorized to maintain GIL items with status 2 Project or 3 - Public for the project.

Indicates that the user is authorized to maintain SLL items with status 2 Project for the project.
"T" and "D" in the column below the heading "Cab" only apply if the Document
Writing feature has been installed.
x
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T

Indicates that the user is authorized to maintain public or private text
cabinet items for the project.

D

Indicates that the user is authorized to maintain public or private
document cabinet items for the project.
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In the Project LTDs area of the panel, you can choose whether the user is
authorized to select paragraphs, add text, or to print LTDs belonging to the project.
In the Paragraph selection column, enter:
Option Function
1

To restrict the user to selecting paragraphs from the same LTD

2

To allow the user to select paragraphs from other LTDs belonging to the
same project

3

To specify that all paragraphs that the user can access can be selected

In the Project-owned Users area of the panel, you can choose whether the user is
authorized to reset sessions and maintain the profiles of the different projects. Here
you can enter:
Option Function
1

To allow the user to view other users’ profiles only

2

To allow the user to update other user profiles, provided that they already
exist

3

To allow the user to create, maintain, and delete other users’ profiles

You can enter the following commands in the Act column:
Command
Function
C

Display the second panel for specific project authorizations. The Project
Authorizations - Details panel, shown in Figure 7, is displayed.

Cr

Create a new project. The Project Authorizations - Details panel is
displayed.

Del

Delete the user’s authorization to access the project’s items.

Note: The commands c, cr, and del can be customized by the language tailoring
parameters LINSGLT, LINCREA, and LINDEL. The commands are not
case-sensitive.
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Project Authorizations - Details
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
User name . . . . . Sample User
Project name . . . . . . . . . . DXBMAIN___
Maintain project items . . . . . _ In GIL
Maintain public items

_ In SLL and CLL

. . . . . _ In GIL

Using project owned LTDs, this
Select entries from . . . .
Add individual text . . . .
Print documents immediately

user is authorized to:
. _ 1=Same LTD 2=Same project
. _
. _

3=All projects

For project-owned user IDs, this user is authorized to:
Reset sessions of users . . . _
Maintain user profiles . . . . _ 1=View

F1=Help

F3=Exit

2=Update

3=Update, Create, Delete

F12=Cancel

Figure 7. The Project Authorizations - Details panel

The parameters you can define are:
Project name: This field is empty when creating a project and you are prompted
for input.
When maintaining an existing project, you can rename the project by overtyping
the name in this field. The name must be unique for the project for which you are
giving this user access.
Note: Assigning a project name without specifically granting further authorization
provides the user with read access to all GIL items belonging to this project.
For project names, the same rules apply as for user IDs. See “Preparing user
profiles” on page 27 for details.
Maintain project items: When you select In GIL, you authorize the user to
maintain (create, update, and delete) all items in the GIL that have:
v The current project as owner
v The status 2 - Project
When you select In SLL and CLL, you authorize the user to maintain (create,
update, and delete) all items in the SLL and CLL that have:
v The current project as owner
v The status 2 - Project
The following options are available if the Document Writing feature is installed.
When you select In text cabinet or In document cabinet, you authorize the user to
maintain (create, update, and delete) all items in the text cabinet or document
cabinet that have:
v The current project as owner
v The status 2 - Project
Maintain public items: When you select this field, you authorize the user to
maintain (create, update, and delete) all items in the GIL that have:
v The current project as owner
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v The status 3 - Public
The following options are available if the Document Writing feature is installed.
When you select In text cabinet or In document cabinet, you authorize the user to
maintain (create, update, and delete) all items in the text cabinet or document
cabinet that have:
v The current project as owner
v The status 3 - Public
Note: Public items are those project-owned items that can also be used (not
maintained) by users outside the owning project, depending on the access
code of the item.
Select entries from, add individual text, print documents immediately: These
fields apply to document composition. Within an LTD definition, these three fields
define the processing scope for users allowed to work with this LTD.
These fields correspond to the fields with the same name in the LTD. The purpose
of these fields in the user profile is to limit the authorizations defined in an LTD
owned by this project. LTD authorizations cannot, however, be extended beyond
that specified in the LTD.
Refer to “Determining who can work with a document” on page 89 for details of
how to specify these values for an LTD.
Reset sessions of users: User profiles may have been assigned to an owning
project. Refer to “Specifying general profile settings” on page 32 for further
information. The purpose of this assignment is to delegate user profile
maintenance competencies to project level.
When you select this field, the user is allowed to reset sessions of all those users
who have the current project as owning project in their user profile.
Maintain user profiles: User profiles may have been assigned to an owning
project. Refer to “Specifying general profile settings” on page 32 for further
information. The purpose of this assignment is to delegate user profile
maintenance authority to the project level.
Selecting one of these maintenance levels makes this user a user profile
maintenance administrator for all those users who have the current project as
owning project in their user profile.
Note: This field may be protected, since you are not allowed to assign another
user a higher user profile maintenance level than your own.

Setting up user parameters
This panel is used to define a list of user parameters with individual settings for
this user. Each parameter name specified in the list on this panel must correspond
to a PDR in the GIL having the class attribute user parameter.
User parameters are used to include user-specific information in a document or
application, for example, the user’s telephone number or department, when the
user:
v Writes a letter or a document using document composition functions
v Invokes a customer application with an ATD
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When information placeholders (that is, PDRs) with the class attribute user
parameter have been defined in a document or an ATD, the system automatically
resolves them with the values specified in the user profile of the user that works
with that document or ATD.
Press the Prompt F-key to list all available user parameters.
You can enter del (Delete) in the Act column to remove a parameter from the list.
When a parameter is removed from the parameter list of a user, the corresponding
PDR still exists in the GIL. The action becomes final when you leave the panel
with the Exit F-key.
User Parameters
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUDAM on 08/22/2002
User name . . . . : Sample User
Actions: DEL=Delete
Act
___
___
___
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Name
FSNPDR041_
FSNPDR051_
FSNPDR061_
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

F1=Help

Value of Parameter
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

F2=Reset

F3=Exit

F5=Sort

F6=Prompt

______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______
______

F12=Cancel

Figure 8. The User Parameters panel

Specify the following for each parameter:
Name: This column lists the names of the user parameters. The corresponding
parameter-description items (PDRs) must:
v Already exist for these parameters
v Have the class attribute 2 - User
Value of Parameter: When you type a parameter name and press Enter, the value
of the corresponding PDR is copied into the user profile. The copied value is
displayed in this field. You can change the value by typing over it. The values are
checked according to the length and format attributes defined in the corresponding
PDRs.
The name of the parameter is case-sensitive, unless the parameter PDNFOLD is set
to 1 in base tailoring.

Changing function key settings (3270-ASF)
This panel enables you to assign commands individually to the F-keys 13 to 24. If
an F-key between 13 and 24 is not assigned on this panel, it has the same function
as the corresponding F-key between 1 and 12.
The command assigned to an F-key can also be invoked by entering the letter k
followed by the appropriate F-key number on the command line. For example,
typing k13 on the command line invokes the command assigned to F13. This is
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particularly useful for users whose workstations only support F-keys 1 to 12, but is
only possible on panels that have a command line.
Note: The letter k may have been customized in your installation by the parameter
PSEUPFK during language tailoring. The personal settings for the F-keys 13
to 24 are not applicable if the language tailoring parameter PFKEYS has
been set to 24.
See Chapter 15, “Customization for the z/OS environment,” on page 269 for
information on tailoring parameters.
Personal Settings for Function Keys 13-24
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/22/2002
User name . . . . : Sample User
Key

Command

F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18

APPL1______________________________________________________________
FSNMEN050__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

F19
F20
F21
F22
F23
F24

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Figure 9. The Personal Settings for Function Keys 13 - 24 panel

Authorization for private items
Use the Authorization for Private Items panel to update a user’s authorization to
maintain private items.
Authorization for Private Items
User ID . . . . .: ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/23/2002
User name . . . .: Sample User
This user is authorized to maintain in GIL:
_ Private LTD, SP, and SPG items
_ Private information items
_ Private menu items
_ Private ATD items
This user is authorized to define:
_ Own default printer
_ User parameters
_ Own main menu

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Figure 10. The Authorization for Private Items panel

Private LTD, SP, and SPG items: This field applies to document composition.
LTDs, SPs, and SPGs are the basic items used for composing documents.
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Classifying an LTD, SP, or SPG as private means that only the user owning the
item is allowed to maintain and work with it.
You should grant this authority only to:
v Users who need to create documents whose contents are private.
v Text administrators who define LTDs, SPs, and SPGs that should not be
accessible to other users while being tested. The same result can be achieved by
assigning a unique project to text administrators in which they can create and
test the items.
Private information items, private menu items: Classifying an information or
menu item as private means that only the user owning the item is allowed to
maintain and work with it.
You should grant this authority only to:
v Users who need to see information or menu panels whose contents are private.
v Text administrators who define information or menu panels that should not be
accessible to other users while being tested. The same result can be achieved by
assigning a unique project to text administrators in which they can create and
test the items.
Private ATD items: Classifying an ATD as private means that only the user
owning the ATD is allowed to maintain it and invoke the application defined in
the ATD.
You should grant this authorization only to:
v Users who need to invoke an application for private purposes only.
v Users who need to invoke an individually customized program path, for
example, or a specific request for listing user profiles.
v System administrators who define ATDs that should not be accessible to other
users while being tested. The same result can be achieved by assigning a unique
project to text administrators in which they can create and test items.
Private text cabinet items: This field is only relevant if this user is working with
the Document Writing feature. Text cabinet items created with DisplayWrite/370
are the basis for composing documents with the Document Writing feature.
Privacy for a text cabinet item means that only the user owning the item is
allowed to maintain and work with it.
You should grant this authorization only to:
v Users who need to create documents with private contents.
v Users who need to work on model documents with private contents.
v Text administrators who define text cabinet items that should not be made
accessible to others while being tested. (The same result can be achieved by
assigning a unique project to text administrators in which they can create and
test items.)
Private document cabinet items: This field is only relevant if this user is working
with the Document Writing feature. Document cabinet items are created by
composition of text elements from the text cabinet.
Privacy for a document cabinet item means that only the user owning the item is
allowed to maintain and work with it.
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You should grant this authorization only to:
v Users who need to create documents with private contents.
v Users who need to work on model documents with private contents.
v Text administrators who define document cabinet items that should not be made
accessible to others while being tested. (The same result can be achieved by
assigning a unique project to text administrators in which they can create and
test items.)
Own default printer: Each user in the system can view their own user profile,
starting from the User Profile Maintenance panel.
Select this field when you want users to be able to change the name of the:
v Default printer for GIL items.
v Default printer for DCF-formatted documents. Refer to “Document composition
authorization” on page 46 for further information.
User parameters: Users may need to write letters or documents using different
values of user parameters, for example, a secretary writing letters for more than
one department. In this case, the user parameters listed in the user profile should
contain only generic values, such as telephone number or department number. To
use the parameters for these users effectively, they must be able to overwrite user
parameter values according to the needs of the task they are performing.
If users need to have the authority to be able to change their user parameter
values, select this field. The values of user parameters can then be changed
temporarily for the duration of one session, for example, using the command
ENUMUPA.
Own main menu: To enable users to change the name of their main menu when
looking at their user profile, select this field.
Owner of documents in DISOSS/370: When you select this field, the user can
become an owner of documents in DISOSS/370 created using the document
composition functions or the Document Writing feature.

Authorization for system-wide administration
You use the Authorization for System-wide Administration panel to select the level
of authority that the user has to view, update, create, and delete other users’ user
profiles, and to select whether the user is authorized to maintain PDRs.
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Authorization for System-wide Administration
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/23/2002
User name. . . . . : Sample User
This user has system-wide authority to
_ Reset sessions of other users
_ 1. View any user profile
2. Update any user profile
3. Update, create, and delete any user profile
_ Change sign-on password
_ 1. View parameter descriptions (PDRs)
2. Create parameter descriptions (PDRs)
3. Maintain parameter descriptions (PDRs)

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Figure 11. The Authorization for System-wide Administration panel

Reset sessions of other users: Network problems may cause a user session to
remain active even though they are not working with the system. If the user
attempts to log on, the message FSN670E You are already signed on at
terminal xyz is displayed, where xyz is the terminal identifier. Although each user
can reset their own session using the reset transaction FSNA, you should consider
providing a function that can be used to reset user sessions system-wide. If this
user should be able to reset user sessions across the system, select this field.
Resetting can be performed using:
v The fast-path command enurese.
v The transaction code FSNA. A prompt panel is displayed, which prompts you
for the user ID of the user whose session is to be reset. If the user ID is shared
by more than one person, the terminal ID is also required.
v The List of User Sessions panel.
Note: The prefix FSN may have been customized in your installation.
View, update, create, and delete user profiles: A user having the authorization to
work with user profiles is called a user profile administrator. To allow this user to
work with all user profiles defined in the system, enter one of the following values
in the Update user profiles field:
1

View user profiles.

2

Update user profiles. A user with this authorization level cannot change
another user profile into user profile administration level 3.

3

Create, update, and delete user profiles. A user with this authorization
level is a master administrator.
Leaving the field blank prevents any competence for other user profiles in
the system.

Note: Users can view their own user profiles without any specific authorization.
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Change sign-on password: Select this field to specify that the user can change the
sign-on password for those users for which the sign-on password is maintained in
ASF. Refer to “Password control” on page 35 for further information.
View, create, and maintain parameter descriptions (PDRs): PDRs in the GIL are
used to define information containers, which help the system to:
v Resolve placeholders in letters or documents
v Convey information from the ASF system to other application programs
A PDR defines a system-wide frame for a specific piece of information, being
referenced in:
v ATDs
v SPs
PDRs do not belong to a specific project or user ID.
Select one of the options to enable this user to create and maintain PDRs.
Otherwise, leave it blank.

Changing the sign-on password
You use the Change Sign-on Password panel to set an initial password for this
user. If you do not specify a sign-on password here, the user is authorized to
specify the initial sign-on password when signing on for the first time.
Change Sign-on Password
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/23/2002
User name . . . . : Sample User

Specify a new password below
New password

. . . . . . _

Specify the new password again for confirmation
Confirm password

F1=Help

. . . .

F12=Cancel

Figure 12. The Change Sign-on Password panel

New password: Enter a password, which must consist of the letters A to Z and
the digits 0 to 9. It can be up to 8 characters long. You can enter it in mixed-case,
but the system converts it to uppercase. The system only accepts the password if
the same password is specified in both fields, the New password and Confirm
password field.
If you enter the password in one of the fields only, you are prompted for both
fields again.
Press Enter to update the password in the user profile.
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This panel is available only if the password is stored in ASF. If tailoring parameter
PSWDASF is set accordingly, this panel is not available. See Chapter 15,
“Customization for the z/OS environment,” on page 269 for details of how to
tailor parameters.

Document composition authorization
There is no single user profile option to grant or restrict access to document
composition functions when working with public LTDs. However, there are several
options for controlling the user’s processing capability of such LTDs. These options
determine if a user can select objects created during document composition.
In addition, access to SPs can be restricted so that a user can only select SPs from a
specific project, or SPs from a specific LTD.
Text Composition with DCF
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/25/2002
User name . . . . : Sample User
This user is authorized to
_ Maintain the DCF profile
Using public LTDs this user is authorized to:
Select entries from
_ 1. Same LTD
2. Same project
3. All projects
_ Add individual text
_ Print documents immediately
Default for immediate print of DCF-formatted documents
_ 1. Local printer name . . . . . . D287
2. Remote printer name . . . . . . ________________

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Figure 13. The Text Composition with DCF panel

Maintain the DCF profile: The DCF profile, FSN-PROF, is stored in the GIL and
contains DCF control words, symbols, and text. It is embedded at the front of each
document created during document composition before formatting the document
for:
v Print previews
v Immediate printing on local printers
The DCF profile is not owned by a specific project or user, but can be maintained
by all users that have this field selected in their user profiles.
Using public LTDs this user is authorized to: A public LTD can be used by:
v The users assigned to the project owning the LTD
v Users outside of the owning project, if the LTD’s access code is between 1 and
2048 and is also defined in the user’s access code list
v Every user, if the LTD’s access code is 0
Within the LTD definition, there are three fields defining the processing scope for
users allowed to work with this LTD:
v Select paragraphs from
v Add individual text
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v Print documents immediately
These three user profile fields correspond to the fields in the LTD with the same
names. The purpose of these fields in the user profile is to limit the authority
specified in the LTD. The authorizations cannot be extended by entries in the user
profile.
For example, if the LTD defines a paragraph selection level of 3, allowing inclusion
of SPs from all projects, a level of 1 defined for this user limits the selection to
paragraphs from the LTD itself, when working with the LTD.
If the LTD does not allow adding of individual text, selecting this field for this
user has no effect.
Default for immediate print of DCF-formatted documents: Specify:
v Whether an immediate print request without specification of the print type is to
be processed on a local printer or remote printer.
v The name of your default local or remote printer.
While the names of local printers must be defined to CICS or IMS, the remote
printers are defined by ATDs. To list all ATDs defining remote printers issue the
fast-path command ENUSLRPRTA on panels with a command line.

Authorizing the use of the Document Writing feature and
DisplayWrite/370
Use the Interaction with DisplayWrite/370 panel to specify the user's authority to
work with the Document Writing feature and DisplayWrite/370
Interaction with DisplayWrite/370
User ID . . . . . : ENUUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 09/24/1994
User name . . . . : Sample User
This user is authorized to
_ Work with the Document Writing feature
Work with images and graphics
2 1. Print compound documents
2. Print and view compound documents
3. Print and edit compound documents
4. DW/370 system default setting applies
_ Access the DW/370 CLIST administration
/ Maintain own personal CLIST
_ Log own edit sessions
Default printer for printing with DW/370. . . . . . _______
Default prefix for generated document names . . . . _______

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

Figure 14. Interaction with the DisplayWrite/370 panel

The possible selections are:
Work with the Document Writing feature: Select this field to authorize the user to:
v Work with DisplayWrite/370
v Create structured documents
v Process RFT-type items in the text cabinet or document cabinet
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Work with images and graphics: Specifies the extent to which the user can work
with the Image and Graphics function of DisplayWrite/370:
1

This user may not view, change, or include images and graphics.

2

This user may not change or include images and graphics.

3

This user has full access to the DisplayWrite/370 Image and Graphics
function.

4

This user has the default authorization level to work with
DisplayWrite/370 Image and Graphics function as defined in the
DisplayWrite/370 tailoring (DDDCLIX).

Access the DW/370 master transaction: Selecting this field provides this user with
the authority to use the DisplayWrite/370 administration functions for all
DisplayWrite/370 CLISTs without having to sign off from ASF. This user does not
require a user ID or password to administer DisplayWrite/370 CLISTs.
Some of the commands that can be used in Application Support Facility are:
ENUDDD0
Display the DisplayWrite/370 Administration panel.
ENUDDD1
Reset another DisplayWrite/370 administrator session.
Only one user can use the DisplayWrite/370 administration functions at a time.
You should restrict access to these functions.
Maintain own personal CLIST: Selecting this field authorizes this user to maintain
the personal CLIST in DisplayWrite/370, for example, by using the command
enusdwced. If you want all user CLISTs to be maintained by a DisplayWrite/370
master administrator, you should not give this authorization to the user.
Log own edit sessions: When you select this field, logging of the DisplayWrite/370
edit session of this user begins, which means that:
v Any editing must be confirmed with Enter. In case of a system interrupt, the
user's confirmed work can then be restored later.
v The DisplayWrite/370 UNDO/REDO function is activated.
If you leave this field blank, the DisplayWrite/370 session log is not activated
during edit sessions.
This user profile setting may be overwritten temporarily through a parameter
DXBZLOG (1=LOG, 0=NOLOG) defined in the ATD, which invokes the Document
Writing feature.
Default printer for printing with DW/370: This field defines the default printer for
printing with DisplayWrite/370
The printer name:
v Must correspond to a DisplayWrite/370 logical device entry (LDE), containing
the detailed printer definitions (physical address, data stream, separator page,
and so on), and must be defined in a DisplayWrite/370 CLIST
v Is used for quick print requests
v Appears in the DisplayWrite/370 printdoc window when you request printing
of a GIL item, text cabinet item, or document cabinet item from a list panel
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v Is available for use in DisplayWrite/370 CLISTs in the externalized variable
PRTNAM
If you granted users the authority on the Authorization for Private Items panel to
"Definre own default printer", users can update this printer name field in their user
profile.
Default prefix for generated document names: When this user creates a new text
cabinet item or document cabinet item with DisplayWrite/370, its name can either
be predetermined (with parameter DXBZDOCNAM, defined in the ATD invoking
the Document Writing feature), or it is created by the system from a prefix and a
time stamp. The default prefix of MEMO can be overwritten on a per-user basis
when this field is changed.
Note: Creating a document (text element) with DisplayWrite/370 always requires
the authority to save such an item in the document cabinet (text cabinet) as
a private item or project-owned item.

Specifying release control settings
This panel is applicable only if ASF is running with DB2 and if the environment
tailoring parameter MAINTACT has been set to 1. It is used to specify the user’s
test level which defines a specific DB2 view of the GIL. This view determines the
variants of a GIL item a user can work with. The five different DB2 views of a GIL
are closely related to the five possible values of the release status of a GIL item.
For more information on release control, refer to Chapter 19, “Release control for
GIL items,” on page 373.

Release Control Settings
User ID . . . . . : ENUSER
Last update by ENUADM on 08/24/2002
User name . . . . : Sample User
Test level . . . . . . . .

1 0.
1.
2.
8.
9.

Package name . . . . . . .

PROJECTNAME_____

F1=Help

F3=Exit

Production
Maintenance
Test
System test
Integration test

F12=Cancel

Figure 15. The Release Control Settings panel

For detailed information on the test levels, refer to “Testing levels in a
release-controlled system” on page 376.
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Adding, deleting, and changing projects
Projects are always associated with users and are defined in user profiles. If your
organization changes, the people on a project may also change. You may then need
to redefine some or all projects, and reassign some or all project and public records
to other projects.
Determine which project items and which public items are affected. To do this,
display a list of all project and public items or print a cross-reference list of all
items contained in the GIL. “Working with lists of GIL items” on page 185 tells
you how to do this. When you delete project and public items, some parameters
may also become obsolete. Redefine or delete these parameters.

Adding a project
Assign the new project to the users involved. As the master administrator, you
need only add the project name to the affected user profiles.
Refer to “Authorizing users to work on projects” on page 36 for details of how to
add a new project.

Deleting a project
To
1.
2.
3.
4.

delete a project, do the following:
Reset the password of a user authorized for the project to be deleted.
Sign on with this user ID.
List all the project and public items in the GIL owned by this project.
Remove all project and public items owned by this project:
v For the items that need to be kept, change the ownership to another project.
v Delete obsolete items. Deletion can be performed in batch with utility
FSNBRUL.
v Delete or redefine obsolete parameters.
5. Sign off and then sign on again with your master administrator user ID, and
delete the project name from all affected user profiles on the User Profile Project Authorizations panel.

Changing the ownership of a project
To change the ownership of a project, do the following:
1. Sign on with your master administrator user ID.
2. Add the new project name to at least one user profile that contains the old
project name.
3. Reset the password of this user profile and sign off.
4. Sign on with the user ID of the user profile that you have just changed.
5. For the items that need to be kept, change the ownership to another project.
6. Delete obsolete items using the library maintenance functions, or using the
batch utility.
7. Sign off and then sign on again as the master administrator and change the
project name in all affected user profiles.

Changing items to public items
You may want to make certain private or project items available as public items. To
change a private item into a public item, the user who is owner must change the
status. This user needs the following:
v Access to the project that will own the public item
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v Authorization to maintain public and project items
To change a project item into a public item, the user needs the following:
v Access to the project that owns the project item
v Authorization to maintain project items for this project
v Access to the new project that will own the public item
v Authorization to maintain public and project items for the new project

Deleting obsolete items
From time to time, you should delete obsolete items. Print a cross-reference list of
all the items contained in the GIL. “Working with lists of GIL items” on page 185
tells you how to do this. Search through this list to find items that are not referred
to by any other items. Then determine the owner of the item:
v If it is a public item, delete it yourself.
v If it is a private item, first reset the owner’s user password. Sign on as this user
and delete the obsolete items.
v If it is a project item, first reset the password of a user who is authorized for the
project. Sign on as this user and delete the obsolete items.

Resetting a user’s password
The method of password control is defined for the entire ASF system by parameter
PSWDASF in base tailoring. However, you can overwrite this for specific users
with the Password control field on the Session Control Settings panel. If you
specify that the password of the selected user profile is controlled by ASF, you can
change the password on the Change Sign-on Password panel.
Otherwise, if you select External control, a message is displayed indicating that
password control is being performed by an external security manager.
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Chapter 4. Maintaining GIL items
This chapter provides information on how you maintain GIL items. Document
composition information is kept in the form of GIL items, and you can control
user’s access to them. More detailed information on maintaining these items and
on controlling user access is provided in the succeeding chapters.
Furthermore, ASF enables you to define more than one GIL, and you can assign
users to a particular set of libraries, known as a work environment. Each user then
has access only to the information contained in the libraries assigned to that work
environment. For further information, refer to “Work environment” on page 34.

Types of GIL items
The types of GIL items you maintain are:
v SP items contain the text that makes up a paragraph.
v PDR items describe the attributes of parameters used in paragraphs.
v SPG items describe a set of SPs that can be selected to create a document,
usually together with other SPs belonging to the same document type.
v LTD items describe a set of SPs and SPGs that can be selected to create a
document.
v Menu items enable you to structure how users access your system, select
options, and perform tasks.
v Information items contain plain text that is presented to users on one or more
screen pages.
v The DCF profile record contains DCF control words, symbols, and text. It is
embedded at the beginning of each document created during document
composition.
Using the methods described in this chapter, you can:
v Create new items and modify existing ones
v Copy items to make new ones
v Rename items
v Delete items
v Print items
You can maintain items in the GIL in a number of ways:
v Online, using the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
v From a list, using the List of GIL Items panel. See “Working with lists of GIL
items” on page 185 for further details.
v Using the Application Programming Interface (API) of ASF. Refer to Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces for further details.
v Using the FSNLOAD batch utility to load items into the GIL. Refer to “Loading
selected records into the GIL with FSNLOAD” on page 404 for further
information.
v Using the FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL batch utilities to selectively copy items from
one GIL to another, or to delete selected GIL items. Refer to “Unloading and
reloading databases with FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL” on page 390 for further
information.
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The effect of item maintenance on other activities
When modifying, renaming, or deleting items, you must be aware of the possible
effects on other activities in ASF:
v When you create ATD items that use a parameter, the system copies the
attributes of that parameter into the ATD items. When you modify this
parameter’s attributes directly in its PDR and want this modification to become
effective in each ATD item, you must update the attributes directly in all the
affected ATD items.
v When you rename an item that is used by other items, you must change the
references in the other items accordingly. For example, when deleting a
parameter, check that the parameter name is removed from all ATDs.
Only one user can maintain an item at a time. When another user tries to display
an item that is already being maintained, a message is displayed informing the
user that this item is currently unavailable.

Naming GIL items
GIL items must be named according to certain rules regarding their maximum
length, uniqueness, and case:
v ASF allows any character except for asterisk, left parenthesis, right parenthesis,
and percent sign (*, (, ), %).
v If the GIL item is to be used on the Web client, do not use a comma (,) in the
name.
v With the exception of PDRs, item names must begin with a letter.
v PDR names can be up to 10 characters in length. All other item names can be up
to 16 characters in length.
v Item names are not case-sensitive. With the exception of PDRs, all names are
translated to uppercase. The following parameter names, for example, are
recognized by ASF as being three distinct parameter names:
pdpdr01

PDPDR01

PDpdr01

Lowercase parameter names are easier to enter from a keyboard. However, use
uppercase characters for parameter names that have to be passed to other
programs.
Note: PDR names are translated to uppercase if base tailoring parameter
PDNFOLD has been set to 1.
Item names must be unique within each of the following groups of item types:
v Information, menu, LTDs, SPs, and ATDs
v PDRs
An information item and a PDR item can, therefore, have the same name.

Creating and maintaining GIL items
To display the GIL Item Maintenance panel, you can use the fast-path command
ENULMF or you can start on the delivered sample main menu as shown in
Figure 16 on page 55.
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ENUSMADM

___

Main Menu for the Administrator

1 Display the user’s main menu
2 Create a new user profile
3 List and maintain user profiles
4 Help desk (Passwords, reset sessions, message help, etc.)
5 Create a new item in the General Information Library (GIL)
6 List and maintain items in the GIL
7 List and maintain items in the SLL or CLL
DB2-dependent functions
8 List and maintain items in the GIL - additional search options
9 Functions for a release-controlled system

===> ______________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 16. Sample Main Menu for the Administrator panel

Select function 5 Create a new item in the General Information Library (GIL).
The GIL Item Maintenance panel shown in Figure 17 is displayed.
LFSM

GIL Item Maintenance

Select a function and specify an item. Then press Enter.
Function

. . . . . . _ 1. Create or modify
2. Copy

3. Rename
4. Delete

Item name . . . . . . _________________
Model/target name . . _________________
Type

. . . . . . . . _ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Information
Menu
Document-Type Description
Standard Paragraph Group
Standard Paragraph
Application-Type Description
Parameter Description
DCF Profile

===> __________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F3=Exit F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F10=Check F12=Cancel

Figure 17. The GIL Item Maintenance panel

Functions available on this panel are numbered at the top from 1 to 4.
To select an item type, enter the corresponding number from the Type list. For
example, enter 2 to specify a menu item.
There are also a number of input fields where you can enter data:
v Enter the name of the item to work with in the Item name field.
v If you are creating an item that is to be reused frequently, enter a name for the
model in the Model/target name field.
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The Check F-key lets you verify the referential integrity of the item, specified in
the field Item name. This means that ASF checks whether the entries referenced in
the specified item exist in the system. Items of type 1 through 6 are allowed.

Creating items
To create any type of item:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify on the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
2. In the Item name field, enter a name for the item (see “Naming GIL items” on
page 54).
3. In the Type field, type the number corresponding to the type of item you want
to create.
4. Press Enter.
The first panel for item maintenance is displayed, for example, a header panel,
where you enter item access information and, optionally, an item title. Which panel
you get and what you have to specify on this panel is described in the chapters
dealing with the different item types.

Creating model items
If you intend creating a large number of items that have similar contents, you can
first create a model item. This item should contain information that is common to
each item to be created.
You can use any existing item as a model. It must, however, be of the same type as
the item being created from it.
To use a model item, in addition to the data you specify to create an item, enter
the name of the model item into the Model/target name field. The first item
maintenance panel is displayed. You can then begin to change the model data into
the data you need for your item.

Modifying items
To modify an existing item:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify on the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
2. In the Item name field, enter the name of the item to be modified.
3. If it is a PDR, enter the item type in the Type field.
The first item maintenance panel is displayed and you can modify the item.
Note: It is recommended to maintain GIL items from the List of GIL Items panel.
Refer to “Working with lists of GIL items” on page 185 for further
information.

Copying items
To copy an item:
1. Select function 2 Copy on the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
2. In the Item name field, enter the name of the item you want to copy.
3. In the Model/target name field, enter the name of the item you want to create
as a copy.
4. In the Type field, enter the item type (only required if you want to copy a PDR
item).
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What is then displayed depends on the item type:
v For PDRs, ASF produces the copy immediately and then displays the GIL Item
Maintenance panel again.
v For all other item types, the Copy panel is displayed with the panel title naming
the type of item being copied. Figure 18 on page 57 shows the Information Copy
panel for copying an information item. The name of the item being copied is
shown. If necessary, change the status and owner of the item. All other fields are
protected. The new owner of the item can, however, change them.
Press Enter to produce the copy.

Information Copy
ID: INFCOPY
Last update by ADMIN on 08/22/2002
An example of copying an information item
Status . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

Owner

_______

User ID (Status 1)
Project name (Status 2 and 3)

0

0 - 2048

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Access code (public items) . . .
Valid from
. . . . . .
Valid until . . . . . .
Package name . . . . . .
Help info item . . . . .
Keywords . . . . . . . .
____________________

1. Private
2. Project
3. Public

. . . . 05/02/2002
. . . . 12/31/2099
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
_______________________

____________________

FSN305I Press Enter to copy item INFCOPY
F1=Help F12=Cancel

Figure 18. A sample Information Copy panel

You can copy an item for your own purposes or to give other users access to an
item outside their range of authorization, for example, to one of your private items
or to an item of a project for which they are not authorized:
v To give a user access to one of your private items, copy the item, and specify the
user as the item owner.
v To give a user access to the item of a project for which the user is not
authorized, copy the item, and in the Owner field, specify any project for which
the user is authorized. Also, specify the item status, project or public.
Note: All members authorized for the project you specified also have access to
the copied item.
Use the new Keywords fields to specify up to three keywords for using on the
Web client. For more information, refer to “Keywords” on page 74.

Renaming items
You may want to rename an item if, for example, its current name does not fit into
your naming scheme.
To rename an item:
1. Select function 3 Rename on the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
2. In the Item name field, enter the current name of the item.
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3. In the Model/target name field, enter the new name of the item.
4. In the Type field, enter the item type (only required if you want to rename a
PDR item).
5. Press Enter.
The item is renamed and the GIL Item Maintenance panel is displayed again.
Whenever you rename an item, make sure that you update the item name
everywhere else that it occurs. Suppose a menu item contains the name of an ATD
item and you rename the ATD item. In this case, you must also alter the menu
item so that it contains the new ATD item name.

Deleting items
To
1.
2.
3.

delete an item:
Select function 4 Delete on the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
In the Item name field, enter the name of the item you want to delete.
In the Type field, enter the item type (only required if you want to delete a
PDR item).
4. The Header panel for item maintenance is displayed. Press the Delete F-key to
confirm that you want to delete it.
You can also delete an item during maintenance when, for example, you have
created an item that is incorrect and must be done again.
1. If necessary, press the Header F-key to return to the header panel.
2. Press the Delete F-key. Unless you have just started creating the item, you are
prompted to confirm your request.
Note: Whenever you delete an item, it is recommended that you remove all
references to it in other items. Suppose a menu item contains the name of an
ATD item that you have deleted; in this case you should also delete the item
from the menu.
Use the batch utility program, FSNLGIL, to list all items in the GIL by name and
to identify where each item is used. Refer to “Printing a cross-reference list of the
GIL with FSNLGIL” on page 403 for further information.
To delete a GIL item together with all other GIL items referenced in it you can use
utility FSNBRUL with the keywords DELGIL and TREE. Refer to “Unloading and
reloading databases with FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL” on page 390 for further
information.

Checking GIL references
GIL items can contain references to other GIL items, for example:
v Referenced help items
v LTDs contain SP entries, optionally referring to PDRs
The referenced items themselves contain other references to GIL items. Therefore, a
single GIL, for example, a user’s main menu or an LTD, can identify a complex
structure.
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The check function allows you to verify the referential integrity of a GIL item. The
entire structure of references defined by a GIL item is checked. It is recommended
to check for the referential integrity before transferring items from a test into a
production system.

Invoking the check function
The check function can be invoked by:
v Check F-key on the GIL Item Maintenance panel
v Line command CHK on GIL item list panels
Note: The number of references to be verified has an impact on the response time.

Recovering GIL items
When trying to work with a GIL item, you may get a message indicating that it
needs to be recovered. This happens when a previous maintenance session for this
item was interrupted. To recover the item, display the GIL Item Maintenance panel,
which then shows the field Recover. Here you can enter:
1

Recover with changes. The maintenance session for the item is started
again. All changes made in the interrupted session are still available. You
can discard these changes using the Undo F-key on the header panel.

2

Recover without changes. The maintenance session for the item is started
again, but the changes made during the interrupted session are discarded.

Tips for maintaining GIL items displayed on the Web client
When creating or maintaining GIL items that will be rendered by the Web browser
on the Web client, it is useful to remember that they might not be presented
exactly the same as on the host. This is because of how the browser renders objects
such as LTDs, menu items, paragraphs.
You are recommended to verify that:
v Objects you create or modify, for example new LTDs or newly-designed menus,
are correctly rendered on the Web client.
v Menu elements are rendered as expected on the Web client. Field prompt text
displayed on three lines on the host is displayed on one line on the Web client
and, consequently, the entry field is rendered to the left of the screen.
v Style elements are rendered as expected on the Web client. Blank lines, for
example, do not apply to the Web client.
When maintaining resources to be used both on the host and the Web client, you
are recommended to validate how they are used in both interfaces as they might
appear or behave differently.
For example:
v Some administration comments for fields or ATDs that are displayed on the
host will not display on the Web client. These comments are not necessary on
the Web client because it verifies entries interactively and the user is notified of
any discrepancies.
v Some LTDs or SPs can contain helpful information for the user (such as
comments) that is displayed on the Web client but might not be relevant in that
context.
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v Paragraphs displayed in the text editor on the Web client might contain
formatting characters that are not part of the text, for example, .sp might be
displayed on a separate line. Paragraphs are stored in the GIL along with their
DCF formatting controls, and when they are converted to Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) for displaying in the text editor, additional formatting
characters might be displayed. Also, editor settings for a paragraph may vary
depending on where in the paragraph-selection tree the paragraph was opened.
v Parameter prompting is done on the Web client on one page where the user uses
scroll bars to navigate through the page. This is unlike the concept of page on
the host where several panels are used for parameter prompting. The
appearance and order of parameters on the Web client is similar to the host.
v It is necessary to respond to all the text editors for mandatory paragraphs on the
Web client in order to complete document composition. This is unlike document
composition on the host where it is possible to exit and resume document
composition at another time.

Adapting the online help to your needs (3270-ASF)
This section describes the online help information delivered with ASF, how you
can change this information, and how to create your own help information.
Help information is provided in the form of information, menu, or ATD items
contained in the GIL. “Modifying the online help” describes how you can update
this information to reflect any changes you make to the supplied panels.
Chapter 15, “Customization for the z/OS environment,” on page 269 describes how
you can change the panels and message texts delivered with ASF.

Modifying the online help
Two types of help are provided for the panels delivered with the product:
v Panel help. This is displayed whenever the user presses the Help F-key on any
panel while the cursor is positioned anywhere on the panel except on a field or
the command line.
Help text for all panels is available in GIL items which you can modify to suit
your own requirements.
Table 2 lists the panel helps supplied with the product.
Table 2. Predefined names of help items for panel help
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Name of help item

Panel title

cccAHCPANHELP

Define Application – Header Data Part 1

cccAHEPANHELP

Define Application – Header Data Part 2

cccAPMPANHELP

Define Application – Parameters

cccAPSPANHELP

Define Application – Parameter Attributes

cccDCMPANHELP

DCF Profile

cccEXPPANHELP

Start Document Export

cccEXSPANHELP

Document Export Status

cccFLDPANHELP

Display Formatted Document

cccGD1PANHELP

Standard-Paragraph Group – Layout

cccGD2PANHELP

Standard-Paragraph Group – Layout

cccGHCPANHELP

Define Standard-Paragraph Group – Header Data
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Table 2. Predefined names of help items for panel help (continued)
Name of help item

Panel title

cccIHCPANHELP

Define Information – Header Data

cccITMPANHELP

Define Information – Text

cccITPPANHELP

Individual Text Processing

cccLCTPANHELP

Document Composition Termination

cccLDHPANHELP

Document Export

cccLD1PANHELP

Define Document Type – Paragraphs

cccLD2PANHELP

Define Document Type – Paragraphs

cccLFSPANHELP

GIL Item Maintenance

cccLHCPANHELP

Define Document Type – Header Data Part 1

cccLHEPANHELP

Define Document Type – Header Data Part 2

cccMD1PANHELP

Define Menu – Entries

cccMD2PANHELP

Define Menu – Entries

cccMHCPANHELP

Define Menu – Header Data

cccPDMPANHELP

Parameter Description

cccPHCPANHELP

Define Standard Paragraph – Header Data Part 1

cccPHEPANHELP

Define Standard Paragraph – Header Data Part 2

cccPPSPANHELP

Define SP – Parameter Attributes

cccPTMPANHELP

Define Standard Paragraph – Text

cccSTAPANHELP

Document Export Storing Status

cccUPAPANHELP

Authorization of Private Items

cccUPBPANHELP

Change Sign-on Password

cccUPCPANHELP

Session Control Settings

cccUPMPANHELP

User Parameters – Temporary Settings

cccUP1PANHELP

User Profile Maintenance

cccUP2PANHELP

General Profile Settings

cccUP3PANHELP

Project Authorizations – Overview

cccUP4PANHELP

Project Authorizations – Panel 2

cccUP5PANHELP

Personal Settings for Function Keys 13–24

cccUP6PANHELP

Authorization for System-wide Administration

cccUP7PANHELP

User Parameters

cccUP9PANHELP

Text Composition with DCF

cccZDCA1PANHELP

List of ATDs

cccZDCG1PANHELP

List of GIL Items

cccZDCS1PANHELP

List of SLL Items

cccZDCU1PANHELP

List of User IDs

cccZDCX1PANHELP

List of PDRs

v Field help. When the user positions the cursor on a field of a panel and presses
the Help F-key, detailed help is displayed for that field. ASF uses the following
naming scheme for field help items to determine which field help to display:
cccpppXXXXXXXXXX
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Where:
ccc

Is the language code of the panel, for example, ENU for U.S. English.

ppp

Is the unique 3-character identifier of the panel, for example, APP for the
Application Parameter Prompting panel. For more information, refer to
Table 2 where the same identifiers as for panel helps are used.

XXXXXXXXXX
Is up to 10 characters uniquely identifying the field help.
Use the List GIL Items option from the ASF main menu to list the help items you
want to modify, then update the text as required.

Creating online help for your panels
When you create a new application panel, you can define associated help
information that is available to the user with the Help F-key.
Help information for a panel is displayed by creating an information, menu, or
ATD item in the GIL. You then specify the name of this GIL item in the “Help info
item” field of the Header Data panel for the item you define the panel with:
v When creating a help panel that requires less than a full screen of information to
be supplied to users, creating an information item is the easiest method to use.
v You can also, however, create a hierarchical structure of help panels by using a
mixture of menu and information items. You could define introductory
information, for example, in the top half of the panel, and a menu of further
help topics in the lower half of the panel. You achieve this setup by specifying
the names of further information or menu items you have created in the “Entry
ID” column of the Define Menu - Entries panel.
v If you want the help information to be presented by a separate program, set up
an ATD item in the GIL that calls this program.
For help panels you should adopt a naming convention that relates the help panel
to the panel from which it is called. For example, the help panel for panel ASM
could be called ASMH.
Note: Take care when creating field helps for PDRs. Help information items are
always converted to uppercase by ASF. This means that the same help
information is called for PDRs whose names differ only in the case of one or
more characters. For example, the PDRs named “PDR1” and “pdr1” must
both use the same help item name, ENUASMPDR1.
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Chapter 5. Defining menu and information items
This chapter describes how to:
v Create, structure, and maintain menu items
v Provide and maintain information items for display
When you maintain menus and panels, you may need line commands that help
you when entering text and data. They are fully described in “Using line
commands” on page 419. Briefly, you can use the following line commands:
v I or ii for inserting a line or a block of lines.
v C or cc for copying a line or a block of lines.
v M or mm for moving a line or a block of lines.
v D or dd for deleting a line or a block of lines.
v A and b for indicating whether the line or lines are to be inserted, copied, or
moved after or before a specific line.
v / to scroll the text upward.
v S or ss to split a line or to split a line and insert a block of lines. This command
can only be used on Information Text panels.
v Gt to get the description stored in a certain item header to replace the
description in the current item entry. This command can only be used on the
Define Menu - Entries panels.
If you want to delete all the line commands you typed on a panel, you can press
the Reset F-key, if you have not already pressed Enter.

Structuring and creating menus
When creating menu structures, you should ensure that the user never:
v Has access to items they are not authorized to use, for example, an unprotected
fast-path command
v Has a mixture of languages, for example, French menus and English F-keys on
one panel, or a menu in one language that points to a menu in another language
v Has no help available, for example, no help item defined for a menu
v Has incorrect information, for example, a fast-path command in a fast-path
command table that does not work
v Gets “lost” within the menu system
Users can control their work by selecting items or tasks from menus. Figure 19 on
page 64 shows a sample main menu.
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ENUSMUSR

___

Main Menu for User

1 Bulletin Board

Corporate and Industry News

2 Document Composition

Structured and Individual Correspondence

3 Miscellaneous

Display information and change current settings

===> __________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 19. The Main Menu for User panel

You define the contents of a menu by creating a menu item for each menu panel.
Before you create these items, however, consider their structure.

Designing menus
The sequence of work can be structured so that one menu refers to another menu
on a lower level.
When a user is registered in ASF, a default main menu must be defined in the
user’s UPR. The main menu is the central point of entry to the menu structure.
A main menu is assigned to the user:
v By defining tailoring parameter DEFMENU in member FSNTENUC/I during
language tailoring
v By overwriting the system default in the user’s UPR
The lower-level menus that are accessed through the main menu then provide
more detailed options for selection. The structure is organized in a hierarchy.
Figure 20 on page 65 shows part of a structure that is similar to the one used in the
sample GIL supplied with the product.
A user can move down the hierarchy by selecting an item from each successive
menu.
More experienced users can also navigate through the panels by typing a fast-path
command on the command line of any panel. Type the item name of the required
panel on the command line and press Enter. In this way, a user can display any
menu from any panel on which he can enter an item name.
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Figure 20. Example of a menu structure

Creating a menu structure
To structure the menus, first work your way down from the department level,
through business processes, to single tasks. Then determine which information or
programs are needed for these tasks. Displaying information and calling programs
are tasks that can probably be grouped on menus at the lowest level.
For each of the groups of tasks, think about a task structure. In particular, you may
want to consider:
v Which tasks are needed
v In which sequence the tasks should appear to correctly reflect the work flow
v Which tasks can be grouped together
v Which information might be needed for reference during the task
Avoid using menus that are longer than one panel. Instead, structure your menu
into as many levels as necessary. Experienced users prefer to use fast paths to
lower-level menus rather than stepping through many menu pages.
Combine information to be displayed and programs to be called within a sequence
of tasks, on one menu.
If one particular task can be performed in different steps of the work flow, repeat
the corresponding menu entry at all the related steps. Avoid forcing users to switch
back and forth between different menus.
To define a menu, you must create a menu item. In this item, you specify the
information for controlling access to the menu (on the Define Menu - Header Data
panel) and the menu contents (on the Define Menu - Entries panel).
You can define options that let users display another menu, display information, or
work with another program:
v Displaying another menu
You can associate an entry on a menu with a lower-level menu item. When the
user selects this entry, the lower-level menu is displayed.
v Displaying information
You can associate an entry on a menu with an information item. When the user
selects this entry, the content of this information item is displayed.
v Calling another program from a menu
You can associate an entry on a menu with an ATD item. This ATD item
contains the name of the program and any parameters this program needs.
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You can also leave lines blank or type comments on lines on which you do not
specify any item names. Write down the comments and the names of the items to
which you want to refer. The items that you refer to do not need to exist at this
stage.

Creating GIL items without type
The administrator creates items by defining them in the GIL on the host. The
administrator can, however, create LTD or menu entries without specifying the
item type; this can be added later. On the host, you can select and work with an
item without type. On the Web client, the item is identified by the ? icon. To enable
users to work with the item on Web client, the administrator must first specify the
type for the item in the GIL on the host.

Specifying a main menu for a user
For each user, you must specify a main menu. You can define a unique main menu
for each user or a common main menu that is shared by many users, for example,
by all users of a particular department. The main menu is displayed when the user
signs on. The user can also call the main menu using its name as a fast-path
command on any other menu or information display panel. It can also be the first
panel displayed when a user calls ASF from another program.
You define the name of a user’s main menu in their UPR. Refer to “Preparing user
profiles” on page 27 for further details.

Creating and modifying menu items
To create a new menu item, you can start from either the List of GIL Items panel
or the GIL Item Maintenance panel.

Maintaining menu items from the List of GIL Items panel
If you prefer to select the menu item from a list, for example, if you cannot
remember the exact name of the item, you can choose to list the menu items first,
using the List of Menu Items panel that is accessible from the List of GIL Items
panel.
Enter the fast-path command ENUSLGILNP2, to display a list of menu items.
Select the item to maintain with:
v X (select) to display the GIL Item Maintenance panel and perform maintenance
from there
v C (change) to display Figure 22 on page 67
v Del to delete the item
v P or qp to print the item
v Fp to submit the name of the menu as a fast-path command

Maintaining menu items from the GIL Item Maintenance panel
Figure 21 on page 67 shows the panels you work with to update menu items.
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Figure 21. Panel Sequence for Creating or Modifying Menu Items

On the GIL Item Maintenance panel:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify.
2. Enter the name of the item, for example, enusmusr.
3. Select item type 2 for Menu and press Enter.
The Define Menu - Header Data panel, shown in Figure 22, is displayed.
To modify an existing menu item, you can either follow the same procedure as for
creating a new item, entering the name of the item to modify in the Item name
field, or start from the List of GIL Items panel to display a list of existing menu
items, then select the item you want to modify.
Define Menu - Header Data
ID: ENUSMADM
Main Menu for the Administrator

Last update by ENUADM on 08/25/2002

Status . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1. Private
2. Project
3. Public
Owner

. . . . . . . . . . . . . DXBMAIN

User ID (Status 1)
Project name (Status 2 and 3)

Access code (public items) . . . 0
Valid from . .
Valid until .
Package name .
Help info item
Keywords . . .

F1=Help

.
.
.
.
.

F3=Exit

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

F4=Undo

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

0 - 2048

. 10/05/2002
. 12/31/2099
.
.
.

F6=Delete

F12=Cancel

Figure 22. The Define Menu - Header Data panel

On this panel:
1. Type the information for controlling access to the menu item in the Status,
Owner, Access code, Valid from, Valid until, Package name, and Help info
item fields (see “Protecting items and functions within ASF” on page 23 for
further details). The Keywords fields are for future use.
2. Press Enter.
The Define Menu - Entries panel is displayed (see Figure 23 on page 68). On this
panel, you specify what the user sees later on the menu. Type the names of the
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items to which this menu is to refer. At first, the panel contains only the
description you specified on the Define Menu - Header Data panel.
1. Type the names of the items to which you want to refer. (You can refer to an
item that does not yet exist.) You can leave lines blank to group the entries or
type comments on the lines on which you do not specify item names. On the
menu, the comments appear in the same place as you typed them. Each item
reference becomes an option on the menu:
v If the entry you define leads to another menu, enter the name of a menu
item, for example, enusbb.
v If the entry you define leads to information, enter the name of an
information item, for example, enusbbi10.
v If the entry you define calls another program, enter the name of an ATD
item, for example, enulmf. The parameters to be passed to the program are
defined in this ATD item. Refer to Chapter 8, “Defining ATDs” for more
information.
2. Press Enter. A selection number is inserted against each item and its descriptive
text on the lines where you specified item names. Any comments remain where
you typed them. Figure 23 shows an example:
Define Menu - Entries
ID: ENUSMADM
Main Menu for the
Entry ID
001 ENUSMUSR
002
003 ENULMF9
004 ENUSLUPL
005 ENUMAINHELP
006
007 ENULMF
008 ENUSMADMGIL
009
010 ENUSMADMDC
011
012
013
014 ENUSMADMGILDB2
015
016 ENUSRLSC
F1=Help

F2=Reset

Line 1
More:

of 16
+ >

Administrator
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5---1 Display the user’s main menu
2 Create a new user profile
3 List and maintain user profiles
4 Help desk (Passwords, reset sessions, message help,

>

5 Create a new item in the General Information Library >
6 List and maintain items in the GIL
7 List and maintain items in the SLL or CLL
DB2-dependent functions
8 List and maintain items in the GIL - additional sear >
9 Functions for a release-controlled system

F3=Exit

F6=Prompt

F8=Fwd

F11=Right

F12=Cancel

Figure 23. The Define Menu - Entries panel

Check each description to ensure that the items are the ones you want. If no
description appears, either this item does not yet exist, or it has no description.
Press the Right F-key to move to the right part of the panel if you want to use
the full width of the screen for the menu you are defining.
You can change the descriptive text. For example, for item ENUSMADMGIL,
you could replace the text List and maintain items in the GIL with Library
Maintenance. To reestablish the original text from the ATD item referred to, use
the gt line command. When the menu is displayed, the text that is contained in
this menu item is shown rather than that contained in the individual ATD
items.
3. Press the Exit F-key to save the new menu item and to return to the GIL Item
Maintenance panel.
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If you want to suppress the underscores on the screen, set base tailoring parameter
SUPULIN to 2.

Creating information items
An information item contains plain text, which is presented to authorized users on
one or more screen pages. You can define up to 999 pages of text in any one
information item. Typical uses of information items are as bulletin boards or help
panels.
To
1.
2.
3.

create a new information item, on the GIL Item Maintenance panel:
Select function 1 Create or modify.
Enter the name of the item, for example, bulletin.
Select the item type 1 for Information and press Enter.

To modify an existing information item, either follow the same procedure as for
creating a new item, entering the name of the item to modify in the Item name
field, or start from the List of GIL Items panel to display a list of existing
information items, then select the item you want to modify.
On the Define Information - Text panel that appears, type the text that you want
users to see.
By specifying the name of this information item in a menu item, the text is
displayed to the user when that choice is selected from the menu defined by the
menu item. The Bulletin Board entry on the default main menu, for example, is
defined in this way.
Similarly, you can specify help text for a menu panel you have created by entering
the name of an information item in the Help info item field of the Define Menu Header Data panel.
When you enter your information text, you can use the line commands to arrange
your text as you want.

Defining menu and information items for the Web client
The content of the information displayed on the host and Web client interfaces is
the same, however, due to appearance of the data on the Web client dialogs, you
might need to add or remove information or style elements such as blank lines.
For more information, refer to “Tips for maintaining GIL items displayed on the
Web client” on page 59.
When defining menu and information items, the administrator can create LTD or
menu entries without specifying the item type, which can be added later. On the
Web client, the item is identified by the ? icon. For more information, refer to
“Creating GIL items without type” on page 66.
You can customize the Web client by selecting your own icons and by changing
some of the GIFs shipped with the product.
The following examples show a host panel and also the same information
displayed on a Web client dialog.
The following is an example of a host panel:
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ENUSMUSR

___

Main Menu for User

1 Bulletin Board

Corporate and Industry News

2 Document Composition

Structured and Individual Correspondence

3 Miscellaneous

Display information and change current settings

===> __________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 24. The Main Menu for User panel (3270-ASF)

The following is an example of a Web client dialog:

Figure 25. The Main Menu for the User dialog (Web client)
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Chapter 6. Defining SPs, SPGs, and LTDs
This chapter explains how to set up SPs, SPGs, and LTDs for document
composition. It provides information on creating and maintaining the DCF Profile
and on determining user access to documents.
To use document composition, you should be familiar with DCF.

The effect of item maintenance on document composition
When modifying, renaming, or deleting items, you must consider the possible
effects on other document composition activities:
v When you create an SP that uses a parameter, the system copies the attributes of
that parameter. Suppose you modify this parameter’s attributes directly in its
PDR item and want this modification to become effective in all the standard
paragraph items that use the modified parameter. Then you also have to update
the attributes in all affected standard paragraph items.
v When a user submits a document for storage or batch printing while you are
modifying an SP included in it, the resulting document contains the modified
paragraph. The composed document is then different to the one the user saw
during document composition.
When users request the display of a record that is currently being maintained or
deleted, they get a message telling them that this item is currently not available.
Documents created with document composition are stored as LRRs. Changing
contents of SPs referenced in the LRR must not change the contents of the LRR
previously created and saved in the SLL, but should apply only to LRRs created
after the SP was changed. To avoid a potential loss of document fidelity, it is
recommended to use versioning for the GIL by setting the environment tailoring
parameter GILVERS to 1. For further information, see “How versioning in the GIL
affects document composition” on page 139.

Defining SPs
Use the GIL Item Maintenance panel to create SPs.
To create an SP, perform the following steps:
1. Create an SP item in the GIL.
2. Enter the header information for the SP to control subsequent access to the
item.
3. Enter the text of the SP, including any parameters you want to use within the
text.
4. Generate the list of parameter names.
5. If necessary, modify the attributes of the parameters.
Refer to “Creating and maintaining an SP from the GIL Item Maintenance panel”
on page 72 for a detailed description of these steps.
You can maintain existing SPs:
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v From the List GIL Items panel by choosing the item to maintain from a list of
existing items
v From the GIL Item Maintenance panel, if you know the name of the item you
want to update

Maintaining SPs from the List GIL Items panel
If the SPs you want to use already exist, you can choose to display a list of existing
SPs first, using the List of Standard Paragraph Items panel. This panel is accessible
from the List GIL Items panel shown in Figure 67 on page 186.
Select option 5 List standard paragraphs (SPs) to display a list of existing SPs.
Select the SPs to work with:
v X (select) to display the GIL Item Maintenance panel and perform maintenance
from there
v C (change) to display the Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 1 panel
directly
You can also enter the following commands:
v Del to delete the SP
v P or qp to print the SP

Creating and maintaining an SP from the GIL Item
Maintenance panel
Figure 26 shows the names of the panels you work with when creating or
maintaining an SP.

Figure 26. Panel sequence for creating or maintaining an SP

Note: You must display the Parameter Attributes panel separately for each
parameter in the paragraph you want to modify.
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Begin by doing the following on the GIL Item Maintenance panel:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify.
2. Type the name of the item.
3. Enter 5 to select the item type Standard Paragraph.
4. Press Enter.
The Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 1 panel is displayed.

Defining information to control access to SPs
Use the Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 1 panel to determine access
to and other information for SPs.
Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 1
ID: FSNSDCSP0500
Last update by user ENUUSER on 7/27/02
Individual Text__________________________________________________
Status . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 1. Private
2. Project
3. Public
Owner

. . . . . . . . . . . . . DXBMAIN_

Access code (public items) . . . 0___
Valid from . . . . . . .
Valid until . . . . . .
Package name . . . . . .
Help info item . . . . .
Keywords . . . . . . . .
____________________

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F4=Undo

User ID (Status 1)
Project name (Status 2 and 3)
0 - 2048

. . . . 7/27/2002
. . . . 12/31/2099
. . . . ________________
. . . . ________________
. . . .
_______________________ ____________________

F5=Parms

F6=Delete

F8=Part 2

F12=Cancel

Figure 27. The Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 1 panel

Last update by user: This message only appears if you are maintaining an
existing item. It contains the information which user last updated the item, and the
date the item was last modified.
ID: The item name that you entered on the GIL Item Maintenance panel when
creating the SP.
Title: Optionally, enter text that describes the subject of the item. This subject text
appears on the Paragraph Selection panel or on the paragraph-selection tree during
document composition. This text is searched during searches for paragraphs on the
Web client.
Status, Owner, Access code: You can control who can use an SP in a document.
Valid from, Valid until: You can control when users can use a particular
paragraph. To do this, specify a date from when the paragraph can be used. You
can also enter a date until when the paragraph can be used.
The validity range of an SP must lie within the validity range of the document
type to which it belongs.
Package name: The package name is only applicable in a release-controlled
system. It is used to group GIL items according to their later release from a test
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GIL to a production GIL. The package name can contain up to 16 characters. All
characters except an asterisk (*) are allowed. All characters are translated to
uppercase. For information on release-controlled systems, refer to the online help.
Help info item: This is the name of the item that you provide to describe this
paragraph. The help item is displayed when the user requests help for this
paragraph during document composition. On the host, the user presses the Help
F-key. On the Web client, the user presses F1, or selects Help–>Context help on the
menu bar.
Press the Part 2 F-key.
The Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 2 panel is displayed.
Keywords: Use the new Keywords fields to specify up to three keywords for
using in the Web client. On the paragraph-selection tree, the user can use the Find
paragraph dialog to search for paragraphs to insert into the document. The search
terms fields in the Find paragraph dialog enable the user to search for
corresponding text in the keywords fields in paragraphs or in the subject text fields
of paragraphs.

Additional paragraph control information
Use the Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 2 panel to determine
further information for SPs.

Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 2
ID: FSNSDCSP0500
Individual Text
Paragraph modification option. . . . . . 1 0 - Paragraph cannot be modified
1 - Paragraph can be modified
2 - Paragraph must be modified
Multiple selection allowed . . . . . . . _
Display subject . . . . . . . _
Number of signatures . . . . . . . . . . 0

0, 1, or 2

Formatting paragraph . . . . . . . . . . _

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F5=Parms

F7=Part 1

F12=Cancel

Figure 28. The Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data Part 2 panel

Paragraph modification option: Often, it is not possible to create SPs to cover
every situation. Sometimes it is necessary for a user to change or add individual
text in a document. You can control whether the person using this paragraph can
display the Individual Text panel to modify the paragraph for this document.
Multiple selection allowed: You can allow for a paragraph to be used more than
once in a document.
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Display subject: During composition of a document, the user is prompted to
enter values for the parameters on a Document - Parameter Prompting panel. You
can determine whether the name of the SP item and its descriptive text is
displayed on this panel.
Paragraph forces document storing: If DISOSS/370 is available, you can specify
that the document must be stored when it contains this paragraph. You can also
specify that a document must be stored regardless of which paragraphs it contains.
Refer to “Document storing is forced” on page 85 for further details.
Number of signatures: Sometimes documents must be signed. You can specify
that up to two signatures are required. You can later use this information when
working with LRRs. For example, you could write a program that moves
completed letters to a sort area, then sort the letters into those that require no
signature (and can therefore be sent immediately), those that require one signature,
and those that require two.
Formatting paragraph (Web client): You can determine that a paragraph contains
only formatting information using the new formatting paragraph option.
Formatting paragraphs contain information relating to the initial settings of the
editor when it is opened for a paragraph in the LTD where the formatting
paragraph occurs. In document composition, you can optionally specify one
formatting paragraph per LTD; if none is specified, the default system-wide
settings are used. Formatting paragraphs can be easily edited using the new text
editor on the Web client.
Press Enter to display the Define Standard Paragraph - Text panel shown in
Figure 29 on page 76.

Defining standard paragraph text
If you have already drafted the paragraph text, you can now type the text into the
Define Standard Paragraph - Text panel.
In the SP text, parameters are used like SCRIPT/VS symbols—each parameter
must be preceded by an ampersand (&) and followed by a blank, for example,
&DXBPDR001. If the parameter is followed by another character, for example, a
period or colon, put a period (.) at the end of the parameter.
ASF distinguishes between uppercase and lowercase characters in parameter
names, unless this is specified differently via base tailoring parameter PDNFOLD.
For example, DXBPDR001 and DXBpdr001 are different names. When you use
parameters in a table, the values are always aligned to the left. The following panel
shows an example.
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Define Standard Paragraph - Text
Line 1___ of 6
ID: FSNSDCSP0500
More:
+
Individual Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 Application received, add docs required
002 Thank you for your initial application.
003 .sk
004 In order to complete processing of your file, we are asking you to fill
005 out the enclosed application form. Please return it to us, together with
006 your &DXBPDR301 and a &DXBPDR302.
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
... ___________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help

F2=Reset

F3=Exit

F5=Parms

F6=Prompt

F8=Fwd

F12=Cancel

Figure 29. The Define Standard Paragraph - Text panel

If you want to look at other SPs, for example, to cut and paste text parts with the
clipboard facilities of your workstation, press the Prompt F-key.
You can also include comments and other additional information, for example, to
support a user in modifying an SP. In this case, you must start every line with a
period. This causes the text to be displayed to the person writing the document,
but not to appear in the formatted document.
Figure 30 on page 77 shows an example of a fairly complex SP containing many
parameters.
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.if &DXBDEV. ne 3270 .pl 66
.ju off;.ll 72
.if &DXBDEV. ne 3270 .ll 68
.hs 0;.hm 0;.tm 1;
.fs 0;.fm 0;.bm 0;
.bt ////
.in 0;.co off
.ce on
.sp 2
&DXBPDR001.
&DXBPDR002.
&DXBPDR003.
.ce off
.sk 2
&DXBPDR070.
&DXBPDR071. &DXBPDR072.
&DXBPDR076.
.sk
&DXBPDR080.
.sk 2;.in +47
&DXBPDR051.
Ref: &DXBPDR601.
&DXBAUTHOR.
Phone: &DXBPDR053.
&DXBPDR052.
&DXBDDATE.
.co on
.in -47
.sk
Subject: &DXBSUBJECT.
.sk
Dear &DXBPDR070. &DXBPDR072.,
.sk
Figure 30. Example of the SCRIPT/VS text for an SP

Note: Paragraphs displayed in the text editor on the Web client might contain
formatting characters that are not part of the text, for example, .sp might be
displayed on a separate line. Paragraphs are stored in the GIL along with
their DCF formatting controls, and when they are converted to HTML for
displaying in the text editor, additional formatting characters might be
displayed. Also, editor settings for a paragraph may vary depending on
where in the paragraph-selection tree the paragraph was opened.
If you have used parameters in the paragraph, press the Parms F-key. The Define
Standard Paragraph - Parameters panel is displayed.

Defining parameters used in the SP
Define a PDR item for each parameter that you want to use in an SP in the same
way that you define parameters used in ATD items. For information on how to
create PDR items, refer to “Using PDRs” on page 91.
A document parameter is used only within the SP where it is specified. In all other
SPs, it is unknown. You can use the same parameter in different paragraphs,
assigning a different parameter value in each paragraph.
Press the Parms F-key on the Define Standard Paragraph - Text panel to list the
parameters used in your SP.
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For each parameter that you list on the Define Standard Paragraph - Parameters
panel, a corresponding PDR must have been defined in the GIL. When you define
a PDR, you must enter some descriptive text. This text is displayed during
parameter prompting to describe the parameter to the person composing the
document. If, for this SP, you want a different text for a particular parameter, you
can enter it on the panel.
1. Type the names of the parameters that occur in the text of this SP in the
Parameter column. Remember that you may need to enter parameter names in
mixed case.
Use the Text F-key to display the text of the current SP.
2. When you press Enter, the descriptive text for each parameter is displayed in
the Prompt Text area to the right. This text is defined originally in the PDR
item and it is used to describe the parameter to the user being prompted to
enter a value on the Parameter Prompting panel.
3. If you want to look at a list of available PDRs or define a new PDR, press the
Prompt F-key.
Figure 31 shows an example of a panel in which the parameters are already
specified.
Define Standard Paragraph - Parameters
ID: FSNSDCSP1110
We read applicant’s ad, add docs required ...

001
002
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Parameter
DXBPDR301
DXBPDR302
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

F1=Help

F2=Reset

Prompt Text Line 1
Requ. document 1 .
Requ. document 2 .
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
F3=Exit

F5=Text

More:

Line 1___ of 2
+

Prompt Text Line 2
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
F6=Prompt

F8=Fwd

Prompt Text Line 3
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

F12=Cancel

Figure 31. The Define Standard Paragraph - Parameters panel

If you want to change the attributes of the parameter for this paragraph, you can
do it now. These attributes are initially defined in each PDR item. ASF copies these
attributes and stores them separately for use by this particular SP.

Modifying the parameter attributes
Parameters have attributes that control, for example, their format or how they can
be used. You may want to adjust or modify these attributes so that they apply to
the current SP. The modifications are only valid for this particular paragraph.
To adjust or modify the attributes of a parameter:
1. Display the attributes for a parameter using the select line command sl.
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The Define Standard Paragraph - Parameter Attributes panel is displayed. On
this panel you can see the parameter’s attributes, copied from its PDR item.
Define Standard Paragraph - Parameter Attributes
Parm
1 of
Parameter ID . . : DXBPDR301

2

Parameter class : 1 (=General)
Data Format . . : 1 (=Free)
Length . . : 1 - 60 characters (minimum - maximum)

Prompt text . . . Requ. Document 1 . _________________ __________________
Default Value . . curriculum vitae____________________________________________
Input field is . . 2

0=Unprotected 1=Unprotected+dark 2=Conditionally prot.
3=Protected 4=No prompting for value

Value is required /
Value is . . . . . 1 1=Passed to PDP 2=Returned from PDP
_ Checked by parameter verification program (PVP)
_ Passed to data collection program (DCP)
Usage as Array . . _
F1=Help

F3=Exit

F8=Next Parm

F11=Renew

F12=Cancel

Figure 32. The Define Standard Paragraph - Parameter Attributes panel

2. Make the required changes. You can enter values where none are displayed,
and you can change the fields that are not protected. The class, length, and
format cannot be changed.
These changes now remain valid for this particular SP regardless of what is
described in the PDR item.
It is possible that the attributes of this parameter have already been changed,
either on this panel or in the PDR item itself. If you want to renew the
attributes of a parameter, that is, change them to agree with those in the PDR
item, press the Renew F-key.
3. You can also change the attributes of the other parameters in this SP. Press the
Next Parm F-key to go to the next parameter, and the Prev Parm F-key to go to
the previous parameter.
4. When you have finished, you can return to the panels on which you entered
data by pressing the corresponding F-key. To return to the GIL Item
Maintenance panel, press the Exit F-key.

Defining SPGs
Use the GIL Item Maintenance panel to create SPGs.
To
1.
2.
3.

create an SPG, perform the following steps:
Create an SPG item in the GIL.
Enter the information for controlling access to the SPG.
Enter the names of the SPs that this group contains.

You can maintain existing SPGs:
v From the List GIL Items panel by choosing the item to maintain from a list of
existing items
v From the GIL Item Maintenance panel, if you know the name of the item you
want to update
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Maintaining SPGs from the List GIL Items panel
If the SPG you want to maintain already exists, you can choose to list the existing
SPGs first, using the List of Standard-Paragraph Group Items panel. This panel is
accessible from the List GIL Items panel shown in Figure 67 on page 186.
Select option 4 List Standard-Paragraph Groups to display a list of existing SPGs.
Select the SPG to work with:
v X (select) to display the GIL Item Maintenance panel and perform maintenance
from there. See Creating and maintaining SPGs from the GIL Item Maintenance
panel for more details.
v C (change) to display the Define Standard Paragraph Group - Header Data
panel directly.
You can also enter the following commands:
v Del to delete the SPG
v P or qp to print the SPG
v Fp to display the SPG

Creating and maintaining SPGs from the GIL Item
Maintenance panel
Figure 33 shows the names of the panels you work with when creating or
maintaining SPGs.

Figure 33. Panel sequence for creating an SPG

You begin by doing the following on the GIL Item Maintenance panel:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify.
2. Enter the name you have chosen for the new item.
3. Enter 4 to select the item type Standard-Paragraph Group.
The Define Standard Paragraph Group - Header Data panel is displayed.

Defining information to control access to SPGs
On the Define Standard Paragraph Group - Header Data panel:
1. Type the information for controlling access to the SPG. Figure 34 on page 81
shows an example.
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Define Standard Paragraph Group - Header Data
ID: FSNSDCSPG100
Last update by ENUADM on 8/23/2002
Actual status of application_________________________________
Status . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1. Private
2. Project
3. Public
Owner

. . . . . . . . . . . . . DXBMAIN_

Access code (public items) . . . 0___
Valid from . . . . . . .
Valid until . . . . . .
Package name . . . . . .
Help info item . . . . .
Keywords . . . . . . . .
____________________

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F4=Undo

User ID (Status 1)
Project name (Status 2 and 3)
0 - 2048

. . . . 3/4/2002
. . . . 12/31/2099
. . . . ________________
. . . . ________________
. . . .
_______________________ ____________________

F6=Delete

F12=Cancel

Figure 34. The Define Standard Paragraph Group - Header Data panel

2. Press Enter.
The Define Standard Paragraph Group - Layout panel is displayed.
On this panel, you can see that when a title was entered on the Header panel it is
displayed here:
1. Type the names of the SPs that are to belong to this group in the ID column.
You must specify at least one standard paragraph item, otherwise the system
does not create this SPG. You can also leave lines blank or type comments on
the lines on which you do not specify item names. On the paragraph selection
panel, the commentary lines appear at the same place at which you type them
now.
2. The new Keywords fields are for future use.
3. When you press Enter, the descriptive text for each SP of the group is
displayed. This text is defined originally in the standard paragraph item and is
used to describe the paragraph to the person who selects this group. Figure 35
on page 82 shows an example of a Define Standard Paragraph Group - Layout
panel with data already filled in.
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ID: FSNSDCSPG100

001
002
003
004
005
006
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Paragraph ID
______________
______________
______________
ENUSDCSP1100
ENUSDCSP1110
ENUSDCSP1120
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

F1=Help

F2=Reset

Define Standard Paragraph Group - Layout
Line 1___ of 6
More:
+ >

1
2
3

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5---______________________________________________________
Please select one of the following paragraphs:
______________________________________________________
Application received, add docs required
We read applicant’s ad, add docs required ...
Application by date, add docs required ...
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

F3=Exit

F6=Prompt

F8=Fwd

F11=Right

F12=Cancel

Figure 35. The Define Standard Paragraph Group - Layout panel

If you want to supply different descriptive text for this paragraph group, you
can do it now. To use the maximum of 75 characters on each line, press the
Right F-key.
4. When you have finished, press the Exit F-key to return to the GIL Item
Maintenance panel.

Defining LTDs
To
1.
2.
3.

create a new LTD item, perform the following steps:
Create an LTD item in the GIL.
Enter the control information for the item.
Enter the names of the SPs and the SPGs that this LTD contains.

You can maintain LTD either from the List GIL Items panel, or from the GIL Item
Maintenance panel.

Maintaining LTDs from the List GIL Items panel
If the LTD you want to use already exists, you can list the existing items first,
using the List Document-Type Descriptions (LTDs) panel that is accessible from the
List GIL Items panel.
Enter the fast-path command enuslgilnp.
Select option 3 List document-type descriptions to display a list of existing LTD
items.
Select the LTD to work with:
v X (select) to display the GIL Item Maintenance panel and perform maintenance
from there. Refer to Creating and maintaining LTDs from the GIL Item
Maintenance panel for more information.
v C (change) to display the Define Document Type - Header Data Part 1 panel
directly.
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You can also enter the following commands:
v Del to delete the LTD
v P or qp to print the LTD
v Fp to start document composition using the selected LTD

Creating and maintaining LTDs from the GIL Item Maintenance
panel
Figure 36 shows the names of the panels you work with.

Figure 36. Panel sequence for creating an LTD

Begin by doing the following on the GIL Item Maintenance panel:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify.
2. Enter the name you have chosen for the new item.
3. Select the item type Document-Type Description.
The Define Document Type - Header Data Part 1 panel is displayed. To continue,
press the Part 2 F-key.

Defining information to control access to an LTD
Use the Define Document Type - Header Data Part 2 panel to define access to and
other information for an LTD.
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Define Document Type - Header Data Part 2
ID: FSNSDCLTD40
Invitation to interview
Entry selection allowed

. . . . . . . . 1 1. From same LTD
_ 2. From same project as the LTD
_ 3. From all projects

Individual text allowed . .
Immediate print allowed . .
Copies in batch printing . .
Printing format . . . . . .
LTDs as entries allowed . .
Suppress paragraph selection
Remove duplicate parameters
First entry fixed . . . . .
Last entry fixed
. . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

_
_
0_
__
_
_
_
_
_

Parameter determination program . . . . ________
Parameter verification program . . . . . ________
Data collection program . . . . . . . . ________
F1=Help

F3=Exit

F7=Part 1

0 to 99

Invocation . . 0
Invocation . . 0
Invocation . . 0

F12=Cancel

Figure 37. The Define Document Type - Header Data Part 2 panel

Entry selection allowed: If the status of the document type is private, there is no
need to restrict the user to selecting only certain entries. If, however, you are
creating a project or public document type, you may want to control which entries
the document can contain. Figure 38 shows an example of how entry selection can
be controlled. Assume that there are three projects, for example, PROJCTA,
PROJCTB, and PROJCTC, and a user who is authorized only for the projects
PROJCTA and PROJCTB. The LTD in this example belongs to PROJCTA.

Figure 38. Controlling entry selection

You can restrict users to:
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v Selecting only from paragraphs listed on the Paragraph Selection panel, that is,
only from paragraphs contained in the same LTD item. These are represented in
the figure by paragraphs in the small box within project PROJCTA.
v Selecting from paragraphs listed on the Paragraph Selection panel and selecting
(by name) any paragraphs belonging to the same project as the LTD. These are
represented in the figure by paragraphs belonging to project PROJCTA.
v Selecting from paragraphs listed on the Paragraph Selection panel and selecting
(by name) any parameters to which the user has access—project and public. The
user can select the paragraphs belonging to projects PROJCTA and PROJCTB.
v Selecting (by name) any parameters belonging to the public items of PROJCTC,
if the user has the corresponding access codes.
Individual text allowed: You can specify for each document type whether users
composing the document are allowed to add text of their own, that is, whether
individual text is allowed. If this authorization is also defined in their UPR, they
can display the Individual Text Processing panel.
Individual text in pattern documents, however, is possible only if the
corresponding SP is marked Must be modified.
Immediate print allowed: You can specify that a user composing this document
type is allowed to print the document online, that is, on a local printer. This
authorization must also be defined in the user’s UPR.
You can use your own programs to control whether online printing happens
immediately or is deferred. See Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces for more information.
Document storing is forced: If DISOSS/370 is available, you can store documents
in the central library of DISOSS/370. Here, you can specify that a document must
always be stored. You can also ensure storage when a document contains a
particular paragraph.
Copies in batch printing: If you want the document to be printed in batch, you
can specify how many additional copies (up to 99) are to be printed.
Printing format: You can specify two characters here that are not used by ASF
but are available for processing by your own programs. Application Support Facility
for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces tells you more about how to use these
characters.
LTDs as entries allowed: Select this field to allow for defining LTDs as entries on
the Define Document Type - Entries panel. Selecting this field lets you select LTDs
when using these LTDs for composing a document.
Using LTDs as entries in other LTDs reduces the effort for GIL maintenance. It also
enables the usage of nested documents whereby parts of a document such as a
contract can be used as separate documents. Using LTDs as entries is useful when
creating complex documents with several parts, such as contracts containing terms
and conditions that are specific for a certain contract or common to a group of
contracts, or that exist as independent documents. For example, using an LTD as
the representation for the terms means that an update of the terms involves adding
or deleting a singular SP, thereby reducing the effort for GIL maintenance. On the
other hand, using a sequence of SPs for the terms causes an update of each
affected LTD if an SP is deleted or added in this sequence, thereby increasing GIL
maintenance.
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Suppress paragraph selection: Select this field to suppress the Paragraph
Selection panel. When using this LTD for composing a document, all SPs marked
as preselected (PRE=1) or mandatory (PRE=2) are selected for inclusion in the
document.
Note: In releases previous to ASF V3 R2, LTDs with all SPs defined as preselected
or mandatory were regarded as pattern documents, and the paragraph
selection was suppressed. With ASF V3 R2, suppression of the paragraph
selection must be specified for all SPs marked as preselected or mandatory
to be included in the document.
Remove duplicate parameters: Select this field to ensure that duplicate
parameters are prompted once only.
During document composition, a user could select several SPs that include the
same parameter requiring the same value. Select this field to prevent redundant
prompting and to remove the risk of the user specifying different values for a
parameter requiring the same value.
If a customer program invokes ASF with an SIB type 1 for document composition,
global parameters can be conveyed in the SIB control block. If these global
parameters are to be merged into matching parameters within the paragraphs
selected for composition with the LTD, you must select this field.
First entry field, Last entry fixed (Web client): Select these fields to determine
whether the first and last paragraphs in the LTD are fixed in position. These fields
are used in the Web client to determine whether the first and last entries in the
attributes of the LTD are fixed in their position in the paragraph-selection tree. If
the first is fixed, no paragraph can be inserted before it, and if the last is fixed, no
paragraph can be inserted after it.
Parameter determination program, parameter verification program, data
collection program: If you want to use a PDP or a PVP, you can specify their
name or transaction code. If you want to use a data collection program, you can
specify its transaction code. For more information on these programs, refer to
“Creating and modifying PDRs” on page 91.
Invocation: In this field you can specify how the PDP, PVP, or DCP is invoked:
Under CICS:
If you specify 0=XCTL, the PDP or PVP is invoked with CICS EXEC XCTL.
If you specify 1=START, the PDP or PVP is invoked with CICS EXEC
START.
For a DCP, if you specify 0=START, the DCP is invoked with CICS EXEC
START. If you specify 1=LINK, the DCP is invoked with CICS EXEC LINK.
Under IMS:
The PDP, PVP, or DCP is called with a program-to-program switch.
Press Enter to display the Define Document Type - Entries panel.

SPs and SPGs used in an LTD
Use the Define Document Type - Entries panel to determine the SPs and SPGs
used in this document type.
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Figure 39 shows an example of a Define Document Type - Entries panel with the
data already filled in.
Define Document Type - Entries
Line 1___ of 8
ID: ENUUSER
More:
+ >
Additional documents required from applicant
Entry ID
Pre Mod
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+001
002 FSNSDCSP00100
1 _ 1 Letterhead, address, sender___________________
003
______________________________________________
004 FSNSDCSPG1000
0 _ 2 Actual status of application . . _____________
005
______________________________________________
006 FSNSDCSPG8000
0 _ 3 Our next activities . . ______________________
007
______________________________________________
008 FSNSDCSP00900
0 _ 4 Sincerely ... , with attachment_______________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
... _______________
_ _
______________________________________________
F1=Help

F2=Reset

F3=Exit

F6=Prompt

F8=Fwd

F11=Right

F12=Cancel

Figure 39. Define Document Type - Entries panel

When you defined the SPs and the groups, you also specified some descriptive
text. This text is displayed on a Paragraph Selection panel to describe the
paragraph or group to the person composing the document.
You can also type names of SPs or SPGs that have not yet been created.
If you want to look at a list of available SPs or at other LTDs, press the Prompt
F-key. By leaving lines empty, you can structure the text into groups. You can also
leave out the name and type some additional text, for example, headings for the
groups.
If, for this document type, you want a different text, change it on the panel.
For certain documents, you may want to suggest which paragraphs the users
composing the document should select. You can do this by preselecting these
paragraphs when you create the document type. Then the selection line at the
bottom of the Paragraph Selection panel displays the numbers of all preselected
paragraphs. If you authorize the user to do so, he can modify the paragraph
selection you have defined and create individual text.
If you want to be sure that some particular paragraphs are always included in the
document, you can mark them as mandatory paragraphs. The paragraph numbers
then appear on the selection line and the user is unable to omit them from the
document. This prevents the user from deleting the text of a mandatory paragraph.
For each paragraph, indicate on the Define Document Type - Entries panel under
Pre how you want preselection to work. Specify:
0
For no preselection.
1
For preselection.
2
For mandatory preselection. The paragraph must be in the document.
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If you want to supply a different text for this document, you can do it now. To use
the maximum of 75 characters on each line, press the Right F-key.
For an individual document, all paragraphs should be preselected. See “Creating
pattern documents.”
The Mod field allows you to overwrite the paragraph modification option for each
SP and to specify modification options for referenced LTDs. Specify in Mod
whether the LTD specified in the column Entry ID can be modified. Mod must
contain blank for an SPG. Various values are possible for SPs and LTDs. Refer to
the online help for information on the possible values and their meaning.
After you press Enter, the descriptive text for each SP is displayed. This text is
defined originally in each SP and SPG item, and it is used to describe the
paragraph to the user who selects this group. If you have specified an SP or SPG
that you have not yet created, no descriptive text is displayed.
When you have finished, press the Exit F-key to return to the GIL Item
Maintenance panel.
Note: To cancel any changes for the current item in maintenance, press the Quit
F-key until returning to the Header panel. On the Header panel, press the
Undo F-key.

Creating pattern documents
To create a document type that must always contain all the SPs you define for it,
you must set the LTD option Suppress paragraph selection (on the Define
Document Type - Header Data Part 2 panel). The content of the document is
always to be the same, with the exception of some parameter values. Such a
document is called a pattern document and cannot contain an SPG. This type of
document enables users to create documents with little intervention.
You create a pattern document by marking all the paragraphs as preselected or
mandatory. If you want to prevent the users from changing the content of the
document, you must mark all paragraphs as cannot be modified. Then the user
must only specify the document type. If you want to authorize the user to change
the content of the document, you must mark the corresponding paragraphs as
must be modified. The user is then prompted for changes on the Individual Text
Processing panel.
You can also define a pattern document to give users a means of writing memos
and individual documents.
For memos, you could, for example, define a document type having just one SP
containing the memo heading and including possible parameters for the date and
user’s name. This paragraph must have the characteristic must be modified. Then,
the Individual Text Processing panel is displayed, and the person writing the
memo can enter text.
For an individual document, you could, for example, define a document type
having a skeleton of three paragraphs: a document head, the text, and the
complimentary close. All paragraphs are defined as preselected. The text
paragraph must also have the characteristic must be modified. Then, the
Individual Text Processing panel is displayed, and the user writing the individual
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document can enter text. As the user cannot modify the first and the last SP, this
individual document automatically conforms to your company’s rules for
document layout.

Determining who can work with a document
Now that you have decided what can be done with a particular document, you
can control in each UPR who is authorized to do it. For detailed information, see
Chapter 3, “User administration,” on page 27.
Using fast-path command ENUMUPA, users can change their user parameters
temporarily. Temporary changes, however, are lost when users exit ASF.
Users who are not authorized to change their profiles can only view them.
A number of fields in the UPR have the same names as the ones on the Define
Document Type - Header Data Part 2 panel (see Figure 37 on page 84). In the UPR
panels, specify what a user is generally allowed to do. On the Define Document
Type panel, define what the user is allowed to do in relation to the LTD. For
example, define whether the user is allowed to print documents online. If,
however, you specify on the Define Document Type panel that document B does
not allow for online printing, the user cannot print document B online.
The User Profile - Project Authorizations Details panel (see Figure 7 on page 38)
and the User Profile - Text Composition with DCF panel (see Figure 13 on page 46)
contain three identical fields: Select entries from, Add individual text, and Print
documents immediately. You specify information for project LTDs on the Project
Authorizations panel and information for public LTDs on the Text Composition
with DCF panel.
The following is authorization information for the fields:
v Select entries from:
A user composing a document can select paragraphs from the same LTD, the
same project as the LTD, or all projects available. Each time a user selects a
paragraph, the user’s authorization is checked. For more information, refer to
“Entry selection allowed” on page 84.
v Add individual text:
The SPs provided for a public document type may not contain all the
information needed for a specific document. When a document type allows for
it, you can authorize certain users to add their own text.
The following two examples illustrate when a user is authorized to add
individual text. In both examples, the document type allows for this.
Example 1: User DXBUSER is authorized to add individual text to items of
project DXBMAIN but not to public LTDs.
LTD Status

LTD Owner

Add Individual Text

Project

DXBMAIN

Yes

Public

DXBANY

No

Private

DXBUSER

Yes

Example 2: User DXBUSER is authorized to add individual text to public items
and to maintain project DXBMAIN.
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LTD Status

LTD Owner

Add Individual Text

Public

DXBANY

Yes

Project

DXBMAIN

No

Private

DXBUSER

Yes

Regardless of what authorization users have, they are always allowed to add
individual text to documents that they own.
v Print documents immediately:
You can authorize users to print public and project documents on an online
printer. This printer can be permanently associated with the terminal the user is
currently working with. It can also be specified by the users when they request
online printing. For printing, the same authorization scheme applies as for
adding individual text.

Creating and maintaining the DCF profile
The DCF profile record contains DCF control words, symbols, and text. It is
embedded at the beginning of each document created during document
composition, before formatting the document for printing or display. Before
attempting to create the DCF profile, be sure that you are authorized to do so.
On the GIL Item Maintenance panel, do the following:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify.
2. Select item type 8 DCF Profile.
The DCF Profile panel is displayed. For an example, refer to Figure 40.
DCF Profile
ID:FSN-PROF

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
...
...
...
...
...
...

More:

Line 1__
+

of 1

.se DXBDEV &$PDEV
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

F1=Help

F2=Reset

F3=Exit

F8=Fwd

F12=Cancel

Figure 40. The DCF Profile panel

On this panel, enter the SCRIPT/VS control words, symbols, and text for the
profile. You must type at least one line of text, or the system will not create an
item.
Once created, the DCF profile cannot be copied, renamed, or deleted. It can only
be viewed or modified.
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Chapter 7. Defining parameters
This chapter explains what parameters are and how you define, change, and use
them.
Parameters are placeholders for variable information, and can be used in the
following ways:
v In ATDs, parameters can be used as names, reference numbers, or instructions
for processing.
Parameters are passed to a program that is being called from ASF. Using ATDs
to pass parameters to programs is described in Chapter 8, “Defining ATDs.”
v In document composition functions, parameters are used in the same way as
SCRIPT/VS symbols when DCF formats a document.
A document parameter is used only within the SP where it is specified. In all
other SPs, it is unknown. You can use the same parameter in a number of
different paragraphs, assigning a different value to the parameter in each
paragraph.
For each parameter, you can decide whether to predefine this information, to
prompt the user for it, or to use a PDP to supply a value for the parameter.
When you want to add a parameter to an ATD item or an SP, the corresponding
PDR must already exist.

Using PDRs
You must define a PDR in the GIL before using it in an ATD or an SP.
In this item, you specify the parameter’s attributes, that is, the information needed
to control how the parameter is used. The attributes of a parameter are, for
example, its default value, the format and length of the value, or information about
whether its value can be changed and, if so, who is authorized to supply the
changed value.
Parameters are used to hold variable information for ATDs and SPs, therefore you
define default values only in the PDR.
You can enable users to change these values during parameter prompting. In
addition, anyone who is authorized to maintain ATDs and SPs can change the
default value and some of the other attributes on the appropriate panel to adapt
them to particular needs.

Creating and modifying PDRs
You create a new PDR as follows:
1. Select function 1 Create or modify on the GIL Item Maintenance panel.
2. In the Item name field, enter a name for the item. Parameter names must be
unique. ASF distinguishes between uppercase and lowercase letters in
parameter names. The following parameter names, for example, are recognized
by the system as three different names:
pdpdr01
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Note: Parameter names are translated to uppercase if base tailoring parameter
PDNFOLD is set to 1.
3. In the Type field, type 7 for Parameter Description.
4. Press Enter.
There are two ways of specifying an existing PDR to modify. Follow the same
procedure as for creating a new item by entering the name of the item to modify
in the Item name field. Alternatively, display a list of existing PDR items from the
List of GIL Items panel and then select the item you want to modify.
The Parameter Description panel is displayed, as shown in Figure 41.
Parameter Description
Parameter ID . . : TESTPRM
Package name . .
Parameter class
Data Format . .
Length . .
Mask . . .

.
.
.
.
.

________________
1 1=General 2=User 3=System 4=No-merge
1 1=Free 2=Alpha 3=Numeric 4=Date 5=Mask
1_ - 60 Characters (minimum - maximum)
____________________________________________________________

Prompt text . . . __________________ __________________ __________________
Default value . . ____________________________________________________________
Input field is . . 0 0=Unprotected 1=Unprotected + dark 2=Conditionally prot.
3=Protected 4=No prompting for value
Value is required /
Value is . . . . . _ 1=Passed to PDP 2=Returned from PDP
_ Checked by parameter verification program (PVP)
_ Passed to data collection program (DCP)
Usage as Array . . _

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F6=Delete

F12=Cancel

Figure 41. The Parameter Description panel

Using parameter classes
Parameters belong to one of the following classes:
v General parameter. The parameter can be assigned a value. Use of all protection
levels is possible.
The values for general parameters originate from various sources:
– From the default value of the parameter entry itself
– From user input during prompting
– From a PDP
Additionally, if a function with a parameter determination phase is invoked
from an application program, the invoking application can pass a value for the
parameter. This value is used instead of the default value defined in the
parameter entry.
v User parameter. Its value, if any, must be specified in the user profile in which
the parameter is referred to. A default parameter value can, however, be
supplied in the PDR and later copied into the user parameters. For parameter
entries in ATDs or SPs, no value can be specified if the parameter is a user
parameter. A user parameter must be defined as non-displayable, protected, or
conditionally protected.
Note: If base tailoring parameter PRMUPRO is set to 1, a user parameter can
also be defined as unprotected, or unprotected and dark.
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v System parameter. A parameter of this class is valid throughout the ASF system.
Its value must be specified in the PDR.
For parameter entries in ATDs or SPs, no value can be specified if the parameter
is a system parameter. A system parameter must be defined as non-displayable,
protected, or conditionally protected.
Note: If base tailoring parameter PRMUPRO is set to 1, a system parameter can
also be defined as unprotected, or unprotected and dark.
v No-merge parameter. This parameter gets its values from:
– The parameter entry itself as default value
– User input during prompting
– A PDP
An application program that calls ASF to invoke an ATD or start document
composition cannot pass a value that is used as parameter value during the
parameter determination phase. This allows you to protect the parameter against
values passed from unauthorized programs. When you want to add a no-merge
parameter to an ATD or SP, a corresponding PDR must exist.
The parameter class can only be specified in the PDR.

Defining the attributes of the parameter
Use the fields Data Format, Length, and Mask on the Parameter Description panel
to define the default attributes of the parameter.
Each parameter has attributes. As PDRs only contain default attributes, you may
need to change them for a particular ATD or SP. You do this on the Parameter
Attributes panel (abbreviated in the following to the Attributes panel). You can
change all entries on that panel except for the class, format, length, and whether
the value is required. The user then uses the changed attributes of the parameter
for that particular ATD or SP only.
For non-local parameters, the data format, length, and mask values can only be
defined in the PDR. The parameter entries in ATD items and SPs inherit their
format, length, and mask from the PDR.

Specifying the format of the data
In the Data format field, specify which formal criteria apply to the parameter
value:
Free format
The parameter value can consist of any character you can type on the
keyboard.
Alphanumeric
The parameter value can consist only of lowercase and uppercase
alphabetic characters (including national characters) and blank characters.
Numeric
The parameter value can consist only of numeric characters (0 to 9). Blanks
and separating characters such as commas, periods, colons, or slashes are
not allowed.
Date format
The parameter value is a date. If you enter a date, type it in the same
sequence of day, month, year as specified in the date format in language
tailoring parameter DATFMT. For further information on parameter
DATFMT refer to “Language tailoring (FSNTxxx)” on page 296. Separating
characters can be a blank, a slash, a period, a comma, a dash, or a
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backslash. If you omit the year, the current year is assumed. If your input
can be recognized as a valid date, the system automatically transforms it to
the specified date format.
Mask format
The parameter value must correspond to the mask as specified in the
Mask for value field.

Specifying the length of the parameter data
The minimum and the maximum length of the parameter value depends on the
format:
v For parameters with free, alphanumeric, or numeric format, the minimum length
must be 1, the maximum length cannot be more than 60.
v For date parameters, the minimum and maximum length values are
automatically set to 6–10 characters. Any delimiter is accepted between the
numbers for day, month, and year. The year is accepted with or without a
leading 19 or 20, and the input is transformed into the value required by
DATFMT. It is possible to exchange LRRs on the SLL between users working
with languages that have different DATFMT.
v For mask parameters, the length must correspond to the mask specification. The
minimum length is the length from the first to the last N in the mask, including
all commas and periods. The maximum length is the total length of the mask.

Using a mask to check the data value
A mask is used for checking the parameter value. It can consist of the following
characters:
S

The corresponding character of the parameter value must be a plus (+)
sign, a minus (-) sign, or a blank. This character must either be the first or
the last character. If it is the last character, it must be preceded by the letter
N.

Z

The corresponding character of the parameter value must be numeric (0 to
9) or a blank. Only the letter Z can precede the letter N.

N

The corresponding character of the parameter value must be numeric (0 to
9). The length from the first N to the last N, including all decimal points
and commas in between, must be equal to the minimum length of the
parameter.

.

The corresponding character of the parameter value must be a decimal
point. It must be preceded or followed by the letter N or Z.

,

The corresponding character of the parameter value must be a comma. It
must be preceded or followed by letter N or Z.

The length of the mask must be equal to the maximum length of the parameter.
For example, to allow the numbers ' -1,234.56', '
8.56', and '+68,432.00', specify
'SZZ,ZZN.NN' as the mask. The minimum length is 4, the maximum length is 10
characters.
A mask can be specified only for parameters with the format Mask.

Defining text displayed for parameter prompting (3270-ASF)
Use the field Prompt text on the Parameter Description panel to specify text
describing the parameter.
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This text is displayed with the parameter on other panels where the user enters
parameter values. When you specify parameters in ATDs or SPs, and you want the
user to supply the appropriate values, the user sees the Application Parameter
Prompting panel or the Document-Parameter Prompting panel. These panels
contain text describing each of the parameters used and, if available, a default
parameter value. The descriptive text, displayed on the left of the panel, is defined
by you in the Prompt text lines of the Parameter Description panel. You can
change it for each parameter in the Prompt Text Line columns of the appropriate
prompting panel.
Enter the descriptive text that you want to be displayed during parameter
prompting. You can define up to three lines of descriptive text, each up to 18
characters long. A minimum of one character in one of the prompt text lines is
required. If you do not want to display any prompt text, enter just a period (.) at
the beginning of the prompt text line.
When defined in a PDR, this field can be considered as a model. It is used only
when a parameter is copied to an ATD or an SP.
The definition within the ATDs and SPs determines the processing during the
prompting phase. Changes within these items do not affect the PDR.
Users creating ATDs or SPs that use this parameter can change the descriptive text
to suit the situation in which the parameter is being used.

Defining text displayed for parameter prompting (Web client)
When you specify parameters in ATDs or SPs and you want the user to supply the
appropriate values, the user sees prompting lists on the Web client. In these lists,
the field text describing the parameter fields is the text entered for parameters in
the field Prompt text on the Parameter Description panel on the host.
When the user has finished paragraph selection on the Web client, the attributes of
the parameters in the selected paragraphs determine whether the
Document-parameter prompting list is to be displayed to resolve or verify the list
of parameter values.
When the user selects an ATD, the attributes of its parameters determine whether
the Application-parameter prompting list is to be displayed to resolve or verify the
list of parameter values.
The definition within the ATDs and SPs determines the processing during the
prompting phase. Changes within these items do not affect the PDR.

Setting the default value of the parameter
Use the field Default value on the Parameter Description panel to specify a default
value for the parameter. The value you specify must correspond to the minimum
and maximum length and to the format specified for the parameter. If the format is
a mask, the value must correspond to the mask definition.
If the parameter definition only allows a default value (for example, if a general
parameter is defined as non-displayable and there is no interaction with a PDP)
and the value is required, then you must specify a default value.
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If the parameter definition specifies a mandatory source different from the default
value (for example, if the parameter is a user parameter, or if the value is to be
returned from the PDP), you cannot specify a default value.
In all other cases, you can specify a default value.
When defined in a PDR for a general or no-merge parameter, the definition of a
default value field can be considered as a model. It is used only at the time when
the parameter is copied to an ATD or an SP.
For general and no-merge parameters the definition within the ATDs and SPs
determines the default value. Changes within these items do not affect the PDR.

Controlling the display of the parameter
Use the field Input field is on the Parameter Description panel to control the
display of the parameter during parameter prompting. You can specify the
following values:
v Unprotected. The parameter is displayed during prompting, and the user can
change the value.
v Unprotected + dark. The prompt text for the parameter is displayed, and the
user can change the value, but the value is not displayed.
v Conditionally protected. The parameter is displayed during prompting, and
initially is protected against changes. On the host, the user can use the Unprotect
F-key to unprotect all conditionally protected parameters. On the Web client, the
user can right-click the protected field to select Unprotect on the shortcut menu.
v Protected. The parameter is displayed during prompting, but the value cannot
be changed by the user.
v No prompting for value. The parameter is not displayed during prompting. If
all parameters of an item are defined as non-displayable, no prompting occurs.
When defined in a PDR, this field can be considered as a model. It is used only
when a parameter is copied to an ATD or SP.
The definition within the ATDs and SPs actually determines the processing during
the prompting phase. Changes within these items do not affect the PDR.

Specifying whether a value is required
Use the field Value is required on the Parameter Description panel to specify
whether a value is required during the parameter determination phase.
If the parameter requires a value and is defined as an argument for a PDP, the
value must be set before this program can be invoked.
In all other cases the parameter value must be available at the end of the
parameter determination phase.
If the parameter definition only allows a default value (for example, if a general
parameter is defined as non-displayable and there is no interaction with a PDP)
and the value is required, then you must specify a default value.
When defined in a PDR, the definition of this field can be considered as a model. It
is used only at the time when a parameter is copied to an ATD or an SP.
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The definition within the ATDs and SPs is what determines the processing during
the prompting phase. Changes within these items do not affect the PDR.

Using a program to determine the value of a parameter
Use the field Value is on the Parameter Description panel to determine if the
parameter value is passed to a PDP or returned from a PDP. Specify either the
Passed to PDP attribute or the Returned from PDP attribute, respectively.
You can use your own PDP to obtain the values of parameters from sources such
as your databases.
As an example of how such a program could be used, assume that an ATD
contains the following parameters:
v Customer’s reference number
v Customer’s name
v Customer’s address
The user calling the program enters only the reference number. The reference
number is passed to your PDP which then returns the customer’s name and
address to ASF.
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces tells you
more about writing and using your own programs.
A PDP can be invoked when:
v Executing an ATD
v Using an LTD for composition of a document
If you invoke a PDP during document composition, choose either of the following
attributes in the PDR:
Passed to PDP
The parameter is to be passed to a PDP
Returned from PDP
The parameter is to be returned from a PDP
The value in the PDR is a default value. For each item containing a corresponding
parameter entry, the PDP attributes can be changed:
For an ATD
On the Define Application - Parameter Attributes panel
For an SP
On the Define Standard Paragraph - Parameter Attributes panel
For the item used to invoke the PDP, specify:
Under CICS
The name or transaction code of the PDP
Under IMS
The transaction code of the PDP
The name or transaction code of the PDP depends on the task during which the
PDP is invoked. Define the PDP on one of the following panels:
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Define Application - Header Data Part 2 panel
To call an application program with an ATD
Define Document Type - Header Data Part 2 panel
To invoke document composition with an LTD

Using a program to verify parameters
Specify the attribute Checked by parameter verification program (PVP) for the
field Value is on the Parameter Description panel to determine that the parameter
value is to be checked by a PVP.
During document composition, you can use your own PVP to check the parameter
values, parameter names, or both. This also enables you to see whether specific
parameters and their attributes exist. You can use a PVP, for example, to check
whether a certain date is within a given range or that the value entered is a
number.
To invoke a PVP during document composition, do the following:
v In the PDR, use the “Checked by PVP” attribute to specify that the parameter is
to be passed to a PVP.
The value in the PDR is only a default value. For each SP that is using this
parameter, the parameter value can be changed on the Define Standard
Paragraph - Parameter Attributes panel.
v In the LTD used for document composition, specify:
Under CICS
The name or transaction code of the PVP
Under IMS
The transaction code of the PVP
Using a PVP can affect parameter prompting. This depends on whether the user is
allowed to change the parameter’s value:
Allowed
The parameter has protection level 0 (Unprotected), 1 (Unprotected +
dark), or 2 (Conditionally protected). The value is displayed on the
Parameter Prompting panel before the PVP checks it.
Not allowed
The parameter has protection level 3 (Protected) or 4 (No prompting for
value). The value is displayed on the Parameter Prompting panel after the
PVP checks it.
If the PVP finds that the parameter value passed to it is not correct, you can
arrange in the PVP that the parameter is highlighted on the Parameter Prompting
panel and that a message is displayed, or that the value is corrected. For
information on how to highlight a parameter, refer to Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Using a program to collect data from parameters
Specify the attribute Passed to data collection program (DCP) for the field Value
is on the Parameter Description panel to determine that parameter value is to be
checked by a PVP.
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During document composition, you can use your own DCP to collect data from
parameters. You can use it, for example, to keep a record of which job applicants
were invited for an interview. Refer to Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces for more information about using your own
programs with ASF.
To invoke a DCP during document composition, do the following:
v In the PDR, use the Passed to data collection program (DCP) attribute to
specify that the parameter is to be passed to a DCP.
The specification in the PDR record is only a default value. For each SP that uses
this parameter, the value can be changed on the Define Standard Paragraph Parameter Attributes panel.
v In the LTD used for document composition, specify:
Under CICS
The name or transaction code of the DCP
Under IMS
The transaction code of the DCP

Using parameters as storage information for DISOSS/370
Storage information is used in DISOSS/370 to find a stored document. If your
system enables you to work with DISOSS/370, you can specify for each parameter
whether its value should be stored together with the document.
You can specify the following values:
1. Keyword. The parameter value is used as a keyword in DISOSS/370.
2. Prefixed keyword. The parameter value is used as a keyword in DISOSS/370
but the parameter name is used as a prefix, for example, CUSTNO=1672567.
This allows you to distinguish between the same values when they are used for
different parameters.
If this field is not used, the parameter value is not used as a keyword in
DISOSS/370.
Refer to “Specifying storing information for retrieving documents” on page 254 for
details on how these values are used in DISOSS/370.
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Chapter 8. Defining ATDs
This chapter tells you how to create and maintain ATD items.

Purpose of ATDs
ATDs are used to call other programs accepting the SIB of ASF. They contain the
name or transaction code of the target application program to be invoked and a
parameter table that defines the data to be passed to the application program.
When processing an ATD, ASF:
v Determines the data to be passed to the target application
v Creates an SIB type 1
v Transfers control to the target application and suspends its own processing
ASF resumes the processing upon return of control from the called application. For
more information on SIB type 1, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.
With ATDs, you can invoke:
v Functions of ASF, for example:
– Maintenance of user profiles
– Maintenance of GIL items
– Various system services, for example, display of help information
– Online display of database lists
For more information, refer to Chapter 11, “Looking at the contents of your
databases,” on page 177.
– Services of the document composition functions
For more information, refer to “Defining ATDs to call functions of ASF” on
page 107.
v Any other application program communicating with ASF accepting the SIB.
Through parameters contained in the ATD, you can:
v Control what the called application program is to do
v Pass data to the called application program to be used there
You must create an ATD item for each program you want to call from ASF. The
ATD name can be:
v Used as a fast-path command on any panel with a command line.
v Referenced in suitable menus. This allows users to start programs by selecting a
number from a menu panel.
v Passed to ASF from an application.

Usability and security considerations
When defining one or more ATDs to invoke a program, usability and security
considerations apply. You can define:
v One general ATD item to call the program. Each time users call the program,
they are prompted for the parameter values needed by the program.
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v Many ATD items calling the same program, each containing one set of
parameter values that are predefined. The users select the ATD item that best fits
the current situation from a menu. They are not prompted for values. The
methods provided for internal security can be used to restrict or grant access to
these ATDs.
If you want to use a PDP to evaluate parameters, you must decide if there should
be one PDP for each ATD, or one PDP for several ATDs. You can also use a PDP to
call two programs, one after the other, possibly passing data from the first to the
second.
For more information on using a PDP in ATD, refer to “Interaction with a PDP” on
page 106.

Creating and modifying ATD items
To create a new ATD, you either start on the GIL Item Maintenance panel, which is
displayed with fast-path command enulmf, or you select option 6 on the sample
menu for the administrator, ENUSMADM.
Note: You can replace the prefix ENU by any other language code supported by
ASF.
Figure 42 shows the panels you work with when you define ATD items.

Figure 42. Panel sequence for creating an ATD

On the GIL Item Maintenance panel:
v Select function 1 Create or modify.
v Type the name you have chosen for the new item into the Item name field.
v Select item type 6 Application-Type Description.
To modify an existing ATD item, either follow the same procedure as for creating a
new item, entering the name of the item to modify in the Item name field, or start
from the List of GIL Items panel to display a list of existing ATD items, then select
the item you want to modify.
The Define Application - Header Data Part 1 panel is displayed.
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Entering access control information
On the Define Application - Header Data Part 1 panel:
1. Type the information for controlling access to the ATD. Enter a title for the ATD
and its status, owner, access code, validity, and associated help panel ID.
2. Press the Part 2 F-key.
The Define Application - Header Data Part 2 panel is displayed.

Defining an application
How you specify the program depends on the environment you are using:
v If ASF is running under CICS:
1. Ask your data processing department whether the program and any PDP
you want to specify are called with a name or a transaction code.
2. On the Define Application - Header Data Part 2 panel, enter the name or the
transaction code of the program in the field Application program. If you
specify a name, enter 0 in the Invocation by field. Otherwise, enter 1.
3. If you want to call a PDP, enter its name or transaction code in the field
Parameter determination program. If you specify a name, enter 0 in the
Invocation by field. Otherwise, enter 1.
You see the top of a panel similar to this one (the Last update by and
Application program fields are empty when you are creating a new item):

Define Application - Header Data Part 2
ID: ENUMSGO
Last update by ENUADM on 08/25/2002
Display Help for an Online Message
Application program
Invocation .

. . . . . . . . .

Parameter determination program
Invocation .

. . .

FSNASF1__
Name or Transaction code
0 0=XCTL 1=START
_________
Name or Transaction code
0 0=XCTL 1=START

Figure 43. The Define Application - Header Data Part 2 panel

v If ASF is running under IMS:
1. Enter the transaction code of the program you want to call in the field
Application program.
2. If you want to call a PDP, enter its transaction code in the field Parameter
determination program.
You see the top of a panel similar to this one:
Define Application - Header Data

Panel 2 of 2

Transaction code of program....: FSNASF1
Parameter determination program: ____
.
.
.

optional

Note: Regardless of the customization of the transaction prefix, the field
Transaction code of program must contain:
Chapter 8. Defining ATDs
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v FSNASF3 for the online list functions
v FSNASF1 for any other function of ASF
v FSNWEB1 for invocation of the Web client

Passing data to an application
Some programs that you call from ASF require information, that is, parameters, to
be supplied. Parameters can be, for example, names, reference numbers, sizes and
dimensions, or instructions for processing. The program may not need any
parameters, however, in which case the ATD you create need only contain the
program name.
If you intend passing parameters to a called program, you should first ask your
data processing department for full details of the possible parameters that the
program you are calling accepts.
To pass parameters to the called program you can:
v Provide all the parameters in the ATD item
v Use installation or user-dependent variables
v Prompt the user to provide the required parameter values
v Use a PDP to supply some or all of the required parameters from your own
databases
You can also combine these possibilities. For example, you could prompt the user
to supply some parameter values needed by the PDP.
The maximum number of parameters in an ATD is 32 767.
To specify the parameters to use, press Enter on the Header Data panel. You can
then enter the parameter names on the Define Application - Parameters panel that
is displayed.
For each parameter, a corresponding PDR item must exist. How to create PDRs is
described in detail in Chapter 7, “Defining parameters,” on page 91.
If you want to create a PDR or list available PDRs while maintaining an ATD,
press the Prompt F-key on the Define Application - Parameters panel.
If you do not want to specify parameters, press the Exit F-key to save the ATD. For
more details about the use of parameters when calling programs via an ATD, see
the chapter on “Communicating with application programs” in the Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Defining data in parameters
On the Define Application - Parameters panel:
1. Enter the names of the parameters that you want to pass.
Note: Parameter names are translated to uppercase if the PDNFOLD base
tailoring parameter is set to 1.
2. When you press Enter, the descriptive text for each parameter is displayed.
This text is defined in the corresponding PDR and it is used to describe the
parameter to the user being prompted to enter a value on the Define
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Application - Parameters panel. The following panel shows an example.
Define Application - Parameters

Prompt Text Line 2
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Prompt Text Line 3
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

.
.
.

__________________

__________________

__________

More:

Line 1___ of 4
+

ID: ATDZ40
List menu items
Parameter
Prompt Text Line 1
001 DXBFNCT___
SIB function______
sl DXBLLSTTYP
__________________
... __________
__________________
... __________
__________________

__________________

Figure 44. Defining application parameters

3. Press the Prompt F-key to list available PDRs or to define a new PDR.
If you want to rearrange the listed parameters, you can use line commands. For
more information on line commands, refer to “Using line commands” on page 419.
You can also change the prompt text for this parameter here.
You can use the select line command sl to change the attributes of one of the listed
parameters. When you do this, the following panel is displayed.
Define Application - Parameter Attributes
Parm 17 of 18
Parameter ID . . : DXBLLSTTYP
Parameter class : 1 (=General)
Data Format . . : 1 (=Free)
Length . . : - 2 Characters (minimum - maximum)

Prompt text . . . List type______ _______________ _______________
Default value . . G2_________________________________________________
Input field is . . 0
Value is required

0=Unprotected 1=Unprotected+dark 2=Conditionally prot.
3=Protected 4=No prompting for value

_

Value is . . . . . _ 1=Passed to PDP

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F7=Prev Parm

2=Returned from PDP

F8=Next Parm

F11=Renew

F12=Cancel

Figure 45. The Define Application - Parameter Attributes panel

This panel displays the default value of the parameter. You can enter new values
for the parameter.
Changes you make to the attributes of the parameter, however, only affect the
parameter as it is used in this ATD. Changes to the parameter’s attributes do not
affect the original values defined in the PDR. Use the Renew F-key to change the
attributes of this parameter to the values currently specified in the PDR. This may
be necessary when this parameter’s attributes differ from those defined in the PDR
for the parameter, or to update the value of this parameter when the attributes of
the parameter in the PDR have changed.
Press the Exit F-key to save the ATD and leave the maintenance.
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Parameter determination phase
If your users select an ATD to invoke the ATD target application, ASF determines
the values of the parameters, defined on the Define Application - Parameters
panel.
Depending on the attribute settings for the ATD parameters, one or more prompt
panels can be displayed before the ATD target application is invoked.
The parameter values are resolved as follows:
v Parameters with class 2=User are resolved from the:
– User profile, if the user parameters have not been changed temporarily
– User session record, if the user parameters have been changed temporarily
(through call of ATD ENUMUPA)
v Parameters with class 3=System are resolved from the corresponding PDR item.
v Parameters with an appropriate setting for the attribute Input field is are
displayed to the user.
v Parameters which are not displayed to the user are resolved from the default
value defined in the ATD parameter entry.
v Parameters with the attribute Value is passed to PDP or Value is returned from
PDP are resolved by call of the PDP defined in the ATD.

Interaction with a PDP
If you have specified a PDP in an ATD, you need at least one parameter to be
exchanged with the PDP. When the PDP is to be called in the parameter
determination phase of the ATD processing, ASF:
v Determines the data to be passed to the target application
v Collects all ATD parameters to be exchanged with the PDP
v Creates an SIB type 1 with these parameters
v Transfers control to the PDP and suspends its own processing
ASF resumes the processing upon return of control from the PDP.
If user prompting is required in addition to the call of a PDP, the invocation of the
PDP depends on the:
v Distribution of the parameters, defined as Passed to PDP and Value is required
on the prompt panels
v Setting of the base tailoring parameter PDPCALL
The PDP can influence the processing of ASF after passing back control by setting
the following SIB fields to appropriate values:
v SIB_PROMPT_PAGE (3270-ASF)
v SIB_MSG_CODE
v SIB_MSG_TEXT
For more information, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces.

Processing when the invoked program has completed
When a called program returns control to ASF, it supplies a return code as control
information about how to continue.
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If the return code is zero, processing continues. It displays the user’s last ASF
panel unless the calling program has specified follow-on processing information,
for example, a fast path to be run on return.
If the return code is not zero, for example, because a parameter value was found to
be in error or an unusual or unexpected condition occurred, ASF returns to
parameter prompting. Any parameter that the called program or the PDP could
not process is highlighted on the panel.
The called program can also return a message, for example, containing the reason
for the problem. For more information, refer to the Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Defining ATDs to call functions of ASF
Chapter 3, “User administration,” on page 27 introduced the transaction code
FSNA, which you use to reset the session of a user. Instead of requiring you to
sign off from the system and entering this transaction code from outside ASF, an
ATD with the name enurese is defined that calls ASF recursively. It does this by
passing an SIB type 1 to ASF specifying the program name FSNASF1.
To define the requested functions to ASF, control information is passed as a value
of the DXBFNCT control parameter, for example rese, to request the Reset a user
session function.
The names of these parameters may have been changed during tailoring.
The functions that can be called in this way are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. DXBFNCT values
DXBFNCT

ASF function and additional parameters

Sample ATDs

User profile services:
FAST

Display the fast-path table.

LMFK

Display your settings for F-keys 13 to 24.

LMFU

View your own user profile. A subpanel ID can be specified in
DXBUPMPNID.

LMF9

Display the User Profile Maintenance panel. A subpanel ID can be
specified, if a user ID is given in DXBUPNM. The possible values
for DXBUPMPNID are:
UP2
UP3
UP5
UP6
UP7
UP9
UPA
UPB
UPC

MUPA

ENULMF9

General profile settings
Project authorizations
Function key settings
Authorization for system-wide administration
User parameters
Text composition using DCF
Authorization for private items
Change sign-on password
Session control settings

Change your user parameter settings temporarily.

ENUMUPA

GIL services:
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Table 3. DXBFNCT values (continued)
DXBFNCT

ASF function and additional parameters

Sample ATDs

If DXBFNCT is omitted or its value left blank, the following
functions are performed (depending on the type of record specified
in DXBRCID):
v The specified menu, informational item, SP or SPG item is
displayed.
v Document composition is started, using the specified LTD.
v The application is invoked, according to the specified ATD (see
also System services in this table for alternatives, for example
UAPI, HELP, INFO).
GPRT

Print a GIL item. DXBPRTRCID specifies the name of the item to be ENUSGPRINT
printed and DXBPRTNAME can be used to specify a printer.

LMF

Switch to library maintenance function.

LMFx

Maintain a GIL item of type x. That is, the DCF profile in the GIL is ENULMF8
maintained if x is equal to 8.

ENULMF

Document composition services:
If DXBFNCT is omitted or its value left blank, document
composition is started using the LTD specified in DXBRCID.

ENUBLNK

CCPY

Copy an item from the CLL to the SLL. DXBRCID specifies the
name of the item to be copied. DXBSAVDOC specifies the name of
the new item, and and DXBZREPL specifies whether the new item
can replace an existing item with the same name. DXBRESPTRN
resets the LRR flag LRR_PTTRN_LTR. If the selected item is a
pattern document, the panel Paragraph Selection can be displayed
after selecting the new SLL item for document composition.

CMVE

Move an item from the CLL to the SLL. DXBRCID specifies the
name of the item to be moved. DXBSAVDOC specifies the name of
the new item, and and DXBZREPL specifies whether the new item
can replace an existing item with the same name. DXBRESPTRN
resets the LRR flag LRR_PTTRN_LTR. If the selected item is a
pattern document, the panel Paragraph Selection can be displayed
after selecting the new SLL item for document composition.

IFLD

Display the Display Formatted Document panel for an item from
the SLL. Use DXBRCID to identify the item.

RLCF

Resume document composition for an SLL item without saving.
The name of the item needs to be specified in DXBRCID.

ENURLCF

SCPY

Copy an SLL item to the CLL. Use DXBRCID to identify the item.

ENUSLSLLCOPYCLL

SDEL

Delete an item from the SLL. Use DXBRCID to identify the item.

ENUSLSLLDEL

SLCF

Resume document composition for an SLL item with saving, that is, ENUSLCF
the original item is kept on the SLL. Use DXBRCID to identify the
item.

SLLC

Copy an item on the SLL. DXBRCID specifies the name of the item ENUSLSLLCOPY
to be copied, DXBSAVDOC specifies the name of the new item, and
DXBZREPL specifies whether the new item can replace an existing
item that has the same name.

SMVE

Move an SLL item to the CLL. Use DXBRCID to identify the item.

ENUSLSLLMOVECLL

SPRT

Print an SLL item. DXBPRTRCID specifies the name of the item to
be printed and DXBPRTNAME can be used to specify a printer.

ENUSPRINT

SRDR nnn

Print immediately on AFP printers. Use DXBWJOBPWD and
DXBWJCLnnn to adapt the JCL.

ENUREMOTE
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Table 3. DXBFNCT values (continued)
DXBFNCT

ASF function and additional parameters

Sample ATDs

Document export services:
ECLL

Start document export. DXBEXPFNCT can be used to specify the
required function (values 1 through 4 are accepted), and
DXBEXPLIM may specify the export limit.

ENUSMADMDSEX

STAD

Display export status.

ENUSMADMDSST

System services:
COPA

Change the code page for the current session. Specify the respective ENUCOPA
code page in DXBCPID. For code page values for CECP terminals,
refer to Table 67 on page 384.

DCCP

Display the name of the current code page value.

ENUDCCP

DENV

Display the name of the current environment.

ENUDENV

FORW

Forward to another application. DXBRCID needs to identify the
application name.

HELP

Display a menu or an information panel as help panel. DXBRCID
must be used to specify the item.

IDNT

Display your user ID, terminal ID, and netname.

ENUIDNT

IFS

Display the main menu.

ENUIFS

INFO

Display the menu or an information panel that is identified in
DXBRCID.

ENUINFO

MSGO

Display help information for an online message. Use
DXBMSGNUM to identify the message.

ENUMSGO

RESE

Reset a user session. Use DXBAUSERID to specify the user ID to be ENURESE
reset. For shared user IDs DXBATERMID specifies the terminal ID
for which the session is to be reset.

SOFF

Define an ATD with the following characteristics:
v Target program name=FSNASF1
v Invocation=0

ENULOGOFF

You can use the ATD as a fast-path command for logging off.
UAPI

Invoke the application associated to the ATD as identified in
DXBRCID.

ENUUAPI

Note: If the Web client has been invoked from the browser logon screen, the
invocation of an ATD that results in the display of a host screen is not
supported.
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Chapter 9. Composing documents
This chapter provides you with administration information for working with the
document composition functions when composing documents. It also explains how
you can organize your text creation process to best fit your requirements.
For information on formatting and printing the documents created during
document composition, see Chapter 10, “Formatting documents, previewing, and
printing,” on page 141.

Terms
The following describes some of the terms you need to know before working with
document composition.
Structured correspondence
means documents composed from predefined text parts. These parts can
be, for example, a letterhead or legal phrase that rarely changes.
Document
can be a letter, memo, or something larger such as a contract, booklet, or
even a manual. It can consist of text you write yourself or predefined text
parts. It does not necessarily mean a nicely printed document with the
company’s letterhead. It can range from a scratchpad note to formatted
information ready for distribution.
Standard paragraph
is a predefined text part. There can be, for example, one SP for the
letterhead, name of addressee and sender, date, and salutation. Another SP
can consist of the closing parts of a letter, for example, the name and the
title of the person signing the letter. It is defined in an SP item.
You can combine related SPs to build an SPG, which is defined in an SPG
item.
Individual text
is text you write yourself. You can use it to change, extend, or replace SPs.
Parameter
is a placeholder for variable information you can include in SPs and
individual text. Variable information can be, for example, names,
addresses, account numbers, order information, or order balances.
Each parameter has a value. A parameter value can be obtained from
different sources, including the company’s databases.
The properties of a parameter are defined in an item called a PDR item.
Document type
is a description of a set of SPs and SPGs that can be selected to create a
document. It is defined in an item called document-type description (LTD)
item.
Pattern document
is an LTD item that consists only of preselected paragraphs. Little user
intervention is needed to create such a document. A pattern document can
be processed like any other document.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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See “Creating pattern documents” on page 88 for further information.
Paragraph
refers to an LTD or an SP used within an LTD.

Overview
During document composition, users can design, create, and process structured or
individual documents. Figure 46 on page 113 shows an overview of the steps for
creating and saving a document during document composition.
Working with documents is a two-step process. The two steps can be defined and
run completely separately:
1. Creating the document. In this step, the user selects the type of document to be
created, the paragraphs it contains, and the variable data required to complete
the text. This can be done either by the user or by a program.
2. Processing the finished document. During this step, the finished document is
either printed immediately, collected for bulk printing or immediate printing, or
sent as a fax.
How you set up the document creation process and how you determine in which
way the finished documents are handled is explained in the following sections. “A
road map to document creation and processing” on page 115 tells you which
sections to read for each step.
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Figure 46. The document creation process

Documents are created and composed during document composition by:
v Selecting the SPs to be contained in the document.
v Combining these SPs with individually written text, if required.
v Defining and specifying the variable data in the text, that is, the parameters, to
be contained in the SPs.
v Defining how to process finished documents.
Creating documents during document composition is always based on the selection
of an LTD. You select LTDs by:
v Invoking ASF with a SIB API control block containing the function code LCF
and the name of an LTD also called root LTD. For SIB type 1 the LTD name is
specified in SIB parameter DXBRCID, for SIB type 0 it is specified in SIB field
SIB_REC_IDE.
v Collecting SIB API control blocks with the function code LCF and the LTD name
on a sequential file for subsequent processing by utility FSNBTCH.
v Choosing a menu option referring to an LTD.
v Specifying an LTD name as fast-path command on the command line.
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The document composition process is split up into three major parts:
v Creating document instances called document-request descriptions (LRRs)
v Processing LRRs
v Formatting and processing the formatted output
Regardless of whether document composition is initiated online or in batch, the
first step results in the creation of an LRR. An LRR is a table that contains:
v
v
v
v
v

A top-down list of references to paragraphs in the GIL
Global and paragraph-specific pairs of parameter names and values
Modifications of paragraph text
Individual paragraphs
Control information

You can regard an LRR as a kind of recipe defining how to "cook" a document
using various ingredients. In ASF terminology the term “document” very often is
used as synonym for an LRR and vice versa.
In the second step of the composition process, the LRRs are processed. As
customer processes often demand that documents be tied together (for example:
letters sent to the same client, or letters with identical ZIP code prefixes), LRRs
may be grouped or brought into a specific processing sequence. For each
individual LRR, the references to the paragraphs in the GIL are resolved, the input
for the formatter is generated, and the formatter is invoked.
In the third step, the formatted output is processed using software that is not
provided by ASF. The output:
v Can be amended using programs such as ACIF
v Can be converted to PDF format using a program such as AFP2WEB
v
v
v
v

Can be passed to an archive (such as IBM Content Manager or FileNet)
Is routed to a SPOOL file
Is printed
Is archived

v Is distributed
Here is a summary of the composition process:
v Part 1: Creating a document instance (LRR)
– Creating the document online or in batch (using utility FSNBTCH)
– Selecting paragraphs
– Determining parameter (including call of PDP or PVP)
– Determining final document processing (including call of a DCP)
v Part 2: Processing the LRRs
– Using the Push-Method:
- Emptying the CLL by exporting the LRRs and converting them to the batch
format BLRR (using utility FSNCEXP)
- Building groups of BLRRs by sorting and splitting the BLRR data set
- Transforming the BLRRs to DCF input (using utility FSNBDCF)
- Invoking the DCF formatter
- Collecting the formatted output stream in a TSO data set
– Using the Pull-Method (DB2-based continuous formatting):
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- Running continuous formatting tasks parallel to the online system. No
batch window is required as:
v Search criteria in SQL format identify the LRRs on the CLL to be
processed
v Individual LRRs are selected from the CLL, transformed to DCF input,
and formatted using DCF. The LRR stays on the CLL marked as
formatted.
- For documents with no formatting errors the formatted AFP output is
written to a DB2 table
- For documents with formatting errors the LRR may be taken back from the
CLL to the SLL for subsequent correction
v Part 3: Formatting and processing the formatted output
Using non-ASF programs the formatted output can be:
– Printed
– Converted to PDF
– Archived
– Distributed using fax and e-mail

A road map to document creation and processing
To find information about

Refer to

Providing the SPs for a document

“Selecting paragraphs and control options for a
document” on page 116.

Predefining paragraphs using a program

“Determining the sequence of paragraphs using a
program” on page 117.

Letting users change the selection and sequence of
paragraphs

“Changing the selection and sequence of paragraphs
(3270-ASF)” on page 118.
“Changing the selection and sequence of paragraphs
(Web client)” on page 123.

Letting users modify paragraphs

“Modifying paragraphs” on page 126

Letting users add paragraphs to the paragraph selection

“Adding paragraphs to the paragraph selection” on page
125

Defining the variable data in an SP

“Determining the parameters (values of text
placeholders)” on page 128.

Providing the variable data using a program

“Determining parameters using a program” on page 128.

Letting users provide the variable data

“Specifying parameter values (3270-ASF)” on page 128.
“Specifying parameter values (Web client)” on page 129.

Checking what the document looks like before printing

“Previewing documents” on page 131.

Generating documents without user interaction

“Composing documents in batch (utility FSNBTCH)” on
page 132.

Resuming working with existing documents in the SLL

“Resuming document composition” on page 134.

Completing document composition and specifying
printing options

“Finalizing document composition” on page 136.

Printing large numbers of documents

“Collect printing” on page 143 in Chapter 10,
“Formatting documents, previewing, and printing,” on
page 141.

Continuous formatting of documents

“Continuous formatting (DB2 only)” on page 162 in
Chapter 10, “Formatting documents, previewing, and
printing,” on page 141.
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To find information about

Refer to

Printing small numbers of documents immediately

“Immediate printing” on page 168 in Chapter 10,
“Formatting documents, previewing, and printing,” on
page 141.

Sending documents as faxes

“Faxing documents” on page 175 in Chapter 10,
“Formatting documents, previewing, and printing,” on
page 141.

Using document versioning

“How versioning in the GIL affects document
composition” on page 139.

Selecting paragraphs and control options for a document
When thinking about the composition process while defining LTDs or the SPs that
make up a document, you need to distinguish between various types of documents
groups:
v Documents that do not require any textual or structural modifications by a user
v Documents that allow or require textual or structural changes to be made by the
user
v Individual documents consisting of a defined header and of footer where the
content is specified by the user
The definition of an LTD allows for independent settings to modify its structure
(i.e. the sequence of paragraphs) and to change paragraphs.

Modifying the document structure
For documents that do not require structural modifications, define the root LTD
using the attribute "Paragraph selection suppressed".
If this attribute is not set, modify the structure of the document during paragraph
selection by:
v Changing the sequence of paragraphs
v Selecting or deselecting paragraphs
v Adding other paragraphs
v Adding individual paragraphs
As administrator, you can preselect paragraphs and make paragraphs mandatory
that is, the document cannot be completed if the mandatory paragraph are not
selected.

Modifying paragraphs
As administrator, you control a granular set of attributes controlling text
modifications. For each SP you define whether its content is protected, can be
modified, or must be modified. You can overwrite modification options defined for
the individual SP:
v When defining the structure of a document in the entry list of an LTD
v In the SIB type 1 control block that contains the sequence of paragraphs
On an LTD basis, overall text modifications is controlled using the attribute "Text
modification option":
v When set to "No", no changes to any text can be made although the document
that is being composed includes paragraphs that can be modified. If a paragraph
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that must be modified is included, a processing conflict will arise that will not
allow this paragraph for document composition.
v When set to "Modify text of SPs", only paragraphs that are allowed to be
modified can be changed by the user. The SP itself will not be modified, only the
content of the SP after it has been added to the respective document is changed.
v When set to "Modify text of SPs and add individual paragraphs", changes can be
made to both the text and the document structure by adding of individual
paragraphs.
The sequence of paragraphs that makes up a document, regardless of potential
user interaction, can be defined by the application program that invokes ASF in the
SIB API control block, in an LTD, or by a combination of both.

Determining the sequence of paragraphs using a program
There are two ways of determining the paragraph sequence using a program. The
recommended way is using a SIB type 1 control block. It uses reserved parameters
to specify paragraphs and contains parameter entries with the name of the text
placeholders and corresponding parameter values.
The SIB type 0 is still supported for compatibility with previous releases. You can
use these methods either online or in batch.

Determining preselection of paragraphs using the SIB
When ASF is invoked for document composition, the selection of paragraphs
passed in the SIB replaces the preselection specified in the LTD. For further
information on the SIB, refer to the manual Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.
Using an SIB type 1, the sequence of paragraphs could look as follows:

Figure 47. Using an SIB type 1

Parameters that apply to all paragraphs are passed before the first DXBZDNAM01
parameter entry. Paragraph-specific parameters are passed after the respective
DXBZDNAM01 parameter entry. Contrary to the SIB type 0, parameter values in
SIB type 1 are not passed with respect to their position in the parameter list of the
respective SP. They are mapped to the text placeholders via their names that match
the name of the DCF variable in the text. Therefore no adjustments need to be
made to the parameter sequences specified by the program if the parameter
sequence is changed in the respective SP.
Using an SIB type 0, the sequence of paragraphs could look as follows:
Chapter 9. Composing documents
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Figure 48. Using an SIB type 0

The sequence of paragraphs is passed as the paragraphs would be specified on the
Selection line of the paragraph selection panel. The parameter values conveyed
must be in the same sequence as the parameter entries defined in the respective SP.

Determining paragraph sequence in batch (utility FSNBTCH)
Determining the sequence of paragraphs in a SIB control block processed by utility
FSNBTCH is done the same way as for SIBs passed to ASF during online
invocation. For more information on utility FSNBTCH and the corresponding batch
invocation of ASF, refer to Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces.

Control options when using SIB type 1
An overview of the most important SIB type 1 parameters is provided in the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Using SIB control blocks larger than 32 KB
Upon invocation from customer programs, ASF can accept SIB control blocks that
are larger than 32 KB. Certain adaptations in the calling application are necessary
to facilitate these large control blocks. The changes to be applied depend on the
SIB type and the environment used.
v Environment-specific adaptations:
CICS

The communication area passed to ASF upon invocation does not
contain the SIB itself when using control blocks that are larger than 32
KB. It must contain a control block as described in member FSNLCAH
on library AFSNMAC0. The SIB must be split into pieces passed as items
of a CICS temporary storage (TS) queue.

The SIB is passed to ASF as a sequence of multiple IMS message
segments.
v SIB-type-specific adaptations:
IMS

SIB type 0
Field SIB_TOTAL_LTH must be set to -1. The first four bytes of the SIB
appendage must contain the total SIB length. The appendage data to be
processed must directly follow this length field.
SIB type 1
Field SIB_TOTAL_LTH can be ignored. Field SIB_PARM_NUMB must be
correct.
Note: These changes are not applicable for SIB control blocks smaller than 32 KB.
For more information on the use of SIB control blocks larger than 32 KB, refer to
the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Changing the selection and sequence of paragraphs (3270-ASF)
When you define the root LTD to not suppress paragraph selection, the user can
select paragraphs using subcommands or F-keys.
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Paragraph selection using subcommands (3270-ASF)
Depending on the definition of the LTD selected for document creation, a
paragraph selection panel similar to the one shown in Figure 49 is displayed.
FSNSDCLTD40

Invitation to Interview
More:

>

1 Letterhead, address, sender
2 Application: - in response to advertisement
3
- forwarded from job agency
4
- thank you for your letter
8 Come to an interview
9 Hotel reservation
7 Sincerely ... , with attachment

Selection: _________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help

F2=Reset

F6=Prompt

F9=Skip

F11=Right

F12=Cancel

Figure 49. Sample paragraph selection panel

SPs can be selected either by typing their selection number from the displayed LTD
menu or by specifying their full name. The LTD defines whether SPs can only be
selected from the current LTD or from other resources. For detailed information on
how to select SPs and remove SPs from the selection line, press the Help F-key.
Note: The subcommands listed in the following sections are customized in
language tailoring FSNTxxx where xxx is the used language code.

Modifying selected SPs
If a selected SP is defined as SP can be modified, you can modify the text of this
SP in this document by typing the subcommand %Mn at the end of the selection
line where n is the selection number or the name of the SP to be modified.
If a selected SP is defined as SP must be modified, the Individual-Text Processing
panel is automatically displayed for modification of the SP text.

Inserting individual-text paragraphs
If the selected LTD allows the addition of individual paragraphs, you can insert
them between any of the selected SPs using the subcommand %I. For details, press
the Help F-key on the paragraph selection panel

Finishing paragraph selection
Having completed paragraph selection, request the next phase of the document
creation process by specifying one of the subcommands described in Table 4 on
page 120.
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Table 4. Document composition subcommands
Subcommand

Suffixes

%E

Result
v The selection is checked.
v The parameter determination phase is started
and a parameter prompting panel is
displayed, if there is at least one parameter
defined for prompting in any of the selected
SPs. If no parameter is defined for prompting,
the parameter determination phase is
completed and the Document Composition
Termination panel is displayed.

%C

1

v The selection is checked.

2

v The parameter determination phase is
performed. A parameter prompting panel is
displayed only if a mandatory value is
missing for a parameter that allows for
prompting.

3
6
7
8

v The termination panel is displayed and the
processing requested by the subcommand
suffix is started.

A

The subcommands have a 1-byte suffix that specifies how the document is
processed, for example, that the document is displayed, printed, or saved to the
SLL. The suffixes are described in Table 5.
Table 5. Suffixes for document composition subcommands
Suffix

Result

1

The document is copied to the CLL database for later collect printing, and
document composition is exited.

2

The document is copied to the CLL database for later collect printing, and the
system returns to paragraph selection.

3

The document is copied to the CLL database for later collect printing, and the
system returns to the parameter determination phase.

6

The document is formatted and displayed at the user’s screen.

7

The document is printed immediately on a local printer.
Together with suffix 7, you can specify:
v A printer name. For example, if the printer name is L87a and you use the
subcommand %C, specify %C7(L87a).
v A printer name and the number of additional copies. For example, if the
printer name is L87b and you want to print 5 additional copies, specify
%C7(L87b,5).
If you specify a printer name, the document is printed on that printer.
Otherwise the document is printed on the user’s default printer.
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Table 5. Suffixes for document composition subcommands (continued)
Suffix

Result

8

The document is saved in the SLL, and document composition returns to the
point of invocation.
Together with suffix 8, you can specify the name for saving the document in
the SLL. For example, if you want to save the document with the name
DOCUMENT1, specify %C8(DOCUMENT1). If you do not supply a name for
the document, a name is assigned by the program:
v If you process a document that has been retrieved from the SLL, the
previous name is used.
v If you process a new document, a new key is built that is essentially a time
stamp.

A

An immediate print is performed on a remote printer.
Together with suffix A, you can specify:
v An ATD item that represents the remote printer. For example, if the remote
printer is represented by the ATD item called PAGEPRINTER, and you use
the subcommand %C, specify %CA(PAGEPRINTER).
v An ATD item representing a remote printer and the number of additional
copies. For example, if the remote printer is represented by the ATD item
called PAGEPRINTER2 and you want to print 5 additional copies, specify
%CA(PAGEPRINTER2,5).

Notes:
1. If you want to interrupt the paragraph selection or bypass the parameter
determination to save the document on the SLL for later completion or to
preview what has been composed so far, press the Skip F-key.
2. Input that has not yet been confirmed with the Enter key is lost.

Paragraph selection using F-keys (3270-ASF)
Depending on the definition of the LTD selected for document creation, a
paragraph selection panel similar to the one shown in Figure 50 on page 122 is
displayed. Note that additional function keys are available with this selection
method.
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FSNSDCLTD40

Invitation to Interview
More:

>

1 Letterhead, address, sender
2 Application: - in response to advertisement
3
- forwarded from job agency
4
- thank you for your letter
5 Come to an interview
6 Hotel reservation
7 Sincerely ... , with attachment

Selection: _________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

F1=Help F2=Reset F3=Exit
F10=More Info F11=Preview

F5=More F-keys
F12=Cancel

F6=Prompt

F9=Multifunc

Figure 50. Sample paragraph selection panel

SPs can be selected either by typing their selection number from the displayed LTD
menu or by specifying their full name. The LTD defines whether SPs can only be
selected from the current LTD or from other resources. For detailed information on
how to select SPs and remove SPs from the selection line, press the Help F-key.

Deleting selected SPs
To delete a selected SP, move the cursor to its name or number and press the
Delete F-key. Use the More F-keys key to display the Delete F-key assignment in
the F-key area. You are not prompted to confirm the delete request.

Inserting SPs
To insert an SP into an existing selection, move the cursor to the position where
you want to insert additional entries and press the Insert F-key. Use the More
F-keys key to display the Insert F-key assignment in the F-key area.
Document composition opens an insert area in the selection line. You can type
your entries in the space between the two delimiters. If you need more space, press
the keyboard insert key. Make sure that there is a space before and after each of
the delimiters. To end the insertion and accept the selection, press Enter or the
Insert F-key.
Note: The first and second delimiter are defined by the language tailoring
parameters XLCFBINS and XLCFEINS and may therefore differ in each
installation.
To insert entries that belong to an SPG, select the SPG as last entry on the selection
line. Press Enter to display the Paragraph-Group Selection panel and insert the
entries from the SPG in the same way as described above.

Using the Multifunc F-key
The function of the Multifunc F-key depends on the cursor position in the selection
line.
v If the cursor is positioned on a space, the Individual-Text Processing panel is
displayed for insertion of individual text.
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v If the cursor is positioned on an LTD, the Paragraph Selection panel for this LTD
is displayed, if appropriate.
v If the cursor is positioned on an SP and the SP is marked as cannot be
modified, the text of this SP is shown. If the SP is marked as can be modified
or must be modified, the Individual-Text Processing panel is displayed for
modification of this SP.
v If the cursor is positioned on individual text, the Individual-Text Processing
panel is displayed for modification of the individual text.

Resetting the paragraph selection
To reset the selection to its initial status, use the Reset F-key. If you have already
confirmed the selection, you are prompted to press the Reset F-key again.

Finishing paragraph selection
To end paragraph selection for the current document, press the Endsel F-key. The
Document-Parameter Prompting panel is displayed if parameter values need to be
supplied. The Document Composition Termination panel is displayed for final
processing of the document.
Press the F-key Compose to end the selection of entries for the current document.
The Document-Parameter Prompting panel is displayed if an error occurred during
parameter determination (for example, a value for a mandatory parameter is
missing). The Document Composition Termination panel is then displayed for final
processing of the document.

Changing the selection and sequence of paragraphs (Web client)
The paragraph selection tree presents the entire structure of paragraphs defined by
the root LTD and its SPGs and sub-LTDs. It is comparable to the table of contents
in a book: the tree shows the subjects of chapters, subchapters, sections, and
paragraphs. They become a part of the document by selecting the corresponding
check box.
The content of the check box determines whether a paragraph is part of the
document in the following way:
v Check box is empty: The paragraph is not selected.
v Check box contains a black mark: The paragraph is selected.
v Check box contains a black mark with a grey background: The paragraph is
selected and mandatory, it cannot be deselected.
v Check box contains a grey mark: The paragraph is preselected, but not yet part
of the document. It belongs to a subselection where the corresponding
upper-level LTD has not yet been selected
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Figure 51. The Paragraph-selection tree dialog

Changing the sequence of paragraphs
Several attributes of the root LTD (and its nested sub-LTDs) determine whether
you can change the structure of the document in the paragraph-selection tree:
v Suppress paragraph selection: The paragraph selection-tree is only displayed if
the document contains a paragraph with the attribute "must be modified".
v First entry fixed, last entry fixed: No paragraph can be moved or inserted in
front of the first paragraph or after the last one
To change the sequence of paragraphs the following functions can be used:
v Drag and drop of paragraphs
v Copy and insert a paragraph

Moving a paragraph using drag and drop
Drag and drop enables you to move a paragraph from one location to another.
This is permitted if the current LTD permits paragraph insertion at the desired
location, and if the paragraph is not restricted within its existing location.
To move a paragraph, click the subject of the paragraph, and move the paragraph
to the new location in the paragraph-selection tree using a drag-and-drop
operation. For more information on using drag and drop, refer to the online help.

Moving or duplicating a paragraph using Copy and Insert
You can copy an SP and insert it at another location in the paragraph-selection
tree.
To copy an SP from the paragraph-selection tree into the clipboard, mark the SP,
and then do one of the following:
v Click Paragraph–>Copy on the menu bar.
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v Right-click the paragraph to select Copy on the shortcut menu.
To insert an SP into the paragraph-selection tree:
v Use the Insert paragraph dialog to type the ID of the paragraph you want to
insert into the paragraph-selection tree before or after the marked paragraph. In
the case of a copied paragraph, the dialog already contains the item ID of the
paragraph.
v Then select the up or down arrow buttons to determine where to insert the
specified paragraph.

Adding paragraphs to the paragraph selection
Several attributes of the root LTD (and its nested sub-LTDs) determine whether
you can add additional paragraphs to the selection tree:
v The attribute "Select paragraphs from - same LTD, same project, all projects"
determines whether paragraphs that have not been defined as entries in the LTD
can be added.
v The attribute "Text modifications allowed – Modify text of SPs and add
individual paragraphs" determines whether individual paragraphs may be
added.
To add additional paragraphs, the following dialogs can be used:
v Inserting paragraphs using the Insert dialog
v Inserting paragraphs from a list
v Inserting individual-text paragraphs

Inserting a paragraph using the Insert dialog
To insert a paragraph:
1. Mark the paragraph where you want to insert a new paragraph.
2. Click Paragraph–>Insert on the menu bar, or right-click the paragraph to select
Insert on the shortcut menu.
3. Specify the paragraph ID in the Insert paragraph dialog.
4. Click the relevant OK arrow button to insert the paragraph above or below the
marked paragraph.

Inserting a paragraph from a list
You can insert paragraphs into the selection tree from the paragraphs list window
that is displayed as a result of the Find paragraph dialog or when the display of
"Additional paragraphs" is requested.
v Find dialog: The prompt fields that appear in the Find paragraph dialog are
defined in ATD xxxFINDPARG, where xxx is the language code. For more
information, refer to “Customizing Find paragraph” on page 337.
v Additional paragraphs: By clicking on the menu option "Additional paragraphs"
a list of paragraphs is displayed determined by user exit program CUSADPA.
For more information, refer to 273.
v To insert a paragraph:
1. Mark the paragraph where you want to insert a new paragraph.
2. To open the Find paragraph dialog, either click Paragraph–>Find on the
menu bar, or right-click the paragraph to select Find on the shortcut menu.
3. Specify your search criteria and then click OK.
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4. Select the paragraph you want from the result list which is shown in the
Select paragraph dialog.
5. Click the relevant OK arrow button to insert the paragraph above or below
the marked paragraph.

Inserting individual-text paragraphs
If the selected LTD allows the addition of individual text, you can insert this text
between any of the selected SPs by placing the cursor at the required location and
inserting the text.
To create and insert an individual-text paragraph in the paragraph-selection tree,
do one of the following to determine where you want to insert the individual-text
paragraph:
v Mark the paragraph and click Individual text–>Insert –>Insert above or Insert
below on the menu bar.
v Right-click the paragraph to select Individual text–>Insert above or Insert
below on the shortcut menu.
A new individual-text paragraph is added to the paragraph-selection tree. The
paragraph is displayed in the editor and the check box of the paragraph is
selected.
Use the text editing options to modify the paragraph. For more information, refer
to the online help.

Modifying paragraphs
If a selected SP is defined as an SP that can be modified, you open the editor to
modify text in the SP by double-clicking the subject in the paragraph-selection tree.
As the editor can be opened for multiple SPs you can read the context of the
paragraph you are going to modify.

Figure 52. The Web client text editor
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The text editor supports common text processing functions such as:
v Text alignment
v Marking text as bold, italic, or underlined
v Spell checking
v Find & replace
v Tables
v Selection of fonts and font sizes
For detailed information on using the editing options and tools of the editor, refer
to the online help.
For information on how to customize the editor refer to “Customizing the editor”
on page 339.

Resetting paragraphs and documents
Use the reset option to clear your paragraph or document of any entries or
selections you have made and to restore original default settings and values. The
content of the paragraph or document is set back to its initial state.
To reset a paragraph, do one of the following:
v Mark the SP you want to reset and click Document structure–>Reset on the
menu bar.
v Mark the SP you want to reset and right-click the SP to select Reset on the
shortcut menu.
v Open the SP and click the Reset button on the button bar of the editor.
The SP is set back to its initial state.
To reset the whole document, do the following:
v Mark the subject of the LTD in the top line of the paragraph selection tree.
v Click Document structure–>Reset on the menu bar.
The whole document is cleared of any entries or selections you have made and
its content is set back to the initial state.

Finishing paragraph selection
You can only finish paragraph selection if you have selected all paragraphs that
must be processed and if you have closed any open editors. Depending on the
tailoring of the system, the processing steps for terminating document composition
are shown in the work area. These steps might include entering or verifying
parameter values in parameter lists.
Having completed paragraph selection, request the next phase of the document
creation process by clicking Finish selection.
To interrupt the paragraph selection click Save. Specify the name, the subject, and
optionally the owner of the document, and then click OK to save the document.
Depending on the tailoring of your system, the Save dialog might be suppressed or
the document name might be predefined. For more information on the Save dialog,
refer to “Customizing the save dialog” on page 364.
Also, when finalizing paragraph selection, users can use the plausibility check exits
(CUSPLS1 and CUSPLS2 or CUSPSEL) to get access to what has been selected and
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change it. This is useful for checking content consistency and to enable users to
make corrections before ending document composition. For more information, refer
to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Determining the parameters (values of text placeholders)
After paragraph selection is finished, the missing parameter values must be
determined so that all text placeholders are resolved. Depending on the number of
parameters and their attribute settings either one or more prompt panels
(3270-ASF) or a prompt list (Web client) are displayed before the document is
ready for final processing.
Figure 53 shows an example of the panel to define the parameters for an SP.
Define Standard Paragraph - Parameters
ID: FSNSDCSP0010
Letterhead, address, sender
Parameter
Prompt Text Line
sl1 DXBPDR001
Name of Company
002 DXBPDR002
Street . . .
003 DXBPDR003
Town . . . .
004 DXBPDR070
Mr./Mrs./Ms./Dr.
005 DXBPDR071
First Name . . .
006 DXBPDR072
Sec./Family Name
007 DXBPDR076
Street . . . . .
008 DXBPDR077
(continue) .
009 DXBPDR080
City, State, Zip
010 DXBPDR051
Department . . .
011 DXBPDR052
Our Reference .
012 DXBPDR053
Phone (Direct) .
013 DXBAUTHOR
Document Author
014 DXBDATE
Date . . . . . .
015 DXBSUBJECT
Subject. . . . .
F1=Help

F2=Reset

F3=Exit

F5=Text

More:
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Prompt Text Line 2

F6=Prompt

F8=Fwd

Line 1
+

of 15

Prompt Text Line 3

F12=Cancel

Figure 53. Sample panel to define SP parameters

Determining parameters using a program
If at least one parameter in one of the selected SPs is defined to be exchanged with
a PDP, ASF invokes that program. The program name can be defined in the LTD or
may be passed when ASF is invoked in the reserved SIB parameter
DXBPDPNAME.
Whether the PDP is invoked before parameter prompting, during prompting, or
upon leaving the prompting depends on various circumstances:
v The setting of base tailoring parameters PDPCALL and PDPMARG
v The filling of parameters to be passed to the PDP
v The distribution of the parameters, defined as Passed to PDP and Value is
required, on the prompt panels (3270-ASF)
For more information on the interaction with a PDP, refer to the Application Support
Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Specifying parameter values (3270-ASF)
If you specify parameter entries in an SP, and you want the user to supply the
values during prompting, you have to define the parameter attribute “Input field
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is” appropriately on the “Define Standard Paragraph - Parameter Attributes” panel.
Figure 54 shows an example of the panel for parameter prompting.
FSNSDCLTD40

Mr./Mrs./Ms./Dr.
First Name . . .
Sec./Family Name
Street . . . . .
(continue) .
City, State, Zip
Department . . .
Our Reference .
Phone (Direct) .
Document Author
Date . . . . . .
Subject. . . . .
Meeting Time . .
Meeting Date . .
Pick-up Date . .
Pick-up Time . .
Signed by . . .
Attachment . . .
F1=Help

Invitation to Interview

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

F5=Select

Personnel Department
3216-JCS
(123) 456-7890
John F. Doe
8/23/02
Application

John F. Doe

F6=Prompt

F9=Skip

F10=Unprotect

F11=Preview

F12=Cancel

Figure 54. Sample panel for parameter prompting

For more information on how to define these parameters, refer to Chapter 7,
“Defining parameters,” on page 91 and “Defining parameters used in the SP” on
page 77.

Specifying parameter values (Web client)
If you specify parameter entries in an SP, prompting lists are displayed for the user
to enter the required input. To specify parameters, click Finish selection on the
button bar to open the parameter prompting list (if required).
Figure 55 on page 130 shows a sample prompting list for parameters.
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Figure 55. The Prompting list dialog

The content of the lists depends on the current processing step. The parameter
values specified are validated when the cursor is moved to the next input field. To
move from one input field to the next one, use the TAB key. Protected fields are
skipped. To move from one parameter field to the next one irrespective of its
protection, use the cursor up and down keys.
Fill in the input fields as follows:
v Input fields with a red frame are mandatory. You can use the key combination
CTRL+N to jump to the next input field that is mandatory.
v The key symbol to the left of a field indicates that this parameter is conditionally
protected. To specify a value, the user must first remove the field protection
using the context menu.
v When you have entered or modified an input field, the frame of this field is
displayed in blue and the focus is moved to the next input field.
v If a parameter value is correct, it is displayed in black.
v If a parameter value is not correct, it is displayed in red. You can then correct it.
v To view detailed information about a parameter value, right-click the input field
and select Properties on the shortcut menu.
When you have finished your input, click Finish prompting. The specified
parameter values are then validated:
v If you have entered the correct information, the system continues with the next
processing step.
v If at least one parameter in one of the selected SPs is defined to be passed to a
PVP, ASF invokes that program. The program name can be defined in the LTD
or may be passed when the program is invoked using the reserved SIB
parameter DXBPVPNAME. The PVP is invoked to verify whether the parameter
values (in combination with other parameters or in the context of the document)
are semantically correct.
v Otherwise, you will be informed about the error(s) and the focus is moved to
the first parameter in error.
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v You will be informed if you have not yet specified all parameter values that are
mandatory.

Previewing documents
At any point during composition you can check the layout or content of the
document.

Previewing a document (3270–ASF)
Use the Preview F-key to view the content of your document. Previewing a
document is possible at the following stages of document composition:
v You have just selected the SPs and want to check the text. The document is
displayed with the parameter values not yet filled in.
v You have filled in the required parameter values. The document is displayed
with text and parameter values filled in.
v You have completed the document and are on the Document Composition
Termination panel. The document is displayed with text and parameter values
filled in.

Previewing a document (Web client)
The user can click Preview or Print preview to verify the content of the document,
the context of the paragraph that is being edited, or the context of a parameter that
must be filled.
Both functions open a new window that displays the document. While Preview
displays the content of the document in typewriter format (line-mode formatting),
Print preview shows the documents in its printed format, including print fonts and
AFP resources, like overlays and page segments.
The viewer used for Print preview can be the default viewer delivered with the
Web client or a PDF viewer, for example, Adobe Acrobat Reader. Note that you can
only view the document. Parameter entries might not be resolved at the current
processing stage of the document. Parameter values that are determined through a
call to a PDP may be determined automatically before preview if the base tailoring
parameter PDPBPRV was set to 1.
For further information on customizing Preview or Print preview, refer to
“Previewing the content of a document” on page 357.
A sample document preview is shown in Figure 56 on page 132.
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Figure 56. The Preview window

To preview a document from the SLL list, do one of the following:
v Mark the corresponding item in the SLL list and click Database list–>Preview
on the menu bar.
v Right-click the item to select Database list–>Preview on the shortcut menu.
To preview a document from the SLL list in its printed format, do one of the
following:
v Mark the corresponding item in the SLL list and click Database list–>Print
preview on the menu bar.
v Right-click the item to select Database list–>Print preview on the shortcut
menu.

Composing documents in batch (utility FSNBTCH)
You can produce documents from an input list submitted in a batch program so
that documents are generated and printed without user interaction during
document composition. You can compose documents in batch mode using the
FSNBTCH program and then print them using the FSNBDCF batch program,
thereby extending document composition to mass-mail processing in batch mode.
Your data processing department will run the programs but you may need to
provide some input.
To invoke the FSNBTCH utility program, submit job control and supply a
sequential data set containing SIB records of type 0 or type 1 as input. FSNBTCH
invokes document composition.
Input and output data is stored in sequential data sets and the record layouts
conform to these standards:
v Input and rejected input is supplied in the SIB format.
v Output is supplied in batch document request records (BLRRs) or LRRs. This
depends on the tailoring parameter LRRPROC. The keyword TOKB specifies in
which code page the output is created.
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Like in the online environment, your application programs (PDPs, PVPs, DCPs)
defined in the LTD used for document composition are invoked through a special
call interface module. They achieve a similar degree of program independence as
the transfer control command (XCTL) in the CICS online environment or the
program-to-program switch in the IMS online environment.
You can use the same LTD for online and batch processing. However, the load
module name of a PDP, PVP, or DCP can be different for online and batch.
Therefore you have to define the relationship between program names or
transaction codes specified in the LTD and the load module names in the tailoring
for FSNBTCH. For detailed information, refer to “Tailoring of FSNBTCH or
FSNBTC2” on page 303.
Note: For both the online and batch environment the data being passed to a PDP,
PVP, or DCP is provided as SIB control block. The way of invocation is
environment dependent.
Figure 57 shows you the two ways of using the FSNBTCH utility program, and
where to continue reading for each of them.

Figure 57. The FSNBTCH utility program

For more information on FSNBTCH, see Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.
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For information on FSNBDCF, refer to “Formatting and printing in batch” on page
153, and for limitations for SCRIPT/VS control words, refer to “Batch formatting”
on page 159.

Performance considerations for utility FSNBTCH
Tailoring parameter CHKPTR for FSNBTCH is used to determine after how many
input SIB records a checkpoint is taken. This value must be set to 1 (default value
is 1000) for DB2 to avoid unnecessary locks on CLL entries if LRRs in the CLL are
created. This applies in particular to parallel usage of FSNBTCH, continuous
formatting, and online use of the same CLL.

Resuming document composition
You can resume work on a document saved in the SLL (for intermediary saving) or
use an SLL document as a model for creating other documents. This section
describes how to access documents in the SLL. It also provides information on
maintaining SLL items and gives performance considerations for listing SLL items.

Accessing documents in the SLL (3270–ASF)
The access to a document in the SLL is determined by the access to the LTD used
to create the document. This access method makes it possible that one user creates
a document while another user continues the work by resuming document
composition.
You can resume work on a document in the SLL or use an SLL document as a
model by doing one of the following:
v Display a list of SLL items using the fast-path command ENUSLSLL.
ENUSLSLL is a sample ATD that you can copy and modify according to your
needs. ENUSLSLL is also an entry on the sample menu ENUSMADMDC that
can be used to maintain the resources of document composition.
An example of the List of SLL Items panel is shown in Figure 58.
ENUSLSLL

List of SLL Items

Actions: X=Continue Document Composition, V=View, DEL=Delete
P=Print, QP=Quick Print

Act Item Name
SAMPLELRR1
INVITATIONDOC
MEMOTORALPH

Saved on
08/23/2002
08/23/2002
08/23/2002

===>
F1=Help F2=Reset F3=Exit
F11=Refresh F12=Cancel

15:41
11:23
09:58

F5=Cmd Line

Saved by
SOM
SOM
SOM

LTD Name
FSNSDCLTD40
FSNSDCLTD40
FSNSDCLTD40

F6=Prompt

F9=Print

Figure 58. Sample List of SLL Items panel

From this panel, you can:
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F10=More Info

– Resume document composition
– Preview an SLL item
– Delete an SLL item
– Print an SLL item
The parameter entry DXBLMODUSR in the ATD that displays the SLL list
controls whether users can see only the items they saved in the SLL, or all items
they are authorized to access because of the authorization to use the underlying
LTD:
– If DXBLMODUSR has the value '&MODUID.', users will only see the items
they saved.
– If DXBLMODUSR is empty, users will see all SLL items for which they are
authorized.
– If DXBLMODUSR is a generic user ID such as ENUADM or ENUAD*, users
can see all SLL items saved by user ENUADM for which they have an
authorization.
v Use fast-path commands ENURLCF or ENUSLCF.
You are prompted for the name of the SLL item you want to work with. Using
ENURLCF, the selected SLL item is moved from the SLL to the ISL. Using
ENUSLCF, the selected SLL item is copied from the SLL to the ISL.
v Invoke ASF from an application program with an SIB control block, specify the
SLL item name, and request execution of one of the following function codes:
RLCF The selected SLL item is moved from the SLL to the ISL database.
SLCF

The selected SLL item is copied from the SLL to the ISL database.

Use this function code if you want to keep the SLL item because it is
used by several users as a model document.
For information on how to invoke ASF from a customer program, refer to the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.
Note: When you use the fast path command ENURLCF or an SIB with function
code RLCF to resume document composition, the document is lost when an
abnormal termination of the program or a timeout occurs. In both cases, the
document only exists as an LRR record on the ISL database. It is not
possible to recover this record.

Accessing documents in the SLL (Web client)
The access to a document in the SLL is determined by the access to the LTD used
to create the document. This access method makes it possible for one user to create
a document while another user continues the work by resuming document
composition.
To resume composition for a document from the SLL list, do one of the following:
v Mark the document in the SLL list and click Database list–>Resume on the
menu bar.
v Mark the document in the SLL list and right-click the document to select
Resume on the shortcut menu.
v Double-click the document.
For more information on SLL lists, refer to the online help.
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Maintenance of the SLL
Maintenance of the SLL (3270–ASF)
To delete, view, or print items stored in the SLL, use the List of SLL Items panel.
To copy an SLL item under a different name, use the sample menu
ENUSMADMDCSLL, which is an entry on sample menu ENUSMADMDC,
Maintain Resources of Document Composition.
To delete obsolete items or transfer items from one SLL into another, use the batch
utilities FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL. For more information on these utilities, refer to
Appendix B, “Batch programs that support administration,” on page 387.

Maintenance of the SLL (Web client)
To delete, view, or print items stored in the SLL, use the SLL list to select items.
For example, to delete a document from the SLL list, do one of the following:
v Mark the corresponding document in the SLL list and click Database
list–>Delete on the menu bar.
v Right-click the document to select Delete on the shortcut menu.

Performance considerations when working with SLL items
There are certain performance considerations you need to keep in mind when
listing the SLL items. They depend on whether DB2 is used.

Searching for SLL items without DB2
A search for SLL items is a sequential scanning of the database. The record key
consists of only the item name. Therefore, additional qualifying criteria such as the
date of last modification or the user ID of the user who saved the item do not
make the search faster. To avoid slow performance, it is recommended to search for
SLL items with a generic item name. This can be forced by defining the PDR
DXBLSELNAM with a minimum length of 2 and renewing the corresponding
parameter entry in ATD ENUSLSLL.
In addition, you can limit the amount of data that is retrieved and shown on the
List of SLL Items panel by specifying the maximum number of list pages to be
displayed in parameter DXBLPAGNUM. For more information on how to do this,
refer to Chapter 11, “Looking at the contents of your databases,” on page 177.

Searching for SLL items using DB2
To search for SLL items using DB2, use DB2-based tools to define appropriate
indices for the SLL.

Finalizing document composition
Finalize composition (3270–ASF)
When the paragraph selection and the parameter determination have been
completed, the Document Composition Termination panel, as shown in Figure 59
on page 137, is displayed.
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Document Composition Termination
LTD FSNSDCLTD002
Additional documents required from applicant
Action

. . . . . . . . _ 1.
2.
3.
4.

Continuation

. . . . . _ 1.
2.
3.
4.

Collect print
Immediate print
Preview
Save
Leave Document Composition
Restart paragraph selection with new LTD
Return to paragraph selection
Return to parameter prompting

Local printer name . . ___________________ (for ’Immediate print’)
Remote printer name . . _______
(for ’Immediate print’)
Copies . . . . . . . . __
(for ’Immediate print’)
Document name . . . . . ___________________ (for ’Save as’)
New LTD name . . . . . ___________________ (for ’Restart paragraph selection’)
F1=Help

F4=Main Menu

F12=Cancel

Figure 59. The Document Composition Termination panel

Options that can be selected are highlighted on the panel. You can decide whether
to:
v Collect the document on the CLL for printing in batch.
v Print the document immediately.
v Preview the document.
v Save the document in the SLL.
You can choose how to continue processing, for example, by:
v Leaving document composition
v Restarting paragraph selection with a new LTD
v Returning to paragraph selection for the current document
v Returning to parameter prompting for the current document
To write an additional document with the same SPs, but different parameter
values, or to change the parameter values for your current document, select this
continuation option.
You can control the Document Composition - Termination panel with the user exit
program CUSLCME. This program allows you to:
v Disable processing options and continuation options
v Predetermine processing options and continuation options
v Suppress the display of the Document Composition - Termination panel
v Check a user’s input
For details on how to do this, refer to the description of the Document
Composition termination exit CUSLCME in Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.

Saving documents in the SLL (3270–ASF)
You can save a document in the SLL to:
v Continue working on it later
v Let another user check the document you have created
v Provide a model document as basis for creation of new documents
v Copy or move it to the CLL
Chapter 9. Composing documents
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You can specify that you want to save a document in the SLL in several ways:
v On the Paragraph Selection panel, using the appropriate subcommands.
v On the Document Composition Termination panel.
v Using exit CUSLCME by setting the fields LTE_COPY_LRR to 1 and
LTE_COPY_DB to SLL. For more information on CUSLCME, refer to Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.
v In the SIB requesting document composition:
SIB type 0
Subcommands %C8(<SLL item name>) or %R8(<SLL item name>) in the
SIB appendage.
SIB type 1
Parameter DXBSELEND with a value of 8 and parameter DXBSAVDOC
providing the SLL item name.
For information on how to invoke ASF from a customer program, see the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.
The name for the document that is saved in the SLL can be up to 16 characters
long and must start with a letter. Lowercase characters as part of the name are
folded into uppercase.

Finalize composition (Web client)
To proceed to printing documents on the host, you have to complete document
composition. Depending on the tailoring of the system, information and options for
defining final processing of the current document are displayed when you have
processed all required paragraphs and parameters and you click Finish selection
or Finish prompting.
These options are:
v Collect print
Stores the document in the CLL as one or more variable-length LRR records
until it is convenient to print documents in bulk.
v Immediate print
Prints the document immediately when you select the printer and the number of
copies you want to print.
v Save in SLL
Saves the document in the SLL using a name that can be one of the following:
– Passed by the calling application when ASF is invoked
– Determined by an exit program that is called when the Save request is
processed
– Defined in the Save dialog
For detailed information on formatting, printing, and faxing options, refer to
Chapter 10, “Formatting documents, previewing, and printing,” on page 141. For
information on saving in the SLL, see “Saving documents in the SLL (Web client).”
You can also customize the process “Finalize document composition” using the exit
program CUSWLCM. For more information, refer to the Application Support Facility
for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

Saving documents in the SLL (Web client)
You can save a document in the SLL in the following ways:
v In the paragraph selection dialog, click Save. Depending on the tailoring of the
system, one of the following applies:
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– The Save dialog is displayed to specify the name and the owner of the
document
– The document is saved using the name that has been predefined
v In the SIB requesting document composition:
SIB type 0
Subcommands %C8(<SLL item name>) or %R8(<SLL item name>) in the
SIB appendage.
SIB type 1
Parameter DXBSELEND with a value of 8 and parameter DXBSAVDOC
providing the SLL item name.
Depending on the tailoring of your system, the Save dialog might be suppressed
or the document name might be predefined. For more information on the Save
dialog, refer to “Customizing the save dialog” on page 364.
For information on how to invoke ASF from a customer program, see the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.

How versioning in the GIL affects document composition
Documents created with document composition are stored as LRRs. An LRR is a
table that consists of:
v Control information
v The names of the selected SPs
v The parameter settings for the selected SPs
v Individual paragraphs created from scratch or using SPs defined as
can-be-modified or must-be-modified
The LRR can be expanded to create the formatting input for DCF some time after
it was created, that is, the actual document will be produced at a later time. This
applies especially to documents saved in the SLL.
While the LRR is in the SLL or pending for expansion, you might need to change
the contents of SPs referenced in the LRR. Changing the SP contents must not
change the contents of the LRR previously created and saved in the SLL, but
should apply only to LRRs created after the SP was changed. To avoid a potential
loss of document fidelity, it is recommended to use versioning for the GIL by
setting the environment tailoring parameter GILVERS to 1.
If versioning is active and a user resumes document composition for an SLL item,
the system informs the user if the SPs referenced in the document have been
changed in the meantime.
Note: SLL version check is activated by setting the environment tailoring
parameter SLLVSCHK to 1.
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Chapter 10. Formatting documents, previewing, and printing
This chapter provides you with administration information for formatting and
printing the documents created during document composition. It enables you to
organize these processes to best fit the requirements of your environment.

A road map to formatting, previewing, and printing
To find information about

Refer to

Formatting for Preview and Print Preview

“Controlling online formatting”:
v “Controlling formatting for Preview and Print preview
(Web client)” on page 143.
v “Controlling formatting for print to file in AFP format”
on page 143.

Printing large numbers of documents

“Collect printing” on page 143:
v “Document export and preparing batch printing
(CICS)” on page 145.
v “Document export and preparing batch printing
(IMS)” on page 150.
v “Postprocessing: Sorting documents to be formatted”
on page 153.
v “Formatting and printing in batch” on page 153.
v “Creating DCF input records with the FSNBDCF
utility program” on page 154.

Continuous formatting of documents

“Continuous formatting (DB2 only)” on page 162.

Printing small numbers of documents immediately

“Immediate printing” on page 168:
v “Printing on remote printers” on page 169.
v “Printing on printers defined to your CICS or IMS
system” on page 172.

Sending documents as faxes

“Faxing documents” on page 175.

Controlling online formatting
Formatting in the Web client and formatting for print to file in AFP format is
controlled by specific information items in the GIL.
Besides the DCFOPTIONS string that control the formatter directly, the information
items contain a list of options that control both the creation of the input for DCF
and the output from DCF.

Formatting control options
Online Formatting for Preview and Print preview in the Web client and for print to
file (deferred print) in AFP format can be controlled using the following set of
commands:
DCFOPTIONS
Enables you to define SCRIPT command options to be used during
document formatting. The format is
DCFOPTIONS(’options_string’);
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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where options_string specify the required commands options enclosed in
quotes. The default SCRIPT command options are:
v For Preview:
’CONT QU D(1403N8) B(0) M(ID) PROF(FSN-PROF)’

v For Print preview:
’M(ID) CONT QU D(AFP2A4) B(0) PROF(DSMPROF4)
CHARS(X0PM11) SYS(Z YES X NO P P)’)’

PROFILESOURCE
Defines where to find the profile to be used for document formatting. The
format is
PROFILESOURCE(p);

where p can be one of the following:
v A for the ASF GIL
v R for the DCF profile library assigned to the PROFLIB DD name in the
startup JCL
v S to search first in the PROFLIB and then in the ASF GIL
v X to search first in the ASF GIL and then in the PROFLIB
MACROSOURCE
Defines where to find the macro that is being requested for document
formatting. The format is
MACROSOURCE(m);

where m can be one of the following:
v A for the ASF GIL
v R for the DCF macro library assigned to the MACLIB DD name in the
startup JCL
v S to search first in the MACLIB and then in the ASF GIL
v X to search first in the ASF GIL and then in the MACLIB
IMBEDSOURCE
Defines where to find the imbed member which is being requested for
document formatting. The format is
IMBEDSOURCE(i);

where i can be one of the following:
v A for the ASF GIL
v R for the DCF imbed-library assigned to the IMBDLIB DD name in the
startup JCL
v S to search first in the IMBDLIB and then in the ASF GIL
v X to search first in the ASF GIL and then in the IMBDLIB
SYMBOLSUBST
Defines what to do with symbols (ASF-parameters) for which no value has
been assigned. The format is
SYMBOLSUBST(s);

where s can be one of the following:
v YES: Give the value the name of the symbol. The name of the symbol
will appear in the formatted document.
v NO: No value is assigned to the symbol
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The default for both Preview and Print preview is NO.
Note: You can add comments to the information items holding the formatting
control options The format is
/* any text */

Always put your comment between the symbols /* */ .
In the case of a print to file (deferred print) request, the formatted output is
written to the FLL. In addition to the general commands described above, use the
following commands in the information item that contain formatting control
options:
v Mandatory commands:
DESTINATION(FLL)
Forces writing the DCF output to the FLL database.
v Optional commands:
APPENDMESSAGES(YES|NO)
– YES: If the DCF output format is AFP, all messages from the formatter
including those forced by the ".mg" DCF control words are appended
in plain text format after the last unit of the AFP data.
– NO: The messages from the formatter appear in the AFP data.
CREATECOPIES(YES|NO)
– YES: The number of copies specified for the root LTD is respected.
The document is formatted as many times as is specified in the LTD.
– NO: The number of copies specified for the root LTD is not respected.

Controlling formatting for Preview and Print preview (Web
client)
The default information items that contain the formatting control options are:
v FSNAPRVOPT for print preview
v FSNQPRVOPT for preview
These information items can be overwritten when ASF is invoked using the SIB
parameters DXBAPRVOPT and DXBQPRVOPT.

Controlling formatting for print to file in AFP format
The default information item that contains the formatting control options for print
to file (deferred print) in AFP format is FSNPPRTOPT. This information item can
be overwritten when ASF is invoked using the SIB parameter DXBPPRTOPT.

Collect printing
When a user selects documents for collect print during document composition on
the host or on the Web client, the documents are stored in the CLL as one or more
variable-length LRR records until it is convenient to print them. The documents are
first formatted in bulk or continuously formatted and then printed. This section
provides information on bulk formatting and printing which is suitable for large
numbers of documents. For information on continuous formatting, refer to
“Continuous formatting (DB2 only)” on page 162.
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To format and print the documents in batch, the LRRs need to be exported from
the CLL. You export documents:
v From the Document Export panel
This panel is invoked with fast-path command ENUSMADMDSEX.
v From a background task in CICS
This user-written task has to invoke ASF without terminal ID for execution of an
ATD ENUSAMDMDSEX. The parameters DXBEXPFNCT and DXBEPLIM must
be supplied in the invoking SIB.
v With utility FSNCEXP
During document export, you can provide sort information for a separate sort step
using user exit CUSBUSF. For details, refer to the Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces. Subsequent processing is performed in
batch.
For each document, an LRR containing references to the text in the standard
paragraph records is stored internally. When exporting the documents, each LRR is
changed into a batch BLRR. The utility program FSNBDCF converts each BLRR
into a series of input records for DCF before submitting them to the DCF for
formatting and printing. Finally, DCF formats and prints the documents.
Printing in batch requires the involvement and cooperation of both the
administrator and the data processing department, in particular, as far as the
export of documents is concerned.
The data processing department must start a batch formatter job to collect, sort,
format, and print the documents. This batch job uses the DCF batch formatter to
generate the required print output. All system printers supporting 1403 data
stream, 3800 line mode, or AFP data stream can be used.
The following figure shows the sequence of steps during collect print in batch.

Figure 60. Collect print in batch—Sequence of steps

Figure 61 on page 145 shows what happens from the time the documents are
submitted until they are printed.
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Figure 61. Sequence of work after document submission

Documents may be exported via an online transaction in CICS or via batch
programs in CICS and IMS.
Online document export dynamically loads the tailoring table for the base
language of your installation. If, however, online document export is called from
within a session, the language of the session of the calling user determines which
tailoring table is loaded.

Document export and preparing batch printing (CICS)
Under CICS, you can perform the export of completed documents (LRRs) for batch
printing by either using a batch utility or an online transaction. CLL export and
preparation of printing consists of the following steps:
v Exporting documents in batch to the VSAM ESDS data set FSNLRR. For details,
see “Exporting documents in batch” on page 145.
v Exporting documents online to the VSAM ESDS data set FSNLRR. For details,
see “Exporting documents online” on page 147.
v Optionally sorting or splitting the documents. For details, see “Postprocessing:
Sorting documents to be formatted” on page 153.
v Formatting and printing the documents. For details, see “Formatting and
printing in batch” on page 153.
v Flagging the export data set to show that processing is complete. For details, see
“Flagging the ESDS data set FSNLRR for next export” on page 149. This is only
applicable with online export.

Exporting documents in batch
Exporting is a batch processing job that runs after the documents were stored
successfully on the CLL.
The FSNCEXPC utility program exports all complete documents (LRRs) from the
CLL for printing in batch.
During the export, the user exit CUSBUSF is invoked for each processed record.
This enables you to provide a sort-information field to sort and split the output
data set. Refer to “Postprocessing: Sorting documents to be formatted” on page 153
for more information.
In library JCLLIB sample job input for processing is provided in member
FSNUEXPC. Adjust the statements for your environment.
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Note: After having exported an LRR from the CLL database the utility program
FSNCEPXC deletes the LRR on the CLL. Therefore, in an environment
without DB2, make sure that the CLL is not updated concurrently from
online and batch programs.
Keywords for FSNCEXPC: The keywords must be inserted after the SYSIN DD
statement. One keyword is allowed per line.
DB2PLAN(db2plan)
DB2 plan to be used. For information on DB2PLAN, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
DB2SSNM(db2ssnm)
DB2 subsystem name. For information on DB2SSNM, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
ENV(environmentname)
ASF environment to be used. For information on ENV, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
ENVONLY
The environment specified in the ENV keyword determines the CLL which
is to be exported. There can be several environments which contain
separate GILs but the same CLL.
Using ENVONLY, only those LRRs are exported which were created in the
environment specified in keyword ENV. Therefore, LRRs created in other
environments, that is, with other GILs, are not exported.
FORMSTAT(’x’)
Only those LRRs where x matches the formatting status are exported. Use
DLRR_FORM_STAT in a DB2-table environment, and use
LRR_FORM_STAT in non-DB2 environment.
ITNAM(lrr-id)
Specifies an LRR ID or a generic LRR ID. The length of the LRR ID may
not exceed 16 characters. If the LRR ID is fully qualified, the value must
have a length of 16 characters, and be enclosed in apostrophes if it contains
a blank. If the LRR ID is a generic LRR ID, it should contain only one
asterisk.
Note: In a non-DB2 environment, the asterisk must be at the end, and the
keyword can be supplied up to 999 times. If it is supplied more than
once, LRR ID must be a fully qualified LRR key.
MODUSER(userid)
Specifies a fully qualified user ID with a length of up to 8 characters.
NODELETE
The LRRs exported from the CLL are not deleted and remain on the CLL.
If this keyword is not specified, the LRRs are deleted from the CLL after
being exported.
OWNER(proj-id)
Specifies a fully qualified project name with a length of up to 8 characters
which owns this LRR. This keyword is valid for non-DB2 environments
only.
TOKB=(kbid)
Specifies a code page which is used for creation of the output data set
FSNLRR. If TOKB is omitted, a code page value of 500 is assumed. The use
of TOKB is recommended if the data set FSNLRR is processed by customer
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programs expecting the data of the BLRR records to be in a specific code
page. Otherwise, TOKB can be omitted.
For information on the supported code page values, refer to “Adjusting the
code page table with FSNACPM” on page 384.
Note: If TOKB is used with a code page value other than 500, the
keyword FROMKB with the same code page value must be used for
utility FSNBDCF.
TRACE
Activate the trace facility. The output is written to the data set with the DD
name FSNXTRA. For information on TRACE, refer to “General control
statements for all utilities” on page 387.
Input for the FSNCEXPC utility program: The CLL is input for FSNCEXPC. All
LRRs from the CLL are exported to VSAM ESDS data set FSNLRR.
Output from the FSNCEXPC utility program: FSNCEXPC produces the following
output:
v The output data set FSNLRR contains the BLRRs and the sort information as
variable-length records.
The new output data set overwrites the previous one only if the FSNRSET utility
has been executed.
v For every LRR exported from the CLL, ASF writes information to the sequential
data set FSNLIST. Control options, information, and statistics are written to the
sequential FSNMSG.
v It deletes the LRRs from the CLL.
v It produces lists of processed records, control information, information messages,
and a statistical summary. The list of processed records is produced only if
FSNCEXPC processes at least one record.
Return codes: FSNCEXPC issues a return code with one of the following values:
Code

Meaning

0

All records were successfully processed.

4

The CLL is empty.

8

An option error or open error was found, tailoring information or the
batch message text pool was not found.

16

Processing was terminated abnormally.

Exporting documents online
Export means to move documents out of the CLL for printing them in batch.
Data sets for online document export: When the CLL is exported online, each
LRR is changed into a BLRR being written to the ESDS data set FSNLRR. This data
set is associated with the following DD names:
FSNIEF
This DD name is used with an “OPEN FOR INPUT” statement to check
whether the data set is ready to accept completed documents for export.
The DD name is defined in base tailoring parameter IEFNAME and in the
CICS data set DFHCSD in group FSNRGROU.
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FSNLRR
This DD name is used with an “OPEN FOR OUTPUT” statement for
export of completed documents.
The DD name is defined in base tailoring parameter LRRNAME and in the
CICS data set DFHCSD in group FSNRGROU.
Note: You need not provide DD statements in your CICS startup job for FSNIEF
and for FSNLRR.
How to request document export online: The online document export function is
invoked:
v From sample menu ENUSMADMDS
On the installation verification sample Main Menu (ENUSMADM) select option
8 Export from CLL to batch environment. Menu ENUSMADMDS is then
displayed. On this menu select option 1 Export from CLL.
v By sample fast-path command ENUSMADMDSEX
Use ATD ENUSMADMDSEX as model for your own fast-path commands to
invoke the online export function. The name of the ATD target program must be
FSNASF1. It contains the following parameter entries:
DXBFNCT
The value of this parameter must be ECLL.
DXBEXPFNCT
The parameter DXBEXPFNCT in this ATD contains a value of blank.
You can specify a value that corresponds to the function displayed on
the Document Export panel.
DXBEXPLIM
The parameter DXBEXPLIM in this ATD contains a value of blank.
You can specify a value of 1 through 9999 to predetermine the value of
the panel field Export limit.
If you have specified values for both the parameter entries DXBEXPFNCT and
DXBEXPLIM, the corresponding export function will be initiated without
displaying the export panel.
v From an application program
Invoke ASF with an SIB type 1 requesting execution of an ATD like
ENUSMADMDSEX. Passing values for parameters DXBEXPFNCT and
DXBEXPLIM results in the execution of the requested function without any
panel displayed. Control is returned to the program specified in the SIB field
SIB_PGRM_NAME.
Note: Because this method does not require display of any ASF panel, it can be
used for an automated initiation of the online CLL. The invoking
application needs to be a CICS task running without a terminal.
v The panel shown in Figure 62 on page 149 is displayed. To export documents,
press Enter.
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Start Document Export

Start date/time...... 10/22-08.19
Documents processed..
1

Export limit......:

F1=Help

(optional)

F12=Cancel

Figure 62. The Start Document Export panel

Date and time are always displayed in the month/day-hour.minute format, using
the 24-hour clock.
If you do not want to export all of the documents ready for export, you can specify
a limit of 1 to 9999 documents. Enter the number in the field Export limit. The
remaining documents are exported with your next export request.
You can start document export whenever convenient. The documents are exported
in ascending order of record keys, that is, the documents composed first are
exported first (first-in, first-out).
Your terminal is locked during document export. The panel is displayed again after
the export, showing the number of documents exported.
During export, user exit CUSBUSF is invoked for each record processed. This
enables you to provide a sort-information field to sort and split the output data
set. See “Postprocessing: Sorting documents to be formatted” on page 153 for more
information.

Flagging the ESDS data set FSNLRR for next export
The BLRR records in data set FSNLRR are converted into DCF input by utility
FSNBDCF. For more information, refer to “Creating DCF input records with the
FSNBDCF utility program” on page 154.
After the DCF input has been created with FSNBDCF, the data set FSNLRR must
be flagged to indicate readiness for accepting the next exported documents. This
flagging is performed by the utility program FSNRSET which initializes the export
data set by writing a control record onto FSNLRR, the data set used for document
export. This prevents the possible loss of documents that were exported but not yet
printed.
The online export program uses the DD name FSNIEF to check if the export data
set has been flagged as ready by FSNRSET. If the export data set was flagged or is
empty, all documents qualifying for export are exported. If the data set was not
flagged, the export request is rejected with a message indicating that the export
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data set is locked. In library JCLLIB, sample job input for processing is provided in
member FSNURSTC. Adjust the statements to your environment.
Input for the FSNRSET utility program: This utility program does not require
input or a utility control statement.
Output from the FSNRSET utility program:
Output data for subsequent processing: The export data set contains one control
record.
List output: FSNRSET produces list output for the destination FSNLIST indicating
whether the run was successful.
Return codes: FSNRSET issues a return code with one of the following values:
Code
0
8

Meaning
The data set was flagged and is ready for document export.
Processing was terminated abnormally.

Document export and preparing batch printing (IMS)
Exporting and printing in batch under IMS consists of the following steps:
v Export documents from the CLL using the FSNCEXPI utility program. For
details, see “Exporting documents in batch.”
v Optionally sort or split the documents. For details, see “Postprocessing: Sorting
documents to be formatted” on page 153.
v Formatting and printing the documents. For details, see “Formatting and
printing in batch” on page 153.

Exporting documents in batch
Exporting is a batch processing job that runs after the documents have been stored
successfully.
The FSNCEXPI utility program exports all complete documents from the CLL for
printing in batch. It runs either as an IMS batch message processing (BMP)
program or an IMS batch application program. If FSNCEXPI runs concurrently
with the online document composition process, it must run as an IMS BMP
program.
During export, the user exit CUSBUSF is invoked for each processed record. This
enables you to provide a sort-information field to sort and split the output data set
(see “Postprocessing: Sorting documents to be formatted” on page 153).
In library JCLLIB, sample job input for running utility FSNCEXPI as BMP is
provided in member FSNUEXPI. Adjust the statements to your environment.
Keywords for FSNCEXPI: The keywords must be inserted after the SYSIN DD
statement. One keyword is allowed per line.
CHKAFT(n)
Determines when a checkpoint must be taken. For information, refer to
“Checkpoint processing” on page 152.
DB2PLAN(db2plan)
DB2 plan to be used. For information on DB2PLAN, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
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DB2SSNM(db2ssnm)
DB2 subsystem name. For information on DB2SSNM, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
ENV(environmentname)
ASF environment to be used. For information on ENV, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
ENVONLY
The environment specified in the ENV keyword determines the CLL which
is to be exported. There can be several environments which contain
separate GILs but the same CLL.
Using ENVONLY, only those LRRs are exported which were created in the
environment specified in keyword ENV. Therefore, LRRs created in other
environments, that is, with other GILs, are not exported.
FORMSTAT(’x’)
Only those LRRs where x matches the formatting status are exported. Use
DLRR_FORM_STAT in a DB2-table environment, and use
LRR_FORM_STAT in non-DB2 environment.
ITNAM(lrr-id)
Specifies an LRR ID or a generic LRR ID. The length of the LRR ID may
not exceed 16 characters. If the LRR ID is fully qualified, the value must
have a length of 16 characters, and be enclosed in apostrophes if it contains
a blank. If the LRR ID is a generic LRR ID, it should contain only one
asterisk.
Note: In a non-DB2 environment, the asterisk must be at the end, and the
keyword can be supplied up to 999 times. If it is supplied more than
once, LRR ID must be a fully qualified LRR key.
MODUSER(userid)
Specifies a fully qualified user ID with a length of up to 8 characters.
NODELETE
The LRRs exported from the CLL are not deleted and remain on the CLL.
If this keyword is not specified, the LRRs are deleted from the CLL after
being exported.
OWNER(proj-id)
Specifies a fully qualified project name with a length of up to 8 characters
which owns this LRR. This keyword is valid for non-DB2 environments
only.
TOKB=(kbid)
Specifies a code page which is used for creation of the output data set
FSNLRR. If TOKB is omitted, a code page value of 500 is assumed. The use
of TOKB is recommended if the data set FSNLRR is processed by customer
programs expecting the data of the BLRR records to be in a specific code
page. Otherwise, TOKB can be omitted.
For information on the supported code page values, refer to “Adjusting the
code page table with FSNACPM” on page 384.
Note: If TOKB is used with a code page value other than 500, the keyword
FROMKB with the same code page value must be used for utility
FSNBDCF.
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TRACE
Activate the trace facility. The output is written to the data set with the DD
name FSNXTRA. For information on TRACE, refer to “General control
statements for all utilities” on page 387.
Input for the FSNCEXPI utility program: The CLL is input for FSNCEXPI. All
LRRs from the CLL are exported to the sequential data set FSNLRR.
You can also supply a utility control statement for checkpoint processing.
Checkpoint processing: You can use symbolic checkpoints and restart facilities of
IMS. If 0 is specified as the value, no checkpoints are taken.
To specify the interval between two later checkpoints, supply a utility control
statement of the format:
CHKAFT (n)

where n shows the number of LRRs exported between two later checkpoints. The
first checkpoint is always before the first LRR is exported. The second is after n
LRRs are exported. The maximum value for n is 2000. If n is omitted or is specified
incorrectly, a default value of 1000 is assumed.
Insert this utility control statement after the SYSIN DD statement:
//SYSIN
DD *
CHKAFT (1000)
/*

In case of a system breakdown, you can restart the program after the last
checkpoint. The output file of FSNCEXPI is continued.
If an LRR is not completely processed due to a system breakdown, this LRR can be
written to the output data set again. To prevent this document from printing twice,
sort the input data set of FSNBDCF by BLRR names. This suppresses the
processing of duplicate BLRRs.
If you run the FSNCEXPI utility program from the point of restart, you must
specify the IMS parameter CKPTID.FSNhmmss, which is the checkpoint identifier.
This identifier is 8 characters long and has the following format:

The checkpoint identifier uses the 24-hour clock. h represents the hour. The letters I
and O are not used as an hour value.
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Output from the FSNCEXPI utility program: FSNCEXPI produces the following
output:
v The sequential output data set FSNLRR contains the BLRRs and the sort
information as variable-length records. The new output data set overwrites the
old one. Use generation data groups to save the old output.
v It takes checkpoints either according to the information on the control card or by
default after every 1000 LRRs exported. The first checkpoint is taken
immediately after the utility is started.
v For every LRR exported from the CLL, information is written to the sequential
data set FSNLIST. Control options, information, and statistics are written to the
sequential data set FSNMSG.
v It deletes the LRRs from the CLL.
v It produces lists of processed records, control information, information messages,
and a statistical summary. The list of processed records is produced only if
FSNCEXPI processes at least one record.
Return codes: FSNCEXPI issues a return code with one of the following values:
Code
0
4
8
16

Meaning
All records were successfully processed.
The CLL is empty.
An option error or open error was found, tailoring information or the
batch message text pool was not found.
Processing was terminated abnormally.

Postprocessing: Sorting documents to be formatted
If your installation has a program for sorting documents, the documents can be
sorted after export. You can sort the BLRRs in the sequential data set FSNLRR
before running FSNBDCF, for example, by the name of the signing manager. In
addition, you can run a user-written program that splits the BLRRs into two or
more data sets. This is useful if you want to print documents on different types of
printers.
During the export, the user exit CUSBUSF is invoked, which enables you to
develop and insert information for later sorting. For details on how to develop
information for sorting and splitting, see Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.
If your system already has sort information available upon invocation of ASF, you
can convey these data if they use SIB type 1 for invocation of document
composition. The reserved parameter DXBSRTINFO must be specified in the
invoking SIB. The first 50 bytes of the value of this parameter are copied into the
LRR field LRR_SORT_INF. This field is mapped into the BLRR field
BLRR_SORT_INF. Using this method, you can remove coding the CUSBUSF exit.
This method applies to both online invocation of ASF and using FSNBTCH
(FSNBTC2I) for document composition.

Formatting and printing in batch
The following describes the steps necessary to print documents after the BLRRs
have been created:
v Upon export of the CLL
v Directly with utility FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2I)
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The information applies to both the CICS and IMS environment. It is
complemented by “Restarting batch printing” on page 160.
To print documents in batch, do the following:
1. Run the utility program FSNBDCF to prepare input records for DCF. FSNBDCF
inserts the current paragraphs and parameters from the GIL into the
documents.
FSNBDCF also produces a data set containing the documents that could not be
submitted to DCF. This happens, for example, if an SP was deleted or renamed
after the document was composed. You can correct the SP and ask data
processing to process the document again using FSNBDCF.
2. Run a program to print the BLRRs that have errors, if such a program is
available.
3. Run DCF to format and print the documents in batch mode.
If any of these steps failed, restart the process (see “Restarting batch printing” on
page 160).
4. If the CLL was exported online, run the utility program FSNRSET to show that
document processing is complete.

Creating DCF input records with the FSNBDCF utility program
ASF supplies the FSNBDCF utility program to create DCF input from data sets
containing BLRR records for subsequent formatting by DCF. These datasets were
generated by utility FSNCEXP or FSNBTCH.
FSNBDCF runs as a batch program. Under IMS it may also run in a BMP.
In library JCLLIB, sample job input for processing is provided in the members
FSNUBDCF. Adjust the statements to your environment.

Concepts
FSNBDCF creates combined DCF input from all the BLRRs being processed. The
input for each individual document is separated from the next one by an .OC
control word if the OUTSEP keyword is specified. This helps separating the
individual documents in the formatter output.
The .OC control word is followed by settings of reserved DCF variables containing
document-specific information such as the BLRR record key, the number of copies,
and the number of the current copy.
The entire DCF input is treated by DCF as one large document to be formatted. Be
aware that
v DCF variable settings and control words (like font settings, copy groups) remain
active beyond the logical boundaries of the individual documents. Therefore it is
common practice to use general opening and closing paragraphs in documents
establishing a clean DCF environment for each of the documents combined in
the formatter input created by FSNBDCF.
v It might be necessary to manipulate the DCF input before running the formatter
to reset variable settings and control words to an initial state.
v Special action might be necessary to ensure that a blank page is inserted after
the last page of a document that is printed duplex and consists of an odd
number of output pages.
v DCF input for document printed simplex or duplex might be mixed.
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v Formatting errors in one logical document may affect the documents following
in the DCF input and may necessitate restarting FSNBDCF.
If you want individual formatting for each document created with ASF, consider
the use of the continuous formatting function as an alternative.
The overall DCF input of all documents may contain multiple occurrences of the
same SP. For performance reasons each SP that is encountered the first time is
defined to DCF as macro that includes the contents of this SP. When the same SP is
encountered a second time in the current or a later document, FSNBDCF does not
copy the DCF statements from the SP a second time but instead generates a
.em<macro name> control word. When DCF formats the input, the processing of this
previously-defined macro generally requires less resources than repeatedly
processing the singular DCF input statements of the SP.
The SP name becomes the name of the DCF macro unless it exceeds ten characters
or the GIL that is used is set up for version control. In this case FSNBDCF
generates a synonym as macro name. The relationship between the synonym and
original SP name is indicated by a comment in the DCF input preceding the
beginning of the macro definition.
Note: There may be reasons for wanting to split the formatter input generated by
utility FSNBDCF into separate parts and then submitting these to DCF in
separate junks. In this case .em<macro name> control words could be
separated from the macro definitions thereby resulting in formatting errors.
These problems can be avoided by turning off the creation of macros for SPs
using theparameter BUFFER SIZE(000K).

Control statements for FSNBDCF
In the utility control statement, you can specify the following parameters to control
the running of FSNBDCF:
Parameter

Function

BUFFER SIZE Terminates the default processing “mapping of SPs into DCF
macros”. Maps the DCF statements of an SP into the combined
DCF input for each occurrence of an SP.
DB2PLAN

DB2 plan to be used

DB2SSNM

DB2 subsystem name

DCFREST

Controls the restart

ENV

ASF environment to be used

FROMKB

Specifies the code page

OUTSEP

Controls the restart

START

Controls the restart

TRACE

Activates the trace facility

All parameters of the utility control statement are optional. If you do not supply a
utility control statement, none of the parameters are used.
Insert the FSNBDCF utility control statement after the SYSIN DD statement, for
example:
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//SYSIN DD *
FROMKB=(273)
/*

BUFFER SIZE (000K)
When an SP is encountered for the first time, a macro is defined to DCF that
includes the contents of this SP. When the same SP is encountered again in a
later document, the previously-defined macro is executed again.
If the output of utility FSNBDCF is split into separate parts and then
submitted to DCF in separate steps, it is possible that an execute macro
statement is submitted without the macro being defined. You can force the
definition of a macro every time an SP is encountered, thereby avoiding the
problem of formatting errors. This is done by specifying the parameter
BUFFER SIZE(000K).
DB2PLAN
Specifies the DB2 plan to be used. For information on DB2PLAN, refer to
“General control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
DB2SSNM
Specifies the DB2 subsystem name. For information on DB2SSNM, refer to
“General control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
DCFREST
This parameter enables you to restart DCF at a specific document. For
example, if a breakdown occurred during the running of DCF, you can skip the
documents that were processed.
FSNBDCF creates DCF statements in its output. They enable you to use the
SCRIPT/VS option SYSVAR (L nnnnnn to restart DCF at the point where the
breakdown occurred. The operand nnnnnn specifies the number of the input
LRR from which DCF should restart. nnnnnn can range from 1 to 999999.
If SYSVAR (L 0 or SYSVAR (L 1 was specified, or SYSVAR (L was not specified,
all DCF input is processed, that is, no input is skipped.
Specification of parameter DCFREST automatically implies the specification of
parameter OUTSEP.
DCFREST cannot be used with the parameter START.
ENV
ASF environment to be used. For information on ENV, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
FROMKB=(code-page)
Use parameter FROMKB to identify the code page of the BLRRs stored in the
input data set FSNLRR. If the parameter is omitted, FROMKB=(500) is
assumed.
Note: If parameter TOKB has been used with utility FSNCEXP, the parameter
FROMKB must be used with the same code page value as specified in
TOKB. For information on the supported code page values, refer to
“Adjusting the code page table with FSNACPM” on page 384.
OUTSEP
This parameter forces DCF to generate a separator line in front of each
document. This separator line is an output comment produced through the OC
(Output Comment) control word of SCRIPT/VS.
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In the formatted output from DCF, the first character of the output message is
the printer control character for no operation, that is, '03'. If the printer
recognizes '03', you do not need to remove the separator lines before starting
printing.
Specification of parameter OUTSEP is always assumed if parameter DCFREST
was specified.
START (nnnnnn)
This parameter enables you to restart FSNBDCF. The operand nnnnnn specifies
the number of the LRR from which FSNBDCF should restart. nnnnnn can
range from 1 to 999999. FSNBDCF then skips all documents up to nnnnnn and
produces DCF input for document nnnnnn and all following documents.
If START (0) or START (1) was specified, or if START was not specified, all
LRRs are processed, that is, no input is skipped.
START cannot be used with the parameter DCFREST.
You can continue using either your own postprocessing programs for the DCF
output, or the start procedures developed for ASF.
TRACE
Use TRACE to activate the trace facility. The output is written to the data set
with the DD name FSNXTRA. For information on TRACE, refer to “General
control statements for all utilities” on page 387.
Input for FSNBDCF utility program: FSNBDCF expects a sequential input data
set that contains the BLRRs for DCF input generation, formatting, and printing.
The name of the input data set is FSNLRR. It originates from one of the following
sources:
v The data set FSNLRR containing the BLLRs created by export of the CLL or by
utility FSNBTCH.
v The output data set of the SORT step.
v The output data set or sets of a user-written program that splits the BLRRs into
two or more data sets, for example, to print the documents on different types of
printers.
v The error output data set FSNERR produced by FSNBDCF. This data set
contains BLRRs that were not converted into DCF input, for example, because of
unresolved standard paragraph references. Refer to “Output from FSNBDCF” for
information.
Output from FSNBDCF:
Output data sets for subsequent processing: Each BLRR, including the text and format
controls of the selected SPs, is converted into DCF input format. This input is
contained as variable-length records in the output data set FSNDCF. The layout of
this data set is described in Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces.
When creating the DCF input, utility FSNBDCF defines the following variables at
the top of each document (LRR). These variables can therefore be used in the
succeeding DCF input.
v .SE FSNLRR=ttttttttttttttt
where ttttttttttttttt indicates the ID of the LRR.
v .SE FSNTCPYNUM=k
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where k indicates the number of additional copies for the current document.
The number of additional copies for batch printing is defined by the LTD used
for document composition using the panel Define Document Type - Header Data
Part 2.
v .SE FSNACPYNUM= l
where l indicates the current number of this copy. If the original document is
formatted, this value is 0.
v .SE FSNPCNT=m
where m indicates the number of SPs of the LRR without the individual text
paragraphs.
v .SE FSNICNT=n
where n indicates the number of individual text paragraphs.
If FSNBDCF finds a BLRR that cannot be converted into correct input for DCF, this
BLRR is contained in the sequential data set FSNERR. Conversion errors can be
caused by an error in the GIL, which is used by FSNBDCF. When you have
corrected the GIL, you can process the affected BLRRs again. Define the output
data set FSNERR as input data set FSNLRR. Then rerun FSNBDCF.
List output: The utility program FSNBDCF produces list output for the following
destinations:
v FSNLIST supplies the list of processed records and a statistical summary.
The list of processed records also shows the user sort-information area, the
contents of field BLRR_SORT_INF that was supplied either by the
sort-information exit program CUSBUSF or by the SIB parameter DXBSRTINFO.
For further information see Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application
Programming Interfaces.
v FSNMSG supplies the list of processing options and diagnostic messages.
Statistical summary: The statistical summary gives you information for auditing
purposes:
v Auditing information:
Each document corresponds to a logical BLRR consisting of one or more record
segments. The number of processed documents can be larger than the number or
processed BLRRs because each additional copy of a document is counted as a
separate document.
The number of documents printed online shows how many documents were
printed on an online printer during their composition. This figure includes
documents contained in the FLL for deferred printing.
Return codes: FSNBDCF issues a return code with one of the following values:
Code
0
4
8

Meaning
All BLRRs were successfully processed.
At least one BLRR was found that could not be converted into DCF input
format.
Processing was terminated abnormally or no DCF input record was
created.

Base tailoring parameters affecting FSNBDCF
The creation of DCF input by FSNBDCF is affected by the following base tailoring
parameters:
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SRCHCGRP
If the base tailoring parameter SRCHCGRP is set to 1, FSNBDCF obtains
the name of a copy group specified in a .CG statement starting in position
1 of a text line, and inserts the following variable definition in the line
right after the .CG statement:
.’SE DXBCOPYGRP=<copy group name>

This allows determining the name of an active copy group specified by
querying the variable DXBCOPYGRP.
The purpose of setting this parameter is to be able to use different copy
groups when printing simplex and duplex documents. The DCF input
created by FSNBDCF may consist of both these document types. When it
comes to printing the document a decision between simplex and duplex
must be made as, in the case of duplex printing and an odd number of
pages, an empty page must be inserted.
DGMLFPRM
If the base tailoring parameter DGMLFPRM is set to 1, FSNBDCF turns off
the scanning of ASF parameter values for GML tags.
The purpose of setting this parameter is that if parameter values contain a
colon (the default starting character of GML tags) directly followed by text,
these will always be interpreted as a GML tag and will usually result in an
error if the use of a GML tag was not intended.
TAGONNO
If the base tailoring parameter TAGONNO is set to 0, FSNBDCF inserts the
control statement .GS TAG ON into the DCF input for each logical document
thereby enabling GML scanning.
If the base tailoring parameter TAGONNO is set to 01, FSNBDCF inserts
the control statement .GS TAG ONNO into the DCF input for each logical
document thereby enabling GML scanning but suppressing any warning
messages concerning unresolved tags.

Batch formatting
Batch formatting is performed by DCF in a separate job, or job step.
The input for batch formatting is prepared through the utility program FSNBDCF.
The layout of this input is described in Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.
This program has limitations for certain SCRIPT/VS control words:
v .im - Imbed
If .im is used in an SP or in an individual text paragraph, ASF includes SPs from
the GIL only if the control word is followed by the SP name and if one of the
following applies:
– The control word starts in column 1.
– The control word starts anywhere else in the line and is directly preceded by
the default control word separator ’;’.
Note: You are strongly recommended not to change the control word
separator.
If the object to be imbedded with the .im control word is specified by a variable,
it will be resolved if the corresponding paragraph is contained in the partitioned
data set specified by the DD name TEXTLIB.
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If the name of the paragraph you want to include is longer than 8 characters,
enclose the name in parentheses:
.im (DXBSP8200)

v .ap - Append
A letter appended by the .ap control word is not processed. Either substitute the
.ap control word by the .im control word or store the document to be appended
in the DLF.
v .ef - End of file
The .ef control word cannot be used in documents that are embedded. If this
SCRIPT/VS function is required, store the document containing the .ef control
word in the DLF. In addition, prevent the inclusion of the document by
specifying, for example:
.se docname = ....
.im &docname

Formatting and printing documents
The DCF program performs the final document formatting and printing on the
host.
You can either route the printer output file directly to a high-speed printer or have
the output file processed by your own postprocessing programs, for example, to
print on different printers or to eliminate documents formatted incorrectly.

Restarting batch printing
Printing documents in batch consists of the FSNBDCF and the DCF step.
1. Prepare DCF input with the utility FSNBDCF.
2. Invoke DCF for formatting and printing output from DCF.
You can restart both steps at a specific document:
v The output from the DCF step optionally contains separator information. You
can use postprocessing programs, for example, to remove documents for which
DCF reported formatting errors.
v If the DCF step ends abnormally, you do not need to rerun formatting and
printing from the start. You can do one of the following:
– Restart the DCF step at a specific document.
– Rerun the FSNBDCF step and start at a specific document to produce DCF
input only for those documents that were not formatted and printed during
the DCF step that ended abnormally.
Both ways enable you to skip formatting and printing of all documents already
printed.

Removing incorrect documents from the DCF output
When DCF formats the documents for batch printing, the complete stack of
documents is handled as a single document. If the formatting option Continue is
specified, formatting continues even if an error is found. By specifying the
OUTSEP parameter in the utility control statement for the FSNBDCF step,
however, you ensure that a separator line is created in front of each document. You
can then develop your own program for removing documents that were formatted
incorrectly.
During the FSNBDCF step, two DCF input statements are generated to create an
output separator. These statements are inserted in front of each document. The
statements force DCF to produce:
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v In the printer output file, an output comment used as a document separator
v In the DCF message file, an entry containing the text of the output comment
For more information on the contents of the separator and how to change it using
FSNBDCE, see Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming
Interfaces.
If a formatting error occurred, for example, during the formatting of the fifth
document, you would get the following output:

To remove incorrect documents from the batch printer output, organize batch
printing as follows:
1. Assign the printer output from DCF to a sequential file rather than directly to a
printer.
2. Immediately print the messages from DCF, check them for error messages, and
identify any affected documents.
3. Run a program of your own to separate incorrect documents from correct
documents:
a. Supply the numbers of the incorrect documents.
b. Copy the documents in error into an incorrect-document file, print the
documents, find out the cause of the errors, and, if necessary, ask the user
to rewrite and resubmit the document.
c. Copy and print the correct documents.
The corresponding DCF input control statements as inserted during the
FSNBDCF step force a no operation print control character. If the printer
recognizes this character, you need not remove the separator during copying.

Restarting the DCF step at a specific document after a
breakdown
Information is provided that enables you to restart the DCF step at a specific
document. This restart information is optionally created when you run FSNBDCF.
Creation is controlled through the parameters OUTSEP and DCFREST in the
utility control statement for the FSNBDCF step. See “Control statements for
FSNBDCF” on page 155.
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After a breakdown during the DCF step, find out how many documents were
already formatted and printed, that is, find out where to restart. When printing the
message file produced by DCF, the last separator information shows where to
restart.
To restart the DCF step at a specific document, you can use the SYSVAR option of
SCRIPT/VS. The SCRIPT/VS option card must be complemented by the operands
SYSVAR (L nnnnnn, where nnnnnn is the number of the document from which you
want to restart. This information forces DCF to skip all input until it reaches this
document.

Starting the FSNBDCF step at a specific document
You can tell FSNBDCF to start at a specific LRR. You can generate DCF input for
the documents that were not formatted and printed during a DCF step that failed.
To do this, find out how many documents were already printed, because you must
skip these documents when rerunning the FSNBDCF step. In the utility control
statement for FSNBDCF, specify:
START (nnnnnn)

where nnnnnn is the number of the document from which you want to start
generation of the DCF input. FSNBDCF skips all documents up to nnnnnn and
produces DCF input for document nnnnnn and all following documents.

Using your own restart procedures
The restart facilities supplied with document composition do not affect any restart
procedure you have developed and installed before these facilities were available.
If you do not submit the parameters OUTSEP, DCFREST, and START for
FSNBDCF, the restart facilities bypassed. FSNBDCF is then restricted to the
functional range of ASF.

Continuous formatting (DB2 only)
When a user selects documents for collect print during document composition on
the host or on the Web client, the documents are stored in the CLL until it is
convenient to format and print them. This section provides information on
continuous formatting. For information on bulk formatting and printing, refer to
“Collect printing” on page 143.

Concepts
Bulk formatting treats the content of the CLL as an entity. It starts by emptying the
CLL accompanied by the conversion of the LRRs into BLRRs, followed by the
sorting and the splitting of the BLRR data sets. The processing continues with the
creation of a DCF input data stream combining the input of thousands of
documents.
In contrast, continuous formatting processes the document instances on the CLL.
The LRRs are processed individually. The formatting process involves creating the
DCF input for a specific LRR, initiating formatting, and storing the AFP (or line
mode) output on a DB2 database. The LRR on the CLL is not deleted. Continuous
formatting just updates a status field in the LRR continuously indicating the
formatting status. It is the customer’s task and decision when to clean up the CLL.
While bulk formatting requires a batch window after the daily operating hours of
the online ASF system, continuous formatting can be run in parallel to the online
creation of documents all day. When the CLL is exported, bulk formatting begins
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with the analysis of the BLRR in the CUSBUSF exit and continues with
determining the sort information before splitting the BLRR data sets into packages
of documents to be formatted together.
Continuous formatting does not need to sort and split the data sets. Data such as
contract number, customer number, name, address, state, client, and rep number
typically identify which LRRs belong together. This data is stored in the parameter
table of the CLL. By specifying qualifying criteria in an SQL statement as part of
the FSNIN data set, a continuous formatting task will process the LRRs that
contain the desired criteria.
For best throughput, it is recommended to run several continuous formatting tasks
in parallel. By specifying different search criteria for these tasks the formatted
documents can be separated into different packages if the formatting tasks use
different DB2 tables for the formatted output.
Printing the formatted output means pulling together the document-specific AFP
(or line mode) records from the corresponding DB2 tables and routing them to the
printer. This is typically done by custom programs. As the CLL is still available, a
correlation between the AFP output and the raw data in the LRR is still possible.
Thus the printing sequence could even be done dependent on the results of SQL
queries against the CLL.
Figure 63 shows the steps involved in continuous formatting, as well as the
relationship between databases, data sets, and operator console.

Figure 63. Continuous formatting

Advantages of continuous formatting
The process of continuous formatting offers the following advantages over other
postprocessing possibilities:
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v Continuous formatting can process large amounts of documents in a minimum
of time.
v Selecting the documents to be formatted according to certain predefined criteria
is possible by directly specifying the selection criteria via dynamic SQL
statements.
v Continuous formatting can run in parallel to the online system while the system
load is low. You can thus use your resources optimally and reduce the overall
computing costs.
v Continuous formatting makes the formatted output immediately available, for
example, to print or fax it.
v The resulting output data stream may be AFP or line mode, according to the
options specified in command DCFOPTIONS.
v Because LRRs are formatted individually, a formatting error on one LRR does
not affect the formatting of any other LRRs and does not stop the formatting
task.
v By querying the formatting status, follow-up action for erroneous LRRs is
possible. For example, a customer program could notify the user who created
the documents.
v As continuous formatting does not delete LRRs from the CLL, those LRRs that
caused formatting errors can be moved to the SLL. Use the corresponding copy
functions for LRRs either online or in batch (utility FSNBRUL).

Steps in continuous formatting
The continuous formatting process continuously checks if any LRRs are available
for processing. The selection of LRRs is made through definition and execution of a
dynamic SQL statement, which is implemented as a formatting command in the
command data set.
If LRRs are found in the CLL, they are processed. That is, the corresponding
document is composed and handed over to DCF for formatting to create an AFP or
line mode output datastream. The resulting data stream is stored in the AFP table
in DB2.
As soon as all LRRs have been processed, continuous formatting checks whether
new LRRs are available. If none are found, the process of continuous formatting
goes into a wait state for a certain time. You can define the length of time the
process should wait using a formatting command. In addition, you can stop
continuous formatting by specifying an operator command. See “Commands for
continuous formatting” on page 166 for a complete list of commands.
Continuous formatting runs as a batch job. Several of these jobs can be run in
parallel. Sample job input is provided in the member FSNUCF00 in the installation
library JCLLIB. Adjust the statements to your requirements.

Processing the formatting commands
Formatting commands are defined in a sequential data set. These commands are
processed immediately after the process is started. They are divided into several
groups, for example, DB2 parameters, the SQL statement to be processed,
parameters for the complete process, and debugging parameters.

Reading the LRRs
Each LRR defines a document available for formatting. The dynamic SQL
statement creates a list of LRRs that are processed consecutively.
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Processing the individual LRR
During this step, the LRR is analyzed to compose the DCF input for subsequent
formatting: parameter entries are mapped into DCF variables and the text of
corresponding SPs is retrieved from the GIL.

Calling DCF to format the document
During this step, DCF is invoked as a callable subroutine, the DCF input is handed
over and processed, and the resulting output data stream is stored in a temporary
sequential data set. To enable you to control this processing step, DCF is started as
a subtask, the process wait time is set using a time parameter defined in the
INTERVAL command. This enables the processing of further documents

Setting the status flag
The status flag, DLRR_FORM_STAT, is part of the LRR and shows the status of the
document during and after its processing. The main status flag settings are:
Value
0
1
2
E

Meaning
To be processed
In process
Processed
In error

Writing the output data stream
In this step, the DCF output is stored in the AFP table for further processing.

Databases and data sets used
The following databases and data sets are used for continuous formatting:
AFP(DB2)
Contains the AFP or line mode data stream.
AFP(seq)
This is an optionally produced data stream. It is written when you specify
the corresponding command file parameter. The resulting z/OS ddname is
AFPOUT.
CLL(DB2)
Contains the LRRs or the documents to be formatted.
CMD(seq)
Command data set that contains the commands for the various steps of the
continuous formatting process. The z/OS ddname is FSNIN.
Console
Master operator console.
ERROR(DB2)
Contains information on any documents that could not be processed
correctly.
GIL(DB2)
Contains the SPs of the documents to be formatted.
LOG(seq)
Contains a processing description for each LRR that has been processed.
The resulting z/OS ddname is FSNLOG.
TRACE
This is an optionally produced data stream. It is written when you specify
the corresponding command file parameter. The resulting z/OS ddname is
FSNXTRA.
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Commands for continuous formatting
The following list shows the commands for continuous formatting.
AFPCOPY(YES|NO)
This command also writes the AFP data stream into the data set defined in
the AFPOUT DD statement. The default value is NO.
DB2PLAN(p)
DB2 plan name to be used. This command must be specified.
DB2SSNM(s)
DB2 subsystem name to be used. This command must be specified.
DCFOPTIONS(‘opt-stmt’)
The command options for DCF. The statement must be enclosed in single
quotes. If this command is specified, the string is handed over to DCF
completely and without any modifications. If it is not specified, continuous
formatting uses the following default:
’* DEV(3820A4) PROFILE(DSMPROF)’

DEV controls the type of output datastream.
DCFWAIT(nn)
Sets the wait time of task Main to control the DCF formatting time. nn
defines the number of CPU seconds after which the DCF subtask is
terminated. The default value is 30 seconds. This enforces the stop of
inadvertently programmed DCF loops after the specified time.
ENV(c)
ASF environment name to be used. This command must be specified.
INTERVAL(nn)
Sets the wait time of task Main after processing of all LRRs found. nn
defines the number of seconds. The default value is 5 seconds.
KEEP_ENVIRONMENT(YES|NO)
YES defines that for all LRRs to be processed due to the dynamic SELECT
statement the environment defined in the ENV command is to be used.
This makes it possible to copy an LRR from one CLL to another without
having to change the environment specification in the LRR itself.
When specifying YES, make sure that the GIL used due to the environment
specified with the ENV command is identical to the GIL used at the time
the LRRs to be processed were generated.
NO specifies that the environment specified in the LRR itself is to be used
when processing the LRR. The environment specified with the ENV
command is only used to select the LRRs for processing, but not for the
processing itself.
NO is the recommended value because it ensures that the LRR is
processed under the same conditions (using the same GIL, for example) as
those under which it was created. If the LRR is to be copied from one CLL
into another one, however, the environment name in the LRR must be
adapted for the copy operation.
PROFILE_IMBED(xxx)
Determines from where .IM control words specified in the DCF profile are
to be resolved. The scope of this command is either the DCF profile from
start to end, or until an .ef control word is encountered, whichever is first.
Valid values are:
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Valid values are:
ASF
IMBED data is searched in the ASF GIL. This is the default.
MVS™
IMBED data is searched in the z/OS data set referenced by the DD
name IMBDLIB specified in the job used to start continuous
formatting.
RESET(ij)
Changes the formatting status DLRR_FROM_STAT of all LRRs that contain
i in j.
Note: When running continuous formatting with the command RESET,
make sure that no other process accesses the CLL.
SQL(‘sql-stmt’)
The SQL statement to be processed. The statement must be enclosed in
single quotes.
Notes:
1. You can include the DB2-AUTHORIZATION-ID as a variable in the
SQL statement. This variable must start and end with a special variable
delimiter (see command SQLVARDL). The variable AUTHID is replaced
with the authorization_id of the package set before it is passed to DB2.
Strings with DB2 selection criteria must be defined with special string
delimiters (see command SQLSTRDL).
2. All columns from the CLL must be selected explicitly. Therefore, the
SQL statement must start with ‘SELECT [column, column,] FROM’ where
column represents one or more columns in the DB2 table FSNTCLL_H
delivered with ASF.
3. The SQL statement is not analyzed during continuous formatting. Only
the string and variable delimiters are replaced. If you specify SQL
statements that produce different results after DB2 processing, than the
list of LRRs required by continuous formatting, the results can be
unpredictable.
4. RESET and SQL must not be specified at the same time for processing.
The following shows some examples for SQL statements:
SQL(’
SELECT [column, column,] FROM
%AUTHID%.FSNTCLL_H WHERE
DLRR_FORM_STAT = "0"
’)
Note: SQLVARDL(%) must be specified in this case.
SQL(’
SELECT [column, column,] FROM
\AUTHID\.FSNTCLL_H WHERE
DLRR_REC_IDE = "941123120640500 "
’)

SQLSTRDL(x)
This command defines the delimiter strings for the SQL statements
specified in the continuous formatting command SQL. The default setting
is <“>.
Note: The specification of SQLSTRDL and SQLVARDL must precede any
SQL statement. The string delimiter must differ from the variable
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delimiter. Neither of them can be used in the SQL statement itself.
The single quote (‘) must not be used for either the string or the
variable delimiter.
SQLVARDL(y)
This command defines the variable delimiter for the SQL statement. The
default setting is <\>.
Note: The specification of SQLSTRDL and SQLVARDL must precede any
SQL statement. The string delimiter must differ from the variable
delimiter. Neither of them can be used in the SQL statement itself.
The single quote (‘) must not be used for either the string or the
variable delimiter.
STOP This command ends continuous formatting.
Note: If STOP is specified as the last command in FSNIN, the execution is
stopped after processing of all LRRs that qualified in the SQL
statement. If STOP is specified as an operator command, the
execution ends immediately after the processing of the current LRR
has ended.
TRACE(ON|OFF|SMALL)
ON turns tracing on. SMALL produces a trace without ENTRY and EXIT
trace points. The default value is OFF. Trace data is written to the data set
with the DD name FSNXTRA
USE_DMCONTROL(YES|NO)
Determines whether ASF should define macros for the paragraphs of an
LRR when creating the DCF input. The default setting is YES.
Note: For LRRs with DLCE_SUP_DM_CF = ’1’, ASF does not define
macros, regardless of the setting of USE_DMCONTROL.
/*...*/

You can also specify one or more comments in the command data set using
‘/*...*/’.
Notes:
1. Nested comments are not allowed.
2. If the input contains a comment, the command must end with a
semicolon (;).

Immediate printing
This section provides information for printing documents on your network printer.
Immediate printing is suitable for small numbers of documents. You can provide
your own program to postpone printing until a convenient time, to adjust the
online print output for specific printers, or to specify additional DCF formatting
command options.
If you request to print immediately, you must specify a printer:
v Indicate the name of a remote printer implicitly through the name of an ATD
(see “Defining a remote printer” on page 170).
v Indicate the name of a local printer in your CICS or IMS installation.
You can change the DCF formatting options and force storing of the DCF output
on the FLL by user exit CUSPRTE. The DCF output can be changed by user exit
CUSOPAE. For more information on CUSPRTE and CUSOPAE, refer to “Printing
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on printers defined to your CICS or IMS system” on page 172 and the chapter
on user exits in Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming
Interfaces.
You can store the name of the local printer for immediate printing in the user
profile (see “Document composition authorization” on page 46).

Printing on remote printers
Printing a document on a printer that is not defined to your CICS or IMS system is
initiated by specifying an ATD name as the remote printer name. When you print
by this method:
v A job is submitted immediately for batch processing.
The necessary JCL can be supplied in one of the following ways:
– Parameter entries in the ATD only
– JCL in the sample information item ENUPRINTJCL
This information item is tied to the ATD as value of parameter entry
DXBWJCLREC.
This job is constructed from the parameter values of the ATD or the JCL
statements of the information item referenced in parameter entry DXBWJCLREC.
The final job must contain the following information:
– JCL statements
– Substitution values for JCL variables
– A reserved JCL statement that indicates where the document, which has been
converted to DCF input, is to be inserted in the job
“Defining a remote printer” on page 170 describes how to define an ATD for this
purpose.
Note: It is recommended to use sample ATD ENUREMOTE2 as model item for
your own remote printer definitions. ATD ENUREMOTE is still supplied
for compatibility with previous releases of ASF.
v As formatting is in the batch environment, any device that DCF supports can be
used, including page printers.
v The output can be printed on a system printer, or on any printer in an z/OS
VTAM® network.
v The formatted document can subsequently be processed by a user program.
When you enter the name of an ATD in field Remote printer name on the
Document Composition Termination panel, the following processing takes place:
1. The LRR is converted to DCF input and is stored in the document job library
(DJL) data set.
2. The document composition termination function builds an SIB containing the
following parameters:
Parameter

Value

DXBFNCT

SRDR

DXBRCID

Name of the remote printer ATD
The ATD name was specified in the
v Remote Printer field
v Invoking SIB type 0 with subcommand %CA
v Invoking SIB type 1 in parameter DXBPRTNAME

DXBDJLNAME

Key of the document on the DJL data set
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Parameter

Value

DXBOPRTCPY

Number of copies to be printed
This parameter is only passed if a value for the number of
copies has been specified along with the remote print
request. In this case a default number of copies can be
specified as value of parameter entry DXBOPRTCPY in the
remote printer ATD.

DXBWLTDNAME

Name of the LTD used to create the current document

3. ASF processes the ATD specified in the parameter DXBRCID. Depending on the
parameter definitions in the ATD, the user may be prompted for additional JCL
information.
4. The ASF function Start Internal Reader is started.
v In IMS, this processing is asynchronous and as a result the user can continue
working with the terminal.
Note: The document will not be printed unless a BMP waiting for input is
available, having been started with job FSNUWWFI. To stop BMP
waiting for input, specify the following operator command:
/PSTOP REGxx TRAN FSNW

where xx is the REGID.
v In CICS, the processing is synchronous and the terminal remains locked until
the following steps complete.
5. The Start Internal Reader function creates the JOB from the SIB it received as
input as follows:
v Scanning for parameter names that begin with DXBWJCL. These parameters
can have names from DXBWJCL000 to DXBWJCL999, and must contain JCL
statements.
v When a DXBWJCLnnn parameter is found, its value is scanned for JCL
variables. A JCL variable must start with an ampersand (&) and end with a
period (.).
v When a JCL variable is found, the parameter equate table is scanned for a
matching variable name. If one is found, the value from the value table is
substituted in the JCL card. If there is no match, no substitution takes place
and an error occurs when the job is submitted to the z/OS internal reader.
v Additionally, each DXBWJCLnnn parameter value is compared to the
constant /*DCF, which indicates where in the job stream the DCF input from
the DJL data set is to be inserted. Having inserted the DCF input, the card
containing the /*DCF is inserted.
v Processing continues until all DXBWJCLnnn parameters contained in the SIB
have been processed.
6. When the Start Internal Reader function has finished, the same processing is
performed as for a local print request. This includes the invocation of a data
collection program, if one was specified, and placing a copy of the document in
the CLL.

Defining a remote printer
ASF delivers the following sample remote printer definitions:
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ENUREMOTE2
This ATD submits a job that creates the data set, formats it, and prints it
remotely.
The parameter entry DXBWJCLREC points to the sample information item
ENUPRINTJCL that contains all the required job control.
ENUREMOTE
This ATD submits a job that creates the data set, formats it, and prints it
remotely.
The JCL statements are supplied as values of the parameter entries
DXBWJCL001 through DXBWJCL999.
ENURJCL
This ATD submits a job that creates a data set containing the DCF input. The
JCL does not include steps for formatting and printing.
Note: It is recommended to use the sample ATD ENUREMOTE2 as model item for
your own remote printer definitions. ATD ENUREMOTE is still supplied for
compatibility with previous releases of ASF.
All remote printer ATDs must contain:
v FSNASF1 as target application name
v Parameter entry DXBFNCT with a value of SRDR
For more information on how to define and maintain ATDs, refer to Chapter 8,
“Defining ATDs,” on page 101.
ATD parameters and JCL variables: You can supply values for JCL variables by
parameters in the remote printer ATD. Thus JCL variables can be determined by
the different ways of resolving ATD parameters, for example by a PDP.
The parameter equate table establishes the correlation between parameter names
and JCL variables. This table:
v Can contain up to 64 entries.
Each entry consists of a parameter name, a JCL variable, and control information
that is used when variable substitution is performed. The control information is
used to specify that when the SIB parameter value is substituted in the JCL card:
– It is converted to uppercase.
– All leading blanks are removed.
– All trailing blanks are removed.
– It is set to a specific length.
v Is supplied as a sample exit in member CUSWTBLS in library SRCELIB.
v Can be modified according to your needs.
To assemble and link the parameter equate table, use job FSNJWTBL in library
JCLLIB.
Table 6 shows the list of JCL variables defined in the sample parameter equate
table and the corresponding parameters supplied in the GIL.
Table 6. JCL variable parameters in the GIL
Parameter name

JCL variable

Parameter description

DXBDJLNAME

LRRID

Key of the document on the DJL data set

DXBOPRTCPY

COPNUM

Number of copies to be printed
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Table 6. JCL variable parameters in the GIL (continued)
Parameter name

JCL variable

Parameter description

DXBWUSNAME

UID

User name used in generated job

DXBWDSDATE

DATE

Current date used in generated job

DXBWDSTIME

TIME

Current time used in generated job

DXBWJOBUID

JUID

User ID used in generated job

DXBWJOBPWD

JPWD

Password used in generated job

DXBWJOBACC

JACC

Accounting information used in generated
job

DXBWDSNAME

HQ

Temporary data set name used in generated
job

DXBWPRNTID

PRNTID

Printer node ID used in generated job

DXBWMVSNOD

MVSNOD

Node ID used in EXEC CICS SPOOLOPEN
command

DXBWFORDEF

FORDEF

Formdefs used in generated job

DXBWPRTNOD

PRTNOD

Printer node is used in generated job

Printing on printers defined to your CICS or IMS system
Users can print documents on a printer that is defined to your CICS or IMS
system. This means that:
v Formatting is performed online.
v Formatting is restricted to line type devices.
v The actual printing of the formatted document can be deferred.
v The formatted document can subsequently be processed by a user program.
Immediate printing is suitable for small numbers of documents. You can provide
your own program to postpone printing until a convenient time, to adjust the
online print output for specific printers, or to specify additional DCF formatting
command options. This is done by using the deferred-printing exit CUSPRTE.

CUSPRTE: Deferred-printing exit
The deferred-printing exit program is called:
v When a user requests printing for items in the GIL or for item lists
v When, on the Document Composition Termination panel on the host, a user
requests immediate printing on a local printer for documents created during
document composition
v When, on the paragraph selection dialog on the Web client, a user requests
immediate printing for documents created during document composition
Note: Immediate printing allows formatting your document for a page printer
only if you use a remote printer. For more information on how to print
documents and how to take advantage of advanced formatting using
immediate printing on remote printers, refer to “Printing on remote
printers” on page 169. If immediate printing on a remote printer is
requested for a document, neither the deferred-printing exit CUSPRTE nor
the online-print-adjustments exit CUSOPAE is entered. You defer printing on
a remote printer by changing the JCL information in the ATD item
representing the remote printer.
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The deferred-printing exit enables you to specify the following requests:
v Do not perform printing immediately, store the document instead for deferred
printing.
v Store the document-request item (LRR) immediately after the first print,
regardless of the number of immediate prints to a local printer.
v Display a message on the next panel.
If the print request on a local printer is deferred, the document or the GIL item is
formatted and stored in the FLL. Then the exit for online-print adjustments is
called.
You can defer printing on a local printer, for example, to:
v Print a group of documents together.
v Format a document for a printer that does not operate in the 3270 compatibility
mode. This might be useful if you want to adjust control characters for specific
printers. However, you cannot request formatting for page printers.
v Insert additional device controls to take advantage of advanced printing
functions.
v Print at a time when the printer load is low.
v Modify bit patterns for printing special characters.
A copy of the document is stored on the CLL whether or not the user correctly
terminates document composition.
An optional DCP is called immediately after the first print.
You can store the LRR both immediately and when terminating document
composition.
You also obtain the total quantity of documents printed on local printers when
document composition is ended.
The sample program provided by ASF requests:
v Immediate printing, that is, not deferred printing
v Storing the document only after document composition is terminated
v No message for display

CUSOPAE Online-print-adjustments exit
This exit complements the functions of the deferred-printing exit. It applies to
documents produced during document composition and to items stored in the GIL,
but only if the deferred-printing exit CUSPRTE has been invoked previously and
CUSPRTE has requested to defer printing.
When the formatted document or GIL item is stored in the FLL, ASF enters the exit
for online-print adjustments. The exit program can now handle the documents and
items in the FLL.
You can write an exit program to:
v Adjust the print control characters so that you can use a printer that does not
operate in the 3270 compatibility mode.
v Perform translations to generate special characters on the printer.
v Generate additional lines, for example, to print in bold-faced type, or to use
overstriking for national characters.
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v Route the document or item to a destination where it can be processed
immediately.
When ASF is running under IMS, the required PCB addresses are provided.

Online formatting
ASF uses DCF to format documents. To prepare a document type, you need to
know how DCF is used.
When preparing a document for online display or online printing, DCF is called
for online formatting by supplying it with the following options:
BIND (0)
CONTINUE
MESSAGE (ID)
PROFILE (FSN-PROF)
QUIET
DEVICE (3270) (for online display)
TERM (for online print)

If you have set the line length (.ll) in your document to be greater than 80,
documents may not display correctly on 3270 terminals. You can use the
&&dollar.PDEV SCRIPT/VS variable in your DCF profile to set the line length to a
displayable value for terminals:
.if &$PDEV = 3270 .ll 80

Online formatting for both line mode and page mode can be controlled by
information items in the GIL, which contain the DCF options string and other
commands. These commands are described within the information items delivered
with the product. The names of these information items are defined in base
tailoring.
Through the deferred-printing exit (CUSPRTE) program, you can change the DCF
options used for online printing. For details, see Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.
Restrictions for underscoring: When underscoring, DCF produces an extra line
with a control character to suppress line advance. On most online printers running
in 3270 mode, this control character is not recognized, and the printers are set out
of service when underscoring is requested.
Unless you control online printing through user-exit programming, avoid
underscoring in your documents. Do this by:
v Avoiding the .us (underscore) control word
v Using the .dh (define head level) control word to suppress automatic
underscoring in headings.
SCRIPT/VS control words and GML tags: SCRIPT/VS macros and tags of the
Generalized Markup Language (GML) can be used in SPs and in individual text.
The DCF macros, GML tag definitions, and a subset of the GML starter set profile,
as described in the DCF Generalized Markup Language Starter Set User’s Guide, are
included in the sample GIL supplied with ASF. These items are defined as SPs.
If your installation does not require GML support, delete these paragraphs. Use the
FSNRU utility to delete all SPs beginning with the characters DSM.
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To activate GML tag processing, the profile DSMPROF4 must be executed. There
are two ways to do this:
v Include an .IM DSMPROF4 statement in the DCF profile (FSN-PROF). This
causes GML tag processing to be activated for each formatter invocation.
v Include the .IM DSMPROF4 statement in the heading paragraph of those
documents that require GML processing. This is the recommended method, since
it minimizes the overhead required for GML processing.
The utility FSNCDCF is provided for converting the file containing the GML
definitions provided by DCF to a format that can be used with the FSNLOAD
utility. You may need this when updating the supplied GML definitions.
The .im (imbed) SCRIPT/VS control word is used to embed an SP (inner
paragraph) into another SP (outer paragraph). The inner paragraph is embedded
from the GIL only. Parameters in the inner paragraph must be defined in the outer
paragraph, otherwise no parameter value is assigned.
If an SP is also used in batch formatting, follow the rules for specification of the
.im control word. For details, see “Batch formatting” on page 159.

Faxing documents
This section provides information for host-based fax support. A user can select the
fax option on the host or on the Web client when finalizing document composition.
Fax support with ASF is another implementation of remote printing. Using the fax
software MessagePlus/Open, you can enable users to send faxes directly from the
system. The fax itself is created in the same way as any document during
document composition using DCF. The fax number is either provided by the user
or through a database.
Figure 64 on page 176 shows the components and products used in the fax support
process.
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Figure 64. Fax support for ASF

For details, refer to information on IBM Printer Services Facility for z/OS at
http://www.printers.ibm.com.
For information on MessagePlus/Open, refer to http://www.intercope.com.
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Chapter 11. Looking at the contents of your databases
Knowing the data stored in your databases is the key for greater productivity and
reduced maintenance effort.
ASF provides a set of menus and fast-path commands for the use of the database
list functions. It is recommended to copy these menus and fast-path commands
and to customize the copies to suit company or individual requirements.
The menu structure provides a logical set-by-step method of navigating you to the
function you want to perform.
The database list functions can be requested directly by entering a fast-path
command.
For information on using database lists on the Web client, see “Working with
database lists (Web client)” on page 192.

Overview of databases to list
You can list the contents of all databases with vital information:
v UPL
v GIL
v CLL
v SLL
In addition, you can list the contents of the USL.

Menus for calling the database list function
Table 7 lists the sample menus leading to the database list function.
Table 7. Sample menus for accessing the database list function
Function

Sample menus

List functions

ENUSLIST

List and maintain GIL items

ENUSMADMGIL

Maintain resources of document composition

ENUSMADMDC

Call up the menus by using the menu name as fast-path command. Typing
enusmadmgil on the command line and pressing Enter results in the display of the
List and maintain GIL items panel. An example of this panel is shown in Figure 65.
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ENUSMADMGIL

___

List and maintain GIL Items

1 List information items
2 List menu items
3 List document-type descriptions (LTDs)
4 List standard-paragraph groups (SPGs)
5 List standard paragraphs (SPs)
6 List application-type descriptions (ATDs)
7 List parameter descriptions (PDRs)
8 Maintain the DCF profile in the GIL
9 List GIL items (with prompting for attributes)

===> _________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 65. Sample panel for List and maintain GIL Items

Fast-path commands to access the database list function
Table 8 lists the sample fast-path commands leading to database list functions.
Table 8. Fast-path commands to access the database list function
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Fast-path command

Function

ENUSLCLL

List CLL items

95

ENUSLCLLDB2

List CLL items (DB2 only)

95

ENUSLGILNP1

List information items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP1DB2

List information items in the GIL (DB2
only)

91

ENUSLGILNP2

List menu items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP2DB2

List menu items in the GIL (DB2 only)

91

ENUSLGILNP3

List LTD items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP3DB2

List LTD items in the GIL (DB2 only)

91

ENUSLGILNP4

List SPG items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP4DB2

List SPG items in the GIL (DB2 only)

91

ENUSLGILNP5

List SP items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP5DB2

List SP items in the GIL (DB2 only)

91

ENUSLGILNP6

List ATD items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP6DB2

List ATD items in the GIL (DB2 only)

91

ENUSLGILNP7

List PDR items in the GIL

91

ENUSLGILNP7DB2

List PDR items in the GIL (DB2 only)

91

ENUSLGILP

List GIL items

91

ENUSLGILPDB2

List GIL items (DB2 only)

91
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DXBZREQT

Table 8. Fast-path commands to access the database list function (continued)
Fast-path command

Function

DXBZREQT

ENUSLRPRTA

List remote printer definitions

91

ENUSLSLL

List SLL items

92

ENUSLSLLDB2

List SLL items (DB2 only)

92

ENUSLUPL

List user profiles

93

ENUSLUSL

List USL

94

ENULUSRPRM

List user parameter definitions

91

The fast-path commands calling up the database list function are made up by
ATDs in the GIL defined with the following data:
v Program name: FSNASF3
Note: This value must not be changed.
v Invocation: 0
Note: This value must not be changed.
v Parameters:
The parameter DXBZREQT determines the database to be listed. Table 8 lists the
possible values of DXBZREQT.
For further information on other ATD parameters determining the style, layout,
and contents of the lists, refer to “Determining the contents of a database list.”
For information on using additional parameters for database lists in a DB2
environment, refer to “List control parameters using DB2” on page 182.

Determining the contents of a database list
The following lists parameters that you can use to determine the style, layout, and
contents of the lists.
Note: There are two ways to get detailed online help information for these list
parameters:
v Move the cursor to the input field of the parameter and press the Help
F-key.
v Enter a fast-path command enuappname where name stands for the name
of the ATD, for example enuappdxbllsttyp.
DXBLACCODE
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific access code. It only
applies if you search for items with the status Public. You can specify any
access code defined in your user profile.
DXBLALTDSP (3270-ASF)
Use this parameter to display the actions on the list panel. Possible values are:
1
Possible actions are displayed on the list panel.
Other Actions on the list panel are suppressed.
DXBLENVNAM
Specify an environment name as the value for this parameter to search for all
documents (LRRs) in the SLL or CLL that have been created in this
environment.
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DXBLFNCT
Specify a certain value in parameter DXBLFNCT to search for all ATDs
containing the parameter DXBFNCT with this value. For a list of possible
values, refer to Table 3 on page 107.
DXBLLSTTYP (3270-ASF)
Use this parameter to control the display type of list data. Refer to the online
help for information on the allowed parameter values.
DXBLMODBEG
Use this parameter to search for all items that have been modified on or after
the specified date.
DXBLMODDAT
Use this parameter to search for all items that have been modified on or after
the specified date.
DXBLMODEND
Use this parameter to search for all items that have been modified on or before
the specified date.
DXBLMODUSR
Specify a user ID as the value of this parameter to search for all items that
have been modified by this user ID. You can specify a complete user ID or a
generic user ID with one replacement character (*) at the end.
DXBLOWNER
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific owner. It only applies if
you search for items with the status Project or Public. You can specify any
project to which you are assigned or which is the owner of public items that
you are authorized to access. You can specify a complete name or a generic
name with one replacement character (*) at the end.
DXBLPAGNUM (3270-ASF)
This parameter limits the number of pages displayed. It:
v Overwrites the system’s tailoring default for the maximum number of pages
to be displayed for a database list. This is specified in base tailoring
parameter LMAXPAG.
v Lets you specify the maximum number of pages for a database list on an
ATD basis, thus allowing database-specific and user-specific maximum
numbers.
v Can have a value between 1 and 999. If specified in an ATD without a value,
the tailoring default applies.
DXBLPDPNAM
Specify a program name or transaction code as the value of this parameter to
search for all ATDs and LTDs calling a PDP matching the value of
DXBLPDPNAM. You can specify a complete name or a generic name with one
replacement character (*) at the end.
Note: Under CICS, the value of DXBLPDPNAM is case-sensitive.
DXBLPGMNAM
Specify a program name or transaction code as the value of this parameter to
search for all ATDs and LTDs calling a program or transaction matching the
value of DXBLPGMNAM. You can specify a complete name or a generic name
with one replacement character (*) at the end.
Note: Under CICS, the value of DXBLPGMNAM is case-sensitive.
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DXBLPRMTYP
Use this parameter to determine the PDR class. Possible values are:
Blank The class of the PDR is not checked.
1
PDRs with the class General qualify.
2
PDRs with the class User qualify.
3
PDRs with the class System qualify.
DXBLRECVRS
Specify 1 to display all versions of the items identified by the search criteria.
Any other value suppresses the display of the versions.
This parameter only applies in an environment where version control is
implemented and environment tailoring parameter GILVERS is set to 1.
In a release-controlled system only items in the production GIL are considered.
Items in the test GIL are ignored.
DXBLREFBEG
Specify a date to list only items that were used on or after a certain date. This
parameter is only valid if base tailoring parameter REFDATE is set to 1.
DXBLREFEND
Specify a date to list only items that were used on or before a certain date. This
parameter is only valid if base tailoring parameter REFDATE is set to 1.
DXBLRELNAM
Specify a package name to list only items with a matching package name. You
can specify a package name of up to 16 characters or a generic package name
with a replacement character * at the end.
DXBLSELNAM
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific name. For example, to
list all items beginning with CT, specify CT* or CT as the value for
DXBLSELNAM.
DXBLSTATUS
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific status. Possible values
are:
1
List your private items
2
List items having the status Project
3
List items having the status Public
DXBLTITLE (3270-ASF)
To change the title of the database list, specify the new title as value of this
parameter.
DXBLVBEG
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific “Valid since” date. The
date specified as the value of this parameter causes the system to search for all
items that are not valid before the specified date. For example, if DXBLVBEG
has a value of 1/1/02, all items having a “Valid since” date greater than or
equal to 1/1/02 are found.
DXBLVEND
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific “Valid until” date. The
date specified as the value of this parameter causes the system to search for all
items that expire on or before the specified date. For example, if DXBLVEND
has a value of 12/31/02, all items having a “Valid until” date earlier than or
equal to 12/31/02 qualify.
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List control parameters using DB2
If you want to list databases of an environment working with DB2, the following
additional parameters are available to determine the contents of the database list.
To specify search criteria, refer to “Search criteria for database lists” on page 183.
DXBLRELDAT
Use this parameter to search for items that have been taken over from the test
into the production system before or after a certain date.
DXBLRELSTA
Use this parameter to search for items with a specific release status. The release
status specifies whether an item is being maintained, tested, or whether it is
used in production. The following values are possible:
Value Meaning
0

The item belongs to the production GIL.

1

The item belongs to the test GIL and is ready for maintenance.

2

The item belongs to the test GIL and is ready for being tested.

8

The item belongs to the test GIL and has been tested successfully. It
cannot be maintained unless the release status is set to 1.

9

The item belongs to the test GIL and the system integration test has
been completed successfully. The item is ready to be integrated into the
production GIL.

Note: This parameter is only valid for environments with the environment
tailoring parameter MAINTACT being set to 1.
DXBLRELTIM
Use this parameter to search for items that have been taken over from the test
into the production system at or after a certain time.
DXBLSLTD
Use this parameter to search for entries in LTDs.
DXBLSORT
Use this parameter to sort the resulting list. The parameter can occur up to
three times. The first occurrence is used as the primary sort criterion, the
second as the secondary sort criterion, and the third as the last sort criterion.
Depending on the database to be searched, the value must be the name of one
of the search parameters as described in the following table. The sorting can be
done in ascending or descending alphabetical order. This can be determined by
adding ‘,A’ (ascending) or ‘,D’ (descending) to the value of the parameter. The
default is ascending order.
Valid values are:
Table 9. Values for parameter DXBLSORT
Value
DXBLITMTYP
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GIL

SLL

x (except PDRs)

DXBLMODDAT

x

x

DXBLMODUSR

x

x

DXBLOWNER

x (except PDRs)

DXBLPDPNAM

x (ATDs only)

DXBLPGMNAM

x (ATDs only)
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Table 9. Values for parameter DXBLSORT (continued)
DXBLREFDAT

x

DXBLRELDAT

x

DXBLRELNAM

x

DXBLRELSTA

x

DXBLSELNAM

x

DXBLSTATUS

x

x (except PDRs)

For example, to sort for the name in descending order, the value of DXBLSORT
must be ‘DXBLSELNAM,D’.
DXBLSMENU
Use this parameter to search for entries in menus.
DXBLSPDRAT
Use this parameter to search for parameter entries (PDRs) in ATDs.
DXBLSPDRSP
Use this parameter to search for parameter entries (PDRs) in SPs.
DXBLSTXTIN
Use this parameter to search for text strings in information items.
DXBLSTXTSP
Use this parameter to search for text strings in SPs.
Note: The search for text strings is case sensitive, which means that the input
provided by the user must exactly match the text in the GIL item.
DXBLKEYW1
Use this parameter to search for keywords as defined in the GIL item.
DXBLKEYW2
Use this parameter to search for keywords as defined in the GIL item.
DXBLKEYW3
Use this parameter to search for keywords as defined in the GIL item.
Note: When processing a search for keywords, the input provided by the user is
translated to uppercase. To find strings containing national characters, the
DB2 parameter LOCALE LC_CTYPE must have a valid value corresponding
to the language and cultural conventions of your system environment. This
value is used by the UPPER scalar function in the DB2 statement, which is
used to determine the result of the query.

Search criteria for database lists
Not all parameters are valid for all list functions. Table 11 on page 184 shows you
which parameters you can use for which list functions.
Table 10. Request types to list database items
DXBZREQT

Function

91

List GIL items

92

List SLL items

93

List user profiles

94

List USL
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Table 10. Request types to list database items (continued)
DXBZREQT

Function

95

List CLL

Table 11. Parameters for list functions
DXBZREQT

91

DXBLACCODE

x (except PDRs and DCF
profiles)

DXBLALTDSP

x

DXBLFNCT

92

93

94

95

x

x

x

ATDs only

DXBLLSTTYP

x

x

x

x

DXBLMODBEG

x

x

x

x

DXBLMODDAT

x

x

x

x

DXBLMODEND

x

x

x

x

DXBLMODUSR

x

x

x

x

DXBLOWNER

x (except PDRs and DCF
profiles)

DXBLPAGNUM

x

DXBLPDPNAM

ATDs and LTDs only

DXBLPGMNAM

ATDs only

DXBLPRMTYP

PDRs only

DXBLRECVRS

x

DXBLREFBEG

x

DXBLREFEND

x

DXBLRELDAT

x

DXBLRELNAM

x (except DCF profiles)

DXBLRELSTA

x

DXBLRELTIM

x

DXBLSELNAM

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

DXBLSESTYP
DXBLSLTD
DXBLSMENU
DXBLSORT

x
LTDs only
Menus only
x

DXBLSPDRSP

SPs only

DXBLSPDRAT

ATDs only

DXBLSTATUS

x (except PDRs and DCF
profiles)

DXBLSTXTIN

Information items only

DXBLSTXTSP

SPs only

DXBLTITLE

x

DXBLVBEG

x (except PDRs and DCF
profiles)
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x

x

Table 11. Parameters for list functions (continued)
DXBZREQT

91

DXBLVEND

(except PDRs and DCF
profiles)

92

93

94

95

Generic search using DB2
When requesting the online display of a list of items from the GIL, SLL, or CLL,
you can use DB2-like wildcards for an extended generic search.
To make the selection of the items to be displayed more precise, insert arbitrary
strings and/or single arbitrary characters into the search strings of the following
selection criteria:
v Generic item name
v Last modifying user
v Program name
v PDP name
v Item owner
v Package name
The asterisk (*) represents a string of zero or more arbitrary characters. The
percentage sign (%) represents a single arbitrary character. Both symbols can be
entered multiple times and at any position within the search string.
Note: The percentage sign (%) is the default value of the language tailoring
parameter SINARBCH.

Working with lists of GIL items
Maintaining existing GIL items from the List of GIL Items panel has the following
advantages:
v You can use line commands on the List of GIL Items panel to, for example,
select, delete, or print one or more items at a time.
v You do not have to remember the name of the GIL item you want to modify.
You can display a list of existing items, then enter the x (select) line command to
select the item you want to maintain. The GIL Item Maintenance panel is then
displayed. The item name you selected appears in the Item name field.
To modify or delete items, you can choose to first display a list of items. From the
Main Menu for the Administrator panel, enter fast-path command enuslist.
The List Functions panel is displayed, as shown in Figure 66.
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ENUSLIST

___

List Functions

1

List GIL items (without prompting for attributes)

2

List GIL items (with prompting for attributes)

3

List SLL items

4

List CLL items

5

List user profiles

6

List parameter descriptions defined as user parameters

===> _________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 66. The List Functions panel

On the List Functions panel, you can request a list of:
v All items contained in the GIL
v All items of a particular type, by selecting the with prompting for attributes
option

Displaying a list of items without prompting
Select function 1 List GIL items on the List Functions panel to display a list of
items in the GIL, based on a generic item name. Alternatively, enter one of the
fast-path commands on the command line. The List GIL Items panel is displayed,
as shown in Figure 67.
ENUSLGILNP

___

List GIL Items without Prompting for Attributes

1

List information items

2

List menu items

3

List document-type descriptions (LTDs)

4

List standard-paragraph groups (SPGs)

5

List standard paragraphs (SPs)

6

List application-type descriptions (ATDs)

7

List parameters descriptions (PDRs)

===> ____________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 67. The List GIL Items without Prompting for Attributes panel

Select an item type and press Enter to display a list of GIL items. See “Maintaining
GIL items from a list” on page 188 for details of how to work with the list.
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Displaying a list of items with prompting
Select option 2 List GIL items (with prompting for attributes) on the List
Functions panel to display an intermediate panel. This panel allows you to select
the GIL items to be displayed.
ENUSLGILP

Item type (1-8)
Generic item name

List GIL Items - Prompt for Search Arguments
Page
More:
. _

1__ of 2
+

________________

Item status . . . . _
Item owner . . . . ________
Access code . . . . ____
Package name . . . ________________
Release status . . _
Versioning (1=Yes)
Become
after
Expire
on . .

F1=Help

0

valid on or
. . . . . . _________
before or
. . . . . . _________

F8=Fwd

F12=Cancel

Figure 68. The List GIL items - Prompt for Search Arguments panel

With this panel, you can choose to display:
v All items of a particular type, for example, all information items or SPs
v A specific item, by defining its full name, its type (if it is a PDR) and, optionally,
its status
v
v
v
v

Item names that start with the same characters
Items having the same status
All items owned by a specific user or project
All items of a particular release and release status

To list all items of a particular type, enter the number representing the type of item
into the Item type field.
To list a specific item, enter the name of the item in the Generic item name field.
The name can have up to 16 characters. If it is a PDR, also enter the item type.
To display all items that start with the same characters, enter the characters that
the items all start the end of the string of characters, with no blanks in between.
You can specify up to 15 characters in front of the asterisk. For example, if you
want to display a list of all items that start with ENUSMADM, enter enusmadm*
in the Generic item name field.
To list all items with the same status, enter the status in the Item status field. For
example, enter 1 in the field Item status to display all your private items.
To list all items belonging to a specific user, type a user ID in the Item owner field.
To list all items belonging to a specific project, type a project name in the Item
owner field.
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To list all items matching a particular package name, specify the package name in
field Package name.
To list all items of a specific release status, specify this in the field Release status.
For detailed information on the release status of items, refer to the online help.
To display all versions of an item, enter 1 in the field Versioning. Any other value
specified suppresses the display of all versions of the item.
Press Enter to display a list of the specified items.

Maintaining GIL items from a list
When you have selected the GIL items you want to display, the List of GIL Items
panel is displayed.
Figure 69 shows an example of the List of GIL Items panel displayed when you list
the names of all menu items starting with the characters “ENU*”.

ENUSLGILNP2

List of GIL Items

Actions: X=Select, C=Change, DEL=Delete, FP=Fastpath
V=View, CHK=Check, P=Print, QP=Quick Print
CWM=Create with model

Act
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Item Name
ENUAHCPANHELP
ENUAHEPANHELP
ENUAPMFKEY
ENUAPMPANHELP
ENUAPPDXBFNCT
ENUAPPDXBFNCT1
ENUAPPDXBFNCT2
ENUAPPDXBFNCT3
ENUAPPDXBFNCT4
ENUAPPDXBFNCT5
ENUAPPDXBLACCODE
ENUAPPDXBLLSTTYP

Type Title
MENU Help for "Define Application - Header Data Par
MENU Help for "Define Application - Header Data Par
MENU Help for "F-Key"
MENU Help for "Define Application - Parameters"
MENU Help for Parameter DXBFNCT
MENU Parameter DXBFNCT - User Profile Services
MENU Parameter DXBFNCT - GIL Services
MENU Parameter DXBFNCT - Document Composition Servi
MENU Parameter DXBFNCT - Document Export Services
MENU Parameter DXBFNCT - System Services
MENU Help for Parameter "DXBLACCODE"
MENU Help for Parameter "DXBLLSTTYP"

===> _________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F2=Reset F3=Exit F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F10=More Info
F11=Refresh F12=Cancel

Figure 69. The List of GIL Items panel

Use the options provided to maintain the GIL items in the list. Use the new CWM
option to create a new item using the selected item as a model.
If you press the More Info F-key, another panel containing control information for
each item is displayed.
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ENUSLGILNP2

List of GIL Items

Actions: X=Select, C=Change, DEL=Delete, FP=Fastpath
V=View, CHK=Check, P=Print, QP=Quick Print
CWM=Create with model

Act
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Item Name
ENUAHCPANHELP
ENUAHEPANHELP
ENUAPMFKEY
ENUAPMPANHELP
ENUAPPDXBFNCT
ENUAPPDXBFNCT1
ENUAPPDXBFNCT2
ENUAPPDXBFNCT3
ENUAPPDXBFNCT4
ENUAPPDXBFNCT5
ENUAPPDXBLACCODE
ENUAPPDXBLLSTTYP

Updated
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002
08/15/2002

by
10:06 ENUADM
10:06 ENUADM
10:06 ENUADM
10:06 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM
10:05 ENUADM

Status Owner
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN
3-Publ DXBMAIN

Last used
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002
08/22/2002

===> _________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F2=Reset F3=Exit F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F10=More Info
F11=Refresh F12=Cancel

Figure 70. The List of GIL Items panel - control information

Note: The parameter DXBLLSTTYP in the ATD used to call up the list function
controls which of the two panels is displayed first.
The column “last used” only contains data if the base tailoring parameter
REFDATE has been set to 0.
The column “Updated” does not contain a value for the time of last
modification if the subject item was migrated from earlier releases than
version 2 and has not been modified since the migration.
The item type is defined as follows:
ATD
Application-type description
SPG
Standard-paragraph group
INFO
Information
LTD
Document-type description
MENU
Menu
SP
Standard paragraph
PDR
Parameter description
For further information on LTDs, see “Defining LTDs” on page 82. For more
information on SPGs and SPs, see “Defining SPGs” on page 79 and “Defining SPs”
on page 71, respectively.

Selecting a specific item
If the name of the item you want to maintain appears on the current panel, enter
one of the following commands in the Act column next to its name (Act is short
for Actions):
v X (select) to copy or rename an item
v C (change) to modify or delete an item
If the item is not listed on the current panel, press the Fwd or Bkwd F-key until it
is listed on the panel.
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When the GIL Item Maintenance panel appears, select the action you want to
perform on the item, and press Enter. The first Header Data panel of the item you
selected is then displayed.
Note: The commands x and c can be customized by the language tailoring
parameters LINPRO and LINSGLT.

Modifying items
To modify an item:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, use the Bkwd or Fwd F-keys
to scroll to the page on which the item you want to modify is listed.
2. Enter c (Change) in the Act column next to its name.
3. Press Enter.
The standard header panel is displayed to begin modification.
Immediately after finishing the modification, the item is ready for use.
Note: The command c can be customized by the language tailoring parameter
LINSGLT.

Viewing items
GIL items can be viewed without taking them into maintenance mode. Viewing of
GIL items is possible for:
v Users who are authorized to use the item
v Items that cannot be maintained such as items in a production GIL, or items
with a release status other than 1 in a release-controlled system
To view an item:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, use the Bkwd or Fwd F-keys
to scroll to the page on which the item you want to modify is listed.
2. Enter v (View) in the Act column next to its name.
3. Press Enter.
The GIL item maintenance panels are displayed in view mode.
Note: The command v can be customized by the language tailoring parameter
LINVIEW.

Deleting items
To delete an item:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, scroll to the page on which
the item you want to delete is listed.
2. Enter del (Delete) in the Act column next to its name.
3. Press Enter.
4. Press Enter again to confirm deletion.
Note: The command del can be customized by the language tailoring parameter
LINDEL.
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Creating new GIL items using models
To create a GIL item using an existing item as a model:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, scroll to the page on which
the item you want is listed.
2. Enter CWM (create with model) in the Act column next to the item.
3. Press Enter.
A prompt panel made up by the ATD xxxSGILMOD (where xxx is the language
code of the session) is displayed.
4. Enter the name of the new GIL item.
5. Press Enter to display the applicable GIL item maintenance panel.
This function is especially useful in environments that use version control. You can
can select an outdated version of a GIL item as a model for new GIL item.
Note: The command CWM is the default value of the language tailoring
parameter LINCWM.

Running a fast-path command
To submit the name of the item as a fast-path command:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, scroll to the page on which
the item you want to run as fast-path command is listed.
2. Type fp (fast-path) in the Act column next to the name of the item or items you
want to run.
Using fp has the same effect as issuing the item name as fast-path command on
the command line.
For information, menu, SP, and SPG items, the contents of the item are displayed.
If the item is an ATD, its target program or transaction is invoked. If the item is an
LTD, document composition is started.
Note: The command fp can be customized by the language tailoring parameter
LINRUN.

Printing items
To print an item:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, scroll to the page on which
the item you want to print is listed.
2. Type one of the following commands in the Act column next to the name of the
items you want to print:
v P (print)
You are prompted for the printer name.
v QP (quick print)
The selected item is printed on the default printer for GIL items.
3. Press Enter.
You cannot print ATDs, PDRs, and DCF profiles.
The commands p and qp can be customized by the language tailoring parameters
LINPRT and LINQPRT.
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Working with database lists (Web client)
The criteria that determines the scope of each database list is defined in a
database-specific ATD. There are database lists for the GIL, SLL, and CLL. You can
access database lists using:
v Menus that contain these ATDs
v GIL item ID of the ATD as a fast-path command
You can view and process the following database lists using the database list
menu:
v Database list for SLL items
– The database list for SLL items provides an overview of the content of the
SLL.
– You can select a document to resume document composition, preview it, or
delete it. To leave the list, click Close.
v Database list for GIL items
– The database list for GIL items provides an overview of the contents of the
GIL.
– You can select an item, view, change, or delete it. To leave the list, click Close.
v Database list for CLL items
– The database list for CLL documents provides an overview of the contents of
the CLL.
– You can select a document to preview or delete it. To leave the list, click
Close.

Using DB2 utilities to list database items
If ASF has been installed with DB2, you can use the DB2 interactive interface or
QMF™ to issue SQL commands for querying databases.

List of GIL items using the DB2 interactive interface
To issue SQL queries for a DB2 database, you must know the names of the
corresponding tables and columns. Refer to the appendix on “DB2 tables” in the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Diagnosis Guide for further details on the layout
of the ASF databases in DB2.
Figure 71 on page 193 lists all ATD items in a GIL that recursively invoke ASF.
Note: In a release-controlled system, only production records are listed. If
versioning is defined for the GIL, the list only includes the current version.
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SELECT

DGIL_REC_IDE,
DGIL_REL_NAME,
DGIL_REC_OWNR,
DGIL_REC_DSCR
FROM FSN02.FSNTGIL_H
WHERE
DGIL_PROD_STAT = ’1’
AND DGIL_REC_VRS = 0
AND DGIL_REC_TYPE = ’A’
AND DATD_PGM_NAME = ’FSNASF1’
ORDER BY DGIL_REC_IDE ;
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
DGIL_REC_IDE
DGIL_REL_NAME
DGIL_REC_OWNR DGIL_REC_DSCR
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
ENUAPPDXBCPID
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
ENUBLNK
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Start document composition
ENUCOPA
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Change the Codepage for the C
ENUGPRINT
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Print GIL Item (Prompt for It
ENUGQPRINT
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Print GIL Item
ENUIDNT
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Display Your User-ID and Term
ENUINFO
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Display a Menu or an Informat
ENULMF
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Switch to Library Maintenance
ENULMF8
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Maintain the DCF Profile in t
ENULMF9
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Maintain User Profile
ENULMF9PRM
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Maintain User Parameter For a
ENULMF9PWD
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Change Signon Password For a
ENULPRINT
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
ENUMSGO
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Display Help For an Online Me
ENUMUPA
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Change Your User Parameters T
ENUREMOTE
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
ENURESE
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Reset a User Session
ENURJCL
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
ENURLCF
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Resume Document Composition F
ENUSDEINTEGRATE
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
De-integrate a release contro
ENUSINTEGRATE
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Integrate a release controlle
ENUSLACCS
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
List your access codes
ENUSLCF
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Resume Work on Saved Document
ENUSLPROJ
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
List your projects
ENUSPRINT
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Print SLL item (prompt for pr
ENUSQPRINT
FSNSAMPLE
DXBMAIN
Print SLL item
DSNE610I NUMBER OF ROWS DISPLAYED IS 26
DSNE616I STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 100
Figure 71. SQL query for ATD items

Figure 72 on page 194 lists all items which have a name starting with
“ENUFKEYS” and contain the word “help” in the title.
Note: In a release-controlled system or in a system with versioning, the “GROUP
BY” clause ensures that only one occurrence of the item is listed.
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SELECT DGIL_REC_IDE, DGIL_REC_DSCR FROM FSN02.FSNTGIL_H
WHERE
DGIL_REC_IDE LIKE ’ENUFKEYS%’
AND (
DGIL_REC_DSCR LIKE ’%help%’
OR DGIL_REC_DSCR LIKE ’%Help%’)
GROUP BY DGIL_REC_IDE, DGIL_REC_DSCR
ORDER BY DGIL_REC_IDE;
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
DGIL_REC_IDE
DGIL_REC_DSCR
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
ENUFKEYSELECT
Help for F-Key "Select"
ENUFKEYSKIP
Help for F-Key "Skip"
ENUFKEYSKIPZVP
Help for F-Key "Skip"
ENUFKEYSORT
Help for F-Key "Sort"
ENUFKEYSUBCANCEL Help for F-Key "Cancel"
ENUFKEYSUBEXIT
Help for F-Key "Exit"
ENUFKEYSUBMAINSL Help for F-Key "Mainsel"
DSNE610I NUMBER OF ROWS DISPLAYED IS 8
DSNE616I STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 100
Figure 72. SQL query for a character string in the item title

Figure 73 lists all SP items that contain the parameter entry DXBDATE. The result
shows that only the SP FSNSDCSP0010 contains DXBDATE as parameter entry.
The query was performed in a release-controlled system with versioning, and both
the text and production versions of the SP and all older versions contain
DXBDATE.

SELECT * FROM FSN02.FSNTGIL_H H
WHERE
DGIL_REC_TYPE = ’P’
AND EXISTS
(SELECT DGP_GIL_REC_IDE FROM FSN02.FSNTGIL_OBJPRM
WHERE
H.DGIL_REC_IDE = DGP_GIL_REC_IDE
AND H.DGIL_PROD_STAT = DGP_GIL_PROD_STAT
AND H.DGIL_REC_VRS = DGP_GIL_REC_VRS
AND DGP_NAME = ’DXBDATE’)
ORDER BY DGIL_REC_IDE, DGIL_PROD_STAT DESC, DGIL_REC_VRS DESC ;
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
DGIL_REC_IDE
DGIL_PROD_STAT DGIL_REC_VRS DGIL_REC_VRS_ACT DGIL_REL_STATU
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
FSNSDCSP0010
1
0
-3 0
FSNSDCSP0010
1
-1
-1 0
FSNSDCSP0010
1
-2
-2 0
FSNSDCSP0010
1
-3
-3 0
FSNSDCSP0010
0
0
0 1
DSNE610I NUMBER OF ROWS DISPLAYED IS 5
DSNE616I STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 100
Figure 73. SQL query for a parameter entry in SPs

Printing a cross-reference list of the GIL with FSNLGIL
The batch utility program FSNLGIL produces a cross-reference list of all the items
contained in the GIL and in the UPL connected to the GIL. Figure 74 on page 195
is an example of such a list. The items in the list are alphabetically sorted by item
name.
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FSNLGIL

General Information Library List Utility

8/22/02

Cross Reference List
Page: 95
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Referenced Item
GIL Records containing referenced Item
Identifier
Type
Type Record Name
Type Record Name
Type Record Name
Type Record Name
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ENUSDSA10
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA20
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA30
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA40
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA50
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA50H
INFO
ENUSDSA60
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA70
ATD
MENU ENUSDS
ENUSDSA80
ATD
ENUSDSA81
ATD
ENUSDSA90
ATD
ENUSDSA91
ATD
ENUSDW
MENU
MENU ENUSMUSR
ENUSDWATD1
ATD
MENU ENUSDWWD
ENUSDWATD2
ATD
MENU ENUSDWWD
ENUSDWCED
ATD
MENU ENUSDW
MENU ENUSMADMDW
ENUSDWEX
ATD
MENU ENUSMADMDW
ENUSDWIM
ATD
MENU ENUSMADMDW
ENUSDWND
ATD
MENU ENUSDW
MENU ENUSMADMDW
ENUSDWTUT
ATD
MENU ENUSDW
MENU ENUSMADMDW
ENUSDWWD
MENU
MENU ENUSDW
MENU ENUSMADMDW
ENUSECURITY1
INFO
MENU ENUAHCPANHELP
MENU ENUCHCSTAT
MENU ENUGHCPANHELP
MENU ENUIHCPANHELP
INFO
MENU ENULHCPANHELP
MENU ENUMHCPANHELP
MENU ENUPHCPANHELP
ENUSECURITY2
INFO
MENU ENUZDPSTAT
ENUSLACCS
ATD
MENU ENUAPPDXBLACCODE
ENUSLCF
ATD
MENU ENUSDC

Figure 74. Example of a list of items printed with FSNLGIL

The list displays:
v The item identifier
This is an identifier referred to in a GIL or UPL item.
v The item type of the item identifier
This can be:
– A GIL item type, for example, an ATD or a menu item.
– An application program referred to in an ATD item.
– An indication that an information or menu item is referenced as a help item
for another GIL item (Help).
– An indication that a user is the originator of another GIL item (Author),
where the user is identified by the UPR name.
– A project with the users who are authorized for it.
– An owner with the GIL items owned by her or him. An owner can be a user
or a project.
v The item names of the GIL items referring to this item
If a referenced item type cannot be identified, it is marked unknown.
In addition, the list tells you:
v Where the ATDs and information items are used in menu items
v Where the parameters are used in ATDs
For further information on FSNLGIL, refer to “Printing a cross-reference list of the
GIL with FSNLGIL” on page 403 in Appendix B, “Batch programs that support
administration,” on page 387.
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Printing the contents of the GIL with FSNPGIL
The batch utility FSNPGIL lets you print the contents of a set of items contained in
the GIL. You can specify a single item or a range of items. Figure 75 shows an
extract from the output of FSNPGIL.

FSNPGIL

General Information Library Print Utility

Sort Sequence of selected Records: OWNER, AUTHOR, DATE, TYPE
--------------------------------------------------------------------Document Type Description
--------------------------------------------------------------------OWNER NAME.........:
AUTHOR NAME........:
CREATION DATE......:
RECORD NAME........:
RECORD TYPE........:
RECORD VERSION.....:

DXBMAIN
ENUADM
20020604
FSNSDCLTD002
L
0

8/22/02
14:32:36

Additional Documents Required From Applicant
FSNSDCSP0010

Letterhead, address, sender

FSNSDCSPG100

Actual status of application . .

FSNSDCSPG800

Our next activities . .

FSNSDCSP0900

Sincerely ... , with attachment

Figure 75. Extract from the output of utility FSNPGIL

For details of how to run FSNPGIL, refer to “Printing the contents of the GIL with
FSNPGIL” on page 412 in Appendix B, “Batch programs that support
administration,” on page 387.

Creating sample letter handbooks
This section explains how to define a sample letter handbook for administrators
and users.

Overview of sample letter handbooks
You can use the handbook function to generate various kinds of handbooks. A
handbook is a printed list of LTDs with their corresponding SPG and SP structure.
Depending on what you want to use the handbook for, you define the combination
of items you want to include in the printout.
The function fulfills the needs of various groups of users:
v For users, you can define a handbook containing printed letters in a formatted
form. This lets your users:
– Have the LTDs and SPs available at any time
– Browse the LTDs and SPs quickly
– See the layout of the letters
– Search for letters that suit their needs
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v As an administrator, you need to see the technical definitions of the LTDs,
including SPGs, SPs, and parameters. For this purpose, you can define a
handbook containing the SPs and SPGs in an unformatted form. This provides
you with the technical background information you need for your task and lets
you:
– Carry out administration tasks more easily
– Find the information you need more quickly
– Check the correctness of the items contained in your GIL
– Update your GIL systematically

Requesting a sample letter handbook (3270-ASF)
Creating a sample letter handbook includes two steps:
1. The request to print one or more LTDs, including their referenced SPs, is issued
online.
This request results in a request record on the DJL database.
2. The request records on the DJL are processed by utility FSNTHBX in batch.
The layout of the sample letter handbook is defined by DCF profiles that are
delivered with the product.
Use sample menu ENUTHB to call up the functions for creating sample letter
handbooks. There are two ways of calling the panel ENUTHB:
v Enter ENUTHB on the command line.
v Reference menu item ENUTHB in an existing menu.
The panel shown in Figure 76 is displayed.
ENUTHB

Request a Letter Handbook

Select one of the following and press Enter.

___

1

Request a letter handbook for users

2 Request a letter handbook for administrators (single LTD)

3 Request a letter handbook for administrators (multiple LTDs)

===>__________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 76. The Request a Letter Handbook panel

The options on menu ENUTHB refer to the following ATDs which can also be
used as fast-path commands to request the sample letter handbook directly:
ENUTHBX
Requesting a sample letter handbook for users
ENUADMXS
Requesting a sample letter handbook for administrators - processing of a
single LTD
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ENUADMXR
Requesting a sample letter handbook for administrators - processing of a
range of LTDs

Requesting a sample letter handbook for users
When you select function 1 Request a letter handbook for users, the ATD
ENUTHBX is called. The panel shown in Figure 77 is displayed.
ENUTHBX

Request a Letter Handbook for Users

LTD name(s) . . .

F1=Help

Type the name(s) of the LTD(s) and press Enter.
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

F12=Cancel

Figure 77. The Request a Letter Handbook for Users panel

In the field LTD name(s), specify the complete names of the LTDs that you want to
include in the letter handbook. Generic search criteria are not supported.
When you press Enter, a request record is created and placed in the DJL database.
The sample letter handbook for users contains the complete text of each text
element. It also contains information about variable data the user needs. In this
way, the user gets a clear view of what the letter contains and what it will look
like when sent.

Requesting a sample letter handbook for administrators
When you select function 2 Request a letter handbook for administrators (single
LTDs) on the panel shown in Figure 76 on page 197, the ATD ENUADMXS is
called. The Request a Letter Handbook for Administrators panel shown in
Figure 78 is displayed.
ENUADMXS

Request a Letter Handbook for Administrators
Type the LTD name and press Enter.

LTD name . . . . . ______________________
Owner. . . . . . . ________

F1=Help

F12=Cancel

Figure 78. The Request a Letter Handbook for Administrators panel

To start a request, fill in the fields on the screen:
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v LTD name
Specify the LTD name. A combination of the two, for example aaa*, is not
allowed.
v Owner
As a further selection criterion, you can specify the owner of the LTD. Type the
full name of the owner.
When you press Enter, a request record is created and placed in the DJL database.
If you select option 3 Request a letter handbook for administrators (multiple
LTDs) on the panel shown in Figure 76 on page 197, the ATD ENUADMXR is
called. The Request a Letter Handbook for Administrators panel as shown in
Figure 79 is displayed.
ENUADMXR

Request a Letter Handbook for Administrators
Type the LTD names and press Enter.

First LTD name . ._______________________
Last LTD name . . _______________________
Owner. . . . . . __________

F1=Help

F12=Cancel

Figure 79. The Request a Letter Handbook for Administrators panel

On this panel, you can request to print a range of LTDs. All items between the first
and the last LTD name that you enter are included.

Processing the request records in batch
The actual creation of the sample letter handbook is a batch process consisting of
the following steps which can be executed in one batch job:
v Processing of the DJL request records with utility FSNTHBX
v Formatting of the SCRIPT input created by FSNTHBX with DCF
v Printing of the DCF output
For details on the creation of the sample letter handbook with utility FSNTHBX,
refer to “Creating SCRIPT input for the sample letter handbook” on page 414.

Customizing the layout of the handbook
The ATDs used to request the sample letter handbooks contain the reserved
parameters DXBHCNTL and DXBHOPT. These parameters overwrite the
preliminary settings of DCF when formatting the SCRIPT input created by utility
FSNTHBX. The value of parameter DXBHCNTL defines the setting of the
following DCF controls:
$RB

A required blank is passed to the DCF profile.

$GML Specifies the characters for the GML marking.
$MCS Specifies the characters for the GML end marking.
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$CW

Specifies the character for the control word separator.

$TAB

Specifies the character for the tabulator.

$CONT
Specifies the character for the continuation character.
All characters are passed to the DCF profile with a :PARM marking.
To change the default setting, invoke the GIL maintenance function for the ATDs
ENUTHBX and ENUADMX and change the value of parameter DXBHCNTL.
You can also tailor the layout of the handbook according to your company’s needs.
To do this, choose among the following list options:
DUPLC
The option DUPLC or NODUP specifies how to treat GIL items that are
selected more than once in a record hierarchy.
If you specify DUPLC, these records are copied several times.
If you specify NODUP, the GIL items that are referenced more than once
are only copied once.
IMBED
IMBED, NOIMBED, or DELIM specify the processing of the inserted
items.
If you specify IMBED, the inserted items are placed after the .im
command.
If you specify NOIMBED, the inserted items are not copied.
If you specify DELIM, the inserted items appear after the element that
contains the .im command.
NOLIST
If you specify LIST, the created DCF records are placed in a list. This list
can be very large. Since you only need the list when searching for errors,
the recommended option is NOLIST.
COVER
If you specify COVER, a cover page is printed at the beginning of each
request.
If you do not want a cover page, specify NOCOV.
INDEX
If you specify INDEX, a table of contents is printed after each request.
If you do not want a table of contents, specify NOIND.
NOSEP
If you specify SEPAR, you get a separator line with the name of the
element after each element. Thus, the beginning of each new element is
clearly marked.
If you do not want a separator line between the elements, specify NOSEP.
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Chapter 12. Administering the Document Writing feature
This chapter tells you how to work with the Document Writing feature of ASFASF.

Before you begin
Before you can use the Document Writing feature, the required programs must be
installed, the base tailoring parameter DW370OPR must be set to 1, and the
application command list (CLIST) distributed with ASF must be loaded into the
DW/370 CLIST data set DDDMAST.

Overview
The following briefly describes what users can do with the Document Writing
feature.
The Document Writing feature is an optional component of ASF. With the
Document Writing feature, users can design, create, and process structured or
individual documents.
Figure 80 shows an overview of the steps used to create and save a document with
the Document Writing feature.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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Figure 80. The document writing process

Creating documents
Documents are created and composed with the Document Writing feature using
DisplayWrite/370. There are three ways to create a new document:
v Writing a new individual document
v Writing a new document using existing text
v Composing a new document entirely from existing text elements

Writing a new individual document
Users create a new individual document, for example, when they want to write an
informal letter that does not need the company’s letterhead or any other existing
text.

Writing a new document using existing text
Users create a new document using existing text, for example, when they want to
write a more formal letter using a mixture of existing text (such as your company’s
letterhead and standard salutation) and individual text. The text elements available
are displayed in the document cabinet and can be selected from there.
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Composing a new document entirely from existing text elements
Users can compose a new document entirely from existing text elements.
The Document Writing feature creates the document from the text elements chosen
and displays it.
When all the text elements are predefined but contain variable data in parameters,
the Document Writing feature prompts the users for this information before
displaying the document.
The composition process can be controlled through the plausibility exit program
FSNZPLE. For more information, see Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.

Processing finished documents
Users can process finished documents in a variety of ways. Documents can be:
v Saved in the document cabinet.
v Printed using DisplayWrite/370.
v Placed in a temporary storage queue for subsequent processing by another
application.
v Stored in the DISOSS/370 central library if DISOSS/370 is available. This library
can be used as an archive for documents.

Saving documents in the document cabinet
Users may want to save a document, for example:
v When creating a document containing individual text and, for some reason,
work cannot continue
v When creating a document that is to be used as a model when creating other
documents
v When creating a document that is to be used as a text element in other
documents
v When creating a document for several users to work with
In such situations, the document is saved in the document cabinet.

Formatting and printing documents
When users create a document with the Document Writing feature, the document
is composed using DisplayWrite/370 as the editor and formatter. DisplayWrite/370
is also used to print the documents. By specifying a logical printer name, users can
request online printing of the documents on a printer near their office, or batch
printing on a high-speed system printer.

Storing documents
If DISOSS/370 is available, users can store documents in the central library of
DISOSS/370. This library can be used as an archive for documents. When storing a
document, users can specify whether they want it stored as final-form text (FFT) or
as revisable-form text (RFT).
To store documents, users must be registered with DISOSS/370. See Chapter 14,
“Storing documents in DISOSS/370,” on page 253.
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Characteristics of the document cabinet
The document cabinet has the following features:
v Access to documents in the document cabinet can be controlled. Documents can
be public, project (group), or private.
v Existing documents in the document cabinet can be used to compose a new
document (structured correspondence).
v Creation and composition of documents from the document cabinet can be set
up in a way that does not require or does not allow any user intervention. Other
automation options can also be used.
v Documents in the document cabinet can be used to display information or
provide help.
v Parameters can be defined for documents in the document cabinet. This allows
variable data to be merged into the document text.
The values for the parameters are determined during document composition.
The data values may come from ASF system parameters (for example, a
company’s name), the user profile (for example, user’s name and telephone
number), customer databases through customer programs, and user input
during prompting.
DisplayWrite/370 variables are automatically replaced by the data values
determined by the Document Writing feature. Document parameters can also be
used to control the DisplayWrite/370 session and processing.

Authorizing users to use the Document Writing feature
Any user who wants to use the Document Writing feature must be:
v Registered as an ASF user.
v Authorized to use Document Writing feature in their user profile.
v Authorized to use the application-type description (ATD) item that enables them
to access the Document Writing feature and the Document Writing feature
functions. You can give users access to the ATDs through a corresponding entry
on an ASF menu.
In ASF, it is possible for several people to work under the same user ID at the
same time. DisplayWrite/370, however, only accepts one user per user ID at one
time. It is recommended, therefore, that when users require Document Writing
feature access you:
v Set up ASF with session control option 2 or 3 for the transaction families
working with the Document Writing feature. Refer to tailoring parameter
SESSCTL in the base tailoring.
v Define the respective user profiles with session control option 2 or 3 on the user
profile maintenance Session Control Settings panel.

Authorization and access control concepts
Chapter 2, “Security and session control,” on page 17 describes the ASF security
concepts in detail.
With the Document Writing feature, information is kept in the form of items in the
document cabinet, which may be complete documents or text elements for creation
of structured correspondence. Documents and text elements may contain
confidential information. Consequently, you may want to control the access to
documents the users can display, modify, save, and store.
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The same security concept applies as to the items of ASF documents can be given
the status private, project, or public. Access to the documents is also controlled in
the same way as GIL items.
When you define the concept for authorization and access control, consider the
following points:
v The Document Writing feature allows the user to print any documents and text
elements that the user is authorized to view and work with.
v A user with authorization to edit and format documents in DisplayWrite/370
can modify any document or text element. It is not possible to ensure that
certain texts are included in the document without modification. You can,
however, protect selected documents from being changed by certain users. In
this case, you specify that the user can view documents in DisplayWrite/370,
but not edit them.
v Any document can become a text element in any other document. There is no
difference between documents and text elements when they are saved in the
document cabinet.
You can authorize users to:
v Save and maintain private documents in the document cabinet
v Save and maintain project or public documents, or both, in the document cabinet
v Store documents in DISOSS/370

Assigning users to separate databases
ASF enables you to assign users to separate databases, especially different
document cabinets. This is achieved through:
v Different work environments definition in the environment tailoring.
v Assigning the work environment name in the user profile on the Session Control
Settings panel.
Each user has access only to the databases defined in the work environment to
which he is assigned.

Authorizing use of the DisplayWrite/370 image and graphics
function
Users can be given different levels of authorization within the Document Writing
feature to use the Image and Graphics function provided by DisplayWrite/370
Version 2. Each user profile contains the Work with images and graphics field on
the Interaction with DisplayWrite/370 panel.
The following authorization levels are possible:
v Print compound documents. The user cannot view, change, or include images
and graphics. The system-wide definition as defined in the DDDCLIM macro of
DisplayWrite/370.
v Print and view compound documents. The user can use the text functions and
print documents containing image and graphics components. This includes
PRINTDOC TERM. The user cannot change or include images and graphics.
v Print view and edit compound documents. The user can print documents that
contain image and graphics components and view existing components. In
addition, the user can:
– Include image and graphics components into a document
– Scan images
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– Edit images
v DisplayWrite/370 system default setting applies. The user has default
authorization level, as defined in DisplayWrite/370 tailoring (DDDCLIX).

Defining requests to the Document Writing feature
The following describes:
v How to use application-type description (ATD) items to call Document Writing
feature functions
v How to define parameters to be passed to the Document Writing feature

Using ATDs to start working with the Document Writing
feature
Users start working with the Document Writing feature by selecting it from their
main menu or by entering a fast-path command. The entry to the Document
Writing feature, an ATD, contains parameters that ASF passes to the Document
Writing feature. The following panel is delivered with the sample GIL and offers
functions that the user can select to work with the Document Writing feature.
ENUSMADMDW

___

Maintain Resources of Document Writing

1 Maintain items in the document cabinet
2 Create a new item in the document cabinet
3 Test end-user functions for structured correspondence
4 Edit your personal CLIST document
5 Maintain DisplayWrite/370 CLIST documents
6 Work with the DisplayWrite/370 tutorial
7 Copy from TS queue into document cabinet
8 Copy from document cabinet into TS queue

===> ____________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 81. Maintain Resources of Document Writing panel

For each option on the Maintain Resources of Document Writing panel, an ATD
item has been specified in the sample GIL that you can use as a model for creating
your own ATDs.
Table 12 lists the items that are defined on the Maintain Resources of Document
Writing panel.
Table 12. Items defined on the Maintain Resources of Document Writing panel
Menu entry number
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Name of ATD item

Request type

1

ENUSLDC

31

2

ENUSDWND

01

3

ENUSDWWD

03

4

ENUSDWCED

02
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Table 12. Items defined on the Maintain Resources of Document Writing panel (continued)
Menu entry number

Name of ATD item

Request type

5

ENUDDD0

02

6

ENUSDWTUT

03

7

ENUSDWIM

45

8

ENUSDWEX

48

Creating an ATD item to call the Document Writing feature
In an ATD item, you specify not only the data to be passed to the Document
Writing feature, but also the program name of the Document Writing feature. The
default program name must always be FSNASF3, even if the Document Writing
feature is installed in a different CICS region than the base product. The system
automatically determines the correct transaction code, if invocation in another
CICS region is required.

Defining the request type
To determine the sequence and contents of panels the user sees in the Document
Writing feature, you use the request-type parameter DXBZREQT. DXBZREQT
controls:
v What users are authorized to do in the Document Writing feature
v Whether the document is new, already exists, or is composed from several text
elements
v Which panel is displayed first
Table 13 on page 235 gives a summary of the request-type parameters.

Passing data for placeholders to DisplayWrite/370
To resolve placeholders in DisplayWrite/370 or to run document-specific CLISTs
you may want to pass parameters to the Document Writing feature. Besides some
control parameters like DXBZREQT, DXBZDNAMxx, DXBZFNAMxx, or
DXBZPNAMxx, all parameters are passed to DisplayWrite/370. The values of
parameters that have a match in the parameter list of the document being
composed overwrite the values defined in the items being composed.

Overwriting defaults for new documents
When a new document cabinet item is created, the system assumes the following
defaults for the profile data:
Name - <prefix> <date> <time>
If no document prefix is defined in the user profile, <prefix> is MEMO, <date>
is the date of creation, and <time> is the starting time of creation, shown in the
24-hour clock.
Status, owner, access code
The access data is determined by the user profile definitions.
Validity begin date = today’s date
Validity end date = 12/31/2099.
The defaults for the profile data of a new item may be overwritten by the
following parameters:
DXBZDOCNAM - name
DXBSUBJECT - subject
DXBZSTATUS - status
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DXBZOWNER - owner
DXBZACCODE - access code
DXBZVBEG - valid from date
DXBZVEND - valid until date

Where data for placeholders can come from
Figure 82 illustrates the sources of data for the Document Writing feature.

Figure 82. Document Writing feature data sources

Data to be included in a document can come from different sources. It can be:
v Forwarded from an application program
v Stored as parameter values in ASF
v Provided by the user when the Document Writing feature prompts for parameter
values
v Obtained from one or more user databases using a parameter determination
program
v Supplied by the User Profile Record
You can define the parameters so that data for a single document can come from
more than one source.
Maximum number of parameters for a document: All Document Writing feature
parameters are passed to DisplayWrite/370. The maximum number of parameters
for a document is 360.
The Document Writing feature applies the following rules:
v If more than 360 parameters are found on the Define Document - Parameters
panel during parameter definition, parameter generation is ended.
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v When the maximum number of parameters is reached, a user cannot insert
additional parameters on the Define Document - Parameters panel.
v When a new document is created from existing text elements, the total number
of Document Writing feature parameters for the new document must not exceed
360. The text element causing the overflow, and all following text elements are
ignored for the new document.

Creating document cabinet items
The following are the steps in designing a document type:
1. Draft the document type by listing the topics to be covered.
2. Decide whether you want to create a complete document, or whether you want
to split it up into text elements. Then draft the text of the text elements and
identify which items are parameters.
3. Name the text elements.
4. If you need placeholders for text, define the characteristics of the parameters,
such as their format.
5. Define the characteristics of the text elements.
6. Define who can work with the document and text elements.
The following describes these steps and, as an example, uses the letter delivered
with the sample GIL.
Remember that text elements can be complete documents. For example, if a user
wanted to refer to a paragraph (a complete document in itself) within a letter, the
paragraph would be a text element of the letter.
DisplayWrite/370 provides a default document structure. If you want to modify
the document structure or create your own, contact your local DisplayWrite/370
expert about the document structures available in your installation.
The following examples shows a business letter created with the Document Writing
feature.
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XYZ Corporation
14576 Hollow Drive
Jamestown, MD 20879
Dr.
John F. Doe
1234 Main St.
Anytown, XY 98765
Personnel Department
Ref: 3216-JCS
J. C. Smith, Jr.
Phone: (123) 456-7890
Jamestown, MD 20879
5/21/94
Subject: Application
Dear Dr. Doe,
Thank you for your initial application.
In order to complete the processing of your file, we are asking you to fill
out the enclosed application form. Please return it to us, together with
your curriculum vitae and a recent photograph.
We are interested in discussing with you personally the prospects of a
permanent position with our company, and would therefore like to invite
you to an interview. We will be conducting interviews in Anytown on
September 20 and 21 at the Anytown Hotel between 9 AM and 6 PM.
Please call our office to set up an appointment.
to hearing from you soon.

We are looking forward

Sincerely yours,
XYZ Corporation

Dr. F. Taylor
Manager
Personnel Department
Attachment:
Application form
Figure 83. Letter created using the Document Writing feature

Drafting a document type
To draft a document type, you must first set up a list of the text elements that can
be included in the document and then create the text for each text element.

Listing the text elements for a document
Figure 84 on page 211 lists short descriptions of the text elements that can be
included in the example letter.
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ENUSDWATD2

Create Structured Document - Edit Mode

Actions: X=Select, V=View, P=Print, QP=Quick Print
COM-CWP=Compose

Act
___
COM
___
___
___
COM
COM

Subject_____________________________________________________________________
Letter head, address, sender
Application received, add docs required . .
We read applicant’s ad, add docs required . .
Application by date, add docs required . .
Hear from us asap . .
After receipt of documents, we will contact . .
Sincerely ... , with attachment

===> ______________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F2=Reset F3=Exit F5=Compose F6=Prompt F9=Print F10=More Info
F11=Refresh F12=Cancel

Figure 84. Create Structured Document - Edit Mode panel

The Document Writing feature displays this list to the user composing the letter on
the List of Document Cabinet Items panel.
Prepare a similar list for each document type you want to create and give the text
elements descriptive names. A text element can consist of anything from one word
to several pages of text. When deciding how much information to include in a text
element, remember that it should contain information that always belongs together
and is used as one unit.

Drafting the text for a text element
For the text elements listed in Figure 84, draft the text. Figure 85 on page 212
shows how parts of the example letter were drafted. Mark the variable information
in your draft, that is, the parameters. For more information on parameters, refer to
“Preparing the characteristics of each parameter” on page 214.
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1.

LETTER HEAD, ADDRESS, SENDER
Name of Company
Street
Town
Mr./Mrs./Ms./Dr.
First name Family name
House number and street
City, State
ZIP code
Department
Ref: Reference
Author
Phone: Telephone number
Location
Date of letter

Subject: Subject of the Letter
=====================================================================
2.

APPLICATION RECEIVED, ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED

Thank you for your initial application.
In order to complete processing of your file, we are asking you to
fill out the enclosed application form. Please return it to us,
together with your document1 and a document2.
=====================================================================
3.

WE READ APPLICANT’S ADVERTISEMENT, ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
REQUIRED

We have read.....
Highlighted text is variable information that must be defined separately.

Figure 85. Examples of text for three text elements

Naming the text elements
You have drafted a particular type of document and identified its various
parts—the text elements and the parameters. For each of these parts, you must
provide a name. For more information on naming items, refer to “Naming GIL
items” on page 54. In addition, you should be aware of the following:
v The names must not contain an asterisk (*) and can be up to 44 characters long.
v Project and public text elements must have a unique name throughout the
document cabinet in the used work environment.
v Private text elements only need to be unique for a particular user. A private text
element can, however, have the same name as a project or public item.
v The Document Writing feature does not distinguish between uppercase and
lowercase alphabetic characters—all names entered in lowercase are converted to
uppercase.
You may find that some of the parameters you need for your text elements exist
already—the ones used in the letter head, for example. For these, you do not need
to invent new item names, but you do need to find out what their existing item
names are.
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Preparing the text element characteristics
To define the characteristics of each text element, you can use the Profile of
Document Cabinet Item panel. To display this panel, type x (Select) in the Act
column of the List of Document Cabinet Items panel and press Enter.
Profile of Document Cabinet Item
Item name . . . . . : MEMO 07/15/93 15:59:08
Subject . .
Status . .
Owner
. .
Access code

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
: 3-Public
: DXBMAIN
: 0

Valid from . . . . : 3/31/1993
Valid until . . . . : 12/31/1999
Data type . . . . . : RF TEXT
Help info item . . . :
Last update by ENUADM on 10/03/1993
Commands . . . : C=Change, CIP=Change Profile, PRM=Parms, GEN=Generate
V=View, CPY=Copy, QP=Quick Print, P=Print
DEL=Delete

===> __________________________________________________________________________
F1=Help
F12=Cancel

Figure 86. The Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel

The following commands are available on the Profile of Document Cabinet Item
panel:
C

Change text. Invokes DisplayWrite/370 to let you change the text of the
item.

CIP

Change profile. Allows you to change the profile data of the selected item,
or to rename the item.

CPY

Copy. Allows you to optionally replace the target item and ignore the
parameter list of the source item during the copy process.

GEN

Generate. Creates or updates the list of parameters associated with this text
element by:
v Scanning the text of the item for DisplayWrite/370 variables, and
defining a parameter for each variable found.
v Merging new parameters found with existing ones.
In both cases, the Define Document - Parameters panel is displayed for
you to maintain the list of generated parameters.

PAS

Print and store. Prints and stores the item.

P

Print. Prints the item, displaying the DisplayWrite/370 Print Options
window.

STO

Store. Stores the document into DISOSS/370.

PRM

Parameters. Allows you to update the list of parameters associated with
this text element by displaying the Define Document - Parameters panel.

QP

Quick print. Print one copy of the selected item on the default
DisplayWrite/370 printer.
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V

View. DisplayWrite/370 is invoked to display the document or text element
in VIEW mode.

When you have modified the item as you require, press Enter to return to the List
of Document Cabinet Items panel.

Preparing to integrate data into a text element
You integrate data into text elements using parameters. Parameters are
placeholders in text for variable information. The Document Writing feature lets
you decide whether to predefine this information, whether to prompt the user for
it, or whether to use a parameter determination program (PDP).

Preparing the characteristics of each parameter
The characteristics of a parameter are, for example:
v Its value
v Format and length of the value
v Information to control who can supply the value
In principle, parameters in text elements are handled like those used in ATDs.
How to maintain parameters in ATDs is described in Chapter 8, “Defining ATDs,”
on page 101.
A parameter used in a text element that is included in a document is valid
throughout the document. You cannot, therefore, assign different values to a
parameter that is used several times in one document. If more than one value is
assigned, only the first value is taken, all other values are ignored.
For each parameter, you can create a parameter description item (PDR). If you do
not define one, the parameter becomes a local parameter. For this kind of
parameter, the system supplies default attributes.

Naming the parameters
The Document Writing feature has the same rules for naming parameters as
described in “Preparing user profiles” on page 27. However, the names must be in
uppercase only.

Defining the parameter prompting text
When you specify parameters in text elements and you want the user to supply
the appropriate values, the user gets the Define Document - Parameters or the
Variable and Parameter Prompting panel, or both. These panels contain text
describing each of the parameters used. The descriptive text, displayed on the left
of the panel, must be defined by you in the Prompt text lines of the PDR. You can
define up to three lines, each up to 18 characters long. For more information on the
Variable and Parameter Prompting panel, refer to “Working with the list of
parameters” on page 219.
On the panel for the parameter you are about to define, enter the descriptive text
that you want ASF to display during parameter prompting.

Defining the attributes of parameters
As the parameters may only contain default attributes, you may need to change
them for a particular text element. You do this on the Define Document Parameter Attributes panel. You can access this panel directly from the Profile of
Document Cabinet Item panel by entering the PRM (parameters) command.
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You can change all attributes of the item except for the class, format, and length.
The Document Writing feature then uses the changed attributes of the parameter
for that particular text element only.
If other attributes need to be changed, you must first update the parameter’s value
in the PDR. To do this, enter the parameter’s new value. You can press the Renew
F-key to restore the parameter’s attributes to those refined in the PDR. See
Chapter 7, “Defining parameters,” on page 91 for details of how to do this.

Using a program to determine the value of a parameter
You can write your own program to get the values of parameters from sources
other than the Document Writing feature, such as your databases. Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces tells you more about
writing and using your own programs. When preparing a document or text
element, you need to know whether such a program is available.
If you intend to use such programs, define the reserved parameter DXBPDPNAME
in the parameter list of:
v The ATD used to invoke Document Writing feature
v One of the document cabinet items selected for composition
The value of this parameter is the name or the transaction code of the PDP you
want to use.
When referring to such programs, ask your data processing department whether
you must specify their name or their transaction code. The name can be up to 8
characters long, the transaction code up to 4 characters. To enable the system to
distinguish between a name and a transaction code, you must add ,1 to the
transaction code without any blanks in between. For example, if the transaction
code is “pdp”, you must specify:
pdp,1

If a document is built from more than one existing text element, it can happen that
different PDPs are defined in them. Make sure that documents refer to only one
PDP.
To avoid receiving conflicting messages, it is recommended to use one PDP that
covers all your requirements.
You should not mix up the parameter determination process associated with the
ATD used to invoke the Document Writing feature. The ATD may also initiate
invocation of a PDP for resolving the ATD parameters. DXBPDPNAME is
correlated to the parameter determination process in the Document Writing feature
during composition of selected document cabinet items. Parameters that are
interchanged with the PDP specified in DXBPDPNAME must be defined in the
items to be composed.

Using parameters as storing information for DISOSS/370
Storage information is used in DISOSS/370 to find a stored document. If your
system enables you to work with DISOSS/370, you can specify for each parameter
whether its value must be incorporated in the DISOSS/370 document profile and
be used in DISOSS/370 searches. For details, refer to Chapter 14, “Storing
documents in DISOSS/370,” on page 253.
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Determining the format of documents
The format of a completely new document is determined by the settings for the
EMPTY document in the DisplayWrite/370 data set DDDMAST. Once the
document has been created, you can make changes to the format by inserting line
format change (LFC) controls. For further information, see the DisplayWrite/370
documentation.
The format of a document composed of several text elements is determined by the
format of the first text element. To change the format for successive text elements,
insert the appropriate LFC controls at the beginning of each text element.

Creating new text elements
Creating a new text element is a two-step process:
1. Specifying general information about the text element
2. Entering the text itself
To specify the general information first, you enter the enusdwnd fast-path
command (Create New Text Element).
Figure 87 shows the names of the panels you work with.

Figure 87. Panel sequence for creating a new text element

Entering the text
On the DisplayWrite/370 Edit panel:
1. Type the text for the text element. Use the DisplayWrite/370 controls to control
the format of the text.
2. Press the Exit or Process F-key when you have finished. Exit returns you to the
place where you began to create the text element. Process takes you to the
Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel.

Naming the new text element
If, however, you did not specify a name for the new document cabinet item via
parameter DXBZDOCNAM, ASF generates a default name for the text element
before entering DisplayWrite/370. This name is created as follows:
v The name starts with the value specified for the Default prefix for generated
document names field on the Interaction with DisplayWrite/370 panel in the
user profile.
If no document prefix is specified, the prefix MEMO is used.
v The remainder of the name is made up of a combination of the date and time
that the document was created.
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This default name appears in the DisplayWrite/370 session as the current
document name, and a message appears telling you the name when you exit
DisplayWrite/370. Make a note of this name.
You can change the name of the item from the List of Document Cabinet Items
panel by selecting the line command cip (Change Item Profile) and by changing
the name (together with the other status information) on the Change Profile of
Document Cabinet Item panel.

Maintaining the document cabinet
The following describes how to carry out maintenance tasks on the items in the
document cabinet. Such tasks include:
v Modifying
v Copying
v Renaming
v
v
v
v

Deleting
Viewing
Printing
Maintaining with parameters

Text elements are document cabinet items that are primarily used in structured
documents; the process of creating a document is usually invisible to the user
(“dark processing”). When you are about to create a document using existing text
elements, you usually do not have to develop or modify text or parameters, and
you do not actually see the document being composed. The system only prompts
you to select the appropriate text elements, to supply values for the parameters
contained in them, and to check the resulting document for completeness.
In this context, remember that a text element can be a complete document in itself.
For example, if you wanted to include a paragraph (that is, a complete document)
in a letter, this paragraph would become a text element of that letter.

Maintaining items with parameters
In text elements, parameters act as placeholders for variable information. When
you compose a document from several text elements, the Document Writing
feature prompts you to supply actual information, called “values”, for the
parameters contained in the individual text elements.
You define parameters for text elements in parameter description (PDR) items in
almost the same way as you define parameters to be used in application-type
descriptions (ATDs). For details about creating parameter-description items, refer to
Chapter 7, “Defining parameters,” on page 91.
When defining parameters, make sure that their names are unique throughout
your document cabinet. When the same parameter name occurs in two or more
text elements used to compose a document and you are prompted to supply its
value, the Document Writing feature inserts this value wherever the parameter
name appears.

Identifying document cabinet items to be maintained
To maintain document cabinet items and their associated parameters, display the
List of Document Cabinet Items panel. Identify the text element or elements you
need to maintain.
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Enter the command prm on the Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel. This takes
you to the Define Document - Parameters panel, as shown in Figure 88.
Define Document - Parameters
ID
. . : FSNTE0010
Title . : Letter head, address, sender

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016

Parameter
DXBPDR001
DXBPDR002
DXBPDR003
DXBPDR070
DXBPDR071
DXBPDR072
DXBPDR076
DXBPDR077
DXBPDR080
DXBPDR051
DXBPDR601
DXBAUTHOR
DXBPDR053
DXBPDR052
DXBDDATE
DXBPDBNAME

F1=Help

F2=Reset

Prompt Text Line
Name of Company.
Street. . . .
Town. . . . .
Mr./Mrs./Ms./Dr.
First Name . . .
Sec./Family Name
Street . . . . .
(continued) .
City, State, Zip
Department . . .
Our Reference. .
Document Author.
Phone (Direct) .
Our Reference. .
Date of letter/
PDP name . . . .
F3=Exit

1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

F6=Prompt

Prompt Text Line 2
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
storing date . . .
__________________
__________________
F8=Fwd

Line 1___
More:

of
+

18

Prompt Text Line 3
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

F12=Cancel

Figure 88. The Define Document - Parameters panel

Selecting the maintenance method
Once you are on the List of Document Cabinet Items panel, you have a number of
choices for maintaining items. Depending on the line command you use (c, v, com,
or cwp), you reach the DisplayWrite/370 edit panel via different paths. These are
described in the following.
Composing a document with prompting: To compose a document with
prompting:
v Type com next to one or more text elements on the List of Document Cabinet
Items panel.
v Press the Compose F-key.
v The Variable and Parameter Prompting panel is displayed. On this panel, do one
of the following:
– Press the Skip F-key. This takes you directly to the DisplayWrite/370 edit
panel. Parameters, however, are not resolved. If this is what you wanted,
continue reading with “Editing text and parameters.”
– Type the values for the parameters you want to be resolved, then press Enter
or the Process F-key. This again takes you to the DisplayWrite/370 edit panel,
and you should continue reading “Editing text and parameters.”
Composing a document with no prompting for parameters: To compose a
document without prompting for the values of parameters:
v Type cwp next to one or more text elements on the List of Document Cabinet
Items panel.
v Press the Compose F-key. The DisplayWrite/370 edit panel is displayed.
However, the parameters are not resolved, so that maintenance of the text
element is restricted to changing the text itself.

Editing text and parameters
Whichever way you chose in the preceding description, you should now have a
text element displayed in the DisplayWrite/370 edit panel.
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In this panel, enter or change the text and parameters of the text element as
appropriate (in DisplayWrite/370, parameters are called variables). Use the
DisplayWrite/370 controls to manipulate the format of the text.
When you are satisfied with the changes, press the Process F-key. The Document
Writing feature resumes control and displays the Profile of Document Cabinet Item
panel.

Changing parameters
You can change the attributes of parameters at this time.
Enter either the gen (Generate) or the prm (Parameters) command, depending on
the following circumstances:
v Use the Generate command when you want to generate or update the list of
parameters associated with this text element. The list contains all parameters
that existed in the text element before you started maintenance and all new
parameters that you added to the text element with DisplayWrite/370 variable
controls during editing.
v Use the Parameters command to maintain the list of all parameters associated
with this text element.
Note: The Parameters command does not cause text scanning and parameter
generation.
In both cases, the Document Writing feature displays the Define Document Parameters panel.

Working with the list of parameters
The Define Document - Parameters panel lists all the parameters the Document
Writing feature found when scanning the text element you are currently
maintaining. For each parameter, the Document Writing feature searches the GIL
for a matching parameter description item (PDR). If one is available, it copies the
parameter description to the corresponding line in the Prompt Text Line columns
in the panel. If no matching PDR is in the GIL, the system assumes that this
parameter is “local”, that is, a parameter known only within this text element. The
current parameter values returned by DisplayWrite/370 are then assigned to the
appropriate parameters.
An example of the Define Document - Parameters panel is shown in Figure 88 on
page 218.
Carry out the following steps:
v To display the valid line commands, move the cursor into the line command
area and press the Help F-key.
v Check that all parameters match their descriptions. If you detect any
discrepancies, correct the descriptions in the Prompt text line columns by
overtyping them.
v Check that the list is complete. Parameters may be missing because they do not
appear in the text. Examples are parameters needed to store text elements in
DISOSS/370 or parameters needed when calling a parameter determination
program (PDP).
v Add missing parameters in the Parameter column. If no PDR is available, the
parameter becomes local.
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v Delete any obsolete parameters from the list. To do this, enter the line command
d.
v Move the parameters into the sequence you want. The sequence of parameters
in this panel determines the sequence in which you are prompted for parameter
values when you select this item for composition.

Changing the attributes of parameters
Parameters have attributes that control, for example, their format or the way they
can be used. Except for local parameters, these attributes are initially defined in the
PDRs. The Document Writing feature copies these attributes and keeps them
separately for use by the text element to which they belong. You can modify
attributes of a parameter such that they apply only to the current text element. To
do this, proceed as follows:
1. On the Define Document - Parameters panel, move the cursor to the line with
the parameter whose attributes you want to modify and display the attributes,
by entering the select line command sl in the leftmost column. This causes the
Define Document - Parameter Attributes panel to be displayed, with the
parameter’s attributes copied from the corresponding PDR. The following is an
example of this panel:
Define Document - Parameter Attributes
Parameter ID . . : TESTPRM_______________________________
Parameter class
Data Format . .
Length . .
Mask . . .

:
.
.
.

Parm 2 of 18

1 1=General
1 1=Free 2=Alpha 3=Numeric 4=Date 5=Mask
1 - 60 Characters (minimum - maximum)
________________________________________________________

Prompt text . . . __________________ __________________ __________________
Default value . . ________________________________________________________
Input field is . . 0 0=Unprotected 1=Unprotected+dark 2=Conditionally prot.
3=Protected 4=No prompting for value
Value is required _
Value is . . . . . _ 1=Passed to PDP

F1=Help

F3=Exit

F7=Prev parm

2=Returned from PDP

F8=Next parm

F11=Renew

F12=Cancel

Figure 89. The Define Document - Parameter Attributes panel

2. Make the necessary changes on this panel. You can enter values where none are
displayed, and you can overtype values in unprotected fields. For local
parameters, all fields are unprotected. For all other parameters, the class,
length, and format are protected and cannot be changed.
Any changes you make at this point remain in effect for this text element
regardless of what is stored in the PDR. If you want to reset the attributes to
the values contained in the PDR, press the Renew F-key. You can use the Next
Parm and Prev Parm F-keys to move to the next or previous parameter that
you want to modify in this text element.
3. When you are satisfied with your changes, press the Exit F-key to return to the
Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel.
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Creating, printing, and saving a document cabinet list
To help plan and maintain documents, you may want to create a list of the
documents in your document cabinet, print the list and save it as a document
itself.

Creating and printing a document cabinet list
To
1.
2.
3.

create and print a document cabinet list:
Determine the maximum number of list pages by parameter DXBLPAGNUM.
Display the List of Document Cabinet Items panel.
Press the Print F-key.

This automatically creates a temporary document that contains the contents of the
displayed list of document cabinet items. A DisplayWrite/370 edit session is
started showing the PRINTDOC window. Fill in the necessary options and then
press Enter to start printing the list. When the printing is finished, the List of
Document Cabinet Items panel is displayed again. Depending on the printer and
paper you use, you may need to change the margins as set by CLIST FSNGETTS,
or edit the document cabinet list before printing.

Saving a document cabinet list
To save the document cabinet list as a document cabinet item itself, you must force a
change in the control flow of the profile CLIST FSNPRTSQ. There are two ways to
do this:
v Define VAR DXBFLAG1='ON' in your user CLIST before the ENDPROFILE
label.
v Define a parameter DXBFLAG1 with value 'ON' in the ATD that invokes
Document Writing feature.
Then create the document cabinet list as described previously and, on the
PRINTDOC window, leave the DisplayWrite/370 session using the Exit F-key. The
Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel is displayed. To save the document list as
a document in the document cabinet, fill in the appropriate details.

Writing an individual document
The following describes various ways to create an individual document.

Writing a new document
The supplied GIL contains the sample ATD ENUSDWND to begin the process of
new document creation.
The ATD invokes the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the
following parameter:
DXBZREQT
Value 01
Other valid control parameters are:
v DXBZDNAM01
v DXBZDOCNAM
v DXBSUBJECT
v DXBZSTATUS
v DXBZOWNER
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v
v
v
v
v

DXBZACCODE
DXBZVBEG
DXBZVEND
DXBZDATYPE
DXBZREPL

These parameters can be used to determine how the document profile attributes
should be defined.

Writing a new document using a model
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
01
DXBZDNAM01
document name

Creating a new document by merging existing documents
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
01
DXBZDNAMii
document name
More than one DXBZDNAMii parameter must be specified (DXBZDNAM01,
DXBZDNAM02, ..., DXBZDNAMnn). The documents are merged in the sequence
of the parameters in the ATD.

Processing documents
The following describes how to process the documents you created.

Deleting documents
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
04
DXBZDNAMii
document name
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More than one DXBZDNAMii parameter may be specified (DXBZDNAM01,
DXBZDNAM02, ..., DXBZDNAMnn). The Document Writing feature deletes the
documents from the document cabinet.

Suppressing a DisplayWrite/370 edit session during document
creation
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
05
DXBZDNAMii
document name
More than one DXBZDNAMii parameter may be specified (DXBZDNAM01,
DXBZDNAM02, ..., DXBZDNAMnn). The documents are merged in the sequence
of the parameters in the ATD.
The following parameters are optional. They overwrite the default assumptions for
the profile data of a new document cabinet item:
Parameter
Value
DXBZDOCNAM
new document name
DXBSUBJECT
subject
DXBZSTATUS
document status
DXBZOWNER
document owner
DXBZACCODE
access code
DXBZVBEG
valid from date
DXBZVEND
valid until date

Printing documents
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
06
DXBZDNAMii
document name
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More than one DXBZDNAMii parameter may be specified (DXBZDNAM01,
DXBZDNAM02, ..., DXBZDNAMnn). The documents are merged in the sequence
of the parameters in the ATD item.
The completed document is printed on the printer assigned to the user’s terminal.
You can change this default assignment by adding a logical printer name to the
request type. This name specifies where the completed document should be
printed. The request type and logical printer name must be separated by a comma,
without spaces in between, for example:
06,ROOM17

This specifies “dark” processing and printing on the printer named ROOM17.
Request type 06 is recommended when the user is working with another
application program and must not be confronted with editing, formatting, and
printing of documents. Document Writing feature parameters and their values can
be supplied directly from the calling application program, in the ATD item, or
through your own parameter determination programs.
This process is not seen by the user.

Print and store documents
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
07
DXBZDNAMii
document name
More than one DXBZDNAMii parameter may be specified (DXBZDNAM01,
DXBZDNAM02, ..., DXBZDNAMnn). The documents are merged in the sequence
of the parameters in the ATD item.
The completed document is printed on the printer assigned to the user’s terminal.
You can change this default assignment by adding a logical printer name to the
request type. This request type does the same as request type 06. In addition, the
document is submitted for storage in DISOSS/370. For example, to request dark
processing, printing on the printer named ROOM17, and storage in DISOSS/370 at
the same time, you can specify:
07,ROOM17

This process is not seen by the user.

Structured documents
A structured list of documents enables a user to display and use only certain
documents. Depending on the request type, the user is authorized to either add
individual text to documents or only view them in DisplayWrite/370.
The administrator should be aware of the difference between a structured list and
a List of Document Cabinet Items (DXBZREQT=31). A structured list offers a
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restricted number of actions that can be performed from the list panel. The user is
limited to view, print, and compose the displayed document cabinet items.
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
11 or 12
11 - The user can add individual text
12 - The user can only view documents
DXBZDNAMii
document name
DXBZFNAMii
document name
DXBZPNAMii
document name
More than one DXBZtNAMii parameter may be specified (DXBZtNAM01,
DXBZtNAM02, ..., DXBZtNAMnn).

View a document
It can be useful to set up DisplayWrite/370 bulletin board documents for users to
browse. ATDs can be defined that allow the user to view individual document
cabinet items.
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
16
DXBZDNAM01
document name

View a merge of existing documents
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
17
DXBZDNAMii
document name
More than one DXBZDNAMii parameter may be specified (DXBZDNAM01,
DXBZDNAM02, ..., DXBZDNAMnn). The documents are merged in the sequence
of the parameters in the ATD item.
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Parameter resolution is possible, using a parameter determination program (PDP).

Display profile of document cabinet item
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
21
DXBZDNAM01
document name

Display list of document cabinet items
The supplied GIL contains the sample ATD ENUSLDC to display the list of the
document cabinet items.
The ATD invokes the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the
following parameter:
DXBZREQT
Value 31
For information on other parameters that can be specified for this request type,
and a description of the different types of list format that are available, refer to
Chapter 8, “Defining ATDs,” on page 101.

Copying documents from temporary storage to the document
cabinet
The Document Writing feature can create a document from data transferred to a
CICS temporary storage area. The request code is used regardless of where the
data comes from. The data can be one of the following:
v A TSO data set transferred using CICS
v A programmable workstation file uploaded using the workstation feature
v Data supplied by a user application.
The process is not seen by the user.
Note: The document is stored in exactly the same format as it is stored in the
temporary storage queue. If the document is not stored in RFT format, then
no RFT format conversion takes place.
The supplied GIL contains the sample ATD ENUSDWIM to create a document
from data stored in a CICS temporary storage area.
The ATD invokes the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the
following mandatory parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
45
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DXBZDOCNAM
new document name
Optional parameters are:
v DXBZDATYPE
v DXBSUBJECT
v DXBZSTATUS
v
v
v
v
v
v

DXBZOWNER
DXBZACCODE
DXBZVBEG
DXBZVEND
DXBZREPL
DXBZTSQNAM

Copying documents from the document cabinet to temporary
storage
The Document Writing feature can copy a document from the document cabinet to
a CICS temporary storage area.
The supplied GIL contains the sample ATD ENUSDWEX to create a document
from data stored in a CICS temporary storage area.
The ATD invokes the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the
following mandatory parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
48
DXBZDOCNAM
document name
DXBZSTATUS
1, 2, or 3
The optional parameter is DXBZTSQNAM.

Maintaining the Document Writing feature resources
The following describes how you maintain DisplayWrite/370 resources.

Moving selected items to another document cabinet
You can use the FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL batch utilities to store similar sets of text
elements across several ASF installations.
You use this utility if you want to do the following:
v Transfer document cabinet items from a prototype ASF system onto a working
ASF system
v Back up document cabinet items within an ASF system
You do this by copying items from one document cabinet to another, and by
deleting items. Transfer options within the utility allow for copying or deleting:
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v Selected items
v Groups of items
v Items belonging to a user or a project
You can also specify that only an output list is created. For details of the format of
the batch-utility control statements, refer to Appendix B, “Batch programs that
support administration,” on page 387.

Printing GIL items with DisplayWrite/370
If the Document Writing feature is available, printing of a GIL item is performed
by DisplayWrite/370.
Pressing the Print F-key, the reserved ATD ENUDWPRINT is invoked. This ATD
invokes the Document Writing feature with a request type value of 71, requesting
printing of a GIL item.
The processing of this request in the Document Writing feature is the same as
selecting a GIL item for printing on a database list using the line command p
(Print with options) or qp (Print without options):
v The information from the GIL item is written to a CICS temporary storage (TS)
queue with the name CFTR terminal ID.
The name of the TS queue may be overwritten through specification of
parameter DXBZTSQNAM in the ATD:
– ENUDWPRINT for printing with the Print F-key
– Displaying the list of GIL items for printing with p or qp.
v In DisplayWrite/370 the CLIST FSNPRTSQ (for command QP: FSNQPRTSQ) is
executed, which invokes the CLIST FSNGETTS.
FSNGETTS issues a DisplayWrite/370 GETTS command to include the GIL item
information from the CICS TS queue created before.
The system searches for a printer in the following sequence:
v Default printer from the user profile definitions on the Interaction with
DisplayWrite/370 panel
v Terminal printer (in the terminal definitions of the system: Refer to “Terminal
tailoring (FSNTTRM) (3270-ASF)” on page 295, tailoring parameter DWPRT)
v Default printer as defined by tailoring parameter DWLPRN

Accessing DisplayWrite/370 functions
Accessing the DisplayWrite/370 master transaction from ASF
Authorization to use the DisplayWrite/370 master transaction can be granted
individually in the user profile, using the panel Interaction with DisplayWrite/370.
The supplied GIL contains two sample ATDs (ENUDDD0 and ENUDDD1) to
invoke the DisplayWrite/370 master transactions.
The ATDs invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the
following parameters:
Parameter
Value
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DXBZREQT
02
DXBZMSTTXC
DDD0 or DDD1 DDD0 - Invoke DisplayWrite/370 master session DDD1 Reset a DisplayWrite/370 master session
DXBZMSTFCT
Only needed for invocation of DDD0. Possible values are as follows:
Value Meaning
0

Display the DDD0 main menu (DisplayWrite/370 Version 2.1 only)

1

Display the DDD0 migration panel (DisplayWrite/370 Version 2.1
only)

2

Display the DDD0 administration panel

3

Display the CLIST list panel

Enabling users to maintain their DisplayWrite/370 user CLISTs
Authorization to maintain a personal CLIST can be granted individually in the
user profile, using the Interaction with DisplayWrite/370 panel.
The supplied GIL contains the sample ATD ENUSDWCED to maintain the
personal CLIST. The ATD invokes the Document Writing feature program
FSNASF3 with parameter DXBZREQT. The value of the parameter is 02.

Entering the DisplayWrite/370 online tutorial from ASF
The supplied GIL contains a sample ATD ENUSDWTUT to invoke the
DisplayWrite/370 tutorial. The ATD invokes the Document Writing feature
program FSNASF3 with parameter DXBZREQT. The value of the parameter is 03.

View help information for specific DisplayWrite/370 message
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
Parameter
Value
DXBZREQT
18
DXBMSGPREF
DisplayWrite/370 message prefix (DDDxxxx or DKLyyyy).

Specify DisplayWrite/370 edit options from ASF
When editing documents using ASF, it is possible to override specific
DisplayWrite/370 edit options. The ATD parameters can be defined on any ATD
that calls a DisplayWrite/370 edit session. You can choose one of the following
parameters:
Parameter
Meaning
DXBZDWLANG
Specify an overwriting language
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DXBZDWLOG
Activate/deactivate logging of DisplayWrite/370 edit session
DXBZCLSTYP
Work with compiled or source CLISTs
DXBZCLSNAM
Use alternative application CLIST document
DXBZSETVAR
Specify SETVAR/NOSETVAR in edit session
DXBZRETVAR
Specify RETVAR/NORETVAR in edit session
DXBZSAVENM
Allow or disallow saving with new name

Processing images and graphics
The following describes how to process images and graphics.

Processing GDDM objects in the ADMF data set
ASF provides the possibility for users to create and delete images and graphics
that are stored in the ADMF data set of GDDM®.
Invoke the Document Writing feature program FSNASF3 with the following
parameters:
DXBZREQT
Value 81
DXBZADMGDF
Defines the name under which the file is saved
DXBZREPL
Defines whether a file with the same name in the data set is replaced
DXBZREQT
Value 84
DXBZADMGDF
Defines the name of the file to be deleted
DXBZDATYPE
Defines the type of file to be deleted (ADMGDF or ADMIMG)

Transferring images and graphics from TSO into a document
ASF provides the capability to transfer data sets from the TSO environment to the
CICS environment. Graphic (ADMGDF) and image (ADMIMG) files that were
created by TSO applications, for example, Application System or Query
Management Facility, can be stored in a document cabinet item. See section
“Supplied CLISTs” on page 231 for information on FSNGETGDF and FSNGETIMG
CLISTs.

Commands available from a DisplayWrite/370 edit session
The CLIST document ENUAPPCL is supplied with the Document Writing feature.
This application CLIST document is referred to by the Document Writing feature
when calling a DisplayWrite/370 edit session.
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Supplied CLISTs
The following list contains a selection of important CLISTs from ENUAPPCL:
FSNGETGDF
Calls CLIST FSNGETTSO, which switches to the TSO ISPF panel DATA
SET UTILITY. To insert a graphic into the current document, mark an
ADMGDF file with EGATXFER on this panel and leave TSO. The graphic
is inserted in the current document at the cursor position.
Note: To use this CLIST, you must have Application Connectivity installed.
FSNGETIMG
Calls CLIST FSNGETTSO, which switches to the TSO ISPF panel data-set
utility. To insert an image into the current document, mark an ADMIMG
file with EGATXFER on this panel and leave TSO. The image is inserted in
the current document at the cursor position.
DOCLIST
Displays a window of selected documents.
You can specify selection criteria to display only certain documents.
This CLIST invokes program FSNZFS2 via an INVOKE statement. The
returned document information is displayed in a window. This window
shows selected documents from the document cabinet that can either be
viewed or included (with a GET command).
PREPBOOK
Inserts a label in front of each row in a document cabinet list. This is part
of the process for making a book from documents in the document cabinet.
MAKEBOOK
Compiles the documents in a document cabinet list using a series of GET
commands, and inserts required page-end controls after each document.
This is the last stage in the process of making a book from documents in
the document cabinet.
VIEWPROJ
After specifying VIEWPROJ, subsequent GET, VIEW, and SAVE AS
commands will only request nonprivate document cabinet items.
VIEWPRIV
After specifying VIEWPRIV, subsequent GET, VIEW, and SAVE AS
commands will only request private document cabinet items.
FP GIL item name
Allows to call any GIL item of the type 1 through 6 from within a
DisplayWrite/370 edit session. This especially allows for recursive edit
sessions. Control is returned to the edit session on completion of the call.
SHOWVAR
Resolves each variable defined in the current document with the value var
name, where var name is the name of the corresponding variable.
PROCESS
The Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel is displayed for this item.

Accessing the document cabinet using DisplayWrite/370
commands
Document Writing feature users can also use the following DisplayWrite/370
commands to access the document cabinet from a DisplayWrite/370 session:
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VIEW Displays a second document in the lower half of the screen.
GET

Embeds a document at the current cursor position. Since this implies a
change to the primary document on which you are working, the GET
command is only allowed in a DisplayWrite/370 edit session.

SAVE AS (DisplayWrite/370 Version 2 Release 2 only)
Saves the current document with the specified name in the document
cabinet. The privacy can be determined by the VIEWPRIV or VIEWPROJ
commands. The SAVE AS command is only allowed in a DisplayWrite/370
edit session.

Making a book from documents in the document cabinet
Using the Document Writing feature and DisplayWrite/370, you can create a book
that contains some or all of the documents in the document cabinet.

Making a small book from a few documents
1. Create a document cabinet list by following the procedure in “Creating,
printing, and saving a document cabinet list” on page 221.
2. Run the CLIST PREPBOOK. This inserts a label in front of each row of your
document cabinet list.
3. Run the CLIST MAKEBOOK. This compiles the documents from the list using a
series of GET commands, and inserts required page-end controls after each
document.
Note: Variables and their associated parameters are not resolved.
4. When the process has finished, you can print the book and save it as a single
document in the document cabinet.

Making a large book from many documents
The CLISTs PREPBOOK and MAKEBOOK are delivered with the application
CLIST document of the Document Writing feature. They are designed to process a
short list of documents. Long document lists must be split into several shorter lists,
processed individually by the two CLISTs, and then composed into one document.
The procedure is described in the following:
1. Create a document cabinet list by following the procedure in “Creating,
printing, and saving a document cabinet list” on page 221.
2. Split the long list into several shorter lists by copying the long list several times
and deleting some of the documents (see the following example).
3. Run the CLISTs PREPBOOK and MAKEBOOK for each list. You get several
short books this way.
4. Save these short books in the document cabinet.
5. Display the List of Document Cabinet Items panel and use the line command.
Use cwp to compose the short books into one long book.
For example, assume you want to make a book from 120 documents in your
document cabinet:
1. Make a list of all the documents and save it in the document cabinet.
2. Copy the long list three times.
3. On the first copy, delete the last 80 documents.
4. On the second copy, delete the first and last 40 documents.
5. On the third copy, delete the first 80 documents.
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You are left with three lists, each containing 40 documents.
6. Run the CLISTs PREPBOOK and MAKEBOOK for each of the three lists and
save the resulting three short books in the document cabinet.
7. Use the cwp line command on the List of Document Cabinet Items panel to
compose the three short books into one book.

Using exits and parameters during CLIST processing
It is recommended not to change the CLIST delivered with ASF. To include your
own CLISTs in the application CLIST document ENVAPPCL use the skeleton
ENUV3SKL in dataset DDDMSRC. How to invoke your own CLIST from the
profile CLIST, see the following.

The role of the profile CLISTs
The profile CLISTs are run by DisplayWrite/370 before the edit or view panel is
shown. They are used to:
v Set the Process F-key.
v Control the panel flow after finishing the DisplayWrite/370 session. If you leave
DisplayWrite/370 by pressing the Process F-key, the profile of the document
cabinet item panel is displayed.
v Print the document when the request type value is 06 or 07.
The profile CLISTs issue a DisplayWrite/370 EXEC * statement to run statements
from the user CLIST that come before the ENDPROFILE label.
ENUAPPCL contains the profile CLISTs FSNVIEW, FSNEDIT, FSNZREQT05,
FSNZREQT06, and FSNPRTSQ.

DXBEXIT1, DXBEXIT2, DXBEXIT3
To let you run your own or a document-specific CLIST (permanently or
temporarily) from within the profile CLISTs, the user exits DXBEXIT1, DXBEXIT2
and DXBEXIT3 are provided. You do not need to modify the application CLIST
document.
Specify the name of the CLIST you want to run within the application CLIST exit
DXBEXITx as the value of a parameter also called DXBEXITx. Define this
parameter in one of the following ways:
v In the ATD that invokes the Document Writing feature
v As a document parameter appended to the document that you are currently
editing
DXBEXIT1 is run directly after the EXEC * statement. DXBEXIT2 is run at the end
of the profile CLIST, or in the case of FSNZREQT06, it can be used to override the
default PRINTDOC command used in the CLIST. DXBEXIT3 can be used with
profiles FSNZREQT05 and FSNZREQT06, to provide additional processing before
the document is saved.

Using a CLIST to interpret parameters
Parameters defined in ATDs or documents can be declared as external variables in
the application CLIST. Therefore, by making adjustments to the CLIST document, it
is possible to control the processing flow during the edit session.
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For example, an ATD with request type 06 invokes a DisplayWrite/370 edit
session, and the profile CLIST issues the PRINTDOC command with default
number of copies set to 1. The printer name is taken from your user profile unless
you pass a printer name together with the request type (for example, 06,3820). The
profile CLIST ends the DisplayWrite/370 session; no DisplayWrite/370 panel is
displayed.
You can use a document parameter (for example, DXBCOPIES) to specify a
different number of copies to be printed. The value can be obtained within the
DisplayWrite/370 profile CLIST through an EXT %DXBCOPIES command. If you
change the PRINTDOC command in the profile appropriately, you can control the
number of copies dynamically, for example:
X PRINTDOC %PRTNAM COPY %DXBCOPIES PAGE ALL ALL

Issuing ASF fast-path commands from DisplayWrite/370
You can issue ASF fast-path commands while working in a DisplayWrite/370
session. For example, you could suspend the current DisplayWrite/370 session,
create a new parameter in ASF, and then resume the DisplayWrite/370 session.
The use of ASF fast-path commands in DisplayWrite/370 is controlled by synonym
statements in DisplayWrite/370 CLIST documents. Document Writing feature
application CLIST documents contain the following synonym statement:
SET CMDSYN %fpcmd %fpcmdl FSNFASTPATH

This statement lets you issue an ASF fast-path command from DisplayWrite/370.
On the DisplayWrite/370 command line, enter fp followed by the ASF fast-path
command. For example, a list of text elements is displayed if you enter the
following on the DisplayWrite/370 command line:
fp enusldc

To allow use of ASF fast-path commands in DisplayWrite/370 without the need to
type FP first, add one synonym statement in a DisplayWrite/370 CLIST for each
fast-path command. If you make these changes, the user does not have to type fp
before the ASF fast-path command, and so it is less obvious that these fast-path
commands are any different to those in DisplayWrite/370.
Only users that are authorized to use the ATD corresponding to the fast-path
command can issue that fast-path command from DisplayWrite/370.
Activate all ASF fast-path commands that you want to be valid for all
DisplayWrite/370 users in the system CLIST profile before the ENDPROFILE,
instead of specifying them in each individual user’s personal CLIST. Activate
individual ASF fast-path commands from the user CLIST of each individual user.

Recovery
If your system is interrupted while you are working with Document Writing
feature, on resumption of processing of the interrupted document cabinet item you
are prompted to recover or discard the changes made in the interrupted session.
The following explains what happens to your data if your system is interrupted.
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Recovering document parameter maintenance
If you are working on the Define Document - Parameters panel when your system
is interrupted, the first page of this panel is redisplayed upon reselecting the
document cabinet item for maintenance.

Recovering text maintenance in DisplayWrite/370
If you are working in a DisplayWrite/370 edit session when your system is
interrupted, what happens to your data depends on whether the DisplayWrite/370
session log is active. You can specify whether the DisplayWrite/370 session log is
active for a user on the Interaction with DisplayWrite/370 panel in the user profile,
or via parameter DXBZDWLOG in the ATD invoking the Document Writing
feature:
v If the DisplayWrite/370 session log is active, all data that has been confirmed by
pressing Enter is restored when selecting Recover with changes upon being
prompted for recovery.
v If the DisplayWrite/370 session log is not active, only the data that has been
confirmed by the save command is restored when selecting Recover with
changes upon being prompted for recovery.
Refer to Chapter 3, “User administration,” on page 27 for more information.

Overwriting the customized application CLIST document name
If you want to test a modified version of the application CLIST document, you can
temporarily overwrite the default CLIST document name that is passed to
DisplayWrite/370.
Add the parameter DXBZCLSNAM to the list of parameters in the ATD you are
using for invocation of the Document Writing feature. Enter your application
CLIST document name as the value of parameter DXBZCLSNAM.

Reference section
Table 13. Summary of request types for the Document Writing feature
Request type

Explanation

01

The DisplayWrite/370 Edit panel is
displayed, empty or filled with one or more
documents.

02

Invoke edit of the DisplayWrite/370 user
CLIST or invoke the DisplayWrite/370
master transaction provided that parameters
DXBZMSTTXC and DXBZMSTFCT have
been specified correctly.

03

The DisplayWrite/370 online tutorial is
invoked.

04

The selected documents are deleted from the
document cabinet. This is invisible to the
user.

05

The selected documents are processed and
saved in the document cabinet. This is
invisible to the user.

06, prtname

The selected documents are processed and
printed. This is invisible to the user.
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Table 13. Summary of request types for the Document Writing feature (continued)
Request type
07, prtname

Explanation
The selected documents are processed,
printed, and stored in DISOSS/370. This
process is invisible to the user.

11

Structured documents: The List of Document
Cabinet Items panel is displayed with
predefined text elements. Editing is possible.

12

Structured documents: The List of Document
Cabinet Items panel is displayed with
predefined text elements. Viewing is
possible.

16

The selected document is viewed with
DisplayWrite/370.

17

The selected document or sequence of
documents is viewed with
DisplayWrite/370.

18

View help information for a specific
DisplayWrite/370 message.

21

The Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel
is displayed for a new or existing document
specified in DXBZDNAM01.

22

A DisplayWrite/370 session is created for
working with a document.

31

The List of Document Cabinet Items panel is
displayed. Contents and arrangement of it
can be controlled through parameters.

45

The data is transferred from a temporary
storage area and saved automatically in the
document cabinet. This process is invisible
to the user.

48

A document is copied from the document
cabinet to a temporary storage area.

71

DisplayWrite/370 is invoked to print a
selected GIL item.

81

An image or graphic file is copied from
CICS temporary storage into GDDM.

84

An image or graphic file is deleted from
GDDM.

If the DXBZREQT (request type) parameter is not supplied in the ATD item for
calling the Document Writing feature, the default value DXBZREQT=31 is
assumed.

Defining the parameters for calling the Document Writing
feature
Table 14 on page 237 lists the parameters for calling the Document Writing feature
that can be changed. The names of some of the parameters may have been
changed during installation.
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Table 14. Parameter names
Name

Explanation

Default

DXBZREQT

Name of the request-type
parameter

DXBDCAFORM

Parameter specifying storing
format in DISOSS/370

DXBPDPNAME

Parameter specifying the
name of a parameter
determination program

DXBZDOCNAM

Parameter overwriting the
default name for a new
document cabinet item

DXBSUBJECT

Parameter defining the
subject for a new document
cabinet item

DXBZSTATUS

Parameter overwriting the
default assumption for the
status of a new document
cabinet item

DXBZOWNER

Parameter overwriting the
default assumption for the
owner of a new document
cabinet item

DXBZACCODE

Parameter overwriting the
default assumption for the
access code of a new
document cabinet item

DXBZPDWREQ

Parameter controlling
1
whether upon termination of
a DisplayWrite/370 session
document parameters are
generated automatically

DXBZVBEG

Parameter overwriting the
default for the Valid from
date of a new document
cabinet item

DXBZVEND

Parameter overwriting the
default for the Valid until
date of a new document
cabinet item

DXBZREPL

Parameter specifying
whether a new document
cabinet item should replace
an existing one with the
same name and privacy

DXBZDATYPE

Parameter defining the data
type for a new document
cabinet item

DXBZDNAMii

Name of the document to be
processed when the
Document Writing feature is
called

1

0
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Table 14. Parameter names (continued)
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Name

Explanation

Default

DXBZFNAMii

Name of the document to be
displayed on the Structured
Correspondence panel

None

DXBZPNAMii

Name of the document to be
displayed preselected on the
Structured Correspondence
panel

None

DXBZNUMSEL

Defines whether items
None
specified through parameter
DXBZPNAMii are to be
preselected with number ii
(DXBZNUMSEL = 1) or with
the line command COM

DXBZADMGDF

Defines the name under
which a GDDM image or
graphic is saved

DXBZEWP

Composes the document
without parameters

DXBZTSQNAM

Name of the temporary
storage queue to copy a
document cabinet item to or
from

DXBZSUBPRTJ

Controls deferred printing in
DisplayWrite/370

DXBZPROMPT

Returns to prompting

DXBZDWLANG

Controls the language used
with DisplayWrite/370

DXBZDWLOG

Controls whether logging is
activated for
DisplayWrite/370

DXBZMSTTXC

Specifies working with the
DisplayWrite/370 master
transaction

DXBZCLSNAM

Overwrites the default
application CLIST document
name

DXBZCLSTYP

Works with compiled or
source CLISTs in
DisplayWrite/370

DXBSETVAR

Overwrites SETVAR option
in DisplayWrite/370

DXBRETVAR

Overwrites RETVAR option
in DisplayWrite/370

DXBSAVENM

Overwrites
SAVENEWNAME variable in
DisplayWrite/370 Version 2
Release 2

DXBEXIT1

Runs your own CLIST or
command on
DisplayWrite/370 startup
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None

Table 14. Parameter names (continued)
Name

Explanation

DXBEXIT2

Runs your own CLIST or
command on
DisplayWrite/370 startup

DXBEXIT3

Specifies termination value
for dark processing

DXBFLAG1

Saves data about printed list
or item

Default

Note: The maximum number of documents you can select from the document
cabinet is 99.
The following describes the rules you must observe when naming these
parameters, and explains what each parameter is used for.
Parameter DXBPDPNAME and its use are described in “Using a program to
determine the value of a parameter” on page 215. Parameter DXBDCAFORM is an
optional storing parameter used only for the Document Writing feature. For more
details, see “Specifying that a document is to be stored” on page 253.

Rules for parameter naming
The names of the parameters DXBZDNAMii, DXBZFNAMii, and DXBZPNAMii
are composed of a body and a numeric suffix:
v DXBZDNAM, DXBZFNAM, and DXBZPNAM are the names of the bodies.
They may have been changed during tailoring.
v ii is a 2-digit number from 01 to 99.
Valid parameter names are, for example:
v DXBZDNAM01
v DXBZFNAM27
v DXBZPNAM90
The sample GIL contains a set of PDRs for all three types of parameters:
v DXBZDNAM01 through DXBZDNAM99
v DXBZFNAM01 through DXBZFNAM99
v DXBZPNAM01 through DXBZPNAM99
The numeric suffix does not imply any sequence. The parameters are processed in
the sequence in which they are defined in the ATD, not in the sequence of the
suffixes. You can also leave out suffix numbers in between, for example, you can
specify:
v DXBZDNAM17 for the first text element
v DXBZDNAM16 for the second text element
v DXBZDNAM21 for the third text element
If you supply a parameter without a value in the ATD item, the parameter is
ignored so there are no restrictions. In this way, you can create a single ATD item
that allows any number of text elements to be included.
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Description of the parameters: The following describes the parameters needed
for calling the Document Writing feature.
DXBZDNAMii, DXBZFNAMii
Specify the name of the document to be processed. For each document, you
must supply a separate parameter. In this parameter, ii is a 2-digit variable
sequence number between 01 and 99.
The Document Writing feature assumes the status, project, or public for the
document. If you want to specify the status private, you must complement the
document name with the status indicator number 1. Separate the name and the
status indicator by a comma, with no spaces in between. For example, you can
specify the value for parameter DXBZDNAMii as follows:
DXBTE0001,1

The name can be up to 44 characters long.
This parameter applies to the request types 01, 04, 05, 06, 07, 16, and 21. For
request type 16 and 21, only parameter DXBZDNAM01 is accepted.
When processing the parameters, the Document Writing feature applies the
following rules:
v If you want to include a document as a text element in another document
more than once, that is, two or more occurrences of parameter
DXBZDNAMii, specify the same document name, the document is included
once for each occurrence of the parameter.
v A request is rejected if a document specified in parameter DXBZDNAMii is
not found or not authorized for access by the requesting user.
DXBZFNAMii
Controls the display of certain documents on the List of Document Cabinet
Items panel.
This parameter value specifies the name of the document. For each document,
you must supply a separate parameter. If other documents are also displayed
on the List of Document Cabinet Items panel, the documents specified through
parameter DXBZFNAMii appear at the top of the list.
The Document Writing feature assumes the status, project or public, for the
document. If you want to specify the document with the status private, you
must complement the document name with the status indicator 1. Separate the
document name and the status indicator by a comma, with no spaces in
between. For example, you can specify the value for parameter DXBZFNAMii
as follows:
DXBTE0001,1

The name can be up to 44 characters long.
When processing the parameters, the Document Writing feature applies the
following rules:
v A document is shown only once on the List of Document Cabinet Items
panel.
v A document specified through parameter DXBZFNAMii is displayed only if
the user has at least read authorization.
v A request is rejected if a document specified in parameter DXBZFNAMii is
not found or not authorized for access by the requesting user.
Parameter DXBZFNAMii applies to the request types 11, 12, and 31.
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DXBZPNAMii
Defines the text element to be used in a document type of structured
document as “preselected.”
This parameter value specifies the name of the text element. For each text
element, you must supply a different parameter. When the Document Writing
feature displays the List of Document Cabinet Items panel, the text elements
defined through parameter DXBZPNAMii are marked with:
v The tailored command for document composition (the default is COM), if
parameter DXBZNUMSEL has not been specified in the invoking ATD with
a value of 1.
v The number ii, if parameter DXBZNUMSEL has been specified with a value
of 1 as if the user had already selected text elements. You use this parameter
to define default text elements to be used for the specified document type.
Users can “deselect” text elements by removing the adjacent preselection.
Format, status, and rules are the same as for parameter DXBZFNAMii.
Parameter DXBZPNAMii applies to the request types 11, 12, and 31.
DXBZSTATUS
Overwrites the system’s default assumption for the status of a new document
cabinet item. Possible values are:
Value Meaning
1

Private

2

Project

3

Public

DXBZVBEG
Overwrites the system’s default assumption for the Valid from date of a new
document cabinet item.
The parameter is a date parameter according to the date option specified in
language tailoring parameter DATFMT.
DXBZVEND
Overwrites the system’s default assumption for the Valid until date of a new
document cabinet item.
The parameter is a date parameter according to the date option specified in
language tailoring parameter DATFMT.
DXBZDOCNAM
Overwrites the system default for the name of a new document cabinet item.
DXBSUBJECT
Defines the subject of a new document cabinet item.
DXBZOWNER
Overwrites the system’s default assumption for the owner of a new document
cabinet item.
DXBZACCODE
Overwrites the system’s default assumption for the access code of a new
document cabinet item.
DXBZDATYPE
Defines the data type of a new document cabinet item, which is not created
with DisplayWrite/370. The document type can be:
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Type

Meaning

FFT

FT text format

L1403 1403 line format
BINARY
PC data format
This parameter applies only to request type 45.
DXBZREPL
Defines whether a new document cabinet item should replace an already
existing one (0=no, 1=yes).
DXBZPROMPT
The value of this parameter determines whether the prompt panel displayed
by the invoking application-type description (ATD) is redisplayed upon return
from:
v A Document Writing feature request
v Displaying a database list
Possible values are:
Value Meaning
1

The prompt panel is redisplayed.

0 or Blank
The panel from which the ATD was called is redisplayed.
If the ATD did not force prompting, DXBZPROMPT has no meaning.
DXBPDPNAME
If parameters of document cabinet items selected for composition are marked
as Passed to PDP or Returned from PDP, the parameter determination phase
requires the name or transaction code of a parameter determination program
(PDP) from completion.
The name or transaction code of the PDP is passed as value of parameter
DXBPDPNAME. If you are using a PDP transaction code (TX code), specify
TX code,1 as the value of DXBPDPNAME.
DXBSUBPRTJ
This parameter is used to control deferred print with DisplayWrite/370, when
printing on system printers is requested.
Possible values are:
Value Meaning
1

DisplayWrite/370 does not submit a print job, but stores the document
on data set DDDL3GX for deferred print. The DDDL3GX key of the
stored document is passed to program FSNZDPRC for collection.

0

DisplayWrite/370 submits a print job for immediate print of the
document.

In case of qp (quick print) requests from a list of document cabinet items, the
value of DXBSUBPRTJ is mapped into a field in the DisplayWrite/370 print
API control block.
In case of print requests out of a DisplayWrite/370 session the CLIST
FSNSUBM is called to:
v Check the value of parameter DXBSUBPRTJ
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v Suppress print job submission with the command SUBMIT OFF
DXBZCLSNAM
The value of this parameter overwrites the system default for the name of the
DisplayWrite/370 application CLIST document.
DXBZNUMSEL
This parameter is applicable if the value of parameter DXBZREQT is 11 or 12.
Each of the listed requests displays a list of document cabinet items. You can
force an item to be displayed preselected for composition, if you specify its
name as the value of parameter DXBZPNAMxx, where xx is a number from 01
through 99. If parameter DXBZNUMSEL is specified with a value of 1, the
items defined by the parameter DXBZPNAMxx are preselected by the number
xx. Otherwise they are preselected by the composition line command COM.
DXBZTSQNAM
The value of this parameter is the name of the CICS temporary storage (TS)
queue, which is used when you want to:
v Copy a document cabinet item into a CICS TS queue
v Copy data from a CICS TS queue into the document cabinet
v Print GIL items or database lists with DisplayWrite/370
If the parameter name remains blank, the system uses the default name 'CFTR
terminal id'.
DXBZEWP
This parameter applies to the request types 01, 05, 06, 07, or 17.
In each of these request types, one or more document cabinet items are
selected to be composed.
Any value of DXBZEWP, except blanks, determines that the parameter
determination phase is omitted and that none of the parameters defined in the
document cabinet items is passed to DisplayWrite/370.
DXBZDWLANG
Normally, ASF calls DisplayWrite/370 in the same language that the user is
currently working with.
If you want to work in DisplayWrite/370 with a different language than in
ASF, specify the language as a value of this parameter.
The following values are possible:
Value Language
ARAB Arabic
BPORT
Brazilian Portuguese
DANSK
Danish
DEUT German
ESPAN
Spanish
FRANC
French
FRA2

Canadian French
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ITALI Italian
NEDER
Dutch
NORSK
Norwegian
PORTU
Portuguese
SUOM
Finnish
SVENS
Swedish
US

English

DXBZDWLOG
Possible values are:
Value Meaning
0

Do not activate logging for edit sessions with DisplayWrite/370

1

Activate logging for edit sessions with DisplayWrite/370

If the parameter remains blank, ASF determines the value from the Log own
edit sessions field on the user profile maintenance Interaction with
DisplayWrite/370 panel.
DXBZMSTTXC
This parameter is only applicable when invoking the Document Writing feature
with request code 02 to work with the DisplayWrite/370 master transaction.
Possible values are:
Value Meaning
DDD0 Invoke DisplayWrite/370 master session
DDD1 Reset a DisplayWrite/370 master session
DXBZCLSTYP
Possible values are:
Value Meaning
M

Work with compiled CLISTs in DisplayWrite/370

S

Work with source CLISTs in DisplayWrite/370

DXBZSETVAR
The value of this parameter overwrites the system default S (= SETVAR) for
the SETVAR option in the DisplayWrite/370 API. The SETVAR option is only
applicable for edit sessions. Possible values are:
Value Meaning
S

SETVAR

N

NOSETVAR

If you specify S (=SETVAR), DisplayWrite/370 scans the text, extracts all
variables and their values, and moves them into the variable pool. This
happens before the variable pool is filled with the variables ASF passes to
DisplayWrite/370.
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If SETVAR is not specified, any variable in the text that does not occur in the
variable pool is replaced with a blank after a PAGINATE MERGE command in
DisplayWrite/370.
DXBZRETVAR
The value of this parameter overwrites the system default R (=RETVAR) for
the RETVAR option in the DisplayWrite/370 API. Possible values are:
Value Meaning
R

RETVAR

N

NORETVAR

If you specify R (=RETVAR), DisplayWrite/370 marks variables in the
returning API data area as changed if they have been both:
v Passed to DisplayWrite/370 in the API data area
v Changed during the edit session using the variable command
DXBZSAVENM
This parameter's value overwrites the system default Y for the
SAVENEWNAME option in the DisplayWrite/370 API.
Possible values are:
Value Meaning
Y

Allow saving with a new name

N

Do not allow saving with a new name

DXBEXIT1
At the beginning of a DisplayWrite/370 session, a profile CLIST is executed. Its
name is passed in the API control block and depends on the request for which
DisplayWrite/370 is invoked:
CLIST Request
FSNVIEW
Start a view session
FSNEDIT
Start an edit session
FSNZREQT05
Dark processing with request type 05
FSNZREQT06
Dark processing with request type 06 or 07
FSNPRTSQ
Print for database items or database lists that display the
DisplayWrite/370 Print document window
To run your own CLIST or process a specific DisplayWrite/370 command
before the first DisplayWrite/370 screen is displayed, specify the CLIST
(command) name as the value of this parameter.
Before any of the listed CLISTs issues a PAGINATE command, it checks
whether the parameter DXBEXIT1 has a nonblank value (DXBEXIT1-VALUE)
and issues an X DXBEXIT1-VALUE statement.
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DXBEXIT2
At the beginning of a DisplayWrite/370 session, a profile CLIST is executed. Its
name is passed in the API control block and depends on the request for which
DisplayWrite/370 is invoked:
CLIST Request
FSNEDIT
Start an edit session
FSNZREQT05
Dark processing with request type 05
FSNZREQT06
Dark processing with request type 06 or 07
FSNPRTSQ
Print for database items or database lists, that display
DisplayWrite/370 Print document window
To run your own CLIST or execute a specific DisplayWrite/370 command
before the first DisplayWrite/370 screen is displayed, specify its name as the
value of this parameter. When any of the listed CLISTs issues a PAGINATE
command, it checks whether the parameter DXBEXIT2 has a nonblank value
(DXBEXIT2-VALUE) and issues an X DXBEXIT2-VALUE statement.
If DXBEXIT2 has a nonblank value, the CLIST:
v FSNPRTSQ issues the X DXBEXIT2-VALUE statement instead of displaying
the DisplayWrite/370 Print document window
v FSNZREQT06 issues the X DXBEXIT2-VALUE statement instead of issuing
the default PRINTDOC command.
DXBEXIT3
When Document Writing invokes DisplayWrite/370 for processing of a type 05,
06, or 07 request, one of the following two CLISTs is executed as profile CLIST:
CLIST Request
FSNZREQT05
Dark processing with request type 05
FSNZREQT06
Dark processing with request type 06 or 07
Normally, the CLISTs FSNREQT05 and FSNREQT06 terminate processing with
an X FILE command, so that no DisplayWrite/370 screen is displayed.
If parameter DXBEXIT3 contains a nonblank value DXBEXIT3-VALUE, the
CLISTs issue an X DXBEXIT3-VALUE statement instead of the X FILE
command. After leaving DisplayWrite/370, the system continues with the
regular request type processing.
DXBFLAG1
When printing a database item or database list with DisplayWrite/370, the
profile CLIST FSNPRTSQ controls the display of the Print Document window.
The system intermediately creates a DisplayWrite/370 document, containing
the data of the printed item or list. Normally, this document is deleted when
you leave DisplayWrite/370.
If you specify a nonblank value for parameter DXBFLAG1, the document is
saved into the document cabinet and the Profile of Document Cabinet Item
panel is displayed.
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Chapter 13. Coexistence with OfficeVision/MVS
Coexistence with OfficeVision/MVS means that both ASF and OfficeVision/MVS
are installed while ASF and the Document Writing feature replace the Application
Services component of OfficeVision/MVS, the Document Composition feature, and
the Document Writing feature.

Benefits of the coexistence
The coexistence provides access to the E-mail, Calendar, and DB2-based Enterprise
Address Book functions of OfficeVision/MVS for the users of ASF.
The users of OfficeVision/MVS get access to all enhancements of ASF as successor
product for Application Services and its features. In addition, the coexistence
provides:
v Support of the OfficeVision/MVS administration API
v More flexibility concerning MRO configurations
v Capacity and performance improvements
v Reliable display of OfficeVision/MVS status flag information

Support of the OfficeVision/MVS administration API
In coexistence mode it is recommended to connect the user profile maintenance of
ASF and OfficeVision/MVS. To do this define ENUOVENROLL as value of
parameter entry DXBUPMATDN in the ATDs ENUSLUPL and ENULMF9.
The ATD ENUOVENROLL invokes program FSNOVC1 with CICS START. This
program executes a CICS LINK for the OfficeVision/MVS administration API
program DMDAD000.
Note: For detailed information on the OfficeVision/MVS administration API, refer
to the chapter on “Administration Application Programming Interface” in
the Programming Interfaces for OfficeVision/MVS-Personal Services.

Enrolling user IDs in OfficeVision/MVS
After having defined a new user ID in the UPL, ENUOVENROLL is invoked for
enrolling the user ID in Personal Services, Calendar, and Enterprise Address Book.
The scope of the enrollment is determined by parameter DXBUPMCOMP. The
information passed to the OfficeVision/MVS administration API is determined by
the following parameter entries in ENUOVENROLL:
DXBUPMEFCT
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field DMDFUNC.
Possible values are:
v ADADD
v ADDEL
DXBUPMEUID
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field COMUSER.
DXBUPMTSQN
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API fields DMDITSQ and
DMDOTSQ.
DXBUPMMUID
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field COMMODEL.
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DXBUPMCOMP
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field DMDCOMP. It
determines the OfficeVision/MVS components where the user ID is
enrolled. Do not enroll the user ID in the Application Services component.
DXBUPMINIT
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field COMINIT. It
contains the initials of the new user.
DXBUPMLNAM
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field COMLNAME. It
contains the last name of the new user.
DXBUPMFNAM
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field COMFNAME. It
contains the first name of the new user.
DXBUPMPSWD
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field DMDPSWD. It is
recommended not to fill in this field because password checking by ASF is
not needed.
DXBUPMPWCH
The value of this parameter is mapped into the API field DMDPWCH. It is
recommended to set the value to 0 because password checking by ASF is
not needed.

Deleting user IDs in OfficeVision/MVS
After having deleted a user ID in the UPL, ENUOVENROLL is invoked to delete
the user ID in Personal Services, Calendar, and Enterprise Address Book. The scope
of deletion is determined by parameter DXBUPMCOMP.

Limitations of the coexistence
ASF does not provide an interface to connect DOS Office Direct Connect or
Current/MVS. ASF does not support the functions of the Application Connectivity
feature
The application CLIST document for the Document Writing feature does not
provide CLIST for addressing functions. As a substitution, it is recommended to
use the alternate note editor of OfficeVision Productivity Facility/MVS.

Setting up the coexistence
To set up the coexistence perform the following steps:
v Customize ASF for coexistence
v Customize OfficeVision/MVS for coexistence
v Adapt CICS tables - MRO considerations

Customizing ASF for coexistence
It is assumed that you have been using the coexistence between ASF and OV/MVS
already with ASF V3R2 and that the databases of the Application Services
component of OV/MVS have been migrated to V3R2. If this is not true, please
contact the ASF change team for support.
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Required settings in the base tailoring
Setting the base tailoring parameter OVCOEX to 1 enables ASF for coexistence
with OfficeVision/MVS.
Because both ASF and OfficeVision/MVS require parts of the TCTUA, a change of
the base tailoring parameter TCTDISP can be applicable. For further information,
refer to “Required settings in the language tailoring.”

Required settings in the environment tailoring
Each user of ASF is assigned to a work environment in its user profile. The
environment concept allows to separate user groups.
OfficeVision/MVS transaction families and access authorization levels are made
known to ASF by defining the following environment tailoring parameters in each
environment:
PSPREF
Personal Services transaction family being connected to this environment.
The default is DMD.
CALTXC
Transaction code of the Calendar region being connected to this
environment. The default is XCFS.
EABTXC
Enterprise Address Book transaction code being connected to this
environment. The default is ENJ0.
PSAUTH
Personal Services access level. The following values are possible:
0
No access (default)
1
Entry level
2
Full function
CALAUTH
Calendar access level. The following values are possible:
0
No access (default)
1
Full function
EABAUTH
Enterprise Address Book access level. The following values are possible:
0
No access (default)
1
Full function
For details on environment tailoring, refer to “Environment tailoring (FSNT100)”
on page 291.

Required settings in the language tailoring
Information about arriving mail and pending search requests is displayed as status
flags in the message line of ASF panels and OfficeVision/MVS panels. The default
values for these status flags are defined in the language tailoring parameters
DELGCHAR, MAILCHAR, and STATCHAR.
For details on the language tailoring, refer to “Language tailoring (FSNTxxx)” on
page 296.
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Customizing OfficeVision/MVS for coexistence
Required settings in macro DMDDEFCO
The new tailoring parameter ASFV3TX, introduced by PS APAR UW19080
(UW19081), must be set to the main ASF transaction FSN0.
Note: FSN0 consists of the transaction prefix FSN as defined in the tailoring
parameter ASPREF concatenated with 0. The value of ASPREF may have
been changed in your installation.
The tailoring parameter DWNAME must be set to DDDCPEDT because ASF does
not intercept the communication between Personal Services and DisplayWrite/370.

Adaptations of CICS tables—MRO considerations
The setup of the coexistence requires adaptations in several CICS tables described
in the following sections.

Required changes in the TCT
Both ASF and OfficeVision/MVS require an amount of 16 bytes of the TCTUA. The
OfficeVision/MVS part of the TCTUA directly follows the ASF part of the TCTUA
which starts at the offset defined in the base tailoring parameter TCTDISP.
If applicable, change the base tailoring parameter TCTDISP and adjust the length
of the TCTUA in the TYPETERM definitions for your terminals.
Attention: After having been tailored for coexistence mode, the logon to ASF is
rejected if the part of the TCTUA available for ASF and OfficeVision/MVS is less
than 32 bytes.

Required changes in the PPT
DMDGSI30: When signing on to ASF the Personal Services (PS) tailoring module
DMDGSI30 is loaded to determine the name of the PS HUD.
The program DMDGSI30 must be available and defined in the PPT of the ASF V3
region.
ASF supports the OfficeVision/MVS administration API enrolling users in the
Personal Services, Calendar, and Enterprise Address Book component. The
administration API program DMDAD000 is invoked by CICS LINK from program
FSNOVC1.
Attention: The program FSNOVC1 must be available and defined in the PPT of the
CICS region containing DMDAD000.

Required changes in the PCT
PIRT: OfficeVision/MVS is delivered with a PCT entry for the transaction PIRT
pointing to program DXBXPS2. In OfficeVision/MVS as stand-alone program, PIRT
is invoked:
v Upon return of control from Personal Services (PS), Calendar, or Enterprise
Address Book (EAB) to Application Services
v From the mail transaction for propagation of status flags
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In the coexistence, PIRT normally would no longer be needed. However, the
character string PIRT can have been stored as return transaction in records of the
PS, Calendar, or EAB component.
Attention: Do not remove PIRT from the PCT. PIRT must now point to program
FSNASF1.
FSNY: FSNY is the default transaction code for the program FSNOVC1
supporting the OfficeVision/MVS administration API. The administration API
program DMDAD000 is invoked by CICS LINK from program FSNOVC1.
The transaction code FSNY must be defined in the PPT of the CICS region
containing DMDAD000.
Note: FSNY consists of the value for the base and environment tailoring parameter
ASPREF and the suffix Y. ASPREF can have been changed in your
installation.

Required changes in the FCT
DMDHU30: When signing on to ASF the HUD record of the user is read for
correct initial settings of the OfficeVision/MVS status flags on ASF panels and in
the OfficeVision/MVS part of the TCTUA.
Therefore, the data set DMDHU30 must be defined in the FCT of the ASF region as
remote.

CICS MRO considerations
ASF, the Document Writing feature, and DisplayWrite/370 can reside in different
CICS regions. In coexistence mode the communication between Personal Services
(PS) and DisplayWrite/370 is no longer intercepted. Therefore, you can now run
PS, Calendar, and Enterprise Address Book (EAB) in CICS regions separate of the
ASF region.
The environment concept makes it possible to support multiple
PS-DisplayWrite/370 regions from one ASF region.
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Chapter 14. Storing documents in DISOSS/370
If DISOSS/370 is installed, users can store documents in the central DISOSS/370
library. This is only possible under CICS.
This chapter describes how to store documents in DISOSS/370. ASF does not
provide for the retrieval of documents from DISOSS/370.
When ASF stores a document, it gives DISOSS/370 information, for example, the
document’s name, the author’s name, and the date. The descriptive information
about the document, and the document itself, are stored in the central library of
DISOSS/370. In DISOSS/370 terms, the descriptive information is called a document
profile. The items of information contained in this profile are called storing
parameters in ASF.
To retrieve a document, first request a search for the document. Do this by entering
information about the document that is contained in the document profile.
Note: Storing can only be performed in the default environment defined in base
tailoring parameter.

DISOSS/370 terminology
Controlling the storing of documents in DISOSS/370 means telling ASF which
documents are to be stored. Controlling the retrieval of documents from
DISOSS/370 means specifying which parameter values are incorporated in the
DISOSS/370 document profile to be used in DISOSS/370 searches.

Specifying that a document is to be stored
The procedure for specifying that a document is to be stored in the DISOSS/370
central library differs for the document composition and the Document Writing
feature.

Storing a document composition document
You can specify that a document is to be stored after completion through an
indicator in the document-type description (LTD) item or in at least one of the
included standard paragraphs:
v If you always want a particular document type to be stored, specify on the
Define Document Type - Header Data Part 2 panel:
Document storing is forced: Yes

v If you always want a document to be stored when it contains a particular
standard paragraph, specify on the Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data
Part 2 panel:
Paragraph forces document storing: Yes

A document that must be stored is posted to the CLL after completion.
v If you have requested immediate printing, the document is posted to the CLL
when you leave the Document Composition Termination panel. It is removed
from the CLL after successful storing.
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v If you have submitted the document for bulk printing, it is posted to the CLL
for both storing and exporting. Exporting for bulk print is not possible before
the document has been successfully stored. It is removed from the CLL when it
is exported.
The document is always stored in FFT format.

Storing a Document Writing feature document
To store a document, the user first must submit it for storing from the Profile of
Document Cabinet Item panel. The administrator is responsible for controlling the
storing process. For more information on this, refer to “Submitting documents for
storing in DISOSS/370” on page 258.
When you store a document, you must specify the format the document is to have.
If you do not want the default storing format that was specified during base
tailoring (parameter DWFFORM), you can specify one of the following values for
storing parameter DXBDCAFORM:
1

For revisable-form text (RFT). When you store a document in this format,
you can still modify it. The default value distributed in the sample GIL
specifies RFT.

2

For final-form text (FFT) When you store a document in this format, it is
stored as a data stream of text and formatting information that controls the
presentation of the text. You store a document in this format if you want to
interchange documents among different products and printers. FFT
documents cannot be edited.

You can specify the text format globally, in the parameter description record, or
prompt the user for it.

Specifying storing information for retrieving documents
When you store a document, ASF passes storing information to DISOSS/370
together with the text of the document. DISOSS/370 uses this information, for
example, to define the document ownership.
This default storing information can be complemented by keywords to make
document retrieval easier. ASF passes the storing information and the keywords to
DISOSS/370 through storing parameters. Define these parameters in parameter
description records (PDRs).
ASF recognizes storing information by its reserved parameter names that are
predefined during tailoring, and keywords by their attributes defined in the PDRs.
There are two types of keywords:
v The value of a keyword is stored with the document as it is entered.
v The value of a prefixed keyword is prefixed by the parameter name and an
equals sign (=) before it is stored with the document.
A prefixed keyword is useful when, for example, you want to use a number as a
keyword. Assume you want to search for a document associated with a specific
account number. Then you can specify, for example:
ACCOUNT=41107

where ACCOUNT is the name of a parameter in the stored document and 41107
its value.
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Table 15 lists the storing parameters contained in the sample GIL. For each of these
parameters the sample GIL contains a PDR.
Table 15. Attributes of storing parameters
Parameter
description

Max. length

Parameter name Format

Default value

Document
owner

8

DXBOWNER

User-composed
document

Document name

44

DXBDOCNAME Free

Composed name

Document class

16

DXBCLASS

Free

Installation
default

Author(s)

20³ (60)

DXBAUTHOR

Free

Document
owner

Date
(user-assigned
document date)

10

DXBDATE

Date

Current date

Subject

60

DXBSUBJECT

Free

Document
subject (DW) or
LTD description
(DC)

Access code(s)

4³ (60)

DXBACCESS

Free

Private in
DISOSS/370

Storing format
(Document
Writing feature
only)

1

DXBDCAFORM

Numeric

Installation
default

Keyword(s)

60

Any

Any

None

Free

Note:
v The parameter names may have been changed during installation.
v The default value for DXBDOCNAME consists of:
– Document owner
– Name of originating document/document-type description item
– Date (yymmdd) and time (hhmmssttt)
– Authors and access codes can be entered in a list. Therefore, specify 60
as the maximum length in the parameter description record.
ASF checks the values of these parameters. If you do not supply any values, ASF
uses the default values shown in Table 15.
Document owner
Specifies the user who becomes the primary owner of the stored document.
The document owner must be a user in both ASF and DISOSS/370, and
must have the same password in both systems. The document owner must
be authorized in ASF to become a DISOSS/370 document owner. If this
parameter is not specified, the ASF user who created the document
becomes the owner, when authorized.
Document name
Specifies the name of the stored document. It can be up to 44 characters
long.
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If this parameter is not specified, the default name is the document owner
(up to 8 characters), for which a default name may already be defined.
This is followed by the name of the originating document name (up to 16
characters), the date in the form year-month-day (yymmdd), and the time
in the form hours-minutes-seconds-thousandths of a second (hhmmssttt).
Document class
Specifies the DISOSS/370 document class of the stored document. It can be
up to 16 characters long.
This parameter is checked against a list of allowed document classes
defined during ASF installation. If this parameter is not specified, ASF uses
the default class defined during installation.
Author(s)
Specifies one or more authors of the document.
If more than one author is specified, the names are separated by a comma.
The name can have a maximum of 20 characters. If you do not define a
name, ASF assumes that the document owner is the author.
Date

Specifies the date of the document.
ASF checks its format against the date format defined during installation.
If this parameter is not specified, the current date is used as the storing
date.

Subject
Is the text that describes the subject of the document. It can be up to 60
characters long.
This storing parameter does not become a search argument unless it is
defined as a document keyword in its parameter description record. It is
stored in the document profile, and is used to describe the document when
it has been found.
If this parameter is not specified, the subject of the document-type
description or the subject on the Profile of Document Cabinet Item panel is
used.
Access code(s)
Specifies one or more codes between 0 and 2048 that control access to the
stored document.
These are not ASF access codes but DISOSS/370 access codes. DISOSS/370
handles access codes differently from ASF:
0

Every user has access to the document. Access code 0 cannot be
entered with other access codes.

1 to 2048
Access to the document if at least one of the requestor’s access
codes matches one of the document access codes.
One or more access codes can be specified. Lists and ranges of values are
allowed. A list is specified by separating values or ranges by a comma (,).
A range of values is specified by separating two values by a hyphen (-). If
this parameter is not specified, the document is classified as private,
therefore, only owners have access to it.
Storing format (Document Writing feature only)
Is the format in which the document is stored.
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If parameter DXBDCAFORM (1=RFT, 2=FFT) is specified and correct, it
overrides the default value specified in base tailoring parameter
DWFFORM. If DXBDCAFORM is not specified, the default value defined
during tailoring is used.
Keywords
Parameters specified as document keywords. They can be 1 to 60
characters long.
If more than one value is specified in a keyword parameter, they have to
be separated by a comma. There are no default keywords.

Enabling users to display storing errors
ASF checks the values of parameters during storing and reports any errors that
occurred during storing in the storing-error log (FEL).
You can list the contents of the storing-error log. On the Main Menu for the
Administrator (ENUSMADM), select option 10 Export from CLL to batch
environment and storing to DISOSS. Menu ENUSMADMDS is then displayed as
shown in Figure 90.
If a storing error log entry is to be created, but the original owner is no longer
registered to Application Support Facility, the value specified in the customizing
parameter BFOWNER is used to serve as owner name. BFDOWNER is the default
for this parameter.
ENUSMADMDS

___

Export from CLL

1 Export from CLL and storing into DISOSS
2 Display storing status
3 Display storing error log (FEL)

===> _________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 90. The Export from CLL panel

Select option 3 Display storing error log (FEL). Figure 91 shows an example of the
Storing Error Log panel that is displayed.
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Storing-Error Log
Actions . . . .: STO=Retry storing, X=Continue Composition
DEL=Delete
Act

Owner

Saved on

Msg

Item name/title

___

ENUUSER

02/24/1993 15.29

714

FSNSDCLTD002/Additional documents requ

F1=Help F2=Reset
F12=Cancel

F3=Exit

F5=Cmd Line

F6=Prompt

F9=Print

F11=Refresh

Figure 91. The Storing Error Log panel

The error date is always displayed in the sequence month-day-hour-minute. The
24-hour clock applies.
You can create your own ATDs to display the storing error log. These ATDs must
call the program FSNASF3, and you have to use the request-type parameter
DXBZREQT set to 96 for List FEL items. More parameters are used to determine
the contents of the list and the maximum number of pages displayed. The log of
all users or the log of a specific user can be displayed, and the date can be used as
selection criteria. The sample GIL contains the ATD item ENUSLFEL that can be
invoked from MENU item ENUSMADMDS.
For more information on how to create menus and ATDs, refer to Chapter 5,
“Defining menu and information items,” on page 63, and Chapter 8, “Defining
ATDs,” on page 101, respectively.
Figure 92 shows an example of an ATD that is defined to enter selection criteria for
a search of storing error log entries:
ENUSLFEL

List FEL

Storing Error Log

Modified after . . ________

.
.
.

Figure 92. Storing Error Log sample panel

Submitting documents for storing in DISOSS/370
The following describes how you submit documents for storing in DISOSS/370
with the document composition and the Document Writing feature, and how ASF
stores submitted documents in the DISOSS/370 central library.
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Submitting document composition documents for storing
Figure 93 shows the control flow when you store documents with the document
composition feature.

Figure 93. Control flow during document storage with the document composition feature

Submitting Document Writing feature documents for storing
Figure 94 shows the control flow when you store documents with the Document
Writing feature.
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Figure 94. Control flow during document storage with the Document Writing feature

Storing documents in the DISOSS/370 central library
Figure 95 gives an overview of the storing process.

Figure 95. Overview of storing process

Storing is performed in several steps:
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1. ASF creates a formatted document using RFT or FFT for the Document Writing
feature, or FFT for the document composition.
2. The document text is transformed into the multilingual code page. The
document is complemented by profile information for DISOSS/370 and
transformed into a document interchange unit (DIU) for DISOSS/370.
3. The DIU is sent to DISOSS/370 for storing in the central library.
When an error occurs during one of the storing steps, error information is added
to the storing-error log. For more information on this error log, refer to “Enabling
users to display storing errors” on page 257.
You can create your own ATD to display the Document Export and Storing panel.
This ATD must call the program FSNASF1, and you must use the parameter
DXBFNCT set to ECLL. Optionally, the requested function can be specified in
DXBEXPFNCT and the export limit in DXBEXPLIM. The sample GIL contains the
ATD item ENUSMADMDSEX that can be invoked from MENU item
ENUSMADMDS.
Document Export and Storing
Export
Storing status
Start date/time . . : 09/24-08.33
Documents processed :
42
Documents in error :
0

Storing
STOPPED
09/24-08.04
18
2

Select one of the following functions.
1
2
3

Start
document storing
Stop
document storing
Recover document storing

4

Export

Function number . . _
Export limit . . . ___
Storing password. .

F1=Help

documents

(optional for function 4)
(required for function 1)

F12=Cancel

Figure 96. Document Export and Storing panel

You can use this panel to control what happens to document-request records. The
date and time are always displayed in the sequence month-day-hour-minute. The
24-hour clock applies.
The upper part of the Document Export and Storing panel displays the status
information:
v Current storing status
v Date and time when document storing and export was started
v Number of documents exported and stored
v Number of documents found in error since the reported start of document
storing
For each document that was found in error, an entry in the storing-error log is
created. See “Enabling users to display storing errors” on page 257.
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The current status may change while the panel is being displayed. To refresh it,
press Enter.
If DISOSS/370 is not activated, the Start Document Export panel is displayed.
Table 16 shows what the current status can be.
Table 16. Summary of current status
STARTING

Start request accepted.

SENT

Signon or document sent to DISOSS/370.

RUNNING

Document being prepared for storing.

SLEEPING

Currently no documents to store available;
status changes to RUNNING when a
document to be stored arrives.

STOPPING

Stop request accepted.

STOPPED

Stopped because of stop request.

FORCED-STOP

Stopped because of error.

RECOVERED

Status reset because of recover request.

If an abnormal condition occurs during storing, the storage program of ASF may
stop running. The status on the Document Export and Storing panel then includes
a code that describes why it stopped. For a description of these codes, see
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Diagnosis Guide.
In the lower part of the Document Export and Storing panel, you can specify
information: the number of one of the functions displayed, the number of
documents you want to export, and a storing password. You must specify a storing
password when requesting the function Start document storing. This is the
password that is assigned in DISOSS/370 to the user who performs the storing.
The default user ID is BFILUSER. This user ID is specified when the interface to
DISOSS/370 is activated through tailoring. No user profile record is required for
this user in ASF.

Starting document storing
You start document storing from the Document Export and Storing panel. During
storing, your terminal is not locked. You can store documents at the same time as
you do other ASF activities.
To start storing, select option 1 on the Document Export and Storing panel.
How ASF reacts to your storing request depends on the current storing status:
v When the status is STOPPED, FORCED-STOP, or RECOVERED, ASF changes the
status to STARTING. The contents of the fields Documents processed and
Documents in error are reset to zero.
v For all other status conditions, the status remains unchanged. This means that
the request is rejected.

Stopping document storing
You should stop document storing before starting document export to avoid
confusion about which documents are exported.
To stop storing, select function 2 on the Document Export and Storing panel.
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How ASF reacts to your request depends on the current storing status:
v When the status is STARTING, RUNNING, SENT, or SLEEPING, ASF changes
the status to STOPPING, stops storing, and displays the status STOPPED. If the
request to stop storing is issued while a document is being stored, storing is
completed first.
v For all other status conditions, the status remains unchanged. This means that
the request is rejected.

Recovering document storing
If, during storing, a system error occurred, the status as recorded in the
storing-error log may not reflect the real storing status. Synchronization between
ASF and DISOSS/370 is lost and consequently, ASF may reject your requests.
To reset synchronization, that is, to restart storing, select function 3 on the
Document Export and Storing panel.
How ASF reacts to this request depends on the current status as recorded in the
storing-error log:
v When the status is STOPPING, the request is accepted.
v When the status is STOPPED, FORCED-STOP, or RECOVERED, the status
remains unchanged as no recovery is required.
v When the status is STARTING, SENT, RUNNING, or SLEEPING, the status
remains unchanged. ASF displays a message asking you to stop storing before
requesting recovery.
If ASF accepts the recovery request, you are asked for confirmation. ASF then
changes the status to RECOVERED. The contents of document counters are not
changed.
When you have reached the status RECOVERED, you can request to start storing
again.

Displaying status information
Enabling users to display status information
You can enable users to display the current processing status information by
calling the program FSNASF1. Then users do not have to sign off from ASF to
display this information.
Create an application-type description (ATD) that calls FSNASF1. How to create an
application-type description is explained in Chapter 8, “Defining ATDs,” on page
101. The sample GIL contains the ATD record ENUSMADMDSST that you can use
as an example.
Create a menu entry to enable users to select the ATD. How to produce menus is
described in Chapter 5, “Defining menu and information items,” on page 63.
Entry 1 on the Export from CLL panel is an example of such a menu entry:
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ENUSMADMDS

___

Export from CLL

1 Export from CLL and storing into DISOSS
2 Display Storing Status
3 Display storing error log (FEL)

===> ___________________________________________________________________
F1=Help F4=Main Menu F5=Cmd Line F6=Prompt F9=Print F12=Cancel

Figure 97. Sample Storing Services panel

Selecting option 2 Display Storing Status would then display the Document
Export and Storing Status panel, which is shown in Figure 98.
Document Export and Storing Status

Export
Storing status
Start date/time...... 09/24-08.33
Documents processed..
42
Documents in error...

F1=Help

Storing
STOPPED
09/24-08.04
18
2

F12=Cancel

Figure 98. The Document Export and Storing Status panel

Enabling users to display status information and to control
storing
The procedure for enabling users to display status and control information is
similar to enabling users to display status information alone, as described
previously. The sample GIL contains the ATD ENUSMADMDSST that you can use
as an example.
If you run ASF under CICS, document storing and export are controlled online
through the document-disposition transaction.
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ASF stores the document temporarily in the completed-document library in the
form of a document-request record (LRR). The document request record contains
references to all standard paragraphs that have been selected, parameters and the
associated values, and individual text. It also indicates:
v Whether the document must also be exported for bulk printing on a system
printer after it has been stored
v If printing applies, how many additional copies have been requested
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Part 2. Customization
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Chapter 15. Customization for the z/OS environment
This chapter provides you with information on how to customize ASF. Use this
information for changing system definitions to suit your users’ individual needs.
For further information, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Licensed
Program Specifications and the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Program Directory.

Customization overview
The customization information is provided in the following sections:
v Base tailoring
This allows you to define:
– System defaults, which are valid throughout the system (for example, length
of database records, panel colors, and default sign-on languages).
– User defaults, which are valid for all users but can be overridden in
individual user profiles (for example, the default work environment and
default printer).
– Use of the Document Writing feature
– Coexistence with OV/MVS
– Transaction families
A transaction family is a set of transaction codes. Each transaction code
consists of a transaction prefix defined in the tailoring parameter ASPREF
and a suffix added by the system. This allows you to define region-specific
transaction codes.
In an IMS you can run ASF in both conversational and in non-conversational
mode by mapping the IMS transaction definitions into different ASF
transaction families.
v Environment tailoring
This allows you to:
– Support separate environments for administration, test, and production
within the same ASF installation.
– Use DB2 as the database environment for administration while VSAM or
DL/I are used for production.
– Let different user groups work with different ASF databases
– Specify multiple sets of working data sets for performance reasons.
v Terminal tailoring
This allows you to specify specific parameters for terminals that differ from the
specifications made in base tailoring.
v Language tailoring
The definition of language-dependent system defaults allows you to support
multiple languages within the same ASF installation.
v Tailoring for utilities FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
This allows you to perform specific customization for document composition in
batch mode.
v User exit tailoring
This allows you to:
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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– Define the type of invocation of a customer program such as PDP, PVP, or
DCP.
– In a CICS environment you can define whether the program is to be invoked
using CICS XCTL or CICS START for a PDP or PVP, or using CICS START or
CICS LINK for a DCP.
– In an IMS environment you can define whether the program is to be invoked
using a program-to-program switch (PTP) or a "LOAD and BALR" operation.
– Define customer DL/I databases accessed in the paragraph selection exit
invoked from the Web client.
Additionally, information is provided on tailoring parameters that affect system
definitions, online display of tailoring information, and changing ASF messages.

Source members and jobs for customization
The installation parameter TRANSMGR determines which tailoring source
members are generated in the library SRCELIB. For
v TRANSMGR=CICS the source members end with the suffix "C"
v TRANSMGR=IMS the source members end with the suffix "I"
v TRANSMGR=DB2 the source members end with the suffix "N"
The names of the batch jobs that are used to generate the tailoring load modules
and the load modules themselves do not contain a suffix. The names are not
dependent on the TRANSMGR setting.
The default jobs provided with ASF create the tailoring load modules in a separate
tailoring load library. The default name of this library depends on the setting of the
TRANSMGR parameter. For
v TRANSMGR=CICS: FSN.ASFV3R4.CICS.TAILLOAD
v TRANSMGR=IMS: FSN.ASFV3R4.IMS.TAILLOAD
v TRANSMGR=DB2: FSN.ASFV3R4.DB2.TAILLOAD
For more information on the parameter TRANSMGR, refer to the Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Program Directory.
Table 17 lists the source members and jobs that you must use to customize your
system.
Table 17. Source members and jobs for customization
Type of tailoring

Load module

Batch job

Source member
TRANSMGR
CICS

IMS

DB2

Base

FSNT000

FSNJ000

FSNT000C

FSNT000I

FSNT000N

Environment

FSNT100

FSNJ100

FSNT100C

FSNT100I

FSNT100N

Language

FSNTENU (see
Note 2)

FSNJENU

FSNTENUC

FSNTENUI

FSNTENUN

Terminal
(optional)

FSNTTRM

FSNJTRM

FSNTTRMC

FSNTTRMI

Not applicable

Batch document
composition

FSNTB00

FSNJB00

FSNTB00C

FSNTB00I

FSNTB00N
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Notes:
1. ENU is the 3-character language code of the default language (U.S. English).
Source members and batch jobs for the generation of language-dependent
tailoring information are delivered for the following language codes:
DAN (Danish)
DEU (German)
ESP (Spanish)
FRA (French)
NLD (Dutch)
For information on how to create language-dependent tailoring information for
other language codes, refer to “Supported language codes” on page 381.
The source for all tailoring information is located in the user library (data set
SRCELIB). The corresponding batch jobs are located in the installation library (data
set JCLLIB).

Overview of the tailoring process
All tailoring information must be provided in the corresponding source members
in code page 500. To change tailoring information, convert the source members
from code page 500 to the required national code page. After you have made your
changes, the tailoring source members must be converted back to code page 500.
The following list shows the steps necessary to change tailoring information after
installation:
1. Decide the parameters you want to change and the new values you want to
assign to them. Identify the associated source member using Table 17 on page
270.
2. Edit job FSNAUCPT in library JCLLIB. Specify the member name that you
want to change and submit the job. This automatically converts the source from
code page 500 to the national code page.
3. Update the member you selected in library SRCELIB.
4. Edit the job FSNAUCPF in library JCLLIB. Specify the member name that you
want to change and submit the job. This automatically converts the source from
the national code page to code page 500.
5. Submit the associated FSNJxxxx job in library JCLLIB to assemble and link-edit
your tailoring changes. The associated load module FSNTxxxx is replaced in
library SFSNLOD0.
6. Start your system. The changes will be active.

Base tailoring (FSNT000)
Base tailoring affects all ASF data that is applicable throughout the system
regardless of language, environment, or user. With base tailoring, you can modify:
v General settings
v Names of user exit load modules
v Options for document composition
v Options for the ASF Web client
v Options for the Document Writing feature
v Options for storing to DISOSS/370
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Transaction family table (FSNTTXC)
Table 18 lists the parameters you can use with the FSNTTXC macro.
Table 18. Parameters for the FSNTTXC macro
Parameter

Default

Description

ASPREF

FSN

Transaction code prefix for this transaction family. The transaction family with this prefix is
defined. The remaining parameters are attributes of this transaction family.
Specifies whether only one user can use a user ID at a time:

SESSCTL

2

1

Users can share this user ID

2

Single sign-on only with this user ID

3

Automatic logoff with change of terminal

These values can be overwritten with settings in the user profile.

Note: For each prefix defined with parameter ASPREF in base tailoring transaction
family FSNTTXC, you must also define an entry for parameter ASPREF in
environment tailoring macro FSNTENV.

Panel display parameters (FSNTCOL) (3270-ASF)
The parameters described in Table 19 let you customize the colors of the 3270
emulation panels.
Table 19. Parameters for customizing the 3270 emulation panel colors
Parameter

Default

Description

ARROW

TURQUOISE

Color of arrow on command line

CMDLINE

GREEN

Color of command-line input

CTLINFO

BLUE

Color of page or line indicator on panels

DATAREA

GREEN

Color of input on prompt screens with underline

DEFAULT

TURQUOISE

Default color of map

DESCRPT

TURQUOISE

Color of description lines of panels

DESCRUL

BLUE

Reserved parameter

DISAREA

TURQUOISE

Color of description on prompt screens

HDRLINE

YELLOW

Title line of panels

MOREIND

NEUTRAL

Color of “More” indicator on screens with more than one page

MSGLINE

RED

Color of error messages

MSGLINI

NEUTRAL

Color of information messages
Remove overstriking of messages in the message line. Valid values are:

MSGLNOR

0

0

No

1

Yes

PANELID

BLUE

Panel ID in upper left corner of panels, ID of items on panels for GIL
maintenance

PFKEY

BLUE

Color of F-key line

PLUSIGN

NEUTRAL

Color of plus (+) sign on panel ″Paragraph Selection″ for more input on
selection line

PRMPTAR

GREEN

Color of data input on prompt panels with no underline

PRMPTUL

YES

Underlining of data input on prompt panels with underline (YES/NO)
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Table 19. Parameters for customizing the 3270 emulation panel colors (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

PROTDAT

BLUE

Color of protected data on prompt screens

SLCTNBR

NEUTRAL

Color of selection numbers of menus

General base tailoring parameters
The following base tailoring parameters indicate the ASF environment.
Table 20. ASF environment parameters
Parameter

Default

Description

DESTSYS

CICS/IMS/
DB2

Indicates the environment. Value must be in sync with installation parameter
TRANSMGR. FSNT000C specifies CICS, FSNT000I specifies IMS, and FSNT000N
specifies DB2.
Value must be in sync with the installation parameter DBSETUP. The parameter only
applies to the source members FSNT000C and FSNT000I. The values are:

DBSETUP

0

0 (DB2SETUP=DB2NO)
All ASF databases are defined in VSAM only (CICS) or DL/I only (IMS).
1 (DBSETUP=DB2MIX)
The ASF databases GIL, SLL, and CLL are defined in DB2. All the other ASF
databases are defined in VSAM (TRANSMGR=CICS) or DL/I
(TRANSMGR=IMS).

The following tables list the base tailoring parameters for user-exits. If you want to
implement a user-exit, the load module name of the user-exit must be made
known to ASF through the base tailoring FSNT000. For more detail on the
user-exits, refer to the ASF Application Programming Guide.
Table 21. Base tailoring parameter for user-exits for all 3270 panels of ASF
Parameter

Exit description

EXITPFKE

This user-exit is used for creating documents using a 3270 emulation or the Document Writing
feature

Table 22. Base tailoring parameters for user-exits for document composition (online)
3270-ASF

Web
client

Parameter

Exit description

EXITADPA

Controls the Additional paragraphs option on the Paragraphs menu. The exit is
invoked if the base tailoring parameter FINDCTL is set to 1 or 2.

x

EXITARCH

Enables the retrieval of customer documents in line-mode for subsequent
display with ASF. The exit is invoked when ASF is invoked with the SIB
requests AFLD or AFLP.

x

EXITLCME

Controls the document-termination panel. It supports redirection of functions
and suppression of the panel itself.

x

EXITITPE

Controls individual-text processing. It may especially be used to control the use
of DCF commands.

x

EXITHLPE

Enables changing the name of context help records

x

EXITOPAE

Adjust the content of the formatter output written to the FLL database because
of deferred-printing. The exit is only called if EXITPRTE has been specified.

x
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Table 22. Base tailoring parameters for user-exits for document composition (online) (continued)
3270-ASF

Web
client

Parameter

Exit description

EXITPLS1,
EXITPLS2

These exits contain the two phases of the former FSNHLPS exit for processing
in the online environment. EXITPLS1 only indicates whether a subsequent
analysis of the sequence of paragraphs of the LRR is to be performed by
EXITPLS2.

x

x

EXITBPL1,
EXITBPL2

These exits contain the two phases of the former FSNHLPS exit for processing
with utility FSNBTCH. EXITBPL1 only indicates whether a subsequent analysis
of the sequence of paragraphs of the LRR is to be performed by EXITBPL2.

x

x

EXITPRTE

Defers printing, i.e. formatter output is written to the FLL database.

x

x

EXITPSEL

Used for enhanced control of the paragraph selection tree. It allows the hiding
of paragraphs and the modification of attributes of the paragraphs. Additional
customization of the user exit tailoring FSNTUEX is necessary.

EXITSECE

Used to checking the sign-on password by involving an external security
manager such as RACF.

EXITWLCM

Controls the document-termination window. It supports the redirection of
functions and the suppression of the panel itself.

EXITWTBL

Controls immediate printing on remote printers. It defines a table that maps
ASF parameters (from the remote printer ATD definition or from the document)
to JCL variables contained in the job control used for printing. See also the base
tailoring parameter WTBLOPTN.

x

x

x
x

x

x

Table 23. Base tailoring parameters for user-exits for document composition (batch)
Parameter

Exit description

EXITBDCE

Allows customization of the separator information (.oc) inserted by the utility FSNBDCF between
DCF input lines in a documents.

EXITBUSF

Specifies the sort information that is inserted in the BLRR records when the CLL is exported using
the utility FSNCEXP or when the records are created using the utility FSNBTCH.

Table 24 lists base tailoring parameters that are valid independent of any feature
that is installed.
Table 24. General base tailoring parameters
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Alternate F-key display:
0
ALPFDIS

1
1

F-keys are displayed in two rows, each of them containing
slots for six F-keys. For F-keys which are not assigned with a
command, only the F-key number is displayed.

x

Only F-keys which are assigned with a command are
displayed.

Only applicable when using the interface to OV/MVS. Possible
values are 0 or 1
ASFNOTUA
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0

0

ASF uses 16 bytes of the TCTUA

1

ASF will not use the TCTUA at all. The OV/MVS part of the
TCTUA starts at the offset specified in base tailoring
parameter TCTDISP
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x

Web
client

Table 24. General base tailoring parameters (continued)
Parameter

Default

3270ASF

Description

Web
client

Suppress command line:

CMLSUPR

0

0

No

1

Yes

2

Command line is suppressed when ASF is called from a user
application. It is only available for users that sign on using
the sign-on panel.

x

Cursor on menus is initially displayed on the:
0

Selection line

1

Command line

2

Command line. Also:
v The menu entry selection field is suppressed.
v The menu entry description is displayed in its full length
of 75 characters.

CURSMEN

0

3

Command line. Includes specific menu display as for
CURSMEN=2. Also:

x

v On help menu panels, a command line is displayed
instead of a menu entry selection field.
v The number of display lines for the help menu and help
information panels is identical to the number of editing
lines for menu and information items in the GIL
maintenance function.

CUSTMSGP

0

Makes the customer message pool FSN9Cxxx known to ASF. If you
want to change messages or literals contained in the system message
pool FSN9xxx, you must copy the applicable messages to the
customer message pool FSN9Cxxx and compile this member using
the job FSNJ9Cxxx. ASF will access the customer message pool if
CUSTMSGP is set to 1.

DENVNAM

FSNE0001

Name of default environment. A corresponding environment with
this name must be defined in the environment tailoring FSNT100.
Can be overwritten through the user profile.

x

x

x

Controls whether the input field for date parameters is shortened to 8
characters. Valid values are:
0
DTIPSHRT

DB2CSID

0

500

Input fields for date parameters consist of 10 characters
regardless of the tailored date format.

Shorten input fields for date parameters to characters if the
date format has been tailored to allow for 2-year characters
only.
For tailoring of the date format, see language tailoring parameter
DATFMT.
1

Default keyboard code page ID for data to be stored in DB2. Only
applicable if installation parameter DBSETUP has been set to
DB2MIX or DB2ONLY. Only applicable for environments with
tailoring parameter DB2OPR set to 1.

x

x
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Table 24. General base tailoring parameters (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

Dump codes:

DUMPCR

DW370OPR

ENVCHECK

ENVPROT

0

0

No

1

PL/I

2

CICS

3

Both

0

To activate the functions of the Document Writing feature this
parameter must be set to 1.

x

0

Check the existence of the environment specified on the user profile
maintenance panel Session Control Settings. Valid values are:
0
No
1
Yes

x

0

When an administrator defines a new user ID, the Environment name
field on the Session Control Settings panel in user profile
maintenance is protected. The environment of the administrator
becomes the environment of the new user ID. Valid values:
0
No
1
Yes

x

Specifies CISIZE (VSAM or DL/I) or the mapping size (DB2) for
records of the General Information Library (GIL). The parameter
value must:
GILLTH

6144

v Be on of the following: 6144, 8192, 12288, 16384, 20480, 24576,
28672, 32767

x

x

v Be less than or equal to the value specified in parameter ISLLTH
v Match the value of parameter GILSZ or IGILSZ in the parameter
file FSNASPAx specified during installation
IMSSYNC

0

Recommended in SYSPLEX environments.
1
Forces a SYNCPOINT to be written after the insertion of an
ASF user session record in the USL database using IMS.

x

INSTKB

37

Default keyboard code page ID. It can be overwritten for specific
terminals in the terminal tailoring. See Table 67 on page 384 for a list
of the keyboards supported and their respective keyboard IDs.

x

Specifies CISIZE (VSAM) or the mapping size (DB2) for records of
the work data sets USL, ISL, WSL, ZSL, FLL, DJL, and FEL.
Depending on the value of the installation parameter DBSETUP, the
value of ISLLTH must be one of the following:
v For DBSETUP=DB2NO or DBSETUP=DB2MIX (working databases
are VSAM databases or DL/I databases): 8192, 12288, 16384, 20480,
24576, 28672, or 32767
ISLLTH

8 192

v For DBSETUP=DB2ONLY (working databases are DB2 databases):
8192, 16384, or 32767

x

The parameter value must:
v Be less than or equal to the value specified in the parameter
ISLLTH
v Match the value of the parameter ISLSZ or IISLSZ in the parameter
file FSNASPAx specified during installation
LMAXPAG

276

40

Maximum number of online pages allowed for database lists.
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Table 24. General base tailoring parameters (continued)
3270ASF

Parameter

Default

Description

LPRTID

P287

Default printer for printing GIL items with F-key print or from a list
of GIL items. It is used if no printer is specified in the user profile
and in terminal tailoring (parameter PRTID).

Web
client

x

Highlighting of mandatory parameters on parameter prompting
panels:
MANDHIL

0

0

Only empty mandatory PDP arguments are highlighted
before the PDP is called. All other empty mandatory
parameters are highlighted after the PDP has been called.

1

All empty mandatory parameters are highlighted.

x

Specifies the default 3270 terminal model. Up to two values can be
specified:
1. Indicates the number of lines available on the display. Accepted
values are:

MODEL

(2,2)

2

24 lines

3

32 lines

4

43 lines

x

2. Specifies that extended attributes and color support are available.
Accepted values are:
0

Standard attributes

1

Extended attributes

2

Extended attributes and color support

Examples: 2 3,1 4,2.
Controls whether duplicate parameters are allowed in ATDs. Valid
values are:
NODUPPRM 0

0

No

1

Yes

x

Suppress display of the ″More″ indicator. Valid values are:
NOMORE

0

0

No

1

Yes

x

Print GIL items without the header information containing the name
of the item, user ID, and so on. Valid values are:
NOPRTHD

0

0

No

1

Yes

x

Issue a syncpoint request before calling an application program:
NOSYNCP

0

0

No syncpoint requested

x

1

Syncpoint requested by issuing an EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT

x

Enable connection between ASF and OfficeVision/MVS:
OVCOEX

PANPREF

0

FSN

0

No enabling for coexistence

1

Connection established

x

Panel name prefix for the map sets

x

Panel name prefix for the formats

x
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Table 24. General base tailoring parameters (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

x

x

x

x

Uppercase folding of parameter names in GIL item maintenance:
PDNFOLD

PDPCALL

PRMUPRO

0

0

0

No

1

Yes

0

The PDP is called after all arguments have been specified.

1

The PDP is called after the first PDP argument has been
specified.

0

User and system parameters must have one of the following
protection levels:

0

1

2

Conditionally protected

3

Protected

4

No display

User and system parameters can have all protection levels.

Protect the field Package name during maintenance of GIL items.
Valid values are:
PROTRELN

PRTFOLD

PSWDASF

0

0

1

0

No

1

Yes

0

Printer names are accepted in mixed case.

1

Printer names are folded to uppercase.

1

Password change in user profile

Password change by external security called from user exit
program FSNSECE
Can be overwritten through the user profile.
0

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Information about the use of database items is collected on the data
set with ddname FSNXTRA:
RECUSAG

0

0

No statistics are written

1

Use of GIL items is counted

2

Use of SLL items is counted

4

Use of GIL and SLL items is counted

By storing the date of use during document composition (reference
date) in the GIL header, it is possible to identify GIL items that have
not been used for a long time.
REFDATE

SBMLTH

278

0

4024

0

Date of use is not stored

1

Date of use is stored in the GIL header (once per day and
GIL item)
Note: REFDATE=1 makes it impossible to use a GIL
read-only data set during document composition, both
online and batch. This may impact performance.

Specifies the maximum message segment length used to pass an SIB
between ASF and user applications. If the SIB exceeds this length, it
is split into several messages. The value must be a number between
538 and 32765.
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Table 24. General base tailoring parameters (continued)
3270ASF

Parameter

Default

Description

SESLNG0

ENU

Default language for the sign-on screen assigned to FSN0 or FSNI

x

SESLNG1

DEU

Alternative sign-on language assigned to FSN1

x

SESLNG2

FRA

Alternative sign-on language assigned to FSN2

x

SESLNG3

NLD

Alternative sign-on language assigned to FSN3

x

SESLNG4

ESP

Alternative sign-on language assigned to FSN4

x

SESLNG5

DAN

Alternative sign-on language assigned to FSN5

x

Web
client

Takeover of ASF sessions of other users is possible if IMS is used
with ETO and LOGMODE=NODE. Valid values are:
SESSEC

0

0

Yes

1

No

x

Defines processing of the package name of a GIL item upon takeover
from production to test in a release-controlled system. The package
name:
SETRELN

SPADBNM

0

FSNDBSPA

x

0

Remains unchanged

1

Is set to blank

2

Is set to the user’s default

DBD name of the database obtaining the dialog SPA of ASF in case
of:
v Non-conversational IMS
v Conversational IMS

x

x

The dialog SPA records are written to FSNDBSPA if the IMS SPA is
not large enough to obtain them.

STOPCUR

0

Determines positioning of cursor:
0
Set cursor on the first required parameter that is empty.
1
Set cursor on the first empty parameter, if no parameter that
is to be exchanged with a PDP is marked in error.

SUPCHCK

0

Reserved for future use.

SUPDXBD

0

Suppress parameter DXBDATE on the panel User Parameters Temporary Settings
0
No
1
Yes

SUPPRNT

0

0
1

Display the Print F-key
Suppress display of Print F-key

x

x

x
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Table 24. General base tailoring parameters (continued)
Parameter

SUPULIN

Default

Description

0

0

Do not suppress any underlining of input fields

1

Suppress underlining on the Individual-Text Processing
panel

2

Suppress underlining on the Define Standard Paragraph Text panel

3

Suppress underlining for text input fields on GIL
maintenance panels:

3270ASF

Web
client

x

v Define Information - Text
v Define Menu - Entries
v Define Document Type - Entries
v Define Standard Paragraph Group - Layout
v Define Standard Paragraph - Text

Only applicable:
v If the base tailoring parameter OVCOEX has been set to 1
SWOVLNG

v For Swiss OV/MVS customers who must set SWOVLNG to 1

0

x

If SWOVLNG is set to 1 the language codes DEU, FRAU, and ITA
are switched to DES, FRS, and IST when the OV/MVS calendar
component is invoked.
TCTDISP

0

Specifies the displacement of the ASF part within the CICS TCT user
area (TCTUA). The area has a total length of 16 bytes.

x

TIMEOUT

0000060

Session timeout interval in minutes. If zero is specified, no timeout
occurs.

x

TRCCLASS

0

Reserved for future use.

FSNUPL

ddname for UPL

UPLNAME

FSNDBUPL DBD name for UPL

x

x

x

x

x

Base tailoring parameters for the document composition
functions
The tailoring parameters in Table 25 apply for document composition.
Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

-> Parameter Processing:

ADDCENT

280

0

Controls processing of year-values in date parameters if the
customized date format requires a four-digit year field
0
A two-digit input for the year is rejected.
1
A two-digit input for the year is automatically
prefixed by today’s century.
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

-> Parameter Prompting, PDP-interface:

ARDUPCTL

0

Array parameters defined in a paragraph may have been
pre-filled with values when the interface was invoked or filled
during runtime through interaction with a PDP. If a paragraph
entry in an LRR contains more than one instance of an array
parameter that is be filled by a PDP, the logic of the PDP
might make it necessary to either pass one instance of the
parameter or all of its instances. This especially affects all
follow-on calls to a PDP.
0
Only one instance of an array parameter that is filled
by the PDP is passed to this program.
1
All instances of an array parameter that are filled by
the PDP are passed to this program.
-> Paragraph Selection window:

ARSDUPRS

0

When you resume composition of a document from the SLL,
the initial SIB control block that existed when the document
was created is no longer available. Data from this control block
might have been merged into the selection of paragraphs and
into the parameters of the document. Resetting the entire
document to the contents of the LTD and the paragraphs as
they are stored in the GIL might remove essential data from
the document.
0
When document composition is resumed, you cannot
reset the entire document.
1
When document composition is resumed, you can
reset the entire document.

x

-> Batch document composition (FSNBTCH):
Controls return code (RC) processing of FSNBTCH for
compatibility with an early code level of ASF V3R2.
0
Error message during composition forces a utility RC
of 8.
1
Error message during composition forces a utility RC
of 4 as in ASFV3R2.

BTCHRCO

CONFDEL

0

Optionally request a confirmation when F-key Delete is
pressed on the panel Paragraph Selection. Valid values are:
0
No confirmation requested
1
Confirmation requested

x

x

-> Paragraph Selection window:

CTXTHLP

0

Each item in the GIL may be associated with context help.
Whether context help is available or not might be interesting to
know when working on the paragraph selection panel as
context help contains advice on how to process the paragraph
or document.
0
Do not show if context help is available on the
paragraph selection panel.
1
An “information”-icon is shown on the left of the
selection box for those items that have context help
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

x

x

-> Formatting with DCF (online and batch):
DGMLFPRM

0

Determines whether parameter values should be scanned by
DCF for the occurrence of GML tags.
0
Scanning is performed.
1
Scanning is switched off.
-> Document composition termination:
A document in the SLL is selected for document composition.
On the termination panel the document is submitted for collect
print. The tailoring parameter decides what to do with the
LRR in the SLL after the document has been copied
successfully to the CLL.
0
LRR is kept in the SLL.
1
LRR is deleted from the SLL.

DLRRFSLL

0

DPRTID

P287

Default printer for immediate print requests on local printers.
It is used if no printer is specified in the user profile and in the
terminal tailoring (parameter DCPRT).

EMLCNTL

0

Reserved for future use.

x

-> Paragraph Selection window:

FINDCTL

0

Controls availability of the options “Find” and “Additional
paragraphs” on the Paragraph Selection window:
0
Only "Find" is available.
1
Only "Additional paragraphs" is available.
2
Both "Find" and "Additional paragraphs" are available.

x

-> Paragraph Selection window:
FMAXNUM

IEFNAME

ILRRKEY

282

100

Specifies the maximum number of paragraphs that are shown
in the result list of the Find dialog in the Web client. You can
specify a value of up to 999.

x

FSNIEF

ddname of the VSAM ESDS data set receiving the BLRR
records created during online export of the CLL.
Note: The value of IEFNAME must be identical with the value
specified in parameter LRRNAME.

x

0

The record key of an LRR on the ISL database and CLL
database is a timestamp in the format
YYMMDDHHMMSSMMM. To avoid queuing write requests at
the databases it is recommended to consider inversion of the
LRR key. The following values are accepted:
0
Timestamp LRR keys are not inverted.
1
Timestamp LRR keys on the ISL are inverted.
2
Timestamp LRR keys on the CLL and the ISL are
inverted.
Note: In an environment customized for DB2 the LRR key on
the CLL is always inverted independent of the setting for
parameter ILRRKEY.

x
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

Default

3270ASF

Description

Web
client

-> Paragraph Selection window:
When editing or viewing a paragraph, you may see unresolved
content contained in paragraphs imbedded by a DCF “.im”
control statement. You may find it useful to see the complete
text with the imbeds resolved.
0
DCF imbeds are not resolved.
1
DCF imbeds that start at the beginning of a line of
text are resolved.

IMBDRSLV

x

-> Paragraph Selection window:

INSDIAG

0

A paragraph to be inserted into the paragraph selection tree
may have the characteristic that it is only allowed to occur
once within a document. Therefore it might be useful to
control whether a paragraph to be inserted is already part of
the document (which especially means that it has been
selected)
0

No checking is performed upon insertion

1

Document is checked for both occurrence and
selection of the paragraph to be inserted

x

-> Paragraph Selection window:

ITXTSIZE

8192

Controls the amount of DCF text (in bytes) that may be
contained in an individual paragraph (free-text paragraph) or
in a modified paragraph. Traditionally this amount cannot
exceed the customized record-length for the ISL database. If
you set ITXTSIZE to the value specified in the base tailoring
parameter ISLLTH, processing remains as usual. However,
increasing the value of ITXTSIZE is especially useful if you
want to be able to copy larger portions of text from other
sources into an editor window on the paragraph selection
window.

LNGPRTN

0

-> User profile maintenance and termination panel for 3270
ASF under CICS:
0
Printer IDs can be up to 4 characters long.
1
Printer IDs can be up to 8 characters long.

LCFEXT

1

The following values are accepted:
0
Use subcommands to process paragraph selection.
1
Use F-keys to process paragraph selection.

x

x

x
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

Compress LRR upon writing to the CLL initiated by a request
for collect print or by the utility FSNBTCH or program
FSNBTC2. Valid values are:
0
No
1
Yes

LRRCMPR

0

Compression means that descriptions of SPs and parameter
prompt texts are reduced to a length of 1. Using VSAM or
DL/I the amount of DASD space claimed by an LRR on the
CLL can be reduced depending on the number of SPs and
parameter references. When using DB2 for the CLL, the
number of fields containing one character padded with blanks
is increased. This helps DB2-based compression programs to
reduce the space claimed by the CLL.

x

See also, SIB parameter DXBCMPRLRR.
LRRCPY

1

Copy LRR in CLL when immediate printing on local or remote
printers is requested.

x

LRWCLL

Reserved for internal use only

LPPPREV

0

Preview function on panel Document-Parameter Prompting.
Valid values are:
0
Cursor orientation.
1
Cursor orientation, but message FSN170I is
suppressed if the selected parameter does not occur in
the text.
2
No cursor orientation, preview function as provided
on the panel Document Composition Termination.

x

LRRNAME

FSNLRR

ddname of the VSAM ESDS data set receiving the BLRR
records created during online export of the CLL.
Note: The value of LRRNAME must be identical with the
value specified in parameter IEFNAME.

x

MAXPAG

20

Maximum number of online formatted pages allowed. Up to
32767 is allowed, but a smaller value is recommended in order
not to lock the display station during online formatting.

x

MAXYEAR

2099

Maximum year on date fields on the parameter prompting
page.

x

MENUBAR

1

Displays the menu bar for the Web client. Valid values are:
0
Suppress menu bar.
1
Display menu bar.
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

Default

3270ASF

Description

Web
client

-> Paragraph Selection window:

NAVPANE

0

The navigation pane on the left-hand side of the main DC4ASF
menus show the menu hierarchy steps before starting the
composition of a document. When document composition is
resumed in the SLL, you may want to be able to cancel the
current composition and step back up in the menu hierarchy to
start a new document composition.
0
Navigation pane is protected when document
composition is resumed.
1
Navigation pane is not protected when document
composition is resumed.
2
Navigation pane is not protected when document
composition is resumed. When you leave the current
document and start composing a new document using
the menu hierarchy in the navigation pane, essential
data from the current document is taken over into the
new document.

x

NICKNAM

asfl

When DC4ASF is not started in the browser but instead started
using one of its interfaces, the Web server connected to needs
to know which host to connect to. The
DocNetworkConfiguration.xml file on the Web server contains
so-called nickname definitions each of which contains the data
of a specific host connection. The calling application may name
a nickname using the SIB parameter DXBNICKNAM. If no
nickname is specified the default nickname defined in
NICKNAM is taken.

PADEASRU

0

Reserved for internal use only.

0

If you are using DB2 or have set tailoring parameter
ILRRKEY=2, the LRR ID on the CLL is inverted. When you
send a SIB control block to ASF to process an LRR in the CLL,
the LRR ID must be passed. PASSIKEY determines whether the
LRR ID must be reversed or whether it can be passed as it
exists in the CLL:
0
LRR ID needs to be passed in reversed order.
1
LRR ID needs to be passed "as is".

x

0

Call PDP again if arguments are modified by PDP. Valid values
are:
0
No
1
Yes

x

PASSIKEY

PDPMARG

x

x

Specifies whether a PDP is called that resolves parameters in
paragraphs in the paragraph selection tree:
PDPBPRV

0

0

The PDP is not called and parameter values are not
resolved.

1

The PDP is called and parameter values in the
paragraph selection tree are resolved.
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

PDPSUPR

Description

3

Specifies whether a PDP is called when you continue to work
on a completed document. The following values are accepted:
0
The PDP is always called.
1
When resuming document composition for a
document in the SLL, the PDP is not called.
2
When returning to Document-Parameter Prompting
from the Document Composition Termination panel,
the PDP is not called.
3
When either of the conditions described previously for
values 1 or 2 is true, the PDP is not called.

x

Maximum number of preselected or mandatory SPs is
50. Selection line input can be changed by overtyping.
Maximum number of preselected or mandatory SPs is
32767. Preselection is stored in the LRR.

x

0
PRESEL

3270ASF

Default

0

1

Web
client

->Print Preview and preview window:

PREVCOL

PREVCUST

PRMREFR

PROMLIN

286

0

Determines whether the text of any changed paragraphs
should appear in color when the document is previewed.
0
Changed paragraphs are not emphasized using color.
1
Changed paragraphs are emphasized using color. The
color used is customizable. You can use different
colors for changed paragraphs when the editor is
open and when the editor is closed.

x

0

Controls the creation of DCF input if preview or immediate
printing on local printers is requested. Valid values are:
0
Each SP in an LRR is sent to DCF as a data definition
followed by an immediate imbed. The DCF input is
sensitive to the scope of DCF controls such as labels,
and so on.
1
Each SP in an LRR is sent to DCF as a macro
definition with an immediate macro execution control.
The DCF input is sensitive about the scope of DCF
controls such as labels, and so on.
2
All SPs in an LRR are sent to the DCF as a sequence
of input lines. This type of DCF input results in better
performance.
3
Reserved.

x

0

Force refresh of user or system parameters when resuming
document composition with function codes RLCF or SLCF.
Valid values are:
0
No
1
User parameters
2
System parameters
3
User and system parameters

x

0

Indicator to reduce the number of lines on the
Document-Parameter Prompting panel by one:
0
No action
1
Reduces the number of prompt lines on the
Document-Parameter Prompting panel
2
Reduces the number of menu display lines by 1
3
Functions of 1 and 2

x
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

Default

3270ASF

Description

Web
client

->Termination window:
PRTLIST

FSNPRTLIST

x

Defines the name of an INFO record in the GIL containing the
printer names that are shown in the printer list.
-> Termination window, remote printing:
Defines the name of a model printer ATD (as a generic remote
printer definition) to use for all printer names contained in the
printer list.

PRTMATD

x

-> Termination window, remote printing:
PRTPARM

DXBWPRNTID Defines the name of the parameter contained in the model
printer ATD (-> PRTMATD) that conveys the real printer name
selected for printing.

x

-> Termination window, remote printing:

REMPDCP

REQABIO

RESILRR

RESPCKG

RUNTRCE

0

Controls calls to the data-collection program (DCP) after a
remote print request has been made.
0
DCP is called when the termination panel is exited.
1
DCP is called after the first print request is made.
2
DCP is called after each print request.

x

0

Controls abnormal termination when the writing of an LRR to
the CLL for collect print, or to the SLL, failed. Valid values are:
0
An error message indicating the reason for the failing
write operation is returned to the user.
1
ASF terminates abnormally with abend code FSN7.
No FSN7 abend will be issued for a DUPREC
condition.

x

0

Controls the return to the individual text processing panel
when resuming an LRR from the SLL. The LRR has been saved
to the SLL using the F-key Save on SLL. This parameter has no
effect on LTDs suppressing paragraph selection nor on
individual texts on lower-level subselections (LTDs in LTDs).
Valid values are:
0
Resume of an LRR from SLL will not return to the
individual text processing panel.
1
Resume of an LRR from SLL will return to the
individual text processing panel.

x

0

Only applicable in CICS environments if the installation
parameter DBSETUP has been set to DB2MIX or DB2ONLY.
ASF resets the DB2 collection ID currently used before calling a
PDP, PVP, or DCP and reestablishes it when processing
continues after control is returned from these programs.

x

0

Controls the session trace information of all users that is
written to the data set FSNXTRA:
0
No trace information is written at all.
1
Only overview information is written.
2
All available information is written.
Note: This leads to a drop in performance.
P
Only selective trace points are written at entry and
exit to web client programs. This can be useful for
performance measurements.
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
Parameter

SAVDIAG

SAVREPL

3270ASF

Web
client

Default

Description

0

Controls the display of the Save window when Save is clicked:
0
Display the Save window for the user to enter the
name of the LRR to be stored in the SLL.
1
Suppress the display of the Save window if the SLL
name is passed with the SIB parameter DXBSAVDOC.

x

1

Controls the Replace option in the SLL using the Save dialog.
Setting may be overwritten using SIB parameter DXBZREPL.
1
Replace option is active.
0
Replace option is turned off.

x

When DC4ASF is started from a host program, the system
needs to be known which Web server the client that is invoked
from the host must connect to. The calling application can
specify this server name using SIB parameter DXBSERVNAM.
If a server name is not provided, the default server name
defined in SERVNAM is taken.

x

SERVNAM

-> Paragraph Selection window:
Controls the processing of paragraph names (or numbers)
conveyed in the SIB when it is invoked for subsequent
document composition:
0
The paragraph names passed are mapped according
to the structure of the underlying LTD in a
top-down-sequence:
SIBASIS

v A matching paragraph name turns on the
corresponding check box in the paragraph selection
tree.

0

1

v If the sequence of names passed does not match the
LTD structure, the paragraphs are appended to the
last paragraph defined in the LTD.
The paragraph selection tree is built exactly in the
top-down paragraph sequence passed in the SIB. No
deselected paragraphs or comments are taken from
the underlying LTD.

SIBHDRO

0

Determines the amount of data that is passed back to the caller
in case of initial invocation from a host program using a SIB 1:
0
The entire data is passed back.
1
Only the SIB header and the SIB header extension
(524 bytes in total) are passed back.

SIBWPDP

0

Reserved for future use.

SIBWPVP

0

Controls the invocation of a parameter-verification program
(PVP):
0
PVP is invoked with SIB type 1
1
PVP is invoked with SIB type W

SIBWDCP

0

Reserved for future use.

0

Creates BLRR records using FSNBTCH or during CLL export
(FSNCEXP). The first entry of a BLRR record is a control entry
called L-PCE and is not the first paragraph of the LTD. The ID
of the L-PCE is the same as the one of the LTD. Creating this
control information is optional.
0
L-PCE with LTD ID is created.
1
L-PCE is not created.

SKIPLPCE
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Table 25. Base tailoring parameters for the document composition functions (continued)
3270ASF

Parameter

Default

Description

SKUNSEL

0

Influences the initial construction of the paragraph selection
tree in that all LTD paragraphs that have been deselected are
removed from the selection tree.

SRCHCPGP

0

Creates DCF input (FSNBDCF, ContForm). Determines whether
the name of the copy group specified in a “.CG” statement
should be added to the reserved (DCF) variable
DXBCOPYGRP:
0
DXBCOPYGRP is not filled.
1
DXBCOPYGRP is filled after each ".cg" statement.

SUPCHCK

0

Reserved for future use.

0

The following values are accepted:
0
Display Skip F-key on panels:
v Paragraph Selection
v Document-Parameter Prompting
1
Suppress display of Skip F-key

x

0

The following values are accepted:
0
The statement “.GS TAG ON” is inserted in the DCF
input when processing LRR records for formatting.
1
The statement “.GS TAG ONNO” is inserted in the
DCF input when processing LRR records for
formatting.

x

SUPSKIP

TAGONNO

Web
client
x

x

x

x

-> Paragraph Selection window:

TRMDIAG

VALRCGN

0

1

Checks that paragraphs that have been marked to occur only
once in a document do in fact only exist once in the document
when “Finish Selection” is clicked.
0
No checking is done.
1
Document is checked.
Specifies whether values received in the SIB are recognized
during document composition. The following values are
accepted:
0
Values are recognized but only included in the
corresponding SP of the document if the parameter
has been defined with the “unprotected” attribute.
1
Parameter values in the SIB are always recognized
and included in the document.

x

x

x

x

x

-> Remote Print:

WTBLOPTN

0

Controls the processing of the remote ATD printer parameters
that occur in the document that is to be printed.
0
Do not associate the parameters with the document.
1
Fill the parameters with the values of the
corresponding parameters in the document.

Setting base tailoring parameter to use F-keys for paragraph
selection (3270-ASF)
Selection and processing of SPs on the Paragraph Selection panel can be done
using subcommands or F-keys. The use of F-keys is activated for all users by
setting base tailoring parameter LCFEXT to 1, or individually in the user profile
maintenance on the Text composition with DCF panel.
Use F-keys to:
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v
v
v
v

Delete SPs
Select an SP for modification being defined as “can be modified”
Create an individual text
Insert SPs between others

When F-keys are activated, all subcommands are deactivated. To activate
subcommands, see “Subcommands and delimiters for the document composition
functions (3270-ASF and invocation with SIB 0)” on page 301.
Note: Regardless of the user interface, SIB type 0 control blocks are accepted.

Base tailoring parameters for DisplayWrite/370 (CICS only)
The tailoring parameters in Table 26 only apply only apply if you use the
Document Writing feature.
Table 26. Base tailoring parameters for DisplayWrite/370
Parameter

Default

Description

ADMF

ADMF

Images and graphics GDDM symbol.

DBLLTH

8192

Specifies the control interval size to use for library TBL (text cabinet) and DBL
(document cabinet) Must be a number greater than or equal to 4096.
Note: The value must not be greater than the value specified for ISLLTH.
Default format in DISOSS/370 storing:

DWFFORM

RFTDCA

FFTDCA
Stored as final-form text
RFTDCA
Stored as revisable-form text

DWLOGNG

DWLPRN

DWSETVR

PRMRESO
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1

Logging option for DisplayWrite/370. The following values are accepted:
0
Logging is not active
1
Logging is active
Note: The customized logging option may be overwritten in the user profile or
in the ATD used to invoke Document Writing feature.

ROOM17

Name of the default printer for documents created with Document Writing
feature. The name must match an LDE in DisplayWrite/370’s system or user
CLIST. Up to 8 characters. It will be used if no printer is specified in the user
profile and in the terminal tailoring (parameter DWPRT).

0

SETVAR option for DisplayWrite/370:
0
The variables defined in the text of the document are not put into the
variable pool at the beginning of the DisplayWrite/370 session. The
variables are not set. A PAGINATE MERGE command during the
DisplayWrite/370 session causes the variable values to disappear from
the text.
1
The variables defined in the document are put into the variable pool
at the beginning of the DisplayWrite/370 session. The variables are
set. A PAGINATE MERGE command during the DisplayWrite/370
session causes variable values to remain in the text.

0

Resolving of user and system parameters when using the EDI line command.
The following values are accepted:
0
Resolve user and system parameters
1
Do not resolve user and system parameters
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Base tailoring parameters for DISOSS/370 (CICS only)
The tailoring parameters in Table 27 only apply if you want to store documents
into DISOSS/370 that have been created using the document composition functions
or the Document Writing feature.
Table 27. Base tailoring parameters for storing to DISOSS/370
Parameter

Default

Description

BFCLASS

(LETTER,)

DISOSS/370 document classes supported (0 to 99). These classes must also be
defined in DISOSS/370.

BFDELIM

,/*

Special characters not to be used in parameter values passed to DISOSS/370.
Up to 10 characters are accepted, enclosed in single quotation marks (').

BFOWNER

BFDOWNER

Default document owner name in DISOSS/370. This user ID must be defined in
DISOSS/370. It must be different from the user ID specified in parameter
BFUSER. It is used for default ownership of a FEL entry.

BFILUSER

Default user name for DISOSS/370 storing task. This user ID is used by the
storing transactions to sign on to DISOSS/370. It must be defined in ASF and
in DISOSS/370, and must be different from the user ID specified in parameter
BFOWNER.

BFUSER

Defines whether the storing task runs in diagnostic mode:
DEBUG

0

0

No

1

Yes

DHOSTID

DSVHOST

DISOSS/370 host application ID

DISTPRF

FSN

Prefix for storing tasks FSNB, FSNT, FSNV, and FSNX
Defines whether users are by default authorized to use DISOSS/370 in the user
profile:

DISUSER

1

0

No. You must explicitly change the authorization in the user profile.

1

Yes. By default, all users have access to DISOSS/370.

FELNAME

FSNFEL

ddname for FEL. Storing-error-log entries are only found if storing is activated
on this FEL.

TERMID

E129

Debug terminal for DISOSS/370 diagnostic mode.

Environment tailoring (FSNT100)
A work environment is a set of databases and transaction codes to which you
assign individual users through their user profile. You can define up to 250 work
environments in the environment tailoring load module FSNT100.
The system-wide default environment must be specified in the base tailoring
parameter DENVNAM. This default can be overwritten in the user profile.
By defining different work environments with different prefixes for the data sets,
you can, for example, let different users work with:
v Different GILs
v The same GIL but different work data sets
See “Work environment” on page 34 for details of how to assign a user to a
particular work environment.
The environment concept enables you to easily support working with multiple
data sets in online and batch environments. In the batch environment, the jobs you
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use for running a specific utility can contain the ddnames of the applicable data
sets from all environments. The ENV keyword controls which environment the
utility is working with. For more information, see “Environment concept for batch
utilities” on page 387.
The relationship between the default environment name in the base tailoring, the
optional overwriting environment name in a user profile, and the environment
tailoring is shown in Figure 99.

Figure 99. Environment tailoring

Note: For each transaction prefix defined with parameter ASPREF in the
environment tailoring, you must also define an entry for parameter ASPREF
in base tailoring transaction family table FSNTTXC with the same prefix.

Environment tailoring macro (FSNTENV)
The parameters in the following tables define transaction prefixes, ddnames (DBD
names), and control options for each work environment.
Note: The following parameters defining ddnames (DBD names) for an
environment are not applicable if the environment tailoring parameter
DB2OPR is set to 1:
v CLLNAME
v GILNAME
v GXLNAME
v SLLNAME
v DBLNAME
v DHLNAME
v TBLNAME
v THLNAME
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v TXLNAME
Table 28. Environment tailoring parameters
Parameter

Default

Description

ASPREF

FSN

Transaction prefix

DBSETUP
DB2NO DB2MIX DB2ONLY
x

DBD name for BLRR data set. This is used to support
BLRRNAME FSNDBLRR different BLRR data sets when exporting different
CLLs.
CLLNAME

FSNCLL

ddname for CLL

x
x

FSNDBCLL DBD name for CLL

x

DB2CID

ID of the DB2 collection for which the DBRMs have
been bound. This collection is used for all DB2 requests
except for specific requests in release-controlled
systems. The qualifier of the collection defines the
authorization ID of all DB2 objects such as TABLEs,
VIEWs, or ALIASes making up the GIL, SLL, and CLL
in this environment. The GIL of this environment
further on is referred to as DB2CID defined GIL.

x

DB2OPR

Value 1 indicates that the GIL, SLL, and CLL data is
kept in DB2. Refer to environment tailoring parameter
DB2CID for the necessary DB2 definitions.
Note: If DB2 is active, the environment tailoring
parameters, CLLNAME, GILNAME, GXLNAME, and
SLLNAME are not applicable.

x

ID of a second DB2 collection for which the DBRMs
have been bound. This ID must be specified for
release-controlled systems. In other cases, it is ignored.
If the DB2CID defined GIL is made up by tables,
DB2TBCID must be identical with DB2CID. In other
cases, that is, if the DB2CID defined GIL is made up
by views or aliases, the DB2TBCID defined GIL must
be made up by the tables from which the views or
aliases derive.

x

0

DB2TBCID

DESTSYS

CICS

Indicates CICS, IMS, or DB2 environment. The value
must be in sync with the installation parameter
TRANSMGR. In the source member:

IMS

v FSNT000C specify CICS

DB2

v FSNT000I specify IMS

x

v FSNT000N specify DB2
DJLNAME

FSNDJL

GILNAME

x

FSNDBDJL DBD name for DJL

ENVNAME FSNE0001

FLLNAME

ddname for DJL

FSNFLL

x

A valid environment name, as defined in base tailoring
parameter DENVNAM or in the user profile. This
parameter defines an environment name.

x

ddname for FLL

x

FSNDBFLL DBD name for FLL
FSNGIL

ddname for GIL

x

FSNDBGIL DBD name for GIL
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Table 28. Environment tailoring parameters (continued)
Parameter

DBSETUP

Default

Description

GILVERS

0

The following values are accepted:
1
Versioning control activated, no online
maintenance of GIL items allowed
0
No versioning control

x

GXLNAME

FSNGXL

ddname for alternate index of the GIL

x

FSNISL

ddname for ISL

x

FSNDBISL

DBD name for ISL

ISLNAME

MAINTACT 2

SLLNAME

SLLVSCHK

USLNAME

FSNSLL

DB2NO DB2MIX DB2ONLY

The following values are accepted:
2
Online maintenance of GIL item allowed
1
Release-controlled system
0
No GIL maintenance allowed

x

ddname for SLL

x

FSNDBSLL DBD name for SLL

x

0

The following values are accepted:
0
SLL version check is inactive
1
SLL version check is active

x

FSNUSL

ddname for USL

x

FSNDBUSL DBD name for USL

x

WEBPREF

WEB

Transaction prefix

x

WFINAME

FSNW

Transaction code of the BMP-WFI used for remote
print

x

FSNWSL

ddname for WSL

x

WSLNAME
ZSLNAME

FSNDBWSL DBD name for WSL

x

FSNDBZSL DBD name for ZSL

x

Table 29. Environment tailoring parameters applicable only for the Document Writing feature (CICS only)
DBSETUP

Parameter

Default

Description

DBLNAME

FSNDBL

ddname for document cabinet library containing text
and parameters

x

DHLNAME FSNDHL

ddname for document header library

x

DWIPREF

FSN

Transaction prefix for the Document Writing Feature

x

DWPREF

DDD

Transaction prefix for DisplayWrite/370

x

DXLNAME

FSNDXL

ddname for alternate index of the DHL

x

TBLNAME

FSNTBL

ddname for text cabinet library containing text and
parameters

x

THLNAME

FSNTHL

ddname for text cabinet header library

x

TXLNAME

FSNTXL

ddname for alternate index of the THL

x
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DB2NO DB2MIX DB2ONLY

Table 30. Environment tailoring parameter applicable only for storing to DISOSS/370 (CICS only)
Parameter

Default

Description

FELNAME

FSN

ddname for FEL

DBSETUP
DB2NO DB2MIX DB2ONLY
x

Environment tailoring parameters for coexistence with
OfficeVision/MVS (CICS only)
The parameters listed in Table 31 are only applicable if ASF runs in coexistence
with OfficeVision/MVS, which is indicated by base tailoring parameter OVCOEX.
Table 31. Environment tailoring parameters for coexistence with OfficeVision/MVS
Parameter

Default

Description
The following values are possible:

CALAUTH

CALLTXC

1

XCFS

1

Users assigned to this environment can work with Calendar

0

Users assigned to this environment are not allowed to work with
Calendar

Transaction of the Calendar region being connected to this environment.
The following values are possible:

EABAUTH

EABTXC

1

Users assigned to this environment can work with Enterprise
Address Book

0

Users assigned to this environment are not allowed to work with
Enterprise Address Book

0

ENJ0

Enterprise Address Book transaction code being connected to this
environment.
The following values are possible:

PSAUTH

PSPREF

2

DMD

2

Users assigned to this environment are full-function users of
Personal Services

1

Users assigned to this environment are entry-level users of Personal
Services

0

Users assigned to this environment have no access to Personal
Services

Personal Services transaction family being connected to this environment.

Terminal tailoring (FSNTTRM) (3270-ASF)
The use of the terminal tailoring is optional and not applicable when using the
Web client. It is applicable when using the 3270-ASF only if you have at least one
terminal that conforms to the following requirements:
v A keyboard code page ID different from the system default defined in base
tailoring parameter INSTKB
v Is associated with a specific printer ID different from the system default
v Has a screen definition different from the system default defined in base
tailoring parameter MODEL (IMS only)
All terminal tailoring tables are combined within a single load module, FSNTTRM.
Create as many occurrences of the FSNTTRM macro as you require terminal
definitions different from the system default. The maximum number of tables you
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can define is 99 999. For terminals starting with the same terminal ID prefix, you
can define a generic entry instead of multiple singular definitions.

Terminal tailoring macro (FSNTTRM)
The parameters in Table 32 define characteristics and printer names for a specific
terminal.
Table 32. Terminal tailoring parameters
Parameter

Default

Description

DCPRT

L87A

Terminal printer for immediate print requests on local printers during document
composition. This printer is used if no default local printer is defined in the user
profile.

DESTSYS

CICS/IMS

Indicates CICS or IMS environment.

DWPRT

ROOM17

Terminal printer for print requests from the document cabinet Document Composition
feature. This printer is used if no default printer for the Document Writing feature is
defined in the user profile. (CICS only)

MODEL

(2,2)

See the description of parameter MODEL for base tailoring. (IMS only)

PRTID

L87A

Terminal printer for print requests of GIL items. This printer is used if no default
printer is defined in the user profile.

RMPRT

L87A

Terminal printer for immediate print requests on local printers during document
composition. This printer is used if no default local printer is defined in the user
profile.

SORTED

0

Specifies whether input is sorted. The following values are possible:
0
Input is not sorted.
1
Input is sorted in ascending order.

TRMGEN

0

1 if a generic terminal prefix is used for TRMGEN. See description of TRMID
parameter.

TRMID

L79A

Terminal ID (display name) or terminal prefix. If it is a terminal prefix, TRMGEN must
be set to 1.

TRMKB

1140

Keyboard code page identifier for this terminal or terminal prefix. See description of
parameter INSTKB for base tailoring.

Language tailoring (FSNTxxx)
With language tailoring, you define the following for host panels:
v F-key names
v Line commands for database list panels
v Subcommands for document composition

General settings in language tailoring
Table 33 lists the language tailoring parameters and their default settings.
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Table 33. Language tailoring parameters
Parameter

Default

Description

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

Supported date formats:

DATFMT

DD.MM.YYYY,
MM.DD.YYYY,
DD/MM/YYYY,
MM/DD/YYYY,
DD-MM-YYYY,
MM/DD/YY MM-DD-YYYY,

DD.MM.YY,
MM.DD.YY,
DD/MM/YY,
MM/DD/YY,
DD-MM-YY,
MM-DD-YY,

YYYY.MM.DD, YY.MM.DD,
YYYY/MM/DD, YY/MM/DD,
YYYY-MM-DD, YY-MM-DD,
where DD stands for day, MM for month, and YY or YYYY for year.
DATNLS

DATZER

DMY

National characters for day, month, and year.

x

x

1

Suppress leading zeros in date:
0
Leading zeros are not suppressed.
1
Leading zeros are suppressed.

x

x

For example, 06/12/93 is displayed as 6/12/93 when leading zeros
are suppressed.
DEFMENU

ENUSMUSR

Name of default main menu. This can be overwritten in the UPR.

x

x

DESTLNG

ENU

Destination language. Defines language ENU.

x

x

DESTSYS

CICS/IMS

Indicates CICS or IMS environment.

x

x

FPRECNM

ENUFPATH

Name of default fast-path table record. This can be overwritten in
the user profile.

x

Specifies used F-key range for all panels except for the Paragraph
Selection panel:
12
F-keys 1 to 12 are used.
24
F-keys 13 to 24 are used.

PFKEYS

12

PFKNLS

F

Character for F-key symbol for language other than U.S. English.

x

PSEUPFP

K

Pseudo F-key prefix, used to request the function of an F-key from
the command line. This is useful for terminals with only 12 F-keys.
For example, K11 is the same as pressing the F11 F-key.

x

SELCHAR

/

Character for selection of options on GIL item maintenance and
user profile maintenance panels.

x

SIBWPBEG

(

Used in a SIB type W interface control block and indicates the
beginning of an element in the PRMVAL structure.

x

SIBWPEND

)

Used in a SIB type W interface control block and indicates the end
of an element in the PRMVAL structure.

x

SIBWPDLM

,

Used in a SIB type W interface control block and acts as a delimiter
in an element or between elements in the PRMVAL structure.

x

SIBWNMDL .

Used in a SIB type W interface control block and acts as the
delimiter between the modified document name and the name of
the original SP.

x

SINARBCH

Single arbitrary character for extended generic search in databases if
DB2 is used.

%

x

x
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Table 33. Language tailoring parameters (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

SPARMDLM ,

A DXBZDNAM01 parameter in the SIB serves as container for a
paragraph name. In addition to this name, you can also add options
that overwrite the default settings for modifying and preselecting
the paragraph. For more detail refer to the Application Programming
Interface documentation.

SPECCHAR

Define up to 8 additional special characters, thereby extending the
scope of characters allowed for parameters with Data format
2=Alpha.

Blank

3270ASF

Web
client

x

x

Naming conventions for F-keys (3270-ASF)
To get help on the meanings of the displayed F-keys, move the cursor in the F-key
area and press the Help F-key.
Table 34. Naming conventions for F-keys
Parameter

Default

Description of the F-key

BACK

Bkwd

Display previous page

CANCEL

Cancel

Quit current panel

CHECK

Check

Check referential integrity of GIL items

CMDLINE

Cmd Line

Move cursor to command line

COMPOSE

Compose

Compose a document (CICS only, DW feature)

DELETE

Delete

Delete an item

ENDSEL

Endsel

End paragraph selection

EXIT

Exit

End current processing

FIRST

First occurrence

Position on the first occurrence of the selected parameter

FORW

Fwd

Display next page

HELP

Help

Display help information

INSERT

Insert

Insert items in paragraph selection

LEFT

Left

Shift left on panel

MAINSL

Mainsel

Leave subselection and return to the main level of paragraph selection

MMENU

Main Menu

Return to main menu

MORINFO

More Info

Display additional information for items on:
v Paragraph Selection panel
v Database list panels

MULTFCT

Multifunc

Multifunction F-key on the Paragraph Selection panel:
v Insert additional entries
v Insert or modify individual paragraphs
v Process selected LTDs

NXTOCC

Next occurrence

Scroll forward to the next occurrence of the selected parameter

NXTPARM

Next Parm

Display attributes of next parameter

PARMS

Parms

Display parameters

PART1

Part 1

Display control information of a GIL item

PART2

Part 2

Display control information of a GIL item

PREOCC

Previous
occurrence

Scroll backward to the previous occurrence of the selected parameter
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Table 34. Naming conventions for F-keys (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description of the F-key

PREVIEW

Preview

Format and display current document

PRINT

Print

Print item or database list

PROMPT

Prompt

Suspend current task to:
v Display fast-path commands
v Look for required information

PRVPARM

Prev Parm

Display attributes of previous parameter

REFRESH

Refresh

Refresh database list panel

RENEW

Renew

Replace the attributes of the selected parameter with the attributes of the
corresponding PDR item

RESET

Reset

Reset:
v Line commands
v Actions
v Paragraph selection

RIGHT

Right

Shift right on panel

SELECT

Select

Return to Paragraph Selection panel

SORT

Sort

Sort project entries in user profile

SUBSEL

Subselection

Process an LTD selected on the Paragraph Selection panel

SUBSET

Subset

F-key to skip to the main menu.

TERM

Skip

Leave current panel during document composition and skip to Document
Composition Termination panel.
Display can be suppressed by base tailoring parameter SUPSKIP.

TEXT

Text

Display text panel

TOGPF

More F-keys

Change range of displayed F-keys

UNDO

Undo

Remove all changes made for the current GIL item

UNPROT

Unprotect

Release protection of all parameters marked with the attribute “Value is
conditionally protected”

Changing F-key assignments (3270-ASF)
You can assign an F-key function to different F-keys for different panel types. The
language tailoring members FSNTxxx contain the names for the F-keys only.
The user exit program FSNPFKE assigns F-key functions to F-keys for each panel
type or an a user ID basis. Using this exit you can:
v Suppress specific F-keys on user basis or panel basis
v Assign a specific function on different panels at different F-keys and this even
on user basis
For further information on FSNPFKE, refer to Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Application Programming Interfaces.

Line commands for database list panels (3270-ASF)
Line commands are used to select a specific item on a list panel. They are executed
by pressing Enter. With the exception of the Project Authorizations - Overview
panel, you can use the equal sign (=) to select further list entries with the same line
command.
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During display of a database list panel, you can get help on the meaning of the
valid line commands by moving the cursor to the Act column and pressing the
Help F-key. There is always a single tailoring parameter defining the name of the
line command although it may occur on different panels with different actions
bound to it.
Table 35. Line commands for database list panels
Parameter

Default

Description

LINARN

ARN

Assign the user’s default package name to the selected item on the List of GIL Items
panel. This is possible only if the release status of the GIL item is 1, 2, or 8.

LINCHK

CHK

Check the referential integrity of the selected GIL item

LINCREA

CR

Create a new profile entry in the current user profile

LINCWM

CWM

Select an item on the List of GIL Items panel as a model for the creation of a new GIL
item.

LINDEL

DEL

Select an item for deletion

LINDEV

DEV

Set the release status to 1. Only applicable in environments where DB2OPR is set to 1
and MAINTACT is set to 1.
The meaning of this line command depends on the panel where it appears:

LINPRO

X

v List of GIL Items panel: Display GIL Item Maintenance panel
v List of User Profiles: Display User Profile Maintenance panel
v List of SLL Items: Select item to continue document composition

LINPRT

P

Print item (with prompting for printer name)

LINQPRT

QP

Print item (without prompting for printer name)

LINRES

RES

Reset session of the selected user ID

LINRLS

RLS

Set the release status 8. Only applicable in environments where DB2OPR is set to 1 and
MAINTACT is set to 1.

LINRUN

FP

Execute the selected GIL item as if you had keyed in the item name as fast-path
command on the command line
The meaning of this line command depends on the panel where it appears:

LINSGLT

C

v List of GIL Items panel. Display the standard header panel of the GIL item
maintenance to maintain the selected item
v Change the authorization settings of the selected project entry

LINTST

TST

Set the release status to 2. Only applicable in environments where DB2OPR is set to 1
and MAINTACT is set to 1.

LINUP2

BSI

Display the General Profile Settings panel

LINUP3

PRO

Display the Project Authorizations panel

LINUP5

FKE

Display the Function Key Settings panel

LINUP6

SYS

Display the Authorization for system-wide administration panel

LINUP7

PAR

Display the User Parameters panel

LINUP9

DCF

Display the Text Composition with DCF panel

LINUP10

PRA

Display the Authorization for Private Items panel

LINUP11

PWD

Display the Change Sign-on Password panel

LINUP12

SCT

Display the Session Control Settings panel

LINUP13

RLS

Display the Release Control Settings panel

LINVIEW

V

Line command used to view a database item

These are the line commands for database list panels with DisplayWrite/370.
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Table 36. Line commands for database list panels with DisplayWrite/370
Parameter

Default

Description

CICS

LINAGGT

CWP

Select a text cabinet item or document cabinet item for
composition without parameter prompting

x

LINCIP

CIP

Select an item on the List of Text Cabinet Items panel or List of
Document Cabinet Items panel to change its profile

x

LINCLNP

CLN

Select an item on the List of Text Cabinet Items panel or List of
Document Cabinet Items panel to erase pending work files from
a previous session with DisplayWrite/370

x

LINCOMP

COM

Select a text cabinet item for document cabinet item for
composition

x

LINCOPY

CPY

Select a text cabinet item or document cabinet item for copying

x

LINEDI

EDI

Switch to the Document Parameter Prompting panel for the
selected document cabinet item, followed by a
DisplayWrite/370 session

x

LINGEN

GEN

Scan the text of the selected document cabinet item, extract the
variables defined in DisplayWrite/370, generate a parameter list
and display it on the Define Document - Parameters panel

x

LINPARM

PRM

Display the Define Document - Parameters panel for the
selected document cabinet item

x

LINPAS

PAS

Print and store the selected document cabinet item

x

LINPRO

X

The meaning of this line command depends on the panel where
it appears:
v List of Text Cabinet Items: Display Profile of Text Cabinet
Item panel
v List of Document Cabinet Items: Display Profile of Document
Cabinet Item panel

x

LINRECO

RCO

Select an item on the List of Document Cabinet Items panel to
recover pending work files from a previous session with
DisplayWrite/370

x

LINSGLT

C

List of Document Cabinet Items panel and List of Text Cabinet
Items panel: Display DisplayWrite/370 edit panel to maintain
the text of the selected item

x

LINSTO

STO

Store selected document cabinet item

x

LINUP8

DW3

Display the Interaction with DisplayWrite/370 panel

x

LINXFER

XFR

Download selected document cabinet item to CICS TS queue
and invoke ATD ENUZTSQXFR

x

IMS

x

x

Subcommands and delimiters for the document composition
functions (3270-ASF and invocation with SIB 0)
Subcommands are used to process the input of the selection line on the Paragraph
Selection panel and the SIB appendage of an SIB type 0. They consist of a prefix
(default: %, defined by language tailoring parameter CMDIND) and a suffix
(defined by language tailoring parameters LCFxxxx).
The use of subcommands on the Paragraph Selection panel can be deactivated in
the following way:
v For all users by setting base tailoring parameter LCFEXT to 1
v For specific users by setting the appropriate option on the user profile
maintenance panel Text Composition with DCF
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When subcommands are activated, all F-keys are deactivated. To activate F-keys,
see “Setting base tailoring parameter to use F-keys for paragraph selection
(3270-ASF)” on page 289.
For detailed online help on the subcommands, move the cursor to the selection line
on the Paragraph Selection panel and press the Help F-key.
Table 37. Subcommands and delimiters for the document composition functions
Parameter

Default

Description

BEGLIST

(

Start of list of parameter values supplied with a selected paragraph

BEGTREE

<

Left-hand delimiter of an LTD-based subselection on the selection line of the Paragraph
Selection panel

CMDIND

%

Prefix for document composition subcommands

DELIM

;

Delimiter of parameter values supplied with a selected paragraph

ENDLIST

)

End of list of parameter values supplied with a selected paragraph

ENDTREE

>

Right-hand delimiter of an LTD-based subselection on the selection line on the Paragraph
Selection panel

LCFCOMP

C

Subcommand suffix to indicate that the paragraph selection is complete. Proceed to
termination of composition if no parameters are defined or if no default parameter
values exist or were supplied.

LCFENDS

E

Subcommand suffix to indicate end of paragraph selection. Proceed to parameter
prompting if parameters are defined, otherwise terminate document composition.

LCFISRT

I

Subcommand suffix to insert an individual paragraph

LCFMODP

M

Subcommand suffix to modify an individual paragraph

LCFRETN

R

Subcommand suffix to create a document with prompting. Use this suffix only when
calling ASF from another program.

LCFTEXT

T

Subcommand suffix to display an SP

LEFPDSEP

.

Delimiter to identify a specific entry of an LTD selected as entry in the document being
created. For example, 4.5 identifies the fifth entry in the selected LTD <4>.

LEFSLSEP

/

If an LTD is selected several times as entry in the document being created, this delimiter
is used to identify a specific occurrence of one of these LTDs. For example, 2/3 identifies
the third occurrence of the selected LTD <2>.

MINUSCH

-

Delete a paragraph

MODSPSEP

.

SPs defined as can-be-modified or must-be-modified can be selected for creation of an
individual paragraph. The corresponding entry on the selection line consists of the SP
name, followed by the delimiter defined in MODSPSEP, and by Inn (nn is a sequence
number in the overall list of individual paragraphs).

PLUSCH

+

Add a paragraph

SUBIND

*

Subcommand to select an LTD as entry during document composition and to directly
step into the corresponding subselection.

XLCFBINS

’

Left-hand delimiter of the area for insertion of additional entries on the selection line.
The area is opened by pressing F-key Insert.

XLCFEINS

’

Right-hand delimiter of the area for insertion of additional entries on the selection line.
The area is opened by pressing F-key Insert.

Note: When working with the Paragraph Selection panel, the subcommands
described above are only applicable if the system is customized to process a
paragraph selection with subcommands (base tailoring parameter LCFEXT =
0).
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Subcommands passed by an application program in the SIB appendage are
always accepted independent of the setting of the base tailoring parameter
LCFEXT.

Status flags for coexistence with OfficeVision/MVS (CICS only)
ASF can replace the Application Services component of OfficeVision/MVS. This
facility is activated by setting base tailoring parameter OVCOEX to 1. Information
about arriving mail and pending search requests is then displayed as status flags
in the message line of all ASF panels. The default values for these status flags are
defined in the following table. For more information on the OfficeVision/MVS
status flags, see the OfficeVision/MVS Planning Guide.
Table 38. Status flags for coexistence with OfficeVision/MVS
Parameter

Default Description

DELGCHAR

D

The default for the character that appears on the message line when you work as
delegate and the principal has new mail.

MAILCHAR

M

The default for the character that appears on the message line when you have new mail
that needs to be reviewed.

STATCHAR

S

The default for the character that appears on the message line when status information
has been updated.

Tailoring of FSNBTCH or FSNBTC2
Functions for document composition are provided by:
FSNBTCH utility
Provides the document composition functions in batch mode. It is
controlled by the tailoring load module FSNTB00.
FSNBTC2 program
Provides the document composition functions under IMS in subroutine
mode. It is controlled by the tailoring load module FSNTB00.
These utilities allow you to perform the following customization:
v User application tailoring, which defines the following for each PDP, PVP, or
DCP called during document composition processing of a batch request:
– The program name or transaction code for the CICS or IMS environment, as
specified in the LTD.
– The associated load module name which may be different from the program
name specified in the LTD.
Note: An LTD can be used both in the online and the batch environment. The
PDP, PVP, or DCP to be called during use of the LTD for document
composition can have different load module names in the online and
batch environment.
– The programming language that the program is written in.
– The processing mode of the program (such as read only, or update).
v User database tailoring (DL/I databases only). This allows you to define:
– The name of DL/I databases accessed by the PDP (PVP, DCP)
– Processing options, as defined within the program status block (PSB) used for
execution
– A sequence number within the PSB when more than one processing option
exists
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v Monitor tailoring, which defines:
– The installation environment (IMS for IMS, BATCH or BATCH WITH DL/I if
not IMS)
– Checkpoint frequency and area length
– The names of the data sets containing:
- Input SIB records
- Output SIB records that have an error
- Batch LRR records

Defining user applications to FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
During composition of documents, FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2) can call PDPs, PVPs, or
DCPs. To enable FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2) to call PDPs, PVPs, or DCPs, you must
define these user applications in FSNTB00 through a call of macro FSNBUAP.
Table 39. Defining user applications to FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
Parameter

Default

Description

CICS

IMS

x

x

Application program name (CICS) or transaction code (IMS)

APNAME

FSNPDP

Specify the name or transaction code of the
v PDP
v PVP
v DCP
as defined in the LTD used for document composition

PENAME

FSNBPDI

Associated load module name

x

x

PGMLNG

PLI

Programming language:
ASS
Assembler
PLI
PL/I
COB
COBOL

x

x

PRCOPT

GET

Specifies processing option:
GET
Read-only mode
UPD
Update mode (read, write, and update)

x

x

Defining user databases to FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2) (IMS only)
Under IMS, databases accessed by the user applications must also be defined in
FSNTB00. One call of the FSNBUDB macro is required for each database to be
defined.
Table 40. Defining user databases to FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
Parameter

Default

Description

DBNAME

FSNDBGIL

Name of database (DBD name)
If there is more than one PCB with the same DBD name, DBSEQN must be defined
in ascending order starting with 1 each time.

DBSEQN
PRCOPT

GO

Processing option as in PSB

Control options for FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
Table 41. Control options for FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
Parameter

Default

Description

CHKPTL

0

Defines the length of the checkpoint area in bytes.
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CICS

IMS

x

x

Table 41. Control options for FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2) (continued)
Parameter

Default

Description

1

0 to 32767 specifies after how many input records a checkpoint is
taken. If 0 is specified, no checkpoints are taken.
Note: In a DB2 environment it is recommended to specify a value
of 1 for performance reasons.

FSNDBLRR

IMS batch LRR DBD name (OPT=LS). GSAM DBD for batch LRR.

0

The following values are accepted:
0
FSNBTCH creates BLRR records.
1
FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2) creates LRR records on the CLL.
2
FSNBTCH creates both LRR records on the CLL and
BLRR records.
Note: FSNBTC2 only supports a value of 1.

CHKPTR

LRROUT

LRRPROC

PROCESS

IMS

Monitor processing:
v IMS if IMS databases
v BAT if CICS
v DLI if CICS with DL/I databases

CICS

IMS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

IMS, BAT, and DLI are keywords here.
SIBINP

FSNDBSIB

Input SIB DBD NAME (OPT=GS). GSAM DBD for input SIB.

x

SIBOUT

FSNDBSIB

IMS output SIB DBD name (OPT=LS). GSAM DBD for error SIB.

x

0

The following values are accepted:
0
Only erroneous items from SIB input and appropriate
error messages are written to the SIBOUT dataset.
1
All items from SIB input and appropriate messages are
written to the SIBOUT dataset.

SIBPROC

x

x

x

x

0 to 32767. Defines test trace count. Specifies the number of input
records for which the trace facilities of FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
apply. Tracing stops when this number is exceeded. Specify one of
the following:
TRCECT

0

Value
0
1 to 64
65 and

Meaning
No trace
Full trace
more
Restricted trace (SIB and action trace only)

Tailoring parameters affecting system definitions
Some of the parameters in base tailoring and tailoring for FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2)
and nearly all of the parameters in the environment tailoring correspond with
system definitions.
A change of the system definitions must be reflected by appropriate parameter
values and vice versa.
Table 42 lists the tailoring parameters and the installation jobs corresponding with
each other:
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Table 42. Tailoring parameters that affect system definitions
Parameter

Tailoring
load
module

ASPREF

FSNT000,
FSNT100

CLLNAME

FSNT100

TRANSMGR

DB2SETUP

Job name
CICS IMS
FSNPPCT

x

FSNFSG0
CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

DB2

x
x

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0

DB2NO DB2MIX DB2ONLY
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

DBLLTH

FSNT000

Parameter DBLSZ in FSNASPAC,
FSNFVMx

x

x

DBLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT3

x

x

DB2CID

FSNT100

DB2 system definitions

x

x

x

x

x

DB2TBCID

FSNT100

DB2 system definitions

x

x

x

x

x

DHLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT3

x

DJLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

DWIPREF

FSNT100

FSNPPCT3

x

x

DWPREF

FSNT100

PCT definitions in CICS

x

x

DXLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs

x

x

FELNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs

x

x

Parameter GILSZ in FSNASPAx,
FSNFVM0

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

GILLTH

GILNAME

FSNT000

FSNT100

Parameter IGILSZ in FSNASPAx,
FSNFVM0
CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x
x

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0

ISLLTH

ISLNAME

FSNT00

FSNT100

Parameter ISLSZ in FSNASPAx,
FSNFVM0

x
x

Parameter IISLSZ in FSNASPAx,
FSNFVM0
CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x
x

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0
SLLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x

x
x

x

x

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0

x

x

x

x

SPADBNM

FSNT000

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0

TBLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT3

x

x

TCTDISP

FSNT000

CICS TCT definitions

x

x
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x

x

Table 42. Tailoring parameters that affect system definitions (continued)
Tailoring
load
module

Job name

THLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT3

x

x

TXLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs

x

x

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Parameter

UPLNAME

FSNT000

TRANSMGR
CICS IMS

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0
USLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FSNT100

FSNFSG0

WSLNAME

FSNT100

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT

x

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0
FSNT100

DB2NO DB2MIX DB2ONLY

FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0
WFINAME

ZSLNAME

DB2

DB2SETUP

CICS startup job, batch execution
jobs, FSNPFCT
FSNFPB0, FSNFDD0

x
x
x

Online display of tailoring information
To check whether changes of the tailoring information are active, you can display
information online. The information resides in the following tailoring load
modules:
FSNT000
Base tailoring.
FSNT100
Environment tailoring.
FSNTxxx
Language tailoring.
FSNTB00
Tailoring for FSNBTCH (FSNBTC2). Make sure that this load module is
part of the loadlib used in the online environment.
Specify the name of the load module as fast-path command on the command line
and press Enter.
Note: You can only display the language tailoring for the language you are
working with. If you enter the name of an IMS tailoring load module in a
CICS environment, the corresponding CICS tailoring load module is
displayed and vice versa.
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Changing ASF messages
You can change the text of the messages and literals on panels supplied with the
product. Use the following source members to do this. xxx is the 3-character
language identifier:
v FSN8xxx for batch messages
v FSN9Cxxx for online messages and literals on panels.
1. Copy the texts of the literals or messages that you want to change from
FSN9xxx and add them to FSN9Cxxx. Only make changes to the custom
member FSN9Cxxx and not to the system member FSN9xxx to avoid losing
your custom entries when the system member is updated.
2. Set the base tailoring parameter CUSTMSGP to 1.
3. Use the following jobs to compile your changes:
– FSNJ8xxx for batch messages
– FSNJ9Cxxx for online messages
The source for all messages is located in the user library (data set SRCELIB). The
corresponding batch jobs are located in the installation library (data set JCLLIB).
Note: The data in the source members FSN8xxx, FSN9Cxxx, and FSN9xxx is kept
in code page 500. Because your keyboard code page usually is not code
page 500, you must run utility FSNACPM before and after editing the
members. FSNACPM translates the data from code page 500 to the keyboard
code page and vice versa. For further information on the batch utility
FSNACPM, refer to Appendix B, “Batch programs that support
administration,” on page 387.
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Chapter 16. System setup and configuration
This chapter provides detailed information about setting up your ASF system and
on the impact of some system definitions on your setup. Information is provided
on:
v “Multiserver and multihost support”
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

“Configuring the Web browser” on page 310
“Configuring the Microsoft Internet Explorer” on page 310
“Installing AFP Viewer” on page 311
“Installing and customizing the Listener” on page 312
“CICS environment considerations” on page 313
“IMS environment considerations” on page 316
“DCF considerations” on page 317
“DB2 setup” on page 318
“DB2 considerations” on page 320

Multiserver and multihost support
The Web client is defined to WebSphere as a Web application. The names of the
Web application and the associated URL identify an installed example of a Web
client. Invoking the Web client from a browser means sending an HTTP request
containing a Web client URL to the HTTP server. During an explicit sign-on, the
user is asked for the user ID, password, and host name. During an implicit sign-on
(for example, via the 3270 Listener), this information—with the exception of the
password—is obtained from the host screen and included in the URL.
The HTTP server for the Web client supports various types of connections to
various types of ASF host systems:
v IMS, via MQSeries
v IMS, using IMS Connect
v CICS, using the CICS Transaction Gateway
v CICS, via MQSeries
Host systems and connections are defined in the DocNetworkConfiguration XML
document. The basic concept is the host nickname which defines an ASF host system
to the HTTP server. You define the type of connection and the attributes of the host
system using the host nickname.
Any instance of the Document Connect for ASF server can talk to all host
nicknames defined in its DocNetworkConfiguration.xml file. This means a server
can be connected to multiple IMS and/or CICS systems, and even use different
types of connections at the same time. This is shown in Figure 100 on page 310.
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Figure 100. ASF multiserver support

Configuring the Web browser
In the Web browser, check that the file cache and the execution of JavaScript is
enabled. See the documentation of your Web browser to determine how to activate
these options. For information on customizing the Web browser, refer to
Chapter 17, “Customization for the Web client,” on page 323.

Configuring the Microsoft Internet Explorer
You can configure the Internet Explorer, for example, to improve or enable the
display and for debugging purposes.

Internet Explorer settings for the editor
You can configure your Internet explorer and connection settings to improve your
efficiency. To modify or set the required Internet properties:
1. Click Start-> Settings->Control panel to open the Control Panel.
2. Click Internet Options to open the Internet Properties dialog.
The following description lists the required settings:
v On the General tab, in the Temporary Internet files field, click Settings to open
the Settings dialog. Then make sure that you have not selected Never on this
dialog.
v On the Security tab, select Local intranet, then click Custom Level... to open the
Security Settings dialog and to define your settings as follows:
– Under ActiveX controls and plug-ins, select Enable
– Under Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins, select Enable
– Under Downloads->File download, select Enable
– Under Microsoft VM->Java permissions, make sure that Disable Java is not
selected.
Note: If the option Custom is selected, click the Java Custom Settings...
button to display the Local intranet dialog. Open the Edit permissions
tab and select:
- Under Unsigned Content->Run Unsigned Content, select Run in
sandbox
- Under Additional Unsigned Permission, select Enable.
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– Under Scripting select Enable for the following items:
- Active Scripting
- Scripting of Java applets
– Under Miscellaneous->Submit nonencrypted form data, select Enable.
v On the Advanced tab, select Multimedia->Show pictures.

Internet Explorer settings for debugging
Note: This information is for administrators only.
If you notice errors or problems when displaying information using the Web client
or the Listener and you can reproduce these errors, you should obtain detailed
debugging information in form of an HTML file as follows.
To get the detailed debugging information, the following settings are required in
the Microsoft Internet Explorer:
1. Open the Internet Explorer and click Tools->Internet Options to display the
Internet Options dialog.
2. On the Security tab, click Custom Level... to open the Security Settings dialog
and to select Enable or Prompt for the following items under ActiveX controls
and plug-ins:
v Download signed ActiveX controls
v Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins
v Script ActiveX controls marked safe for scripting
Notes:
1. You must have installed the Microsoft Windows® Script Host. If you have
installed the Microsoft Windows Script Debugger, the Microsoft Windows
Script Host is included.
2. To download the Windows Script Host (WSH) you can do one of the following:
v Use the following URL:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/downloads/default.asp?URL=/downloads/sample.asp?
url=/msdn-files/027/001/733/msdncompositedoc.xml

v Open the Microsoft Developer Network Internet page to select MSDN
Downloads-> Web Development -> Windows Script.
3. Like Microsoft Internet Explorer, WSH serves as a controller of ActiveX
scripting engines. WSH allows scripts to be run directly on the Windows
desktop without being embedded in an HTML document.
To
1.
2.
3.

obtain the detailed debugging information in form of an HTML file:
Click inside the Web client or Listener.
Press ALT + 9 to open a Notepad window that contains the HTML code.
Save the content of the Notepad window and send it together with the trace
file and a detailed description of the problem to IBM for a thorough analysis.

Installing AFP Viewer
With the Web client, ASF can use the Print preview function to create an AFP data
stream that can be viewed on client workstations. When requested, the AFP data
stream is created on the host using DCF, and it is transferred to the server and
stored in the server’s preview directory. Then the ASF servlet responds with a URL
pointing to the AFP file.
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If an AFP Viewer plug-in is available on the client workstation, Microsoft Internet
Explorer loads the plug-in with the AFP data stream and the formatted document
is displayed in the plug-in.
The Document Connect for ASF feature package contains the installation file for
the IBM AFP Viewer plug-in, which is also available for download from
http://www-3.ibm.com/software/data/ondemand/support71.html.
To install the viewer plug in, click the download button on the sign-on panel of
Document Connect for ASF, and follow the instructions.

Installing and customizing the Listener
The 3270 Listener is a Microsoft Windows application that can be downloaded
from the HTTP server for Document Connect for ASF. The Listener enables the
connection of a 3270 mainframe application to the Web client browser application.
The Listener runs on the client Microsoft Windows PC and, when active, watches
all active 3270 emulator sessions for Web client invocation parameters. When these
parameters appear on the 3270 screen, the Listener creates an invocation URL and
loads it into a Web browser ActiveX control.
Notes:
1. A list of emulator products that are supported is provided in the Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Licensed Program Specifications.
2. A command flag is used to select the emulator. Usually, only one emulator is
installed on a workstation. This emulator adds its install directory to the
Windows PATH environment variable. This is required for the Listener to run,
because the Listener loads the WHLAPI32.dll of the emulator product. If a user
has installed more than one emulator, the PATH variable must be modified to
contain the correct emulator directory, otherwise the Listener may crash. Also,
the emulator must be enabled for the HLLAPI API, and emulator sessions must
have a short name (A, B, C and so on) assigned. For more information refer to
the documentation of the emulator installed.
3. “Internet Explorer settings for debugging” on page 311 provides information if
problems occur.
To install the Listener:
1. Download the Listener by clicking the download button on the sign-on panel to
display an HTML document containing instructions and links to the
downloadable files.
2. Selecting the download option for the Listener.
An InstallShield installation .exe file will be stored in your download directory.
3. Install the Listener from the installation .exe file. When prompted, enter the
language and the emulator to use.
The installation installs the program in the directory you specify and creates a
Windows Programs entry for the Listener that you can use to invoke the
Listener.
The Listener accepts the following invocation flags:
Table 43. Invocation flags accepted by the Listener
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Flag

Meaning

/lang=en

Language is English
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Table 43. Invocation flags accepted by the Listener (continued)
/lang=de

Language is German

/lang=es

Language is Spanish

/lang=dk

Language is Danish

/lang=nl

Language is Dutch

/lang=fr

Language is French

/pcom

Run with IBM Personal Communications

/extra

Run with Attachmate Extra

/reflection

Run with WRQ Reflection

/autostart

Start listening initially without the need to start listening
manually

/trace

Create a trace file in the Windows temp directory (the
directory name is determined by the TEMP variable of the
Windows environment.)

The language and emulator are set by the installation. Set the other options
manually.

CICS environment considerations
This section provides information on CICS connection considerations and discusses
the following CICS system definitions:
v Node error program (NEP)
v Program error program (PEP)
v Terminal definition parameters
– UCTRAN
– TCTUA
– SIGNOFF
v Lost term exit DFHXTENF
v SIT parameter SPOOL
v PLIDUMP

Connecting the ASF Web server to ASF under CICS
When running ASF under CICS, you can choose one of the following ways to
connect the ASF host part with the Web client:
v MQSeries
It is assumed that:
– MQSeries is installed and configured correctly
– The MQSeries - CICS Bridge is installed and configured correctly
For more information refer to the WebSphere MQ for z/OS publications Concepts
and Planing Guide and System Setup Guide at
http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/wmq/library/

v

CICS Transaction Gateway
It is assumed that the CICS Transaction Gateway is installed and configured
correctly. For more information refer to the CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS
publication Administration and the redbook CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS at
http://www.ibm.com/software/cics/ctg

For more detail on the connection setup between the ASF Web server and ASF
under CICS, see the installation documentation at
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http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/office/asf/installinfo34.html

Node error program DFHZNEP
For details on the purpose of the NEP for ASF, refer to the ASF Administration
Guide.
A complete sample NEP is provided that needs to be merged with the node error
program in DFHZNEP provided by CICS. Assemble and link DFHZNEP to get a
running version supporting node error handling for your system.
In an MRO environment, DFHZNEP must be installed in the terminal-owning
region (TOR).

Program error program DFHPEP
For details on the purpose of the PEP for ASF, refer to the ASF Administration
Guide.
A complete sample PEP is provided, that needs to be merged with the program
error program in DFHPEP provided by CICS. Assemble and link DFHPNEP to get
a running version supporting the program error handling of your system.
In an MRO environment, DFHPEP must be installed in each application-owning
region (AOR).

Terminal definition parameters
A number of CICS terminal definition parameters has impact on functions of ASF.

UCTRAN parameter—TYPETERM definition
Do not specify UCTRAN=YES in the TYPETERM definitions in the TCT entries for
the terminals that you use with ASF.
Use UCTRAN=NO or UCTRAN=TRANID.
In the profile definitions UCTRAN=NO must be specified.
If you specify UCTRAN=YES, you cannot enter text or parameter names in
uppercase and lowercase.

TCTUA—CICS terminal definition
ASF uses 16 bytes of the TCTUA to handle node error situations with the NEP and
program error situations with the PEP.
The usage of the TCTUA is optional but it is a prerequisite for NEP and PEP to
work correctly.
ASF updates of the TCTUA and must not be defined with attribute
TCTUAKEY=CICS. Use TCTUAKEY=USER for the ASF NEP and PEP handling.
To avoid use of the TCTUA by ASF, either do not define a TCTUA in the CICS
terminal definitions or specify an offset in tailoring parameter TCTDISP, which
provides a part of the TCTUA for ASF that is shorter than 16 bytes.
If TCTUA is not used, the reset function (FSNA transaction) must be used to reset
pending ASF sessions after node errors and program failures.
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Defining tailoring parameter SESSCTL with a value of 3 is another possibility to
allow sign-on from terminals with different terminal IDs after node errors or
program failures. For further information on the parameter SESSCTL, refer to
“Transaction family table (FSNTTXC)” on page 272.

SIGNOFF parameter—TYPETERM definition
The specification of the SIGNOFF option in the TYPETERM definitions is closely
connected to the internal timeout function of ASF. For details on this timeout
function, refer to the ASF Administration Guide.
To fully support the internal timeout of a terminal, specify SIGNOFF=LOGOFF in
the TYPETERM definitions. If SIGNOFF=LOGOFF is specified, the terminal is
logged off from CICS and from VTAM. The logoff from VTAM includes starting of
DFHZNEP causing the ASF session to be deactivated. This prevents unauthorized
users from continuing the session. Signing-on again is possible from any terminal.
If SIGNOFF=YES (CICS default) is specified, the terminal is only logged off from
CICS and DFHZNEP is not started.
For more information on the CICS parameter SIGNOFF, refer to the CICS
Transaction Server for z/OS Resource Definition Guide.

Lost term exit DFHXTENF
In an MRO environment with more than one application-owning region (AOR,
ASF sample MRO configuration) the CICS terminal not found exit DFHXTENF
must be implemented.
To implement this, you need the following parts:
v The modified CICS exit DFHXTENF
v The CICS sample enable program FSNXTENF
v Sample PLT table

SIT parameter SPOOL
If you want to use the remote print functions of document composition, specify
SPOOL=YES in the SIT overwrite parameter section of your CICS startup job.

PLIDUMP considerations
To write a PLIDUMP to a TRANSIENT DATA QUEUE, define this queue in your
CSD either by specifying:
CPLD
DFHDCT TYPE=EXTRA,DESTID=CPLD,DSCNAME=PLIDUMP
PLIDUMP DFHDCT TYPE=SDSCI,DSCNAME=PLIDUMP,BLKSIZE=137,RECSIZE=133,
RECFORM=VARUNB,TYPEFLE=OUTPUT,BUFNO=1

or by specifying:
CPLD

DFHDCT TYPE=INDIRECT,DESTID=CPLD,INDDEST=CPLI

To write a PLIDUMP to SYSOUT, add the following JCL statement to your CICS
startup job:
//PLIDUMP SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=V,BLKSIZE=137)
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IMS environment considerations
This section provides information on IMS connection considerations and discusses
the following IMS definitions:
v IMS procedures
v Conversation—non-conversational mode
v MFS formats
v Preloaded programs

Connecting the ASF Web server to ASF under IMS
When running ASF under IMS, you can choose one of the following ways to
connect the ASF host part with the Web client:
v MQSeries
It is assumed that:
– MQSeries is installed and configured correctly
– The MQSeries - IMS Bridge is installed and configured correctly
For more information refer to the WebSphere MQ for z/OS publications Concepts
and Planning Guide and System Setup Guide.
v IMS Connect
It is assumed that IMS Connect is installed and configured correctly. For more
information refer to IMS publications IMS Connect Guide and Reference and IMS
Connector for Java, User’s Guide and Reference.
For more detail on the connection setup between the ASF Web server and ASF
under IMS, see the installation documentation at http://www-306.ibm.com/
software/applications/office/asf/installinfo34.html

IMS procedures
To install and administer ASF, you need the following IMS procedures:
v DLIBATCH
If you use DBRC=N, do the following in the applicable installation jobs:
– Update the DLIBATCH and the IMSUT EXEC statements with the parameters
you need, for example, DBRC=N, IRLM=N, IRLMN=N (except for step
RESO).
– Data sets RECON1, RECON2, and RECON3 in the instream procedure IMSUT
are not needed.
v MFSUTL
v DBDGEN
v PSBGEN
v ACBGEN

MFS formats
ASF supports terminals with 24, 32, and 43 lines. The shipped formats contain MFS
statements for these terminal types. Make sure that table DFSUDT0x supports the
ASF MFS formats accordingly.

Preloaded programs
To improve performance and response time for ASF transactions, make the
following online programs in library SFSNLOD0 resident with the IMS preload
function:
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v
v
v
v
v
v
v

FSNASF1I
FSNWEB1I
FSNASF3I
FSNT000
FSNT100
FSNTTRM
FSNTxxxI (where xxx is the language installed)

v FSN9xxx (where xxx is the language installed)

IMS Connect TimeOut parameter
If the Java™ application or servlet does not respond, a message is sent to the host
system and the Java application or servlet waits for a reply. This situation can
occur for example if a transaction input message is sent to IMS, but a message
processing region is not available to process the transaction. In this case, the input
message is placed in the IMS message queue and remains there until a message
region is available to process it. The Java application or servlet waits for a reply.
If you do not want your Java application to wait for such a reply, change the:
v Default TimeOut value in the configuration member of IMS Connect.
v Value of the TimeOut parameter in the TCP/IP statement to a value greater than
0. If the timeout value is greater than 0, IMS Connect closes the socket to the
Java application if it does not receive a response from IMS within the specified
time.
Note: The TimeOut value is specified in hundredths of seconds. For example, a
TIMEOUT value of 1000 specifies a 10 second timeout.
The Java application receives the exception message HWSJ029E in CCF and
ICO0005E in J2C. The connection is not available for reuse. When the IMS
application program completes and returns the output message to IMS Connect,
IMS Connect will display the message HWSD0252W with service code NFNDSVT
on the console (because the connection is not available to return the message to the
Java application).
For more information on IMS Connect interruptions between server and host refer
to the IMS Connector for Java, V1R2, User’s Guide and Reference and to the IMS
Connect Guide and Reference Version 1.2. For more information on CICS Transaction
Gateway interruptions between server and host refer to the CICS Transaction
Gateway V5.0: Messages.

DCF considerations
The following sections list the DCF programs used for online formatting and
continuous formatting.

Interaction with DCF programs (CICS)
For online formatting with DCF, ASF interfaces with the DCF program DSMATS40.

Interaction with DCF programs (IMS and batch)
The DCF program DSMMVS40 is required for the DB2-based continuous
formatting in batch as well as for all online formatting functions such as Quick
Preview and Print Preview. DSMMVS40 is shipped as PTF for DCF Release 4.
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Make sure that you have applied the required DCF PTFs as described in
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Licensed Program Specifications.

DB2 setup
Activating DB2 support is very similar to using VSAM or DL/I data sets. You need
to perform the required installation steps such as defining the databases and tables,
to set up environments for DB2, and to migrate your databases.

Setup environments for DB2
Environments are used in ASF to define transaction families, databases, and related
settings. You can decide for each environment whether or not this environment
uses DB2 databases by setting environment tailoring parameter DB2OPR to 0 or 1.
As for VSAM or DL/I databases, the environment definitions allow to specify
which databases are to be used for DB2. This means you can set up several
environments using their own set of DB2 databases.
Having set tailoring parameter DB2OPR to 1, the GIL, CLL, and SLL become DB2
databases. The other databases, such as UPL, USL, or ISL, remain VSAM or DL/I
databases.
In DB2, each of the ASF databases consists of several tables and indices. Instead of
tables and indices, you can also use views or aliases. With the help of the ASF V3
R4 installation procedures, you have to create the required DB2 objects such as
tables or views for each environment with DB2OPR set to 1.
The connection between the DB2 objects and the environments defined in FSNT100
is achieved by environment tailoring parameter DB2CID. To understand this
connection, it is important to know about some DB2 concepts such as collections,
bind process, or authorization IDs in the names of tables, views, or aliases. ASF
makes use of DB2 collections. The collections used are created by the DB2 bind
process during installation of the DB2 support in ASF or after applying
maintenance. They all have the same content, that is, are built from the same
distributed DBRM members (the content may differ only for different PTF levels of
ASF), but can differ in the bind options. By one of these options the qualifier is
specified that is implicitly used as the authorization ID in DB2 object names.
Therefore, the collection name specified for the tailoring parameter DB2CID
indirectly defines the authorization ID in the names of the DB2 objects.
For a better understanding, consider an example where four environments are
defined with the following characteristics:
v Environments 1, 2, and 3 use DB2 databases, whereas environment 4 only works
with VSAM or DL/I databases.
v Environment 1 uses a separate set of DB2 databases.
v Environments 2 and 3 share the GIL in DB2, but use different CLL and SLL
databases.
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Environment definitions
Environment
ENVNAME
DB2OPR
DB2CID
ISLNAME

1:
= FSNE0001
= 1
= FSNCOLL1
= FSNISL

Environment
ENVNAME
DB2OPR
DB2CID
ISLNAME

2:
= FSNE0002
= 1
= FSNCOLL2
= FSNISL

Environment
ENVNAME
DB2OPR
DB2CID
ISLNAME

3:
= FSNE0003
= 1
= FSNCOLL3
= FSNISL

Environment
ENVNAME
DB2OPR
DB2CID
ISLNAME

4:
= FSNE0004
= 0
=
= FSNISL

bound with QUALIFIER(FSN01)

bound with QUALIFIER(FSN02)

bound with QUALIFIER(FSN03)

Database usage
Environment 1:
GIL:
CLL:
SLL:
ISL:
etc.

DB2 tables FSN01.FSNTGIL_xxx
DB2 tables FSN01.FSNTCLL_xxx
DB2 tables FSN01.FSNTSLL_xxx
VSAM or DL/I data set as specified in ISLNAME

Environment 2:
GIL:
CLL:
SLL:
ISL:
etc.

DB2 tables FSN02.FSNTGIL_xxx
DB2 tables FSN02.FSNTCLL_xxx
DB2 tables FSN02.FSNTSLL_xxx
VSAM or DL/I data set as specified in ISLNAME

Environment 3:
GIL:
CLL:
SLL:
ISL:
etc.
Environment 4:
GIL:
CLL:
SLL:
ISL:
etc.

DB2 aliases FSN03.FSNTGIL_xxx
for tables FSN02.FSNTGIL_xxx
DB2 tables FSN03.FSNTCLL_xxx
DB2 tables FSN03.FSNTSLL_xxx
VSAM or DL/I data set as specified in ISLNAME

VSAM
VSAM
VSAM
VSAM

or
or
or
or

DL/I
DL/I
DL/I
DL/I

data
data
data
data

set
set
set
set

as
as
as
as

specified
specified
specified
specified

in
in
in
in

GILNAME
CLLNAME
SLLNAME
ISLNAME

If you want to have an environment share all DB2 databases with another
environment, you can use the same collection name for tailoring parameter
DB2CID for both environments. If you want, however, to have an environment
share some, but not all DB2 databases with another environment, you must use
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different collections. In this case you have to set up DB2 aliases or views in order
to share the databases. See environments 2 and 3 in the above example.
It is recommended to use the ASF V3 R4 installation procedures for setting up
multiple environments. This helps to define the DB2 objects and bind the required
collections according to your environment choices.

Migrating databases to DB2
You can migrate your VSAM or DL/I GIL and SLL databases to DB2 at installation
time or at any later time. Because of the environment concept, you can also start
with migrating some environments first and others later. Take care of the
following:
v Within one environment, the GIL and SLL databases must be migrated to DB2 at
the same time.
v The environment definitions for running with databases in DB2 must have been
completed, and the environments must be active in the system.
v The collections defined in your environment tailoring parameters DB2CID and
DB2TBCID must have been bound. The corresponding DB2 objects, that is,
tables, views, or aliases, must exist.
If you want to migrate a database from a predecessor release to DB2, you must run
all the required version-to-version migrations. The last step is always running the
resource reload utility of ASF V3 R4, to insert the data into the ASF V3 R4
database. If the environment used for the reload step is set up for working with
DB2, your GIL and SLL records will be loaded into the DB2 tables.
For ASF V3 R4 databases, you can exchange records between DB2 databases and
VSAM or DL/I databases at any time. You perform this exchange by running the
resource unload utility FSNBRUL and the resource reload utility FSNBRRL. You
only need the corresponding environment and database definitions. If you want to
migrate records from your ASF V3 R4 VSAM or DL/I databases to DB2, choose the
environment with your VSAM or DL/I databases for the resource unload step. For
the reload step choose the environment with the DB2 target databases which are to
obtain your data. For more information about exchanging records between
databases, refer to the “Unloading and reloading databases with FSNBRUL and
FSNBRRL” on page 390.
If you migrate all your environments to DB2, it is recommended to assign the same
value for both the base tailoring parameters GILLTH and ISLLTH before starting
the migration to DB2.

Running batch utilities with databases in DB2
If you run batch utilities like FSNBRUL or FSNBRRL with databases in DB2, you
have to specify the corresponding environment name as value of the keyword
ENV. Two other keywords are required in addition:
v With the help of the DB2SSNM keyword, you specify the name of the DB2
subsystem which you want to use.
v As value for the DB2PLAN keyword, you specify the name of the DB2
application plan which is used with the batch utility. It is recommended to
specify the application plan FSNDB2S.

DB2 considerations
If your system uses DB2, you are recommended to read the following sections.
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Performance considerations for the CLL
To enable an even distribution of the generated CLL entries in the CLL table, an
inverted key is used with DB2 tables. The LRR key in the ISL database is also
inverted by setting base tailoring parameter ILRRKEY to 1.

Space requirements for CLL and SLL tables
To optimize the use of FSNTCLL_OBJCOMP and FSNTSLL_OBJCOMP, it is
recommended to specify the same values for both the base tailoring parameters
GILLTH and ISLLTH.

Performance considerations for continuous formatting
To improve the performance of continuous formatting, you can start more than one
formatting task in parallel. It is recommended to use different SELECT statements
for the parallel formatting processes, since this reduces the number of locks. The
most efficient access is ensured when the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement
covers exactly one partition of the optionally partitioned table space of the CLL.
Example: Use NUMPARTS 2 when defining the CLL table spaces.
When defining the primary index of CLL_H, use the following definition:
CLUSTER (PART 1 VALUES(’5
’),
PART 2 VALUES (’999999999999999’)
)

Use the FSNIN parameter for the first formatting task:
SQL(’SELECT * FROM %AUTHID%.FSNTCLL_H
WHERE DLRR_REC_IDE < "5
FOR FETCH ONLY ’
)

"

For the second formatting task, use the FSNIN parameter:
SQL(’SELECT * FROM %AUTHID%.FSNTCLL_H
WHERE DLRR_REC_IDE >= "5
FOR FETCH ONLY ’
)

"

These values ensure that the generated CLL entries are evenly distributed over the
two partitions (using the inverted key). The SELECT statements ensure that no
overlap of CLL entries occurs during the formatting processes.
To tune performance further, the FOR FETCH ONLY clause is used.

Selected control statement with impact on the performance
INTERVAL(30)

The parameter INTERVAL controls how long the batch formatting task waits after
an unsuccessful SELECT attempt. If you define a small value for this parameter,
online performance may suffer and overhead can occur during continuous
formatting. It is recommended to use a minimum value of 30 seconds.
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Chapter 17. Customization for the Web client
The customization of the Web client affects the following system resources:
v The following subdirectories and files of the Web client installation on the
WebSphere server:
– In subdirectory \config the files:
- DocConfiguration.xml
- DocNetworkConfiguration.xml
- DocXSLConversion.xml
– In subdirectory \dictionaries the file:
- addenda.dic
– In subdirectory \javascript the file:
- docnls.js
– In subdirectory \custom the files:
- doccustom1.xml
- doccustom2.xml
- doccustom.css
- doccustomer.js
– Subdirectory AFPResources
– Subdirectory helpcust
v Tailoring members in installation library SRCELIB of the installation under z/OS
for:
– Base tailoring
– Environment tailoring
– Language tailoring
– User exit tailoring
v Microsoft Internet Explorer
v AFP Viewer plug-in with:
– Customization file ftdport2.ini or Windows registry
– Subdirectory AFPResources
The customization on the WebSphere server is done centrally for all users.
Before applying changes to a customization file make sure that you create a
backup copy of the file. After you have made changes to any of the customization
files on the server, you must:
1. Clean the Internet Explorer cache if you changed any files that end in .css or .js.
2. Stop and restart the WebSphere Application Server to activate your changes.
In some of the following customization sections, xx is used as a placeholder for a
language code. Valid language codes are:
v da for Danish
v de for German
v en for English
v fr for French
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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v es for Spanish
v nl for Dutch

Installation of software components for the Web client on the client
machine
The following software components are distributed with the Web client for
installation on a client workstation or on a terminal server.
v AFP Viewer plug-in
Installation file: IBM Document Connect for ASF - AFP Viewer Plugin.msi
The default value of the directory where the AFP Viewer plug-in is installed is
C:\Program Files\IBM\AFPPLGIN. This location is referred to as root directory of
the Viewer. In the context of the AFP Viewer, the following subdirectories should
be defined under this root directory:
– \AFPResource
– \fonts
– \fonts\maps
The customization file ftdport2.ini of the AFP Viewer resides in the root
directory. Refer to “Customizing the AFP Viewer” on page 362 for additional
information on the concurrency of settings in ftdport2.ini and the Windows
registry.
v 3270 Listener (and DLLs of the JNI Client)
Installation file: IBM Document Connect for ASF - 3270 Listener.msi
v ASF Conversion Toolkit
Installation file: doctoolkit.zip
You must install the AFP Viewer to enable the print preview function unless you
have decided to use a PDF viewer. The installation of the 3270 Listener is
necessary if you want to connect to the Web client from your 3270 emulation.
To download components to individual workstations, you need to display the Web
client signon page in the browser. Click Download page to display the download
page with the software components listed above.
For central distribution of the software components, the corresponding installation
files are available in the /transfer subdirectory of the Web client installation
directory.

Web client customization
Depending on the tailoring of the system, the Web client browser can consist of the
following parts:
v An optional customer information area. For more information on how to hide or
show this area, and determine its content, refer to “Customizing the customer
information area” on page 334.
v A menu bar at the top of the browser.
v A navigation pane on the left side.
v A work area on the right side.
v A button bar at the bottom of the work area.
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Microsoft Internet Explorer allows you to adapt the appearance of the client
browser window by customizing the toolbar and the Explorer bar. The toolbar can
be customized to make items appear or disappear. Items such as standard buttons,
the Address bar, and Links can be turned on or off. For more information, refer to
the help available on Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Note that the standard Back and Forward buttons do not work in the Web client.
If the Web browser is invoked from the 3270 environment, the 3270 Listener, which
hosts an ActiveX control for the Microsoft Web browser, does not show any of the
graphical user interface components for Microsoft Internet Explorer.
If you need to customize the Web client, you should consider the following
functions:
Table 44. Checklist for Web client customization
Where on the client browser Customization
General settings

v “Customizing the font
family and font size on the
main application
windows” on page 327
v “Customizing language
dependent textual strings
in the Web client” on page
328
v “Customizing short cuts”
on page 329

Help

All Web client screens

v “Adding the customer
help option” on page 333
v “Customizing the position
of the help windows” on
page 333

Customer information area

Area above the menu bar

v “Filling the customer
information area” on page
334
v “Changing the font family,
the font color, or the
background color” on
page 334

Navigation pane

Left hand side of browser
window

v “Customizing new
document composition” on
page 334
v “Suppressing line
wrapping on the
navigation bar” on page
334
v “Customizing the width of
the navigation bar” on
page 334

Menu bar

Menu bar items

v “Suppressing the menu
bar” on page 335
v “Customizing short cuts”
on page 329
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Table 44. Checklist for Web client customization (continued)
Where on the client browser Customization
Work area

Menu

v “Aligning the display of
GIL item names (short
names)” on page 336
v “Customizing the position
of the window for
information items” on
page 335
v “Suppressing the display
of the command line” on
page 335

Paragraph selection tree

v “Aligning the display of
GIL item names (short
names)” on page 336
v “Showing the availability
of user-defined context
help” on page 336
v “Controlling multiple
occurrences of
paragraphs” on page 336
v “Customizing Find
paragraph” on page 337
v “Displaying a list of
optional paragraphs” on
page 338
v “Resolving parameters
when requesting preview”
on page 339

Editor

v “Customizing the
conversion of paragraphs”
on page 339
v “Defining the conversion
of user-defined tags for
selection in the editor” on
page 345
v “Customizing settings for
tables” on page 352
v “Customizing the selection
of font faces and font
sizes” on page 354
v “Resolving DCF imbeds in
the editor” on page 355
v “Spell checking” on page
355

Final document processing
panel
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v “Determining final
document processing” on
page 365

Table 44. Checklist for Web client customization (continued)
Where on the client browser Customization
Button bar

Preview

Button bar buttons

v “Customizing which
buttons you want to have
appear” on page 364

Save dialog

v “Determining the type of
save settings” on page 365

Previewing the content of a
document

v “Determining the viewer
for print preview” on page
358
v “Determining the position
of preview windows” on
page 358
v “Setting formatting control
options” on page 359
v “Identifying modified
paragraphs during
preview” on page 359
v “Showing overlays and
page segments during
print preview” on page
361
v “Customizing the AFP
Viewer” on page 362

Customizing general settings
Customizing the font family and font size on the main
application windows
To change the font family and the font size on the windows of the Web client,
proceed as follows:
1. Open the file doccustom.css.
2. Locate the respective section in the file and change the following default
settings:
v Style definitions for the login page
v Style definitions for the button bar
v Style definitions for the Web page dialogs, like for example, command line,
save, and exit
v Style definitions for the result page of the Find dialogue
3. Save your changes and close the file doccustom.css.
The font size defines the maximum value. To change the font size on a user basis,
open an Internet Explorer window and adapt the text size settings in the toolbar
under View->Text Size.
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Customizing language dependent textual strings in the Web
client
The file docnls.js contains all of the textual strings that appear on the browser
windows (for labels, buttons, headings, and so on) in different sections for each
language. You are not allowed to modify anything in the file docnls.js.
If you want to customize any of these strings, copy the strings you want to
customize from the file docnls.js to the file doccustomer.js, and make your changes
in the file doccustomer.js. Proceed as follows:
1. Make a backup copy of the file doccustomer.js in case you need to restore the
file.
2. Open the file doccustomer.js. Locate the line switch (aUsedlanguage) and the
section for your respective language where the strings that you want to
customize must be copied to from the file docnls.js.
3. Open the file docnls.js and locate the section for your respective language
beginning with the statement case xx where xx stands for your language code.
v Copy the lines you want to customize from the file docnls.js to the target
section in the file doccustomer.js. For example, if you want to customize
German strings, copy the lines you want to change in the case statement for
German (de):
case ’de’:
/*\// Start of German customization
*/
/*\//
*/
/*\// Insert your customization here ... */
blFinishParagraphSelection
blClose
hlPs
/*\// End
break;

of

= "Fertig";
= "Brief löschen";
= "Briefgerüst";

German customization

*/

or if you want to rename the English text, you must copy the lines in the
case statement for English (en) as shown in the following example:
case ’en’:
/*\// Start of English customization
*/
/*\//
*/
/*\// Insert your customization here ... */
blFinishParagraphSelection
blClose
hlPs
/*\// End
break;

of

= "Ready";
= "Delete letter";
= "Letter Structure";

English customization

*/

v Close the file docnls.js.
4. Adapt the strings in the file doccustomer.js accordingly.
5. Save your changes and close the file doccustomer.js.
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Customizing short cuts
By using short cuts consisting of the Ctrl key or the Alt key and a letter you can:
v Open menus on the menu bar
v Run functions in the pull-down menus on the menu bar
v Run buttons in the button bar
v Position on the next paragraph that must be modified or on the next mandatory
parameter
To change shortcut definitions, you need to take the ASCII encoding of the
shortcut characters as shown in the following table:
Table 45. ASCII encoding of shortcut characters showing the value and corresponding
character
65 A

66 B

67 C

68 D

69 E

70 F

71 G

72 H

73 I

74 J

75 K

76 L

77 M

78 N

79 O

80 P

81 Q

82 R

83 S

84 T

85 U

86 V

87 W

88 X

89 Y

90 Z

The following tables show the short cut definitions in the Web client for English.
They help you to identify which short cut characters are used at present.
Table 46. Short cut definitions using the Ctrl key
Short
cut

Statement in docnls.js

Description

CTRL+A g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″65″]
="insertFreeTextAbove";

Individual text menu->Insert above

CTRL+U g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″66″] =
"insertFreeTextBelow";

Individual text menu->Insert below

CTRL+C g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″67″] =
"actionCopy";

Paragraph menu->Copy

CTRL+E g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″69″] =
"editParagraph";

Paragraph menu->Edit

CTRL+F g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″70″] =
"searchItem";

Paragraph menu->Find

CTRL+G g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″71″] =
"generalHelp";

Help menu->General help

CTRL+J

Help menu->Show item names

g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″74″] =
"showShortNames";

CTRL+K g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″75″] =
"custHelp";

Help menu->Customer help

CTRL+N g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″78″] =
"gotoNext";

Locate the next paragraph that must be
modified in the paragraph selection tree
or locate the next mandatory parameter
on parameter prompting window

CTRL+P g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″80″] =
″showModifiedParagraphs″;

Document structure menu->Show
modified paragraphs

CTRL+R g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″82″] =
″resetLRR″;

Document structure menu->Reset
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Table 46. Short cut definitions using the Ctrl key (continued)
Short
cut

Statement in docnls.js

Description

CTRL+T g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″84″] =
″listOptparagraph″;

Paragraph menu->Optional paragraphs

CTRL+V g_CtrlKeyActTableObj[″86″] =
″actionInsert″;

Paragraph menu->Insert

Table 47. Short cut definitions using the Alt key
Short
cut

Statement in docnls.js

Definition

Alt key short cuts for menu display
ALT+H

g_AltKeyMenuActTableObj[″72″] =
″helpMenu″;

Short cut for opening the Help menu

Alt key short cuts for the paragraph selection tree
ALT+D

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″68″] =
″dstructureMenu″;

Short cut for opening the Document
structure menu

ALT+F

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″70″] =
″panelFinished″;

Short cut for the Finish selection button

ALT+H

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″72″] =
″helpMenu″;

Short cut for opening the Help menu

ALT+T

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″73″] =
″itextMenu″;

Short cut for opening the Individual text
menu

ALT+P

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″80″] =
″bblockMenu″;

Shortcut for opening the Paragraph menu

ALT+S

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″83″] =
″saveButton″;

Short cut for the Save button

ALT+U

g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″86″] =
″previewButton″;

Short cut for the Preview button

ALT+W g_AltKeyLRRActTableObj[″87″] =
″printPreviewButton″;

Short cut for the Print preview button

Alt key short cuts for parameter prompting
ALT+E

g_AltKeyParamActTableObj[″69″] =
″buildblkselection″;

Short cut for the Select paragraphs button

ALT+F

g_AltKeyParamActTableObj[″70″] =
″panelFinished″;

Short cut for the Finish prompting button

ALT+H

g_AltKeyParamActTableObj[″72″] =
″helpMenu″;

Short cut for opening the Help menu

ALT+S

g_AltKeyParamActTableObj[″83″] =
″saveButton″;

Short cut for the Save button

ALT+V

g_AltKeyParamActTableObj[″86″] =
″previewButton″;

Short cut for the Preview button

ALT+W g_AltKeyParamActTableObj[″87″] =
″printPreviewButton″;

Short cut for the Print preview button

Alt key short cuts for document composition termination
ALT+E
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Short cut for the Select paragraphs button

Table 47. Short cut definitions using the Alt key (continued)
Short
cut
ALT+H

Statement in docnls.js

Definition

g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″72″] =
″helpMenu″;

Short cut for opening the Help menu

ALT+M g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″77″] =
″backToPrompting″;

Short cut for the Parameter prompting
button

ALT+P

g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″80″] =
″termFinished″;

Shortcut for the Process button

ALT+R

g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″82″] =
″processAndLeave″;

Short cut for the Process and return
button

ALT+S

g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″83″] =
″saveButton″;

Short cut for the Save button

ALT+V

g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″86″] =
″previewButton″;

Short cut for the Preview button

ALT+W g_AltKeyTermActTableObj[″87″] =
″printPreviewButton″;

Short cut for the Print preview button

To change a short cut definition, carry out the following steps:
1. Redirect the function to the new short cut (short cuts with Ctrl or Alt).
2. Change the text for Ctrl shorts cuts.

Redirecting a short cut definition
You need to insert statements into the respective language section of the file
doccustomer.js that deactivate the current short cut and activate the new one.
Activation is done by redirecting the new short cut to the internal function tied to
the existing short cut.
Here is an example of how to proceed. The function "Find" in English on the
Paragraph menu item usually has the corresponding short cut key ″Ctrl + F". If
you wanted to change the short cut to "Ctrl + D" for example, proceed as follows:
1. Determine the ASCII values of the short cut keys. Ctrl+F is 70 and Ctrl+D is 68.
2. Verify the settings for Ctrl short cuts in the file docnls.js to make sure that the
letter you want to use as a short cut is not used.
a. Open the file docnls.js.
b. Locate the respective short cut statement (for details see table Table 46 on
page 329). For Find it is g_CtrlKeyActTableObj["70"] = "searchItem".
c. Verify the other settings for Ctrl short cuts to ensure that the ASCII
encoding 68 is not in use.
3. Open the file doccustomer.js in the custom subdirectory.
4. Find the statement function fnCustomerRedirectKeyCode(aOrigin, aKeyEvent,
aUsedlanguage , aWhatAmI) and the following section for the respective
language starting with case "xx" where xx stands for the language code.
5. Insert the following statements after the comments for inserting keycode
customization:
if (( vAltKey == false ) && ( vCtrlKey == true ))
// Ctrl Key pressed, Alt key not pressed
{
// F=ASCII(70)
// Disable Ctrl+F i.e no action behind Ctrl+F
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if ( vKeycode == 70 )
{
vKeycode = ZERO;
}
// D=ASCII(68)
// Redirect 68 to 70
if ( vKeycode == 68 )
{
vKeycode = 70;
}
} /*\// End of English customization*/

6. Save your changes in the file doccustomer.js.
7. Close both the files docnls.js and doccustomer.js.

Changing the text for Ctrl short cuts
The text, for examples Ctrl +F, displayed for short cuts using the Ctrl key should
be adapted if the letter used for running the short cut is changed.
The following table shows a list of statements from the file docnls.js assigning the
text to short cuts.
Table 48. Text for Ctrl short cuts
Short
cut

Statement in docnls.js

Description

CTRL+A ipInsertaboveSc = scCA;

Individual text menu->Insert above

CTRL+U ipInsertbelowSc = scCB;

Individual text menu->Insert below

CTRL+C Standard setting that
cannot be changed.

Paragraph menu->Copy

CTRL+E bpEditSc = scCE;

Paragraph-menu->Edit

CTRL+F

Paragraph-menu->Find

bpSearchSc = scCF;

CTRL+G hpBasicSc = scCG;

Help-menu->General help

CTRL+J

Help menu->Show item names

hpAbbrevSc = scCJ;

CTRL+K hpCusthelpSc = scCK;

Help menu->Customer help

CTRL+N The short cut does not
appear anywhere.

Locate the next paragraph that must be modified in
the paragraph selection tree or locate the next
mandatory parameter on the parameter prompting
window

CTRL+P dpChangedSc = scCP;

Document structure menu->Show modified
paragraphs

CTRL+R dpResetSc = scCR;

Document structure menu->Reset

CTRL+T bpOptparSc = scCT;

Paragraph menu->Optional paragraphs

CTRL+V Standard setting that
cannot be changed.

Paragraph menu->Insert

The variables scCx contain the short cut text where x stands for a letter. For
example, the variable scCF contains the short cut text such Ctrl + F. This short cut
text is assigned to the menu function Find using the statement bpSearchSc = scCF;
To change the text of the short cut for Find from Ctrl + F to Ctrl + D proceed as
follows:
1. Open the file doccustomer.js.
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2. Locate the statement function fnSetLanguage.toLowerCase(); in the file and
the section for the respective language starting with case "xx" where xx stands
for the language code.
3. Insert the following statement after the comments for where to insert your
customization:
bpSearchSc = scCD; // Change from Ctrl+F

to CTRL + D;

4. Save your changes in the file doccustomer.js.

Customizing Help options
You can request Help either from the Help menu in the menu bar or from the
context menu. The customization described in this section affects both ways of
requesting help.

Adding the customer help option
In addition to general help for the Web client, or context help for GIL items or
specific functions, you can link to your own help information written in HTML on
the following Web client windows:
v Menu display
v Paragraph selection tree
v Parameter prompting
v Document-composition termination
The customization is done in the file doccustomer.js.
To enable the option for customer help:
1. Edit the file doccustomer.js and locate the statement function
fnGetCustHelpToShowInHelpMenu.
2. Remove the leading two slashes from the line // vCustHelpToShowInHelpMenu =
"Y";
3. The statement function fnShowCustHelpExit lists the file names to use for
customer help on the different windows. You can change the file names to suit
your naming conventions.
4. The customer help files must be saved in the subdirectory helpcust\xx\ where
xx stands for the language code.
The default label for the customer help option is defined in the file docnls.js:
v For the context menu, it is defined by cmCusthelp = "your customer help
label"
v For the help menu, it is defined by hpCusthelp = "your customer help label"
To change the labels, proceed as described in the section “Customizing language
dependent textual strings in the Web client” on page 328.

Customizing the position of the help windows
Help information (general help, context help and customer help) is displayed in a
separate window. You can determine where you want to position the help window
relative to the position of the Web client window. For example, the help window
can cover the center of the Web client window, or only 50% of it starting at the left
or the right border.
To alter the position of the help window proceed as follows:
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1. Open the file doccustomer.js.
2. Locate the statement function fnGetUserHelpWindowParams.
Set the parameters HelpWindowParamsObj.topCorner and
HelpWindowParamsObj.leftCorner to determine the top left-hand corner of the
help window. A value of 0 for both parameters positions the upper left corner
of the help window in the upper left corner of the Web client window.
Set the parameters HelpWindowParamsObj.height and
HelpWindowParamsObj.width to determine the height and width of the help
window as a percentage value calculated with respect to the entire size of the
Web client window.
3. Save your changes and close the file doccustomer.js.

Customizing the customer information area
Customer related information can be optionally displayed in an area at the top of
the Web client window.

Filling the customer information area
If you wish to, you can tailor the Web client of an ASF session to create an area
above the menu bar that contains addition data, for example, it could contain
customer data relevant to the active document.
Adding this area, which consists of 5 lines, is controlled by the SIB parameters
DXBCIM01 through to DXBCIM05, in other words, the value of each parameter
corresponds to a line of content in this information area. These parameter values
are passed by the application that calls the ASF session.

Changing the font family, the font color, or the background
color
To change the background color, the font family, or the background color setting
for the customer information area, open the file doccustom.css and change the
settings in the section Style definitions for the customer information area.

Customizing the navigation bar
Customizing new document composition
When document composition is resumed in the Web client, you can tailor the
navigation bar so as to allow or disallow users from starting a new document
composition. Protecting users from starting a new document is controlled by the
base tailoring parameter NAVPANE described in detail on page 285. To change the
parameter setting, refer to “Overview of the tailoring process” on page 271.

Suppressing line wrapping on the navigation bar
If you want to suppress line wrapping on the navigation bar, open the file
doccustom.css and change the default setting in the section where you can define
settings for the navigation bar.

Customizing the width of the navigation bar
You can alter the width of the navigation pane in the file doccustom.css. Bear in
mind though, that if you change the width of the navigation pane, you must also
adjust the width of the windows that touch the navigation bar.
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Customizing the menu bar
Suppressing the menu bar
If you do not wish to work with a menu bar on your Web client and instead prefer
using the context menu (right mouse click), you can suppress the appearance of
the menu bar by setting the base tailoring parameter MENUBAR to 0. For
information on how to change the parameter setting, refer to “Overview of the
tailoring process” on page 271.

Customizing the display of menu items and information items
Aligning the display of GIL item names (short names)
You can customize where to display the GIL item names when you select Show
Item ID on the Help menu.
Proceed as follows:
1. Open the file doccustomer.js.
2. Locate the statement function fnGetItemIdDisplayStyle(). The value of the
parameter AlignmentOfShortNames determines the positioning of paragraph
short names. It can have one of the following values:
Aligned
The item IDs of the GIL items are all vertically aligned
NotAligned
The item IDs of the GIL items are displayed right after the subject of
the menu item
3. Save your changes and close the file doccustomer.js.
Note: This setting for the alignment of the GIL item names is also valid for the
paragraph selection tree.

Suppressing the display of the command line
The command line is available on the context menu. You can enter the names of
menu items, information items, LTDs, or SPs to bypass navigating down a menu
hierarchy.
To suppress the command line you need to set the base tailoring parameter
CMDLINE accordingly:
v CMDLINE=1
This makes the command line disappear in general.
v CMDLINE=2
This makes the command line disappear when invoked from customer
applications. It is still available to users who access the Web client from the
signon panel.

Customizing the position of the window for information items
Clicking on information items in menus or typing information item names on the
command line displays their content in a separate window. You can determine the
position of this window relative to the position of the Web client window.
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Customizing the paragraph selection tree
Aligning the display of GIL item names (short names)
You can customize where to display the GIL item names when you select Show
Item ID on the Help menu.
For detailed information on how to proceed, refer to “Aligning the display of GIL
item names (short names)” on page 335.

Showing the availability of user-defined context help
You can write your own object-specific context help, for example, for particular
standard paragraphs in an LTD. Context help is stored as an information item in
the GIL. The name of the information item is referenced in the standard paragraph
or the LTD.
If the base tailoring parameter CTXTHLP is set to 1, paragraphs that have context
help are marked by an information icon to show that user-defined context help
exists. To see this help, click Context help on the Help menu or the context menu
(right mouse click).

Customizing the selection and insertion of additional
paragraphs
Additional paragraphs may be inserted from a search result list, from a list of
optional paragraphs, or using the insert dialogue.

Controlling multiple occurrences of paragraphs
Paragraphs that were not defined using the attribute "Multiple selection allowed"
may only occur once in the document to be composed.
The base tailoring parameters INSDIAG and TRMDIAG control the composition of
a document with respect to this paragraph attribute.
INSDIAG controls the occurrence of multiple instances of a paragraph during the
insertion of additional paragraphs. Valid values are:
0
When Finish selection is clicked, no checking is done to see if the
paragraph is already part of the paragraph-selection tree.
2
For paragraphs that can only be selected once in a document, the
application checks immediately if this paragraph has already been selected
in the paragraph-selection tree.
Note: If the paragraph-selection tree contains a deselected paragraph that
can only be selected once in a document, the paragraph selected in
the Insert paragraph dialog will be inserted.
TRMDIAG controls the occurrence of multiple instances of a paragraph when
clicking Finish selection. Valid values are:
0

No checking is performed.

1

The document is checked for multiple occurrences of selected paragraphs
that were not defined using the attribute "Multiple selection allowed".

Defining a prefix for the insert dialog
If paragraphs that are to be inserted using the Insert dialog follow a naming
convention, you can display a prefix in the input field for the paragraph name.
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The prefix value is passed by the calling application when the Web client is
invoked as a value of the SIB parameter DXBINSPREF. The prefix in the paragraph
name field is not protected. It may be amended or typed over.

Customizing Find paragraph
Which entry fields are displayed on the Find paragraph dialog is determined by an
ATD and defined in the language tailoring parameter FINDPARG. The default
ATD name is xxxFINDPARG where xxx stands for the language code defined on
the host.
The prompt fields displayed in the dialog correspond to the parameters defined in
the ATD. To change the prompt text for a field or to remove or add a prompt field,
change the attributes of the corresponding entry in the parameter list of the ATD.
The following is a sample Find paragraph dialog.

Figure 101. The Find paragraph dialog

The following is an example of the results of a Find paragraph search.
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Figure 102. The Find paragraph results dialog

Customizing the size of the returned result list: You can customize the size of
the result list by determining the maximum number of found paragraphs to list in
the returned result list. The base tailoring parameter that determines the size of the
returned result list is called FMAXNUM and the default is set to 100.
Customizing the search span: You can customize the Find paragraph dialog to
limit the prefixes or names that can be entered in the field Paragraph. The
application that calls the Web client can specify a list of prefixes and an option that
makes the prefixes mandatory or disregards them. It needs to pass the following
two SIB parameters:
v DXBFINDPFX
Specify a list of prefixes that are displayed in a pull-down menu of the field
Paragraph in the Find paragraph dialog. The prefixes have to be separated by
the delimiter specified in the language tailoring parameter SPARMDLM. The list
of prefixes can only be 60 characters long and each prefix must not exceed 16
characters in length. Longer prefixes are truncated.
For example, if the specified delimiter is a comma (,). a list of prefixes could be:
’HA,AAA,KTN,47’ .
v DXBFINDOPT
Specify the value ’Y’ to make the prefix list optional. Specify the value ’N’ to
make the prefix list mandatory. The paragraph name or prefix specified must
begin with one of the prefixes specified.

Displaying a list of optional paragraphs
You can customize the Web client to activate the option "Optional paragraphs" in
the Paragraph menu and to display a list of optional paragraphs similar to the
Find paragraph result list.
To activate the subject option, you need to set the base tailoring parameter
FINDCTL appropriately. Valid values are:
0
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1

Both the Find and the Optional paragraphs options are available

2

Only the Optional paragraphs option is available

The paragraphs that are displayed are determined by the additional paragraphs
user-exit program specified in the base tailoring parameter CUSTADPA. For details
refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interface
Guide.

Resolving parameters when requesting preview
When you request preview or print preview on the paragraph selection tree, the
parameter values supplied by a parameter-determination program (PDP) have not
yet been resolved. Normally, the PDP is called when clicking Finish selection or
after entering the PDP arguments on the parameter prompting window. To enforce
the invocation of the PDP in the subject situation, you must set the base tailoring
parameter PDPBPRV to 1.
Note: The PDP is not called again unless a PDP argument is changed or an
additional paragraph is selected containing the PDP-related parameters.

Customizing the editor
The following sections provide information on customizing the editor of the Web
client.
Note: In the editor, the Find dialog and the Font dialog are provided by the
operating system; that is why these dialogs are displayed in the language of
the installed operating system.

Customizing the conversion of paragraphs
The SPs stored in the GIL contain text and formatting statements such as DCF
control words, standard GML tags, or user-defined tags.
The editor used in the Web client is an HTML editor. When the editor is opened to
modify an SP in the current document, the DCF content is converted to HTML.
After applying changes to the text of the SP and clicking OK or Save, the text in
HTML format is converted back to DCF input. The same applies when creating an
individual-paragraph.
The intentions of the DCF-to-HTML and HTML-to-DCF conversions are:
v Hiding DCF control words or GML tags wherever it is possible
v Letting the user apply basic text formatting using editor icons instead of native
formatter statements.

DCF to HTML conversion
The SP (in DCF input format) is parsed and converted to well-formed XML. This
process uses the conversion configuration in the file DocXSLConversion.xml. All
DCF control words and GML tags including those defined by the customer need to
be defined in this file.
The output of the conversion is run through an XSL style sheet, which creates
HTML for display and modification in the editor. It does a one-to-one mapping for
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standard GML tags such as :p., :ol., or :li., while tags such as :hp2...:ehp2. are
mapped to <strong></strong>, and so on. If so specified, this style sheet invokes a
user-defined style sheet.

HTML to DCF conversion
When HTML is saved in the editor and sent to the HTTP server, it is run through a
conversion, which essentially purifies the HTML content and makes it well-formed
XML. Then, another style sheet is run to create DCF input from the XML. This
style sheet can optionally invoke a user-defined style sheet. At the end of the
conversion, the original HTML is added to the data stream and sent to the host.
The HTML is enclosed by GML tags that make it “invisible” to DCF.
For more information on style sheets, refer to http://www.w3c.org/Style/XSL/.

Using the configuration file DocXSLConversion.xml
The configuration file DocXSLConversion.xml is used to customize the editor and
the conversion of SPs from DCF/GML to XHTML, and back to DCF/GML. This
file is located in the /config directory of the Web server. It consists of the following
sections:
v The optional XML namespace definition section enables you to define an XML
namespace for user-defined tags. Defining your own namespace is especially
useful if you create your own xslt style sheets to process your user-defined tags.
v The Html2dcf section specifies the name of the xslt style sheet, which is used to
convert the editor output to DCF/GML input.
v The Dcf2html section contains the CONFIGSECTION, which is used to
customize the editor and conversion features. The subsections GMLTag and
DCFControl contain the definitions of the GML tags and of the standard DCF
controls.
Figure 103 shows an example of a CONFIGSECTION section in the file
DocXSLConversion.xml. It contains the settings for the conversion and the editor,
and defines a user tag and a default HTML table.
<CONFIGSECTION commenteditable="N" escapedots="N"
editfont="Verdana" controlfont="Verdana">
<FONTDEFINITION fontdialog="N" faceselect="Y" sizeselect="Y"/>
<USERTAG name="Keep" outputtag="DIV"/>
<TABLEDEFINITION border="0" borderColor="#000000" width="100%"
cellPadding="0" cellSpacing="0" caption="">
<TABLE>
<TBODY>
<TR>
<TD Width="25%" Align="left"/>
<TD Width="25%" Align="left"/>
<TD Width="25%" Align="right"/>
<TD Width="25%" Align="right"/>
</TR>
</TBODY>
</TABLE>
</TABLEDEFINITION>
</CONFIGSECTION>
Figure 103. Definition of a CONFIGSECTION in DocXSLConversion.xml

Defining a namespace: To define a namespace you need:
1. To determine a name for the namespace, for example, asfcust.
2. A URI that must be syntactically valid but need not exist.
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With the namespace definition and a hypothetical user-defined tag, the XML for
this tag is as follows:
<DCFDocument xmlns:asfcust="http://www.asfcustomer.de">
<asfcust:CUSTTAG ... custom="Y" type="gml" ....>
....
....
</asfcust: CUSTTAG>
</DCFDocument>

The user-defined tag CUSTTAG is prefixed with the valid asfcust namespace
identifier.
Setting DCF to HTML conversion parameters: The conversion from DCF and
GML to HTML makes use of xslt stylesheets. Stylesheets can be invoked with
parameters. The Docd2h.xsl stylesheet understands different parameters that are
defined in the D2hparms section in the DocXSLConversion.xml file using the
D2hparms section. The parameters in this section are grouped into XML entities.
For example:
<D2hparms>
<variables p-v-gray="Y"
p-v-protect="N"/>
<gml p-g-listfallback="UL"/>
<fonts p-f-editfont="Verdana"
p-f-controlfont="Verdana"
p-f-editsize="10pt"
p-f-controlsize="10pt"/>
<editability p-e-global="N"
p-e-comments="Y"
p-e-makeditable="Y"
p-e-editundefgml="Y"/>
<dcflines p-dcf-retain="Y"
p-dcf-escapedots="N" />
</D2hparms>

You can add parameters to this section if you need to control the user-defined
stylesheet(s) from the outside. To do this, add an XML entity under the element
<D2hparms> and add your parameters as attributes to the entity.
<variables> section
The <variables> section contains DCF variables. All DCF document
variables begin with an ampersand followed by the name of the variable,
for example &dcfvar. These variables are then expanded and replaced by
their values during document formatting.
<gml> section
During conversion, some paragraphs may contain incomplete GML lists,
for instance, :li GML tags without start or end tags for which the
conversion must determine the type of list the :li tags belong to. GML
also supports so-called standard lists which are lists without bullets or
numbers. In the <gml> section, a list fallback type can be defined which is
used for all unknown :li tags and for standard GML lists.
Table 49. Parameters in the <gml> section
Attribute

Values

Description

p-g-listfallback

"UL" or "OL"

“UL” means that a unordered,
bulleted list is to be used,
“OL” means that an ordered,
numbered list is to be used.
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<fonts> section
The <fonts> section defines which fonts and font sizes to use in the editor
whereby a distinction needs to be made between editable text and DCF
controls.
Table 50. Parameters in the <fonts> section
Attribute

Values

Description

p-f-controlsize

"font size descriptor"

Defines which font size to use
to display the DCF controls.
The “font size descriptor” may
be any valid font size
descriptor defined in the
HTML cascading stylesheets.

p-f-controlfont

"PC font face"

Defines which font to use to
display the DCF controls.

p-f-editfont

"PC font face"

Defines which font to use to
display editable text.

p-f-editsize

"font size descriptor"

Defines which font size to use
to display editable text. The
“font size descriptor” may be
any valid font size descriptor
defined in the HTML
cascading stylesheets.

The default fonts setting is:
<fonts p-f-editfont="Courier New" p-f-controlfont="Courier New"
p-f-editsize="10pt" p-f-controlsize="10pt"/>

To change to VERDANA, specify:
<fonts p-f-editfont="Verdana" p-f-controlfont="Verdana"
p-f-editsize="10pt" p-f-controlsize="10pt"/>

To allow a selection between different fonts, you can specify more than one
<fonts> statement.
<editability> section
The <editability> section is used to pass options to the transforms and
finally to the editor which define whether certain parts of a SP are editable.
Table 51. Parameters in the <editability> section
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Attribute

Values

Description

p-e-global

"Y" or "N"

Defines the global editability
of a paragraph. The default
value is “N”. This value
should not be changed
because setting it to “Y”
means that objects can be
dragged and dropped in the
editor.
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Table 51. Parameters in the <editability> section (continued)
Attribute

Values

Description

p-e-comments

"Y" or "N"

Defines whether DCF
comments (lines starting with
a .* or .cm DCF control) can be
edited. Very often DCF
comments are used as a means
to instruct a user to select an
option or enter text by
removing the comment tags in
the paragraph.

p-e-makeeditable

"Y" or "N"

Controls whether a paragraph
that has been marked as being
editable should be made
editable although it contains
only DCF controls, which are
protected by default. If set to
“Y”, an editable line is
appended to the end of the
paragraph.

p-e-editundefgml

"Y" or "N"

Controls whether so-called
undefined GML tags, that is,
tags that have been recognized
as syntactically correct GML
tags, but are not defined in the
DocXSLConversion.xml file,
should be editable.

<dcflines> section
The <dcflines> section controls the processing of the host line layout and
the handling of DCF controls and GML tags entered in the editor.
Table 52. Parameters in the <dcflines> section
Attribute

Values

Description

p-dcf-retain

"Y" or "N"

Controls whether the
conversion should attempt to
retain the line structured
entered on the mainframe in
the editor.

p-dcf-escapedots

"Y" or "N"

Controls whether DCF controls
or GML tags can be entered in
the client editor. If set to yes,
any dot (.) or colon (:) entered
in the editor is escaped to the
DCF symbol &period and
&gml.

Setting HTML to DCF conversion parameters: HTML to DCF conversion
parameters are set in the H2fparms section of the Html2Dcf section of the
DocXSLConversion.xml file.
<H2dparms>
<hilite p-bold="hp2" p-underscore="hp1" p-italic="hp3"/>
<lists p-compact="N"/>
</H2dparms>

The editor support three types of text highlighting:
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1. Bold
2. Underscore
3. Italic
GML and DCF support highlighting using GML tags. The result of the highlighting
depends on the DCF output device specified in the DCFOPTIONS string in the
information item FSNAPRVOPT. This means for example that a piece of text that is
underscored in the editor may appear italicized in the print preview or when
printed to an AFP device.
Using the <hilite> tag you can define your own text highlighting tags (as paired
inline tags). The attributes of the <hilite> tag instruct the transforms from HTML to
DCF which tag pairs to use for the respective editor highlighting.
Table 53. The hightlighting parameters
Attribute

Values

Description

p-bold

"GML tag name"

Defines which GML tag to
used for text that was in
bold in the editor. If you do
not have a user-defined bold
tag, a value of hp2, which
results in an :hp2 ... :ehp2.
sequence, is a good choice.

p-underscore

"GML tag name"

Defines which GML tag to
used for text that was
underscored in the editor. If
you do not have a
user-defined underscore tag,
a value of hp1, which results
in an :hp1 ... :ehp1. sequence,
is a good choice.

p-italics

"GML tag name"

Defines which GML tag to
used for text that was in
italics in the editor. If you do
not have a user-defined bold
tag, a value of hp3, which
results in an :hp3 ... :ehp3.
sequence, is a good choice.

Using the <Lists> tag you can determine if the resulting GML list (ordered or
unordered) should appear as a compact list.
Table 54. The list parameters
Attribute

Values

Description

p-compact

"Y" or "N"

Defines if the resulting GML
list should appear as a
compact list.

Creating user-defined xslt templates
ASF provides two places for user-defined xslt templates:
1. doccustom1.xsl for conversions from DCF to HTML
2. doccustom2.xsl for conversions from HTML back to DCF
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The two doccustom xslt files are included after the root templates, so adding a
template to doccustom1 or doccustom2 will activate it. You should test your
modifications using the ASF Conversion Toolkit before you activate your style
sheets on a server. For more information, refer to the installation document for
DC4ASF at http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/office/asf/
installinfo34.html.
User-defined templates in doccustom1.xsl: If you defined a namespace for your
user-defined tags, you need to prefix the match directive with the name of the
namespace. It is important to know that all layout attributes in the editor are
achieved using Cascading Stylesheets (css). If you have any layout requirements,
you need to create a css directive and your output tag needs to carry the matching
class attribute.
The definition of the user-defined templates is very powerful and can go beyond
the mere definition of a tag. For example, information can be made to span a
particular number of lines only, appear in tables in different fonts and colors, be
underlined, or appear in a box. Textual information can also be made selectable
using radio buttons or list boxes.
User-defined templates in doccustom2.xsl: The conversion back to DCF creates
DCF controls and GML tags. This implies outputing text contained in tags whose
syntax is different.
For instance, if you want to process an HTML tag, you need to do that in the
following way:
<xsl:template match="LI">
<LI/>
<xsl:text>:li.</xsl:text>
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</xsl:template>

1. The <LI/> starts a new line in DCF (interpreted by DocASFH2D.java).
2. The :li. is a GML :li tag.
3. The <xsl:apply-templates/> carries out the iteration.
The same procedure is applied to all tags.
All standard DCF tag behavior is included in the doccustom2.xsl file and you need
only include user-defined templates if you want to modify existing behavior or
add enhancements.

Defining the conversion of user-defined tags for selection in
the editor
The DCF to HTML conversion is extensible and allows the processing of
user-defined GML tags and DCF macros. By default, only GML tags defined in the
configuration file DocXSLConversion.xml are recognized and can be processed by
the XSLT stylesheets. DCF macros are recognized by their syntax.
During the conversion to an HTML data stream, both user-defined GML tags and
DCF macros are converted to XML tags. GML tag attributes become attributes of
the resulting XML tag if they are named attributes. Unnamed attributes are
numbered and appear as gattxx attributes in the XML. DCF control attributes and
DCF macros appear as values of the resulting XML tag. If a namespace was
defined, user-defined GML tags are prefixed with the name of the namespace
defined in the file DocXSLConversion.xml.
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Understanding GML tags
To define user-defined GML tags, you must understand how GML works and what
types of GML tags exist. GML does not have a strict grammar nor does it have a
strict syntax.
GML tags are an extension of DCF macros in the following way:
v Begin with a colon instead of dot
v Contains an extended specification of attributes with the addition of name
attributes
v GML tags may have an ending character (usually a do) or not
v Tags can be paired tags, having a start and end tag
v Tags can carry text processing semantics
XML, on the other hand, has a strict grammar and syntax. It has attribute
specification rules, XML tags always have a start and end tag. Only carefully
defined tags result in a proper transformation; tag types and categories are
mapped to attributes in the DocXSLConversion.xml file.
Example 1: Working with the paired inline tags :hp2.
This is normal text :hp2.these words are highlighted:ehp2
normal text continues here.

The text processing semantics of the :hp2 tags is to highlight (underscore, bold,
italic) the text between the two tags, resulting in:
This is normal text these words are highlighted normal
text continues here.

The XML is as follows:
This is normal text <HP2>these words are highlighted</HP2>
normal text continues here.

and the resulting HTML:
This is normal text <B>these words are highlighted</B> normal
text continues here.

This example illustrates the following about the hp2 GML tag:
v hp2 does not start or end the paragraph
v hp2 does not required an ending dot if it occurs at the end of a physical line
v hp2 requires an end tag
v The name of the end tag is ehp2
The definition of this hp2 tag under the GML tag section in the
DocXSLConversion.xml file is as follows. Paired tags require two entries in the
DocXSLConversion.xml file, one for the start tag and another one for the end tag.
<HP2 term="line" p="N" end="byendtag" endtag="N" ends="-"
custom="N" atnewline="N"/>
<EHP2 term="line" p="N" end="isendtag" endtag="Y"
ends="HP2" custom="N"/>

where the attribute:
v term defines how the tag is terminated in the GML data stream. The value line
means that it can either be a dot, a blank, or the end of a line and that the tag
definitely does not span input lines.
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v p marks the beginning and end of a paragraph. Paired tags that start a
paragraph have p=”Y”.
v end defines the ending characteristics of the tag. HP2 has the value byendtag
which means it ends with an end tag. EHP2 has the value isendtag.
v ends defines which tag ends with an endtag=”Y” tag. HP2 has the value - and
EHP2 the value HP2 meaning that EHP2 ends HP2 which defines the tag pair.
v custom indicates whether a tag is a custom or user-defined tag. HP2 and EHP2 are
standard GML tags.
v atnewline tells the transforms if the tags start a new line.
The definition of the unordered list tag is as follows:
<UL term="line" p="Y" end="byendtag" endtag="N" ends="-"
custom="N" list="Y"/>
<EUL term="line" p="Y" end="isendtag" endtag="Y"
ends="UL" custom="N"/>

where the additional attribute:
v list indicates if the tag is a list, for instance an ordered or unordered list.
Example 2: Working with the self ending tag :hdref.
Self ending tags are tags that do not include text, instead are markers in the text.
:hdref is an example taken from the standard GML language. Usually self ending
tags carry attributes. :hdref which is a reference tag for a heading reference has
the following attributes: :hdref refid=hchap1. When this tag is transformed, the
tag is replaced by the content of the referenced heading and optionally, by the
page number of the heading. The definition of :HDREF is as follows:
<HDREF term="dot" p="N" end="self" endtag="N" ends="-" custom="N"/>

where end has the value self.
The DCF:
This is some DCF text :hdref refid=hchap1. Text continues

is transformed to the following XML data stream:
This is some DCF text <HDREF refid=”hchap1” /> Text continues

The XML tag is a combined start and end tag. It is up to the xslt stylesheet to
convert <HDREF /> to an HTML <a> tag what links to the heading.
Example 3: Implicit end tags such as :p and :li.
The most difficult category of GML tags is the set of tags that end implicitly, that is
they are ended by other tags. Some examples are:
v :p. does not have an explicit end tag. It is often ended by the next :p. tag, or a
list tag ol., or a heading tag.
v :li is usually ended by the next :li tag or by an end list tag.
Paragraphs and lists are defined as follows:
<P term="dot" p="Y" end="imp" endtag="N" ends="-" custom="N"/>
<LI term="dot" p="Y" end="imp" endtag="N" ends="-" custom="N"/>

The DCF:
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:p.This is a paragraph it has some text and
will be ended by another new paragraph.
:p.This little paragraph is ended by an unordered list.
:ul.
:li.List item 1.
:li.List item 2.
:eul.
:p.And the last paragraph.

is transformed to the following XML data stream:
<p>This is a paragraph it has some text and
will be ended by another new paragraph.</p>
<p>This little paragraph is ended by an unordered list.</p>
<ul>
<li>List item 1.</li>
<li>List item 2.</li>
</ul>
<p>And the last paragraph.</p>

The end tags are inserted as a result of the end="imp" definitions. Internally the
conversion program keeps track of open tags and their attributes. It makes sure
that even incorrect GML data stream is converted to well-formed XML.

Defining the conversion of user-defined GML tags
To define the conversion of user-defined GML tags proceed as follows:
1. Categorize the tag you want to define. This requires a good understanding of
syntax and semantics of the particular tag.
2. Depending on the category, define the tag definitions, for example define if the
tag has an end tag and prepare the definition of the end tag. Add these
definitions to the CONFIGSECTION of the DocXSLConversion.xml file.
3. If the resulting XML tag requires special treatment, write XSLT code that
processes the tag and add this code to the doccustom1.xsl file.
4. Test the conversion of the GML tag using the Conversion Toolkit. See
“Installation of software components for the Web client on the client machine”
on page 324 for more on how to obtain the toolkit.
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The following table shows all possible GML tag attribute definitions.
Table 55. GML tag attribute definitions
Attribute

Values

Description

end

self | imp | byendtag |
isendtag | startend

Defines how a tag ends or if
it ends other tags:
v self means the tag is self
ending.
v imp means the tags ends
implicitly and does not
have a GML end tag.
v byendtag means the tag
has an end tag and
requires at least one
matching end tag.
v isendtag means the tag is
an end tag. The ends
attribute must also be set.
v startend means the tag is
the start and end tag. It
closes tags in which it is
defined in the ends
attribute and at the same
time starts a new tag.

endtag

“Y” | “N” | “M

Specifies whether the tag is
an end tag:
v Y means it is an end tag
and ends the tag specified
in the ends attribute.
v N means it is not an end
tag.
v M means the tag is a multi
end tag, that is, it ends
more than one tag. If M is
specified, the ends
attribute can contain more
that one tag separated by
blanks.

ends

"tag name"

Lists one or more names of
tags that end with this
particular end tag. If endtag
is set to Y only one end tag is
allowed, if endtag is set to M
multiple end tags are
possible.

custom

“Y” | “N”

Specifies whether the tag is a
custom (user-defined) tag; if
custom is set to Y, and a
namespace is defined, the tag
is prefixed with the
namespace name.

list

“Y” | “N”

Specifies if the tag is a list
tag.
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Table 55. GML tag attribute definitions (continued)
Attribute

Values

Description

deletable

“Y” | “N”

Specifies if the tag can be
deleted in the editor; only
self ending tags can be
marked as deletable. A
deletable tag is shown as
follows:
v The tag that has been set
as deletable appears for
selection on the editor.
v When this tag is selected
in the list box, the tag is
deleted in the paragraph.
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newlineafter

“Y” | “N”

Defines whether a new line
that can be edited is to be
added after the tag when the
tag is inserted into a
paragraph from the tag
selection list box on the
editor. This is only valid for
self ending tags.

atnewline

“Y” | “N”

Defines whether the tag
should begin at a new line.

optionsendwithline

“Y” | “N”

This is a special setting used
to process GML tags that do
not follow the loose GML
syntax. When set to Y, the
complete line starting with
the particular tag is treated
as one tag with GML
options.

affectsconcatenation

“Y” | “N”

Defines whether the tag
affects the concatenation of
text lines. DCF normally
concatenates text lines to a
stream. Only certain DCF
controls (for example, .fo
off) or GML tags, like :xmp,
stop the concatenation of
lines. When set to Y, the tag
content is processed in the
original line structure.

actiontag

“Y” | “N”

Defines whether the tag is an
action tag, that is. results in
HTML <INPUT> elements like
radio buttons, check boxes,
or buttons. If a paragraph
contains at least one action
tag, the DTHML editor
control “not safe for
scripting” is used in the
client. The default is N.
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Enabling the selection of user-defined GML tags in the editor
When editing a paragraph you can insert user-defined GML tags by selecting the
respective tag from a list box. The availability of the list box and its content is
customized in the <CONFIGSECTION> section of the file DocXSLConversion.xml.
Activating the list box: The display of the list box is controlled by the attribute
tagselect in the <BUTTONS> subsection of the <CONFIGSECTION> section:
v Using the setting <BUTTONS tagselect="Y"> the list box is active
v Using the setting <BUTTONS tagselect="N"> the list box is inactive
Determining the content of the list box: As a default, the list box displays the
user-defined GML tags that are defined in the <USERGROUP name=”Any”>
subsection of the <CONFIGSECTION> section to all users. Here is an example of
this subsection:
<USERGROUP name="Any">
<!-- Tags appearing for any user -->
<USERTAG name="Para" outputtag="DIV" contents="New paragraph."/>
<USERTAG name="Big" outputtag="SPAN"/>
<USERTAG name="Keep" outputtag="DIV"/>
</USERGROUP>

If you want to show additional user-defined GML tags to specific users, you need
to define further <USERGROUP> subsections, for example:
<USERGROUP name="SPECIAL">
<!-- Tags appearing when the user is in group "SPECIAL" -->
<USERTAG name="Special1" outputtag="DIV"/>
</USERGROUP>

When the Web client is invoked, the calling application can specify the name of a
<USERGROUP> subsection as value of the reserved SIB parameter
DXBCOMBOBX. The list box in the editor will show both the tags from the group
"Any" and those of the group identified by DXBCOMBOBX.
ASF supports different types of user tags:
v Tags that require text to be selected. The selected text is put between the tag
pair. The resulting tag is defined using the outputtag attribute in a <USERTAG>
element.
v Tags that do not require text to be selected. These tags are inserted at the cursor
position. The outputtag attribute contains the HTML tag that is to be inserted
and the contents attribute contains the text to be put between the HTML tag
pair. This text will not appear in the paragraph converted to DCF.
You can define the name of the tag using the name attribute, define which HTML
tag to created when text is selected, and which tag to assign as follows:
Table 56.
Attribute

Values

Description

name

"tag name"

Defines the name of the tag
as it is to appear for selection
in the list box.

outputtag

"div" | "SPAN" | "PRE"

Defines the HTML tag to
create.
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Table 56. (continued)
Attribute

Values

Description

contents

"text"

Defines the text to display in
the editor. This text is not
shown in the DCF version of
the paragraph.

Tags that require text to be selected are processed as follows:
1. Select text in the paragraph and then a tag from the list box. The selected text
block is enclosed by the tags.
2. Depending on the value of outputtag, the editor creates a DIV, SPAN, or PRE
HTML tag around the selected text. The class attribute of this tag matches the
tag name.
3. When the document is transformed back to DCF, the outbound stylesheet
creates a GML tag pair using the value of the name attribute as the start and
end tag.
For example, if the tag name is Keep and the outputtag attribute is set to DIV, the
DCF input is tagged as follows:
:Keep.Text (..) text:eKeep.

Tags where the contents attribute is filled are processed as follows:
1. Place the cursor where you want to insert the tag.
2. From the list box, select the tag.
3. An HTML tag is inserted at the cursor position. This HTML tag carries the class
attribute value combo.
4. When the paragraph is transformed back to DCF, a GML tag with the name
defined in the attribute tag is inserted into the text. The content does not
appear in the DCF input.
For example, if the tag name is Para and the outputtag attribute is set to DIV and
contents to New paragaraph, the DCF input is tagged as follows:
Text :Para. text.

Customizing settings for tables
Customizing the table layout
The layout of new tables created in the editor by clicking the create table icon is
defined in the TABLEDEFINITION section in file DocXSLConversion.xml.
The following example shows the <TABLEDEFINITION> section that creates a
standard table with four equally distributed columns (25% each). Column one and
column two are left aligned, columns three and four are right aligned.
<TABLEDEFINITION
attributes="N"
border="0"
borderColor="#000000"
width="100%"
cellPadding="0"
cellSpacing="0"
caption=""
extendeddialog="Y">
<TABLE>
<TBODY>
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<TR>
<TD Width="25%"
<TD Width="25%"
<TD Width="25%"
<TD Width="25%"
</TR>
</TBODY>
</TABLE>
</TABLEDEFINITION>

Align="left"/>
Align="left"/>
Align="right"/>
Align="right"/>

Customizing the Create table dialog
The Create table dialog that appears when you click the create table icon depends
on the setting of the parameter extendeddialog in the <TABLEDEFINITION>
section in the file DocXSLConversion.xml.
Setting extendeddialog="N" displays the standard table dialogue window. If you
set extendeddialog="Y" the table dialogue window looks as follows:

Figure 104. The extended table dialog

The table types in Figure 104 are the four evenly spaced columns defined in the
earlier example of the <TABLEDEFINITION> section in “Customizing the table
layout” on page 352.

Customizing the width of a table
You can customize the width of a table to be column or page wide. If you want the
table width to be column wide, for example, set <tables p-width="column" /> in
the <H2dParms> section in the file DocXSLConversion.xml.

Customizing the position of a table title
If you want the title of a table to appear at the top of the table (the default is to
have the title appear below the table), set <tables p-tcap="top" /> in the
<H2dParms> section in the file DocXSLConversion.xml.
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Customizing the toolbar of the editor
Various icons in the toolbar of the editor can be activated, deactivated, or hidden.
The necessary customization is done by attribute settings in various sections in the
file DocXSLConversion.xml. The attribute values that can be specified are:
"Y"

The icon controlled by the attribute is available.

"N"

The icon controlled by the attribute is not available, the icon is deactivated.

"H"

The icon is hidden.

Customizing the selection of font faces and font sizes
The editor provides the selection of font faces and font sizes from list boxes. When
modified paragraphs are converted back to DCF input for formatting by DCF, the
fonts and font sizes that can be selected must match the settings on the host.
Therefore it is recommended to deactivate the Windows font dialog and only use
selected font faces and font sizes.
The necessary customization is done in the <FONTDEFINITION> subsection of the
<CONFIGSECTION> section and the <fonts> subsection of the <D2hparms>
section.
In the <FONTDEFINITION> section, you can define the following attributes:
fontdialog="Y"|"N"|"H"
This option is used to control whether the font dialog icon is active and the
Windows font dialog is shown. For formatting with DCF it is
recommended to set this attribute to either "N" or "H" so that this dialog is
deactivated.
faceselect="Y"|"N"|"H"
This option is used to control the font face editor dialog. If set to "Y″, users
can only select font faces defined in the <fonts> section within the
<D2hparms> section in the file DocXSLConversion.xml. For more
information see the definition of the parameters p-f-editfont and
p-f-controlfont on page 342.
sizeselect="Y"|"N"|"H"
This option is used to control the point size editor dialog. If set to "N",
users cannot change the point size while editing a document.
pointsize="10; 12"
Only the following point sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, and 36 are supported in
the editor. If sizeselect has been set to "Y", you must specify the font sizes
you want to make available.
For example:
<FONTDEFINITION fontdialog="H" faceselect="H" sizeselect="Y" pointsize="10; 12"/>

with ″Y″es (Enabled), ″N″o (Disabled) or ″H″ide (Hidden).

Customizing the availability of bold, italic, and underscore
The availability of the icons for bold, italic, and underscore is controlled by
attributes in the <BUTTONS> subsection of the <CONFIGSECTION> section. You
an define the attributes:
bold="Y"|"N"|"H"
This attribute controls the bold icon.
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italic="Y"|"N"|"H"
This attribute controls the italic icon.
underscore="Y"|"N"|"H"
This attribute controls the underscore icon.
tagselect="Y"|"N"|"H"
This attribute controls the list box for user-defined GML tags.

Resolving DCF imbeds in the editor
When you open an SP on your current document, you may not be able to read and
understand the text easily if the SP refers to other SPs using the .im DCF control
word. By setting the base tailoring parameter IMBDRSLV to 1, the DCF imbeds
will be resolved when the editor is opened.
If you apply changes to the text in these SPs, the changes will be saved as one unit
of text in the document. The referenced SPs on the GIL are not modified.

Spell checking
You can request spell checking while modifying a paragraph on a document by
selecting the spelling icon on the tool bar of the editor. Spell checking is done on
the Web server which hosts both the dictionaries for the various languages and the
central addenda in the subdirectory \dictionaries. The settings for enabling spell
checking and which dictionaries to use is done in the configuration file
DocConfiguration.xml.

Activating automatic spell checking
Spell checking can be performed automatically when either the OK button or the
Save icon is clicked in the editor.
To automatically run spell checking on clicking OK or Save, you must set the
attributes autospellcheckonok and autospellcheckonsave to ″Y″ in the
<CONFIGSECTION> section of the file DocXSLConversion.xml file. For example:
<CONFIGSECTION editable="N" autospellcheckonok="Y" autospellcheckonsave="Y" >

Customizing where spell checking is to begin
As a default, spell checking starts at the current cursor position. You can enforce
spell checking to begin at the top of a paragraph by setting the attribute
spellcheckfromstart to ‘Y’ in the <CONFIGSECTION> section of the file
DocXSLConversion.xml file. For example:
<CONFIGSECTION editable="N" autospellcheckonok="Y" autospellcheckonsave="Y"
spellcheckfromstart="Y">

Customizing the font size on labels, buttons, and entry fields
To change the font size on labels, buttons, and entry fields on the spell check
dialog windows, open the file doccustom.css and change the default font settings
in the section for the spell check dialog windows.

Standard dictionaries
The standard dictionaries delivered with the Web client are contained in encoded
read-only files in subdirectory \dictionaries. They can be activated in the
configuration file DocConfiguration.xml. The following table lists the standard
dictionaries:
Table 57. Spell check dictionaries provided with the Web client
Dictionary name

Language
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Table 57. Spell check dictionaries provided with the Web client (continued)
aktueel.dic

Dutch

dansk.dic

Danish

deutsch.dic

German, old spelling

deutsch2.dic

German, new spelling

dschweiz.dic

Swiss German

espana.dic

Spanish

francais.dic

French

nedplus.dic

Dutch

uk.dic

U.K. English

us.dic

U.S. English

The following tables lists additional dictionaries that are available through IBM:
Table 58. Additional dictionaries
Dictionary name

Language

afrikaan.dic

Afrikaans

aus.dic

Australian English

brasil.dic

Brazilian Portuguese

canadien.dic

Canadian French

catala.dic

Catalan

islensk.dic

Icelandic

italiano.dic

Italian

nederlnd.dic

Dutch, old spelling

norbok.dic

Norwegian Bokmal

nornyn.dic

Norwegian Nynorsk

portugal.dic

Portuguese

suomi.dic

Finnish

svensk.dic

Swedish

Creating an addenda dictionary
When you use the spell checker, it compares the words in the respective paragraph
with those in the installed dictionaries. The installed language-dependent
dictionaries contain most common words, but might not include, for example,
technical terms, proper names, or acronyms. To prevent the spell checker from
questioning such words, you can add these words to an addenda dictionary.
The Web client supports a central addenda dictionary. This dictionary is a readable
text file named addenda.dic in the subdirectory \dictionaries on the Web server
where it can be maintained by users with sufficient access authority.
To
1.
2.
3.

create the addenda dictionary proceed as follows:
Open the file addenda.dic in the subdirectory \custom.
Add your words to the file separated by blanks or carriage returns.
Add comments where applicable. A commented line must begin with a
semi-colon (;).
4. Close the file.
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5. Copy the file addenda.dic to the subdirectory \dictionaries.
Here is an example of the content of addenda.dic:
;*** Start of addenda.dic ***
;*******************************************************************
;* Use this addenda to insert words to check for correct spelling
;* that are not found in any active dictionary.
;*
;* Separate words by blanks or carriage returns.
;*
;* Addenda words are case sensitive!
;*
;*******************************************************************
Blog blog
notepad
; Notepad is a comment again
;*** End of File ***

Previewing the content of a document
Previewing the content of a document is important for verifying text modifications
and the correct filling of text placeholders. Documents can be previewed while
they are being composed as well as after they have been composed in the SLL or
CLL database.
The document is formatted using DCF and the formatted output is sent to the
client workstation for display in a separate window on the Web client. The Web
client distinguishes between two types of previewing:
v Preview: this shows the content of the document in typewriter format in a
browser window.
v Print preview: this requires a viewer that displays the formatted document in
the layout as it will appear on the printed paper, with for example, watermarks,
signatures, and different fonts.
During document composition, the user can choose the type of preview by clicking
either Preview or Print preview.
An application program can also request previewing a document in the SLL or
CLL database. In this case, the formatted document is displayed in a separate
window with no other Web client functionality. To view a document from another
application, the application program must pass a SIB control block to ASF
containing the following parameters:
DXBRCID
Contains the unique key of the item in the SLL or CLL
DXBFNCT
Determines the preview function (preview or print preview) and where the
document resides (SLL or CLL). This parameter can have one of the
following values:
IFLP

Print preview of a document in the SLL

CFLP

Print preview of a document in the CLL

IFLD

Preview of a document in the SLL

CFLD Preview of a document in the CLL
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Refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces
for details on how to integrate your application with ASF.

Determining the viewer for print preview
As a default the Web client uses the AFP Viewer plug-in (referred to as AFP
Viewer) for print preview. It is delivered with the Web client and needs to be
installed on the client machine. See “Installation of software components for the
Web client on the client machine” on page 324 for how to obtain the AFP Viewer.
For information concerning the installation and customization of the AFP Viewer
refer to “Customizing the AFP Viewer” on page 362.
Instead of using the AFP Viewer for previewing documents, you can alternatively
customize the Web client to use a PDF viewer. The customization is done in the
<Transform> section in the file DocConfiguration.xml.
The PDF viewer can be used:
v As a system-wide replacement of the AFP Viewer
v On a session basis for print preview requests for items in the SLL or CLL
An application program that uses the PDF viewer for print preview instead of the
AFP Viewer as its system-default must pass the reserved SIB parameter
DXBPRVFORM to the Web Client. For details refer to the Application Support
Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Interfaces.
Note: As formatting with DCF for print preview creates an AFP data stream, you
require your own software to convert the AFP data into PDF data. The
AFP-to-PDF converter is invoked by the Web client based on settings in the
<Transfer> section in the file DocConfiguration.xml. For more information
on customizing Document Connect for ASF (DC4ASF) for a PDF viewer, see
the installation documentation available at http://www-306.ibm.com/
software/applications/office/asf/installinfo34.html.

Determining the position of preview windows
You can determine where you want to position the windows for preview or print
preview relative to the position of the Web client window. For example, the
window can cover the center of the Web client window, or only 50% of it starting
at the left or the right border. To alter the position of the window proceed as
follows:
1. Open the file doccustomer.js.
2. Locate the statement function fnGetUserPrintPreviewParams.
v To customize the position of the preview window locate the comment //
Parameters for "Quick Preview" window. After this comment, change the
activation statement from PreviewParamsObj.userQuickPreviewSettings =
false; to PreviewParamsObj.userQuickPreviewSettings = true;.
v To customize the position of the print preview window locate the comment:
// Parameters for "Print Preview" window. After this comment, change the
activation statement from PreviewParamsObj.userPrintPreviewSettings =
false; to PreviewParamsObj.userPrintPreviewSettings = true;.
v After the activation statement, you must set the parameters
PreviewParamsObj.topCorner and PreviewParamsObj.leftCorner to determine
the top left-hand corner of the respective preview window. A value of 0 for
both parameters positions the upper left corner of the preview window in
the upper left corner of the Web client window. Also set the parameters
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PreviewParamsObj.height and PreviewParamsObj.width to determine the
height and width of the preview window as a percentage value calculated
with respect to the entire size of the Web client window.
3. Save your changes and close the file doccustomer.js.

Setting formatting control options
To make document previewing a useful tool, you need to adapt the formatting
process to your setup. The formatting control options are contained in information
items in the GIL. The default item name is FSNAPRVOPT for print preview and
FSNQPRVOPT for preview.
To adapt the formatting process:
v Ensure that all DCF macros and profiles you use in the batch environment are
contained in members of z/OS partitioned data sets (PDS). The Web client does
not support DCF macros contained in DLF.
v Typically, you will be using a series of PDS with DCF resources and AFP
resources in your batch job used to run DCF. If so, specify these PDS in the jobs
used to start the CICS region, the IMS MPP, or the stored procedure using the
following reserved DD names:
PROFLIB
PDS containing DCF profiles
MACLIB
PDS containing DCF macros
IMDBLIB
PDS containing DCF imbeds library
FONTLIB
PDS containing AFP fonts
PSEGLIB
PDS containing AFP overlays and page segments
v Adapt the formatting control options in the respective information item:
– For print preview: copy the DCF formatting options from your batch
formatting job and adjust them
– As DCF macros and imbeds might be stored in both the GIL and a PDS, you
must define whether these resources are to be searched in the GIL first and
thereafter only in the PDS, or vice versa
Depending on the settings of the control options, formatting with DCF triggered by
the Web client can make use of the entire batch formatting resources. This means
that you do not have to maintain two sets of define profiles, macros, and imbeds,
one for the online environment and one for the batch environment.
For details on the control options that can be specified in FSNAPRVOPT and
FSNQPRVOPT, refer to “Controlling formatting for Preview and Print preview
(Web client)” on page 143.

Identifying modified paragraphs during preview
To identify modified paragraphs during preview more easily, you can customize
the Web client to display these paragraphs in color. As the Web client supports
opening multiple SPs in parallel for editing, a situation may arise in which some
modified paragraphs are still in edit mode while for others the editor has already
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been closed. To show the difference, you can customize the Web client to use
different colors for text that is still being edited as opposed to text where the editor
has already been closed.
To activate highlighting of modified SPs during preview:
1. Set the base tailoring parameter PREVCOL to 1.
2. Ensure that the DCFOPTIONS string in the information item FSNAPRVOPT
references a DCF DEVICE that supports colors.
3. Ensure that the partitioned data set SFSNDCF delivered with ASF is part of the
JCL that starts your CICS region, IMS MPP, or DB2 stored procedure.
SFSNDCF hosts the following DCF macros that contain the DCF statements for
highlighting changed paragraphs: FSNSDOC, FSNDCF, FSNEDCF, FSNLCOL,
FSNELCOL, FSNPCOL, and FSNEPCOL.

Highlighting for print preview
The macros used to highlight changed paragraphs use the DCF control words
".CR", ".DF", ".BF", and ".PF". The colors and corresponding fonts are defined in the
macro FSNPCOL using the following statements:
.cr
.cr
.df
.df

red OCA red
yellow OCA yellow
FSNUPDAT color red
FSNACTIV color yellow

The color that is used is assigned depending on the editing status of the
paragraph. If the editor is open, highlighting is achieved through the DCF
statement:.if &FSNCOLTYPE EQ ACTIVE .bf FSNACTIV.
If the editor is open, highlighting is achieved through the DCF statement: .if
&FSNCOLTYPE EQ UPDATE .bf FSNUPDAT.
If you want to change the colors you must modify the .cr and corresponding .df
statements above.
Note:
v The DCF control word ".CR" used for the color setting only works for
specific DCF DEVICE types such as PG3 or AFP.
v Using the DCF control word ".BF" in a modified paragraph may lead
either to incomplete coloring of the text or to coloring of subsequent
paragraphs.

Highlighting for preview
The colors used to highlight changed paragraphs are defined in the macro
FSNLCOL using the following statements:
.dc
.if
.th
.th
.th
.th
.if
.th
.th
.th
.th
.dc

cw 01
&FSNCOLTYPE EQ ACTIVE
.br
.oc ’<PASSTHRU><CHANGED style="color:blue;background-color:’
.oc ’yellow"></PASSTHRU>’
.br
&FSNCOLTYPE EQ UPDATE
.br
.oc ’<PASSTHRU><CHANGED style="color:red;background-color:’
.oc ’yellow"></PASSTHRU>’
.br
cw 5E

Note:
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v The .br statements preceding and following the .oc statements are
mandatory.
v The color settings specified are processed in the file docqprv.xsl. Any
color changes in FSNLCOL must also be reflected in the file docqprv.xsl.
v The .dc cw 01 and .cd cw 5E statements are mandatory. They assure that
the standard DCF command separator, the semicolon, is reset temporarily.

Showing overlays and page segments during print preview
The AFP data stream that results from the DCF formatting does not contain page
segments and overlays (unless page segments have been placed inline in a
paragraph using the .si<segment name>inline control word). For a complete
presentation of the formatted document during print preview, the unresolved AFP
resources must be made available to the AFP Viewer (or the chosen software for
converting the AFP data stream to PDF format).

Resolving AFP resources
When the AFP Viewer is invoked for print preview of a formatted document, the
Viewer always first searches for overlays and page segments in the AFPResources
subdirectory. The path of this subdirectory is specified in the [Preferences] section
of the file ftdport2.ini. The default setting is ResourceDataPath=C:\Program
Files\IBM\AFPPLGIN\AFPResources.
If page segments or overlays are not found in this directory, they are retrieved via
connection to the WebSphere server. The necessary customization depends on the
operating system of this server:
v For AIX, Linux, and Windows:
The Viewer connects to the http server based on the URL specified in the
<Preview> section in the file DocConfiguration.xml.
– The members of the z/OS partitioned data sets (PDS) hosting the page
segments and overlays must be copied to the following subdirectories on the
server:
- Overlays to subdirectory \AFPResources\ovl
- Page segments to subdirectory \AFPResources\pseg
This process must be repeated regularly to catch changes to the AFP resources
in the PDS.
– The URL specified in the <Preview> section directs the http server to the
subdirectory \AFPResources on the Web server, for example,
<URL>http://xserv/fsnservlet/AFPResources</URL>
v For z/OS:
The Viewer connects to the WebSphere server which establishes a direct
connection to the native z/OS address space to retrieve the AFP resources from
the respective TSO data sets. The names of the TSO data set that must be
accessed to retrieve the overlays and page segments are made known to the Web
client in the <Transform> section in the file DocConfiguration.xml as illustrated
in the following example:
<Transform name="AFPDataset" extension="afp" active="N">
<Class/>
<Command/>
<Path pds="Y">
<Overlays>
<Dataset>ASF330.OVERLAYS1</Dataset>
<Dataset>ASF330.OVERLAYS2</Dataset>
<Dataset>ASF330.OVERLAYS3</Dataset>
<//Overlays>
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<Psegs>
<Dataset>ASF330.PSEGS1</dataset>
<Dataset>ASF330.PSEGS2</dataset>
<Dataset>ASF330.PSEGS3</dataset>
<Dataset>ASF330.PSEGS4</dataset>
</Psegs>
</Path>
<URL>http://xxxx/appl//getafpres.dc4asfcommand?getfile=</URL>
</Transform>

Regardless of where the AFP resources are retrieved, they are copied to the local
AFPResources subdirectory of the Viewer as hidden resource files. This allows
differentiating between resources that always need to be available and visible on
the client as opposed to resources retrieved from the server that have a temporary
nature.
Subsequently, the Viewer retrieves the AFP resources from the local AFPResources
subdirectory when resolving references in the AFP data stream. If a resource is not
found, an error message is displayed. If the Viewer trace has been activated,
detailed information is written to a log file defined in the file ftdport.2.ini.

Renewing files in the local AFPResources subdirectory
After an AFP resource has been copied to the local AFPResource subdirectory, all
document preview requests that point to this resource will pick it up in this local
subdirectory and will not request it again from the Web server. As AFP resources
can be changed, it is important to understand how you can enforce renewing the
locally stored instances.
The lifetime of an AFP Resource in the local AFPResource subdirectory is
controlled by two parameters in the [Resourceloader] section of ftdport2.ini:
v TimeToLive=n, where n is a number of hours
v CleanResourceDirectory={FALSE | TRUE}
If CleanResourceDirectory is set to TRUE, all local resources will be deleted after
the number of hours specified using the parameter TimeToLive have elapsed since
the last cleanup. The timestamp of the last cleanup is stored in the LastCheck entry
in the [Resourceloader] section of the Windows registry.
If CleanResourceDirectory is set to FALSE, the Viewer calculates the difference
between the timestamp of the last cleanup and the current timestamp of the
operating system. When the number of passed hours is greater than the value
specified in TimeToLive, the subject resource will be deleted in the local
AFPResources subdirectory and will be retrieved again from the Web server.
The default value of the TimeToLive parameter is 24 hours.

Customizing the AFP Viewer
Customization of the AFP Viewer is done using the following:
v The file ftdport2.ini in the root directory of the ASF Viewer
v The Windows registry at HKEY_CURENT_USER->Software->IBM->AFP
Viewer Plugin->Default
To change a customization option of the Viewer, do one of the following:
v Set the option in ftdport2.ini and delete the corresponding entry in the Windows
registry, or
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v Set the corresponding entry directly using the Windows registry

Specifying a FORMDEF
The Viewer looks for form definitions to apply to display documents in the
following order:
1. A specified form definition. You can select a form definition using the More
Preferences dialog. This form definition is applied each time a document is
viewed. You can use the Form Definition dialog to select and apply any form
definition that is on your client.
2. The default form definition. This form definition is applied if no other form
definition has been specified. The default form definition is NONE. The form
definition associated with NONE is named F1010110.FDE.

Mapping AFP and Web fonts
An AFP page or overlay contains text, image, and placement instructions created
using AFP raster fonts. The Viewer, on the other hand, uses outline fonts to display
text on the client. The raster fonts must be mapped to the client fonts. Most of the
AFP core font to outline font mappings are provided with the Viewer. If you have
customized any of the AFP core fonts, you will need to provide the mappings to
outline fonts for the client.
If the font metrics are not the same, the AFP host font to outline font mapping will
not provide optimal text fidelity. There are two reasons it is strongly recommended
that you use the IBM Core Interchange fonts to format and display your
documents wherever possible:
1. Using the core fonts ensures that all fonts will be available when printing at
any location using the AFP Font Collection and PSF on z/OS
2. Your documents have a better fidelity when viewed on the client if you created
them using these fonts because they match the standard fonts supplied with
the Viewer.
If you defined a path to font definition files using the More Preferences dialog, that
path is checked first for any font definition files and code page map files.
If no font definition files or code page map files are not found in the defined path,
the \FONT subdirectory under the directory where the Viewer is installed is checked
for such files. Code page map files are located in the \MAPS subdirectory under the
directory where the font definition files are located.
The Viewer must be restarted for changes made to any font definition files to take
effect.
For more detail about the changes that you can make to the definition files, refer to
Appendix D, “AFP font mappings,” on page 431

Customizing the text fidelity setting
If the document you are viewing uses a font character set or code page that is not
defined to the Viewer, the Viewer will use a default. If the default is not a good
match for the undefined character set or code page, the characters might be
displayed in a different size or style, characters may even be missing or changed.
As a result, the text will not be positioned correctly on the screen. Sometimes lines
(or rules) are placed relative to a text string.
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If text is misplaced because the Viewer is using a default or substitute font, the
rules will also be misplaced. For example, an underscore line may be longer than
the word that should be underscored. In some cases, changing the text fidelity
setting may help text alignment.
If the Viewer has not substituting fonts, and your text alignment is still a bit off,
especially if text fidelity has been set to character, the reason may be that your
document was created using a 300-pel metrics rather than a 240-pel metrics.
You can set which metrics the Viewer is to use in its text placement algorithm by
changing the flag in the [Settings] section of the FTDPORT2.INI file. By setting:
240Fidelity=FALSE

the Viewer uses the 300-pel(RIMA) metrics. The default settings is:
240Fidelity=TRUE

Customizing settings for printing
Changing the print page default setting
When printing is requested in the Viewer, the print dialogue appears with the
option “Print the current page only” as the default setting. You can customize the
AFP Viewer to show the print dialogue with the option “Print all pages” as the
default setting.
To alter the default setting, you must change the Windows registry entry
PrintAllPages at HKEY_CURENT_USER->Software->IBM->AFP Viewer
Plugin->Default->Settings to TRUE.

Deactivate the Print button in the Viewer window
To deactivate the Print button in the Viewer window, you must change the
Windows registry entry AllowPrint at HKEY_CURENT_USER->Software->IBM>AFP Viewer Plugin->Default->Misc to FALSE.

Customizing the button bar
The following sections provide information on customizing the button bar on the
Web client editor.

Customizing which buttons you want to have appear
You can customize which button you want to have appear on the button bar in the
DocConfiguration.xml file.
In the sections on client buttons, you can determine if you want the button to
appear using the attribute Explicit="Y"/"N".
Explicit="N" means that the button will only appear if the Web client is invoked
from a 3270 emulation session using the 3270 Listener. Explicit="Y" means that the
button will always appear regardless from where the Web client is invoked
(Invocation from 3270 using 3270 Listener, or using http-post-API, or via the
run-transaction API, or a direct sign-on in the browser).

Customizing the save dialog
The following sections provide information on customizing the save dialog settings
on the Web client editor.
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Determining the type of save settings
When you request to save a document, the next dialog depends on the base
tailoring parameter SAVDIAG. Valid values are:
0
Display the Save window for the user to enter the name of the LRR to be
stored in the SLL.
1
Suppress the display of the Save window if the SLL name is passed with
the SIB parameter DXBSAVDOC.
The following is a sample Save dialog.

Figure 105. The Save dialog

Determining final document processing
You can customize the final processing steps after you have finished paragraph
selection and parameter prompting. The final document processing steps are
passed using the control parameter DXBSELEND in the SIB control block. Refer to
the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Application Programming Guide for what
values you can set and how to pass the control parameter DXBSELEND.
You can determine if you want a final document processing window to appear
using the user-exit FSNWLCH. If there is no final processing window, the final
document processing steps defined using the control parameter DXBSELEND are
carried out in the background. If you choose to have a final document processing
window, the processing options that you set using the DXBSELEND parameter are
displayed on the window, for example, Collect print, Immediate print, and Fax or
E-mail.
To customize the text of literals that appear on the final document processing
window:
1. Open the source member FSN9xxx on the host where xxx is the 3-character
language identifier.
2. Copy the texts of the literals you want to change and add them the
user-defined FSN9Cxxx member.
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3. Save the user-defined FSN9Cxxx member.
Refer to “Changing ASF messages” on page 308 for more detail.
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Chapter 18. Support for multiple databases
This chapter provides information on how to enable your system to support
multiple databases.

Reasons for defining multiple databases
There can be several reasons leading to the decision to define multiple work data
sets and databases with vital information instead of installation of ASF multiple
times:
v Performance
Large number of users working concurrently could result in bottlenecks on work
data sets.
v Capacity
Using VSAM, your databases could reach limit boundaries.
v Separation of data
Consolidation of computer services could result in support of subcompanies
from one installation requiring a careful separation of the data.
By defining different work environments with different ddnames (DBD names) for
the data sets, you can, for example, let different users work with:
v Different GILs
v The same GIL, but different work data sets
v Different CLLs
See “Work environment” on page 34 for details of how to assign a user to a
particular work environment.
The following sections describe how to define new databases for use by ASF.

System definitions for additional databases
The steps to define additional databases for ASF are dependent on the z/OS
subsystem being used. For details on the steps in the CICS environment, refer to
“CICS definitions for additional databases.” For details on the steps in the IMS
environment, refer to “IMS definitions for additional databases” on page 368.
Special considerations apply if the databases are to be defined in DB2. For details,
refer to “DB2 definitions for additional databases” on page 369.

CICS definitions for additional databases
The following sections list the actions and corresponding jobs required for the
definition of additional databases under CICS.

Allocation and initialization of VSAM clusters
To allocate and initialize additional VSAM clusters for ASF databases, run the jobs
described in Table 59.
Table 59. Sample jobs for VSAM cluster allocation and initialization
Function

Job name

VSAM cluster allocation

FSNFVM0
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Table 59. Sample jobs for VSAM cluster allocation and initialization (continued)
Function

Job name

VSAM cluster initialization

FSNFII0

Defining the alternate index clusters for GIL

FSNFVX0

Build alternate index for GIL

FSNFIX0

Load records into new databases
If you want to:
v Unload records from other databases and reload them into the new databases
v Load the sample records supplied with the product into the new databases
run the jobs described in Table 60.
Table 60. Sample jobs for loading sample records into new databases
Function

Job name

Load sample records into the new GIL

FSNFCO0

Unload an existing GIL

FSNURULC

Reload into the new GIL

FSNURRLC

Unload an existing SLL

FSNURUSC

Reload into the new SLL

FSNURRSC

CICS FCT definitions
To define CICS FCT entries in the CSD, use sample job FSNIRDO. Table 61 lists
the applicable members to be used.
Table 61. Members for CICS FCT definitions
Function

Job name

Sample entries for single region

FSNPFCT

Sample entries for MRO

FSNPFT

Extensions in the CICS startup job
Refer to the sample job described in Table 62 for information on how to extend
your CICS startup jobs.
Table 62. Sample CICS startup job
Function

Job name

Sample JCL for single region

FSNFJC0

IMS definitions for additional databases
The following sections list the actions and corresponding jobs required for
definition of additional databases under IMS.

Allocation and initialization of VSAM clusters
To allocate and initialize additional VSAM clusters for ASF databases, run the jobs
described in Table 63 on page 369.
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Table 63. Sample jobs for VSAM cluster allocation and initialization
Function

Job name

VSAM cluster allocation

FSNFVM0

VSAM cluster initialization

FSNFII0

IMS system definitions for new databases
To prepare the IMS stage 1 generation, you need to define DBDs, PSBs, and ACBs
for the new databases. Table 64 lists the required jobs.
Table 64. Sample jobs for DBD, PSB, and ACB generation
Function

Job name

DBD generation

FSNFDD0

PSB generation

FSNFPB0

ACB generation

FSNFAB0

Load records into new databases
If you want to:
v Unload records from other databases and reload them into the new databases
v Load the sample records supplied with the product into the new databases
run the jobs described in Table 65.
Table 65. Sample jobs for loading sample records into new databases
Function

Job name

Load sample records into the new GIL

FSNFIO0

Unload an existing GIL

FSNURULI

Reload into the new GIL

FSNURRLI

Unload an existing SLL

FSNURUSI

Reload into the new SLL

FSNURRSI

Dynamic allocation and stage 1
For dynamic allocation, use member FSNFJIn as sample. For the stage 1 input, use
member FSNFSGn as sample.

DB2 definitions for additional databases
The generation of additional databases under DB2 is supported by the installation
of ASF. The members FSNENV01 and FSNENV02 on library JCLLIB are sample
parameter files for definition of DB2 resources like tables, views, and aliases. For
each additional set of DB2 resources, you have to perform the following steps:
v Create an additional parameter file FSNENVnn on library JCLLIB using
parameter files FSNENV01 or FSNENV02 as models.
v The suffix nn for the name of the parameter file must be in ascending order.
v After creation of the additional parameter file, you have to submit job FSNASJB0
from library JCLLIB.
As result of this job execution, the installation protocol FSNFPR0 is created on
library JCLLIB. This protocol lists the job which you need to run for definition of
the additional DB2 resources. For details on the names of these jobs, refer to
Table 66 on page 370.
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Table 66. Sample jobs to define additional DB2 resources
Function

Job name

Define DB2 table spaces

FSNIDTn

Bind collections

FSNIDBND

Bind PLANs

FSNIDBPL

Environment tailoring definitions
Databases are made known to ASF by defining environments in the environment
tailoring. Users are assigned to an environment by the:
v System-wide environment name specified in base tailoring parameter
DENVNAM
This system default can be overwritten on a user basis by the environment
definition in a user profile.
v Environment name defined in their user profile
v Environment name defined in the model user ID used upon invocation from an
application
v Environment name specified upon invocation from an application

Define additional environments
To define an additional environment, select the application environment tailoring
member in library SRCELIB dependent on the setting of the installation parameter
TRANSMGR:
v FSNT100C for TRANSMGR = CICS
v FSNT100I for TRANSMGR = IMS
v FSNT100I for TRANSMGR = DB2
Proceed as follows:
v Copy one of the sample environments FSNE0001 or FSNE0002.
v If the installation parameter DBSETUP is set to:
– DB2NO, specify the DD names or DBD names for the ASF data sets
– DB2MIX (you have defined DB2 databases for the GIL, the SLL, and the
CLL), define:
- Parameter DB2OPR with a value of 1
- The DB2 collection ID as value for parameter DB2CID
- DD names or DBD names for the other ASF data sets
– DB2ONLY (you have defined all the ASF databases in DB2), define:
- Parameter DB2OPR with a value of 1
- The DB2 collection ID as value for parameter DB2CID
- The base tailoring parameter DENVNAM using an environment name
defined for DB2 support
v Use job FSNJ100 to assemble the environment tailoring member.
For detailed information on the environment tailoring, refer to “Environment
tailoring (FSNT100)” on page 291.
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Requesting resource copy online
This function lets you copy selected records from one vital database, such as the
GIL, UPL, or the SLL, to another. For example, after the testing of GIL items is
completed, you can transfer these items from the test system to the production
system.
Note: The program copies hierarchically, that is, all items that are contained in
another item are also copied.
You can also copy database records in batch using the resource unload utility
FSNBRUL and the resource reload utility FSNBRRL. For more information, refer to
“Unloading and reloading databases with FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL” on page 390.

Initiating the copy online
To initiate the job online, type enuhcpy in the command line. The following panel
is displayed.
ENUHCPY

Copy database items to another database

TSO user ID . . . ____________
Password . . . . .
Copy request . . .______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
F1=Help

F12=Cancel

Figure 106. Copy database items to another database

Enter your TSO user ID and password. Then enter your copy request specifying
the items you want to copy. All record types are supported. Make sure that your
input corresponds to the syntax that the program resource copy requires. Each
statement is an input statement for resource unload.
For information on the resource copy program FSNBRUL, refer to Appendix B,
“Batch programs that support administration,” on page 387.
The selection request is submitted to the internal reader. The records are placed in
the FSNHCPY data set that is allocated in TSO.

Unloading request records
To unload the records specified during the online dialog, submit the sample batch
job FSNUHCUL.
The job processes the input from the FSNHCPY data set. The output is placed in
the FSNSAVE data set.
After the records have been successfully unloaded, the FSNHCPY data set
containing the request records is prepared for the next job.

Reloading request records
To reload the unloaded records, submit the supplied sample job FSNUHCRL.
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After the batch job ran successfully, the requests in the DJL are erased
automatically.
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Chapter 19. Release control for GIL items
Release control for GIL items is used in a DB2 environment and where there is an
implemented concept of a test system and a production system. With a
release-controlled system, you can simulate testing of GIL items in a production
environment. On its way from maintenance into production, a GIL item in a
release-controlled system goes through several stages of testing. You apply changes
to the test system and run the process of test and verification until the item is
released into production. Until released, the GIL items can be repeatedly copied,
developed, and tested during different levels of maturity. The concept of different
test levels allows the usage of the production GIL as part of a testing environment
without any risk of changing vital data. You can therefore test GIL items as if they
were already released into production.
The different test levels enable you to test GIL items at different stages of maturity
that correspond to test levels assigned to the user via user profile capabilities. For
more information on test levels for users, refer to “Specifying release control
settings” on page 49.
You can also use versioning of GIL items for controlling LRR versions to ensure
document fidelity in document composition. For more information, refer to “How
versioning in the GIL affects document composition” on page 139.

Concepts
In a DB2 environment, the GIL as main ASF database can be separated logically
into a GIL for test and a GIL for production:
v A test GIL is used to define, maintain, test, and verify GIL items
v A production GIL is used to create the structured correspondence of your
company
On the basis of DB2, ASF provides functions which support the:
v Logical separation of a GIL into test and production
v Controlled release of GIL items from test into production
These functions can be activated for a GIL database by setting the environment
tailoring parameter MAINTACT to 1. An environment set up in this way is
referred to as a system with release control or a release-controlled system. It differs from
a system without controlled release by containing up to two variants of a GIL item
(if additional historical versions of GIL items are disregarded).
Before a GIL item can be released for production, it has to pass several stages in
order to verify its consistency and (referential) integrity.

Maintenance and test of items
Items in a GIL used for production are considered not to be maintained
interactively. Maintenance of existing items, definition of new items, and different
steps of testing take place in a GIL of a test environment. Before a GIL item can be
released for production, it has to climb several stages of development, test, and
integration.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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Release status and package name
While the release status identifies the stage of the development of a GIL item, the
package name is used to build logical groups of items. The release status and the
package name can be used as search criteria for a request to display a list of GIL
items.

Release status
The release status of an item identifies whether it is in a status of maintenance or
test or whether it is used in production. Only authorized users can change the
release status of an item.
To look at the release status or package name of specific GIL items, select option 1
(Display release status or package name in a list of GIL items), and press Enter:
Release status 0: Only items in the production GIL have a release status of 0.
v They can be copied into the test GIL for maintenance. Authorized users can copy
items from the production GIL into the test GIL. A release status of 1 is assigned
to the item copies.
v They are created by takeover of released items from the test GIL.
Release status 1: An item with a release status of 1 belongs to the test GIL and is
ready for maintenance. The status is assigned upon:
v Creation
The release status of a model item being used for creation has no impact on the
release status of the new item.
v Selection for maintenance in the production GIL
The item in the production is copied.
v Change of release status
Items with a release status of 2 or 8 can be transferred from a test status back
into the maintenance status.
Authorized users can change or even delete the item in the test GIL. The
completion of the maintenance must be indicated by increasing the release status
to 2.
Release status 2: An item with a release status of 2 belongs to the test GIL and is
ready for test. The item cannot be maintained unless the release status has been
reset to 1.
The successful testing of an item with a release status of 2 must be indicated by
increasing the release status to 8.
Release status 8: An item with a release status of 8 belongs to the test GIL. The
phase of testing for this item has been completed successfully.
The item cannot be maintained unless the release status has been reset to 1. Via a
system integration, the release status of 8 is increased to 9.
Release status 9: An item with a release status of 9 belongs to the test GIL. The
system integration for this item has been completed successfully. It is ready for
release into the production GIL. The item cannot be maintained. All items with a
release status of 9 are released into production by running utility:
v FSNBRUL with the RLSGIL option
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v FSNBRRL with the RELEASE option
In the case of detection of an error after system integration, a rollback is possible.
Items with one of the specified package names or all items are transferred back
into a release status of 8.

Changing the release status of GIL items
The release status can be changed on the panel List of GIL Items. The following
actions can be used:
v DEV (allow update)
Type DEV next to one or several items with a release status of 0, 2, or 8. Press
Enter to change the release status (RS) to 1 in order to allow the update of this
item. DEV is the system default defined by tailoring parameter LINDEV.
v TST (mark for test)
Type TST next to one or several items with a release status of 1 or 8. Press Enter
to change the release status (RS) to 2 in order to make this item available for
testing. TST is the system default defined by tailoring parameter LINTST.
v RLS (test complete)
Type RLS next to one or several items with a release status of 2. Press Enter to
change the release status (RS) to 8 in order to make this item available for
system integration. RLS is the system default defined by tailoring parameter
LINRLS.

Package name
The package name is used to group GIL items concerning their later release into
production. It is assigned or changed during maintenance of a GIL item. A change
of the release status has no impact on the package name. During system
integration, the package name can be used to perform the integration only for
items with a specific package name.
When an item is created, the package name is determined by the value of the base
tailoring parameter SETRELN and the default package name assigned to the user
creating the item.

Changing the package name of GIL items
The package name can be changed on the panel List of GIL Items without taking
the item into GIL maintenance.
To change the package name of a GIL item:
1. Display the List of GIL Items panel. If necessary, scroll to the page on which
the item you want is listed.
2. Enter ARN in the Act column next to the item.
3. Press Enter.
The package name of the item is set to the default value defined in the user
profile.
The default package name is displayed next to the test level notification on the List
of GIL Items panel.
To use the Release Control Settings panel to change the default package name in
the user profile, use the fast-path command xxxRLSNAM (where xxx is the
language code of the session). A change of the default package name is active
immediately.
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Note: The command ARN is the default value of the language tailoring parameter
LINARN.

Testing levels in a release-controlled system
On its way from maintenance into production, a GIL item in a release-controlled
system has to climb several stages of testing, which are identified by the release
status of the GIL item. The five possible values for the release status of a GIL item
are closely related to five possible test levels. They are assigned on user basis via
the panel Release Control Settings for user profile maintenance (see “Specifying
release control settings” on page 49). The concept of different test levels allows the
usage of the production GIL as part of a testing environment without any danger
of changing vital data. Thus it is possible to test GIL items as if they were already
released into production.
Level
0

Meaning
Production view

1

A request for a GIL item <A> issued by a user with the test level 0 is
satisfied from the production GIL only: the system searches for <A> with a
release status of 0. A variant of <A> existing in the test GIL is ignored.
Maintenance view

2

A request for a GIL item <A> issued by a user with the test level 1 is
processed in the following sequence. The system searches for <A> in the:
v Test GIL
<A> is retrieved if it has a release status of 1, 2, 8, or 9.
v Production GIL
<A> has release status of 0.
Test view

8

A request for a GIL item <A> issued by a user with the test level 2 is
processed in the following sequence. The system searches for <A> in the:
v Test GIL
<A> is retrieved if it has a release status of 2, 8, or 9.
v Production GIL
<A> has release status of 0.
System test view
A request for a GIL item <A> issued by a user with the test level 8 is
processed in the following sequence. The system searches for <A> in the:
v Test GIL
<A> is retrieved if it has a release status of 8 or 9.
v Production GIL

9

<A> has release status of 0.
Integration view
A request for a GIL item <A> issued by a user with the test level 9 is
processed in the following sequence. The system searches for <A> in the:
v Test GIL
<A> is retrieved if it has a release status of 9.
v Production GIL
<A> has release status of 0.
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System integration
System integration in a release-controlled system means to build a test level that is
identical to the production system of tomorrow. It can be tested by users with a
test level of 9 - Integration. The integration means an increasing of the release level
from 8 to 9 for a selected group of items. It may include verification for
consistency and referential integrity. It is initiated by the ATD ENUSINTEGRATE.
The control options for the integration are:
v
v
v
v

Specify one or more package names for integration
Check for items about to miss integration
Expand verification on related help items
Expand verification on related PDR items

The process of integration is terminated if the verification process leads to an error.
Because multiple errors can occur during integration, the error messages are stored
in an information item. The name of this item is determined by the value specified
for parameter DXBRCID. If no value is specified, the default for the item name is
the user ID concatenated with the string ″INTEGRAT″. When detecting an error
after integration, a rollback before take over into production is possible via ATD
ENUSDEINTEGRATE.

Control options for integration
The following parameters are used to control items for integration.

Specify package names for integration
Parameter DXBIRELNAM is defined in the ATD ENUSINTEGRATE. The parameter
obtains the package name as the control option for the system integration in a
release-controlled system. The package name is used to group GIL items upon
release into production. All items with a package name specified as the value of
DXBIRELNAM and with a release status of 8 will be selected for integration.
To include items with different package names in the same integration, define this
parameter multiple times in ENUSINTEGRATE.
The following values are allowed:
v Full package name
v Generic package name
To select all items that have a package name starting with, for example, ″CT″,
type ″CT*″. You can use only one replacement character (″*″), which must be at
the end of a name.
v Asterisk (*)
All items with a release status of 8 are selected for integration.

Check for items about to miss integration
Parameter DXBICHKTST is defined in the ATD ENUSINTEGRATE. The parameter
obtains a process option which determines whether a consistency check is made
during system integration in a release-controlled system.
The parameter values are:
1

Check for items with a package name specified in parameter DXBIRELNAM
which have a release level of 1 or 2. If such an item is found, the system
integration is stopped.
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0

No check as described above is performed.

Expand verification on related help items
Parameter DXBICHKHLP is defined in the ATD ENUSINTEGRATE. The parameter
obtains a process option concerning an integrity check for help items referenced in
the GIL items to be released.
The parameter values are:
1

Check whether the help items referenced in the items to be released are in the
production GIL or are among those items, or with the items that already have
a release status of 9.

0

No check as described above is performed.

Expand verification on related PDR items
Parameter DXBICHKPDR is defined in the ATD ENUSINTEGRATE. The parameter
obtains a process option concerning an integrity check for PDR items referenced in
the GIL items to be released.
The parameter values are:
1

Check whether the PDRs referenced in the items to be released are in the
production GIL or are among those items, or with the items that already have
a release status of 9.

0

No check as described above is performed.

Releasing integrated items into production
The takeover of released items from test into production uses the utilities:
v FSNBRULC/I - Resource Unload
v FSNBRRLC/I - Resource Reload
The takeover is a two-step process:
1. FSNBRULC/I is run with the option RLSGIL. All items in the test GIL with a
release status of 9 are unloaded.
2. FSNBRRLC/I is run with the option RELEASE. The output data set of the first
step is processed and all items are loaded into the production GIL. All
corresponding items in the test GIL are deleted.
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Appendix A. National language support
This appendix describes which languages ASF supports and how to establish
support for your language.

Implementing code page support for components
All records for national language support (NLS) are stored in the GIL. Code page
500 is implemented to store all records in the data sets.

DB2
Base tailoring parameter DB2CID determines the code page used for storing of
data in DB2. The default is 500. Adjust this value to your DB2 installation.

DISOSS/370
DISOSS/370 stores items in the original code page. The code page used in the item
is stored in the profile section of the item.
The most important transformation that DISOSS/370 does involves indexing items.
Document name, author name, and search items are transformed into code page
256. If you do not change the DISOSS/370 installation default, character set 690 is
used. Character set 690 contains the following characters:
v Uppercase from A to Z
v National accented uppercase letters
v Special characters
DISOSS/370 also does a transformation when:
v A user asks DISOSS/370 to print a document. The DISOSS/370 printer
definitions include the name of the translate table that DISOSS/370 uses.
v A document sent to a user is created using a different code page than the
recipient can receive.
Refer to DISOSS/370 Version 3 Customization for further information.

Supported language codes
Language codes consisting of three characters are used to control the session
language. The session language is the national language in which the user
communicates with the system.
Specify the session language in the SESLNGx base tailoring parameter, for
example, SESLNG0=DEU. Refer to “Base tailoring (FSNT000)” on page 271 for
more information on base tailoring.
If you want to change the session language for certain users, specify this in the
appropriate user profile (UPR). See “Changing session control parameters” on page
34 for details of how to define the session language for a user.
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If a user changes the default language value defined in the base tailoring, for
example, from ENU to FRA, the panels appear in French when the user next signs
on.
There are three sets of supported language codes that are listed in the following.

Language codes with language-specific helps and messages
The following language codes are delivered with language-specific helps and
messages:
Code

Language

DAN

Danish

DEU

German

ENU

U.S. English (default)

ESP

Spanish

FRA

French

NLD

Dutch

Further language codes with language-specific helps and
messages
The following languages are similar to the languages mentioned above. Therefore,
support for these languages can also be established.
Code

Language

DES

Swiss German, equivalent to DEU

ENG

U.K. English, equivalent to ENU

FRC

Canadian French, equivalent to FRA

FRS

Swiss French, equivalent to FRA

LAS

Latin American Spanish, equivalent to ESP

NLB

Belgian Dutch, equivalent to NLD

To establish support for one of these languages, for example, Canadian French
(FRC), do the following:
1. Under CICS, copy load module FSNTFRA as FSNTFRC. Under IMS, copy load
module FSNTFRA as FSNTFRC.
2. Copy load module FSN9FRA as FSN9FRC. Copy load module FSN8FRA as
FSN8FRC.
To modify the delivered source members in order to change message texts,
copy the corresponding source members and use the delivered sample JCL
FSNJ8FRA (FSNJ9FRA) to assemble and link-edit the load modules FSN8FRC
and FSN9FRC.
3. Define FRC as language code in the tailoring parameters SESLNGx (x = 0
through 5).
The language code the majority of users wants to work with should be
assigned to SESLNG0. For all other users, specify the session language in the
user profile. Adapt the base tailoring parameter INSTKB to the country-specific
value.
Assemble and link the base tailoring using the supplied job FSNJ000.
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4. Under CICS, use CEDA to define the programs FSNTFRC, FSN8FRC, and
FSN9FRC. Copy the definitions of FSNTFRA, FSN8FRA, and FSN9FRA.

Language codes without language-specific messages and
helps
There is a third set of language codes for which language-specific messages and
helps are not provided.
Code

Language

FIN

Finnish

ISL

Icelandic

ITA

Italian

ITS

Swiss Italian

NOR

Norwegian

PTB

Brazilian Portuguese

PTG

Portuguese

SVE

Swedish

Most of the language-dependent data are customer-defined panels, texts, and
documents written in the user’s language. To establish support of one of these
languages, for example, Swedish (SVE), do the following:
1. Under CICS, copy source member FSNTENUC as FSNTSVEC. Under IMS, copy
source member FSNTENUI as FSNTSVEI.
Make the necessary changes in FSNTSVEC or FSNTSVEI to get F-keys, and line
commands, in your language. Use the supplied sample job FSNJENUC or
FSNJENUI to assemble and link-edit load module FSNTSVE.
2. Copy source member FSN9ENU as FSN9SVE. Copy source member FSN8ENU
as FSN8SVE.
3. Define SVE as language code in the tailoring parameters SESLNGx (x = 0
through 5).
The language code the majority of users wants to work with should be
assigned to SESLNG0. For all other users, specify the session language in the
user profile. Adapt base tailoring parameter INSTKB to the country-specific
value.
Assemble and link base tailoring using the supplied job FSNJ000.
4. Under CICS, use CEDA to define the programs FSNTSVE, FSN8SVE, and
FSN9SVE. Copy the definitions of FSNTENU, FSN8ENU, and FSN9ENU.
Note: ASF delivers all tailoring source members in code page 500 and expects the
tailoring data to be specified in code page 500. Since editing of source
members is done on language-specific keyboards, the tailoring source must
be:
v Transformed to the national code page before editing
v Transformed to code page 500 after editing and before assembly
To do this, use the supplied batch program FSNACPM. For more
information, refer to “Adjusting the code page table with FSNACPM” on
page 384.
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Adjusting the code page table with FSNACPM
FSNACPM enables you to translate input files into a different code page table.
Because all input to batch utilities must be in code page 500, use this utility to
translate input into code page 500.
You can translate data that was created using a specific keyboard so that it can be
processed in an environment that assumes another keyboard. FSNACPM supports
all keyboards, that is, all code page tables that ASF supports.
The following keyboard definitions are accepted:
Table 67. Code page values for CECP terminals
Code page

Euro currency
code page

037

1140

273
277
278
280
284
285
297
500
871

1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149

Used in country
Brazil, Canada, Netherlands, Portugal, United
States
Austria, Germany
Denmark, Norway
Finland, Sweden
Italy
Spain, Latin America (Spanish-speaking)
United Kingdom
France
Belgium, Switzerland
Iceland

For information on how to run FSNACPM, refer to “Translating batch utility input
with FSNACPM” on page 389.

National language support for the Web client
The Web client supports the same national languages as other ASF components.
The necessary files for all supported languages are copied during the installation.
The language of the screens and dialogs in the Web client is determined by the
language setting of the active user. The language of the logon screen is determined
by the language code in the HTML page index.html. To call the logon screen in
different languages, refer to “Starting the Web client in the browser” on page 18.
The NLS terms used by the Web client and all messages used by the ASF servlet
are stored in the following files.
v <webapp>/resources/DocNLSResource_da.xml
v <webapp>/resources/DocNLSResource_de.xml
v <webapp>/resources/DocNLSResource_en.xml
v <webapp>/resources/DocNLSResource_es.xml
v <webapp>/resources/DocNLSResource_fr.xml
v <webapp>/resources/DocNLSResource_nl.xml
<webapp> is the installation directory of your WebSphere Web application.
All messages and terms used within the JavaScript modules of the Web client are
stored in the following files.
v <webapp>/www/javascript/docmsg_da.js
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v
v
v
v
v
v
v

<webapp>/www/javascript/docmsg_de.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docmsg_en.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docmsg_es.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docmsg_fr.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docmsg_nl.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docnls_da.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docnls_de.js

v
v
v
v

<webapp>/www/javascript/docnls_en.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docnls_es.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docnls_fr.js
<webapp>/www/javascript/docnls_nl.js
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Appendix B. Batch programs that support administration
This appendix describes the following utility programs that are available for ASF
administration in the batch environment:
v FSNACPM enables you to translate input files into a different code page table.
v FSNBRUL as resource unload utility and FSNBRRL as resource reload utility are
essential for the following functions:
– Transfer of selected records from one vital database to another. Vital databases
are the GIL, the UPL, SLL, and the CLL.
– Deletion of selected records from vital databases.
– Release-controlled systems in DB2 environments.
– Versioning concept for the GIL.
v FSNCDCF is used if you want to update the SPs in the GIL containing GML tag
definitions used during preview.
It converts the sequential file containing GML definitions provided by DCF to a
format that can be used with the FSNLOAD utility. You need this program if
DCF provides new or modified GML definitions.
v FSNLGIL produces a cross-reference list of the items contained in the GIL and in
the UPL.
v FSNLOAD lets you load items of selected types into the GIL (for example,
menus, information items, LTDs, and SPs).
v FSNPGIL lets you print the contents of a set of items contained in the GIL.
v FSNTHBX lets you print the sample letter handbook for users and
administrators.

General control statements for all utilities
The utility programs are controlled by keywords and operands in control
statements passed as input cards in the SYSIN DD section of the jobs used by
them. The following overview describes the keywords ENV, DB2PLAN,
DB2SSNM, and TRACE. These are valid for all utilities of this appendix with the
exception of FSNACPM.
Some control information is unique for each utility. For details, refer to
“Translating batch utility input with FSNACPM” on page 389.
If the operands of keywords contain characters other than A through Z or 0
through 9, use utility FSNACPM to translate the control statements.

Environment concept for batch utilities
ASF supports multiple sets of its databases in one installation based on the
environment concept. Each set of vital and working databases is represented by an
environment name defined in the environment tailoring.
For details, refer to “Environment tailoring (FSNT100)” on page 291.

Identifying the databases to be processed
In the online environment, environment names are linked to user IDs. A user
works with the environment determined at sign-on time in the top-down sequence
from the following resources:
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v Environment passed when an application is invoked
v Environment defined in the user profile
v System-wide default environment
With the exception of utility FSNBTCH, the ASF utilities do not run using an ASF
user ID. Therefore there is no user ID-based connection to an environment name
like in the online environment. The databases to be processed are identified by the
environment specified using the ENV keyword in the SYSIN DD section of the
respective job. For example, if you want a utility to work with the environment
FSNE001, specify:
//SYSIN DD *
ENV(FSNE0001)
/*

Depending on the database definition, the utility identifies the database names as
follows:
CICS-VSAM clusters
The corresponding DD names used in the respective job need to be
specified in the environment definition in FSNT100 referenced by the ENV
keyword.
IMS-DL/I databases
The corresponding DBD names used in the respective job need to be
specified in the environment definition in FSNT100 referenced by the ENV
keyword.
DB2 databases
The collection ID specified in the environment definition in FSNT100
together with the definition of the DB2 plan and the DB2 subsystem (see
“DB2 support”) is used to determine the AUTHID from the DB2 system
catalog. The AUTHID with the ASF-defined suffix of the DB2 database is
used to define the DB2 resource name.
The utilities identify the databases being processed in an environment that is not
defined to be working with DB2 by the ddnames (CICS environment) or the DBD
names (IMS environment). The environment concept for batch utilities means that
the utilities require the specification of those ddnames (DBD names) which were
defined in the environment tailoring.

DB2 support
If the utility runs in an environment that has been customized to work with DB2
by setting the DB2OPR environment tailoring parameter to 1, ddnames or DBD
names for the vital databases of ASF do no longer apply.
The utility needs to work with DB2 resources. The DB2 plan and the DB2
subsystem name must be identified using the keywords DB2PLAN and
DB2SSNM. For example, if the DB2 plan is FSNDB2S and the subsystem name is
DB2H, specify:
//SYSIN DD *
DB2PLAN(FSNDB2S)
DB2SSNM(DB2H)
...
/*
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Running a debug trace
In case of a problem where IBM support is involved you will be asked to create a
debug trace. Specify one of the followingkeywords as the first statement of your
job:
TRACE(0)
No trace.
TRACE(1)
Run a debug trace.
Note: You can also just specify TRACE.
TRACE(2)
Extended trace with dump of control areas.
Note: This option creates a large amount of output.
Note: The statement must be a single statement, that is, the line must not contain
another statement. The trace data is stored in data set FSNXTRA.

Translating batch utility input with FSNACPM
The batch utility program FSNACPM enables you to translate sequential files into
another code page table. You can translate data that was created using a specific
keyboard so that it can be processed in an environment that assumes another
keyboard. For information on the keyboard definitions supported by FSNACPM,
refer to “Adjusting the code page table with FSNACPM” on page 384.
Use FSNACPM to translate:
v Tailoring members before and after editing
v Input for the following utilities:
– FSNBRUL
– FSNLGIL
– FSNLOAD

Input for FSNACPM
The input for FSNACPM consists of a sequential file or a member in a partitioned
data set in record format.
The first input record is the utility control statement that specifies the keyboards,
that is, the source code page table, the target source page table, or both tables.
All subsequent input records are translated according to the specification in the
utility control statement.
The symbolic name for the input file is FSNFROM.

Running FSNACPM
FSNACPM runs as a batch program.
In library JCLLIB, sample job input for processing is provided in the following
members:
v FSNUACPF (FSNFROM)
v FSNUACPT (FSNTO)
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Adjust the JCL statements for FSNFROM and FSNTO, and the utility control
statement; then run the job.

Utility control statement for FSNACPM
The utility control statement specifies which keyboards or code page tables apply
and whether code page table translation applies for tailoring. The statement has
the following format:
FROMKB=(kbid),TOKB=(kbid)

where:
FROMKB
Specifies the keyboard that applies for the input records in the FSNFROM file.
This parameter is optional. If it is omitted, FROMKB=(500) is assumed.
TOKB
Specifies the keyboard that applies for the output records in the FSNTO file.
This parameter is optional. If it is omitted, TOKB=(500) is assumed.
The parameters do not need to start in column 1. The accepted values for kbid are
defined in Table 67 on page 384.
For information on the supported code page values, refer to “Adjusting the code
page table with FSNACPM” on page 384.

Output from FSNACPM
FSNACPM produces output for the following destinations:
v FSNTO is a sequential file or a member in a partitioned data set containing the
translated input records. The utility control statement is not included in the
output file.
v FSNLIST supplies diagnostic and statistical information.

Return codes from FSNACPM
FSNACPM issues a return code with one of the following values:
Value
0
4
8

Meaning
No errors found.
Errors found.
Processing was terminated abnormally because of a severe error.

Unloading and reloading databases with FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL
FSNBRUL as the resource unload utility and FSNBRRL as the resource reload
utility are used to process the vital databases GIL, UPL, SLL, and CLL, and for the
Document Writing Feature, the text cabinet, and the document cabinet. In detail
the utilities are used for the following functions:
v Copying selected records from one vital database to another in the following
situations:
– Moving GIL (UPL) records from test to production, especially in a
release-controlled system
– Moving GIL records from an administration system using DB2 to a
production system using VSAM or DL/I
– Changing the database system from VSAM or DL/I to DB2
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– Installing a DB2-based ASF environment in parallel to an environment using
VSAM or DL/I
– Moving records from an SLL where documents have been collected to a CLL
for subsequent collect printing
– Moving records from a document cabinet to a text cabinet and vice versa
v Deleting selected records:
– Deleting outdated records, especially when using the versioning concept for
the GIL
These resources can also be started online. For information, refer to “Requesting
resource copy online” on page 371.
Note: If you are working with multiple databases of the same type and have
defined multiple environments in the environment tailoring FSNT100, read
the information on the ENV utility control keyword in “Environment
concept for batch utilities” on page 387.

Copying selected records from one vital database to another
To copy records from one database to another, perform the following steps:
1. Unload records from the source database into a sequential file (FSNSAVE)
using utility FSNBRUL.
2. Reload records from a sequential file (FSNSINP) into the target database.
Note: The sequential file created during copying can be used as backup of your
resources.

Test systems and production systems
It is recommended to separate test systems from production systems by defining
separate environments in the environment tailoring. Maintain existing items or
define new items in the test system not to affect the production. Depending on a
user’s task, the user ID can be assigned to either the test system or the production
system.
The transfer of items from test into production is one example where the copying
of records from one vital database to another is necessary.

Deleting selected records from vital databases
Use utility FSNBRUL to identify and to delete obsolete items in your vital
databases. It is recommended to first identify the items to be deleted by running
FSNBRUL with the SCAN option. After verifying the scope of the intended
deletion, rerun FSNBRUL with the EXECUTE option.

Running FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL
FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL run as batch programs. The default program names for
unloading (or reloading) items depends on the installation parameter TRANSMGR:
FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL run as batch programs. The default program names for
unloading items depends on the installation parameter TRANSMGR.
v FSNBRULC (FSNBRRLC) for TRANSMGR=CICS
v FSNBRULI (FSNBRRLI) for TRANSMGR=IMS
v FSNBRULN (FSNBRRLN) for TRANSMGR=DB2
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Control the requested program functions specifying mode control statements and
request control statements on SYSIN. These statements must have the format of
punched cards. Therefore, only columns 1 to 72 are recognized.
Running FSNBRUL, mode control statements and request control statements may
be grouped without any restriction. However, the maximum number of request
control statements is 32767.
Running FSNBRRL, you can specify one of the mode control statement REPL,
NOREPL, or RELEASE. NOREPL is the default. There are no request control
statements for FSNBRRL.
In the installation library JCLLIB, sample jobs that run the respective utilities are
provided in the following members:
Table 68. Sample jobs for processing batch utilities
Function

Job name

Unload items from GIL or UPL

FSNURUL

Reload items into GIL or UPL

FSNURRL

Unload items from SLL or CLL

FSNURUS

Reload items into SLL

FSNURRS

Adjust the job statements to your environment.
Note: Before you run FSNBRUL or FSNBRRL on ASF databases that are not
defined in DB2, close the corresponding GIL, UPL, SLL, or CLL to prevent
other users from accessing them while you run the utilities.

Mode control statements for FSNBRUL
Mode control statements are single statements, that is, no other statement or
keyword must be specified in the same input line.
CHKAFT(n)
Applies if DB2 is used for the ASF databases. It determines the n number
of processed database items after which a DB2 COMMIT is performed. The
maximum value for n is 9999, the default value is 100. The value 0
indicates that no COMMIT is performed at all. In an IMS environment
with DL/I databases, symbolic checkpoints are written according to the
setting of CHKAFT.
Note: The DB2 COMMIT rate set by CHKAFT(n) affects the performance
of the subject utility.
DB2PLAN
DB2 plan to be used. You can use DB2PLAN with any of the other
statements. For information on DB2PLAN, refer to “General control
statements for all utilities” on page 387.
DB2SSNM
DB2 subsystem name. You can use DB2SSNM with any of the other
statements. For information on DB2SSNM, refer to “General control
statements for all utilities” on page 387.
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ENV

ASF environment to be used. You can use ENV with any of the other
statements. For information on ENV, refer to “General control statements
for all utilities” on page 387.

EXECUTE
Performs the activities specified in the request control statements, that is,
unloads or deletes items from the resource.
You can perform unloading and deleting in the same job step. However,
you cannot process items of different resources (GIL, UPL, SLL, CLL) in
the same job step. You must include either EXECUTE or SCAN.
SCAN Scans the input resource to check whether the items specified in the
request control statements are available. However, no item is processed.
SCAN is the default. You must include either SCAN or EXECUTE.
TRACE(2)
When this keyword is the first statement of your job, a session debug trace
is performed and the trace data is stored in data set FSNXTRA. You can
use TRACE with any of the other statements. For information on TRACE,
refer to “General control statements for all utilities” on page 387.

Mode control statements for FSNBRRL
Mode control statements are single statements, that is, no other statement or
keyword must be specified in the same input line. FSNBRRL loads items from the
sequential file created by FSNBRUL into the target resource.
CHKAFT(n)
Applies if DB2 is used for the ASF databases. It determines the n number n
processed database items after which a DB2 COMMIT is performed. The
maximum value for n is 9999, the default value is 100. The value 0
indicates that no COMMIT is performed at all. In an IMS environment
with DL/I databases, symbolic checkpoints are written according to the
setting of CHKAFT.
Note: The DB2 COMMIT rate set by CHKAFT(n) affects the performance
of the subject utility.
DB2PLAN
DB2 plan to be used. You can use DB2PLAN with any of the other
statements. For information on DB2PLAN, refer to “General control
statements for all utilities” on page 387.
DB2SSNM
DB2 subsystem name. You can use DB2SSNM with any of the other
statements. For information on DB2SSNM, refer to “General control
statements for all utilities” on page 387.
ENV

ASF environment to be used. You can use ENV with any of the other
statements. For information on ENV, refer to “General control statements
for all utilities” on page 387.

NOREPL
Items already existing in the target resource are not replaced, and a
warning message is supplied. No other control statement is allowed.
NOREPL is the default. You must include either NOREPL, RELEASE, or
REPL.
RELEASE
Move previously unloaded items from the test GIL to the production GIL.
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Items already existing in the production GIL are replaced. Items in the test
GIL with the same names as the new items are deleted. You must include
either NOREPL, RELEASE, or REPL.
Notes:
1. This statement is applicable only for the GIL and in release-controlled
environments.
2. Using RELEASE is the only means of adding or modifying production
items in a release-controlled environment.
3. This statement can be used only if the sequential data set containing
the new items has been created with the request control statement
RLSGIL when running utility FSNBRUL.
KEEPPROD
Move previously unloaded items from the production GIL back into the
production GIL. If you do not specify KEEPPROD, then items that were
unloaded from the production GIL are loaded back into the test GIL with
test level 1.
KEEPPROD may be specified in a release-controlled environment and can
be specified together with REPL or NOREPL, but not with RELEASE.
REPL

Items already existing in the target resource are replaced with the new
items, and a warning message is supplied. No other control statement is
allowed. You must include either NOREPL, RELEASE, or REPL.

TRACE(2)
When this keyword is the first statement of your job, a session debug trace
is performed and the trace data is stored in data set FSNXTRA. You can
use TRACE with any of the other statements. For information on TRACE,
refer to “General control statements for all utilities” on page 387.

Request control statements for FSNBRUL
With a request control statement, you can specify a function of a request. Each
request control statement consists of a command that is followed by at least one
keyword. Request control statements must have the format of punched cards.
Therefore, only columns 1 to 72 are recognized. Continuation of a request control
statement is not allowed. The program supplies a list of the control input you
submitted.
If a request control statement is found in error, an error message is printed. If there
are other requests to be performed, processing continues with the next request
control statement. All request control statements must be placed after the general
and mode control statements in the input data stream. General and mode control
statements placed after the first request control statement will be ignored.
The control statement format is as follows:
command

keyword1(value),[keyword2(value),...]

where:
command
Defines the function to be performed. The following commands are
accepted:
COPYDOC
To unload items from the text cabinet or document cabinet into the
sequential data set.
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COPYGIL
To unload items from the GIL into the sequential data set. The
keyword TYPE is required to process items of type 7 and 8.
COPYSLL
To unload items from the SLL.
COPYCLL
To unload items from the CLL.
COPYUPL
To unload items from the UPL into the sequential data set.
DELDOC
To delete items from the text cabinet or document cabinet.
DELGIL
To delete items from the GIL. The keyword TYPE is required to
process items of type 7 and 8.
DELCLL
To delete items from the CLL.
DELSLL
To delete items from the SLL.
DELUPL
To delete items from the UPL.
RLSGIL
To unload items in integrated packages for subsequent transfer to
the target system. A package is considered as being integrated if all
its items have a release status of 9. RLSGIL must be specified with
the keyword RELNAME(package name) that identifies the
packages to be processed.
For package name in RLSGIL RELNAME(package name) you can
specify:
v A single package name: RELNAME(a)
v A list of package names: RELNAME(a, b, c, d)
v All package names: RELNAME(*)
v Generic package names: RELNAME(a*)
Note:
v No further keyword other than RELNAME is allowed.
v RLSGIL is only applicable in release-controlled
environments indicated by the environment tailoring
parameter MAINTACT set to 1.
If the ASF databases SLL and CLL are defined in DB2, the following
commands can be used to transfer selected items from the SLL to the CLL
and vice versa in one step:
COPYS2C
To copy an SLL item to the CLL.
MOVES2C
To move an SLL item to the CLL.
COPYC2S
To copy a CLL item to the SLL.
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MOVEC2S
To move a CLL item to the SLL.
The only keyword supported in the direct copy and move control
statements is ITNAM(item name). Generic values for item name are not
allowed. The specified item is retrieved from the source database and
written directly to the target database.
When using the move functions, the item will be deleted from the source
database afterwards. Compared to the two-step process of unloading and
reloading using the sequential FSNSAVE file, the direct transfer of items
from the SLL to the CLL is much faster.
keyword
Defines selection criteria. Depending on the kind of resource (GIL, UPL,
SLL, or CLL) you want to be processed, you can use all or some of the
keywords listed in the following table:
Table 69. Keywords applicable for the different databases
Keyword

Database
GIL

UPL

SLL/CLL

DATE

v

—

v

ITNAM

v

v

v

LTDNAM

—

—

v

MODBEG

v

v

v

MODEND

v

v

v

OWNER

v

v

v

REFBEG

v

—

—

REFEND

v

—

—

RELNAME

v

—

—

RELSTAT

v

—

—

RELVERS

v

—

—

SEARCH

v

—

—

TREE

v

—

—

TYPE

v

—

—

USER

v

—

—

DATE
Specifies a date or a list of dates. The date values must be specified in
the format YYYYMMDD.
If you specify the keyword DATE, the copy function or the delete
function is restricted to database items with modification dates equal to
or later than the specified dates.
ITNAM
Specifies an item name, a list of item names, or a generic item name.
The length of GIL item names must not exceed 16 characters.
Exceptions are PDR records, where the item name length must not
exceed 10 characters. The length of user IDs must not exceed 8
characters.
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LTDNAM
Specifies an LTD name or a generic LTD name. All items that have
been created using the specified LTD are selected.
MODBEG
Specifies a modification date in the format YYYYMMDD.
If you specify the keyword MODBEG, the copy function or the delete
function is restricted to database items with modification dates equal to
or later than the specified dates.
MODEND
Specifies a modification date in the format YYYYMMDD.
If you specify the keyword MODEND, the copy function or the delete
function is restricted to database items with modification dates equal to
or less than the specified dates.
OWNER
Specifies an owner name, a list of owner names, or a generic owner
name. The length of the owner name must not exceed 8 characters.
ASF processes all items owned by the specified owner.
If you specify the keyword OWNER in a COPYSLL or in a DELSLL
request, all SLL items are selected that have been saved by the
specified owner.
Note: If you specify the keyword OWNER, you must not specify the
keyword USER (and the other way round), because private
items of a specific user cannot be owned by other owners.
REFBEG
Specifies a reference date in the format YYYYMMDD.
If you specify the keyword REFBEG, the copy function or the delete
function is restricted to database items with modification dates equal to
or later than the specified dates. REFBEG is valid only if the REFDATE
parameter in base tailoring is set to 1.
REFEND
Specifies a reference date in the format YYYYMMDD.
If you specify the keyword REFEND, the copy function or the delete
function is restricted to database items with modification dates equal to
or less than the specified dates. REFEND is valid only if the REFDATE
parameter in base tailoring is set to 1.
RELNAME
Specifies the package names of the items.
RELNAME is accepted with the commands COPYGIL, DELGIL, or
RLSGIL in release controlled environments.
RELSTAT
RELSTAT is accepted only with the commands COPYGIL and DELGIL
in release-controlled environments indicated by environment tailoring
parameter MAINTACT being set to 1.
It specifies which release status the items must have. You can specify
one of the following values:
Value Item type
0
Production
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1
2
8
9

Maintenance
Test
System test
Integration test

If RELSTAT is omitted, the default operand is ’0’.
If RELSTAT is omitted, a maintenance copy of an item is unloaded. If
none exists, the production copy of the item is unloaded.
RELVERS(date)
Specifies a date that identifies the versions of GIL items (that qualify
for other search criteria) that are no longer current at that point of
time. The value date can be a real date using the format YYYYMMDD
or the symbolic string 00000000. When this string is used, all versions
of a GIL item that qualify are processed. It is recommended to use
other qualifying keywords such as ITNAM to obtain a defined scope of
GIL items that are processed. Consider using the mode control
statement SCAN before performing a database update. RELVERS is
only applicable for a GIL defined as a DB2 database for which
versioning control has been activated using the environment tailoring
parameters DB2OPR=1 and GILVERS=1).
SEARCH
Specifies a string in apostrophes and brackets for performing a
contextual search in paragraphs or in the subject text of items. If a
blank is included in the search string, the whole search string has to be
included in single quotation marks.
TREE
TREE is accepted only with the commands COPYGIL and DELGIL.
It specifies that items are copied or deleted including all items
contained in them. For example, if you copy a menu item, all entries
contained in that menu item are copied as well. If one of the copied
entries of this menu is a menu, an LTD, or an SPG, its entries are also
copied.
Specify the keyword TREE within a request control statement, for
example:
COPYGIL ITNAM(*) TYPE(1) TREE(NO)

To find out which items can be processed with the keyword TREE
(with certain parameters specified), refer to the following table:
Table 70. Parameters for the keyword TREE
Item
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Option parameters for keyword TREE
NO

HELP

PDR

HP

Imbeds

Information
item

—

v

—

v

—

Menu item

v

v

v

v

—

LTDs

v

v

v

v

—

SPGs

v

v

v

v

—

SPs

v

v

v

v

v

ATDs

—

v

v

v

PDRs

—

—

—

—

—

DCF profile

—

—

—

—

—
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Specify one of the following option parameters with the keyword
TREE:
Keyword
Meaning
NO

You specify TREE with no additional option. You copy or
delete the specified item and all items that are contained in it.

HELP You copy or delete the specified item, all items contained in it,
and all referenced help records.
PDR

You copy or delete the specified item, all items contained in it,
and all referenced parameter records.

HP

You copy or delete the specified item, all items contained in it,
all referenced help records, and all referenced parameter
records.

TYPE
TYPE is accepted only with the COPYGIL and DELGIL commands.
It specifies an item type in the GIL or a list of item types in the GIL.
You can specify the following values:
Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Item type
Information items
Menu items
Document-type descriptions (LTDs)
Standard-paragraph groups (SPGs)
Standard paragraphs (SPs)
Application-type descriptions (ATDs)
Parameter-descriptions (PDRs)
DCF profile

The type values can be specified as:
v A single type (3)
v A list of types (1, 5, 7, ...)
v All types (*), with the exception of type 7 and 8
If you want to process GIL items of type 7 or 8, use the keyword TYPE
and specify the type explicitly.
USER
Specifies a user ID or a list of user IDs. The length of the user IDs
must not exceed 8 characters. ASF processes all private items owned
by the specified user.
Note: User IDs must not be specified as generic names. If you specify
the keyword USER, you must not specify the keyword OWNER
(and the other way round), because private items of a specific
user cannot be owned by other owners.

Format of keyword values
For the keywords ITNAM, OWNER, USER, and RELNAME, you can specify the
following values:
v A single name (a)
v A list of names (a, b, c, ...)
v All names (*)
v Generic names (a*)
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You specify generic names by using the root of the name followed by an asterisk
(*). For example, the generic name FSN* refers to all items whose names start with
the three characters FSN.
The values for the keywords TYPE, DATE, and TREE can be specified as described
above (see the description of keywords TYPE, DATE, and TREE).

Defaults for keyword values
At least one keyword must be specified. If keywords are omitted, FSNBRUL
assumes the specification of the keywords ITNAM(*) OWNER(*) for all databases
and all requests. For GIL processing, the keyword TYPE(1,2,3,4,5,6) is assumed in
addition.

Data sets required for running FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL
Transferring database items using the utilities FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL is in
general a two-step process. The output of the utility FSNBRUL is a sequential data
set that is reloaded using utility FSNBRRL. This sequential data set has the
following characteristics:
v The DDNAME of the sequential file used by FSNBRUL is FSNSAVE
v The DDNAME of the sequential file used by FSNBRRL is FSNSINP
v A DCB definition. The job in sample member FSNIASAV in the installation
library JCLLIB allocates the FSNSAVE file in the correct size.
DCB=(RECFM=V,DSORG=PS,LRECL=nnnn,BLKSIZE=mmmm) where nnnn must be at least
as large as the value of LRECL specified in member FSNIASAV and mmmm is
equal to LRECL + 4 or a multiple of LRECL + 4.
Both FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL create a sorted output listing that names the
database items that were processed. The internal sorting of the list requires that a
work file is temporarily allocated in the job to run the respective utility JCL. The
work file is tied to the DD names FSNPUN and SORTIN. It is defined by the
following DCB definition: DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnn, where nnnn must be 125 or a
multiple of 125
If you are processing a large number of database items, make sure that you enlarge
the work file FSNPUN accordingly. The databases processed by FSNBRUL and
FSNBRRL are defined in the environment specified by the keyword ENV. For
details on the specification of the data sets see the sample job members listed in
Table 68 on page 392.

Output from FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL
For every single request (if you specified at least one request control statement),
the utilities produce output for the following destinations:
v FSNLIST supplies a list of processing information, which can be either of the
following:
– The items copied to the sequential file FSNSAVE
– The names of the items in the GIL, UPL, SLL, or CLL that have been inserted,
replaced, and deleted in the target libraries.
v FSNMSG supplies the following:
– Control information, that is, the request control statement and any errors in it
– Diagnostic information, that is, lists of all errors found during the
library-processing phase
– A statistical summary for this request
Additionally, after all requests have been processed, a statistical overview is
supplied in FSNMSG.
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v FSNXTRA contains trace information if the keyword TRACE has been specified.

Return codes for FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL
FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL issue a return code with one of the following values:
Value
0
4
8
12

Meaning
No errors found.
No errors found, but something caused a warning message.
Errors found, but processing continues.
Processing was terminated abnormally because of a severe error.

Converting DCF/GML definitions with FSNCDCF
The utility FSNCDCF enables you to convert DCF/GML macros to a format usable
as input for the FSNLOAD utility. Use the batch job FSNULOAD to run utility
FSNLOAD.

Input for FSNCDCF
The input for FSNCDCF is contained in two data sets:
v SYSIN contains the utility control statements.
v FSNIN contains the DCF GML definitions in sequential format. The sequential
file was produced by the DCF utility DSMATIV1.

Running FSNCDCF
FSNCDCF runs as a batch program. The default program name is FSNCDCF
regardless of whether ASF runs under CICS, IMS, or DB2.
Member FSNUCDCF of library JCLLIB contains the sample job input for
processing. If necessary, adjust the DD statement for FSNIN and the utility control
statements; then run the job.

Utility control statements
The utility control statements consist of an FSNLOAD input-format control record
that should contain the REPL option and a skeleton FSNLOAD header input. The
header input must specify PARG for item type and is updated by FSNCDCF to
contain the GML tag name. Both of these control records are described in
“FSNLOAD input” on page 405.

Output from FSNCDCF
FSNCDCF produces output for the following destinations:
v FSNOUT is a sequential file containing the GML definitions with a header input
record that must be used as input to FSNLOAD to load the GML definitions into
the GIL.
v FSNLIST is a list of GML definitions in the output file FSNOUT.
v FSNMSG contains messages and summary statistics.

Return codes from FSNCDCF
FSNCDCF ends with one of the following return codes:
Value
0
4
8

Meaning
No errors found.
Errors found.
Processing was terminated abnormally because of a severe error.
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Registering new users with FSNAUPM
The batch utility program FSNAUPM enables you to maintain a large number of
user profile records in ASF. You can use FSNAUPM to create user profile records
for new users using an existing user profile record as a model and to produce a list
of all existing users.

Input for FSNAUPM
The input consists of one or more sets of statements where each set consists of one
control statement and one or more detailed statements. Each control statement
defines a specific function.
The following statements are supported:
v The MODEL control statement identifies the user profile record to be used when
you register new users in ADD detail statements. The following layout applies:
MODEL

USER=userid
ADD SA=new_userid,REQPWD=passwd

The parameter values are:
userid Specifies the user identifier corresponding to an existing user profile
record.
new_userid
Specifies the user identifier corresponding to a new user profile record.
passwd
Specifies the value to be assigned to the sign-on password in the user
profile record. This field is optional and remains blank if parameter
REQPWD is omitted.
The sign-on password of new users is reset. This means that new users
must specify a password when signing on for the first time.
v The LIST control statement allows you to print a list of all existing user profile
records, that is, of all registered users. The following layout applies:
LIST

You do not need utility control statements for FSNAUPM.

Running FSNAUPM
FSNAUPM runs as a batch program. The default program name ist FSNAUPM.
It is only available for installations where the installation parameter TRANSMGR
has been set to CICS and DBSETUP to DB2NO. In library JCLLIB, sample job input
for processing is provided in the member FSNUAUPM.

Output from FSNAUPM
FSNAUPM produces an output list in the destination FSNLIST. The list records the
processed user profiles and supplies control information and diagnostic messages.
If a LIST control statement was supplied, the output is provided on FSNPUN. This
output has the format of ADD statements. You can use it as input for FSNAUPM
again.

Return codes for FSNAUPM
FSNAUPM issues a return code with one of the following values:
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0

No errors were found.

4

Errors were found.

8

Processing was terminated abnormally because of a severe error.

Printing a cross-reference list of the GIL with FSNLGIL
The batch utility program FSNLGIL produces a cross-reference list of all the items
contained in the GIL and in the UPL connected to the GIL. Figure 74 on page 195
is an example of such a list.
Note: If you are working with multiple GILs defined in several environments in
the environment tailoring FSNT100, read the information on the ENV utility
control keyword in “Environment concept for batch utilities” on page 387.

Running FSNLGIL
FSNLGIL runs as a batch program. The default program name depends on the
installation parameter TRANSMGR.
v FSNLGILC for TRANSMGR=CICS
v FSNLGILI for TRANSMGR=IMS
v FSNLGILN for TRANSMGR=DB2
In library JCLLIB, sample job input for processing is provided in the member
FSNULGIL. Adjust the job statements to your environment.

Utility control statement for FSNLGIL
Using a utility control statement lets you print the names of items that are not
referred to, or the names of items that are referred to, but are not in the GIL or
UPL.
The utility control statement consists of the keyword XREF and the operand
NOREF or NOFND, enclosed in parentheses:
XREF ( NOREF )

or

XREF ( NOFND )

The operands have the following meaning:
NOREF
Indicates that names of GIL or UPL items, to which no GIL item refers, are
listed.
NOFND
Indicates that references to GIL or UPL items not contained in the
corresponding libraries are listed.
Insert the utility control statement after the SYSIN DD statement as in the
following examples:
//SYSIN DD *
XREF ( operand )
/*

If you do not supply a utility control statement, all items are listed.
In addition, the keyword RELSTAT is available for systems that use DB2.
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RELSTAT
RELSTAT is accepted only in release-controlled environments indicated by the
environment tailoring parameter MAINTACT being set to 1. This keyword is
available for systems that use DB2.
It specifies which release status the items must have. You can specify one of
the following values:
Value
0
1
2
8
9

Item type
Production
Maintenance
Test
System test
Integration test

Output from FSNLGIL
FSNLGIL produces output on FSNLIST, which supplies the cross-reference
information, that is, the list of processed items and diagnostic messages.
ASF distinguishes between lowercase and uppercase characters for PDR record
names. Therefore, it is recommended that you print the output on a printer that
prints both lowercase and uppercase characters.

Return codes for FSNLGIL
FSNLGIL issues a return code with one of the following values:
Value
0
4
8

Meaning
No errors found.
Errors found.
Processing was terminated abnormally because of a severe error or an error
in the utility control statement.

Loading selected records into the GIL with FSNLOAD
Using the FSNLOAD program, you can insert menu and information items, LTDs,
SPs, and a DCF profile (FSN-PROF) into the GIL.
Note the following:
v FSNLOAD does not replace an item with the same name unless you have
explicitly specified the parameter REPL in the input-format control record.
v Records are inserted only when the:
– Author ID (position 40-47 in the header record layout) matches the user ID of
an existing UPR.
– UPR for the author (position 40-47 in the header record layout) contains the
appropriate GIL item maintenance authorization.
v In a VSAM or DL/I environment, it is recommended to load items in the
FSNGIL database only if the online system is not active.
Note: If you are working with multiple GILs defined in several environments in
the environment tailoring FSNT100, read the information on the ENV utility
control keyword in “Environment concept for batch utilities” on page 387.
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FSNLOAD input
Supply the input to this utility program in record format. The first input is the
optional input-format control record. This record is used to specify the replace
option, that is, your input is intended to replace any existing items with the same
name.
If the input-format control record is not supplied, existing items are not replaced
by the input from FSNLOAD.
Note: Keyword FROMKB specifies the code page in which the input is provided.
Use this keyword to specify your country-specific code page. For
information on other keywords, refer to “General control statements for all
utilities” on page 387.
Each GIL item to be loaded consists of at least two input records:
v The header input, which controls security and access authorization (see “Header
input layout” on page 406).
v The text input, which controls the actual layout of the displayed panel (see “Text
input layout for information items, SPs, and the DCF profile” on page 409).

Input for an information item
For an information item, provide the following:
v The header input.
v An optional T input that supplies a description of the panel contents (see “Title
input layout for information items, menus, LTDs, and SPs” on page 409).
v The text input.

Input for a menu
For a menu item, provide the following:
v The header input.
v An optional T input that supplies the title of the menu.
v One or more sets of R and D input records that define the menu entries
referring to another GIL item, for example, ATD items or lower-level menu
items:
– An R input record supplies the item name referred to by a menu option.
– A D input record supplies the description for the item specified in the
preceding R input statement.
An R input record does not have to be followed by a D input record. In this
case, FSNLOAD attempts to use the title of the GIL item referred to in the
preceding R input record. If it does not find an item in the GIL, or if the item
does not contain a title, the description line for the menu option is left empty.
v C input records that supply any other text within the new menu. They control
the final layout of the menu displayed to the user; for example, through
headings, separator lines, or additional explanations.

Input for an LTD
For an LTD, provide the following:
v The header input.
v The A input that supplies the processing attributes of the LTD (for example, the
PDP name, the permission to use LTDs as entries).
For details on the layout of the attributes input, refer to Figure 107 on page 408.
v An optional T input that supplies the title of the LTD.
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v One or more sets of R and D input records that define the LTD entries referring
to other LTDs, SPGs, and SPs:
– An R input record supplies the item name referred to by an LTD option.
– A D input record supplies the description for the item specified in the
preceding R input statement.
An R input record does not have to be followed by a D input record. In this
case, FSNLOAD attempts to use the title of the GIL item referred to in the
preceding R input record. If it does not find an item in the GIL, or if the item
does not contain a title, the description line for the LTD option is left empty.
v C input records that supply any other text within the new LTD. They control the
final layout of the LTD displayed to the user on the Paragraph Selection panel;
for example, through headings, separator lines, or additional explanations.

Input for an SP
For an SP, provide the following:
v The header input.
v An optional T input that supplies a description of the panel contents (see “Title
input layout for information items, menus, LTDs, and SPs” on page 409).
v The text input.
You can only load the contents of the Standard Paragraph - Text panel. You may
need to complete the loaded item online to include any parameters on the
Standard-Paragraph - Parameters panel.
The authorization for paragraph modification is set to 1. This means that the
inserted SP item is marked Paragraph can be modified.

Input for the DCF profile
For the DCF profile, provide the following:
v The header input.
v The text input.
To supply help, specify the help item name in the header input. This creates help
information in the form of menu items, information items, or ATDs.

Input records for FSNLOAD
The following tables and figures show in detail the layout of the input records for
FSNLOAD. An example input is also provided.

Header input layout
Position

Length

Contents

1 to 2

2

. * (period and asterisk)

3

1

Blank

4 to 10

7

HEADER=

11 to 14

4

You can only load the following types of items:
INFO

For an information item

LTD

For a document-type description item

MENU For a menu item

406

PARG

For an SP item

PROF

For the DCF profile
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Position

Length

Contents

15 to 19

5

Blank

20 to 35

16

The name of the item to be loaded. Ignored if the DCF
profile item is to be loaded; FSN-PROF assumed.

36 to 39

4

Blank

40 to 47

8

The user ID of the item’s author; the user must already be
registered with ASF.

48 to 49

2

Blank

50

1

Status of the item:
Public

C

P
Project
If any other character (including blank) is specified, the
item status is private. Ignored if the DCF profile is to be
loaded; public, owned by a project is assumed.
51

1

Blank

52 to 59

8

The ID of the item owner. For private items, the owner
must be the author as indicated in position 40 to 47. For
public and project items, a project name; the author must
be assigned to the project. Ignored if the DCF profile is to
be loaded.

60

1

Blank

61 to 64

4

Access authorization code. If blank, zero is assumed.

65 to 80

16

The name of the associated help item; optional.

Attributes input layout for LTDs
The following figure and table show in detail the layout of the attributes input for
an LTD.
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Figure 107. Attributes input layout for LTDs
Table 71. Attributes input layout for LTDs
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Position

Length

Contents

1

1

A

2

1

Blank

3

1

Entry selection allowed

4

1

Blank

5

1

Individual text allowed

6

1

Blank

7

1

Immediate print allowed

8

1

Blank

9

1

Document storing is forced

10

1

Blank

11 to 12

2

nn-Copies in batch printing (0-99)

13

1

Blank

14 to 15

2

Printing format
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Table 71. Attributes input layout for LTDs (continued)
Position

Length

Contents

16

1

Blank

17

1

LTDs as entries allowed

18

1

Blank

19

1

Suppress paragraph selection

20

1

Blank

21

1

Remove duplicate parameters

22 to 29

8

Blank

30 to 37

8

PDP

38

1

Blank

39

1

Invocation(0/1)

40

1

Blank

41 to 48

8

PVP

49

1

Blank

50

1

Invocation(0/1)

51

1

Blank

52 to 59

8

Data collection program

60 to 80

21

Not used

Title input layout for information items, menus, LTDs, and SPs
This input is optional.
Position

Length

Contents

1

1

T

2

1

Blank

3 to 77

75

Text of the title line

78 to 80

3

Not used

Text input layout for information items, SPs, and the DCF profile
Position

Length

Contents

1 to 75

75

A line of text

76 to 80

5

Not used

Text input layout for menus and LTDs
Table 72 shows the layout of the R records for menus.
Table 72. Layout of the R record for menus
Position

Length

Contents

1

1

R

2

1

Blank

3 to 18

16

Name of the item that is referred to

19 to 80

62

Not used
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Table 73 shows the layout of the R records for LTDs.
Table 73. Layout of the R record for LTDs
Position

Length

Contents

1

1

R

2

1

Blank

3 to 18

16

Name of the item that is referred to

19

1

Blank

20

1

Preselection
0
LTD entry is not preselected
1
LTD entry is preselected
2
LTD entry is mandatory

21

1

Blank

22

1

Modification option
0
Item cannot be modified
1
Item can be modified
2
Item must be modified

23 to 80

58

Not used

Table 74 shows the layout of the D record for menus and LTDs.
Table 74. Layout of the D record for menus and LTDs
Position

Length

Contents

1

1

D

2

1

Blank

3 to 77

75

Description of the item that is referred to

78 to 80

3

Not used

Table 75 shows the layout of the C record for menus and LTDs.
Table 75. Layout of the C record for menus and LTDs
Position

Length

Contents

1

1

C

2

1

Blank

3 to 77

75

Text to be displayed

78 to 80

3

Not used

Examples of input for FSNLOAD
Insert the keyboard definition, header, and text input as in the following examples:
//SYSIN DD *
T Title of ENUTESTINFO1
This is an information item with public status
- Owner is the project DXBMAIN
- The access code is '1234'
...
/*

The following is an example of input for FSNLOAD:
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Header....Type
Record Name.....
Author.. S Owner... Acc.Help Record Name
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8
T Title of ENUTESTINFO1
This is an information item with public status
- Owner is the project DXBMAIN
- The access code is ’1234’
T Title of ENUTESTINFO2
This is an information item with project status
- Owner is the project DXBMAIN
- Access codes do not apply
T Title of menu ENUTESTMENU1
C This is a menu item with public status
C - Owner is the project DXBMAIN
C - No access code restriction, open for all users
C It allows to reference the two information items:
C
C The heading in the T input record is used.
C Record ENUTEXTINF01 is referred to as help item.
C
R ENUTESTINFO1
D Information item ENUTESTINFO1
C
R FSNTESTINFO2
D Information record ENUTESTINFO2
T Title of ENUTESTPARG1
.if &FSNDEV ne 3270 .pl 66
.ju off;.ll 72
.if &FSNDEV ne 3270 .ll 68
.hs 0;.hm 0;.tm 1;
.fs 0;.fm 0;.bm 0;
.bt ////
.in 0;.co off
.ce on
.sp 2
&ENUPDR001
.br
&ENUPDR002
.br
&ENUPDR003
.ce off
.sk 2
...
T Title of ENUTESTLTD1
A X X X X 01 FF X X X
PDPNAME1 0 PVPNAME1 1 DCPTXCOD
C This is an LTD with public status
C It contains references for two SPs
C Column 20 in the R card contains the value for the preselection
C Column 22 in the R card contains the modification option
C R ENUTESTPARG1
2 0
D Standard paragraph EUTESTPARG1
C
R ENUTESTPARG2
0 1
D Standard paragraph EUTESTPARG2
C

Running FSNLOAD
FSNLOAD runs as a batch program. The default program name depends on the
installation parameter TRANSMGR.
v FSNLOADC for TRANSMGR=CICS
v FSNLOADI for TRANSMGR=IMS
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v FSNLOADN for TRANSMGR=DB2
In library JCLLIB, sample job input for processing is provided in the member
FSNULOAD.
Adjust the job statements to your environment.
Note: FSNLOAD updates the GIL. If the GIL is not a DB2 database, concurrent
access from the online environment and from FSNLOAD could result in a
database corruption. Therefore, close the GIL so that other users cannot
access it while you run FSNLOAD.

Output from FSNLOAD
FSNLOAD produces output for the following destinations:
v FSNLIST supplies a list of the items loaded into the GIL.
v FSNMSG supplies diagnostic messages, including a list of the matching input
statements, and a statistical summary.

Return codes for FSNLOAD
FSNLOAD issues a return code with one of the following values:
Value
0
4
8

Meaning
No errors found.
Errors found.
Processing was terminated abnormally due to a severe error.

Printing the contents of the GIL with FSNPGIL
The batch utility program FSNPGIL lists the contents of records from the GIL.
FSNPGIL enables you to list the contents of records for type G, I, L, M, and P:
Type
G
I
L
M
P

Meaning
Standard-paragraph group
Information item
Document type description
Menu
Standard paragraph

You can specify a single record or a range of records. You can also have the list
sorted.
Note: If you are working with multiple GILs defined in several environments in
the environment tailoring FSNT100, read the information on the ENV utility
control keyword in “Environment concept for batch utilities” on page 387.

Running FSNPGIL
FSNPGIL runs as a batch program. The default program name depends on the
installation parameter TRANSMGR.
v FSNPGILC for TRANSMGR=CICS
v FSNPGILI for TRANSMGR=IMS
v FSNPGILN for TRANSMGR=DB2
In library JCLLIB, ASF provides sample job input for processing in member
FSNUPGIL.
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Utility control statement for FSNPGIL
If you do not supply a utility control statement, all records are listed in the
sequence OWNER, AUTHOR, DATE, and TYPE. Table 76 shows you the
keywords and operands you can specify in the utility control statement.
Table 76. Keywords and operands for the utility control statement of FSNPGIL
Operands

Keywords

List

Range

OWNER

(name1,name2, ...)

AUTHOR

(name1,name2, ...)

(name1:name2)

DATE

(date1,date2, ...)

(date1:date2)

TYPE

(type1,type2, ...)

SEQUENCE

(item1,item2,item3,item4)

Explanation of the keywords and operands:
OWNER
Produces a list that contains only the records created by these users or projects.
If you do not specify this keyword, the default is all.
name1,name2,...
Is either a single owner name or a generic owner name.
AUTHOR
Produces a list that contains only the records created by the specified users. If
you do not specify this keyword, the default is all.
name1,name2,...
Is either a single user ID or a list of user IDs.
name1:name2
Is a range of user IDs. If you specify the range (FSNUSER:FSNZZZ),
the documents saved by authors with a user ID in the range FSNUSER
to FSNZZZ are listed. The user IDs are considered to be generic keys.
This means that the list also includes names beginning with FSNZZZ,
for example, FSNZZZX or FSNZZZ99.
DATE
Produces a list that contains only the records created at these dates. The format
is year-month-day (YYYYMMDD). If you do not specify this keyword, the
default is all.
date1,date2,...
Is either a single date or a list of dates.
date1:date2
Is a range of dates.
TYPE
Produces a list that contains only the records for this type. If you do not
specify this keyword, the default is all. The following types can be specified:
Value
G
I
L
M
P

Meaning
Standard-paragraph group
Information item
Document-type description
Menu
Standard paragraph
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You can either enter a single type or a list of types, for example TYPE(G,L,M).
SEQUENCE
Produces a sorted list of items. If you do not use this keyword, the sequence
OWNER, AUTHOR, DATE, and TYPE is used.
item1,item2,item3,item4
Specifies any of the sequence operands OWNER, AUTHOR, DATE,
TYPE.
Examples of utility control statements:
v Documents saved by the authors FSNUSER and FSNZZZ:
AUTHOR (FSNUSER,FSNZZZ)

v Documents saved by authors with the user IDs FSNUSER to MASTER99:
AUTHOR (FSNUSER:MASTER99)

v Documents saved on August 20, 2002:
DATE (20020820)

Insert the utility control statements after the SYSIN DD statement as in the
following examples:
//SYSIN DD *
AUTHOR (FSNUSER,FSNZZZ)
/*

Output from FSNPGIL
FSNPGIL produces output for the following destinations:
v FSNLIST supplies a list of processed records.
v FSNMSG supplies control information, diagnostic messages, and a statistical
summary.

Return codes for FSNPGIL
FSNPGIL issues a return code with one of the following values:
Value
0
4
8

Meaning
No errors found.
Errors found.
Processing was terminated abnormally because of a severe error or an error
in the utility control statement.

Creating SCRIPT input for the sample letter handbook
The utility FSNTHBX is used to create SCRIPT input from the request records
stored on the DJL after an online request for a sample letter handbook. Refer to
“Creating sample letter handbooks” on page 196 for details on how to request a
sample letter handbook.

Sample jobs for running FSNTHBX
FSNTHBX runs as batch program. The default program name depends on the
installation parameter TRANSMGR.
v FSNTHBXC for TRANSMGR=CICS
v FSNTHBXI for TRANSMGR=IMS
v FSNTHBXN for TRANSMGR=DB2
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Sample job input for processing is provided in following member FSNUTHBX in
the library JCLLIB:
To run the job, adjust the JCL statements for FSNFROM, FSNTO, and the utility
control statement.

SCRIPT input created by FSNTHBX
FSNTHBX processes request records on the DJL database of the environment
specified in the keyword ENV. It creates SCRIPT input by reading the GIL records
referenced in the DJL request records.
The DJL request records are deleted after having been processed.
Note: The DJL database must be closed in the online environment to avoid
concurrent write access from both the batch and the online environment.
The SCRIPT input is stored on one of the following data sets:
v Under CICS:
– FSNHLQ.TEXT (file name FSNTEXT) for the user handbook
– FSNHLQ.ADMX (file name FSNADMXTEXT) for the administrator handbook
v Under IMS:
– FSNHLQ.IMS.TEXT (file name FSNTEXT) for the user handbook
– FSNHLQ.IMS.ADMX (file name FSNADMXTEXT) for the administrator
handbook
Figure 108 shows an example of an LTD structure.

Figure 108. Example of the structure of an LTD

Processing a sample letter handbook request for the LTD FSNSDCLTD002 creates
SCRIPT input as shown in Figure 109 on page 416. The structure of the LTD is
converted into an analogous structure of GML tags:
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* :PARM
* :SEL
* :LTD
* :LTDE
* :SPD
* :ESPD
* :SP
* :ESP
* .
* .
* :LTDE
* .
* .
* :SPGE
* .
* .
* :SPGE
* .
* .
* :SPGE
* .
* .
* :LTDE
* .
* .
* :SPGE
*.
* .
* :SPGE
* :LTDE
* :SPD
* :ESPD
* :SP
* :ESP
* :ELTD
* :ESEL

41 7A 4B 6E 5E 05 XTHBX IMBED DUPLC NOSEP COVER INDEX NOLIST
FSNSDCLTD002
.1/31/94
01 FSNSDCLTD002
3 DXBMAIN 0000 19930304 20991231
FSNSDCSP0010
1 001 .Letterhead, address, sender
02 FSNSDCSP0010
02 FSNSDCSP0010
01 FSNSDCSP0010
01 FSNSDCSP0010
FSNSDCSPG100

0 002 .Actual status of application . .

FSNSDCSP1100

001 .Application received, add docs required

FSNSDCSP1110

002 .We read applicant’s ad, add docs required ...

FSNSDCSP1120

003 .Application by date, add docs required ...

FSNSDCSPG800

0 003 .Our next activities . .

FSNSDCSP8100

001 .Hear from us asap

FSNSDCSP8200
FSNSDCSP0900
02 FSNSDCSP0900
02 FSNSDCSP0900
01 FSNSDCSP0900
01 FSNSDCSP0900
01 FSNSDCLTD002
.

002 .After receipt of documents, we will contact ...
0 004 .Sincerely ... , with attachment

Figure 109. Example of DCF structure

Formatting SCRIPT input
To format the created script input in batch, submit the supplied sample job:
v FSNUTHFC in CICS
v FSNUTHFI in IMS
The job uses the supplied DCF sample profiles
FSNTHB
Sample letter handbook for the user
FSNADM
Sample letter handbook for the administrator
These profiles must be copied into the corresponding DCF MACLIB during
installation. They can be modified when necessary.
The formatted DCF output is stored in the following data sets:
v Under CICS:
– FSNHLQ.TEXT.OUT for the user handbook
– FSNHLQ.ADMX.OUT for the administrator handbook
v Under IMS:
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.
.
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.

– FSNHLQ.IMS.TEXT.OUT for the user handbook
– FSNHLQ.IMS.ADMX.OUT for the administrator handbook
The output is ready for further processing, for example, printing.

Printing DCF output
The supplied jobs FSNUTHFC (CICS) and FSNUTHFI (IMS) do not contain a
jobstep for printing the DCF output.
You can use the IEBGENER job for printing the formatted DCF output.
Figure 110 shows an extract of a DCF profile.
* --------------------------------------------------*
*
*
DCF - Profile for Sample Letter Handbook (Admin)
*
* --------------------------------------------------*
*
Definition of the page layout
* --------------------------------------------------*
*
*.ll 84
*.pl 66
*.hs 0 .fs 0 .rh cancel
*.rf cancel
*.dc cw ;
*.dc gml : : e
*.ms on
*.df HI FONT
Figure 110. Extract of a DCF profile
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Appendix C. Editing text on panels
This appendix tells administrators how to use the ASF internal editor during
maintenance or during document composition on the host.

Rules
The following rules apply to line commands:
v Line commands can be typed in uppercase or lowercase.
v Only one type of command can be processed at a time. You cannot specify
mixed commands. The only exception is the Scroll command (/). It can also be
specified and is carried out when line commands are missing. For example, you
can use it to reposition the text so that you can specify the second part of a cc
command. The Scroll command is ignored, however, when the pending line
commands are carried out.
v Only one line command, or one valid combination of block commands, can be
processed at a time, with the exception of several Delete commands (d; single
line command) that are allowed on one panel, and are processed.
v The Scroll command (/) is effective only for the next dialog step. If several Scroll
commands are specified, only the first one is processed.
v Insert commands (i, ii) specified on the last three lines are not accepted. The last
two lines are always reserved for the display of already existing text.
v Split commands (s, ss) specified on the last two lines are not accepted, for the
same reason as with the Insert command.
v Target indicators cannot be specified within a block of lines.

Using line commands
The following line commands can be used on all of the maintenance panels where
editing is possible:
Delete a and aa
Insert i and ii
Move m and mm
After

a

Before b
The restrictions are:
v Copy (c, cc) cannot be used on Parameter and User Profile panels.
v Split (s, ss) can be used only on Text panels.
v Get (gt) can be used only on Data panels.
v Select (sl) can be used only on Parameter panels.
v The slash (/) cannot be used on User Profile panels.
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Copying or moving a single line
To copy or move a single line, you need to specify the line you want to copy or
move, and where you want to copy or move it to. With the command c (for copy)
or m (for move), you indicate the line; with the command a or b you define the
target. For example, assume you want to copy line 013 and insert it after line 003,
as shown in the following panel:
Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
a03 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
c13
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Enter c (or m) in line 013, and a in line 003.
When you press Enter, you see a panel similar to the following one:
Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004 _
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
005
006
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
007
visited, such as:
008
Junior High School
009
Senior High School
010
College or University
011
Trade or Technical School
012
Business School
013
Other Schools
014
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...

Copying or moving a block of lines
To copy or move a block of lines, you need to specify the first and last line of the
block you want to copy or move, and where you want to copy or move it to. With
the commands cc (for copy) or mm (for move), on the first and last line of the
block, you indicate which lines to copy or move. With the command a or b you
indicate the target.
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For example, assume you want to move the lines 010 to 012 in front of line 009:
Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
b09
College or University
mm0
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
MM2
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Enter mm in the lines 010 and 012, and b in line 009.
You see a panel similar to the following one:
Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009 _
Trade or Technical School
010
Business School
011
Other Schools
012
College or University
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Deleting lines
To delete a single line, you overtype the line number of the line you want to delete
with the command d. For example, assume you want to delete line 012:
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Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
d12
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Enter d in line 012.
You see a panel similar to the following one:
Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012 _
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Deleting a block of lines
To delete a block of lines, you need to specify the first and last line you want to
delete. You overtype the number of the first and last line with the command dd, or
enter the single line command d in every line of the block you want to delete.

Inserting a single blank line
To insert a single blank line, you overtype the number of the line after which you
want a blank line with the command i. This command can be specified on all but
the last three lines of the line command area. For example, assume you want to
insert a blank line after line 006:
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Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
i06
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
O08
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

1. Enter i in line 006 and press Enter.
2. A panel similar to the following one is displayed. The dots in the line
command area indicate that the blank line has not yet been inserted:
Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
... _
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

3. Press Enter. The blank line is inserted, indicated by the dots being replaced by
a line number. You see a panel similar to the following one:
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Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007 _
008
Junior High School
009
Senior High School
010
College or University
011
Trade or Technical School
012
Business School
013
Other Schools
014
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Note: If you move the cursor to another line before you have pressed Enter a
second time, the Insert command is ignored the next time you press Enter.
In this case, the blank line is deleted again.
Now enter the text you want. If you only wanted to get a blank line, just press
Enter.
You can also insert a blank line in front of line 007 by using the target indicator b.
Specify it on the same line as the insert command, resulting in the command ib.
Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
ib7
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

1. Enter ib in line 007.
2. Press Enter twice.
Your panel then looks like the following one:
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Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007 _
008
Junior High School
009
Senior High School
010
College or University
011
Trade or Technical School
012
Business School
013
Other Schools
014
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

Inserting a block of blank lines
To insert a block of blank lines, you overtype the number of the line after which
you want a block of blank lines with the command ii. Only one ii command can
be used at a time, and it can be entered on all but the last three lines of the line
command area. When you specify this command, up to 16 lines are inserted,
depending on the space left on the panel after the line in which you entered the
command. All lines except the inserted lines are protected. After you have typed
your text, press Enter. All remaining blank lines are removed.
For example, assume you want to insert a block of blank lines after line 008.
Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
ii8
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...
...
...

Enter ii in line 008.
You see a panel similar to the following one:
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Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
... _
...
...
...
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...

You can now type text on the blank lines. All lines outside the block are protected.
When you have inserted the text, press Enter. Any remaining blank lines are
removed.
You can also insert a block of lines in front of line 008 by using the target indicator
b. It must be specified on the same line as the insert command, resulting in the
command iib.

Splitting a line
When a block of text you want to copy, move, or delete, begins or ends in the
middle of a line, you can use the command s to split the line. You can then
reposition the block of text. For example, assume you want to split line 003.
Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
s03 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

1. Enter s in line 003.
2. Position the cursor where the line is to be split.
3. Press Enter.
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You see a panel similar to the following one:
Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. _
004 Schools visited
005
006
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
007
visited, such as:
008
Junior High School
009
Senior High School
010
College or University
011
Trade or Technical School
012
Business School
013
Other Schools
014
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

You can also split the line and, at the same time, insert a block of blank lines.
Overtype the number of the line you want to split with the command ss, and
position the cursor where you want to split the line. Only one command ss can be
used at a time.
For example, assume you want to split line 003 and insert a block of blank lines.
Define Information - Text

Line 1 of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
ss3 1. Schools visited
004
005
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
006
visited, such as:
007
Junior High School
008
Senior High School
009
College or University
010
Trade or Technical School
011
Business School
012
Other Schools
013
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...
...

1. Enter ss in line 003.
2. Position the cursor where you want the line to be split.
3. Press Enter.
A panel similar to the following one is displayed:
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Define Information - Text

Line 1
of 14
More:
+

ID: INFOTEXT
Sample Information Text
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
001 The following information is requested from all applicants.
002
003 1. _
...
...
...
004 Schools visited
005
006
The application should include information on the schools the applicant
007
visited, such as:
008
Junior High School
009
Senior High School
010
College or University
011
Trade or Technical School
012
Business School
013
Other Schools
014
Include the name of the school, the location, and degree obtained.
...

Line 003 is split at the cursor position and a block of blank lines inserted. You can
now type your text. You can also overtype the lines outside the block of blank
lines. When you have finished your text input, press Enter. Any remaining blank
lines are removed.

Getting the original description line for an entry on a Menu Data panel
Use the Get command (gt) to get the description that is contained in the header of
a record, and to replace the description in the current record.
Suppose an ATD record contains a line of text in the Title field, for example,
Document Composition.
Define Application - Header Data Part 1
ID: GETSAMPLE
Document Composition
Status . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 1. Private
2. Project
3. Public
Owner

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . DXBMAIN

Access code (public items)
Valid from . .
Valid until .
Package name .
Help info item

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. . . 0
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

User ID (Status 1)
Project name (Status 2 or 3)
0 - 2048

02/14/2002
12/31/2099
_______________
_______________

Suppose also that when a menu record refers to this ATD, the descriptive text is
changed to uppercase characters.
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Define Menu - Entries
ID: MENUSAMPL
Sample Menu
Entry ID
001
002 ENUSMUSR
003
004
gt5 XYZATDDOC
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014

Line 1 of 10
More: + >
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5---XYZ MAIN MENU
1
Main Menu for User

2

DOCUMENT COMPOSITION

.
.
.

To change the text to lowercase again on the Define Menu - Entries panel, enter gt
in line 005.
The description is then taken from the ATD and corrected on the Define Menu Entries panel. You see a panel similar to the following one:
Define Menu - Entries
ID: MENUSAMPL
Sample Menu
Entry ID
001
002 ENUSMUSR
003
004
005 XYZATDDOC
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015

Line 1 of 10
More: + >
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5---XYZ MAIN MENU
1
Main Menu for User

2

Document Composition

.
.
.

Selecting a parameter whose attributes are to be displayed
To display the attributes of a particular parameter use the Select command (sl) on
the Define Application - Parameters panel. You can select only one parameter at a
time.
Assume you see a panel similar to the following one:
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Define Application - Parameters
ID: GETSAMPLE
Document Composition
Parameter
sl1
002
003
004
.
.
.

DXBZREQT
DXBZFORM
DXBZDATA
DXBZHEADL

+

Prompt Text Line 1
1
1
1
1

Prompt Text Line 2

Request ID
/
Format Name
/
Data Name
/
Length of Heading /

Prompt Text Line 3
/
/
/
/

To display the attributes of parameter DXBZREQT enter sl in line 001.
The Define Application - Parameter Attributes panel is displayed.
Define Application - Parameter Attributes
Parm 1 of 12

Parameter ID . . : DXBZREQT
Parameter class : 1 (=Application)
Data Format . . : 1 (=Free)
Length . . : 1-60 characters (minimum - maximum)

Prompt text . . . Sample Menu
Default value . .
Input field is . . _ 0=Unprotected
3=Protected

1=Unprotected + dark
2=Conditionally prot.
4=No prompting for value

Value is required _
Value is . . . . . 1 1=Passed to PDP

2=Returned from PDP

F1=Help

F8=Next Parm

F3=Exit

F7=Prev Parm

You can then change the displayed attributes.
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F11=Renew

F12=Cancel

Appendix D. AFP font mappings
The AFP Viewer must map AFP fonts in a document to fonts that can be displayed
on a client workstation. For the viewer to map AFP fonts to the best matching
outline fonts, the viewer needs to know certain characteristics about the fonts that
were used to create the document. Mapping AFP fonts to outline fonts is done
using the font definition files installed as part of the viewer. These files are loaded
into the FONT directory that was specified when the viewer is installed. You can
customize these files.
The included font definition files map the IBM Core Interchange (Latin only),
compatibility, coordinated, Sonoran, and Data1 fonts for you. If your document
uses an AFP font whose family (familyname) is not installed on your workstation,
you can use the ALIAS.FNT file (one of the font definition files installed with the
viewer) to substitute that font family with a different one.
The ALIAS.FNT file remaps several of the AFP fonts to IBM Core Interchange
fonts. If you have any outline fonts installed on your workstation, you may want
to remove or comment out the font familyname substitutions in the ALIAS.FNT
file. If you are using TrueType fonts, you must use the ALIAS.FNT file to map the
font name.
The IBM Core Interchange fonts are in Type 1 outline format. These fonts are
delivered in three type families: Times New Roman, Helvetica, and Courier. Each
type family is provided in the following character set groups:
v Latin: The Latin group is available in 4 type faces:
– Roman medium
– Roman bold
– Italic medium
– Italic bold
v Symbols: The Symbols group is available in 2 type faces:
– Roman medium
– Roman bold
Because the IBM Core Interchange fonts are also available for IBM Print Services
Facility (PSF) on other platforms, they help standardize fonts across applications
and installations. If you created your documents and did not modified the IBM
fonts, you will not need to remap fonts to use the viewer.

When must you update definition files
If you are using fonts that are not known to the viewer, or you modified the
included AFP fonts or created your own AFP fonts (for example, for the PSF/2
type transformer), you must define these font changes in font definition files if you
want your documents that use these fonts to be displayed correctly in the viewer.
The following files must be modified:
v If you added a new font or renamed an existing one, you must define this coded
font in the Coded Font file (ICODED.FNT or CODED.FNT).
v If you added a new code page, you must define it in the Code Page Definition
file (CPDEF.FNT).
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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v If you added a new character set, you must define it in the Character Set
Definition file (CSDEF.FNT).
v If you added a new code page, or modified an existing code page by changing
characters, you must create a new Code Page Map file (cp_id.CP).
If you only modified an existing IBM font component, for example, you only
deleted code points in the IBM code page, the font files supplied with the viewer
can still be used.

Viewer files supplied for mapping fonts
The following types of files for font support are installed by default in the
following subdirectories under the directory in which the AFP Viewer was
installed:
Table 77. Viewer Files and Directories
File

File name

Sub directory

Description

Coded font files

ICODED.FNT,
CODED.FNT1

\FONT

Specifies which AFP
code page and AFP
font character set
make up the coded
font.

Character set
definition file

CSDEF.FNT

\FONT

Defines AFP
character set
attributes, such as
point size. It also
maps the font
character set to its
font global identifier.

Code page definition
file

CPDEF.FNT

\FONT

Maps each AFP code
page to a Windows
character set and
indicates which Code
Page Map file for the
Viewer to use.

Code page map file

cpgid.CP

\FONT\MAPS

Defines character
identifier mappings.
It matches the IBM
code page character
identifiers and their
hexadecimal code
points with a
corresponding
character identifier
and ASCII code point
representing a
Windows ANSI or
SYMBOL character
set.

Alias File

ALIAS.FNT

\FONT

Maps AFP font type
families to Type 1 or
TrueType outline font
family names.

Note:
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v CODED.FNT is an optional file. A sample can be found in the SAMPLES
subdirectory of the FONT subdirectory. The CODED.FNT file is meant to
contain coded fonts you have created.
v The Windows term “character set” is roughly equivalent to the AFP term
“code page.”

Steps for mapping your fonts to the viewer
To map fonts to the viewer:
1. Gather the information needed to define the fonts in the font definition files.
2. Make backup copies of any of the following font definition files that you plan
to modify:
v CSDEF.FNT
v CPDEF.FNT
v ICODED.FNT
v ALIAS.FNT
Note: Backup copies of these files should be made so that you have an
unmodified copy in case something happens to your modified copy that
makes it inoperable.
3. Install any other outline fonts you are planning to use with the viewer.
4. If you have created or modified a code page, adapt or build the code page map
file as follows:
v Determine which Windows character set (ANSI or SYMBOL) is a suitable
match for the AFP code page.
v Substitute any non matching characters in the code page map file or
ALIAS.FNT file if necessary. (See “Code page map files” on page 438 and
“Code page map files” on page 438 for information about code page map
files.)
v Edit the CPDEF.FNT file and add your code page name, code page identifier,
and the best matching Windows character set name for the fonts you are
using.
Note: If you are specifying the SYMBOL Windows character set, the font
familyname used with the code page must be a symbol font.
5. If you have created a new character set, edit the CSDEF.FNT file and add your
character set name in the [CHARSET] section. Specify the correct attributes for
your font in the CSDEF.FNT file. Add the appropriate information in the
[FGID] section of the file if you are naming a new font global identifier.
6. If you have created a coded font, create or edit the CODED.FNT file and add
your coded font.

Syntax rules for the viewer font definition files
Syntax rules for the viewer font definition files are as follows:
v A semicolon (;) in the first column of any of these files will cause the line to be
treated as a comment statement and ignored.
v Section headers within files are enclosed in brackets [ ] and must not be
removed or changed.
v All values are case insensitive.
v If a parameter value is invalid and a default value exists, it will be substituted.
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v All parameters are positional.
v Blanks are allowed between parameter values.

Coded font file
The IBM Coded Font file (ICODED.FNT) maps AFP coded fonts to their AFP
character sets and AFP code pages. Two Coded Font files can be used with the
Viewer:
ICODED.FNT
This file contains definitions for approximately 2500 IBM-supplied coded
fonts.
CODED.FNT
You can create this optional file to define a list of any coded fonts you
have created. If you create a CODED.FNT file, you must place it in the
FONT subdirectory. A sample of this file can be found in the SAMPLES
subdirectory of the FONT directory.
If a CODED.FNT file exists in the FONT subdirectory, it is searched first for the
coded fonts used in an AFP file. If the coded font name is not found in
CODED.FNT or if CODED.FNT does not exist, only the Viewer-supplied
ICODED.FNT file will be searched.
Here is an example of the partial contents of a CODED.FNT file:
X?A155N2
X?AE10 =
X?GT10 =
X?ST15 =
X?A0770C
X?A0770I
X0T0550C

= C?A155N1, T1DCDCFS
C?S0AE10, T1S0AE10
C?D0GT10, T1D0BASE
C?D0ST15, T1D0BASE
= C?A07700, T1DCDCFS
= C?A07700, T1GI0361
= C0T05500, T1DCDCFS

Coded font file rules
The coded font file rules include:
v A question mark (?) can be used as the wildcard character only for the second
character in the coded font name and the character set name. This allows all the
character rotations of the coded fonts to be handled with one entry for
searching.
Note: A sequential search is performed for the coded font, and the first match is
used (including the wildcard character).
v After the coded font name, the character set name must be listed first, followed
by the code page name.
v The character set and code page must be separated by a comma.

Character set definition file
The character set definition file specifies the character set attributes and font global
identifier of the font. It is split into 2 sections, one for character sets [CHARSET]
and one for font global identifiers [FGID].
This is an example of the character set [CHARSET] section in the character set
definition file (CSDEF.FNT):
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[CHARSET]
;charset = fgid, height, width, strikeover, underline
C?H200A0=2304,110,73,0,0
C?H200D0=2304,140,93,0,0
C?N200B0=2308,120,80,0,0
C?4200B0=416,120,144,0,0
C?D0GT15=230,80,96,0,0
C?A155A0=33207,110,73,0,0
C?A175A0=33227,110,73,0,0
C?T055D0=4407,140,93,0,0
C?T17500=4555,100,67,0,0
C?T17560=4555,60,40,0,0
DEFAULT =2308,80,0

The first section identified by the section header [CHARSET] lists each AFP font
character set and its corresponding attributes:
v Font global identifier (fgid)
v
v
v
v

Font height
Font width
Strikeover
Underline

Table 78. Character Set Definition File Attribute Values for [CHARSET]
Attribute

Possible values

Shipped default

Description

Fgid

IBM-defined FGID or 2308
your own defined
FGID within this
range: 3840 to 4095
or 65260 to 65534

A unique value that
identifies the type
family, typeface, and
sometimes the point
size of the character
set.

Height

1 to 990

80

The vertical size of
the character set
(minimal
baseline-to-baseline
value) expressed in
tenths of a point. For
example, a 9-point
font would have a
height of 90.

Width

0 to 99 (currently
ignored)

0

The average
horizontal size of the
characters in 1440th
of an inch. Currently,
0 is always used
because Windows
determines an
appropriate font
width based on the
font height.

Strikeover

1 (means yes), 0
(means no)

0

A font whose
characters all have a
line, parallel to the
character baseline,
placed over the
middle of the
character.
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Table 78. Character Set Definition File Attribute Values for [CHARSET] (continued)
Attribute

Possible values

Shipped default

Description

Underline

1 (means yes), 0
(means no)

0

A font whose
characters all have a
line, parallel to the
character baseline,
placed under the
character.

The second section, identified by the section header [FGID], lists each font global
identifier and its corresponding attributes:
v Font type families
v Style
v Weight
v Italic
This is an example of the font global identifier [FGID] section in the character set
definition file (CSDEF.FNT):
[FGID]
;fgid = familyname, style, weight, italic
230=Gothic,MODERN,MED,0
416=Courier,MODERN,MED,0
2304=Helvetica,SWISS,MED,0
2308=TimesNewRoman,ROMAN,MED,0
4407=SonoranSerif,ROMAN,MED,0
4555=SonoranSerif,ROMAN,BOLD,1
33207=SonoranSansSerif,SWISS,MED,1
33227=SonoranSansSerif,SWISS,BOLD,1
Table 79. Character Set Definition File Attribute Values for [FGID]
Attribute

Description

Possible values

Shipped default

Familyname

An outline font name Any Adobe Type 1
or an AFP type
font name or AFP
family name.
type family name

TimesNewRoman

Style

The same as a
SWISS, ROMAN,
Windows “family.” It SCRIPT, MODERN,
is approximately
DISPLAY
equivalent to type
family plus typeface
style in AFP fonts.

ROMAN

Weight

The degree of
boldness of a
typeface caused by
different thickness of
the strokes that form
a graphic character.

LIGHT, MED, BOLD

MED

Italic

A font whose
characters slant to
the right.

1 (means yes), 0
(means no)

0

Note:
v “Familyname” is the same as “type family” in AFP fonts and “typeface
name” in Windows.
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v “Style” is the same as Windows “family” and is roughly equivalent to
“typeface style” and “type family” in AFP fonts.
v SWISS is a proportionally spaced font, without serifs.
v ROMAN is a proportionally spaced font, with serifs.
v SCRIPT is a fixed-pitch font designed to look like handwriting.
v MODERN is a fixed-pitch font, with or without serifs.
v DISPLAY is a decorative font.

Character set definition file rules
The character set definition file rules include:
v Parameters must be separated by a comma. Refer to Table 78 on page 435 and
Table 79 on page 436 for the possible values, and shipped default values for each
parameter.
v In the [CHARSET] section of the file, only fgid and height (point size) are
required.
v In the [FGID] section of the file, only the type familyname and style are
required.
v A question mark (?) can be used as the wildcard character only for the second
character in the character set name. This allows all the character rotations of the
coded fonts to be handled with one entry while searching.
Note: A sequential search is performed for the character set, and the first match
is used (including the wildcard character).
v The [CHARSET] section must come before the [FGID] section.
v You can set a default character set. The default character set that is defined in
the file must be the last entry in the [CHARSET] section.
v If you add your own AFP font character set to the [CHARSET] section, you
must assign it a font global identifier. Font global identifiers you create must be
in the ranges of 3840 to 4095 or 65260 to 65534. If the new character set has the
same familyname, style, weight, and italic attributes as an existing character set,
you may use the same font global identifier; otherwise, you must add a unique
font global identifier to the [FGID] section.

Code page definition file
The code page definition file maps the IBM AFP code page name to its code page
global identifier (CPGID) and to a Windows character set. The section header
[CODEPG] is followed by a list of AFP code pages and their parameters. The first
parameter in each line is the AFP code page global identifier that maps to a code
page map file. See “Code page map files” on page 438 for more information about
mapping code pages. The second parameter is the Windows character set that you
decide is the best match for your AFP code page. The last line gives the default
parameter values to be used when a default is required.
You can use the NONSTD value to allow the name and size of a font to fully
describe the logical font. If the specified font name does not exist, a font from any
character set can be substituted for this specified font.
This is an example of the content of the code page definition File (CPDEF.FNT):
[CODEPG]
;codepage = cpgid,wincp
T1DCDCFS=1003,ANSI
T1DEBASE=2058,ANSI
Appendix D. AFP font mappings
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T1D0BASE=2063,ANSI
T1D0GP12=2085,ANSI
T1GI0395=2079,ANSI
T1GPI363=2066,SYMBOL
T1V10037=37,ANSI
T1V10273=273,ANSI
T1000290=290,ANSI
T1000310=310,ANSI
T1000423=423,ANSI
T1000905=905,ANSI
DEFAULT =361,ANSI

The code page definition file attribute values include:
Table 80. Code Page Definition File Attribute Values
Attribute

Possible values

Shipped default

Code page global identifier

IBM-defined CPGID or your
own defined CPGID within
this range: 65280 to 65534

361

Windows character set

ANSI, SYMBOL, or
NONSTD

ANSI

Code page definition rules
The code page definition rules include:
v Parameters must be separated by a comma. See Table 80 for the possible values
and shipped default values for each parameter.
v Only the first parameter (code page identifier) is required.
v If you create your own code page, you must assign it a unique code page
identifier. Leading zeros are not valid. (You may use an IBM code page global
identifier but only if the character-to-hexadecimal code mapping is the same for
your code page.)
v You can set a default code page. The default code page that is set within the file
must be the last entry in the file.

Code page map files
The viewer provides one code page map file for each AFP code page supplied with
PSF and the Data1 and Sonoran licensed programs. These files are installed in their
own subdirectory (MAPS) under the FONT subdirectory. The file is named for its
code page global identifier (CPGID) and has a file extension of .cp (for example,
2063.cp is the file name for the T1D0BASE code page map; its CPGID is 2063).
Each file contains the character identifiers (and associated EBCDIC hexadecimal
code points) for an IBM code page and maps them to character identifiers (and
associated ASCII code points) for a Windows ANSI or SYMBOL character set.
This is an example of the partial content of the code page map file 395.cp for the
T1000395 code page mapped to the Windows ANSI character set.
;T1000395 to ANSI
SP010000 40 SP010000 20
LA150000 42 LA150000 E2
LA170000 43 LA170000 E4
LA130000 44 LA130000 E0
SP180000 8B SP180000 BB
SM560000 8C SM560000 89
SA000000 8D SP100000 2D
LI510000 8E NOMATCH 00
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LF570000
SM190000
LJ010000
LF510000
;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;
/*

8F NOMATCH 00
90 SM190000 B0
91 LJ010000 6A
A0 NOMATCH 00
; SD150000 5E
; SD130000 60
; LT630000 FE

Code page map file rules
The code page map file rules include:
v Parameters must be separated by blanks.
v “NOMATCH” means there is not a matching character in the Windows character
set.
v The “NOMATCH” hexadecimal code of 00 is mapped to the undefined code
point. When a document contains a character that does not exist in the Windows
character set, that character cannot be displayed on the screen. If the character
has not been remapped in the code page map file or the alias file, the undefined
code point character will be displayed as a substitute. The character to be
displayed for an undefined code point can be specified on the Preferences dialog
box.
v The string of semi-colons (;;;;;;;;) means this line is ignored as a comment. It also
indicates the Windows code page contains a character that does not exist in the
IBM code page. The code point for a Windows character not found in the IBM
code page can be used for replacing NOMATCH characters.

Alias file
The alias file contains 2 sections: one section for font family name aliases [FONT]
and one section for character identifier aliases [CHARID].
The first section, identified by the section header [FONT], lists the font familyname
aliases. Font familyname aliases allow you to change all of the requested instances
of a font familyname (as defined in the character set definition file) to another font
familyname. For example, this file is used to change all requests for the
SonoranSerif font (which may not exist on the workstation) to requests for the
TimesNewRoman font (which is one of the core fonts shipped with the Viewer).
ATM provides Type 1 support, however, TrueType fonts can be used with the
viewer. As a backup, a second font (TrueType) can be specified after the Type 1
font name. If the Type 1 font is not found, the TrueType font will be used to
display your document.
Note: Be aware that font familyname remapping, especially to TrueType fonts, can
cause some misalignment of text characters since the display font is not the
same as the font used to create the AFP document. The font familyname can
be found listed in the ATM Control Panel. Remapping of one font
familyname to a different font familyname with very different characteristics
(such as STYLE) may mean a matching font cannot be found. You will
receive an error message if either font substitute cannot be found.
This is an example of the [FONT] section from the alias file (ALIAS.FNT):
[FONT]
; ***** Requested font = Type 1 font, TrueType font *****
Book=TimesNewRoman,Times New Roman
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CourierOverstrike=Courier,Courier New
SonoranSerif=TimesNewRoman,Times New Roman
SonoranSansSerif=Helvetica,Arial
Text=Courier,Courier New

The second section, identified by the section header [CHARID], lists the character
identifier aliases. Character identifier aliases (also known as glyph identifiers)
allow you to change all of the requested instances of a character to another
character. For example, since the Windows ANSI character set does not contain the
ligature (LF510000), it is not mapped to a character in the code page map files.
Instead, it is mapped to NOMATCH 00. If you want to map all occurrences of
LF510000 - NOMATCH pair to a lower case f, you could do this in the [CHARID]
section of the ALIAS.FNT file with the following entry: LF510000=LF010000.
If you want to change one specific character for one specific code page, you may
remap the character on that code page to another character as shown in “Code
page map files” on page 438.
The alias file is checked only when a NOMATCH 00 is found in a character
mapping.
Note: Using the alias file for more than a few character substitutions is not
recommended as program performance will be affected. If a lot of character
substitutions are needed, it is better to make those changes directly to the
mappings in the code page map files you are using.
This is an example of the [CHARID] section from the alias file (ALIAS.FNT):
[CHARID]
LF510000=LF010000
SA000000=SP320000,SP100000

Alias file rules
The alias file rules include:
v For family name aliases, all requests for the first family name in the character set
definition file have the second family name substituted for them. If the second
family name is not found, the TrueType font (the third family name) is
requested.
v Only 2 family name substitutes per line are allowed (to the right of the equal
sign), and they must be separated by a comma.
v If multiple mappings are listed in the file for the same family name, only the
first match is used.
v The alias file is processed sequentially and is not chained (for example, if
“Century Schoolbook” is set equal to “Times,” and “Times” is set equal to
“TimesNewRoman,” “Century Schoolbook” will not be set to
“TimesNewRoman”).
v Blanks in family names are treated as characters (for example, “Times New
Roman” is not the same font as “TimesNewRoman”).
v The [CHARID] section of the alias file is only used if the second character
identifier is NOMATCH 00.
v The character identifier that you want modified in the [CHARID] section must
be followed by an equal sign and the character identifier to which it is to be
changed. A character remap occurs when the modified character identifier (the
character to the left of the equal sign in the [CHARID] section) matches the first
character identifier of a non-matching pair in the code page map file.
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v Several character identifiers (substitute char id) may be listed to the right of the
equal sign separated by commas. The first substitute character identifier is
substituted for the modified character identifier unless it does not exist in the
Windows font. If it does not exist, the next substitute character identifier is used.
If none of the substitute character identifiers exist, the undefined code point is
used. If you want to see the contents of the Windows character sets, see the
.WCP files in the SAMPLES subdirectory of the FONT directory.
v A maximum of 4 substitute character identifiers are allowed.
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Appendix E. Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM
Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
Licensing
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Deutschland GmbH
Department 0790
Pascalstrasse 100
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70569 Stuttgart
Germany
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this information and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement
or any equivalent agreement between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurement may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.
All statements regarding IBM’s future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
All IBM prices shown are IBM’s suggested retail prices, are current and are subject
to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.
This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrates programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs.
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:
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© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights
reserved.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Programming interface information
This book documents information NOT intended to be used as a Programming
Interface of ASF.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of the IBM Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both:
AFP
AIX
CICS
CICS/ESA
DB2
DB2 Universal Database
GDDM
IBM
ibm.com
IBM logo
IMS
IMS/ESA
MVS
MQSeries
OfficeVision/MVS
QMF
RACF
Redbooks
VTAM
WebSphere
z/OS
Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States
and/or other countries.
Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the
United States, other countries, or both.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.
Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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Glossary of terms and abbreviations
This glossary defines terms and abbreviations
used in this publication. If you do not find the
term you are looking for, refer to the IBM
Dictionary of Computing, New York: McGraw-Hill,
1994.

A

basic sequential access method (BSAM). An access
method for storing or retrieving data blocks in a
continuous sequence, using either a sequential access or
a direct access device.
batch message processing (BMP). In IMS, a batch
processing program that has access to online databases
and message queues.

ACB. Application Control Block.

batch processing. The asynchronous processing of
data accumulated over a period of time.

access code. A number from 0 to 2048 assigned to
public ASF records for controlling who has access to
that record.

BLRR. Batch document request record.

ACR. Application Control Record.
administrator. A user responsible for the maintenance
functions. Administrators create and maintain the ASF
resources.
advanced function printer (AFP). A printer that can
address all points, and is capable of high-quality text
and graphics.
AFP. Advanced Function Printer.

BMP. Batch message processing.
BSAM. Basic sequential access method.
bulk printing. The process of printing large stacks of
documents created by document composition on batch
printers.

C
CFL. Continuous formatting output library.

AOR. Application-owning region.

CICS. Customer Information Control System.
Represents CICS/ESA.

API. Application Programming Interface.

CLL. Completed document library.

application-owning region (AOR). A CICS
environment that contains programs. Contrast with
terminal-owning region (TOR).

command. An instruction that a user types on a panel
for ASF to perform a task. See also fast-path command.

Application Programming Interface (API). An
interface into ASF that allows other programs to use
ASF functions.

command column. The column marked “Act” that
appears on the left side of a list panel; users can type
commands in the command column next to items they
want to work with. See also list panel.

application-type description (ATD). A record
containing the name of an application program to be
called. It can also contain the names and attributes of
parameters to be passed to the called program and,
optionally, the name of an application program that
retrieves the data for the defined parameters.

completed document library (CLL). A data set used
to store completed documents created during document
composition for later disposal; for example, for printing
them in bulk. The documents are stored in the form of
document-request records.

ATD. Application-type description.

D

ATD parameter. Application-type description
parameter. A parameter contained in an ATD.

data collection program (DCP). A user-written
program for collecting data from parameters used in
documents created with during document composition.
The data is used to update user databases.

author. The name of the person who created a
document.

B
base document. An existing document that users can
use as a model when creating a new document.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008

DCF. Document Composition Facility.
DCF profile. A record containing DCF control words,
symbols, and text. The DCF profile is embedded at the
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beginning of each document created during document
composition before formatting the document online.
DCP. Data collection program.
default. An alternative value or option that is
assumed when nothing has been specified. See also
system defaults and user defaults.
DJL. Document job library.
DLF. Document Library Facility.
document. In ASF, a general term for all types of
letters, memos, and notes.
Document Composition Facility (DCF). An IBM
text-processing licensed program that formats text for
printing on terminals and printers. The component for
text processing in DCF is SCRIPT/VS.
document composition. (1) The functions of ASF that
enable the user to produce documents mainly from
predefined text parts. It uses DCF for formatting the
documents. (2) The process of creating and producing
documents.
document disposition. Indicates the processing stage
of documents being printed.
Document Library Facility (DLF). An IBM licensed
program that supports the storage of documents and
other types of data. Together with DCF, it enables the
SCRIPT/VS formatter to run as a batch job.
document-request record (LRR). A description of a
completed document, containing references to
parameters, standard paragraphs, and individual text.
document-type description (LTD). A record that
describes a set of predefined text parts used during
document composition.
DSA. Dynamic Storage Area.
dynamic storage area (DSA). The area where data is
stored in a manner that permits the data to move or
vary.

F
fast-path command. A command that lets users skip
directly to the panel they want, bypassing intermediate
panels.
FLL. Formatted-document record.
FLR. Formatting document library.
FMID. Function modification identifier.
folding. The substitution of a character set for another
character set, usually to convert lowercase characters
(typed on a keyboard) into uppercase characters.
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formatted document library (FLL). A library used to
hold the documents that are formatted with DCF for
deferred online printing.

G
general information library (GIL). A library with
records that contain the information and data required
to use ASF, for example, document-type description
items or menu items.
generalized sequential access method (GSAM). In
IMS, a database access method that provides accessing
support for simple physical sequential data sets, such
as tape files, SYSIN, SYSOUT, and other files that are
not hierarchical in nature.
Generalized Markup Language (GML). The language
used to code macros and tags in SCRIPT/VS.
GIL. General information library.
GML. Generalized Markup Language.
graphic character global identifier (GCID). An
identifier of how graphic data is encoded; used when
translating a document into the appropriate character
set for the output device when a user makes a request
to print or view a document.
GXL. GIL index library. It contains alternate index
records to establish lists of GIL items for viewing by
users.

H
help record. An information or menu record that
contains information to be displayed online.

I
IMS. Information Management System. Represents
IMS/ESA.
individual paragraph. In ASF (1) text in a document
that is not previously defined in a standard paragraph
but is added by the person composing the document,
(2) a standard paragraph that was modified with
individual text.
individual text. Text the user writes that can be used
to change, extend, or replace SPs.
information item. An item that contains text to be
displayed on information panels.
installation-wide exits. General-purpose programming
interfaces that allow system programmers to attach
other applications to ASF.
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interactive system productivity facility (ISPF). An
IBM licensed program that serves as a full-screen editor
and dialog manager. Used for writing application
programs, it provides a means of generating standard
screen panels and interactive dialogs between the
application programmer and terminal user.

MMDDYY. Format used to indicate the date in the
form month/day/year.

internal system library. A library containing specific
control information, in particular, specifying whether
ASF is connected with other programs. In addition, it
contains documents being processed during document
composition.

MRO. Multiregion operation.

intersystem communication facility (ISC).
Communication between separate systems by means of
SNA networking facilities or by means of the
application-to-application facilities of an SNA access
method.

N

IPCE. Individual-paragraph control entry.

node error program (NEP). Any program that handles
workstation node errors on your system.

ISA. Initial Storage Area.
ISL. Internal system library.
ISPF. Interactive system productivity facility.
ISR. ASF status record.

L
LCE. Letter control entry.
library maintenance functions. Functions that provide
maintenance of GIL records.
list panel. A panel that lists a number of items a user
can choose to work with.
local printer. A printer that is controlled by ASF
through CICS or IMS.
LRR. Document-request record.
LTD. Document-type description.

M
main menu. The panel that lists the major tasks users
can perform with ASF.
menu. A panel that shows the options users can
choose from to perform a task in ASF.
message area. The area on a panel where ASF shows
messages to users.
message processing program (MPP). In IMS, an
application program that is driven by transactions and
has access to online IMS databases and message
queues. See also batch message processing (BMP).
MLP. Multilingual code page table.

MPCE. Modified standard-paragraph control entry.
MPP. Message processing program.

multiregion operation (MRO). Communication
between CICS systems in the same processor without
the use of SNA network facilities.

NEP. Node error program.
NLS. National language support.

O
online printing. The printing of single documents
created with ASF on a local printer, as opposed to
printing them in bulk on a remote, high-speed host
printer.

P
paging commands. Commands that allow users to
move to a particular line, column, or page in a
document.
panel. The format in which ASF displays information
on the screen.
panel flow. The path users take through a task from
one panel to the next by issuing commands or choosing
options.
parameter. Variable data that is contained in the
standard paragraphs of a document, or that can be
passed to a program called by ASF.
parameter description record (PDR). A record that
describes the attributes of a parameter.
parameter determination program (PDP). A
user-written program to get values for parameters.
parameter verification program (PVP). A user-written
program to check the values of parameters.
password. A secret “word,” up to 8 characters long,
which a user must type to sign on to ASF.
pattern document. A document consisting only of
preselected standard paragraphs.
PCB. Program control block.
Glossary of terms and abbreviations
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PCT. Program control table.
PDP. Parameter determination program.

SCRIPT/VS. Another name for the formatter
component of the DCF.

PEP. Program error program.

scrolling command. A command that tells ASF to
move across a panel or document either vertically or
horizontally so that a user can see additional
information.

personal defaults. See default and user defaults.

SIB. Standard interface block.

personal profile. Customized use of the system by
entering personal data and setting defaults to a selected
format.

SLL. Saved document library.

PPT. Processing program table.

software. Programs, procedures, rules, and any
associated information pertaining to the operation of a
computer system.

PDR. Parameter description record.

private. Any item that only one user has access to.
private item. An item to which only the owner has
access.
Program Control table (PCT). A CICS table defining
all transactions that may be processed by the CICS
system.
project item. An item to which only the members of
the project owning the record have access.
PSB. Program specification block.
public item. An item to which users have access
whose access code, as defined in their user profile,
matches the access code specified for the item.
Members of the project owning the item can also gain
access.
PSW. Program status word.
PVP. Parameter verification program.

R
required field. A field where users must type
something after the prompt; the prompt for a required
field is highlighted.
resources. Records in the GIL.
RSL. Resource security level.

S
saved document library (SLL). A library for
incomplete documents produced with the document
composition that are to be completed at a later time.
scratchpad area (SPA). In IMS conversational
processing, a work area in main storage or on direct
access storage used to retain information from the
application program for executions of the application
program from the same terminal.
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SNA. Systems Network Architecture.

SP. Standard paragraph.
SPA. Scratchpad area.
SPG. Standard-paragraph group.
standard interface block (SIB). A string of
variable-length data used for communications between
ASF and application programs.
standard paragraph (SP). A predefined part of a
document. It can contain text, SCRIPT/VS control
words, and SCRIPT/VS symbols.
standard-paragraph group (SPG). An item in
document composition that describes a set of related
standard paragraphs that can be selected to create a
document, normally with other standard paragraphs
belonging to the same document type.
standard-paragraph parameter. A parameter whose
value is specified in the various standard paragraphs,
and which is valid for that standard paragraph only.
structured text. Documents that consist of predefined
text parts.
system defaults. The system-supplied values that can
be changed to customize ASF after it is installed.
system parameter. A parameter whose value is
specified in a parameter description record and that is
valid for the whole ASF system, for example, the
company’s letterhead.
systems network architecture (SNA). The description
of the logical structure, formats, protocols, and
operational sequences used for transmitting
information through networks and for controlling the
configuration and operation of networks.

T
terminal node error. Any failure in a network that
occurs in the host computer, in session links, or in a
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workstation that causes CICS to call the node error
program (NEP). See node error program (NEP).
terminal-owning region (TOR). A CICS environment
that contains workstation definitions. Contrast with
application-owning region (AOR).
TOR. Terminal-owning region.
transaction ID. A group of up to 4 characters that
identifies a particular CICS transaction.

terminal-owning region (TOR). A CICS environment
that contains workstation definitions. Contrast with
application-owning region (AOR).
WSL. An internal system library.

X
XCTL. Transfer control command.

TS. Temporary storage.

Z

TSO. Time Sharing Option.

ZSL. An internal system library.

TSQ. Temporary-storage queue (CICS).

U
UPL. User profile library.
UPR. User profile record.
user defaults. The user-specified values that can be
changed for individual users’ sessions.
user ID. The name by which a user is known to ASF.
It consists of up to 8 characters and identifies a user to
ASF during signon.
user name. A user’s true name defined in the user
profile and used in the author field. See author.
user parameter. A parameter whose value is specified
in the user profile record, and which is valid for that
particular user, for example, name and address.
user program. A user-written application program, for
example, a parameter determination program to obtain
parameter values or a data collection program to
update related data.
user profile record (UPR). A record that contains
user-specific information, for example, about the
functions the user is authorized to select.
user session library (USL). This library contains the
user session record for the host-server session for each
user.
USL. User session library.

V
VTAM. Virtual Telecommunications Access Method.

W
Web client. The browser interface provided with the
feature Document Connect for ASF.

Glossary of terms and abbreviations
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Related publications
This section lists each book in the ASF library.
There is also a list of publications for other IBM
products that you might use with ASF.

The ASF library
Administration Guide, SH12-6734, gives an
overview of ASF from the administrator’s point of
view, tells you about user administration, security
considerations, setting up ASF to suit your
company’s needs, and working as an
administrator.
Application Programming Interfaces, SH12-6735,
explains how to use the ASF application
programming interfaces to add applications to the
ASF environment.
Diagnosis Guide, SH12-6739, tells the system
administrator what to do if ASF is not functioning
correctly. It describes how to isolate, diagnose,
and report problems.
Licensed Program Specifications, GH12-6738,
describes the requirements, capabilities, and
functions of the IBM licensed program ASF as
warranted by IBM.
Program Directory, GI19-0020, describes the
requirements and installation of ASF.
The unlicensed ASF books with prefix SH are also
available on the following collection kit:
v IBM Transaction Process and Data Collection
Kit
SK2T-0730 CD-ROM

You can find online versions of the DCF
publications on the ASF Web site:
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/
office/asf
The most current versions of the publications are
available from these Web sites:
v CICS and CICS Transaction Server for z/OS
publications: http://www.ibm.com/software/
cics
v CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS
publications: http://www.ibm.com/software/
cics/ctg
v DB2 for z/OS publications:
http://www.ibm.com/software/data/db2/
zos/library.html
v IMS publications: http://www-3.ibm.com/
software/data/ims.
v z/OS V1R7 publications: http://
www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/
bkserv/v1r7books.html
v Enterprise PL/I for z/OS Version 3 Release 7:
http://www..ibm.com/software/awdtools/pli/
plizos/library/
v MQSeries publications: http://www.ibm.com/
software/mqseries
v WebSphere MQ for z/OS Version 6 :
http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/
wmq/library/
v WebSphere Application Server publications:
http://www.ibm.com/software/webservers/
appserv

The most current versions of all ASF publications
are available from the following Web site:
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/
office/asf

Other IBM publications
You can order many IBM publications, such as
product manuals and IBM Redbooks, online at
the following Web site:
http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/
applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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Index
A
access codes
specifying in general profile
settings 33
using to restrict access to public
items 24
access control
document composition 25
for ATDs 103
for DISOSS/370 documents 256
for document types 83
for standard paragraphs 73
for standard-paragraph groups 80
using item status 53
accessing
the DisplayWrite/370 master
transaction 228
the document cabinet using
DisplayWrite/370 commands 231
accessing documents in the SLL, Web
client 135
addenda dictionary, creating 356
adding individual text 39
adding projects to a user profile 50
additional environments, defining 370
administering users 27
AFP resources
lifetime on the client 361
AFP Resources
renewing 361
resolving 361
AFP Viewer
customizing 362
customizing character fonts 363
customizing code page 363
customizing print page settings 364
customizing printing 364
deactivating print button 364
mapping fonts 363
specifying a FORMDEF 363
AFP Viewer plug-in
root directory 324
AFP Viewer, installing 311
APPENDMESSAGES(YES|NO),
desription 143
application CLIST documents
command list (CLIST) 231
application program 103
application-type description
access control information for 103
as default logon function 33
authorizing use of private 42
calling a PDP from 103
control parameter DXBFNCT 107
defining 101
displaying attributes of 430
entering access control
information 103
entering the parameters’ names
in 104
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application-type description (continued)
for calling Document Writing
feature 207
for displaying storing status
(ENUSMADMDSST) 263
for document export from CLL
(ENUSMADMDSEX) 263
name as fast-path command 14
naming the called program in 103
rules for naming 54
specifying a program to be
called 103
specifying on Define Menu - Entries
panel 68
ASF
invoking from programs 19
signing on 17
assigning users
to projects 23
to separate libraries 53, 205
ATD ENUDWPRINT 228
ATD ENUSLDC 226
ATD for deleting SLL items
control parameter
DXBRCID 108
ATD for Find paragraph dialog
FINDPARG 337
ATD for moving SLL items
control parameter
DXBRCID 108
ATD for printing GIL items
control parameter
DXBPRTNAME 108
DXBPRTRCID 108
ATDs
creating 102
define call ASF functions 107
modifying 102
panel sequence for creating 102
purpose of 101
usability and security
considerations 101
ATDs for change of code page ID
control parameter DXBCPID 109
ATDs for copying SLL items
control parameter
DXBRCID 108
DXBSAVDOC 108
DXBZREPL 108
ATDs for database lists
control parameter
DXBLACCODE 179
DXBLALTDSP 179
DXBLLSTTYP 180
DXBLMODBEG 180
DXBLMODDAT 180
DXBLMODEND 180
DXBLMODUSR 180
DXBLOWNER 180
DXBLPAGNUM 180
DXBLPDPNAM 180

ATDs for database lists (continued)
control parameter (continued)
DXBLPGMNAM 180
DXBLPRMTYP 181
DXBLRECVRS 181
DXBLREFBEG 181
DXBLREFEND 181
DXBLRELDAT 182
DXBLRELNAM 181
DXBLRELSTA 182
DXBLRELTIM 182
DXBLSELNAM 181
DXBLSTATUS 181
DXBLTITLE 181
DXBLVBEG 181
DXBLVEND 181
DXBZREQT 179
ATDs for display of online help
control parameter
DXBMSGNUM 109
ATDs for document export and storing
control parameter
DXBEXPFNCT 109
DXBEXPLIM 109
ATDs for remote printing
control parameter
DXBWJCL 108
DXBWJOBNAME 108
ATDs for session reset
control parameter
DXBATERMID 109
DXBAUSERID 109
ATDs for user profile maintenance
control parameter
DXBUPMPNID 107
DXBUPNM 107
attributes (of parameters)
as storing parameters 255
changing 214
passing to data collection
program 99
AUTHOR, utility control keyword 413
authorization
access control using item status 53
controlling using document status and
owner 25, 204
controlling using item status and
owner 23
registering a new user 27, 28
to access LTDs 89
to add individual text 85, 89
to create user parameters 28
to maintain user profiles 30
to print locally 85
to print online 85, 90
to select paragraphs 84
to store document 85
to store documents 205
to use DisplayWrite/370 Image and
Graphics function 205
to use document composition 46, 53
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authorization (continued)
to use Document Writing feature 204
to use projects 36
to use standard paragraphs 71
Authorization for Private Items panel 41
Authorization for System-wide
Administration panel 43
authorizing users
to change sign-on password 45
to maintain user profiles 44
to reset sessions of others 44
automatic logoff 20

B
backing up document cabinet items 227
base tailoring 269, 271
FSNT000 271
base tailoring parameter INSDIAG 336
base tailoring parameter SAVDIAG 365
base tailoring parameter TRMDIAG 336
base tailoring parameter, DB2CID 381
base tailoring parameters
DWFFORM - default storing
format 254, 257
base tailoring parameters, for
DISOSS/370 291
base tailoring parameters, for
DisplayWrite/370 290
base tailoring parameters, for document
composition 280
base tailoring parameters, general 273
batch
composition and formatting of
documents 132
formatting, SCRIPT/VS control words
for 159
printing 145, 150
utility programs 387
batch composition of documents 132
batch utilities
control keyword ENV 387
control keyword TRACE 389
DB2 support
control keyword DB2PLAN 388
control keyword DB2SSNM 388
FSNTHBX 414
batch, formatting and printing in 153
BLRR, batch document request record
data set FSNLRR
output from utility FSNBTCH
(FSNBTC2I) 153
output from utility
FSNCEXPC 147
output from utility
FSNCEXPI 153
LRR export from CLL 144
BMP-WFI
default transaction code 294
browser, configuring the Web 310
bulk printing 143

C
Calendar
define access level
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249

Calendar (continued)
define transaction code 249
CEL
information in 10
CFL
information in 10
Change Sign-on Password panel 45
changing
message texts 308
ownership of projects 50
projects in user profiles 50
session control parameters 34
characteristics of document cabinet 204
Check F-key 58, 59
checkpoint processing in IMS
Utility FSNCEXPI 152
CHK 59
CHKAFT(n)
DB2 COMMIT rate for FSNBRRL 393
DB2 COMMIT rate for
FSNBRUL 392
CICS
base tailoring, FSNT000 271
connection considerations 313
define additional databases
CICS startup job 368
FCT definitions 368
load records 368
VSAM clusters 367
environment tailoring, FSNT100 291
export CLL online 147
language tailoring, FSNTxxx 296
lost term exit, DFHXTENF 313, 315
MRO considerations 251, 315
node error program 313
program error program 313
remote printing
EXEC CICS SPOOLOPEN 172
SIT parameter SPOOL 313
tailoring for FSNBTCH,
FSNTB00 303
TCTUA displacement, TCTDISP 280
TCTUAKEY 314
terminal definition parameters
SIGNOFF 313, 315
TCTUA 313
UCTRAN 313
terminal tailoring, FSNTTRM 295
classes, using parameter 92
CLISTs
DOCLIST 231
FP 231
FSNGETTS 228
FSNPRTSQ 228
MAKEBOOK 232
PREPBOOK 231, 232
PROCESS 231
profile 233
SHOWVAR 231
VIEWPRIV 231
VIEWPROJ 231
CLL (completed document library)
compress LRR 284
copy documents to the 120
copy of LRR after immediate
print 284
data in the 9
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CLL (completed document library)
(continued)
DBD name, FSNDBCLL 293
ddname of export data set,
FSNIEF 282
ddname of export data set,
LRRNAME 284
ddname, FSNCLL 293
export LRRs in batch 145
export LRRs in CICS environment
flag ESDS FSNLRR for next
export 149
online 147
utility FSNCEXPC 145
export LRRs in IMS environment
utility FSNCEXPI 150
CLL database list
working with
on the Web client 192
code page 384
adjusting the table 384, 389
for DB2 data, DB2CID 275
system-wide default, INSTKB 276
terminal-specific ID, TRMKB 296
code page 500 271, 308, 381, 383, 384
coexistence with OfficeVision/MVS
authorization for Calendar 295
authorization for Enterprise Address
Book 295
authorization for Personal
Services 295
benefits 247
Calendar transaction code 249, 295
customize status flags 303
customizing ASF for 248
deleting user IDs 248
EAB transaction family 249
enrolling user IDs 247
Enterprise Address Book transaction
prefix 295
limitations 248
MRO considerations 251
overview of components 247
Personal Services transaction
family 295
PS transaction family 249
required FCT changes 251
required PCT changes 250
required PPT changes 250
setting up the 248
settings in base tailoring 249
settings in environment tailoring 249
status flags in language tailoring 249
support of administration API 247
transaction FSNY 251
collect printing 143
collecting data from parameters, program
for 98
color of panels, customizing
FSNTCOL 272
colors, parameters for customizing the
panel 272
command line
suppress command line,
CMLSUPR 275

command table
specifying in general profile
settings 33
commands for continuous
formatting 166
comments
how to send xiii
completed document library (CLL)
data in the 9
composing documents 111
composition and formatting of
documents in batch 132
configuring
Internet Explorer 310
system setup 309
the Web browser 310
connection considerations
CICS 313
IMS 316
contents and sequence of panels
defining (request type
DXBZREQT) 207
continuous formatting
advantages 163
CEL 10
CFL 10
commands for 166
databases and data sets for 165
overview 162
performance considerations 321
steps in 164
control statements
for creating DCF input records 155
control statements, FSNBDCF 155
controlling use
of LTD 83
of standard paragraphs 74
CONVERT
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
converting DCF/GML definitions 401
COPYCLL, request command 395
COPYDOC, request command 394
COPYGIL, request command 395
copying
a block of lines 420
a single line 420
database items 390
database records online 371
items 56
records to target database 390
COPYSLL, request command 395
COPYUPL, request command 395
create table dialog
customize 353
CREATECOPIES(YES|NO),
desription 143
creating
a document 113
a document cabinet list 221
a document using standard
paragraphs 116
a new document by merging existing
documents 222
DCF input records - FSNBDCF 154
GIL items 191
GIL items without type 66
information items 69

creating (continued)
menu structures 63
new user profile 29
creating items
DCF profile 90
for the Web client 59
LTDs 82
standard paragraphs 71
standard-paragraph groups 79, 80
using model items 56
creating, printing, and saving a document
cabinet list 221
cross-reference list
example of 195
FSNLGIL 194, 403
currency code page, Euro 384
cursor position
CURSMEN, base tailoring 275
CUSBUSF
user exit for LRR export from
CLL 145, 149
CUSOPAE, online-print-adjustments
exit 173
CUSPRTE, deferred-printing exit 172
customizing
ASF 269
beginning of spell checking 355
conversion of paragraphs 339
creating an addenda dictionary for
spell checking 356
font sizes for spell checking 355
function key settings 40
language codes 381
panel colors
parameters for 272
standard dictionaries for spell
checking 355
the Listener 312
the Web client 324
Web client 323
Web client automatic spell
checking 355
Web client editor 339
Web client Find paragraph
dialog 337
Web client Save dialog 365
Web client spell checking 355
Web clientconfiguration file
DocXSLConversion.xml 340
customizing the table layout 352
CUSWTBLS
parameter equate table for remote
printing 171

D
data collection program (DCP)
description of 98
how to invoke a 99
specifying a 86
data sets
work 11
database items, using DB2 utilities to
list 192
database lists
search criteria 183
working with (Web client) 192

databases
copying records 391
copying records online from 371
deleting records 391
multiple 367
date
date format parameter DATFMT 94
setting default format of 241
suppress leading zeros in
language tailoring parameter,
DATZER 297
year 2000 support 94
DATE, utility control keyword 396, 413
DATFMT - date format parameter 94,
241, 297
DB2
CLL, SLL
space requirements 321
COMMIT rate for FSNBRUL 392, 393
continuous formatting using
DB2 162
define additional databases 369
environment tailoring
parameter DB2CID 293
parameter DB2OPR 293
parameter DB2TBCID 293
generic search using 185
how to start with 318
LOCALE LC_CTYPE 183
migrating databases to 320
national characters 183
performance considerations
CLL 321
continuous formatting 321
utility FSNBTCH 134
running batch utilities 320
setting up environments 318
table collection ID of DB2CID,
DB2TBCID 293
UPPER scalar function 183
utilities for listing database items 192
DB2 databases
running in parallel with VSAM or
DL/I 390
DB2 support
in batch utilities
control keyword DB2PLAN 388
control keyword DB2SSNM 388
DB2CID, base tailoring parameter 381
DB2PLAN
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
utility control keyword 388
DB2SSNM 388
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
DBD name for BLRR data set
BLRRNAME, environment
tailoring 293
DBLNAME
environment tailoring parameter 294
DCF
CICS
program DSMATS40 317
program DSMMVS40 317
converting BLRRs into input for 144
example of SCRIPT/VS text 77
Index
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DCF (continued)
how ASF uses 174
input records, creating 154
output, printing 417
restrictions for underscoring 174
sample profiles
FSNADM, administrator letter
handbook 416
FSNTHB, user letter
handbook 416
SCRIPT/VS control words
for batch formatting 159
for online formatting 174
to HTML conversion, Web client 339
DCF imbeds, resolving 355
DCF profile
authorization to maintain 46
DCF Profile panel 90
definition of 53
maintaining 90
DCF/GML definitions, converting 401
DCFOPTIONS, desription 141
DCP (data collection program)
description of 98
how to invoke 99
specifying a 86
debug trace 389
for utility FSNBTC2I 35
for utility FSNBTCH 35
specifying in session control
settings 35
debugging 311
default
date format 241, 297
document structure in
DisplayWrite/370 209
environment name, DENVNAM 275
fast-path table, ENUFPATH 297
logon function 33
Main Menu panel 54
printer for DisplayWrite/370 290
printer for document
composition 282
printer for GIL items 277
printer, authorization to define 47
printer, defining in user profile 43
program names for FSNLGIL 403
storing format, specifying with
DWFORM 254
value of parameters, setting 95
Define Application - Header Data Part 1
panel 428
Define Application - Header Data Part 2
panel 103
Define Application - Parameter Attributes
panel 105, 430
Define Application - Parameters
panel 104, 105
Define Document - Parameter Attributes
panel 220
Define Document - Parameters
panel 218
Define Document Type - Entries
panel 86, 88
Define Document Type - Header Data
Part 2 panel 83
Define Menu - Entries panel 68
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Define Menu - Header Data panel 67
Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data
Part 1 panel 73
Define Standard Paragraph - Header Data
Part 2 panel 74
Define Standard Paragraph - Parameters
Attributes panel 79
Define Standard Paragraph - Parameters
panel 78, 128
Define Standard Paragraph - Text
panel 75
Define Standard Paragraph Group Header Data panel 80
Define Standard Paragraph Group Layout panel 82
defining
additional environments 370
application-type description
(ATD) 101
attributes of a parameter 93
default local printer 47
information items 63
menu and information items, for Web
client 69
menu items 63
parameters, document
composition 77
SP parameters 128
DEFMENU 32, 64
default main menu 43
DELCLL, request command 395
DELDOC, request command 395
Delete F-key 122
deleting
a block of lines 422
a selected paragraph 122
a single line 421
a user profile 30
database items 390
documents 222
GIL items 58, 190
obsolete items 51
projects from a user profile 50
records in target database 390
DELGIL, request command 395
DELSLL, request command 395
DELUPL, request command 395
designing a menu structure 65
DESTINATION(FLL), desription 143
determining values, program for 97
DFHPEP, program error program 314
DFHXTENF, lost term exit 315
DFHZNEP, node error program 314
DHLNAME
environment tailoring parameter 294
dialogs
Main Menu for the User 70
Paragraph-selection tree 123
Print Preview 132
Prompting list 129
Web client comparing to host
panel 70
discarding items 51, 190
DISOSS/370
authorization to store documents
in 205
central library, definition of 203
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DISOSS/370 (continued)
default storing format
(DWFFORM) 257
document profile 253
keywords 254
prefixed keywords 254
preparing to retrieve documents
from 253
security considerations 26
storing formats 203
storing information for 254
storing-error log, enabling users to
define 257
DISOSS/370 password
specifying 33
display of tailoring information,
online 307
display profile of document cabinet
item 226
displaying items
displaying a list 186, 187
without prompting 186, 187
displaying user profile maintenance
panels, line commands to 31
DisplayWrite/370
accessing the document cabinet using
DisplayWrite/370 commands 231
accessing the master transaction 228
authorization for Image and Graphics
function 205
Edit panel for individual text 216
formatting documents with 209
online tutorial 229
DisplayWrite/370 administration CLIST
accessing 26
DJL
DBD name, FSNDBDJL 293
ddname, DJLNAME 293
request records for sample letter
handbook 415
DLRR_FORM_STAT 165
DOCLIST CLIST, display window of
selected documents 231
document
authorization for 89
authorization to save 205
authorization to store 205
changing parameter attributes 214
collecting for printing and continuous
formatting 162
composing 111
controlling what users can do
with 205
creating 113
definition of 111
deleting 222
displayed on the List of Document
Cabinet Items panel 211
export and prepare batch printing
(CICS) 145
export and prepare batch printing
(IMS) 150
formatting 141
formatting with DisplayWrite/
370 209
giving a status and owner to 204
immediate printing of 168

document (continued)
immediate printing on remote
printers 169
in the SLL 134
in the SLL, accessing 135
maximum number of parameters
for 208
previewing 131
printing 141
printing in bulk 143
resetting 127
resuming documents in the SLL 134
resuming the creation of 134
rules for naming 212
saving in the SLL 137, 138
specifying number of signatures 75
storing format for 254
valid from date, parameter
DXBZVBEG 241
valid until date, parameter
DXBZVEND 241
document access code in DISOSS/370,
storing parameter DXBACCESS 256
document author, storing parameter
DXBAUTHOR 256
document cabinet
authorization to save documents
in 205
CI size for FSNDBL, DBLLTH 290
information in 9
saving a document in 203, 205
document cabinet list 221
document class
storing parameter DXBCLASS 256
document composition 111
access control 25
assigning users to separate
libraries 53
authorization to define default
printer 47
authorization to maintain DCF
profile 46
authorization to use public LTDs 46
authorizing adding of individual
text 39
authorizing immediate printing 39
authorizing paragraph selection 39
authorizing use of 46
base tailoring parameters for 280
defining parameters 77
faxing documents 175
finalizing on 3270&ndash;ASF 136
finalizing on Web client 138
in batch 132
overview 112
overview of Web client 12
sample paragraph selection
panel 119, 121
SESSCTL 272
storing documents in
DISOSS/370 259
subcommands 120
terms for 111
user exit CUSBUSF 145, 149, 161
user exit CUSOPAE 168
user exit CUSPRTE 168
versioning of LRRs 139

Document Composition Facility (DCF)
restarting DCF 161
Document Composition Termination
panel 136
document conversions
DCF to HTML conversion 339
HTML to DCF conversion 340
document creation and processing, road
map 115
document date, storing parameter
DXBDDATE 256
Document Export and Storing panel
ENUSMADMDSEX, ATD to display
the 263
Document Export and Storing Status
panel 264
document formatting and printing, road
map 141
document name, storing parameter
DXBDOCNAM 255
document owner, storing parameter
DXBZOWNER 255
document profile 253
document status flag,
DLRR_FORM_STAT 165
document status, assigning status and
owner 204
Document Storing Status panel
ENUSMADMDSST, ATD to display
the 263
document subject
storing parameter DXBSUBJECT 256
document type
access control 83
authorization for entry selection 84
authorization for, preparing 89
description of 111
forcing document storing 253
individual documents 88
pattern documents 88
preparing the paragraphs used in 86
preselecting paragraphs 87
Document Writing feature
authorizing users to work with 204
changing parameters attributes 214
default program name for
calling 207
naming of new documents 216
naming parameters in 214
passing data to 207
request types for calling 206
storing documents in
DISOSS/370 259
using ATDs to work with 206
document-type description 82
definition of 53
documents
immediate printing on system
printers 172
sorting documents to be
formatted 153
DocXSLConversion.xml
Web client configuration file 340
Download page
software components 324
DSMATS40 317
DSMMVS40 317

duplicate parameters, removing 86
DWFFORM, default storing format 254,
257
DWIPREF
environment tailoring parameter 294
DWPREF
environment tailoring parameter 294
DXBACCESS, document access code
storing parameter 256
DXBAPRVOPT
formatting control for print
preview 143
DXBAUTHOR, document author
parameter 28, 256
DXBCLASS, document class storing
parameter 256
DXBCOMBOBX, with <USERGROUP>
examples 351
DXBDATE, current date parameter 28
DXBDCAFORM, storing format
parameter 203, 254
DXBDDATE, document date storing
parameter 256
DXBDOCNAM, document name storing
parameter 255
DXBEXIT1 user exit 233
DXBEXIT2 user exit 233
DXBEXIT3 user exit 233
DXBFNCT values 107
DXBFNCT, control parameter
view own user profile, LMFU 107
DXBFNCT, previewing function 357
DXBICHKHLP, release control
parameter 378
DXBICHKPDR, release control
parameter 378
DXBICHKTST, release control
parameter 377
DXBIRELNAM, release control
parameter 377
DXBLMODUSR, parameter for SLL list
display 135
DXBOWNER, document owner storing
parameter 255
DXBPDPNAME, parameter for calling a
PDP 215
DXBPPRTOPT
formatting control for print to file in
AFP 143
DXBPRVFORM, for PDF viewer 358
DXBQPRVOPT
formatting control for preview 143
DXBRCID, previewing content of a
document 357
DXBSUBJECT, document subject storing
parameter 207, 241, 256
DXBSUBPRTJ, DisplayWrite/370 batch
printing support 242
DXBZACCODE, parameter defining the
access code of a document 207, 236,
241
DXBZDATYPE, type of document to be
saved 241
DXBZDNAM
description of 240
rules for naming 239
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DXBZDOCNAM, document name storing
parameter 207, 236, 241
DXBZFNAM
description of 240
invocation control parameter 236
rules for naming 239
DXBZOWNER, parameter defining the
owner of a document 207, 236, 241
DXBZPDWREQ 236
DXBZPNAM, invocation control
parameter
rules for naming 239
DXBZREPL, document to be
replaced 242
DXBZREQT, request type indicator
description of the values 207
DXBZSTATUS, parameter defining the
status of a document 207, 236, 241
DXBZVBEG, parameter defining the valid
since date of a document 207, 236, 241
DXBZVEND, parameter defining the
valid until date of a document 207,
236, 241
DXLNAME
environment tailoring parameter 294

E
editing text and data
GT line command 428
editing text on panels
host 419
editor
customizing font faces 354
customizing font sizes 354
customizing for bold, italics, and
underscore 354
customizing the toolbar 354
resolving DCF imbeds 355
editor customization, Web client 339
editor settings 310
enabling users to maintain their
DisplayWrite/370 user CLISTs 229
ending paragraph selection 119, 123, 127
Endsel F-key 123
enrolling users
in batch 29
online 28
Enterprise Address Book
define access level 249
define transaction family 249
entries in LTDs
control parameter
DXBLSLTD 182
entries in menus
control parameter
DXBLSMENU 183
ENUAPPCL
application CLIST documents 230
ENUFPATH
default fast-path table 297
ENULUSRPRM (fast-path
command) 178
ENUMUPA, fast-path to change user
parameters temporarily 28
enurese 107
ENURLCF (fast-path command) 135
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ENUSDWND 221
ENUSLCF (fast-path command) 135
ENUSLCLL (fast-path command) 178
ENUSLCLLDB2 (fast-path
command) 178
ENUSLGILNP (fast-path command) 178,
186
ENUSLGILNP1 - ENUSLGILNP7
(fast-path commands) 178, 186
ENUSLGILNP1DB2 - ENUSLGILNP7DB2
(fast-path commands) 178
ENUSLGILP (fast-path command) 178,
186
ENUSLRPRTA (fast-path command) 178
ENUSLSLL 134
ENUSLSLL (fast-path command) 178
ENUSLSLLDB2 (fast-path
command) 178
enuslupl 31
ENUSLUPL (fast-path command) 178
ENUSLUSL (fast-path command) 178
ENUSMADMDSEX, ATD for document
export from CLL 263
ENUSMADMDSST, ATD to display the
Document Storing Status panel 263
ENV
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
utility control keyword 387
environment
control keyword ENV 387
default environment name,
DENVNAM 275
defining additional 370
use in batch utilities 387
environment tailoring
assigning library prefixes 291
authorization for Calendar 295
authorization for Enterprise Address
Book 295
authorization for Personal
Services 295
Calendar transaction code 295
control of GIL maintenance,
MAINTACT 294
DB2 activation, DB2OPR 293
DB2 collection ID, DB2CID 293
DB2 table collection ID of
DB2CID 293
DBD name for the
CLL, FSNDBCLL 293
DJL, FSNDBDJL 293
FLL, FSNDBFLL 293
GIL, FSNDBGIL 293
ISL, FSNDBISL 294
SLL, FSNDBSLL 294
USL, FSNDBUSL 294
WSL, FSNDBWSL 294
ZSL, FSNDBZSL 294
DBLNAME 294
ddname for the
CLL, FSNCLL 293
DJL, FSNDJL 293
FLL, FSNFLL 293
GIL, FSNGIL 293
ISL, FSNISL 294
SLL, FSNSLL 294
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environment tailoring (continued)
ddname for the (continued)
USL, FSNUSL 294
WSL, FSNWSL 294
defining work environments 291
definitions for multiple
databases 370
description of 269
DHLNAME 294
DWIPREF 294
DWPREF 294
DXLNAME 294
Enterprise Address Book transaction
prefix 295
environment name, DESTSYS 293
environment name, ENVNAME 293
FELNAME 295
macro 292
Personal Services transaction
family 295
SLL version check
SLLVSCHK 294
TBLNAME 294
THLNAME 294
transaction prefix
ASPREF 293
BLRRNAME 293
WEBPREF 294
TXLNAME 294
versioning control for GIL,
GILVERS 294
erasing
items 51, 58
user profiles 30
Euro currency code page 384
examples of input for FSNLOAD 410
EXECUTE
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
EXITADPA
parameter for exit CUSADPA 273
EXITARCH
parameter for exit CUSARCH 273
EXITBDCE
parameter for exit CUSBDCE 274
EXITBPL1
parameter for exit CUSBPL1 274
EXITBPL2
parameter for exit CUSBPL2 274
EXITBUSF
parameter for exit CUSBUSF 274
EXITHLPE
parameter for exit CUSHLPE 273
EXITITPE
parameter for exit CUSITPE 273
EXITLCME
parameter for exit CUSLCME 273
EXITOPAE
parameter for exit CUSOPAE 273
EXITPFKE
parameter for exit CUSPFKE 273
EXITPLS1
parameter for exit CUSPLS1 274
EXITPLS2
parameter for exit CUSPLS2 274
EXITPRTE
parameter for exit CUSPRTE 274

EXITPSEL
parameter for exit CUSPSEL 274
EXITSECE
parameter for exit CUSSECE 274
EXITWLCM
parameter for exit CUSWLCM 274
EXITWTBL
parameter for exit CUSWTBL 274
exporting documents
for batch printing (CICS) 145
for batch printing (IMS) 150
online, ddname of export data set,
FSNIEF 282
online, under CICS 147
under IMS 150
external security 17

F
F-key
alternate F-key display, ALPFDIS 274
change used F-key numbers 299
changing settings of 40
character for F-key symbol 297
Delete F-key 122
Endsel F-key 123
language tailoring parameter
PFKEYS 297
PFKNLS 297
PSEUPFP 297
More F-keys 122
Multifunc F-key 122
naming conventions 298
Prompt F-key
during LTD maintenance 87
during SP maintenance 76, 78
Prompt, listing commands 33
pseudo F-key prefix 297
Skip
during paragraph selection 121
suppress Print F-key, SUPPRNT 279
used F-key range 297
fast-path commands
ENUADMXR, sample letter
handbook 197
ENUADMXS, sample letter
handbook 197
ENULMF, display GIL Item
Maintenance panel 54
ENULMF9, create a user profile 28
ENULUSRPRM, List user parameter
definitions 178
ENUMUPA changing user parameters
temporarily 89
ENUMUPA, change user parameters
temporarily 28
enurese, reset user session 21
ENURLCF, move SLL item to
ISL 135
ENUSLCF, copy SLL item to ISL 135
ENUSLCLL, List CLL items 178
ENUSLCLLDB2, List CLL items 178
ENUSLGILNP, menu for listing GIL
items 178, 186
ENUSLGILNP1, List information
items 178, 186

fast-path commands (continued)
ENUSLGILNP1DB2, List information
items 178
ENUSLGILNP2, List menu
items 178, 186
ENUSLGILNP2DB2, List menu
items 178
ENUSLGILNP3, List LTD items 178,
186
ENUSLGILNP3DB2, List LTD
items 178
ENUSLGILNP4, List SPG items 178,
186
ENUSLGILNP4DB2, List SPG
items 178
ENUSLGILNP5, List SP items 178,
186
ENUSLGILNP5DB2, List SP
items 178
ENUSLGILNP6, List ATD items 178,
186
ENUSLGILNP6DB2, List ATD
items 178
ENUSLGILNP7, List PDR items 178,
186
ENUSLGILNP7DB2, List PDR
items 178
ENUSLGILP, List GIL items 178, 186
ENUSLRPRTA, List remote printer
definitions 178
ENUSLRPRTA, List remote
printers 47
enuslsll, display user session list 21
ENUSLSLL, List SLL items 178
ENUSLSLLDB2, List SLL items 178
ENUSLUPL, List UPL items 178
ENUSLUSL, List USL items 178
ENUSMADMDSEX, export CLL
online 148
ENUSMADMDSEX, export LRRs from
CLL 144
ENUTHBX, sample letter
handbook 197
FSNA, reset user session 44
listed in command table
(3270-ASF) 14
on host 14
on Web client 13
when to use (3270-ASF) 14
faxing documents 175
feedback xiii
FEL
instoring-error log 10
FEL, storing-error log
enabling users to define 257
FELNAME
environment tailoring parameter 295
FFT, storing format 254, 261
field help 15
finalizing document composition,
3270&ndash;ASF 136
finalizing document composition, Web
client 138
Find dialog 339
Find paragraph dialog
customization (Web client) 337
customizing result list size 338

Find paragraph dialog (continued)
customizing search span 338
keywords for searching
(3270-ASF) 74
finding items in the SLL 136
FINDPARG 337
finishing paragraph selection 119, 123,
127
first and last paragraphs in an LTD,
fixed 86
FLL
ddname, FLLNAME 293
information in 10
FMAXNUM 282
Font dialog 339
font face, customize 354
font size, customize 354
FONTDEFINITION section, font
customization 354
FONTLIB, DD name for AFP fonts 359
format of keyword values 399
format of stored documents (RFT,
FFT) 254
parameter DXBDCAFORM 203
formatted document library, FLL
information in 10
formatting and printing documents
in batch 153
overview 141
formatting characters in Web client
paragraphs 77
formatting control for preview
FSNQPRVOPT 143
formatting control for print preview
FSNAPRVOPT 143
formatting control for print to file in AFP
FSNPPRTOPT 143
formatting control options
adding comments 143
APPENDMESSAGES(YES|NO) 143
CREATECOPIES(YES|NO) 143
DCFOPTIONS 141
DESTINATION(FLL) 143
IMBEDSOURCE 142
MACROSOURCE 142
PROFILESOURCE 142
SYMBOLSUBST 142
formatting control options,
describing 359
formatting documents
continuously 162
with DisplayWrite/370 209
with Document Writing feature 203
formatting letters
SCRIPT/VS control words for 174
formatting paragraph
specifying 75
FP (CLIST) 231
FROMKB
utility control keyword 390
FROMKB=(code page)
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
FSN-PROF, maintaining 46
FSNA, reset transaction 44
FSNACPM
adjusting the code page table 384
input for 389
Index
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FSNACPM (continued)
adjusting the code page table
(continued)
output from 390
return codes 390
control keyword FROMKB 390
control keyword TOKB 390
translating batch utility input 389
parameters 390
sample job input 390
utility control statement 390
FSNAPRVOPT
default information item for print
preview 143
FSNAPRVOPT, print preview formatting
control options 359
FSNASF1 261, 263
FSNASF3
default program name for Document
Writing feature 207
FSNAUPM
enrolling users in batch 29
registering new users 402
FSNBDCF
concepts 154
control statements for 155
creating DCF input records 154
input for 157
keywords for
DB2PLAN 156
DB2SSNM 156
DCFREST 156
ENV 156
FROMKB 156
OUTSEP 156
START 157
TRACE 157
output from 157
return codes from 158
sample job FSNUBDCC (CICS) 154
sample job FSNUBDCI (IMS) 154
starting at a specific document 162
FSNBRRL 390, 391
FSNBRUL
control keyword COPYC2S 395
control keyword COPYS2C 395
control keyword DATE 396
control keyword ITNAM 396
control keyword LTDNAM 397
control keyword MODBEG 397
control keyword MODEND 397
control keyword MOVEC2S 395
control keyword MOVES2C 395
control keyword OWNER 397
control keyword REFBEG 397
control keyword REFEND 397
control keyword RELNAME 397
control keyword RELSTAT 397
control keyword SEARCH 398
control keyword TREE 398
control keyword TYPE 399
control keyword USER 399
mode control statements 392
request command, COPYCLL 395
request command, COPYDOC 394
request command, COPYGIL 395
request command, COPYSLL 395
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FSNBRUL (continued)
request command, COPYUPL 395
request command, DELCLL 395
request command, DELDOC 395
request command, DELGIL 395
request command, DELSLL 395
request command, DELUPL 395
request command, RLSGIL 395
request control statements 394
running 391
transferring integrated packages 395
unloading and reloading
databases 390
FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL, copying vital
databases
data sets 400
mode control statements 392, 393
names of sample jobs 392
output from 400
request control statements for
FSNBRUL 394
return codes 401
running 391
sample job input 391
FSNBTC2
control options for 304
defining user applications to 304
defining user databases to 304
specifying name of PDP, PVP, and
DCP 304
tailoring module FSNTB00 269, 303
writing checkpoints, CHKPTR 305
FSNBTCH
control options for 304
defining user applications to 304
defining user databases to 304
performance
tailoring parameter CHKPTR 134
specifying name of PDP, PVP, and
DCP 304
tailoring module FSNTB00 269, 303
tailoring parameter LRRPROC 132
utility program 132
writing checkpoints, CHKPTR 305
FSNCDCF 401
FSNCEXPC - exporting LRRs from CLL
(CICS)
input for 147
keywords for 146
output data set FSNLRR 147
sample job FSNUEXPC 145
FSNCEXPI - exporting LRRs from CLL
(CICS)
sample job FSNUEXPI 150
FSNCEXPI - exporting LRRs from CLL
(IMS)
checkpoint processing 152
input for 152
keywords for 150
output data set FSNLRR 153
FSNGETGDF, inserts TSO graphic into
document 231
FSNGETIMG, inserts TSO image into
document 231
FSNIEF
DD name for export data set 147
export CLL online, CICS 147
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FSNLCOL, macro for preview
highlighting 360
FSNLGIL, printing a cross-reference list
of the GIL
control keyword RELSTAT 404
control keyword XREF 403
example 195
identify where an item is used 58
output from 404
return codes 404
running FSNLGIL 403
sample job input 403
utility control statement 403
FSNLOAD, loading items into the GIL
output from 412
return codes 412
running FSNLOAD 411
sample jobs
FSNULOAC (CICS) 412
FSNULOAI (IMS) 412
FSNLOAD, loading records into the GIL
attributes input layout for LTDs 407
examples of input 410
header input layout 406
input for 405
text input layout
for info items, SPs, and DCF
profile 409
for menus and LTDs 409
title input layout 409
FSNLRR
DD name for export data set 147,
148
export CLL online, CICS 148
Output data set of LRR export from
CLL 147, 153
FSNPCOL, macro for print preview
highlighting 360
FSNPGIL
control keyword AUTHOR 413
control keyword DATE 413
control keyword OWNER 413
control keyword SEQUENCE 414
control keyword TYPE 413
output from printing contents of GIL
items 414
print contents of GIL items 412
printing the contents of the GIL 196
FSNPPRTOPT
formatting control for print to file in
AFP 143
FSNQPRTSQ 228
FSNQPRVOPT
default information item for
preview 143
FSNQPRVOPT, preview formatting
control options 359
FSNSAVE, sequential output file 400
FSNSECE, user exit 17
FSNT000
base tailoring, IMS and CICS 271
FSNT100
environment tailoring, CICS and
IMS 291
environment tailoring, IMS 291
FSNTB00
tailoring for FSNBTC2, IMS 303

FSNTB00 (continued)
tailoring for FSNBTCH, CICS 303
tailoring for FSNBTCH, IMS 303
FSNTCOL 272
FSNTHBX 414
SCRIPT input for sample letter
handbook 415
FSNTTRM
terminal tailoring, CICS 295
terminal tailoring, IMS 295
FSNTTXC 272
FSNTxxx
language tailoring, CICS and
IMS 296
FSNY, CICS transaction
OfficeVision/MVS administration
API 251
function key
changing settings 40
naming conventions 298

G
general base tailoring parameters 273
general control statements, utility
programs 387
general information library 6
general profile settings 32
specifying
access codes 33
command table 33
default logon function 33
main menu 32
owning project 33
printer for GIL items 33
user name 32
General Profile Settings panel 32
generic search using DB2 185
GIL
assigning users separate libraries 205
assigning users to separate GILs 53
CI size, GILLTH 276
copying records from one GIL to
another
FSNBRRL, resource reload
utility 390
FSNBRUL, resource unload
utility 390
creating items 56
DBD name, FSNDBGIL 293
ddname, FSNGIL 293
displaying items with prompting 187
displaying items without
prompting 186
item maintenance using the Check
F-key 58
item types 6
items
checking references to other 58
creating without type 66
data contained in the 6
maintaining for the Web client 59
release control 373
verify the referential integrity
of 58
loading selected records into with
FSNLOAD 404

GIL (continued)
maintaining items 53
methods of updating items 53
overview 6
printing a cross-reference list with
FSNLGIL 194, 403
printing contents with FSNPGIL 196
sample items delivered 8
starting maintenance from the List of
GIL Items panel 186
starting online maintenance for 54
using FSNLOAD to load records
into 404
versioning of LRRs in 139
working with database list (Web
client) 192
GIL Item Maintenance panel
copying and modifying items 56
creating or modifying menu items 66
deleting items 58
how to use 54
maintaining menu items 66
renaming items 57
using the Check F-key 59
GILVERS tailoring parameter 71, 139
GML tags
how to use 174
GT line command 428
GXL, alternate index for GIL
ddname, FSNGXL 294

H
help
field help 15
for host, creating 62
for host, modifying 60
for host, online 60
host 15
message help
FSNMSGO 15
panel help 15
parameter help 15
specifying the Help info item 74
Web client 13
hierachical copy
control keyword TREE 398
hierachical delete
control keyword DELGIL 58
control keyword TREE 58
utility FSNBRUL 58
host
fast-path commands on 14
help 15
navigating 14
host panel
comparing to Web client dialog 69
HTML to DCF conversion, Web
client 340
HWSJ029E in CCF 317

I
ICO0005E in J2C 317
Image and Graphics function
authorization 25

Image and Graphics function
authorization 205
IMBDRSLV, resolving DCF imbeds 355
IMBEDSOURCE, desription 142
IMDBLIB, DD name for DCF imbed
library 359
immediate printing 39
on remote printers 169
on system printers 172
overview 168
IMS
base tailoring parameters
SBMLTH 278
base tailoring, FSNT000 271
checkpoint processing
Utility FSNCEXPI 152
connection considerations 316
conversational mode 269
define additional databases
allocate VSAM clusters 368
DBD, PSB, ACB generation 369
dynamic allocation, stage 1 369
load records 369
dialog SPA 279
environment tailoring, FSNT100 291
exporting documents from CLL 150
IMS Connect 317
language tailoring, FSNTxxx 296
MFS formats 316
non-conversational mode 269, 279
preloaded programs 316
preparing for batch printing 150
remote printing
BMP WFI, job FSNUWWFI 170
tailoring for FSNBTC2, FSNTB00 303
tailoring for FSNBTCH,
FSNTB00 303
terminal tailoring parameter
MODEL 296
terminal tailoring, FSNTTRM 295
IMS Connect
Java application does not
respond 317
Java servlet does not respond 317
TimeOut parameter 317
IMS procedures 316
incorrect documents, removing them
from DCF output 160
individual documents
defining a pattern document 88
individual text
authorization to add 85
authorization to insert 89
authorizing adding of 39
definition of 111
subcommand for 119, 126
information item
as default logon function 33
authorizing use of a private 42
creating 69
defining 63
defining for Web client 69
definition of 53
information panels
line commands for editing text on 63
rules for naming information
items 54
Index
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information panels (continued)
specifying them on the Define Menu Entries panel 68
INSDIAG, base tailoring parameter 283,
336
inserting blank lines
a block of lines 425
a single line 422
inserting SPs in an existing selection 122
installing
AFP Viewer 311
Listener 312
internal security 22
Internet Explorer 310
invocation control parameters
DXBZDNAM 236
DXBZFNAM 236
DXBZPNAM 236
DXBZSTATUS 236
DXBZVBEG 236
DXBZVEND 236
invoked program, when finished 106
invoking
ASF from programs 19
ISL
data in the 11
DBD name, FSNDBISL 294
ddname, FSNISL 294
issuing fast-path commands in
DisplayWrite/370 234
item maintenance
authorization for project records 38
copying items 56
creating items 56
creating using model items 56
creating with FSNLOAD 404
deleting items 58
displaying a list of items 185
effect on other activities 54, 71
modifying from the List of GIL Items
panel 190
modifying items from the GIL Item
Maintenance panel 55, 56
renaming items 57
selecting a maintenance function 55
starting 54
using model items 56
viewing from the List of GIL Items
panel 190
items
authorizing use of private 41
changing to public 50
controlling access to 24
creating information 69
creating or modifying menu items 66
creating them using model items 56
displayed from the List of GIL Items
panel 189
maintaining GIL 53
removing obsolete 51
specifying them on the Define Menu Entries panel 68
status and owner of 23
ITNAM, utility control keyword 396
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K
keyword parameters 394
keyword values, format of 399
keywords 254
as storing parameters 254, 257
prefixed 254
keywords for FSNCEXPC 146
keywords for FSNCEXPI 150
keywords for searching on the Web
client 74

L
language
specifying session 34
language codes 381
language tailoring 269
beginning character in PRMVAL
structure element, SIBWPBEG 297
character for F-key symbol,
PFKNLS 297
date format, DATFMT 297
DATFMT - date format 241
default fast-path table,
ENUFPATH 297
delimiter between modified document
name and original SP,
SIBWNMDL 297
delimiter in an element or between
elements in PRMVAL structure,
SIBWPDLM 297
end character in PRMVAL structure
element, SIBWPEND 297
FSNTxxx 296
generic search, SINARBCH 297
language tailoring parameter
SELCHAR 297
SIBWNMDL 297
SIBWPBEG 297
SIBWPDLM 297
SIBWPEND 297
SINARBCH 297
SPARMDLM 298
line commands 299
naming conventions for F-keys 298
parameter
SPECCHAR 298
parameters 296
parameters for line commands
LINAGGT, cwp (compose without
parameters) 301
LINARN, ARN (assign default
package name) 300
LINCHK, chk (check referential
integrity) 300
LINCIP, cip (change item
profile) 301
LINCLN, cln (clean-up) 301
LINCOM, com (compose) 301
LINCPY, cpy (copy) 301
LINCREA, cr (create) 300
LINCWM, CWM (create with
model) 300
LINDEL, del (delete) 190, 300
LINDEV, dev (set release status to
1) 300
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language tailoring (continued)
parameters for line commands
(continued)
LINEDI, edi (edit and
prompt) 301
LINGEN, gen (generate
parameters) 301
LINPAS, pas (print and store) 301
LINPRM, prm (parameters) 301
LINPRO, x (select) 190, 300, 301
LINPRT, p (print) 300
LINQPRT,q p (quick print) 191
LINRECO, rco (recover) 301
LINRES, res (reset) 300
LINRLS, rls (set release status to
8) 300
LINRUN, fp (run) 191, 300
LINSGLT, c (change) 190, 300, 301
LINSTO, sto (store) 301
LINTST, tst (set release status to
2) 300
LINUP10, pra 300
LINUP11, pwd 300
LINUP12, sct 300
LINUP13, rls 300
LINUP2, bsi 300
LINUP3, pro 300
LINUP5, fke 300
LINUP6, sys 300
LINUP7, par 300
LINUP8, dw3 301
LINUP9, dcf 300
LINVIEW, v (view) 190, 300
LINXFR, xfr (transfer) 301
pseudo F-key prefix, PSEUPFP 297
selection character, SELCHAR 297
special characters, SPECCHAR 298
status flags for OV/MVS 303
subcommands for document
composition 302
suppress leading zeros in date,
DATZER 297
system default for main menu,
DEFMENU 297
used F-key range, PFKNLS 297
libraries
assigning users to separate 53
users assigned to separate ones 205
library
running FSNLOAD 412
library maintenance
displaying items 186
line commands 63
ARN (assign default package
name) 300
c (change) 190, 300, 301
c (copy) 420
chk (check referential integrity) 300
cip (change item profile) 301
cln (clean-up) 301
com (compose) 301
copying or moving lines 420
copying or moving lines with 420
cpy (copy) 301
cr (create) 300
CWM (create with model) 300

line commands (continued)
cwp (compose without
parameters) 301
d (delete) 421
dd (delete block) 422
del (delete) 190, 300
deleting lines 421, 422
dev (set release status to 1) 300
displaying user profile maintenance
panels 31
edi (edit and prompt) 301
fp (run) 191, 300
gen (generate parameters) 301
getting the original description 428
GT (get) 428
i (insert) 422
II (insert block of blank lines) 425
inserting a single blank line 422
inserting blank lines 425
list of user profiles
bsi 300
dcf 300
dw3 301
fke 300
par 300
pra 300
pro 300
pwd 300
rls 300
sct 300
sys 300
m (move) 420
p (print) 300
pas (print an store) 301
prm (parameters) 301
rco (recover) 301
res (reset) 300
rls (set release status to 8) 300
rules 419
s (split) 426
selecting lines 429
sl (select) 429
splitting a line 426
sto (store) 301
tst (set release status to 2) 300
use of the equal sign (=) 299
v (view) 190, 300
x (select) 190, 300, 301
xfr (transfer) 301
line format change (LFC) controls 216
List Functions panel 185
List GIL Items panel 186
list of available commands 33
list of database items
ATD program name,
DXBLPGMNAM 180
control display, DXBLLSTTYP 180
display of actions
ATD control parameter,
DXBLALTDSP 179
DXBLMODBEG 180
DXBLMODDAT 180
DXBLMODEND 180
entries in LTDs, DXBLSLTD 182
entries in menus, DXBLSMENU 183
items with a specific access code,
DXBLACCODE 179

list of database items (continued)
language tailoring 299
line commands 299
maximum number of displayed pages
ATD control parameter,
DXBLPAGNUM 180
system-wide default,
LMAXPAG 276
package name, DXBLRELNAM 181
parameter entries in ATDs,
DXBLSPDRAT 183
parameter entries in SPs,
DXBLSPDRSP 183
PDP program name,
DXBLPDPNAM 180
record version, DXBLRECVRS 181
reference date, DXBLREFBEG 181
reference date, DXBLREFEND 181
release date, DXBLRELDAT 182
release status, DXBLRELSTA 182
release time, DXBLRELTIM 182
search for a specific name,
DXBLSELNAM 181
search for a specific owner,
DXBLOWNER 180
search for a specific status,
DXBLSTATUS 181
search for a specific user,
DXBLMODUSR 180
search for keywords,
DXBLKEYW1 183
search for keywords,
DXBLKEYW2 183
search for keywords,
DXBLKEYW3 183
search for parameter class,
DXBLPRMTYP 181
sorting, DXBLSORT 182
text strings in information items,
DXBLSTXTIN 183
text strings in SPs, DXBLSTXTSP 183
valid since date, DXBLVBEG 181
valid until date, DXBLVEND 181
List of Document Cabinet Items
panel 211
List of GIL Items panel
creating items using models 191
deleting items from 190
displaying a list of items from 185
how to use 185
maintaining menu items 66
printing items from 191
List of SLL Items panel 136
Listener
customizing 312
installing the 312
listing database items, using DB2 utilities
for 192
local parameter, definition of 214
LOCALE LC_CTYPE, DB2 183
logoff, automatic 20
LRRs, document-request records
description of 265
export from CLL 144
in the CLL 9
in the SLL 8
versioning of LRRs in the GIL 139

LTD (document-type description)
definition of 111
first and last paragraphs fixed 86
maintaining 82
name as fast-path command 14
using LTDs as entries in other 85
LTD items
authorizing use of private 41
LTDNAM, utility control keyword 397

M
MACLIB, DD name for DCF macro
library 359
MACROSOURCE, desription 142
main menu
authorizing user to define own 43
calling another menu from 68
defining default 43
example of 64, 70
language tailoring parameter,
DEFMENU 297
specifying in general profile
settings 32
specifying in the UPR 66
Main Menu for the User dialog 70
MAINTACT 49
maintaining items
authorizing PDRs 45
authorizing project items in user
profile 38
authorizing public items in user
profile 38
copying item 56
creating items 56
creating items using models 191
deleting items 51, 58, 190
displaying a list of items 185
displaying a list of SLL items 136
displaying items 186
effect on other activities 54, 71
for the Web client 59
maintaining GIL items 53
maintaining LTDs 82
maintaining SLL items 136
maintaining standard-paragraph
groups 79
maintaining the DCF profile 46, 90
maintaining user profiles 39
menu items 66
modifying from the List of GIL Items
panel 190
online 54
printing items 191
public LTDs 46
recovering items 59
renaming items 57
selecting a maintenance function 55
standard paragraphs 71
using model items 56
maintaining menu items 66
MAKEBOOK (CLIST) 231, 232
making a book 232
from documents in the document
cabinet 232
mandatory paragraphs 87
master resources 390
Index
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maximum number of parameters in
documents 208
Menu Data panel
example of 429
MENU DATA panel
example of 429
menu items
authorizing use of private 42
defining 63
defining for Web client 69
definition of 53
maintaining 66
menu structure
creating 63
example of 64
MENUBAR 284
menus
authorizing user to define documents
in DISOSS/370 43
authorizing user to define own
main 43
calling another menu from 68
creating or modifying menu items 66
designing 64
example of 64, 70
line commands for editing text or data
on 63
main menu for a user 66
name as fast-path command 14
rules for naming menu items 54
structuring 64
with request types for calling the
Document Writing feature 206
message help 15
messages
changing the text of 308
MessagPlus/Open, used from document
composition 175
MODBEG, utility control keyword 397
mode control statements for
FSNBRRL 393
FSNBRUL 392
model items 56
model user IDs
creating a user profile 29
for invocation from an application 28
invocation from a program 19
MODEND, utility control keyword 397
modifying items
from the GIL Item Maintenance
panel 56
from the List of GIL Items panel 190
modifying paragraph selection
Must be modified characteristic 87
using selection subcommands 119
modifying parameter attributes 78
More F-keys key 122
moving
a block of lines 420
a single line 420
moving database items
from DB2 to VSAM or DL/I 390
from test to production 390
MRO
coexistence with OfficeVision/
MVS 251
lost term exit, DFHXTENF 315
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Multifunc F-key 122
multihost support 309
multilingual considerations 381
multiple data sets
how to define 367
multiple databases
CICS definitions 367
DB2 definitions 369
IMS definitions 368
reasons for defining 367
support 367
system definitions for 367
multiserver and multihost support
Web client 309
multiserver support 309
multiuser concept 19

N
name
of user parameter 40
names for text elements, preparing
for 212
names of help items 74
naming a new document 216
naming GIL items 54
naming items
parameter description items 214
naming rules
for user profiles 27
national characters 183
national language support
keyboard definitions 384
language codes 381
Web client 384
navigating
host 14
Web client 13
new document cabinet item
overwriting parameter
DXBSUBJECT 207
DXBZACCODE 207
DXBZDOCNAM 207
DXBZOWNER 207
DXBZSTATUS 207
DXBZVBEG 207
DXBZVEND 207
new document creation 221
new session 20
new users, registering with
FSNAUPM 402
NLS 381
node error program 22, 314
NOREPL
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
Notices 443

O
obsolete items
removing 51
OfficeVision/MVS
adaptations of CICS tables 250
authorization for Calendar 295
authorization for Enterprise Address
Book 295
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OfficeVision/MVS (continued)
authorization for Personal
Services 295
Calendar transaction code 295
coexistence with ASF 247
customizing for coexistence 250
Enterprise Address Book transaction
prefix 295
Personal Services transaction
family 295
online
registration of users 28
online formatting
restrictions for underscoring 174
SCRIPT/VS control words for 174
online formatting using DCF
overview 174
online help information, host 60
online printing
during dark processing in Document
Writing feature 224
online tutorial for DisplayWrite/370 from
ASF 229
online-print-adjustments exit 173
operands 403
overview of the document cabinet 204
own main menu
authorizing user to define 43
OWNER, utility control keyword 397,
413
owning project
specifying in general profile
settings 33

P
package name 73, 374, 375
panel colors, parameters for customizing
the 272
panels
Authorization for Private Items 41
Authorization for System-wide
Administration 43
Change Sign-on Password 45
comparing host to Web client
dialog 69
DCF Profile 90
default Main Menu 54
Define Application - Header Data Part
2 103
Define Application - Parameter
Attributes 105
Define Application - Parameters 105
Define Document - Parameter
Attributes 220
Define Document - Parameters 218
Define Document Type - Entries 86
Define Document Type - Header Data
Part 2 83
Define Menu - Entries 68
Define Menu - Header Data 67
Define Standard Paragraph - Header
Data Part 1 73
Define Standard Paragraph - Header
Data Part 2 74
Define Standard Paragraph Parameter Attributes 79

panels (continued)
Define Standard Paragraph Parameters 78, 128
Define Standard Paragraph - Text 75
Define Standard Paragraph Group Header Data panel 80
Define Standard Paragraph Group Layout 82
Document Composition
Termination 136
Document Export and Storing
Status 264
editing text on host 419
General Profile Settings 32
GIL Item Maintenance 55, 66
help 15
List Functions 185
List GIL Items 186
List of GIL Items 66
Parameter Description 92
personal settings for function keys 13
- 24 41
Profile of Document Cabinet
Item 213
Project Authorizations 36
Project Authorizations - Details 37
Release Control Settings 49
sample Information Copy 57
sample List of SLL Items panel 134
sample panel for parameter
prompting 129
sample paragraph selection
panel 119, 121
sample Storing Services 264
Session Control Settings 34
Start Document Export 148
Storing Error Log 258
Text Composition with DCF 46
User Parameters 40
User Profile Maintenance 29
paragraph selection
alternate user interface, LCFEXT 283
deleting from the selection 122
determined by program 117
determined by users 118, 121
inserting individual text 119, 126
inserting SPs 122
modifying the selection 119
on Web client 123
panel 119, 121
resetting 123
subcommands for selection 120
terminating the selection 119, 123,
127
tree dialog 123
using Copy and Insert 124
using drag and drop 124
using F-keys 289
using Find and Insert 125
using Insert 125
using subcommands 301
Paragraph Selection panel
suppress the 86
with preselected paragraphs 87
paragraphs
definition of 112

paragraphs (continued)
formatting characters in Web
client 77
in an LTD, first and last fixed 86
modification authorizing 74
on theWeb client, keywords for
searching for 74
resetting 127
specifying a formatting 75
parameter
SAVDIAG 365
parameter attributes
changing defaults 93
modifying 78
parameter classes, using 92
Parameter Description panel 92
parameter descriptions
definition of 53
rules for naming 54
parameter determination
base tailoring, PDPCALL 106
interaction with a PDP 106
manipulation by PDP 106
resolve parameter values 106
parameter determination in document
composition
interaction with a PDP 128
letting the user determine the
parameters 128, 129
resolve SP parameter values 128
parameter determination program
called from an application-type
description 103
description of 97
how to invoke a 97
parameter DXBPDPNAME 215
resume work with an SLL item,
PDPSUPR 286
specifying a 86
parameter entries
in ATDs (control parameter
DXBLSPDRAT) 183
in SPs (control parameter
DXBLSPDRSP) 183
parameter equate table
CUSWTBLS, remote printing 171
sample job FSNJWTBL 171
parameter for exit name
EXITADPA 273
EXITARCH 273
EXITBDCE 274
EXITBPL1 274
EXITBPL2 274
EXITBUSF 274
EXITHLPE 273
EXITITPE 273
EXITLCME 273
EXITOPAE 273
EXITPFKE 273
EXITPLS1 274
EXITPLS2 274
EXITPRTE 274
EXITPSEL 274
EXITSECE 274
EXITWLCM 274
EXITWTBL 274
parameter help 15

parameter prompting
defining text for prompting on Web
client 95
defining text for prompting
panels 94, 214
highlighting mandatory
parameters 277
reduce prompt lines in document
composition 286
parameter values 111
parameter verification program
description of 98
effect on parameter prompting 98
how to invoke 98
specifying a 86
parameters
“Passed to data collection program”
attribute 99
base tailoring for document
composition 280
changing their attributes 214
controlling the display of 96
default value of 95
defining 91
defining text for prompting
panels 94, 214
defining the attributes of 93
definition of 111
determining by program 128
determining by user interaction 128,
129
displaying their attributes 430
for calling Document Writing
feature 236
for customizing the panel colors 272
general base tailoring 273
information storage in
DISOSS/370 99
INSDIAG 336
language tailoring 296
local 214
maximum number for a
document 208
naming 214
naming on the Define Application
Parameters panel 104
naming rules 239
panel to define SP 128
passed to PDP attribute 97
passing to a called program 104
preparing for standard
paragraphs 77
program to verify the value of 98
removing duplicate 86
returned from PDP attribute 97
sample panel for prompting 129
setting up user 39
specifying required value 96
specifying value of user 40
terminal tailoring 296
TimeOut - IMS Connect 317
TRMDIAG 336
uppercase folding, PDNFOLD 54,
278
validity of 214
value of program to get the value 97
value to PVP attribute 98
Index
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passing data to Document Writing
feature 207
passing parameters to a called
program 104
password
authorizing users to change
sign-on 45
change the sign-on 45
overview 17
resetting user’s 51
verifying 17
password control
PSWDASF, base tailoring 278
specifying external or internal control
of 35
pattern documents
creating 88
definition of 111
PDP (parameter determination program)
how to invoke a 97
interaction with parameter
determination 106
specifying a 86
PDR
authorizing maintenance of 45
creating 91
definition of 111
modifying 91
using 91
performance
preloaded programs in IMS 316
Personal Services
define access level 249
define transaction family 249
personal settings for function keys 13 - 24
panel 41
PLIDUMP
CICS considerations 315
prefixed keywords 254, 257
preparing for Document Writing
feature 206
preparing names for text elements 212
PREPBOOK (CLIST) 231, 232
preselected paragraphs
creating a document with 87
mandatory paragraphs 87
optional paragraphs 87
preselection
allow more than 50 SPs, PRESEL 286
PREVCOL, activate highlighting 359
preview
maximum number of formatted pages,
MAXPAG 284
Preview window 131
preview, content of a document 357
preview, determining position of
window 358
preview, determining viewer 360
preview, identifying modified
content 359
preview, set highlighting 359
preview, set highlighting colors 360
previewing
documents 131
print and store documents 224
Print Preview dialog 132
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print preview, content of a
document 357
print preview, determining position of
window 358
print preview, determining viewer 358
print preview, highlighting 360
print preview, identifying modified
content 359
print preview, set highlighting 359
print preview, set highlighting
colors 360
printer
authorizing definition of default 43
default local printer for document
composition 47
default printer for DisplayWrite/370
system-wide default,
DWLPRN 290
default printer for document
composition
system-wide default, DPRTID 282
default printer for GIL items 33
system-wide default, LPRTID 277
default remote printer for document
composition 47
terminal printer for GIL items,
PRTID 296
printer for document composition
local terminal printer, DCPRT 296
remote terminal printer, RMPRT 296
printer names
uppercase folding, PRTFOLD 278
printing
a document cabinet list 221
a sample letter handbook 417
collecting for printing and continuous
formatting 162
collecting for printing in bulk 143
continuous formatting 162
default for immediate print 47
deferred for later processing
(CUSPRTE) 172
documents 223
documents immediately 168
documents in batch (restarting) 160
documents on remote printers 169
documents on system printers 172
exporting documents for batch
printing (CICS) 145
exporting documents for batch
printing (IMS) 150
GIL items 191
GIL items with DisplayWrite/
370 228
immediate 39
in batch 153
in batch after batch composition 132
overview over printing options 136
sorting documents to be printed 153
specifying format 85
the names of items for FSNLGIL 403
private items
authorizing use of 41
authorizing use of ATD items 42
changing into public items 50
description of 23
document cabinet items 42
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private items (continued)
information, authorizing use of 42
LTDs, authorizing use of 41
menu, authorizing use of 42
SPGs, authorizing use of 41
SPs, authorizing use of 41
text cabinet items 42
PROCESS (CLIST) 231
production systems, separating from test
systems 391
profile CLIST 233
Profile of Document Cabinet Item
panel 213
PROFILESOURCE, desription 142
PROFLIB, DD name for DCF profile
library 359
program error program 22, 314
program name for Document Writing
feature 207
project authorization
adding of individual text 39
immediate printing 39
paragraph selection 39
Project Authorizations - Details panel 37
Project Authorizations panel 36
project items
authorizing users to maintain 38
changing into public items 50
description of 23
projects
adding 50
associating users with 38
authorization for 36
changing ownership of 50
deleting 50
general profile settings 32
granting read access 38
preparing 23
specifying project name in user
profile 38
specifying user parameters 32
Prompt F-key
LTD maintenance 87
SP maintenance 76, 78
prompt panels
manipulation by PDP
SIB field SIB_MSG_CODE 106
SIB field SIB_MSG_TEXT 106
SIB field SIB_PROMPT_PAGE 106
prompting
for GIL items to maintain 187
for parameters, sample panel 129
lists 129
Prompting list dialog 129
PSEGLIB, DD name for AFP
overlays 359
PSEGLIB, DD name for AFP page
segments 359
public items
authorizing users to maintain 38
controlling access to 24
description of 24
public LTDs
authorization to maintain 46
purging items 51, 190
PVP (parameter verification program)
description of 98

PVP (parameter verification program)
(continued)
effect on parameter prompting 98
how to invoke 98
specifying a 86

Q
quick printing items

191

R
RACF 17
record maintenance
deleting items 51
records
loading selected records FSNLOAD 404
printing a cross-reference list with
FSNLGIL 194, 403
reloading request 371
unloading request 371
recovering items 59
recovery of documents 235
REFBEG, utility control keyword 397
REFEND, utility control keyword 397
references to other GIL items,
checking 58
registering new users, FSNAUPM 402
RELEASE
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
release control
concepts 373
definition of the test level 49
for GIL items 373
line command DEV, LINDEV 300
line command RLS, LINRLS 300
line command TST, LINTST 300
package name 374
parameter
DXBICHKHLP 378
DXBICHKPDR 378
DXBICHKTST 377
DXBIRELNAM 377
release status 49, 374
releasing integrated items 378
system integration 377
tailoring parameter MAINTACT 294
test level 0 376
test level 1 376
test level 2 376
test level 8 376
test level 9 376
test of items 373
testing levels 376
release status 374
release-controlled system 376
RELNAME, utility control keyword 397
RELNAME, utility keyword 395
reloading request records 371
RELSTAT, utility control keyword 397,
404
RELVERS
keyword for FSNBRUL 398
versioning control 398

remote printing
ATD control parameter
DXBDJLNAME 171
DXBOPRTCOPY 171
DXBWDSDATE 171
DXBWDSNAME 171
DXBWDSTIME 171
DXBWFORDEF 171
DXBWJOBACC 171
DXBWJOBPWD 171
DXBWJOBUID 171
DXBWMVSNOD 171
DXBWPRNTID 171
DXBWPRTNOD 171
DXBWUSNAME 171
BMP WFI, job FSNUWWFI 170
defining an ATD for 170
JCL variable parameters 171
overview 169
parameter equate table,
CUSWTBLS 171
sample ATDs
ENUREMOTE 170
ENUREMOTE2 170
ENURJCL 170
SIT parameter SPOOL 315
transaction code BMP-WFI 294
removing
duplicate parameters 86
incorrect documents from DCF
output 160
renaming items 57
renewing AFP resources
defining path in ftdport2.ini 361
on the client 361
on the Web server 361
setting parameter
CleanResourceDirectory 362
setting parameter TimeToLive 362
REPL
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
request records
reloading 371
unloading 371
request type (DXBZREQT) 236
request type value of 71 228
reserved SIB paramater
DXBCOMBOBX 351
resetting
a session 20
a user’s password 51
paragraph selection 123
paragraphs and documents 127
sessions, authorizing users to 44
resetting a user’s session
default transaction code 20
fast-path command 21
user session list panel 21
restarting batch printing
restarting printing of documents in
batch 160
restarting batch printing of documents
after breakdown 161
removing incorrect documents
before 160
using your own restart
procedures 162

resuming document composition 134
retrieving documents
preparing for 253
return codes from utility programs
FSNBDCF 158
FSNBRUL, FSNBRRL 401
FSNLGIL 404, 414
FSNLOAD 412
FSNPGIL 414
RFT, storing format 254, 261
RLSGIL, request command 395
rules for using line commands 419

S
sample ATDs (ENUDDD0 and
ENUDDD1) 228
sample Export from CLL panel 264
sample Information Copy panel 57
sample job input
for FSNLGIL 403
for FSNLOAD 411
sample letter handbook
creating 196
creating script input for 414
customizing the layout 199
fast-path command
ENUADMXR 197
fast-path command ENUADMXS 197
fast-path command ENUTHBX 197
for administrators 198
for users 198
formatting SCRIPT input 416
printing DCF output 417
sample profile FSNADM 416
sample profile FSNTHB 416
SCRIPT input created by
FSNTHBX 415
sample List of SLL Items panel 134
SAVDIAG, base tailoring parameter 288,
365
Save dialog customization, Web
client 365
saved document library, SLL
data in the 8
resuming work on documents in 134
saving a document cabinet list 221
saving documents
authorization for 205
saving documents in the SLL 137, 138
SAVREPL 288
SCAN
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
SCRIPT input
create 414
formatting 416
structure 415
search for keywords
control parameter
DXBLKEYW1 183
DXBLKEYW2 183
DXBLKEYW3 183
search using DB2, generic 185
SEARCH, utility control keyword 398
searching for paragraphs on theWeb
client, keywords for 74
searching for SLL items 136
Index
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second sign-on request 20
security
access codes 24
external 17
general considerations 4
internal 22
using validity dates 24
security system in ASF
controlling access to items 24
giving items a status and an
owner 23
selecting
paragraphs, authorizing 39
standard paragraphs 123
deleting the selection 122
inserting into the selection 122
modifying the selection 119
overview 116
resetting the selection 123
selected by users 118, 121
selection by program 117
user profile to update 31
selecting paragraphs
using Copy and Insert 124
using drag and drop 124
using Find and Insert 125
using Insert 125
sequence and contents of panels
defining (request type
DXBZREQT) 207
SEQUENCE, utility control keyword 414
session control parameters
session language 34
timeout interval, TIMEOUT 280
work environment 34
session control settings
password control 35
running debug trace 35
SESSCTL, base tailoring 272
shared user ID 35
Session Control Settings panel 34
session language
language codes 381
specifying in session control
settings 34
system-wide definition,
SESLNG0 279
sessions
authorizing users to reset 44
control option 19
resetting 20
resetting a user’s session 39
second 20
timeout 21
setup and configuration, system 309
sharing a user ID 35
SHOWVAR (CLIST) 231
SIB
call of document composition,
VALRCGN
recognizing SIB values 289
how to handle more than 32 KB 118
length of IMS message segment,
SBMLTH 278
sign-on password
authority to change 45
authorizing users to change 45
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sign-on password (continued)
changing 45
sign-on request, second 20
signatures
specifying number of 75
signing on to ASF 17
SIGNOFF, terminal definition
parameter 315
single sign-on 20
Skip F-key
paragraph selection 121
suppress display, SUPSKIP 289
sl line command 429
SLL
data in the 8
DBD name, FSNDBSLL 294
ddname, FSNSLL 294
List of SLL Items panel 136
maintaining items in 136
resume work with an SLL item
call of a PDP, PDPSUPR 286
searching for items in 136
SLL database list
working with
on the Web client 192
SLL documents
accessing 135
saving 137, 138
SLL items, performance
considerations 136
SLL version check
SLLVSCHK, environment
tailoring 294
software components
3270 Listener 324
AFP Viewer plug-in 324
ASF Conversion Toolkit 324
sorting
control parameter
DXBLSORT 182
exported documents 153
source members (CICS and IMS)
for tailoring 270
SP items
authorizing use of private 41
SP parameters, defining 128
SPA DB
data in the 11
SPA, database for IMS dialog SPA
DBD name, FSNDBSPA 279
spell checking, additional
dictionaries 356
spell checking, automatic activation 355
spell checking, creating an addenda
dictionary 356
spell checking, customizing font
sizes 355
spell checking, customizing on the Web
client 355
spell checking, customizing where to
begin 355
spell checking, standard dictionaries 355
SPG items
authorizing use of private 41
splitting a line 426
splitting exported documents 153
SPOOL 315
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standard paragraphs
access control 73
allowing for repeated selection 74
authorization to modify 74
authorization to select 84, 89
authorization to use 71
authorizing use of private 41
controlling the display of the
paragraph description 75
controlling the use of 74
controlling the validity of 73
controlling who can use 73
creating 72
defining the use of 74
definition of 53, 111
deleting selected paragraphs 122
drafting the text 75
example of SCRIPT/VS text 76, 77
forcing document storing 75, 253
inserting in an existing selection 122
inserting individual text 119, 126
maintaining 71
modifying the selection 119
parameters used in, preparing 77
preparing the characteristics of 71
resetting the selection 123
selected by users 118, 121
selecting 116
selecting by program 117
selecting on Web client 123
subcommands for the selection 120
terminating the selection 119, 123,
127
ways to select 116
standard-paragraph groups
access control, defining 80
authorizing use of private 41
creating 80
defining the paragraphs used in 81
definition of 53, 111
maintaining 79, 80
Start Document Export panel 148
statistics
last reference date, REFDATE 278
use of database items,
RECUSAG 278
status flags for OfficeVision/MVS
settings in language tailoring 249
storing and retrieving documents
authorization for 205
storing documents
forced by document type 253
forced by paragraph 253
in the DISOSS/370 central
library 258
Storing Error Log panel 258
storing format
DXBDCAFORM parameter 203
FFT 254, 261
parameter DXBDCAFORM 203
RFT 254, 261
setting default with DWFFORM 257
storing parameters
attributes of 255
definition of 253
DXBACCESS, document access code
in DISOSS/370 256

storing parameters (continued)
DXBAUTHOR, document author 256
DXBCLASS, document class 256
DXBDDATE, document date 256
DXBDOCNAM, document name 255
DXBOWNER, document owner 255
DXBSUBJECT, document subject 256
keywords 257
storing to DISOSS/370
specifying storing information for
retrieving documents 254
storing-error log, FEL
enabling users to define 257
structured correspondence
definition of 111
structured documents 224
structuring menus 64
subcommands for document composition
language tailoring 302
subcommands for paragraph
selection 120
suppress the Paragraph Selection
panel 86
suppressing of a DisplayWrite/370 edit
session during document creation 223
SYMBOLSUBST, desription 142
syncpoints
calling application programs 277
system definitions, tailoring parameters
affecting 305
system parameters
allow unprotection, PRMUPRO 278
system setup and configuration 309
system-wide administration
authorizing 43

T
table layout, customizing 352
tables
customizing create table dialog 353
customizing settings 352
customizing the position of the table
title 353
customizing the width 353
tailoring
base 269, 271
batch customization jobs 270
DATFMT - date format 241
DEFMENU - default main menu 43
DWFFORM - default storing
format 254, 257
environment 34, 269, 291
FSNBTC2 269, 303
FSNBTCH 269, 303
language 269, 296
overview of 271
source members (CICS and IMS) 270
terminal 269, 295
tailoring definitions, for multiple
databases 370
tailoring information, online display
of 307
tailoring macro
environment 292
terminal 296

tailoring parameters
affecting system definitions 305
base for document composition 280
general base 273
language 296
terminal 296
tailoring parameters, base
INSDIAG 336
SAVDIAG 365
TRMDIAG 336
target indicators for line commands
restrictions for using 419
TBLNAME
environment tailoring parameter 294
TCTUA
coexistence with OfficeVision/
MVS 249, 250
displacement, TCTDISP 280
use by ASF 249, 314
temporarily changing user
parameters 28
terminal model
base tailoring, MODEL 277
terminal tailoring
description 269
FSNTTRM 295
generic terminal ID, TRMGEN 296
macro 296
parameters 296
terminal ID, TRMID 296
terms and concepts in document
composition 111
test systems, separating from production
systems 391
testing levels 376
text administrator
authorizing to use information or
menu panels 42
text cabinet
information in 9
Text Composition with DCF panel 46
text editing
sl line command 429
text element
changing parameter attributes 214
maximum number of parameters
for 208
rules for naming 212
text strings in information items
control parameter
DXBLSTXTIN 183
text strings in SPs
control parameter
DXBLSTXTSP 183
THLNAME
environment tailoring parameter 294
timeout
session 21
session timeout interval,
TIMEOUT 280
SIGNOFF, terminal definition
parameter 315
TIMEOUT parameter, base
tailoring 21
Timeout
IMS Connect 317

TOKB
utility control keyword 390
TOKB=(code page)
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
TRACE
control statement for FSNBRRL 393
control statement for FSNBRUL 392
utility control keyword 389
trace, running a debug 35
transaction families
ASPREF 272
control use of document
composition 269
control use of user IDs 269
FSNTTXC 272
transaction prefix
ASPREF, base tailoring 272
ASPREF, environment tailoring 293
WEBPREF, environment tailoring 294
transferring database items, from SLL to
CLL, from CLL to SLL 395
transferring document cabinet items 227
transferring packages, using
FSNBRUL 395
translate control statements 387
translating sequential files with
FSNACPM 384, 389
TREE, utility control keyword 398
TRMDIAG, base tailoring parameter 336
tuning
invert timestamp keys of LRR 282
TXLNAME
environment tailoring parameter 294
TYPE, utility control keyword 399, 413
TYPETERM definition
SIGNOFF parameter 315
UCTRAN parameter 314

U
UCTRAN, CICS system parameter 314
underlining
suppress option, SUPULIN 280
underscoring
restrictions in DCF for 174
unloading request records 371
UPL, user profile library
data contained in the 6
DBD name, FSNDBUPL 280
ddname, FSNUPL 280
methods of updating items in the 27
UPPER scalar function, DB2 183
user administration 27
user applications
defining to FSNBTC2 304
defining to FSNBTCH 304
user databases
defining to FSNBTC2 304
defining to FSNBTCH 304
user exits
DXBEXIT1 233
DXBEXIT2 233
DXBEXIT3 233
FSNPFKE 299
FSNSECE 17
user exits for the document composition
CUSBUSF 145, 161
Index
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user exits for the document composition
(continued)
CUSOPAE 168
CUSPRTE 168
user exits for the Document Composition
feature
CUSLCME 138
user ID
defining 28
model 29
overview 17
sharing 35
user IDs
model 19
user name
specifying in general profile
settings 32
user parameters
allow unprotection, PRMUPRO 278
authorization to create 28
authorizing user to define 43
changing temporarily 28
defining 28
DXBAUTHOR 28
DXBDATE 28
setting up 39
specifying in user profile 32
specifying name of 40
specifying value of 40
User Parameters panel 40
user profile
authorization to add individual
text 89
authorization to maintain 27, 46
authorization to maintain project
records 38
authorization to select paragraphs 89
authorization to use a document
type 89
authorizing system-wide
administration 43
authorizing use of document
composition 46
authorizing use of private items 41
authorizing users to maintain 44
changing session control
parameters 34
creating new 29
defining a new user ID 28
description of 27
library 6
maintaining 30, 39
name 27
selecting 31
setting the work environment 34
specifying a main menu 66
specifying general settings and
parameters 32
specifying project items in 23
specifying user parameters 39
user profile library 27
User Profile Maintenance panel 29
user profile maintenance panels, line
commands to display 31
user registration
creating user profile records 30
defining a master administrator 27
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user registration (continued)
deleting a user profile 30
maintaining user profile records 30
registering a new user 27
rules for naming items 54
USER, utility control keyword 399
users
assigning to separate libraries 205
defining a list of parameters for 39
enrolling in batch 29
password, resetting 51
registering new 27
registering with FSNAUPM 402
resetting sessions of 39
using FSNLOAD with document
composition 404
using LTDs as entries in other LTDs 85
using model items 56
USL
data in the 11
DBD name, FSNDBUSL 294
ddname, FSNUSL 294
utility control keyword 388
utility control statements
for printing a cross-reference list of
the GIL (FSNLGIL) 403
for translating batch utility input
(FSNACPM) 390
utility programs
FSNACPM, adjusting the code page
table 384
FSNACPM, translating batch utility
input 389
FSNBDCF, input for 157
FSNBDCF, output from 157
FSNBRUL and FSNBRRL, copying
items between databases 390
FSNCEXPC - exporting LRRs from
CLL (CICS) 147
FSNCEXPI - exporting LRRs from
CLL (IMS) 152
FSNLGIL, print GIL cross-reference
list 58, 194, 403
FSNLOAD, input for a menu 405
FSNLOAD, input for an information
item 405
FSNLOAD, input for an LTD 405
FSNLOAD, input for an SP 406
FSNLOAD, input for the DCF
profile 406
FSNLOAD, loading selected records
into the GIL 404
FSNPGIL, print contents of GIL
items 412
FSNRSET 149
FSNTHBX, sample letter
handbook 414
general control statements 387
overview 387
supporting administration 387

V
valid from date of documents 241
valid until date of documents 241
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validity dates
using the protect objects and
functions 24
validity of parameters 214
validity of standard paragraphs
controlling 73
value of user parameter 40
value to PVP attribute
attributes (of parameters) 98
values for the request type 207
variable information in documents 111
verifying parameters
program for 98
verifying passwords 17
verifying the referential integrity of GIL
items 58
versioning control
for GIL
tailoring parameter GILVERS 294
versioning of LRRs 71, 139
view a document 225
view help information for specific
DisplayWrite/370 message 229
viewing items
from the List of GIL Items panel 190
modifying from the List of GIL Items
panel 190
VIEWPRIV (CLIST) 231
VIEWPROJ (CLIST) 231
vital data sets
GIL 293
SLL 294

W
Web browser
configuring the 310
Web client xiii
accessing documents in the SLL 135
configuration file
DocXSLConversion.xml 340
configure 310
configuring 12
creating GIL items for 59
customization 323, 324
customizing the conversion of
paragraphs 339
DCF to HTML conversion 339
defining menu and information items
for 69
defining text for parameter
prompting 95
dialog
comparing to host panel 70
document composition overview 12
editor customization 339
fast-path commands on 13
finalizing document composition 138
Find paragraph dialog
customization 337
finishing paragraph selection 127
formatting paragraph 75
getting started 12
help 13
HTML to DCF conversion 340
interface 4, 11
Internet Explorer 310

Web client (continued)
introducing 11
keywords for Find paragraph 74
maintaining GIL items for 59
maintenance of the SLL 136
multiserver and multihost
support 309
navigating 13
paragraph selection 123
inserting individual-text
paragraphs 126
using Copy and Insert 124
using Find and Insert 125
using Insert 125
paragraphs
formatting characters in 77
previewing documents 131
prompting lists 129
resetting paragraphs and
documents 127
Save dialog customization 365
saving documents in the SLL 138
session timeout 22
settings for debugging 311
settings for the editor 310
use as front-end 33
work data sets
FSNDBSPA 279
ISL 294
overview 11
USL 294
work environment
defining in environment
tailoring 291
specifying in session control
settings 34
writing a new document 221
writing a new document using a
model 222
WSL
data in the 11
DBD name, FSNDBWSL 294
ddname, FSNWSL 294

X
XLCFBINS 122
XLCFEINS 122
XREF, utility control keyword

403

Z
ZSL
data in the

11
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